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ABSTRACT. This habilitation thesis fits in the fields of algebraic and enumera-tive combinatorics, with connections with computer science. The main ideasdeveloped in this work consist in endowing combinatorial objects (words,permutations, trees, integer partitions, Young tableaux, etc.) with operationsin order to construct algebraic structures. This process allows, by studyingalgebraically the structures thus obtained (changes of bases, generating sets,presentations by generators and relations, morphisms, representations), tocollect combinatorial information about the underlying objects. The alge-braic structures the most encountered here are magmas, posets, associativealgebras, dendriform algebras, Hopf bialgebras, operads, and pros.This work explores the aforementioned research direction and providesmany (functorial or not) constructions having the particularity to build alge-braic structures on combinatorial objects. We develop for instance a func-tor from nonsymmetric colored operads to nonsymmetric operads, frommonoids to operads, from unitary magmas to nonsymmetric operads, fromfinite posets to nonsymmetric operads, from stiff pros to Hopf bialgebras,and from precompositions to nonsymmetric operads. These constructionsbring alternative ways to describe already known structures and provide newones, as for instance, some of the deformations of the noncommutative Faàdi Bruno Hopf bialgebra of Foissy and a generalization of the dendriformoperad of Loday.We also use algebraic structures to obtain enumerative results. In partic-ular, nonsymmetric colored operads are promising devices to define formalseries generalizing the usual ones. These series come with several prod-ucts (for instance a pre-Lie product, an associative product, and their Kleenestars) enriching the usual ones on classical power series. This provides aframework and a toolbox to strike combinatorial questions in an originalway.The text is organized as follows. The first two chapters pose the elemen-tary notions of combinatorics and algebraic combinatorics used in the wholework. The last ten chapters contain our original research results fitting thecontext presented above.
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Introduction

This dissertation contains the main research results developed since our PhD, defendedabout six years ago. Our research fits in the fields of combinatorics and algebraic combina-torics, with solid connections with computer science. The purpose of this first part of thetext is to progressively contextualize the presented work and to provide a preview of its mainresults.
ContextCombinatorics is a subfield of both mathematics and computer science. It is somewhathard to provide a global and concise definition of this field. For our part, we think that oneof the best definitions of combinatorics is that it is the science of the construction plans. Aconstruction plan is a list of rules expressed in a rigorous language, whose goal is to defineobjects. Unlike construction plans of houses, bridges, or space shuttles, a single constructionplan in combinatorics offers the possibility to build not only one object but many similarones. Indeed, a certain degree of freedom is contained in such construction plans. All theobjects thus described form a set, named a combinatorial set. Given a construction plan, itis natural to collect as many properties as possible of the objects of their combinatorial set.One of the simplest examples of construction plans is the one describing permutations.A permutation is a sequence of n ∈ N symbols taken in the set {1, . . . , n}, each one appearingexactly once. From this plan, the smallest objects are

ε, 1, 12, 21, 123, 132, 213, 231, 312, 321, (0.0.1)where ε is the unique sequence of n = 0 symbols. A slightly more elaborate example is theone of Motzkin paths. This construction plan specifies that a Motzkin path is a possibly emptysequence of steps of three kinds: a stationary step , a rising step , or a descendingstep , with the constraint that the path ends at the same level as its starting point andnever goes below its starting point. From this plan, we can build among others the followingMotzkin paths:
, , , , , , , , , (0.0.2)where is the unique sequence of 0 steps.There are several flavors of combinatorics. Each of them depends on the point of viewon construction plans. Here follow the main ones related with our work. To continuethe metaphor with construction plans of buildings, let us express the point of view of thearchitect, of the workman, and of the electrician.

1



2 INTRODUCTION
General combinatorics. The role of the architect consists primarily in designing newconstruction plans. The final aim is to use construction plans and combinatorial sets as toolsto solve precise problems or explain some phenomena.For instance, we can study all the possible ways to bracket an expression involving n+1occurrences of a variable x and n occurrences of a binary operation ? satisfying a priori norelations. For instance, ((x ? x) ? ((x ? x) ? x)) (0.0.3)is one of these. A combinatorial modelization of this problem amounts to seeing such ex-pressions through their syntax trees. Since ? is binary, one can encode an expression with noccurrences of ? by a binary tree with n internal nodes. The previous expression is encodedin this way by the binary tree

. (0.0.4)
Now, the original problem is translated into a more combinatorial language consisting instudying such binary trees. The construction plan of binary trees is recursive: a binary treeis either a leaf or two binary trees attached to an internal node . The first ones are

, , , , , , , , . (0.0.5)
From this translation, it is possible to enumerate the underlying expressions of the trees foreach size n. Moreover, this translation helps to discover some properties of the expressionssuch as their height, this statistics being the usual height of the binary trees.Another illustration of the work of the combinatorial architect consists in designingcombinatorial objects being the bases of some algebraic structures. A classical example relieson free Lie algebras [Reu93] and the description of their bases. Indeed, the combinatorialset of the Lyndon words on a totally ordered alphabet A is a basis of the free Lie algebragenerated by A. A Lyndon word on A is a sequence u of n ∈ N symbols of A such thatall strict suffixes of u are greater than u for the lexicographic order induced by the totalorder on A. By knowing this property, the study of free Lie algebras can be transferedon the combinatorial study of Lyndon words. A more modern example in the same veinconsists in describing the bases of free pre-Lie algebras [Vin63,Ger63,Man11] generated bya set G. In this context, the right construction plan is the one of the rooted trees on G, thatare connected acyclic graphs whose vertices are labeled on G and admitting a distinguishedvertex, the root [CL01].The usual work in the field of general combinatorics consists hence in modelizing aproblem or a phenomenon coming from close domains such as computer science, algebra,or physics, by combinatorial objects with the hope of a better understanding.

Enumerative combinatorics. The role of the workman, benefiting of the knowledgeof a lot of construction plans and of their internal functioning, is to understand how doesa construction plan work and to discover relations between a bunch of them. The combi-natorial workman asks in most cases the question to count, given a construction plan, the



CONTEXT 3
combinatorial objects we can build of a given size n ∈ N. The notion of counting is primaryin enumerative combinatorics and is somewhat fuzzy. Counting may mean that we expect aclosed formula, a recurrence formula, a generating function, or even a functional equationfor a generating series. Generating series are series of the form

G(t) =∑
n∈N

antn (0.0.6)
where an is the number of objects of size n for each n ∈ N. They form a very importantconcept in enumerative combinatorics.For instance, by defining the size of a binary tree as its number n of internal nodes,it is possible to show that the generating series G(t) of binary trees satisfies the algebraicequation

G(t) = 1 + tG(t)2, (0.0.7)and expresses thus as a generating function by
G(t) = 1−√1− 4t2t . (0.0.8)One can deduce from this that the number an of binary trees with n ∈ N internal nodessatisfies
an = 1

n + 1
(2n
n

)
. (0.0.9)On the other hand, counting integer partitions is not so easy. An integer partition of size

n ∈ N is a multiset *λ1, . . . , λ`+ of integers such that λ1 + · · ·+ λ` = n. The generating series
G(t) of these objects satisfies

G(t) = ∏
k∈N>1

11− tk . (0.0.10)
The situation here is less fruitful than in the case of binary trees since there is no knownclosed formula for integer partitions similar to (0.0.9).Besides, as mentioned above, one of the roles of the combinatorial workman consistsin establishing links between different combinatorial sets. Consider for instance the combi-natorial set of Dyck paths, that are Motzkin paths discussed before, but without horizontalsteps . Then, there is a bijection between the set of all binary trees with n internal nodesand the set of all Dyck paths having n rising steps . This bijection can be computed byinduction, but there is a direct interpretation of it consisting in computing a Dyck path incorrespondence with a binary tree t by performing a left to right depth-first traversal of tand outputting a step when an internal node is visited and a step when a leaf is visited,without considering the last leaf. For instance, the Dyck path in correspondence with thebinary tree appearing in (0.0.4) is

. (0.0.11)Moreover, not only bijections between combinatorial sets are interesting. Indeed, surjec-tions or injections between combinatorial sets are susceptible to establish interesting linksbetween such sets. For example, the algorithm of insertion of an element in a binary searchtree [Knu98] provides a surjection from the set of all permutations of n elements to the setof all binary trees with n internal nodes. A binary search tree is a binary tree where all



4 INTRODUCTION
internal nodes are labeled by integers with some extra conditions. The insertion of a letter
a in a binary search tree t consists in following the path starting from the root of t to oneof its leaves by going into the right subtree if a is greater than the label of the consideredinternal node and into the left one otherwise. For instance, the insertion from left to rightof the letters of the permutation σ := 451326 gives the binary search tree

1 62 3
4 5 , (0.0.12)

and, by forgetting the labels of the nodes, we obtain the binary tree image of σ . Thissurjection has also several algebraic properties [LR98,HNT05].A last important part of enumerative combinatorics includes algorithms generating allthe objects of a given size of a combinatorial set [Rus04]. The efficiency of these algo-rithms is a highly important feature, so that constant amortized time algorithms are themost sought. One can cite in this context the algorithm of Proskurowski and Ruskey forbinary trees [PR85], and the Steinhaus–Johnson–Trotter algorithm for permutations [Tro62,
Joh63,Ste64].

Algebraic combinatorics. The role of the electrician consists in endowing an edificewith a network of electric wires, making it capable to perform additional functions. Given aconstruction plan, the combinatorial electrician tries to define operations on its combinatorialobjects. Operations on combinatorial objects allow to assemble several of these to obtainbigger ones, or, contrariwise, allow to disassemble a single object into smaller pieces. In thislast case, it is more accurate to speak of co-operations. This point of view draws a bridgebetween combinatorics and algebra, creating interactions in both ways between these twofields.For instance, operations on Motzkin paths offer an interesting way to describe theirgenerating seriesG(t), counting them with respect to their number of steps. For this, considerthe monoid (P, ·) of all paths consisting in steps , , and (here we relax the conditionsabout the levels of the starting and ending points of the paths), where · is the concatenationof paths (obtained by superimposing the ending point of the first path and the starting pointof the second). For instance,
· = .

Now, let g be the formal series defined as the formal sum of all Motzkin paths. Hence,
g = + + + + + + + + + · · · . (0.0.13)

By nearly elementary properties of Motzkin paths about their unambiguous decomposition,and by extending · linearly on series, g can be expressed as
g = + · g + · g · · g. (0.0.14)
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By observing that G(t) is the series obtained by specializing each Motzkin path of size n by
tn in g, we deduce from (0.0.14) that G(t) satisfies

G(t) = 1 + tG(t) + t2G(t)2. (0.0.15)From this algebraic equation, it is possible to obtain a generating function of G(t) or a closedformula for its coefficients, like in the case of binary trees presented above.On the other hand, endowing combinatorial sets with operations allows to highlight someof their properties. Consider in this context the monoid (S,�) where S is the combinato-rial set of all permutations and � is the shifted concatenation of permutations: given twopermutations σ and ν, σ�ν is the permutation obtained by concatenating σ with the wordobtained by incrementing each letter of ν by the size of σ . For instance, 312�21 = 31254.The minimal generating set of this monoid is the set of all connected permutations, that arethe nonempty permutations σ having no proper prefixes that are permutations [Com72].For instance, the first connected permutations are
1, 21, 231, 312, 321,2341, 2413, 2431, 3142, 3241, 3412, 3421, 4123, 4132, 4213, 4231, 4312, 4321.(0.0.16)From this very natural question about finding a minimal generating set of an algebraicstructure, we obtain the description of new natural combinatorial objects. Moreover, since(S,�) is free as a monoid, the generating series GC(t) of connected permutations and thegenerating series GS(t) of permutations are related by

GS(t) = 11−GC(t) =∑
n∈N

n!tn. (0.0.17)
Connected permutations have several properties. For instance, the Hopf bialgebra of freequasi-symmetric functions (also known as the Malvenuto-Reutenauer Hopf bialgebra [MR95])is, as an associative algebra, freely generated by the connected permutations [DHT02].Let us consider another example consisting in a unary operation on binary trees. As saidbefore, binary trees are in one-to-one correspondence with expressions involving variables
x and operations ?. Now, assume that ? is associative. This leads to allow the relation(. . . (u1 ? u2) ? u3 . . . ) = (. . . u1 ? (u2 ? u3) . . . ) , (0.0.18)where u1, u2, and u3 are expressions. In terms of binary trees (0.0.18) translates as theidentification

t1 t2
t3 = t1

t2 t3
, (0.0.19)

where t1, t2, and t3 are binary trees. This identification can be performed anywhere in thebinary trees and not only at their roots. One can see this identification as an operationconsisting in taking a binary tree and one of its edges oriented to the left (like the leftmember of (0.0.19)) and changing it into an edge oriented to right (like the right memberof (0.0.19)). This operation is known as a right rotation [Knu98]. Now, it is possible to show
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by induction on the number of internal nodes of the binary trees that all binary trees with ninternal nodes can be identified with the right comb tree of size n, that is the binary tree suchthat the left child of each internal node is a leaf. This provides a (quite complicated) proofof the well-known fact that all parenthesizings of an expression involving n occurrences ofan associative operation ? are equal.Finally, as mentioned before, interpreting an algebraic structure by means of combina-torial objects endowed with operations—like free Lie algebras in terms of Lyndon words,free pre-Lie algebras in terms of rooted trees, free dendriform algebras [Lod01] in termsof binary trees, or even free monoids in terms of words—brings a good understanding of it.These interpretations of algebraic structures are known as combinatorial realizations. In al-gebraic combinatorics, we endow combinatorial sets, or more generally spaces whose basesare indexed by combinatorial sets, with several algebraic structures. These can be simplymonoids or groups, but in some cases posets, lattices, associative algebras, dendriform alge-bras, pre-Lie algebras, duplicial algebras [Lod08], etc. In this work, Hopf bialgebras, operads,and pros are the structures encountered the most.

Other flavors of combinatorics. In addition to enumerative and algebraic combina-torics, there are other important flavors of combinatorics. Among these is analytic combina-torics [FS09] wherein techniques coming from complex analysis are employed at the levelof generating series. This field studies also the asymptotic behavior and the general formof combinatorial objects. Probabilistic combinatorics is close to analytic combinatorics. Thisdomain uses methods coming from probability theory to design algorithms randomly gener-ating objects of a given combinatorial set (see for instance [Ré85] for an algorithm generatinguniformly binary trees). Moreover, probabilistic combinatorics is useful to show, within agiven combinatorial set, that there is at least one object satisfying a given property [AJ08].This point of view was initiated by Erdős and has links with the Ramsey theory [Soi10].As a last flavor mentioned here, one can cite geometric combinatorics wherein geometricrealizations of polytopes are designed, including the realizations of the permutohedron andof the associahedron [CSZ15].Let us now dive a little more deeply into algebraic combinatorics and explain our pointof view about it and the context of our contributions.
Point of viewHistorically, algebraic combinatorics was concerned with questions related to representa-tion theory [GL01]. This field consists in studying algebraic structures (like monoids, groups,associative algebras, Lie algebras, etc.) by regarding their elements as linear maps. In anequivalent way, this amounts to letting the structure act on a vector space in a reasonableway. One of the benefits of this process rests upon the fact that algebraic problems aretranslated into linear algebra questions. The underlying algorithmic of linear algebra (likeGaussian elimination, matrix inversion, matrix reduction, etc.) offers strategies coming fromcomputer science and combinatorics to explore these problems.In particular, representations of the symmetric groups Sn of permutations of size n ∈ Nhave a special status in algebraic combinatorics. Indeed, the irreducible representations of Sn
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are indexed by integer partitions of size n [FH91]. Schur functions are symmetric functionsindexed by integer partitions that appear in this context of representation theory. They havethe particularity to admit a lot of very different but equivalent definitions [Las84,Sta99,Lot02].The set of all symmetric functions is naturally endowed with the structure of an associativealgebra Sym [Mac15] and the set of all Schur functions is one of its bases. Many other basesof Sym have been discovered, like the monomial, elementary, complete homogeneous, andpower sum functions. The changes of bases between these different families of functionsexpress most of the time by simple and nice combinatorial algorithms.This work is distant from these classical questions about representation theory and sym-metric functions. Our point of view about algebraic combinatorics is somewhat unrelated tothese considerations but, instead, related to the study of operations and algebraic structureson combinatorial sets. Nevertheless, like in all these research areas, we work most of thetime with finite structures that can be encoded by the computer. For this reason, we canuse the computer to perform large computations or to make experiments. These are verypowerful tools to establish conjectures and to collect as much information as possible abouta given research subject.

Objects, operations, and algebraic structures. In accordance to what we have ex-plained above, defining and studying operations on combinatorial sets has several advantages.More precisely, in this context, we try to progress in both of the following axes:
(A) Endowing combinatorial sets with algebraic structures by defining operations orco-operations;
(B) Given a type of algebraic structure, searching a realization of it in terms of combi-natorial objects endowed with operations.Let us explain in more details these two directions.Point (A) consists, starting with a combinatorial set C, in defining operations or co-operations on C. In practice, we work rather on K 〈C〉, the linear span of C where K is afield. To highlight some statistics on the objects, K is often the field K(q0, q1, . . . ) of rationalfunctions on the parameters qi , i ∈ N. The linear structure of K 〈C〉 implies that we inheritthe techniques coming from linear algebra to perform its study. When the (co)operationsdefined on K 〈C〉 endow it with a certain algebraic structure (like an associative algebra, adendriform algebra, a pre-Lie algebra, or even a coalgebra), we can ask all the algebraicquestions related to the structure and we can hope to harvest information about the objectsof C.Among the classical questions, the first one consists in expressing new bases of K 〈C〉 andobserving how its operations behave on these. Frequently, changes of bases are triangularand are defined through partial orders on C by considering sums of elements minored byother ones. It is time to study an example. Let us endow K 〈S〉 with the linear binary product

�, where for any permutations σ and ν, σ � ν is the sum of all the permutations that can beobtained by interleaving the letters of σ with the ones of the word obtained by incrementingby the size of σ the letters of ν. For instance,12� 21 = 1243 + 1423 + 1432 + 4123 + 4132 + 4312. (0.0.20)
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This product is known as the shifted shuffle product of permutations. Consider now thepartial order 4 on S being the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation R such thatfor any permutations σ and ν, σ R ν if ν can be obtained from σ by exchanging two adjacentletters σ (i) and σ (i+1) such that σ (i) < σ (i+1). This order is known as the right weak orderon permutations [GR63,YO69]. Let the family {Eσ : σ ∈ S} of elements of K 〈S〉 defined byEσ := ∑

ν∈S
σ4ν

ν. (0.0.21)
For instance, E2341 = 2341 + 2431 + 3241 + 3421 + 4231 + 4321. (0.0.22)By triangularity, this family forms a basis of K 〈S〉 and it appears that the product � on thisE-basis satisfies, for all permutations σ and ν,Eσ � Eν = Eσ�ν, (0.0.23)where � is the shifted concatenation of permutations encountered before. This providesan example of a rather complicated product when considered in a given basis that becomesvery simple in another one. Moreover, proving that (0.0.23) holds provides an interestingproof of the associativity of � since � is clearly associative.A second question almost as much immediate as the first one is to find minimal gener-ating sets of K 〈C〉, whose elements can be interpreted as base blocks to build any objectof C. This is even more interesting when K 〈C〉 has some freeness properties; in this case,any element decomposes in a unique way in a certain sense. As a consequence, obtainingminimal generating sets of K 〈C〉 leads to expressions for the Hilbert series

HK〈C〉(t) =∑
n∈N

dimK 〈C(n)〉 tn (0.0.24)
of K 〈C〉, where C(n) is the set of the objects of size n ∈ N of C. Since as generatingseries HK〈C〉(t) is the generating series GC(t) of C, this may offer an alternative way toenumerate the objects of C. To continue the example we started, (K 〈S〉 ,�) admits as aminimal generating set the set {Eσ : σ ∈ C} where C is the set all connected permutations,and is freely generated by this set as an associative algebra (for details see [DHT02]).Besides, to complete the study of K 〈C〉, it is natural to study morphisms (with respect tothe algebraic structure equippingK 〈C〉) involving it. Automorphisms ofK 〈C〉 lead potentiallyto the discovery of more or less hidden symmetries between the objects of C. Morphismsbetween K 〈C〉 and other known structures K 〈D〉 lead to establish connections between theobjects of C and the ones of D. This also includes the study of substructures and quotientsof K 〈C〉. It is worth observing that most of such morphisms use algorithms coming fromcomputer science in an unexpected way. For instance, the associative algebra (K 〈S〉 ,�)admits several substructures involving a large range of combinatorial objects. Some ofthese can be constructed by considering a family {Px : x ∈ D} of elements of K 〈S〉 definedby Px := ∑

σ∈Salg(σ )=x
σ, (0.0.25)
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where D is a certain combinatorial set and alg is an algorithm transforming a permutationinto an object of D. When alg satisfies some precise properties (see [Hiv99, HN07, Gir11,
NT14]), the P-family spans an associative subalgebra of (K 〈S〉 ,�). For instance, D can bethe set of binary trees and alg, the algorithm of insertion in a binary tree exposed above. Inthis case, one has for instance

P = 2143 + 2413 + 2431. (0.0.26)
Besides, D can be the set of the standard Young tableaux and alg, the algorithm consistingin inserting the letters of a permutation into a standard Young tableau using the Schenstedalgorithm [Sch61,Lot02]. In this case, one has for instance

P 1 2 43 = 1324 + 1342 + 3124. (0.0.27)
These mechanisms, coming from algebraic combinatorics, can also be used to conjectureproperties and to obtain results in enumerative combinatorics. Indeed, assume that C and Dare two combinatorial sets and that we look for a bijection between them. A tool to discovera bijection consists in endowing K 〈C〉 and K 〈D〉 with algebraic structures satisfying similarproperties. More explicitly, when these structures admit minimal generating sets clearly inbijection, and when the objects of C and D decompose in the same way on the generators,one obtains a computable bijection between C and D.In summary, Direction (A) uses algebra to obtain results in combinatorics and in com-puter science.Conversely, Direction (B) employs mechanisms and techniques coming from combina-torics to solve algebraic questions. Given a type of algebra, that is a set of (co)operationsymbols together with axioms they have to satisfy, the knowledge of the free structure ona set G of generators brings a lot of information. In many cases, the description of thesestructures is combinatorial, in the sense that their bases are indexed by combinatorial objectslabeled in an adequate way by elements of G. As mentioned before, examples are abundant inthe literature. They include pre-Lie algebras using rooted trees and operations of grafting oftrees [CL01], Zinbiel algebras using words and half-shuffle operations [Lod95], dendriformalgebras using binary trees and operations of shuffling of trees [Lod01], operads using planarrooted trees and grafting operations, and pros using prographs and operations of compo-sitions [Mar08]. Several of these combinatorial realizations of algebraic structures can beestablished by orienting their axioms to obtain rewrite rules [BN98]. When the obtainedrewrite rules satisfy some properties like termination and confluence, the normal forms ofthe rewrite rules can be seen as the elements of the structure.Another classical example of use of combinatorial methods for algebra is provided bythe Littlewood-Richardson rule [LR34]. This rule offers a way to compute the structurecoefficients of the algebra of symmetric functions Sym in the basis of the Schur functions. Asimple and enlightening proof [DHT02,HNT05] of this rule is provided by the combinatoricsof Young tableaux and of the plactic monoid [LS81,Lot02].
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Let us now provide details about the main structures appearing here. During our re-search, we work particularly with three types of algebraic structures: Hopf bialgebras, op-erads, and pros. We now present some of their features and why they are interesting andadapted structures in the field of algebraic combinatorics.
Hopf bialgebras. Hopf bialgebras are vector spaces endowed with an associative prod-uct ? and a coassociative coproduct ∆. These (co)operations satisfy the relation

∆(x ? y) = ∆(x)∆(y) (0.0.28)
for any elements x and y. If we see ? as a product assembling two elements to build anotherone, and ∆ as a coproduct breaking an element into two smaller parts, Equation (0.0.28) saysthat assembling two elements and then breaking the result is the same as assembling theresults obtained by breaking them before. This kind of commutation between ? and ∆ is thusvery natural. Hopf bialgebras K 〈C〉 where C is a combinatorial set with exactly one elementof size 0 and where ? (resp. ∆) is graded (resp. cograded) are the most encountered onesin algebraic combinatorics. These structures are known as combinatorial Hopf bialgebras.Main references about these structures are [Car07] and [GR16].The prototypal example of a Hopf bialgebra is the symmetric functions Sym. Indeed, itis possible to add a coproduct on Sym to turn it into a Hopf bialgebra. Most of other Hopfbialgebras are generalizations of Sym in the sense that they contain it as a quotient or asa Hopf sub-bialgebra. A famous full diagram of Hopf bialgebras includes the Malvenuto-Reutenauer Hopf bialgebra [MR95], also known as FQSym [DHT02]. This structure is thespace K 〈S〉 endowed with the shifted shuffle product and a deconcatenation coproduct ofpermutations. The Malvenuto-Reutenauer Hopf bialgebra contains the Poirier-ReutenauerHopf bialgebra of tableaux [PR95], also known as the Hopf bialgebra of free symmetric func-tions FSym [DHT02,HNT05] and involves standard Young tableaux. The Loday-Ronco Hopfbialgebra [LR98], also known as the Hopf bialgebra of binary search trees PBT [HNT05]involves binary trees and is a Hopf sub-bialgebra of FQSym. Moreover, a noncommutativeversion Sym [GKL+95] of Sym exists as a Hopf sub-bialgebra of FQSym known as the Hopfbialgebra of noncommutative symmetric functions. This structure involves integer composi-tions and provides noncommutative versions of Schur functions. Furthermore, a lot of Hopfbialgebras involving various sorts of trees with links with renormalization theory like theConnes-Kreimer Hopf bialgebra CK [CK98] have been introduced. Several variations ofthis structure exist [Foi02a,Foi02b] (see also [FNT14]).One of the main striking facts shared by most of these constructions is that they establishlinks between combinatorial objects through combinatorial algorithms, lead to the definitionof monoids (like the plactic [LS81,Lot02], sylvester [HNT05], and hypoplactic [KT97,KT99]monoids), and use partial orders (the right weak order on permutations [GR63, YO69], theTamari order on binary trees [Tam62], and the refinement order on integer compositions).Besides Hopf bialgebras that are structures allowing, as explained, to assemble or disas-semble objects, operads are other ones manipulating combinatorial objects. These last workby composing objects together rather than assembling them.
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Operads. Operads are algebraic structures introduced in the context of algebraic topol-ogy [May72, BV73]. These structures provide an abstraction of the notion of operators (ofany arities) and of their compositions. This theory has somewhat been neglected duringalmost the first two decades after its discovery. In the 1990s, the theory of operads enjoyeda renaissance raised by Loday [Lod96] and, since the 2000s, many links between the theoryof operads and combinatorics have been developed. A large survey of this theory can befound in [Mar08,LV12,Mé15].The modern treatment of operads in algebraic combinatorics consists in regarding com-binatorial objects like operators endowed with gluing operations mimicking the composition(see for instance [Cha08]). From an intuitive point of view, an operad is a set (or a space) ofabstract operators with several inputs and one output that can be composed in many ways.More precisely, if x is an operator with n inputs and y is an operator with m inputs, x ◦i ydenotes the operator with n+m−1 inputs obtained by gluing the output of y to the ith inputof x. Pictorially,

x

1 ni. . . . . .
◦i y

1 m. . .

= x

y1 n+m−1. . . . . .i

. . .

. (0.0.29)

There is also an action · of the symmetric group Sn on the elements of arity n letting topermute their inputs. Operads are algebraic structures related to trees in the same way asmonoids are algebraic structures related to words (by their free objets). There are numerousvariations and enrichments of operads, like cyclic operads [GK95], colored operads [BV73,
Yau16], and nonsymmetric operads. In this dissertation, we work mainly with nonsymmetricoperads (also called ns operads or pre-Lie systems).A large number of interactions between operads and combinatorics exist. Let us explainfour of these. Koszul duality of operads in an important part of the theory. This kindof duality has been introduced by Ginzburg and Kapranov [GK94] as an extension of theanalogous duality for quadratic associative algebras. An operad is by definition Koszul if itsKoszul complex is acyclic [GK94]. When O is a Koszul operad, its Hilbert series HO(t) andthe one HO! (t) of its Koszul dual O! are related by

HO (−HO! (−t)) = t. (0.0.30)
Hence, from the knowledge of HO(t), one can hope to compute the coefficients of HO! (t).Moreover, the Koszulity property for operads is strongly related to the theory of rewriterules on trees, this last theory providing a sufficient combinatorial condition to prove theKoszulity of an operad [Hof10, DK10, LV12]. Besides, another strategy to prove that anoperad is Koszul consists in constructing a family of posets from an operad [MY91], so thatthe Koszulity of the considered operad is a consequence of a combinatorial property of theseposets [Val07]. Operads lead also to generalized versions of generating series, enriching theusual techniques for enumeration. Given an operad O, one can consider formal series of the
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form

f =∑
x∈O

λxx, (0.0.31)
where the λx are coefficients in K. From the partial compositions of O, we can endow theset K 〈〈O〉〉 of all series on O with a monoid structure. Chapoton studied some of these formany usual operads [Cha02, Cha08, Cha09]. Some other authors consider such series as
e.g., van der Laan [vdL04], Frabetti [Fra08], and Loday and Nikolov [LN13].Let us provide a simple example involving series on operads. The set of all Motzkinpaths forms a structure of a ns operad Motz where, given two Motzkin paths u and v, u ◦i vis the path obtained by replacing the ith point of of u (indexed from left to right) by v. Forexample,

◦4 = . (0.0.32)
In this operad, a Motzkin path of n − 1 steps is seen as an operator of arity n. Now, bydenoting by g ∈ K 〈〈Motz〉〉 the formal sum of all the elements of Motz, one obtains therelation

g = + ◦ [ ,g] + ◦ [ ,g,g] , (0.0.33)where ◦ is the complete composition map of Motz extended on series on Motz. Of course,this expression for g is very similar to the one provided by (0.0.13) but (0.0.33) admits at leasttwo major advantages. First, contrariwise to (0.0.13) which relies on the monoid (P, ·) of allpaths (because and are not Motzkin paths), (0.0.33) only uses elements of Motz. Second,the fact that (0.0.33) holds is a consequence of a presentation by generators and relations ofMotz. Indeed, one can show that { ,
} is a minimal generating set of Motz and thatthere is a convergent orientation of the nontrivial relations between these generators so thatthe normal forms are precisely the terms of the form , ◦ [ , u], or ◦ [ , u, v], where

u and v are Motzkin paths. This combinatorial property is a consequence of the Koszulityof Motz. All this provides another example of combinatorial properties encapsulated intosuitable algebraic structures.Let us provide now a little more elaborate example concerning the enumeration of bal-anced binary trees. These trees were introduced in an algorithmic context [AVL62] as effi-cient data structures to represent dynamic finite sets. A binary tree t is balanced if for anyof its internal node u, the height of the right and left subtrees of u differ by at most 1. Forexample,
(0.0.34)

is a balanced binary tree. The generating series G(t) of these trees, enumerating them withrespect to their number of leaves, satisfies G(t) = F (t, 0) where F (x, y) is the bivariate seriessatisfying the functional equation
F (x, y) = x + F

(
x2 + 2xy, x) . (0.0.35)
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The coefficients of G(t) can hence been computed by iteration. This way of enumeratingbalanced binary trees is presented in [BLL88, BLL98, Knu98]. By using colored operads, itis possible to obtain a better description for the coefficients of G(t). For this purpose, letCMag be the colored operad on the set of all binary trees such that each leaf and the roothas a color in {1, 2}. The partial composition s ◦i t of two such trees is defined if the outputcolor of t is the same as the color of the ith input of s and is the tree obtained by graftingthe root of t onto the ith leaf of s. For example,

2 2 1 1 1
2

◦4 1 2 2 2
1

= 2 2 1 1
2 2 2

1
2

. (0.0.36)

In this operad, a binary tree having n leaves is seen as an operator of arity n. Now, Let
g ∈ K 〈〈CMag〉〉 be the formal series defined as the formal sum of all the balanced binarytrees, seen as elements of CMag where all colors are equal to 1. Hence,
g = 1

1 + 1
1 1 + 1

1 1 1 + 1
1 1 1

+ 1
1 1 1 1

+ 1
1 1 1 1 1 + 1

1 1 1 1 1 + 1
1 1 1 1 1 + 1

1 1 1 1 1
+ · · · .

(0.0.37)We obtain the relation
g = 1

1 �
 2

1 + 1
1 1 + 1

1 2 + 1
2 1


�∗

�
1
1 , (0.0.38)

where � is an associative product on series on CMag obtained from its partial compositionsmaps and �∗ is the Kleene star of �. One can deduce from (0.0.38) and from the propertiesof the operations � and �∗ the recurrence
g(n,m) =


1 if (n,m) = (1, 0),∑

`1,`2∈N
n=2`1+`2+m

(`1+m
`1
)2mg(`1 +m, `2) otherwise (0.0.39)

for the number g(n, 0) of balanced binary trees with n leaves.These two examples show that the formalization of combinatorial problems in termsof operads offer tools for enumerative questions. Contrariwise, operads on combinatorialobjects may lead to algebraic observations. Indeed, any operad O defines a category ofalgebras called O-algebras. Any O-algebra can be seen as a representation of O in the sensethat O acts on any O-algebra. For instance, there is an operad Lie describing the categoryof all Lie algebras, an operad As describing the category of all associative algebras, andan operad Dendr describing the category of all dendriform algebras [Lod01]. Morphisms
φ : O1 → O2 between two operads O1 and O2 give rise to functors from the category of
O2-algebras to the one of O1-algebras. For instance, Lie is a suboperad of As so that there is
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an injective morphism φ : Lie → As. This morphism translates into the well-known functorfrom associative algebras to Lie algebras consisting in considering the commutator of anassociative algebra as a Lie bracket.

Pros. A natural generalization of operads consists in authorizing multiple outputs for itselements instead of a single one. This leads to the theory of pros (this term is an abbreviationof product category). These algebraic structures have been introduced by Mac Lane [ML65].Intuitively, a pro P is a set (or a space) of operators together with two operations: an hori-zontal composition ∗ and a vertical composition ◦. The first operation takes two operators xand y of P and builds a new one whose inputs (resp. outputs) are, from left to right, those of
x and then those of y. The second operation takes two operators x and y of P and producesa new one obtained by plugging the outputs of y onto the inputs of x. Basic and modernreferences about pros are [Lei04] and [Mar08].Like operads, pros can describe categories of algebras. Nevertheless, in this case, proscan handle coproducts and can hence describe categories of bialgebras. Consider the progenerated by the following three operations:

? , ∆ , ω , (0.0.40)
subjected to the following three relations:

?
?

= ?
?
, ∆∆ = ∆ ∆ ,

?

∆ = ? ?

ω

∆ ∆
. (0.0.41)

The first (resp. second) one says that ? (resp. ∆) is associative (resp. coassociative). By seeingthe operator ω as a map transposing its two inputs, the last one models Relation (0.0.28).Hence, this pro describes the category of Hopf bialgebras.Another interaction between the theory of pros and combinatorics happens when weconsider presentations by generators and relations of pros (see for instance [Laf11]). Recallthat the symmetric group Sn is presented in the following way. It is generated by symbols
{si : 1 6 i 6 n − 1} whose elements are called elementary transpositions. These generatorsare subjected to the relations

s2
i = 1, 1 6 i 6 n − 1, (0.0.42a)

sisj = sjsi, 1 6 i, j 6 n − 1 and |i − j| > 2, (0.0.42b)
sisi+1si = sisi+1si, 1 6 i 6 n − 2. (0.0.42c)It is rather technical to show that Sn admits the stated presentation or, by going in theopposite direction, to show that the group admitting the stated presentation is realized by

Sn. It is worth noting that there is a pro K 〈Per〉 of permutations offering a comfortable wayto prove these facts. Each permutation σ of size n ∈ N is seen as an operator with n inputs
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and n outputs, connecting each ith input to the σ (i)th output. For instance, the permutation42153 is seen as the element

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
(0.0.43)

of K 〈Per〉. The operations of pros, that are the horizontal and vertical compositions, translateon permutations respectively as the shifted concatenation � of permutations and as thecomposition ◦ of permutations. Therefore, K 〈Per〉 contains all the symmetric groups Sn ,
n ∈ N. Now, one can ask about natural algebraic questions as finding a minimal generatingset of K 〈Per〉. It is easy to show that the singleton

G :=
 1 2

1 2  (0.0.44)
is a minimal generating set of K 〈Per〉. The unique element s of G encodes the permutation21. Now, by finding the nontrivial relations satisfied by s [Laf03], one obtains the analogousrelations of (0.0.42a), (0.0.42b), and (0.0.42c), stated in the language of pros. As a side remark,let us mention that the analogous relation of (0.0.42c) is axiomatic for pros. This provides anice strategy to establish the presentation of the symmetric groups. Note that similar ideaswork for establishing presentations or realizations of other Coxeter groups.

ContributionsLet us now present our contributions and the main results contained in this dissertation.Before that, let us say a few words about the organization of the text.
Global overview. This text is divided into twelve chapters, the first two containing pre-liminary notions, and the last ten containing original results coming from published or sub-mitted works. Figure 0.1 shows the diagram of dependences between the chapters and thereferences to our work on which each chapter relies. Our results fall into three categories:algebraic combinatorics, enumerative combinatorics, and computer science.What follows is not a chapter-by-chapter summary. We follow the idea to organize andpresent our contributions into the three categories cited above. For this reason, a samechapter may appear several times in the sequel.
Algebraic combinatorics. Our main contributions in the field of algebraic combina-torics rely on constructions, taking as input some algebraic structures, and outputting otherones. Most of them are functorial and endow combinatorial sets with (co)operations. Wehave presented above our point of view about the advantages to endow objects with alge-braic structures. Here, our philosophy consists in designing general ways to achieve thesegoals. For this reason, we create metatools (functorial constructions) whose aim is to createtools (algebraic structures on combinatorial objects). Let us list the main results, chapter bychapter, belonging to this field.
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Chap. 1Combinatorics

Chap. 2Algebraiccombinatorics

Chap. 3Envelopingoperadsof coloredoperads[CG14]
Chap. 7Operads ofdecoratedcliques[Gir17b][Gir17a]

Chap. 12Operadsand regularlanguages[GLMN16]
Chap. 11Bud generatingsystems[Gir16a]

Chap. 10Shuffle ofpermutations[GV16]
Chap. 9From prosto Hopfbialgebras[BG16]

Chap. 8Hopf bial-gebra ofpacked squarematrices[CGM15]

Chap. 4From monoidsto operads[Gir15]
Chap. 5Pluriassociativeand poly-dendriformoperads[Gir16c][Gir16d]
Chap. 6From posetsto operads[Gir16b]

FIGURE 0.1. Diagram of the dependences between the chapters. Each arrow
a → b means that b need some notions contained in a. The dashed arrowmeans an optional dependence.

In Chapter 3, we introduce a tool to facilitate the study of ns operads. This tools isa functor Hull from the category of ns colored operads to the category of ns noncoloredoperads. It sends a ns colored operad C to the smallest ns noncolored operad containingthe elements of arities greater than 1 of C. The ns operad Hull(C) is realized in termsof anticolored syntax trees labeled on C, that are particular syntax trees satisfying someconditions involving the colors of C. This construction is used to collect properties of nsoperads in the following way. Given a ns operad O, finding a ns colored operad C suchthat Hull(C) = O brings information on O. Indeed, some properties of O are implied byproperties of C, such as the Hilbert series, the description of suboperads and quotients,and presentations by generators and relations. Due to the fact that a ns colored operadis a more constrained structure than a noncolored one, it is in practice easier to collectproperties on C rather than on O. These techniques are illustrated to perform the study
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of the operad of bicolored noncrossing configurations BNC, an operad on some sorts ofnoncrossing configurations [FN99], introduced as a generalization of the operads NCT ofnoncrossing trees and NCP of noncrossing plants [Cha07].

The main contribution of Chapter 4 is a functor T from the category of monoids tothe category of operads. Given a monoid M, TM is an operad of words on M seen asan alphabet. The definitions of the partial compositions of TM follow from the monoidalproduct of M, and the symmetric groups act on TM by permuting the letters of the words.This functor is rich from a combinatorial point of view since it leads to the construction ofseveral (ns) operads on combinatorial objects. Among others, T allows to construct operadson endofunctions, parking functions, packed words, permutations, and ns operads on planarrooted trees, k-ary trees (and thus, k-Dyck paths, see [LPRR15] for some structures on these),Motzkin paths (the operad Motz appearing above is constructed in this chapter), integercompositions, directed animals, and segmented compositions. This construction T providesalso alternative ways to obtain the diassociative operad Dias [Lod01] and the triassociativeoperad Trias [LR04]. By using rewriting techniques, presentations of these operads areprovided. We think that there are a lot of other operads to be constructed through T onmany other families of combinatorial objects.
We use in Chapter 5 the functor T to define generalizations of the diassociative operaddepending on an integer γ ∈ N. These ns operads Diasγ are realized in terms of certainwords on the alphabet {0, 1, . . . , γ}. Since the diassociative operad is the Koszul dual ofthe dendriform operad Dendr [Lod01], we obtain by Koszul duality the ns operads Dendrγ ,

γ ∈ N, each one being the Koszul dual of Diasγ . These operads Dendrγ are realized in termsof binary trees with labeled edges endowed with tree shuffling operations. The originalmotivation for this research direction is the following. Dendriform algebras are algebraicstructures consisting in two operations ≺ and � satisfying some axioms. As a consequenceof these axioms, the operation ≺ + � is associative. This provides hence a framework tostudy associative algebras by studying them as dendriform algebras through the definitionof two dendriform products such that their sum is the original product of the algebra. Thecategory of algebras described by Dendrγ leads to a generalization of this method and formsa new device to study associative algebras.
In Chapter 6, we provide a functorial construction associating with any finite poset Q ans operad As(Q). Under some conditions on Q, As(Q) can be realized in terms of Schrödertrees labeled on Q satisfying some conditions. The original motivation for the introductionof this construction comes from the previous chapter where two operads Asγ and DAsγwere introduced. Both of these operads can be constructed as degenerate cases of theconstruction As (by considering respectively trivial orders and total orders). The questionto study the operads As(Q) when Q is nondegenerate is natural, and this leads to unexpectedresults involving Koszul duality of ns operads. Indeed, the main result here states that if Qis a thin forest poset (a poset whose Hasse diagram satisfies a certain property), the Koszuldual of As(Q) is isomorphic to the ns operad As(Q⊥) where ⊥ is an involution on thin forestposets. The main contributions of this chapter are of two kinds. First, new links between thetheory of operads, posets, and Koszul duality are developed (some different links between
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these theories are included in [MY91,Val07,FFM16]). Second, this work provides definitionsof several algebraic structures (as As(Q)-algebras) having many associative operations andgeneralizing associative algebras.Another functorial construction C is introduced in Chapter 7. It is defined from thecategory of unitary magmas to the one of ns operads. Given a unitary magma M, CM isa ns operad of regular polygons endowed with configurations of arcs labeled on M. Thedefinitions of the partial compositions of CM follow from the magmatic product ofM. Thisconstruction too is very rich from a combinatorial point of view since it endows severalfamilies of configurations with ns operad structures, as for instance, noncrossing configura-tions, Motzkin configurations, Lucas configurations, and diagrams of involutions. This leadsto a new diagram of operads, each one realized in terms of combinatorial objects. More-over, the construction C allows to define a large number of known operads in a unified way.For instance, one can construct from C the operad BNC (and all its suboperads as NCT,NCP, the dipterous operad [LR03, Zin12], and the 2-associative operad [LR06, Zin12]), thesuboperad FF4 of the operad of formal fractions FF [CHN16], the operad of multi-tildesMT [LMN13], the operad of double multi-tildes DMT (see Chapter 12), and a ns version ofthe gravity operad Grav [Get94,AP15].

Chapter 8 is concerned with Hopf bialgebras and more precisely with the definitionof a Hopf bialgebra on packed square matrices PMk depending on an integer parameter
k ∈ N. This Hopf bialgebra is a generalization of FQSym [DHT02] since the subspaceof PMk restricted to permutation matrices is isomorphic to FQSym. It contains also theHopf bialgebra of uniform block permutations UBP [AO08]. Among the most notable facts,PMk contains a Hopf sub-bialgebra ASM involving alternating sign matrices [MRR83]. Thischapter provides also an algebraic point of view of some statistics of alternating sign matricesby using the associative algebra structure of ASM.Like the previous one, Chapter 9 deals with constructions of Hopf bialgebras. Weintroduce here a construction H from stiff pros to Hopf bialgebras. A stiff pro is a quo-tient of a free pro by a pro congruence satisfying some precise properties. This construc-tion is a generalization of the construction H associating with an operad its natural Hopfbialgebra [vdL04, CL07, ML14]. Indeed, given an operad O, one can construct a stiff proR(O) [Mar08] such that H(O) is isomorphic to the abelianization of H(R(O)). In addition tocreating a link between the theories of pros and of Hopf bialgebras, the construction H bringsseveral new Hopf bialgebras on objects like forests of trees with a fixed arity and heaps ofpieces [Vie86]. It allows also to construct some of the deformations of the noncommutativeversion of the Fàa di Bruno Hopf bialgebra [BFK06] introduced by Foissy [Foi08].The main algebraic contribution of Chapter 12 concerns the introduction of a newcategory of algebraic objects, the precompositions. These objects are used as inputs ofa functorial construction PO producing ns operads. This construction is used to providealternative definitions of the operads MT and Poset introduced in [LMN13] in the context oflanguage theory and the study of multi-tildes [CCM11], and to construct new operads DMTand Qoset as respective extensions of the last two.
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Enumerative combinatorics. As explained before, defining algebraic structures on com-binatorial objects leads to discover combinatorial properties on them. This form a large partof our philosophy. We list here the main results, chapter by chapter, in this context.As said above, Chapter 3 presents a way to study a ns operad O through a ns coloredoperad C satisfying Hull(C) = O. We highlight the fact that the Hilbert series of O can becomputed from the colored Hilbert series of C by solving a system of equations, and, as thedeveloped examples show, the colored Hilbert series of C are simpler (rational) than theHilbert series of O (algebraic). Since the Hilbert series of a ns operad and the generatingseries of its elements are the same series, this offers a tool for enumeration. In this chapter,we enumerate bicolored noncrossing configurations by using this technique.In Chapter 11, we work with formal power series on ns colored operads to developenumerative tools. We introduce a new kind of formal grammar (see [Har78, HMU06])generalizing both context-free grammars of words and regular tree grammars [CDG+07].These grammars, called bud generating systems, allow to generate elements of a ground nscolored operad. To enumerate the elements generated by a bud generating system B, weintroduce three formal series on ns colored operads: the hook generating series hook(B), thesyntactic generating series synt(B), and the synchronous generating series sync(B). Eachof these provide a different enumeration of the elements generated by B. For instance,hook(B) is a series whose coefficients provide analogs of the hook-length statistics for binarytrees [Knu98]. Moreover, these series are defined through operations on series: a pre-Lieproduct x and an associative product �. The example treated above about the enumerationof balanced binary trees uses tools developed in this chapter.
Computer science. In this research some contributions to computer science and, moreprecisely, to formal language theory and to computational complexity theory have beendeveloped. Let us summarize them.In Chapter 10, we consider the supershuffle • of permutations introduced by Var-gas [Var14]. This operation is different from the shifted shuffle of permutations and canbe seen as an extension of the usual shuffle product � on words [EML53]. A classicalquestion in algorithmic consists in evaluating the complexity of recognizing words that aresquares for this operation. In other words, the problem amounts to decide if, given a word

u, there exists a word v such that u appears in v�v. It is known from [RV13,BS14] that thisproblem is NP-complete. We ask in this chapter the analogous question for the recognitionof square permutations with respect to • and show that this problem is also NP-complete.We have explained that Chapter 11 contains enumerative results. In addition to this, thechapter introduces bud generating systems as new kinds of grammars capable to generateany type of combinatorial objects. Some elementary results about these grammars aredeveloped.As said before, Chapter 12 provides algebraic results. Nevertheless, the operads con-structed here are intended to be tools in formal language theory. A common research axisin this field is to define a family of operations to express formal languages with the smallestspatial complexity as possible. Multi-tildes [CCM11] have been designed in this way. Here,
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we introduce an extension of multi-tildes, namely the double multi-tildes, increasing theirexpressive power. An operad DMT of double multi-tildes is constructed and its action onlanguages is described. One of the main results of the chapter is that every regular languagecan be expressed by the action of a double multi-tilde seen as an operator of arity n on nlanguages αi , 1 6 i 6 n, such that each αi is empty or contains one unique word of length 1.However, this action is not faithful, in the sense that there are different multi-tildes of DMTthat act similarly on languages. For this reason, we introduce a quotient Qoset of DMT suchthat elements are quasiorders. We show that the action of Qoset on regular languages isfaithful. This establishes an unexpected link between quasiorders and regular languages.



Part 1

Algebraic combinatorics





CHAPTER 1
Combinatorics

In combinatorics, counting how many objects a given family contains is one of the mostcommon, hard, and stimulating activities. Nevertheless, even before trying to answer thiskind of question, an important preliminary and basic work consists in classifying the objectsof a family according to some of their particularities. The size of the objects is, of course,one of these, but also, if we take the example of permutations, the number of inversions andrecoils are other features which may be considered.Combinatorial collections are structures designed to work with such structured sets ofcombinatorial objects. Roughly speaking, a combinatorial collection is a set expressible by adisjoint union of finite sets, indexed by a particular set I . Depending on I , these collectionsare designed to represent various kinds of sets of objects. For instance, when the indexingset I is N, one obtains graded collections. These are sets endowed with a size function,a concept fully developed in [FS09] under the name of combinatorial classes. When theindexing set is N2, one obtains bigraded collections. These collections provide a suitableframework to work with prographs and pros (see Section 3.3 of this chapter and Section 5.1of Chapter 2) since the elements of these algebraic structures have an input and an outputarity. Moreover, when the indexing set is a set of words on a given alphabet, one obtainscolored collections. These collections provide a suitable framework to work with coloredsyntax trees and colored operads (see Section 3.1.2 of this chapter and Section 4.1.10 ofChapter 2) since the elements of these algebraic structures have input and output colors.There are other sensible tools to encode combinatorial collections. One can cite speciesof structures introduced by Joyal [Joy81] that allow to work with labeled objects. This the-ory has been developed by the Quebec school of combinatorics [BLL98, BLL13]. Speciesof structures are very good candidates to work with symmetric operads [Mé15] since theaction of the symmetric group of a symmetric operad is encapsulated into the action of thesymmetric group on an underlying species of structure. Another interesting way to describecombinatorial objects passes through polynomial functors [Koc09].This machinery of combinatorial collections is applied in this work mainly to rigorouslydefine several families of trees. Let us remark that this concept of tree encompasses a largerange of quite different combinatorial objects. For instance, in graph theory, trees are con-nected acyclic graphs while in combinatorics, one encounters mostly rooted trees. Amongrooted trees, some of these can be planar (the order of the children of a node is relevant)or not. In addition to this, the internal nodes, the leaves, or the edges of the trees can belabeled, and some conditions for the arities of their nodes can be imposed. One of the firstoccurrences of the concept of tree came from the work of Cayley [Cay57]. Nowadays, trees
23
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appear among other in computer science as data structures [Knu98, CLRS09], in combina-torics in relation with enumeration questions and Lagrange inversion [Lab81, FS09], and inalgebraic combinatorics, where several families of trees are endowed with algebraic struc-tures [LR98, HNT05, Cha08]. In our context, the most important families of trees are thesyntax trees, which are kind of labeled planar rooted trees. These trees are central objectsin the study of operads.This chapter is devoted to set the main definitions and notations about combinatorics. InSection 1, we introduce combinatorial collections and structured combinatorial collections,including the notion of posets and rewrite systems. Trees and syntax trees are consideredin Section 2. We describe here several families of trees and rewrite systems on syntax trees.Finally, Section 3 contains a list of definitions of combinatorial objects met afterwards in thisdissertation.

1. Structured collectionsWe introduce here the general notion of collection. Then, we consider very usual con-cepts as magmas, monoids, posets, rewrite systems under this context of collections.
1.1. Collections. After defining collections, combinatorial collections, (multi)graded col-lections, and colored collections, a bunch of operations on graded collections are reviewed.
1.1.1. General collections. Let I be a nonempty set called index. An I-collection is a set

C expressible as a disjoint union
C =⊔

i∈I
C(i) (1.1.1)

where all C(i), i ∈ I , are sets. All the elements of C (resp. C(i) for an i ∈ I) are called objects(resp. i-objects) of C. If x is an i-object of C, we say that the index ind(x) of x is i. Whenfor all i ∈ I , all C(i) are finite sets, C is combinatorial. Besides, C is finite if C is finite as aset. The empty I-collection is the set ∅. When I is a singleton, C is simple. Any set can thusbe seen as a simple collection and conversely.
A relation on C is a binary relation R on C such that for any objects x and y of Csatisfying xR y, x and y have the same index. Let C1 and C2 be two I-collections. A map

φ : C1 → C2 is an I-collection morphism if, for all x ∈ C1, ind(x) = ind(φ(x)). We expressby C1 ' C2 the fact that there exists an isomorphism between C1 and C2. Besides, if for all
i ∈ I , C1(i) ⊆ C2(i), C1 is a subcollection of C2. For any i ∈ I , we can regard each C(i) as asubcollection of C consisting in all its i-objects.

Let us now consider particular I-collections for precise sets I . Table 1.1 contains anoverview of the properties that such collections can satisfy.
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Collections

Combinatorial Finite Simple

k-graded
Colored1-graded

Monochrome
Connected Augmented Monatomic

TABLE 1.1. The most common I-collections (in bold) and the properties (initalic) they can satisfy. The inclusions relations between these collectionsread from bottom to top. For instance, 1-graded collections are particular
k-graded collections which are particular collections.

1.1.2. Graded collections. An N-collection is called a graded collection. If C is a gradedcollection, for any object x of C, the size |x| of x is the integer ind(x). The map |− | : C → Nis the size function of C.Let us from now on assume that C is a combinatorial graded collection. The generating
series of C is the series

GC(t) :=∑
n∈N

#C(n)tn, (1.1.2)
where #S denotes the cardinality of any finite set S. This formal power series encodes the
sequence of integers associated with C, that is the sequence (#C(n))n∈N. Observe that if C1and C2 are two combinatorial graded collections, C1 ' C2 holds if and only if GC1 (t) = GC2 (t).We say that C is connected if C(0) is a singleton, and that C is augmented if C(0) = ∅.Moreover, C is monatomic if it is augmented and C(1) is a singleton. We denote by {ε} thegraded collection such that ε is an object satisfying |ε| = 0. This collection is called the unit
collection. Observe that {ε} is connected, and that C is connected if and only if there is aunique collection morphism from {ε} to C. We denote by {•} the collection such that • isan atom, that is an object satisfying | • | = 1. This collection is called the neutral collection.Observe that {•} is monatomic, and that C is monatomic if and only if C is augmented andthere is a unique collection morphism from {•} to C.1.1.3. Statistics and multigraded collections. Let C be a collection. A statistics on C isa map s : C → N, associating a nonnegative integer value with any object of C. A k-graded
collection (also called multigraded collection) is an Nk-collection for an integer k > 1. To notoverload the notation, we denote by C(n1, . . . , nk) the subset C((n1, . . . , nk)) of any k-gradedcollection C. These collections are useful to work with objects endowed with many statistics.Indeed, if x is an (n1, . . . , nk)-object, one sets si(x) := ni for each 1 6 i 6 k. This defines inthis way k statistics si : C → N, 1 6 i 6 k. Besides, the generating series of a combinatorial
k-graded Nk-collection C is the series

GC(t1, . . . , tk) := ∑
(n1,...,nk)∈Nk #C(n1, . . . , nk) tn11 . . . tnkk . (1.1.3)
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Of course, (1.1.2) is a particular case of (1.1.3) when k = 1.

1.1.4. Colored collections. Let C be a finite set, called set of colors. A C-colored collection
C is an I-collection such that

I := {(a, u) : a ∈ C and u ∈ C` for an ` > 1} . (1.1.4)
In other terms, any object x of C has an index (a, u). By setting that the size of x is thelength |u| of u (that is the integer ` such that u ∈ C` ), we can see C as an augmented gradedcollection. Moreover, the output color of x is out(x) := a, and the word of input colors of
x is in(x) := u. The ith input color of x is the ith letter of in(x), denoted by ini(x). Wesay that C is monochrome if C is a singleton. For any nonnegative integer k, a k-colored
collection is a C-colored collection where C is the set of integers {1, . . . , k}. Assume nowthat C = {a1, . . . , ak} and let XC := {xa1 , . . . , xak} and YC := {ya1 , . . . , yak} be two alphabets ofcommutative letters. The generating series of C is the series

GC (xa1 , . . . , xak , ya1 , . . . , yak ) := ∑
x∈C

xout(x) ∏
16i6|in(x)| yini(x). (1.1.5)

Observe that when C is monochrome, the specialization GC(1, t) is the generating series of
C seen as a graded collection.

1.1.5. Products in collections. Let C be an I-collection. A product on C is a partial map
? : Cp → C (1.1.6)

where p ∈ N \ {0}. The arity of ? is p. Any product of arity p can be seen as an operationtaking p elements of C as input and outputting one element of C. When, for any i ∈ I andany objects x1, . . . , xp of C(i) such that ?(x1, . . . , xp) is defined, ?(x1, . . . , xp) ∈ C(i) holds, wesay that ? is internal.
When I is endowed with an associative binary product +̇, if for any objects x1, . . . , xp of

C such that ?(x1, . . . , xp) is defined,
ind(?(x1, . . . , xp)) = ind(x1)+̇ · · · +̇ind(xp), (1.1.7)

we say that ? is +̇-compatible. In the particular case where C is a graded collection and ? is+-compatible, ? is graded.
Let us now assume that C is a simple collection endowed with a binary and total product

?. In this case, C is a magma. We say that C is right cancellable if for any x, y, z ∈ C,the relation y ? x = z ? x implies y = z. An element 1 of C is a unit for ? if for all x ∈ C,
x ? 1 = x = 1 ? x. When ? admits a unit, C is a unitary magma. If, additionally, the product
? is associative, C is a monoid.

1.1.6. Operations over graded collections. We list here the most important operationsthat take as input graded collections and output new ones. Most of these are binary or unary,and under some precise conditions, they produce combinatorial collections. In what follows,
C, C1, C2, and C3 are four graded collections.
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Suspension and augmentation. For any k ∈ Z, the k-suspension of C is the gradedcollection Susk(C) defined for all n ∈ N by

(Susk(C)) (n) := {C(n − k) if n − k > 0,
∅ otherwise. (1.1.8)

Observe that Sus1(Sus−1(C)) is the subcollection C\C(0) of C, that is the augmented collectionhaving the objects of C without its objects of size 0. We call this collection the augmentationof C and we denote it by Aug(C).
Sum. The sum of C1 and C2 is the graded collection C1 +C2 such that, for all n ∈ N,

(C1 +C2)(n) := C1(n) tC2(n). (1.1.9)
In other words, each object of size n of C1 + C2 is either an object of size n of C1 or anobject of size n of C2. Since the sum operation (1.1.9) is defined through a disjoint union,when the sets C1(n) and C2(n) are not disjoint, there are in (C1 +C2)(n) two copies of eachelement belonging to the intersection C1(n)∩C2(n), one coming from C1(n), the other from
C2(n). Moreover, when C1 and C2 are combinatorial, C1 + C2 is also combinatorial and itsgenerating series satisfies

GC1+C2 (t) = GC1 (t) +GC2 (t). (1.1.10)
The iterated version of the operation + is denoted by ⊔ in the sequel.

Product. The product of C1 and C2 is the graded collection C1 × C2 such that, for all
n ∈ N,

(C1 ×C2)(n) := {(x1, x2) : x1 ∈ C1, x2 ∈ C2, and |x1|+ |x2| = n} . (1.1.11)
In other words, each object of size n of C1×C2 is an ordered pair (x1, x2) such that x1 (resp.
x2) is an object of C1 (resp. C2) and the sum of the sizes of x1 and x2 is n. Moreover, when
C1 and C2 are combinatorial, C1×C2 is also combinatorial and its generating series satisfies

GC1×C2 (t) = GC1 (t)GC2 (t). (1.1.12)
Hadamard product. The Hadamard product of C1 and C2 is the graded collection

C1◊C2 such that, for all n ∈ N,
(C1◊C2)(n) := C1(n)×C2(n). (1.1.13)

In other words, each object of size n of C1◊C2 is an ordered pair (x1, x2) such that x1 (resp.
x2) is an object of size n of C1 (resp. C2). Moreover, when C1 and C2 are combinatorial,
C1◊C2 is also combinatorial and its generating series satisfies

GC1◊C2 (t) = GC1 (t)◊GC2 (t) =∑
n∈N

#C1(n)#C2(n)tn. (1.1.14)
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List operation. For any k > 0, the k-list operation applied to C produces the gradedcollection Tk(C) such that, for all n ∈ N,

(Tk(C)) (n) := {(x1, . . . , xk) : x1, . . . , xk ∈ C, and |x1|+ · · ·+ |xk| = n} . (1.1.15)
In other words, each object of size n of Tk(C) is a tuple (x1, . . . , xk) of objects of C such thatthe sum of the sizes of x1, . . . , xk is n. When C is combinatorial, Tk(C) is also combinatorialand its generating series satisfies

GTk(C)(t) = GC(t)k. (1.1.16)
The list operation applied to C produces the graded collection T(C) defined by

T(C) := ⊔
k∈N

Tk(C). (1.1.17)
Moreover, when C is combinatorial and augmented, T(C) is also combinatorial (but notaugmented) and its generating series satisfies

GT(C)(t) = 11−GC(t) . (1.1.18)
Besides, for any k ∈ N, we denote by T>k(C) the graded collection defined by

T>k(C) := ⊔
`∈N
`>k

T` (C). (1.1.19)
This notation “T” comes from tensor algebras (see Section 1.2.3 of Chapter 2).

Multiset operation. For any k > 0, the k-multiset operation applied to C produces thegraded collection Sk(C) such that, for all n ∈ N,
(Sk(C)) (n) := {*x1, . . . , xk+ : x1, . . . , xk ∈ C, and |x1|+ · · ·+ |xk| = n} . (1.1.20)

In other words, each object of size n of Sk(C) is a multiset *x1, . . . , xk+ of objects of C suchthat the sum of the sizes of x1, . . . , xk is n. The multiset operation applied to C producesthe graded collection S(C) defined by
S(C) := ⊔

k∈N
Sk(C). (1.1.21)

Moreover, when C is combinatorial and augmented, S(C) is also combinatorial (but notaugmented) and its generating series satisfies
GS(C)(t) = ∏

n∈N\{0}
( 11− tn

)#C(n)
. (1.1.22)

This notation “S” comes from symmetric algebras (see Section 1.2.4 of Chapter 2).
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Set operation. For any k > 0, the k-set operation applied to C produces the gradedcollection Ek(C) such that, for all n ∈ N,

(Ek(C)) (n) := {{x1, . . . , xk} ⊆ C : |x1|+ · · ·+ |xk| = n} . (1.1.23)
In other words, each object of size n of Ek(C) is a set {x1, . . . , xk} of objects of C such thatthe sum of the sizes of x1, . . . , xk is n. The set operation applied to C produces the gradedcollection E(C) defined by E(C) := ⊔

k∈N
Ek(C). (1.1.24)

Moreover, when C is combinatorial, E(C) is also combinatorial and its generating seriessatisfies
GE(C)(t) = ∏

n∈N\{0} (1 + tn)#C(n) . (1.1.25)
Unlike the cases of the list and multiset operations, E(C) is a combinatorial collection with-out requiring that C is augmented. This notation “E” comes from exterior algebras (seeSection 1.2.5 of Chapter 2).

Composition product. For any k > 0 and graded collections C1, . . . , Ck , the homogeneous
composition of C with C1, . . . , Ck is the graded collection C ◦ [C1, . . . , Ck] such that, for all
n ∈ N,

(C ◦ [C1, . . . , Ck]) (n) := ⊔
x∈C(k){(x, (y1, . . . , yk)) : yi ∈ Ci, 1 6 i 6 k, and |y1|+ · · ·+ |yk| = n}.

(1.1.26)In other words, each object of size n of C ◦ [C1, . . . , Ck] is an ordered pair (x, (y1, . . . , yk))where x is an object of C of size k, and (y1, . . . , yk) is a tuple such that each yi is an objectof Ci , 1 6 i 6 k, and the sum of the sizes of these objects yi is n. The composition of C1and C2 is the graded collection C1 ◦C2 such that, for all n ∈ N,
(C1 ◦C2)(n) := ⊔

k∈N
C1 ◦ [C2, . . . , C2]︸ ︷︷ ︸

k terms
. (1.1.27)

Moreover, when C1 and C2 are both combinatorial and C2 is augmented, C1 ◦ C2 is alsocombinatorial (but not necessarily augmented) and its generating series satisfies
GC1◦C2 (t) = GC1 (GC2 (t)). (1.1.28)

1.2. Main collections. We define, in some cases by using the operations of Section 1.1.6,some usual graded combinatorial collections. At the same time, we set here our main nota-tions and definitions about their objects.
1.2.1. Natural numbers. We can regard the set N as the graded collection satisfying

N(n) := {n} for all n ∈ N. Hence, T({•}) ' N for an atom •. Moreover, for any k ∈ N, let
N>k be the graded collection defined by

N>k := Susk (Sus−k(N)) . (1.2.1)
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By definition of the suspension operation over graded collections, N>k is the set of all integersgreater than or equal to k. Observe that N>1 = Aug(N). The generating series of N>k satisfies

GN>k (t) = tk1− t = tk + tk+1 + tk+2 + · · · . (1.2.2)
Observe also that the list operation over graded collections can be expressed as a compositioninvolving N since T(C) ' N ◦C (1.2.3)for any augmented combinatorial graded collection C. Let also, for any x, z ∈ N, the subcol-lection [x, z] := {y ∈ N : x 6 y 6 z}, and [x] := [1, x]. These examples of graded collectionsare among the simplest nontrivial ones.

It is time to provide some notations about natural numbers. For any multiset S :=
*s1, . . . , sn+ of elements of N, we denote by ∑S the sum s1 + · · · + sn of its elements. Wemoreover denote by S! the multinomial coefficient

S! := ( ∑
S

s1, . . . , sn
) = (s1 + · · ·+ sn)!

s1! . . . sn! . (1.2.4)
1.2.2. Words. Let A be an alphabet, that is a set whose elements are called letters. Onecan see A as a graded collection wherein all letters are atoms. In this case, we denote by A∗the graded collection T(A). By definition, the objects of A∗ are finite sequences of elementsof A. We call words on A these objects. When A is finite, A∗ is combinatorial and it followsfrom (1.1.18) that the generating series of A∗ is

GA∗ (t) =∑
n∈N

mntn = 1 +mt +m2t2 +m3t3 + · · · , (1.2.5)
where m := #A. If u := (a1, . . . , an) is a word on A, it follows from the definition of A∗ thatthe size |u| of u is n. The ith letter of u is ai and is denoted by u(i) (and also denoted by
ui in some contexts). For any letter b ∈ A, the number of occurrences |u|b of b in u is thecardinality of the set {i ∈ [|u|] : u(i) = b}. The unique word on A of size 0 is denoted by ε andis called empty word. The subcollection A+ := Aug(A∗) of A∗ contains all nonempty words on
A. For any n ∈ N, An denote the subcollection A∗(n) of A∗. When A is endowed with a totalorder 4 and u is nonempty, max4(u) is the greatest letter appearing in u with respect to 4.Moreover, an inversion of u is a pair (i, j) such that i < j , u(i) 6= u(j), and u(j) 4 u(i). Giventwo words u and v on A, the concatenation of u and v is the word u · v containing fromleft to right the letters of u and then the ones of v. If u can be expressed as u = u1 · u2 · u3where u1, u2, u3 ∈ A∗, we say that u1 (resp. u3, u2) is a prefix (resp. suffix, factor) of u. Wedenote by u 6pref v (resp. u 6suff v, u 6fact v) the fact that u is a prefix (resp. suffix, factor)of v. For any subset P := {p1 6 · · · 6 pk} of [|u|], u|P is the word u(p1) . . . u(pk). Moreover,when v is a word such that there exists P ⊆ [|u|] satisfying v = u|P , v is a subword of u. The
commutative image of u is the multiset *u(i) : i ∈ [|u|]+. Given two words u and v of thesame size n, the Hamming distance ham(u, v) between u and v is the number of integers
i ∈ [n] such that u(i) 6= v(i). A language on A is subcollection of A∗. A language L on A is
prefix if for all u ∈ L and v ∈ A∗, v 6pref u implies v ∈ L.
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1.2.3. Integer compositions. By regarding the set N as a graded collection as explained inSection 1.2.1, let Comp be the combinatorial graded collection T (N>1). It follows from (1.1.18)and (1.2.2) that the generating series of Comp is

GComp(t) = 1− t1− 2t = 1 +∑
n>1 2n−1tn = 1 + t + 2t2 + 4t3 + 8t4 + 16t5 + 32t6 + 64t7 + · · · . (1.2.6)

By definition, the objects of Comp are finite sequences of positive numbers. We call integer
compositions (or, for short, compositions) these objects. If λ := (λ1, . . . ,λk) is a composition,it follows from the definition of Comp that the size |λ| of λ is λ1 + · · ·+ λk. The length `(λ)of λ is k, and for any i ∈ [`(λ)], the ith part of λ is λi. The unique composition of size 0is denoted by ε and is called empty composition (even if ε is already used to express theempty word, this overloading of notation is not a problem in practice).

The descents set of λ is the set
Des(λ) := {λ1,λ1 + λ2, . . . ,λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λk−1}. (1.2.7)

For instance, Des(4131) = {4, 5, 8}. Moreover, for any word u defined on an alphabet Aequipped with a total order 4, the composition cmp(u) of u is the composition of size |u|defined by cmp(u) := (|u1|, . . . , |uk|) , (1.2.8)where u = u1 · · · · ·uk is the factorization of u in longest nondecreasing factors (with respectto the order 4). For instance, if u := a2a2a3a1a3a2a1a2 is a word on the alphabet A :=
{a1, a2, a3} ordered by a1 4 a2 4 a3, cmp(u) = 3212. When #A > 2, this map cmp is asurjective collection morphism from A∗ to Comp.

Integer compositions are drawn as ribbon diagrams in the following way. For each part
λi of λ, we draw a horizontal line of λi boxes. These lines are organized so that the linefor the first part of λ is the uppermost, and the first box of the line of the part λi+1 is gluedbelow the last box of the line of the part λi , for all i ∈ [`(λ) − 1]. For instance, the ribbondiagram of the composition 4131 is

. (1.2.9)
1.2.4. Integer partitions. Again by regarding the set N as a graded collection as con-sidered in Section 1.2.1, let Part be the graded combinatorial collection S (N>1). Since#N>1(n) = 1 for all n > 1, it follows from (1.1.22) that the generating series of Part is
GPart(t) = ∏

n>1
11− tn = 1 + t + 2t2 + 3t3 + 5t4 + 7t5 + 11t6 + 15t7 + 22t8 + · · · . (1.2.10)

By definition, the objects of Part are finite multisets of positive integers. We call integer
partitions (or, for short, partitions) these objects. As a consequence of the definition ofPart, the size |λ| of any partition λ is the sum of the integers appearing in the multiset λ.Due to the definition of partitions as multisets, we can present a partition as an orderedsequence of positive integers with respect to any total order on N>1. For this reason, wedenote any partition λ by a nondecreasing sequence (λ1, . . . , λk) of positive integers (that is,
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λi > λi+1 for all i ∈ [k − 1]). Under this convention, the length `(λ) of λ is k, and for any
i ∈ [`(λ)], the ith part of λ is λi.

1.2.5. Permutations and colored permutations. A permutation of size n is a bijection
σ from [n] to [n]. The combinatorial graded collection of all permutations is denoted by S.The generating series of S is
GS(t) =∑

n∈N
n!tn = 1 + t + 2t2 + 6t3 + 24t4 + 120t5 + 720t6 + 5040t7 + 40320t8 + · · · . (1.2.11)

Any permutation σ of S(n) is denoted as a word σ (1) . . . σ (n) on N>1. Under this convention,a permutation of size n is a word on the alphabet [n] with exactly one occurrence of eachletter of [n]. The composition operation ◦ of maps forms a binary internal operation on S.
A descent of σ is a position i ∈ [|σ | − 1] such that σ (i) > σ (i + 1). The set of all descentsof σ is denoted by Des(σ ). A coinversion of σ is an ordered pair of letters (a,b) occurring in

σ such that a < b and the position of a is greater than the position of b in σ . The set of allcoinversions of σ is denoted by Civ(σ ). For any word u defined on an alphabet A equippedwith a total order 4, the standardized std(u) of u is the permutation of size |u| having thesame inversions as the ones of u. In other terms std(u) has its letters in the same relativeorder as those of u, with respect to 4, where equal letters of u are ordered from left to rightas the smallest to the greatest. For example, by considering the alphabet N equipped withthe natural order of integers, std(211241) = 412563. This map std is a surjective collectionmorphism from N∗ to S.
This collection S admits the following straightforward generalization. For any ` > 1, let

S(`) be the set of all pairs (σ, u) where σ is a permutation and u is a word of [`]|σ |. We callthis object an `-colored permutation. The size of (σ, u) in S(`) is the size of σ in S.
1.2.6. Binary trees. Let BT⊥ be the combinatorial graded collection satisfying the relation

BT⊥ = {⊥}+ {•} × BT⊥2, (1.2.12)
where ⊥ is an atomic object called leaf and • is an object of size 0 called internal node. Wecall binary tree each object of BT⊥. By definition, a binary tree t is either the leaf ⊥ oran ordered pair (•, (t1, t2)) where t1 and t2 are binary trees. Observe that this description ofbinary trees is recursive. For instance,
⊥, (•, (⊥,⊥)), (•, ((•, (⊥,⊥)),⊥)), (•, (⊥, (•, (⊥,⊥)))), (•, ((•, (⊥,⊥)), (•, (⊥,⊥)))), (1.2.13)

are binary trees. If t is a binary tree different from the leaf, by definition, t can be expressedas t = (•, (t1, t2)) where t1 and t2 are two binary trees. In this case, t1 (resp. t2) is the left
subtree (resp. right subtree) of t. By drawing each leaf by and each binary tree with atleast one internal node by an internal node attached below it, from left to right, to its leftand right subtrees by means of edges , the binary trees of (1.2.13) are depicted by

, , , , . (1.2.14)
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By definition of the sum and the product operations over graded collections, the size of abinary tree t satisfies

|t| = {1 if t =⊥,
|t1|+ |t2| otherwise (t = (•, (t1, t2))). (1.2.15)

In other words, the size of t is the number of occurrences of ⊥ it contains. Since G{⊥}(t) = tand G{•}(t) = 1, it follows from (1.1.10) and (1.1.12) that the generating series of BT⊥ satisfiesthe quadratic algebraic equation
t −GBT⊥ (t) +GBT⊥ (t)2 = 0. (1.2.16)The unique solution having a combinatorial meaning of (1.2.16) is

GBT⊥ (t) = 1−√1− 4t2 = ∑
n∈N>1

1
n

(2n − 2
n − 1

)
tn (1.2.17)

The sequence of integers associated with BT⊥ begins by1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, (1.2.18)and is Sequence A000108 of [Slo]. These numbers are known as Catalan numbers.
1.3. Posets on collections. We consider now collections endowed with partial orderrelations compatible with their indexations. Such structures are important in combinatoricssince they lead for instance to the construction of alternative bases of combinatorial spaces(see Section 1.3 of Chapter 2). We provide general definitions about posets and consider asexamples three important ones: the cube, Tamari, and right weak order posets.1.3.1. Elementary definitions. An I-poset is a pair (Q,4Q) where Q is an I-collection and

4Q is both a relation on Q (recall that relations on collections preserve the indices) and apartial order relation. For any property P of collections, we say that (Q,4) satisfies the
property P if, as a collection, Q satisfies P. Observe in particular that our terminologyconcerning graded posets differs from the classical one [Sta11] (where a poset is gradedwhen all its maximal chains have the same length). Moreover, simple posets are usualposets (that are sets endowed with partial order relations, without extra structure).The strict order relation of 4 is the binary relation ≺ on Q satisfying, for all x, y ∈ Q,
x ≺ y if x 4 y and x 6= y. The interval between two objects x and z of Q is the set[x, z] := {y ∈ Q : x 4Q y 4Q z}. When all intervals of Q are finite, Q is locally finite. Observethat when Q is combinatorial, Q is locally finite. When Q is finite, the number of intervals of
Q is finite and is denoted by int(Q). For any i ∈ I , an object x of Q(i) is a greatest (resp. least)
element if for all y ∈ Q(i), y 4Q x (resp. x 4Q y). Moreover, for any i ∈ I , an object x of
Q(i) is a maximal (resp. minimal) element if for all y ∈ Q(i), x 4Q y (resp. y 4Q x) implies
x = y. The partial binary operation min (resp. max) with respect to the order 4Q is denotedby ↑Q (resp. ↓Q). If x and y are two objects of Q, y covers x if x 4Q y and [x, y] = {x, y}.Two objects x and y are comparable (resp. incomparable) in Q if x 4Q y or y 4Q x (resp.neither x 4Q y nor y 4Q x holds). If for any i ∈ I and any i-objects x and y of Q, x and y arecomparable, Q is a total order. A chain of Q is a sequence (x1, . . . , xk) such that xj 4Q xj+1

http://oeis.org/A000108
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for all j ∈ [k − 1]. An antichain of Q is a subset of pairwise incomparable elements of Q. A
linear extension of Q is an I-poset (Q′,4′Q) being a total order and such that 4′Q contains 4Qas a relation. An order filter of Q is a subset F of Q such that for all x ∈ F and all y ∈ Qsatisfying x 4Q y, y is in F. For any i ∈ I , the i-subposet of Q is the poset obtained byrestricting 4Q on Q(i). The Hasse diagram of (Q,4Q) is the directed graph having Q as setof vertices and all the pairs (x, y) where y covers x as set of arcs.We shall define posets Q by drawing Hasse diagrams, where minimal elements are drawnuppermost and vertices are labeled by the elements of Q. For instance, the Hasse diagram

1 23 45 6 (1.3.1)
denotes the simple poset ([6],4) satisfying among others 3 4 5 and 2 4 6.The dual of Q is the poset (Q, 4̄Q) such that x4̄Qy holds whenever y 4Q x for any x, y ∈ Q.Besides, if (Q1,4Q1 ) and (Q2,4Q2 ) are two posets, a map φ : Q1 → Q2 is a poset morphism if
φ is a collection morphism and for all x, y ∈ Q1 such that x 4Q1 y, φ(x) 4Q2 φ(y). Besides, Q2is a subposet of Q1 if Q2 is a subcollection of Q1 and 4Q2 is the restriction of 4Q1 on Q2.Let us state the following easy lemma, used for instance in Chapter 6.

LEMMA 1.3.1. Let Q1 and Q2 be two posets and φ : Q1 → Q2 be a morphism of posets.
Then, for all comparable objects x and y of Q1,

φ (x ↑Q1 y) = φ(x) ↑Q2 φ(y). (1.3.2)
1.3.2. Patterns. Let (Q1,4Q1 ) and (Q2,4Q1 ) be two posets. We say that Q1 admits an oc-

currence of (the pattern) Q2 if there is an isomorphism of posets φ : Q′1 → Q2 where Q′1 is asubposet of Q1. Conversely, we say that Q1 avoids Q2 if there is no occurrence of Q2 in Q1.Since only the isomorphism class of a pattern is important to decide if a poset admits anoccurrence of it, we shall draw unlabeled Hasse diagrams to specify patterns. For instance,the simple poset
Q := 123 4

5
(1.3.3)

admits two occurrences of the simple pattern
, (1.3.4)

a first one since 1 4Q 2, 1 4Q 4, 2 4Q 5, and 4 4Q 5, and a second one since 1 4Q 3, 1 4Q 4,3 4Q 5, and 4 4Q 5. Moreover, Q avoids the simple pattern (1.3.5)since Q has no antichain of cardinality 3.We call forest poset any finite simple poset avoiding the pattern . In other words, aforest poset is a poset for which its Hasse diagram is a forest of rooted trees (where rootsare the minimal elements).
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LEMMA 1.3.2. Let Q be a forest poset and x, y, and z be three elements of Q such that

x and y are comparable and y and z are comparable. Then, x ↑Q y ↑Q z is a well-defined
element of Q.

1.3.3. Examples. We consider here three well-known combinatorial posets.
The cube poset. Let � be the partial order relation on the combinatorial collection Compof compositions generated by the covering relation R defined, for any composition λ oflength k, by

(λ1, . . . ,λi−1,λi,λi+1,λi+2, . . . ,λk) R (λ1, . . . ,λi−1,λi + λi+1,λi+2, . . . ,λk) . (1.3.6)
For instance, 2123 � 215 and 2123 � 8. This order is the refinement order of compositions.The Hasse diagram of (Comp,�) restricted on Comp(4) is shown in Figure 1.1.

FIGURE 1.1. The Hasse diagram of the refinement order of compositions ofsize 4, where each composition is represented through its ribbon diagram.
Observe that for all compositions λ and µ, λ � µ if and only if Des(µ) ⊆ Des(λ).Each n-subposet of the refinement order of compositions is known as the cube poset ofdimension n − 1. Moreover, the cube poset of dimension n − 1 is isomorphic to the dual ofthe poset of all subsets of [n − 1] ordered by set inclusion. An isomorphism is provided bythe map Des sending a composition of size n to a subset of [n − 1].
The Tamari order on binary trees. Let 4 be the partial order relation on the combina-torial collection BT⊥ of binary trees generated by the covering relation R defined by

(. . . (•, ((•, (r1, r2)), r3)) . . . )R (. . . (•, (r1, (•, (r2, r3)))) . . . ), (1.3.7)
where r1, r2, and r3 are any binary trees. We call R the right rotation relation. At thismoment, the definition of this relation on binary trees is informal, but, in Section 2.4, weshall develop precise tools to define and handle such operations on binary trees and moregenerally on syntax trees. The order 4 is the Tamari order on binary trees. The Hassediagram of (BT⊥,4) restricted on BT⊥(5) is shown in Figure 1.2.
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FIGURE 1.2. The Hasse diagram of the Tamari poset of binary trees of size 5.
The Tamari poset is a combinatorial poset on binary trees introduced in the study ofnonassociative operations [Tam62]. Indeed, the covering relation generating this poset can bethought as a way to move brackets in expressions where a nonassociative product intervenes.Moreover, seen on binary trees, this operation translates as a right rotation, a fundamentaloperation on binary search trees, used in an algorithmic context [Knu98]. This operation isused to maintain binary trees with a small height in order to access efficiently, from the roots,to their internal nodes. Some of these trees are known as balanced binary trees [AVL62]and form efficient structures to represent dynamic sets (sets supporting the addition andthe suppression of elements). A lot of properties of the Tamari poset are known, like thenumber of intervals of each of its n-subposets [Cha06] (equivalently, this is the numberof pairs of comparable trees enumerated by their size), and the fact that these posets arelattices [HT72], for all n ∈ N>1. Generalizations of this poset have been introduced byBergeron and Préville-Ratelle [BPR12] under the name of m-Tamari poset. This poset isdefined on the combinatorial collection of all m+1-ary trees (see Section 2.2.2). The numberof intervals of each of its n-subposets, and the fact that these posets are lattices are knownfrom [BMFPR11], for all n ∈ N>1.
The right weak order on permutations. Let 4 be the partial order relation on the com-binatorial collection S of permutations generated by the covering relation R defined by

uabvR ubav, (1.3.8)
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where u and v are words on N>1, and a and b are letters such that a < b. This order is the
right weak order of permutations. The Hasse diagram of (S,4) restricted on S(4) is shownin Figure 1.3.

1234
2134 12431324

2314 21433124 14231342
2341 3214 2413 3142 4123 1432

3241 2431 3412 4213 4132
3421 4231 4312

4321
FIGURE 1.3. The Hasse diagram of the right weak poset of permutations of size 4.

The right weak poset of permutations is also a lattice [GR63,YO69]. In a surprising way,despite its apparent simplicity, there is no known description of the number of intervals ofeach n-subposet, n ∈ N, of the right weak poset. Some other combinatorial poset structuresexist on S like the Bruhat order, whose generating relation is similar to the one of the rightweak poset. The definition of the Bruhat order on permutations comes from the generalnotion of Bruhat order [Bjö84] in Coxeter groups [Cox34].
As a last noteworthy fact, the cube, the Tamari, and the right weak posets are linkedthrough surjective morphisms of combinatorial posets [LR02]. Indeed, a map between theright weak poset to the Tamari poset is based upon the binary search tree insertion algo-rithm [Knu98, HNT05]. This algorithm consists in inserting the letters of a permutation toform step by step a binary tree. Moreover, a map between the Tamari poset to the cubeposet uses the canopies [LR98] of the binary trees. The canopy of a binary tree is a binaryword encoding the orientations (to the left or to the right) of its leaves.
1.4. Rewrite systems on collections. A rewrite rule describes a process whose goal isto transform iteratively a combinatorial object into another one. We consider rewrite ruleson I-collections, so that an i-object, i ∈ I , can be transformed only into i-objects. As we shallsee, rewrite rules and posets have some close connections because it is possible, in somecases, to construct posets from rewrite systems. A general reference about rewrite rulesand rewrite systems is [BN98].
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Two properties of rewrite systems are fundamental: the termination and the confluence.We provide strategies to prove that a given rewrite system satisfies one or the other.
1.4.1. Elementary definitions. Let C be an I-collection. An I-rewrite system is a pair(C,Ñ) where C is an I-collection and Ñ is a relation on C. We call Ñ a rewrite rule. Forany property P of collections, we say that (C,Ñ) satisfies the property P if, as a collection,

C satisfies P. If x, y1, . . . , yk , and x′ are objects of C such that k ∈ N and
x Ñ y1 Ñ · · · Ñ yk Ñ x′, (1.4.1)

we say that x is rewritable by Ñ into x′ in k + 1 steps. The reflexive and transitive closureof Ñ is denoted by ∗Ñ. The directed graph (C,Ñ) consisting in C as set of vertices and Ñas set of arcs is the rewriting graph of (C,Ñ).
1.4.2. Termination. When there is no infinite chain

x1 Ñ x2 Ñ x3 Ñ · · · (1.4.2)
where all xj ∈ C, j ∈ N>1, (C,Ñ) is terminating. Observe that, if C is combinatorial, dueto the fact that for any i ∈ I , each set C(i) is finite and the fact that the rewriting relationpreserves the indices, if an infinite chain (1.4.2) exists, then it is of the form

x1 Ñ · · · Ñ xj Ñ · · · Ñ xj Ñ · · · , (1.4.3)
for a j ∈ N>1. A normal form of (C,Ñ) is an object x of C such that for all x′ ∈ C, x ∗Ñ x′imply x′ = x. In other words, a normal form of (C,Ñ) is an object which is not rewritableby Ñ. This set of objects, which is a subcollection of C, is denoted by F(C,Ñ). The followingresult provides a tool in the aim to show that a rewrite system is terminating.

LEMMA 1.4.1. Let (C,Ñ) be a combinatorial rewrite system. Then, (C,Ñ) is terminating
if and only if the binary relation ∗Ñ is an order relation and endows C with a structure
of a combinatorial poset.

In practice, Lemma 1.4.1 is used as follows. To show that a combinatorial rewrite system(C,Ñ) is terminating, we construct a map θ : C → Q where (Q,4) is an I-poset such that forany x, x′ ∈ C, x Ñ x′ implies θ(x) ≺ θ(x′). Such a map θ is a termination invariant. Indeed,since each C(i), i ∈ I , is finite, this property leads to the fact that there is no infinite chain ofthe form (1.4.3). In most cases, Q is a set of tuples of integers of a fixed length, and 4 is thelexicographic order on these tuples.
In [BN98], a general method using maps called measure functions to show that (notnecessarily combinatorial) rewrite systems are terminating is presented.
When C is combinatorial andÑ is terminating, by Lemma 1.4.1, (C, ∗Ñ) is a combinatorialposet and we call it the poset generated by Ñ.
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1.4.3. Confluence. When for any objects x, y1, and y2 of C such that x ∗Ñ y1 and x ∗Ñ y2,there exists an object x′ of C such that y1 ∗Ñ x′ and y2 ∗Ñ x′, the rewrite system (C,Ñ) is

confluent. An object x of C is a branching object if there exist two different objects y1 and
y2 satisfying x Ñ y1 and x Ñ y2. In this case, the pair {y1, y2} is a branching pair for x.We say that a branching pair {y1, y2} is joinable is there exists an object z of C such that
y1 ∗Ñ z and y2 ∗Ñ z. In practice, showing that a terminating rewrite system is confluent ismade simple thank to the following result, known as the diamond lemma.

LEMMA 1.4.2. Let (C,Ñ) be a rewrite system. If (C,Ñ) is terminating and all of its
branching pairs are joinable, (C,Ñ) is confluent.

Lemma 1.4.2 is a highly important result in the theory of rewrite systems and is dueto Newman [New42]. There are some additional useful tools in this theory like the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm [KB70]. This semi-algorithm takes as input a non-confluentrewrite system and outputs, if possible, a confluent one having the same reflexive, symmetric,and transitive closures.When Ñ is both terminating and confluent, Ñ is convergent.1.4.4. Closures. Let (C,Ñ) be an I-rewrite system and assume that C is endowed witha set P of +̇-compatible products, where +̇ is an associative binary product on I . Then, let(C,ÑP) be the rewrite system such that ÑP contains Ñ (as a binary relation) and satisfies
?
(
x1, . . . , xj−1, y, xj+1, . . . , xp)ÑP ? (x1, . . . , xj−1, y ′, xj+1, . . . , xp) (1.4.4)for any product ? of arity p of P, j ∈ [p], x` ∈ C, ` ∈ [p] \ {j}, y, y ′ ∈ C such that y Ñ y ′,and when both members of (1.4.4) are defined (because the products of P can be partial, seeSection 1.1.5). The fact that all products ? of P are +̇-compatible ensures that (C,ÑP) is arewrite system. We call (C,ÑP) the P-closure of (C,Ñ). Such closures provide convenientand concise ways to define rewrite systems.1.4.5. Examples. Let us review some examples of rewrite systems on various combina-torial sets.

A rewrite rule on words. Let A := {a,b} be an alphabet, and consider the rewrite system(A∗,Ñ) defined by
u(1) . . . u(n − 1)u(n)Ñ u(n)u(1) . . . u(n − 1) (1.4.5)for any u ∈ An and n ∈ N>2. We have for instanceaabaÑ aaabÑ baaaÑ abaaÑ aaba. (1.4.6)This rewrite system is not terminating but, since for each word u ∈ A∗ there is at most aword v ∈ A∗ satisfying uÑ v, (A∗,Ñ) is confluent.Let also be the rewrite system (A∗,Ñ) defined by aba Ñ bab. Consider the ternaryproduct ? on A∗ defined by ?(u, v,w) := u · v · w where · is the concatenation product ofwords. Let (A∗,ÑP) be the P-closure of (A∗,Ñ) where P := {?}. By definition of closures,

ÑP satisfies abaÑP bab, (1.4.7a)
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aba · v ·w ÑP bab · v ·w, (1.4.7b)
u · aba ·w ÑP u · bab ·w, (1.4.7c)
u · v · abaÑP u · v · bab, (1.4.7d)for any words u, v, and w on A. All this is equivalent to the fact that ÑP is the rewrite rulesatisfying
u · aba ·w ÑP u · bab ·w, (1.4.8)for any words u and w on A. The rewrite system (A∗,ÑP) is terminating since, for anywords u and v on A, if u ÑP v, then |v|b = |u|b + 1. Hence, the map θ : An → [0, n] definedfor any n ∈ N and u ∈ An by θ(u) := |u|b is a termination invariant. The normal forms of(A∗,ÑP) are the words that do not admit aba as factor. Moreover, (A∗,ÑP) is not confluentsince ababaÑP babba and ababaÑP abbab, and {babba, abbab} is a non-joinable branchingpair for ababa (since these two elements are normal forms).
2. Collections of treesThis section is devoted mainly to set all basic definitions about trees used in this work.We define here the collection of planar rooted trees and present some of its properties. Wethen consider enrichments of planar rooted trees, namely the syntax trees. These are oneof the most important objects in this work since bases of free operads are indexed by syntaxtrees. Moreover, rewrite systems on syntax trees are reviewed. These rewrite systems area major tool to study operads since they allow to establish presentation by generators andrelations, or the Koszulity of an operad.

2.1. Planar rooted trees. The graded combinatorial collection of the planar rooted treescan be defined concisely in a recursive way by using some operations over graded combi-natorial collections (see Section 1.1.6). However, to define rigorously the usual notions ofinternal node, leaf, child, father, path, subtree, etc., we need the notion of language asso-ciated with a tree. Indeed, a planar rooted tree is in fact a finite language satisfying someproperties. Therefore, in this section, we shall adopt the point of view of defining most ofthe properties of a planar rooted tree through its language.2.1.1. Collection of planar rooted trees. Let PRT be the graded combinatorial collectionsatisfying the relation PRT = {•} × T(PRT) (2.1.1)where • is an atomic object called node. We call planar rooted tree each object of PRT.By definition, a planar rooted tree t is an ordered pair (•, (t1, . . . , tk)) where (t1, . . . , tk) is a(possibly empty) tuple of planar rooted trees. This definition is recursive. By convention, theplanar rooted tree (•, ()) is denoted by ⊥ and is called the leaf. Observe that the leaf is ofsize 1. For instance,
⊥, (•, (⊥)), (•, (⊥,⊥)), (•, (⊥, (•, (⊥)))), (•, ((•, ((•, (⊥,⊥)))),⊥, (•, (⊥,⊥)))) (2.1.2)are planar rooted trees. The root arity of a planar rooted tree t := (•, (t1, . . . , tk)) is k.If t is a planar rooted tree different from the leaf, by definition, t can be expressed as

t = (•, (t1, . . . , tk)) where k > 1 and all ti , i ∈ [k], are planar rooted trees. In this case, for any
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i ∈ [k], ti is the ith suffix subtree of t. Planar rooted trees are depicted by drawing each leafby and each planar rooted tree different from the leaf by a node attached below it, fromleft to right, to its suffix subtrees t1, . . . , tk by means of edges . For instance, the planarrooted trees of (2.1.2) are depicted by

, , , , . (2.1.3)
By definition of the product and the list operations over graded collections (see Sec-tion 1.1.6), the size of a planar rooted tree t having a root arity of k satisfies

|t| = 1 +∑
i∈[k] |tk|. (2.1.4)

In other words, the size of t is the number of occurrences of • it contains. We also deducefrom (2.1.1) that the generating series of PRT satisfies
GPRT(t) = t1−GPRT(t) (2.1.5)

so that it satisfies the quadratic algebraic equation
t −GPRT(t) +GPRT(t)2 = 0. (2.1.6)

2.1.2. Induction and structural induction. One among the most obvious techniques toprove that all the planar rooted trees of a subcollection C of PRT satisfy a predicate P consistsin performing a proof by induction on the size of the trees of C.
There is another method which is in some cases much more elegant than this approach,called structural induction on trees. A subcollection C of PRT is inductive if C is nonemptyand, if t ∈ C, all suffix subtrees ti of t belong to C. Observe in particular that ⊥ belongs toany inductive subcollection of PRT.
THEOREM 2.1.1. Let C be an inductive subcollection of PRT and P be a predicate on C.

If

(i) the leaf ⊥ satisfies P;
(ii) for any t1, . . . , tk ∈ C such that t := (•, (t1, . . . , tk)) belongs to C, the fact that all

P(ti), i ∈ [k], hold implies that P(t) holds;

then, all objects of C satisfy P.

Theorem 2.1.1 provides a powerful tool to prove properties P of planar rooted treesbelonging to inductive combinatorial subsets C. In practice, to perform a structural inductionin order to show that all objects t of C satisfy P, we check that C is inductive and thatProperties (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1.1 hold.
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2.1.3. Links with binary trees. As a consequence of (2.1.6), we observe that the gener-ating series of PRT satisfies the same algebraic relation as the one of the graded collectionBT⊥ of binary trees where the size of a binary tree is its number of leaves (defined in Sec-tion 1.2.6). Therefore, PRT and BT⊥ are isomorphic as graded collections. Let us describean explicit isomorphism between these two collections. Let φ : PRT → BT⊥ be the maprecursively defined, for any planar rooted tree t, by
φ(t) := {⊥∈ BT⊥ if t =⊥,(•, (φ(t1), φ ((•, (t2, . . . , tk))))) otherwise (t = (•, (t1, t2, . . . , tk)) with k > 1). (2.1.7)

One has for instance
φ
( ) = , (2.1.8a)

φ


 = . (2.1.8b)

PROPOSITION 2.1.2. The graded combinatorial collections PRT and BT⊥ are isomorphic.
The map φ defined by (2.1.7) is an isomorphism between these two collections.

This bijection is known as the rotation correspondence and is due to Knuth [Knu97]. Itoffers a means to encode a planar rooted tree by a binary tree and admits applications inalgebraic combinatorics [NT13,EFM14].
2.1.4. Tree languages. To rigorously specify nodes in planar rooted trees, we shall use auseful interpretation of planar rooted trees as special languages on the alphabet N>1. Recallthat a right monoid action of a monoid A∗ of words (endowed with the concatenation product)on a set S is a map · : S × A∗ → S satisfying x · ε = x and x · ua = (x · u) · a, for all x ∈ S,

u ∈ A∗, and a ∈ A. Let
· : PRT× N∗>1 → PRT (2.1.9)

be the right partial monoid action defined recursively by
(•, (t1, . . . , tk))·u := {(•, (t1, . . . , tk)) if u = ε,

ti · v otherwise (u = iv where v ∈ N∗>1 and i ∈ N>1), (2.1.10)
for any (•, (t1, . . . , tk)) ∈ PRT and u ∈ N∗>1. Observe that this action is partial since each tiin (2.1.10) is well-defined only if i is no greater than the root arity of t. The tree language
N(t) of t is the finite language on N>1 of all the words u such that t · u is a well-definedplanar rooted tree.
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For instance, by setting

t := , (2.1.11)
we have

t · 1 = , t · 231 = , t · 3 = , t · 21 = , t · 23 = , (2.1.12)
and, among others, the actions of the words 11, 24, and 2321 on t are all undefined. Moreover,the tree language of t is

N(t) = {ε, 1, 2, 21, 211, 2111, 2112, 22, 23, 231, 232, 3}. (2.1.13)Let LPRT be the graded combinatorial collection of all finite and nonempty prefix lan-guages L on N>1 such that if ui ∈ L where u ∈ N∗>1 and i ∈ N>2, ui′ ∈ L where i′ := i − 1.The size of such a language is its cardinality. For instance, the setN(t) of (2.1.13) is an objectof size 12 of LPRT, and {ε, 1, 11, 12, 2} is an object of size 5.
PROPOSITION 2.1.3. The graded combinatorial collections PRT andLPRT are isomorphic.

Seen as a morphism of combinatorial collections N : PRT→LPRT, N is an isomorphism
between these two collections.

Proposition 2.1.3 is used in practice to define planar rooted trees through their languages.This will be useful later when operations on planar rooted trees will be described.2.1.5. Additional definitions. Let t be a planar rooted tree. We say that each word of
N(t) is a node of t. A node u of t is an internal node if there is an i ∈ N>1 such that ui is anode of t. A node u of t which is not an internal node is a leaf. The set of all internal nodes(resp. leaves) of t is denoted by N•(t) (resp. N⊥(t)). The root of t is the node ε (which canbe either an internal node or a leaf). The degree deg(t) of t is #N•(t) and the arity ari(t) of
t is #N⊥(t). A node u of t is an ancestor of a node v of t if u 6= v and u 6pref v. Moreover,
v is the ith child of u if v = ui for an i ∈ N>1. In this case, u is the (unique) father of v.The arity of a node is the number of children it has. Two nodes v and v ′ of t are brothersif there exist a node u of t and i 6= i′ ∈ N>1 such that v is the ith child of u and v ′ is the i′thchild of u. The lexicographic order on the words ofN(t) induces a total order on the nodesof t called depth-first order. The ith leaf of t is the ith leaf encountered by considering thenodes of t according to the depth-first order. A sector of t is an ordered pair (ui, ui+1) ofleaves of t such that ui (resp. ui+1) is the ith (resp. i+1st) leaf of t. The number of sectorsof t is denoted by ∧(t) and is equal to ari(t)−1. A path in t is a sequence (u1, . . . , uk) of nodesof t such that for any j ∈ [k − 1], uj is the father of uj+1. Such a path is maximal if u1 isthe root of t and uk is a leaf. The length of a path is the number of nodes it contains. The
height ht(t) of t is the maximal length of its maximal paths minus 1. This is also the lengthof a longest word of N(t) minus 1. When all maximal paths of t have the same length, t is
perfect. For any node u of t, the planar rooted tree t · u is the suffix subtree of t rootedat u. By extension, the ith suffix subtree of u is the planar rooted tree t · ui when i is nogreater than the arity of u. A planar rooted tree s is a prefix subtree of t if N(s) ⊆ N(t). A
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planar rooted tree s is a factor subtree of t rooted at a node u if s is a prefix subtree of asuffix subtree of t rooted at u. The poset induced by t is the poset (Qt,4t) where Qt :=N•(t)and 4t is the prefix order relation 6pref on words. In other terms, the poset induced by t isa poset on the internal nodes of t where t is its Hasse diagram wherein the root is the leastelement.

Let us provide some examples for these notions. Consider the planar rooted tree tof (2.1.11). Then,
N•(t) = {ε, 2, 21, 211, 23}, (2.1.14a)

N⊥(t) = {1, 2111, 2112, 22, 231, 232, 3}, (2.1.14b)so that deg(t) = 5 and ari(t) = 7. Besides, the sequences (ε, 2, 21) and (ε, 2, 23) are nonmaximalpaths in t, and on the contrary, the paths (ε, 1), (ε, 2, 21, 211, 2112), and (ε, 2, 22) are maximal.The maximal path (ε, 2, 21, 211, 2112) have a maximal length among all maximal paths of tand hence, the height of t is 4. In the poset induced by t, one has ε 4t 2 4t 21 4 211 and
ε 4t 2 4t 23. Finally, the planar rooted tree

s := (2.1.15)
is a prefix subtree of t, and, the planar rooted tree

r := , (2.1.16)
being a suffix subtree of s rooted at the node 2, is a factor subtree of t rooted at 2.

2.2. Subcollections of planar rooted trees. By basically restraining the possible aritiesof the internal nodes of planar rooted trees, we obtain several subcollections of PRT. We re-view here the families formed by ladders, corollas, k-ary trees, and Schröder trees. Besides,among these families, some admit alternative size functions.
2.2.1. Ladders and corollas. A ladder is a planar rooted tree of arity 1. The first laddersare

, , , , . (2.2.1)
This set of ladders forms a subcollection Lad of PRT. Besides, a corolla is a planar rootedtree of degree 1. The first corollas are

, , , . (2.2.2)
This set of corollas forms a subcollection Cor of PRT. Observe that (•, (⊥)) is the only planarrooted that is both a ladder and a corolla.
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2.2.2. k-ary trees. Let k ∈ N>1. A k-ary tree is a planar rooted tree t such that all internalnodes are of arity k. For instance, the first 3-ary trees are

, , , , . (2.2.3)
This set of k-ary trees forms a subcollection Ary(k) of PRT expressing recursively asAry(k) = {⊥}+ {•} × Ary(k)k, (2.2.4)where ⊥ and • are both atomic. One can immediately observe that Ary(1) = Lad.By structural induction (see Theorem 2.1.1) on Ary(k) (which is an inductive subcollectionof PRT), it follows that for any k-ary tree t, the arity and the degree of t are related byari(t)− deg(t)(k − 1) = 1. (2.2.5)This implies that a k-ary tree of a given arity has an imposed degree and conversely, a k-ary tree of a given degree has an imposed arity. Hence, since the size of a k-ary tree t isari(t)+deg(t) and there are finitely many planar rooted trees of a fixed size, there are finitelymany k-ary trees of a fixed arity, and there are finitely many k-ary trees of a fixed degree.As a consequence, the graded collections Ary(k)

⊥ and Ary(k)
• of all k-ary trees such that the sizeof a tree of Ary(k)

⊥ is its arity and the size of a tree of Ary(k)
• is its degree are combinatorial.Observe that Ary(2)

⊥ ' BT⊥ where BT⊥ is defined in Section 1.2.6. Moreover, the generatingseries of Ary(k)
• satisfies the algebraic equation1−GAry(k)

•
(t) + tGAry(k)

•
(t)k = 0. (2.2.6)and it is known [DM47] that

#Ary(k)
• (n) = 1(k − 1)n + 1

(
kn
n

)
. (2.2.7)

For instance, the sequences of integers associated with Ary(k)
• begin with1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, k = 1, (2.2.8a)1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, k = 2, (2.2.8b)1, 1, 3, 12, 55, 273, 1428, 7752, 43263, k = 3, (2.2.8c)1, 1, 4, 22, 140, 969, 7084, 53820, 420732, k = 4. (2.2.8d)The second, third, and fourth sequences are respectively Sequences A000108, A001764,and A002293 of [Slo]. These are known as the Fuss-Catalan numbers.From now on, we call binary tree any 2-ary tree. If t is a binary tree and u is an internalnode of t, u1 and u2 are nodes of t. We call u1 (resp. u2) the left (resp. right) child of u,and t · u1 (resp. t · u2) the left (resp. right) subtree of u in t. The left (resp. right) subtreeof t is the left (resp. right) subtree of the root of t. Besides, a left (resp. right) comb tree isa binary tree t such that for all internal nodes u of t, all right (resp. left) subtrees of u areleaves. The infix order induced by t is the total order on the set of its internal nodes definedrecursively by setting that all the internal nodes of t · 1 are smaller than the root of t, andthat the root of t is smaller that all the internal nodes of t · 2.

http://oeis.org/A000108
http://oeis.org/A001764
http://oeis.org/A002293
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2.2.3. Schröder trees. A Schröder tree is a planar rooted tree such that all internal nodesare of arities 2 or more. Some among the first Schröder trees are

, , , , , , , , . (2.2.9)
This set of Schröder trees forms a subcollection Sch of PRT expressing recursively asSch = {⊥}+ {•} × T>2 (Sch) , (2.2.10)where ⊥ and • are both atomic.By structural induction on Sch (which is an inductive subcollection of PRT), it followsthat there are finitely many Schröder trees of a given arity n. For this reason, the gradedcollection Sch⊥ of all the Schröder trees such that the size of a tree of Sch⊥ is its arity iscombinatorial. Conversely, considering the degrees of the trees for their sizes does not forma combinatorial graded collection since there are infinitely many Schröder trees of degree1 (the corollas). The generating series of Sch⊥ satisfies the algebraic quadratic equation

t − (1 + t)GSch⊥ (t) + 2GSch⊥ (t)2 = 0. (2.2.11)Let nar(n, k) be the number of binary trees of arity n having exactly k internal nodes havingan internal node as a left child. Then, for all 0 6 k 6 n − 2, it is known [Nar55] that
nar(n, k) = 1

k + 1
(
n − 2
k

)(
n − 1
k

)
. (2.2.12)

These are Narayana numbers. The cardinalities of the sets Sch⊥(n) hence express by#Sch⊥(n) = ∑
k∈[0,n−2] 2k nar(n, k), (2.2.13)

for all n ∈ N>2. The sequence of integers associated with Sch⊥ begins by1, 1, 3, 11, 45, 197, 903, 4279, (2.2.14)and forms Sequence A001003 of [Slo].
2.3. Syntax trees. We are now in position to introduce syntax trees. Such trees are,roughly speaking, planar rooted trees where internal nodes are labeled by objects of a fixedgraded collection. These trees can be endowed with two size functions (where the size is thedegree or the arity), leading to the definition of two graded collections of syntax trees.2.3.1. Collections of syntax trees. Let C be an augmented graded collection. A syntax

tree on C (or, for short, a C-syntax tree) is a planar rooted tree t endowed with a map
ωt : N•(t) → C sending each internal node u of t of arity k to an element of size k of C.This map ωt is the labeling map of t. We say that an internal node u of t is labeled by
x ∈ C if ωt(u) = x. The collection C is the labeling collection of t. The underlying planar
rooted tree of t is the planar rooted tree obtained by forgetting the map ωt. For any x ∈ C,the corolla labeled by x is the C-syntax tree } (x) having exactly one internal node labeledby x and with |x| leaves as children. All the notions about planar rooted trees defined inSections 2.1 and 2.2 apply to C-syntax trees as well. More precisely, for any property P onplanar rooted trees, we say that t satisfies the property P if the underlying planar rooted

http://oeis.org/A001003
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tree of t satisfies P. Moreover, the notions of suffix, prefix, and factor subtrees of planarrooted trees naturally extend on C-syntax trees by taking into account the labeling maps. Ingraphical representations of a C-syntax tree t, instead of drawing each internal node u of tby , we draw u by its label ωt(u).

For instance, consider the labeling collection C := C(1)tC(2)tC(3) where C(1) := {a,b},
C(2) := {c}, and C(3) := {d, e}, and the planar rooted tree

t := . (2.3.1)
By endowing t with the labeling map defined by ωt(ε) := e, ωt(2) := d, ωt(21) := a, ωt(211) := c,and ωt(23) := c, t is a C-syntax tree. This C-syntax tree is depicted more concisely as

e
ac

d c . (2.3.2)

We denote by PRTC the graded collection of all the C-syntax trees, where the size of a C-syntax tree t is the size of its underlying planar rooted tree in PRT. When C is additionallycombinatorial, by structural induction on planar rooted trees, it follows that for any t ∈PRT, there are finitely many labeling maps ωt for t. For this reason, PRTC is in this casecombinatorial. Besides, let LadC , CorC , Ary(k),C , and SchC be respectively the subcollectionsof PRTC consisting in the C-syntax trees whose underlying planar rooted trees are ladders,corollas, k-ary trees, and Schröder trees. The concepts of inductive subcollections of PRTCand of structural induction presented in Section 2.1.2 extend obviously on C-syntax trees.
2.3.2. Alternative definition and generating series. The graded collection PRTC can bedescribed as follows. Let SC be the graded collection satisfying the relation

SC = {⊥}+ {•} × (C ◦ SC) (2.3.3)
where both ⊥ and • are atomic, and ◦ is the composition product over combinatorial collec-tions defined in Section 1.1.5. Then, the combinatorial collections PRTC and SC are isomor-phic through the map φ : PRTC → SC of combinatorial collections recursively defined, forany t ∈ PRTC of root arity k, by

φ(t) := {⊥∈ SC if t =⊥,(•, (ωt(ε), (φ(t1), . . . , φ(tk)))) otherwise. (2.3.4)
From this equivalence and (2.3.3), we obtain, when C is combinatorial, that the generatingseries of PRTC satisfies

GPRTC (t) = t + t GC (GPRTC (t)) , (2.3.5)
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where GC(t) is the generating series of C. For instance, by considering the combinatorialcollection C defined above, we have GC(t) = 2t + t2 + 2t3, so that

t + (2t − 1)GPRTC (t) + tGPRTC (t)2 + 2tGPRTC (t)3 = 0. (2.3.6)
2.3.3. Subcollections of syntax trees. For well-chosen augmented combinatorial collec-tions C, it is possible to recover a large part of the families of planar rooted trees describedin Section 2.2. Indeed, one has PRTN>1 ' PRT, PRTN>2 ' Sch, and, when •k is an object ofsize k ∈ N>1, PRT{•k} ' Ary(k).
2.3.4. Alternative sizes. Let PRTC⊥ be the graded collection of all the C-syntax trees suchthat the size of a tree is its arity. One has PRTC⊥ ' SC where SC is the graded collectiondefined in (2.3.3) wherein ⊥ is atomic and • is of size 0. When C is combinatorial, augmented,and has no object of size 1, we can show by structural induction on PRTC⊥ that there arefinitely many C-syntax trees of a given arity n. For this reason, PRTC⊥ is combinatorial. Inthis case, the generating series of PRTC⊥ satisfies

GPRTC⊥ (t) = t +GC (GPRTC⊥ (t)) . (2.3.7)
Let also PRTC• be the graded collection of all the C-syntax trees such that the size of atree is its degree. One has PRTC• ' SC where SC is the graded collection defined in (2.3.3)wherein • is atomic and ⊥ is of size 0. When C is augmented and is finite, we can show bystructural induction on PRTC• that there are finitely many C-syntax trees of a given degree n.For this reason, PRTC• is combinatorial. In this case, the generating series of PRTC• satisfies

GPRTC• (t) = 1 + t GC
(
GPRTC• (t)) . (2.3.8)

Observe that PRTC• is not an augmented graded collection.
2.4. Syntax tree patterns and rewrite systems. We focus now the theory of rewritesystems on the particular case of syntax trees. Intuitively, a rewrite rule on syntax treesworks by replacing factor subtrees in a syntax tree by other ones. We explain techniques toprove termination and confluence of these particular rewrite systems.
2.4.1. Occurrence and avoidance of patterns. Let C be an augmented graded collection,and s and t be two C-syntax trees. For any node u of t, s occurs at position u in t if s is afactor subtree of t rooted at u. In this case, we say that t admits an occurrence of the pattern

s. Conversely, t avoids s if there is no occurrence of s in t. By extension, t avoids a set Pof C-syntax trees if t avoids all the patterns of P. For instance, consider the combinatorialcollection C := C(2) tC(3) where C(2) := {a,b} and C(3) := {c}, and the C-syntax tree

t := a
b

a b cc
b b . (2.4.1)
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Then, t admits an occurrence of

c b (2.4.2)
at position 1 and two occurrences of

a (2.4.3)
at positions 11 and 21.

2.4.2. Grafting of syntax trees. Let t be a C-syntax tree of arity n, i ∈ [n], and s be a
C-syntax tree. The grafting of s onto the ith leaf u of t is the C-syntax tree r := t ◦i s definedas follows. The underlying planar rooted tree of r admits the tree language

N(r) := (N(t) \ {u}) ∪ {uv : v ∈ N(s)}, (2.4.4)
and the labeling map of r satisfies, for any w ∈ N•(r),

ωr(w) := {ωt(w) if w ∈ N•(t),
ωs(v) otherwise (w = uv and v ∈ N•(s)). (2.4.5)

Observe that by Proposition 2.1.3, r is wholly specified by its tree language N(r) definedin (2.4.4). In more intuitive terms, the tree r is obtained by connecting the root of s onto the
ith leaf of t. For instance, by considering the same labeling collection C as above,

a c
◦3 a b c = a c

a b c . (2.4.6)
The operations ◦i thus defined are binary products

◦i : PRTC⊥ × PRTC⊥ → PRTC⊥ (2.4.7)
on PRTC⊥ , in the sense of Section 1.1.5. We call each ◦i a grafting operation. Since, for any
C-syntax trees t and s, and i ∈ [ari(t)],

ari(t ◦i s) = ari(t) + ari(s)− 1, (2.4.8)
these operations are +̇-compatible for the product +̇ defined by n+̇m := n + m − 1 for all
n,m ∈ N>1.

2.4.3. Complete grafting of syntax trees. Let t be a C-syntax tree of arity n, and let s1,. . . , sn be C-syntax trees. The complete grafting of s1, . . . , sn onto t is the C-syntax tree
◦(n)(t, s1, . . . , sn) defined by

◦(n) (t, s1, . . . , sn) := (. . . ((t ◦n sn) ◦n−1 sn−1) . . . ) ◦1 s1. (2.4.9)
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In more intuitive terms, the tree ◦(n)(t, s1, . . . , sn) is obtained by connecting the root of each sionto the ith leaf of t. For instance, by considering the same labeling collection C as before,

◦(4)
 a c

, a , ,
ca , b

 = a ba cca . (2.4.10)
The operations ◦(n) thus defined are products

◦(n) : PRTC⊥ × (PRTC⊥)n → PRTC⊥ (2.4.11)
of arity n + 1 on PRTC⊥ . We call each ◦(n) a complete grafting operation. Since, for any
C-syntax trees t, s1, . . . , sn such that n = ari(t),

ari(◦(n)(t, s1, . . . , sn)) = ari(t) + ari(s1) + · · ·+ ari(sn)− n, (2.4.12)
these operations are +̇-compatible for the product +̇ defined in Section 2.4.2. Moreover, togain concision, we shall denote by t ◦ [s1, . . . , sn] the C-syntax tree ◦(n)(t, s1, . . . , sn).

2.4.4. Rewrite systems. Let for any m, i ∈ N>1 the operation �(m)
i defined as follows. Forany C-syntax trees t, r, s1, . . . , sm where t is of arity n > i, we set

�(m)
i (t, r, s1, . . . , sm) := t ◦i (r ◦ [s1, . . . , sm]) . (2.4.13)

These operations �(m)
i thus defined are products

�(m)
i : PRTC⊥ × PRTC⊥ × (PRTC⊥)m → PRTC⊥ (2.4.14)

of arity m+2 on PRTC⊥ . It is easy to see that �(m)
i is +̇-compatible for the product +̇ consideredin Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.

Let (PRTC⊥,Ñ) be a rewrite system. We denote by (PRTC⊥,;) the P-closure of (PRTC⊥,Ñ),where
P := {�(m)

i : m, i ∈ N>1} . (2.4.15)
We call (PRTC⊥,;) the closure of (PRTC⊥,Ñ). In other terms, ; is the rewrite rule satisfying

t ◦i (r ◦ [s1, . . . , sm]) ; t ◦i
(
r′ ◦ [s1, . . . , sm]) (2.4.16)

for any C-syntax trees t, r, r′, s1, . . . , sm where t of arity n, i ∈ [n], and r Ñ r′. In intuitiveterms, one has q ; q′ for two C-syntax trees q and q′ if there are two C-syntax trees r and r′such that rÑ r′ and, by replacing an occurrence of r by r′ in q, we obtain q′. For instance, byconsidering the same labeling set C as before, let (PRTC⊥,Ñ) be the rewrite system definedby
c Ñ a a , a b Ñ a b . (2.4.17)
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One has the following chain of rewritings

c ab c
b

; a
b a

b
a c ; a b ab

a
c ;

a b ab
a

a a . (2.4.18)
Observe by the way that the right rotation operation on binary trees considered in Sec-tion 1.3.3 (see (1.3.7)) can be expressed as the closure of the rewrite system (PRTB⊥,Ñ) suchthat B := B(2) := {b} defined by

b b Ñ b b . (2.4.19)
In this dissertation, we shall mainly consider rewrite systems (PRTC⊥,;) defined as clo-sures of rewrite systems (PRTC⊥,Ñ) such that the number of pairs (t, t′) satisfying t Ñ t′ isfinite. We say in this case that (PRTC⊥,;) is of finite type. In this context, the degree of(PRTC⊥,;) is the maximal degree among the C-syntax trees appearing as left members of

Ñ. The arity of (PRTC⊥,;) is the maximal arity among the C-syntax trees appearing as left(or right) members of Ñ.
2.4.5. Proving termination. We have observed in Section 1.4.2 that termination invariantsprovide tools to show that a combinatorial rewrites ystem is terminating. This idea extendson rewrite systems on syntax trees defined as closures of other ones in the following way.
Let (PRTC⊥,Ñ) be a combinatorial rewrite system and (PRTC⊥,;) its closure. Assume that

θ : PRTC⊥ → Q is a termination invariant for (PRTC⊥,Ñ), where (Q,4) is a poset. We say that
θ is compatible with the closure if, for any C-syntax trees r and r′ such that r Ñ r′, theinequality

θ (s ◦i (r ◦ [q1, . . . , qk])) ≺ θ (s ◦i (r′ ◦ [q1, . . . , qk])) (2.4.20)holds for all C-syntax trees s, q1, . . . , qk , where k := ari(r) = ari(r′). Now, as a consequenceof (2.4.16) and Lemma 1.4.1, one has the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.4.1. Let C be an augmented combinatorial collection without object of

size 1, (PRTC⊥,Ñ) be a rewrite system, and (PRTC⊥,;) be the closure of (PRTC⊥,Ñ). If
θ : PRTC⊥ → Q is a termination invariant for (PRTC⊥,Ñ) and θ is compatible with the
closure, (PRTC⊥,;) is terminating.

Consider for instance the rewrite rule (PRTC⊥,Ñ) defined by (2.4.17). By setting Q := N2and 4 as the lexicographic order on N2, let us define the map θ : PRTC⊥ → Q, for any C-syntaxtree t, by θ(t) := (deg(t), tam(t)), where
tam(t) := ∑

u∈N•(t)
u of arity 2

deg(t · u2). (2.4.21)
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In other words, tam(t) is the sum, for all internal and binary nodes u of t, of the number ofinternal nodes appearing in the 2nd suffix subtrees of u. One can check that θ(t) ≺ θ(t′) forall the C-syntax trees r and r′ such that rÑ r′. Indeed,

θ
( c ) = (1, 0) ≺ (2, 0) = θ

 a a  , (2.4.22)
and

θ

 a b
 = (2, 0) ≺ (2, 1) = θ

 a b
 . (2.4.23)

Moreover, the fact that θ is compatible with the closure is a straightforward verification.Therefore, the closure (PRTC⊥,;) of (PRTC⊥,Ñ) is terminating.2.4.6. Proving confluence. In the same way as the tool to show that a rewrite systemon C-syntax trees is terminating presented in Section 2.4.5, we present here a tool to provethat rewrite systems on syntax trees defined as closures of other ones are confluent. Thiscriterion requires now some precise properties.
PROPOSITION 2.4.2. Let C be an augmented combinatorial collection without object of

size 1, (PRTC⊥,Ñ) be a rewrite system, and (PRTC⊥,;) be the closure of (PRTC⊥,Ñ). If(PRTC⊥,;) is terminating, is of finite type, has ` > 0 as degree, and all branching pairs of(PRTC⊥,;) consisting in trees with 2`−1 internal nodes or less are joinable, then (PRTC⊥,;)
is confluent.

PROOF. Assume that all the hypotheses of the statement hold. Let t be a branching treeof (PRTC⊥,;) and {r1, r2} be a branching pair for t. We have thus t ; r1 and t ; r2. Bydefinition of ;, there are four C-syntax trees t′1, r′1, t′2, and r′2 such that t′1 Ñ r′1, t′2 Ñ r′2, and
r1 (resp. r2) is obtained by replacing an occurrence of t′1 (resp. t′2) rooted at a node u1 (resp.
u2) by r′1 (resp. r′2) in t. We have now two cases to consider, depending on the positions ofthe nodes u1 and u2 in t.
Case 1. Assume first that the occurrences of t′1 and t′2 at positions u1 and u2 in t do notshare any internal node of t. Then, r1 (resp. r2) admits an occurrence of t′2 (resp. t′1) at aposition u′2 (resp. u′1). These positions u′1 and u′2 are obtained from the original positions u1and u2 of the occurrences of t′1 and t′2 in t. Now, let t′ be the tree obtained by replacing theoccurrence of t′2 at position u′2 by r′2 in r1. Equivalently, due to the above assumption, t′ is thetree obtained by replacing the occurrence of t′1 at position u′1 by r′1 in r2. Thereby, we have
r1 ; t′ and r2 ; t′, showing that the branching pair {r1, r2} is joinable.
Case 2. Otherwise, the occurrences of t′1 and t′2 at positions u1 and u2 in t share at leastone internal node of t. Denote by s the factor subtree of t, rooted at a node v, of thesmallest degree and whose internal nodes come from the internal nodes of t involved in theoccurrences of t′1 and t′2 at positions u1 and u2. Observe that v = u1 or v = u2. Let us denoteby v1 (resp. v2) the position of the occurrence of t′1 (resp. t′2) in s. Let s1 (resp. s2) be the treeobtained by replacing the occurrence of t′1 (resp. t′2) at position v1 (resp. v2) by r′1 (resp. r′2)in s. Now, due to the above assumption, by the minimality of the degree of s, s has at most
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2`− 1 internal nodes. Now, since we have s ; s1 and s ; s2, s is a branching tree for ; and
{s1, s2} is a branching pair for s. By hypothesis, {s1, s2} is joinable, so that there is a tree s′such that s1 ∗; s′ and s2 ∗; s′. By setting t′ as the tree obtained by replacing the occurrenceof s at position v by s′ in t, we finally have r1 ∗; t′ and r2 ∗; t′, showing that {r1, r2} is joinable.We have shown that all branching pairs of ; are joinable. Since (PRTC⊥,;) is terminating,this implies by the diamond lemma (Lemma 1.4.2) that (PRTC⊥,;) is confluent. �

Proposition 2.4.2 leads to an algorithmic way to check if a terminating rewrite system(PRTC⊥,;) defined as the closure of an other one (PRTC⊥,Ñ) is confluent by enumerating allthe C-syntax trees t of degrees at most 2` − 1 (where ` is the degree of (PRTC⊥,;)) and bycomputing the parts Gt of the rewriting graphs of (PRTC⊥,;) consisting in the trees reachablefrom t. If each Gt contains exactly one normal form (which correspond to a vertex with nooutgoing edge in Gt), (PRTC⊥,;) is confluent.
For instance, by considering the same labeling set C as above, let (PRTC⊥,Ñ) be therewrite system defined by

b a Ñ b a , a a Ñ b b . (2.4.24)
The degree of the closure (PRTC⊥,;) of (PRTC⊥,Ñ) is ` := 2 and it is possible to show that(PRTC⊥,;) is terminating. Consider

t := b a a
, (2.4.25)

which is a C-syntax tree of degree 2` − 1 = 3. The graph Gt associated with t is of the form

b a a b b b

b a
a b

a a b
b b

, (2.4.26)

and shows that (PRTC⊥,;) is not confluent. Indeed, t is a non-joinable branching tree. Onthe other hand, consider the rewrite system (PRTC⊥,Ñ) defined by
a a Ñ a a , a b Ñ a b , b b Ñ b a . (2.4.27)
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The degree of the closure (PRTC⊥,;) of (PRTC⊥,Ñ) is ` := 2 and here also, it is possible toshow that (PRTC⊥,;) is terminating. Consider

t := a b b
, (2.4.28)

a C-syntax tree of degree 2` − 1 = 3. The graph Gt associated with t is of the form

a b b
a b a

a b
b a

b b

a b a , (2.4.29)

This graph satisfies the required property stated above, and, as a systematic study of casesshows, all other graphs Gs where s is a C-syntax tree of degree 3 or less, also. For thisreason, (PRTC⊥,;) is confluent.
3. Combinatorial objectsThis last section of the chapter contains a list of definitions about combinatorial objectsappearing in some next chapters.

3.1. Other kinds of trees. Let us set some definitions about two other kinds to trees:rooted trees and colored syntax trees.
3.1.1. Rooted trees. Let RT be the graded collection satisfying the relation

RT = {•} × S(RT). (3.1.1)
where • is an atomic object called node. We call rooted tree each object of RT. By definition,a rooted tree t is an ordered pair (•, *t1, . . . , tk+) where *t1, . . . , tk+ is a multiset of rooted trees.Like the case of planar rooted trees, this definition is recursive. For instance,

(•, ∅), (•, *(•, ∅)+), (•, *(•, ∅), (•, ∅)+), (•, *(•, ∅), (•, ∅), (•, ∅)+), (•, *(•, *(•, ∅), (•, ∅)+)+),(3.1.2)are rooted trees. If t = (•, *t1, . . . , tk+) is a rooted tree, each ti , i ∈ [k], is a suffix subtree of t.
Rooted trees are different kinds of trees than planar rooted trees presented in Section 2.The difference is due to the fact that rooted trees are defined by using multisets of rootedtrees, while planar rooted trees are defined by using lists of planar rooted trees. Hence, theorder of the suffix subtrees of a rooted tree is not significant.
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By drawing each rooted tree by a node attached below it to its subtrees by means ofedges , the rooted trees of (3.1.2) are depicted by

, , , , . (3.1.3)
By definition of the product and multiset operations over combinatorial collections, the sizeof a rooted tree t satisfies

|t| := 1 +∑
i∈[k] |ti|. (3.1.4)

The sequence of integers associated with RT begins by1, 1, 2, 4, 9, 20, 48, 115, (3.1.5)and forms Sequence A000081 of [Slo].3.1.2. Colored syntax trees. Let C be a set of colors and C be a C-colored collection(see Section 1.1.4). A C-colored C-syntax tree is a triple (a, t, u) where t is a C-syntax tree,
a ∈ C, u ∈ Cari(t), and for any internal nodes u and v of t such that v is the ith child of u,
out(y) = ini(x) where x (resp. y) is the label of u (resp. v). The set of all C-colored C-syntaxtrees is denoted by CPRTC . This set is a C-colored collection by setting that out(((a, t, u))) := aand in((a, t, u)) := u for all (a, t, u) ∈ CPRTC . By a slight abuse of notation, if u is an internalnode of t, we denote by out(u) (resp. in(u)) the color out(x) (resp. word of colors in(x))where x is the label of u. We say that a C-colored C-syntax tree t is monochrome if C is amonochrome colored collection. In graphical representations of a C-colored C-syntax tree(a, t, u), we draw t together with its output color above its root and its input color u(i) belowits ith leaf for any i ∈ [|u|].For instance, consider the set of colors C := {1, 2} and the C-colored collection C definedby C := C(2) t C(3) with C(2) := {a,b}, C(3) := {c}, out(a) := 1, out(b) := 2, out(c) := 1,
in(a) := 11, in(b) := 21, and in(c) := 221. The tree

b a
c

c a
1

2 1 2
2 2 1 1 1

(3.1.6)
is a C-colored C-syntax tree. Its degree is 5, its arity is 8, and its height is 3. Moreover, itsoutput color is 1 and its word of input colors is 21222111. Besides, (1,⊥, 1) and (1,⊥, 2) aretwo C-colored C-syntax trees of degree 0 and arity 1.Let (a, t, u) and (b, s, v) be two C-colored C-syntax trees and i ∈ [|ari(t)|]. If b = u(i), the
grafting on s onto the ith leaf of t is defined by(a, t, u) ◦i (b, s, v) := (a, t ◦i s, uÎ [i v), (3.1.7)where u Î [i v is the word obtained by replacing the ith letter of u by v, and the secondoccurrence of ◦i in (3.1.7) is the grafting of syntax trees defined in Section 2.4.2. For instance,

http://oeis.org/A000081
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by considering the same labeling C-colored collection as above,

a a c
1

1 1 2 2 1
◦3 b a

2
2 1 1

= a a
b a

c
1

1 1 2 1 1
2 1 . (3.1.8)

Let CPRTC⊥ be the C-colored collection of the C-colored C-syntax trees. The operations
◦i thus defined are binary products

◦i : CPRTC⊥ ×CPRTC⊥ → CPRTC⊥ (3.1.9)
on CPRTC⊥ , in the sense of Section 1.1.5. We call each ◦i a grafting operation. By seeingCPRTC⊥ as a graded collection (see Section 1.1.4), the ◦i , i ∈ N>1, are +̇-compatible products,where +̇ is the operation considered in Section 2.4.2. Observe also that, due to the conditionon the colors between the two operands to the operation, the ◦i are partial products.

Most of the notions exposed in Section 2.4 about syntax trees and rewrite systems onsyntax trees naturally extend on colored syntax trees like, among others, the notions ofoccurrences of patterns, the complete grafting operations, and the criteria offered by Propo-sitions 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 to respectively prove the termination and the confluence of rewritesystem on syntax trees.
3.2. Configurations of chords. Configurations of chords are very classical combinato-rial objects defined as collections of diagonals and edges in regular polygons. The literatureabounds of studies of various kinds of configurations. One can cite for instance [DLRS10]about triangulations, [FN99] about noncrossing configurations, and [CP92] about multi-trian-gulations. We provide here definitions about them and consider a generalization of configu-rations wherein the edges and diagonals are labeled on a set.
3.2.1. Polygons. A polygon of size n > 1 is a directed graph p on the set of vertices[n + 1]. An arc of p is a pair of integers (x, y) with 1 6 x < y 6 n + 1, a diagonal is an arc(x, y) different from (x, x + 1) and (1, n+ 1), and an edge is an arc of the form (x, x + 1) anddifferent from (1, n+ 1). We denote by Ap (resp. Dp, Ep) the set of all arcs (resp. diagonals,edges) of p. For any i ∈ [n], the ith edge of p is the edge (i, i+ 1), and the arc (1, n+ 1) is the

base of p.
In our graphical representations, each polygon is depicted so that its base is the bottom-most segment, vertices are implicitly numbered from 1 to n + 1 in the clockwise direction,and the diagonals are not drawn. For example,

p :=
1

2
3 4

5
6

(3.2.1)
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is a polygon of size 5. Its set of all diagonals is

Dp = {(1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 4), (2, 5), (2, 6), (3, 5), (3, 6), (4, 6)}, (3.2.2)
its set of all edges is

Ep = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 6)}, (3.2.3)
and its set of all arcs is

Ap = Dp t Ep t {(1, 6)}. (3.2.4)
3.2.2. Configurations. For any set S, an S-configuration (or a configuration when S isknown without ambiguity) is a polygon c endowed with a partial function

φc :Ac → S. (3.2.5)
When φc((x, y)) is defined, we say that the arc (x, y) is labeled and we denote it by c(x, y).When the base of c is labeled, we denote it by c0, and when the ith edge of c is labeled, wedenote it by ci.

In our graphical representations, we shall represent any S-configuration c by drawing apolygon of the same size as the one of c following the conventions explained before, and bylabeling its arcs accordingly. For instance
c := a

bab (3.2.6)
is an {a,b, c}-configuration. The arcs (1, 2) and (1, 4) of c are labeled by a, the arcs (2, 5) and(4, 5) are labeled by b, and the other arcs are unlabeled.

3.2.3. Additional definitions. Let us now provide some definitions and statistics on con-figurations. Let c be a configuration of size n. The skeleton of c is the undirected graphskel(c) on the set of vertices [n + 1] and such that for any x < y ∈ [n + 1], there is an arc
{x, y} in skel(c) if (x, y) is labeled in c. The degree of a vertex x of c is the number of verticesadjacent to x in skel(c). The degree degr(c) of c is the maximal degree among its vertices.Two (non-necessarily labeled) diagonals (x, y) and (x′, y ′) of c are crossing if x < x′ < y < y ′or x′ < x < y ′ < y. The crossing of a labeled diagonal (x, y) of c is the number of labeleddiagonals (x′, y ′) such that (x, y) and (x′, y ′) are crossing. The crossing cros(c) of c is themaximal crossing among its labeled diagonals. When cros(c) = 0, there are no crossing diag-onals in c and in this case, c is noncrossing. A (non-necessarily labeled) arc (x′, y ′) is nestedin a (non-necessarily labeled) arc (x, y) of c if x 6 x′ < y ′ 6 y. We say that c is nesting-free iffor any labeled arcs (x, y) and (x′, y ′) of c such that (x′, y ′) is nested in (x, y), (x, y) = (x′, y ′).Besides, c is acyclic if skel(c) is acyclic. When c has no labeled edges nor labeled base, c is
white. If c has no labeled diagonals, c is a bubble. A triangle is a configuration of size 2.Obviously, all triangles are bubbles, and all bubbles are noncrossing.
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3.3. Prographs. We present here prographs, that are combinatorial objects modelingoperations with several inputs and several outputs. These objects are elements of free pros(see Section 5.1 of Chapter 2) and admit many different definitions. A first one consists indefining prographs (called in this context diagrams) through an equivalence relation [Laf11].A second one consists in defining prographs (called in this context directed (m,n)-graphs)by graphs satisfying some conditions [Mar08]. We chose to define these objects by usingthe tools offered by the theory of bigraded collections. Our approach is however similar tothe one of [Laf11].
For all bigraded collections C considered in this section, if x is an object of index (p, q) ∈

N2, the input (resp. output) arity of x is |x|↑ := p (resp. |x|↓ := q).
3.3.1. Sequences of wires. Let Wir be the bigraded collection satisfying

Wir(p, q) := {{1p} if p = q,
∅ otherwise. (3.3.1)

We call 11 the wire and each element 1p the sequence of wires of arity p. Each 1p is depictedby p vertical lines. For instance, 15 is depicted as
. (3.3.2)

3.3.2. Preprographs. From now on, C is a bigraded collection such that C(p, q) = ∅ if
p = 0 or q = 0.

An elementary prograph x on C (or, for short, an elementary C-prograph) is an objecta of C(p, q). We represent x as a rectangle labeled by a with p incoming edges (belowthe rectangle) and q outgoing edges (above the rectangle). For instance, if a ∈ C(2, 3), theelementary prograph a is depicted as
a

1 2
1 2 3

. (3.3.3)
An enriched elementary prograph x on C (or, for short, an enriched elementary C-

prograph) is a triple (k, a, `) where k, ` ∈ N, and a is an elementary C-prograph. Theseobjects form a bigraded collection where the index of (k, a, `) is (k+ |a|↑+ `, k+ |a|↓+ `). Werepresent x by drawing from left to right 1k , a, and 1` . For instance, the enriched elementaryprograph (1, a, 2) where a ∈ C(2, 3) is depicted as
a . (3.3.4)

A preprograph x on C (or, for short, a C-preprograph) is a sequence (x1, . . . , xk) ofenriched elementary C-prographs such that |xi|↑ = |xi+1|↓ for any i ∈ [k − 1]. These objectsform a bigraded collection PPrgC where the index of x is (|xk|↑, |x1|↓). We represent x bydrawing each enriched elementary prograph xi , i ∈ [k], vertically, where x1 is at the top and
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xk is at the bottom. We moreover draw dashed lines for all i ∈ [k − 1] between xi and xi+1.For instance, the C-preprograph

x := ((1, a, 5), (5,b, 2), (7, a, 1)) (3.3.5)where a ∈ C(2, 2) and b ∈ C(3, 1) is depicted as
a

b
a

. (3.3.6)
3.3.3. Prographs. Let (PPrgC ,Ñ) be the rewrite system satisfying((k1, a, k2 + |b|↓ + k3) , (k1 + |a|↑ + k2,b, k3))Ñ ((k1 + |a|↓ + k2,b, k3) , (k1, a, k2 + |b|↑ + k3))(3.3.7)where a and b are elementary C-prographs and k1, k2, k3 > 0. Pictorially,

. . .
k1 a. . .

. . .

. . .
k2

b
. . .

. . .

. . .
k3

Ñ
. . .
k1

a
. . .

. . .

. . .
k2 b. . .

. . .

. . .
k3

. (3.3.8)
If x := (x1, . . . , xk) and y := (y1, . . . , y` ) are two C-preprographs such that |x|↑ = |y|↓, wedenote by x◦y the C-preprograph (x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , y` ). Let also ? be the ternary product onPPrgC defined by ?(x, y, z) := x ◦y ◦z where x, y, and z are three C-preprographs satisfying

|x|↑ = |y|↓ and |y|↑ = |z|↓.Let (PPrgC ,Ñ?) be the {?}-closure of (PPrgC ,Ñ) (it is possible to define a product +̇ on
N2 so that ? is +̇-compatible) and ↔ be the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure of
Ñ?. Let the bigraded collection PrgC defined byPrgC := PPrgC/↔ + Wir. (3.3.9)We call prograph on C (or, for short, a C-prograph) any element x of PrgC . When xis an object of PPrgC/↔, we represent x by considering the drawing of any preprographof the ↔-equivalence class of x and by letting the elementary prographs constituting x tomove vertically along the edges. When x is an object of Wir, we represent x as explainedin Section 3.3.1. For instance, the prograph having the preprograph of (3.3.6) in its ↔-equivalence class is depicted as

a b a . (3.3.10)
The degree deg(x) of a prograph x is defined in the following way. When x is an objectof PPrgC/↔, deg(x) is the length of x′ where x′ is any preprograph of the ↔-equivalenceclass x. In other terms, deg(x) is the number of elementary prographs constituting x. When

x is an object of Wir, deg(x) := 0. For instance, the prograph of (3.3.10) has 3 as degree, andeach sequence of wires 1p , p ∈ N, has 0 as degree.
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3.3.4. Operations on prographs. Let x and y be two C-prographs such that |x|↑ = |y|↓.The vertical composition x ◦ y of x and y is defined as follows. When x (resp. y) is asequence of wires, x ◦ y is equal to y (resp. x). Otherwise, x and y are not sequences ofwires, and x ◦ y is the C-prograph [x′ ◦ y ′]↔ where x′ and y ′ are respectively any elementsof the ↔-equivalence classes x and y, and ◦ is the operation on preprographs defined inSection 3.3.3. For instance,

a b ◦ a = a b a . (3.3.11)
Let x and y be two C-prographs. The horizontal composition x ∗y of x and y is definedas follows. If x and y are both the sequences of wires 1p and 1q for some p, q ∈ N,

1p ∗ 1q := 1p+q . (3.3.12)If x is the sequence of wires 1p for a p ∈ N and y is an object of PPrgC/↔,
1p ∗ y := [((p + k1, a1, `1) , . . . , (p + kr , ar , `r))]↔ , (3.3.13)where ((k1, a1, `1) , . . . , (kr , ar , `r)) is any preprograph in the ↔-equivalence class y. Similarly,if x is an object of PPrgC/↔ and y is the sequence of wires 1p , p ∈ N,
x ∗ 1p := [((k1, a1, `1 + p) , . . . , (kr , ar , `r + p))]↔ , (3.3.14)where ((k1, a1, `1) , . . . , (kr , ar , `r)) is any preprograph in the ↔-equivalence class x. Finally,when x and y are both objects of PPrgC/↔, x ∗y is defined, by using the particular cases forthe horizontal composition explained above and the vertical composition, by

x ∗ y := (x ∗ 1|y|↓) ◦ (1|x|↑ ∗ y) . (3.3.15)For instance,
a ∗

b a = a b a . (3.3.16)
3.4. Alternating sign matrices. We recall here some definitions about alternating signmatrices and usual statistics on them.3.4.1. Alternating sign matrices and six-vertex configurations. An alternating sign ma-

trix [MRR83], or an ASM for short, of size n is a square matrix of order n with entries inthe alphabet {0,+, -} such that every row and column starts and ends by 0 or by + and inevery row and column, the + and the - alternate. For instance,
δ := [ 0 + 0 0 00 0 + 0 0+ - 0 0 +0 + - + 00 0 + 0 0

] (3.4.1)
is an ASM of size 5. The number an of these objects of size n satisfies

an = ∏
06i6n−1

(3i + 1)!(n + i)! , (3.4.2)
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a formula conjectured in [MRR83] and proven independently by Zeilberger [Zei96] andKuperberg [Kup96].A six-vertex configuration of size n is an n × n square grid with oriented edges so thateach vertex has two incoming and two outgoing edges. There are six possible configurationsfor each vertex, whence the name. A six-vertex configuration satisfies the domain wall
boundary condition if all its horizontal (resp. vertical) edges on the boundary are orientedinwardly (resp. outwardly). Figure 1.4b shows an example of such an object. In what follows,we shall exclusively and implicitly consider six-vertex configurations satisfying the domainwall boundary condition.Six-vertex configurations of size n are in one-to-one correspondence with ASMs of thesame size. To compute the ASM in correspondence with a six-vertex configuration, wereplace each of its vertices by a symbol 0, +, or - according to the rules described in Table 1.2.Reciprocally, to recover a six-vertex configuration from an ASM δ, we first replace each

Statistics ne sw se nw oi ioASM entry 0 0 0 0 + -
Six-vertex-configuration

TABLE 1.2. Correspondence between entries of ASMs, vertices of six-vertexconfigurations, and statistics on six-vertex-configurations.
nonzero entry of δ by the corresponding vertex configuration (see the last two columns ofTable 1.2). Then, for each zero entry of δ, we look at the sum ` (resp. a) of the entries (a +counts as 1 and a - counts as −1) to the left (resp. above) of it and in the same row (resp.column). By the alternating property of the ASMs, ` and a belong to {0, 1}. Now, set in δthe configuration (resp. ) if ` = 1 (resp. ` = 0) together with the configuration (resp.) if a = 1 (resp. a = 0). Figure 1.4 shows an example.

 0 0 + 0 0 0+ 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 + 00 + 0 0 - +0 0 0 + 0 00 0 0 0 + 0


(A) An ASM δ.

(B) The six-vertex configuration incorrespondence with δ.
FIGURE 1.4. An ASM and a six-vertex configuration in correspondence.
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3.4.2. Statistics on alternating sign matrices. It is possible to define several statistics onASMs by counting how many entries of an ASM play a special role, seen as vertices of thesix-vertex configurations in correspondence.Let us denote by ne(δ) (resp. sw(δ), se(δ), nw(δ), oi(δ), io(δ)) the number of verticesne (resp. sw, se, nw, oi, io) in the six-vertex configuration in bijection with the ASM δ (seeTable 1.2). Let Z := {se,nw, sw,ne} be the set of the statistics counting the four configurationsof 0 and N := {io,oi} be the set of the statistics counting the two nonzero configurations.Let us end this section on ASMs by stating the following result establishing some sym-metries satisfied by these statistics.
PROPOSITION 3.4.1. Let δ be an ASM of size n. Then,se(δ) = nw(δ), ne(δ) = sw(δ), oi(δ) = io(δ) + n. (3.4.3)



CHAPTER 2
Algebraic combinatorics

One of the main activities in algebraic combinatorics consists in developing interactionsbetween combinatorics (enumerative combinatorics and even computer science) and alge-bra. The benefits are twofold: one obtains combinatorial properties and results by seeingcombinatorial objects under an algebraic framework, and studying algebraic structures withthe help of combinatorics leads to general algebraic results.The first direction consists in endowing collections of combinatorial objects with oper-ations. This provides a framework to collect combinatorial and enumerative properties onthe objects by exploring natural and usual algebraic questions on the obtained algebraicstructures. To be a little more precise, let C be a collection and K 〈C〉 be the linear spanof C where K is any field. To get a better understanding of properties of the objects of C,we endow K 〈C〉 with operations or co-operations. In this way, we can ask about the behav-ior of these operations under different bases of K 〈C〉 (leading to discovering links betweendifferent products, for instance, the shifted shuffle product and the shifted concatenationproducts of permutations are the same ones [DHT02, DHNT11]), minimal generating setsof K 〈C〉 (leading to describe the objects of C as assemblies of elementary building blocks),morphisms involving K 〈C〉 and other linear spans of collections (leading to discover symme-tries of C—useful for enumeration problems—, or establishing links between C and othercollections [LR98,DHT02,HNT05]).The second direction consists, on the contrary, in seeing abstract algebraic structures aslinear spans of combinatorial objects endowed with operations. This process is known as acombinatorial realization of an algebraic structure. To be more concrete, given a categoryof algebras defined by the relations their (co)operations have to satisfy, the problem consistsin understanding the free object on a set G of generators. This reinforces the understandingof the category since all other ones are, in most cases, quotients or substructures of freeones. The literature contains a lot of such constructions. For instance, free Lie algebrasare realized in terms of Lyndon words and concatenation operations [Reu93], free pre-Liealgebras in terms of rooted trees and grafting operations [CL01], free dendriform algebrasin terms of binary trees and shuffling operations [Lod01], free duplicial algebras in terms ofbinary trees and over and under operations [Lod08], and free Zinbiel algebras using wordsand half-shuffle operations [Lod95].Additionally to very classical algebraic structures like magmas, monoids, groups, posets,and associative algebras, in our work we consider Hopf bialgebras [Car07, GR16], oper-ads [Mar08,LV12,Mé15], and pros [Lei04,Mar08]. The purpose of this chapter is to presenta unified approach to work with these structures. We introduce in this way the notion of
63



64 2. ALGEBRAIC COMBINATORICS
polynomial spaces and of biproducts, that are operations working with several inputs andseveral outputs. All the aforementioned algebraic structures can be seen as particular casesof these objects.This chapter begins in Section 1 by defining polynomial and series spaces on collections.Then, in Section 2, we introduce biproducts, bialgebras, and list some examples of suchalgebraic structures. Finally, in Sections 3, 4, and 5, we provide the mains definitions andproperties of Hopf bialgebras, operads, and pros used in the next chapters.

1. Polynomial spacesWe introduce here the notion of polynomial spaces and series spaces. All the algebraicstructures considered in this dissertation are polynomial or series spaces endowed with someoperations or co-operations. A set of operations, analogous to the operations on gradedcollections of Section 1.1.5 of Chapter 1, over graded polynomial spaces are considered. Wealso review some links between changes of bases of polynomial spaces, posets, and incidencealgebras.
1.1. Series and polynomials on collections. Intuitively, a series (resp. polynomial) ona collection C is a formal sum (resp. finite formal sum) of objects of the C with coefficientsin a field K. In what follows, K can be any field of characteristic 0.1.1.1. Rational functions. In a combinatorial context, it is nevertheless convenient to set

K as the space Q(q0, q1, . . . ) of rational functions on the formal parameters qi , i ∈ N. Let usrecall some classical notations. For any i ∈ N,(n)qi := 1 + qi + q2
i + · · ·+ qn−1

i , n ∈ N>1, (1.1.1a)
(n)qi ! := {1 if n = 0,(n)qi ((n − 1)qi)! otherwise (n ∈ N>1), (1.1.1b)(

n1 + n2
n1, n2

)
qi

:= (n1 + n2)qi!(n1)qi ! (n2)qi ! , n1, n2 ∈ N. (1.1.1c)
Elements (1.1.1a) are known as q-analogs of integers. Indeed, the specialization qi := 1 in(n)qi is equal to n. Elements (1.1.1b) are q-factorials and (1.1.1c) are q-binomials.1.1.2. Series and polynomials. Let C be an I-collection. A series on C (or, for short, a
C-series) is a map f : C → K. The coefficient f (x) of x ∈ C in f is denoted by 〈x, f〉. The
support of f is the set Supp(f ) := {x ∈ C : 〈x, f〉 6= 0}, (1.1.2)where the symbol 0 of (1.1.2) is the zero of K. A polynomial on C (or, for short, a C-
polynomial) is a C-series having a finite support. A C-series f is a C-monomial if Supp(f )is a singleton. We say that f is homogeneous if there is an i ∈ I such that Supp(f ) ⊆ C(i).For any subset X of C, the characteristic series of X is the C-series ch(X) defined, for any
x ∈ C, by

〈x, ch(X)〉 := {1 ∈ K if x ∈ X,0 ∈ K otherwise. (1.1.3)
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Given two C-series f and g , the scalar product of f and g is the scalar

〈f, g〉 := ∑
x∈C
〈x, f〉 〈x, g〉 (1.1.4)

of K. Of course, when f or g are C-polynomials, 〈f, g〉 is well-defined. When f and g areboth C-series, 〈f, g〉 may not. This notation for the scalar product of C-series is consistentwith the notation 〈x, f〉 for the coefficient of x in f because by (1.1.4), the coefficient 〈x, f〉and the scalar product 〈ch({x}), f〉 are equal.When C is a graded collection and f is a C-polynomial, the degree deg(f ) of f is undefinedif Supp(f ) = ∅ and is otherwise the greatest size of an object appearing in Supp(f ).1.1.3. Polynomial spaces. The C-polynomial space is the set K 〈C〉 of all the C-poly-nomials. We say that C is the underlying collection of K 〈C〉. For any property P of collec-tions (see Section 1 of Chapter 1), we say that K 〈C〉 satisfies the property P if C satisfies P.This set K 〈C〉 is endowed with the following two operations. First, the addition+ : K 〈C〉 ×K 〈C〉 → K 〈C〉 (1.1.5)is defined, for any f1, f2 ∈ K 〈C〉 and x ∈ C, by
〈x, f1 + f2〉 := 〈x, f1〉+ 〈x, f2〉 . (1.1.6)Second, the multiplication by a scalar

· : K×K 〈C〉 → K 〈C〉 (1.1.7)is defined, for any f ∈ K 〈C〉, λ ∈ K, and x ∈ C, by
〈x, λ · f〉 = λ 〈x, f〉 . (1.1.8)Endowed with these two operations, K 〈C〉 is a K-vector space. Moreover, K 〈C〉 decomposesas a direct sum
K 〈C〉 =⊕

i∈I
K 〈C(i)〉 . (1.1.9)

We call each K 〈C(i)〉 the i-homogeneous component of K 〈C〉. In the sequel, we shall alsowrite K 〈C〉 (i) for K 〈C(i)〉.Besides, by using the linear structure of K 〈C〉, any C-polynomial f can be expressed asthe finite sum of C-monomials
f = ∑

x∈C
〈x, f〉 · ch({x}), (1.1.10)

which is denoted, by a slight abuse of notation, by
f = ∑

x∈C
〈x, f〉x. (1.1.11)

The notation (1.1.11) for f as a linear combination of objects of C is the sum notation of
C-polynomials. By using this notation, it appears that the set {ch({x}) : x ∈ C} forms a basisof K 〈C〉. This basis is called fundamental basis of K 〈C〉, and, by a slight but convenientabuse of notations, each basis element ch({x}), x ∈ C, is simply denoted by x.
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We would like to emphasize the fact a polynomial space K 〈C〉 is always seen through itsexplicit basis C (contrarily to working with a vector space V without explicit basis). In thesequel, we shall define (co-)operations on C which extend by linearity on K 〈C〉. Propertiesof such (co-)operations (like associativity or commutativity) can be defined and checked onlyon C.Besides, we are sometimes led to consider several bases of K 〈C〉 and work with many ofthem at the same time. In this case, to distinguish elements expressed on different bases, wedenote them by putting elements of C as indices of a letter naming the basis. For instance,the elements of the B-basis of K 〈C〉 are denoted by Bx , x ∈ C.LetK 〈C1〉 andK 〈C2〉 be two polynomial spaces such thatC1 andC2 are both I-collections.A linear map

φ : K 〈C1〉 → K 〈C2〉 (1.1.12)is a polynomial space morphism if for all i ∈ I and all x ∈ C1(i), φ(x) ∈ K 〈C2(i)〉. Observethat any combinatorial collection morphism ψ : C1 → C2 gives rise to a polynomial spacemorphism φ : K 〈C1〉 → K 〈C2〉 obtained by extending ψ linearly. Besides, we say that K 〈C2〉is a subspace of K 〈C1〉 if there is an injective polynomial space morphism from K 〈C2〉to K 〈C1〉.1.1.4. Graded combinatorial polynomial spaces. When C is a graded combinatorial col-lection, as a particular case of (1.1.9), K 〈C〉 decomposes as a direct sum
K 〈C〉 =⊕

n∈N
K 〈C〉 (n). (1.1.13)

Moreover, since C is combinatorial, each K 〈C(n)〉, n ∈ N, is finite dimensional. For thisreason, the Hilbert series of K 〈C〉, defined by
HK〈C〉(t) =∑

n∈N
dimK 〈C〉 (n) tn, (1.1.14)

is a well-defined series. We can observe that the Hilbert series HK〈C〉(t) of K 〈C〉 and thegenerating series GC(t) of C are the same power series.1.1.5. Duality. The dual of K 〈C〉 is the K-vector space K 〈C〉? defined by
K 〈C〉? :=⊕

i∈I
K 〈C〉 (i)?, (1.1.15)

where for any i ∈ I , K 〈C〉 (i)? is the dual space of K 〈C〉 (i). If C is combinatorial, all K 〈C〉 (i)are finite dimensional spaces, so that K 〈C〉 (i)? ' K 〈C〉 (i), and hence,
K 〈C〉? ' K 〈C〉 . (1.1.16)For this reason, we shall identify K 〈C〉 and K 〈C〉? in this work once C is combinatorial. The

duality bracket between K 〈C〉 and K 〈C〉? is the linear map
〈−,−〉 : K 〈C〉 ⊗K 〈C〉? → K (1.1.17)defined, for all x, x′ ∈ C, by
〈x, x′〉 := {1 if x = x′,0 otherwise. (1.1.18)
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If V is a K-vector space, V⊗k denotes the space of all tensors on V of order k ∈ N. Theduality bracket extends for any k ∈ N on K 〈C〉⊗k ⊗K 〈C〉?⊗k linearly by

〈x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk, x′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x′k〉 := ∏
i∈[k] 〈xi, x

′
i〉 (1.1.19)

for any xi, x′i ∈ C, i ∈ [k].
1.1.6. Rewrite systems and quotient spaces. Any rewrite system (C,Ñ) gives rise to asubspace R(C,Ñ) of K 〈C〉 generated by all the C-polynomials x′ − x whenever x and x′ aretwo objects of C such that x Ñ x′. We call R(C,Ñ) the space induced by (C,Ñ). Conversely,when R is a subspace of K 〈C〉 such that there exists a rewrite system (C,Ñ) such that R and

R(C,Ñ) are isomorphic, we say that (C,Ñ) is an orientation of R. When (C,Ñ) is convergent,one has a concrete description of the quotient space K 〈C〉 /R(C,Ñ) provided by the followingresult.
PROPOSITION 1.1.1. Let (C,Ñ) be a convergent rewrite system. Then, as spaces

K 〈C〉 /R(C,Ñ) ' K
〈
F(C,Ñ)〉 . (1.1.20)

PROOF. First, observe that since (C,Ñ) is convergent, (C,Ñ) is terminating and admits aset F(C,Ñ) of normal forms. Moreover, since (C,Ñ) is confluent, for any object x of C, thereis a unique normal form η(x) such that x ∗Ñ η(x). Let V be the subspace of K 〈C〉 generatedby all the C-polynomials η(x)− x such that x ∈ C, and let us show that R(C,Ñ) is isomorphicto V. Let y − x be an element of R(C,Ñ) such that x, y ∈ C and x Ñ y. Then, η(y) − y and
η(x)−x are elements of V. Now, since x Ñ y and (C,Ñ) is confluent, the two normal forms
η(x) and η(y) are equal. This implies that η(x)−x− (η(y)−y) = y−x, showing that y−x ∈ V.By linearity, this implies thatR(C,Ñ) is a subspace ofV. Conversely, let η(x)−x be an nonzeroelement of V where x ∈ C. By definition, there is a chain x Ñ y1 Ñ · · · Ñ yk Ñ η(x) with
k ∈ N and yi ∈ C, i ∈ [k]. Hence, the C-polynomials η(x) − yk , yk − yk−1, . . . , y2 − y1, y1 − xbelong to R(C,Ñ). By summing all these C-polynomials, we obtain that η(x) − x belongs to
R(C,Ñ). By linearity, this implies that V is a subspace of R(C,Ñ). Now, let B be the familyof all the C-polynomials of the form η(x) − x where x is an object of C which is not anormal form for (C,Ñ) (otherwise, the polynomial would be zero). Since all the elementsof B are linearly independent, B is a basis of V. Hence, the linear map φ : V → V satisfying
φ(η(x)−x) := x for all x ∈ C\F(C,Ñ) is an isomorphism. This shows thatR(C,Ñ) is isomorphicto K 〈C \ F(C,Ñ)〉. The statement of the proposition follows. �

1.1.7. Series spaces. The C-series space is the set K 〈〈C〉〉 of all C-series. Most of thedefinitions concerning C-polynomials and C-polynomial spaces developed in Section 1.1.3remain valid in the context of C-series. For instance, K 〈〈C〉〉 is a vector space (for thesimilar operations of addition and multiplication by a scalar as the ones of C-polynomials)and each element of K 〈〈C〉〉 can be expressed by a sum notation (1.1.11), which is possiblyinfinite. One of the main differences of features between K 〈C〉 and K 〈〈C〉〉 is that the firstone admits C as a basis, while the second does not.
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Observe that a generating series of a combinatorial graded collection is an elementof K 〈〈S({t})〉〉, where {t} is the graded collection wherein t is an atomic object and S ismultiset operation over graded collections (see Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.6 of Chapter 1). Sincethe introduction of formal power series, a lot of generalizations were proposed in order toextend the range of enumerative problems they can help to solve.
The most obvious ones are multivariate series allowing to count objects not only withrespect to their sizes but also with respect to various other statistics. This encompassesthe case of the generating series of combinatorial multigraded collections (see Section 1.1.3of Chapter 1). Such series are elements of K 〈〈S({t1, . . . , tk})〉〉 where all the ti , i ∈ [k], areatomic objects. Another one consists in considering noncommutative series on words [Eil74,

SS78,BR10] (and hence, elements of K 〈〈A∗〉〉, where A is an alphabet), or even, pushing thegeneralization one step further, on elements of a monoid [Sak09] (and hence, elements of
K 〈〈M〉〉 where M is a monoid). Besides, as another generalization, series on trees havebeen considered [BR82, Boz01]. Series on operads (see Section 4.1 about these algebraicstructures) increase the list of these generalizations. Chapoton is the first to have consideredsuch series on operads [Cha02,Cha08,Cha09]. Several authors have contributed to this fieldby considering slight variations in the definitions of these series. Among these, one can citevan der Laan [vdL04], Frabetti [Fra08], and Loday and Nikolov [LN13].

1.2. Operations over graded polynomial spaces. In the same way as operations overgraded collections allow to create new graded collections from already existing ones, thereexist operations over graded polynomial spaces. Some of these are consequences of thedefinitions of operations over graded collections. We present here the main ones. In whatfollows, K 〈C〉, K 〈C1〉 and K 〈C2〉 are three graded polynomial spaces.
1.2.1. Direct sum. The sum of two graded collections translates as the direct sum of theassociated graded polynomial spaces. Indeed,

K 〈C1 +C2〉 ' K 〈C1〉 ⊕K 〈C2〉 . (1.2.1)
An isomorphism between the two spaces of (1.2.1) is provided by the map φ : K 〈C1 +C2〉 →
K 〈C1〉 ⊕K 〈C2〉, linearly defined for any x ∈ C1 +C2 by

φ(x) := {x ∈ K 〈C1〉 if x ∈ C1,
x ∈ K 〈C2〉 otherwise (x ∈ C2). (1.2.2)

1.2.2. Tensor product. The product of two graded collections translates as the tensorproduct of the associated graded polynomial spaces. Indeed
K 〈C1 ×C2〉 ' K 〈C1〉 ⊗K 〈C2〉 . (1.2.3)

An isomorphism between the two spaces of (1.2.3) is provided by the map φ : K 〈C1 ×C2〉 →
K 〈C1〉 ⊗K 〈C2〉, linearly defined for any (x1, x2) ∈ C1 ×C2 by

φ((x1, x2)) := x1 ⊗ x2. (1.2.4)
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1.2.3. Tensor algebras. If V is a K-vector space, the tensor algebra of V is the spaceTV defined by TV :=⊕

k∈N
V⊗k. (1.2.5)

A basis of TV is formed by all tensors on any basis of V. The list operation applied to agraded collection translates as the tensor algebra of the associated graded polynomial space.Indeed, for any k > 0,
K 〈Tk(C)〉 ' K 〈C〉⊗k (1.2.6)and
K 〈T(C)〉 ' TK 〈C〉 . (1.2.7)An isomorphism between the two spaces of (1.2.7) is provided by the map φ : K 〈T(C)〉 →TK 〈C〉, linearly defined for any (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ T(C) by

φ((x1, . . . , xk)) := x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk. (1.2.8)
1.2.4. Symmetric algebras. If V is a K-vector space, the symmetric algebra of V is thespace SV defined by SV := TV/VS , (1.2.9)where VS is the subspace of TK 〈C〉 consisting in all the tensors

u ⊗ x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ v − u ⊗ x2 ⊗ x1 ⊗ v, (1.2.10)
where u, v ∈ TV and x1, x2 ∈ V. A basis of SV is formed by all monomials on any basis of
V. The multiset operation applied to a graded collection translates as the symmetric algebraof the associated graded polynomial space. Indeed,

K 〈S(C)〉 ' SK 〈C〉 . (1.2.11)
An isomorphism between the two spaces of (1.2.11) is provided by the map φ : K 〈S(C)〉 →SK 〈C〉, linearly defined for any *x1, . . . , xk+ ∈ S(C) by

φ(*x1, . . . , xk+) := yα11 . . . yα`` , (1.2.12)
where ` is the number of distinct elements of *x1, . . . , xk+ and each αi , i ∈ [`], denotes themultiplicity of yi in *x1, . . . , xk+.

1.2.5. Exterior algebras. If V is a K-vector space, the exterior algebra of V is the spaceEV defined by EV := TV/VE , (1.2.13)where VE is the subspace of TV consisting in all the tensors
u ⊗ x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ v + u ⊗ x2 ⊗ x1 ⊗ v, (1.2.14)

where u, v ∈ TV and x1, x2 ∈ V. A basis of EV is formed by all monomials on a basis of Vwithout repeated variables. The set operation applied to a graded collection translates as theexterior algebra of the associated graded polynomial space. Indeed,
K 〈E(C)〉 ' EK 〈C〉 . (1.2.15)
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An isomorphism between the two spaces of (1.2.15) is provided by the map φ : K 〈E(C)〉 →EK 〈C〉, linearly defined for any {x1, . . . , xk} ∈ E(C) by

φ({x1, . . . , xk}) := x1 . . . xk. (1.2.16)
1.3. Changes of basis and posets. It is very usual, given a polynomial space K 〈C〉,to consider a poset structure on C to define new bases of K 〈C〉. Indeed, such new basesare defined by considering sums of elements greater (or smaller) than other ones. In thiscontext, incidence algebras of posets and their Möbius functions play an important role. Weexpose here these concepts.1.3.1. Incidence algebras. One of the first apparitions of incidence algebras in combi-natorics is due to Rota [Rot64]. These structures, associated with any locally finite poset,provide an abstraction of the principle of inclusion-exclusion [Sta11] through their Möbiusfunctions. Indeed, the usual inclusion-exclusion principle comes from the Möbius functionof the cube poset.Let (Q,4) be a locally finite I-poset and CQ be the I-collection of all the ordered pairs (x, y)of objects of Q such that x 4 y, called pairs of comparable objects. The index of (x, y) is theindex of x in Q (or equivalently, the index of y in Q). The incidence algebra of (Q,4) is thepolynomial space K 〈CQ〉 endowed with the linear binary product ? (the notion of products inpolynomial spaces is presented in the following Section 2 but here, only elementary notionsabout these are needed) defined, for any objects (x, y) and (x′, y ′) of CQ by

(x, y) ? (x′, y ′) := {(x, y ′) if y = x′,0 otherwise. (1.3.1)
This product is obviously associative. Moreover, on each i-homogeneous component of
K
〈
CQ
〉, i ∈ I , the CQ-polynomial

1i := ∑
x∈C(i)(x, x) (1.3.2)

plays the role of a unit, that is, f ? 1i = f = 1i ? f for all f ∈ K 〈CC〉 (i). Let for any i ∈ I the
CQ-polynomial ζi , called i-zeta polynomial of (Q,4), defined by

ζi := ∑
x,y∈C(i)
x4y

(x, y). (1.3.3)
This CQ-polynomial encodes some properties of the order 4. For instance, the coefficient in
ζi ? ζi of each (x, y) ∈ CQ(i) is the cardinality of the interval [x, y] in (Q,4). The i-Möbius
polynomial of (Q,4) is the CQ-polynomial µi satisfying

µi ? ζi = 1i = ζi ? µi. (1.3.4)In other words, µi is the inverse of ζi with respect to the product ?. Recall that, as exposedin Section 1.1.2, polynomials on collections are functions associating a coefficient with anyobject. For this reason, ζi and µi are functions associating a coefficient with any pair of com-parable objects of Q. We have presented the elements of incidence algebras as polynomialsof pairs of comparable elements, but in the literature [Sta11], it is most common to see theseelements as maps associating a coefficient with each pair of comparable elements. These
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two points of view are therefore equivalent but the definition of the product of incidencealgebras in terms of polynomials is simpler.

THEOREM 1.3.1. Let (Q,4) be a locally finite I-poset. Then, the i-Möbius polynomial µi ,
i ∈ I , of (Q,4) is a well-defined element of K

〈
CQ
〉

and its coefficients satisfy 〈(x, x), µi〉 = 1
for all x ∈ Q(i), and

〈(x, z), µi〉 = − ∑
y∈Q(i)
x4y≺z

〈(x, y), µi〉 (1.3.5)
for all x, z ∈ C(i) such that x 6= z.

PROOF. Let f be a CQ-polynomial satisfying f ? ζi = 1i. By using the definitions of ? andof ζi , we obtain ∑
x,y,z∈Q(i)
x4y4z

〈(x, y), f〉 (x, z) = ∑
x∈Q(i)(x, x). (1.3.6)

This leads to the fact that 〈(x, x), f〉 = 1 for all x ∈ Q(i), and, for all x, z ∈ Q(i) such that x 6= z,∑
y∈Q(i)
x4y4z

〈(x, y), f〉 = 0. (1.3.7)
Then, (1.3.7) rewrites as

〈(x, z), f〉+ ∑
y∈Q(i)
x4y≺z

〈(x, y), f〉 = 0. (1.3.8)
Moreover, in the same way, one can prove that if f ′ is a CQ-polynomial satisfying ζi ? f ′ = 1i ,the coefficients of f ′ satisfy the same relations as the ones of f . Recall now that in anyalgebraic structure endowed with a unitary and associative product, if an element has aninverse, it is unique. For this reason, µi = f . Hence, (1.3.8) implies that the coefficientsof µi satisfy (1.3.5). Finally, since all coefficients appearing in µi are well-defined, µi is awell-defined CQ-polynomial. �

Theorem 1.3.1 provides a recursive way to compute the coefficients of µi , i ∈ I , as aconsequence of the finiteness of each interval of Q(i).
1.3.2. Changes of basis. Let C be a combinatorial I-collection and 4 be a partial orderrelation on C such that (C,4) is an I-poset. Consider the family{B4x , x ∈ C} (1.3.9)

of elements of K 〈C〉 defined, from the fundamental basis of K 〈C〉, by
B4x := ∑

y∈C
x4y

y. (1.3.10)
Observe that since C is combinatorial and 4 preserves the indices of the objects of C, eachB4x is a homogeneous C-polynomial. We call the family (1.3.9) the B4-family of K 〈C〉.
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PROPOSITION 1.3.2. Let (C,4) be a combinatorial I-poset. The B4-family forms a basis

of K 〈C〉 and

x = ∑
y∈C
x4y

〈(x, y), µi〉B4y (1.3.11)
for all x ∈ C(i), i ∈ I , where µi is the i-Möbius polynomial of (C,4).

PROOF. Let us compute the right member of (1.3.11) by using (1.3.10). Then, for any x ∈
C(i), i ∈ I , by using the relations satisfied by the coefficients of µi provided by Theorem 1.3.1,we obtain ∑

y∈C
x4y

〈(x, y), µi〉B4y = ∑
y∈C
x4y

〈(x, y), µi〉∑
z∈C
y4z

z

=∑
z∈C
x4z

 ∑
y∈C

x4y4z

〈(x, y), µi〉
 z

= 〈(x, x), µi〉x +∑
z∈C
x<z

 ∑
y∈C

x4y4z

〈(x, y), µi〉
 z

= x + 0.

(1.3.12)

Therefore, (1.3.11) holds. Finally, since C is a basis of K 〈C〉 and, as we have shown, any
x ∈ C can be expressed as a linear combination of elements of the B4-family, this family isa basis of K 〈C〉. �

2. BialgebrasBialgebras are polynomial spaces endowed with operations. These operations are verygeneral in the sense that they can have several inputs and outputs. These structures encom-pass all the algebraic structures seen in this work.
2.1. Biproducts and duality. Polynomial spaces are rather poor algebraic structures.It is usual in combinatorics to handle spaces endowed with several products. When theproducts are compatible with the sizes of the underlying combinatorial objects, all this forma graded algebra. This notion is detailed here, as well as the concepts of coproduct, duality,and coalgebras and bialgebras.
2.1.1. Biproducts. Let C be an I-collection. A biproduct on K 〈C〉 is a linear map

� : K 〈C〉⊗p → K 〈C〉⊗q (2.1.1)
where p, q ∈ N. The arity (resp. coarity) of � is p (resp. q). Any biproduct of arity p andcoarity q can be seen as an operation taking p elements of K 〈C〉 as input and outputting
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q elements of K 〈C〉. This biproduct is depicted by a rectangle labeled by its name, with pincoming edges (below the rectangle) and q outgoing edges (above the rectangle) as

�

. . .

. . .

q

p

. (2.1.2)
Under a concrete point of view, given any objects x1, . . . , xp of C,

�(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp) = ∑
y1,...,yq∈C

ξ (x1⊗···⊗xp ,y1⊗···⊗yq )
� y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yq , (2.1.3)

where the ξ (x1⊗···⊗xp ,y1⊗···⊗yq )
� are coefficients of K. These coefficients are called structure

coefficients of � and wholly determine the behavior of �. We say that � is degenerate if allits structure coefficients are zero.
The set of all the biproducts of arity p and coarity q on K 〈C〉 has a structure of a K-vector space. Indeed, if �1 and �2 are two such biproducts, the addition of �1 and �2 is thebiproduct �1 +�2 defined by

(�1 +�2) (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp) := �1(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp) +�2(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp) (2.1.4)
for any objects x1, . . . , xp of C. Moreover, for any coefficient λ ∈ K, if � is such a biproduct,the multiplication by a scalar of � by λ is the biproduct λ� defined by

(λ�)(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp) := λ�(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp) (2.1.5)
for any objects x1, . . . , xp of C.

2.1.2. Dual biproducts. Assume that C is combinatorial so that we can identify K 〈C〉with its dual K 〈C〉? as mentioned in Section 1.1.5. Given a biproduct � on K 〈C〉 of arity pand coarity q , the dual biproduct of � is the biproduct
�? : K 〈C〉?⊗q → K 〈C〉?⊗p (2.1.6)

of arity q and coarity p, linearly defined, for all y1, . . . , yk ∈ C, by
�?(y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yq) := ∑

x1,...,xp∈C
〈�(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp), y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yq〉x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp. (2.1.7)

Let us observe that in (2.1.7), the coefficient 〈�(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp), y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yq〉 is the structurecoefficient ξ (x1⊗···⊗xp ,y1⊗···⊗yq )
� of �. Hence, if one sees the structure coefficients of � as amatrix whose rows are indexed by the x1⊗ · · ·⊗xp and the columns by the y1⊗ · · ·⊗yq , thestructure coefficients of �? is the transpose of this matrix.
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2.1.3. Products. A product is a biproduct of coarity 1. In this section, ? is a product ofarity p ∈ N.For any ` > 1, let T` (?) be the biproduct

T` (?) : (K 〈C〉⊗`)⊗p ' K 〈C〉⊗`p → K 〈C〉⊗` (2.1.8)defined linearly by
T` (?) (x1,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x`,1 ⊗ x1,2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x`,2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x1,p ⊗ · · · ⊗ x`,p):= ?

(
x1,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x1,p)⊗ ? (x2,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x2,p)⊗ · · · ⊗ ? (x`,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x`,p) , (2.1.9)for any x1,1, . . . , x1,p, x2,1, . . . , x2,p, . . . , x`,1, . . . , x`,p ∈ C. Graphically, T` (?) is the biproduct

? ?

x1,1 x`,1 x1,2 x`,2 x1,p x`,p

. . .

. . . . . .

. . .

. . .

. . .`

. . .

. (2.1.10)

This product T` (?) can be seen as the `th-tensor power of ? seen as a linear map. For thisreason, T` (?) is called the `th tensor power of ?. For instance, when ? is a binary product,one has T2(?) : K 〈C〉⊗2×2 → K 〈C〉⊗2 (2.1.11)and (x1,1 ⊗ x2,1) T2(?) (x1,2 ⊗ x2,2) = (x1,1 ? x1,2)⊗ (x2,1s ? x2,2) (2.1.12)for all x1,1, x2,1, x1,2, x2,2 ∈ C. In (2.1.12), since ? and T2(?) are binary products, we denotethem in infix way. We follow this convention in all this text. Graphically, T2(?) is the biproduct
? ?

x1,1 x2,1 x1,2 x2,2
(2.1.13)

Let us now list some properties a product can satisfy.When I is endowed with an associative binary product +̇, if for any x1, . . . , xp ∈ C onehas
? (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp) ∈ K 〈C〉 (ind(x1)+̇ · · · +̇ind(xp)), (2.1.14)we say that ? is +̇-compatible. In the particular case where C is a graded collection and ?is +-compatible, ? is graded. If {Bx : x ∈ C} is a basis of K 〈C〉 such that, for any objects x1,. . . , xp of C there is an x ∈ C satisfying

?
(Bx1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Bxp

) = Bx , (2.1.15)we say that the B-basis of K 〈C〉 is a set-basis (or a multiplicative basis) with respect to ?.
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Assume now that ? is of arity 2. The associator of ? is the ternary product

(−,−,−)? : K 〈C〉 ⊗K 〈C〉 ⊗K 〈C〉 → K 〈C〉 (2.1.16)
defined linearly for all x1, x2, x3 ∈ C by

(x1, x2, x3)? := (x1 ? x2) ? x3 − x1 ? (x2 ? x3). (2.1.17)
When for all x1, x2, x3 ∈ C, (x1, x2, x3)? = 0, (2.1.18)we say that ? is associative. The commutator of ? is the binary product

[−,−]? : K 〈C〉 ⊗K 〈C〉 → K 〈C〉 (2.1.19)
defined linearly for all x1, x2 ∈ C by

[x1, x2]? := x1 ? x2 − x2 ? x1. (2.1.20)
When for all x1, x2 ∈ C, [x1, x2]? = 0, (2.1.21)the product ? is commutative. When there is an element 1? of K 〈C〉 such that, for all x ∈ C,

x ? 1? = x = 1? ? x, (2.1.22)
we say that ? is unitary and that 1? is the unit of ?. This element 1? of K 〈C〉 can be seenas a product of arity 0, that is 1? : (K 〈C〉⊗0 = K) → K 〈C〉 is the map sending linearly themultiplicative unit of K to the element 1? of K 〈C〉. Observe that if 1? is a graded product, 1?is necessarily of degree 0.

Finally, any product ? on C of arity p gives rise to a product ?̄ on K 〈C〉 defined linearly,for any objects x1, . . . , xp of C, by
?̄(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp) := {?(x1, . . . , xp) if ? (x1, . . . , xp) is well-defined,0 otherwise. (2.1.23)

This product ?̄ is the linearization of ?.
2.1.4. Coproducts. A coproduct is a biproduct of arity 1. Let ∆ be a product of coarity

q ∈ N. Observe that the dual of a coproduct is a product and conversely.
All the properties of products defined in Section 2.1.3 hold for coproducts in the followingway. For any property P on products, we say that ∆ satisfies the property “coP” if the dualproduct ?∆ of ∆ satisfies P. For instance, ∆ is cograded if ?∆ is graded, and ∆ is coassociativeif ?∆ is associative.
2.2. Polynomial bialgebras. We now consider polynomial spaces endowed with a setof biproducts. The main definitions and properties of these structures are listed.
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2.2.1. Elementary definitions. A polynomial bialgebra is a pair (K 〈C〉 ,B) were K 〈C〉is a polynomial space endowed with a (possibly infinite) set B of biproducts. Let (K 〈C1〉 ,B1)and (K 〈C2〉 ,B2) be two polynomial bialgebras. These algebras are µ-compatible if thereexists a bijective map µ : B1 → B2 that sends any biproduct of B1 to a biproduct of B2of the same arity and coarity. When (K 〈C1〉 ,B1) and (K 〈C2〉 ,B2) are µ-compatible, a µ-

polynomial bialgebra morphism (or simply a polynomial bialgebra morphism when thereis no ambiguity) from K 〈C1〉 to K 〈C2〉 is a polynomial space morphism φ : K 〈C1〉 → K 〈C2〉such that (
φ⊗q

) (
�(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp)) = (µ(�)) (φ(x1)⊗ · · · ⊗ φ(xp)) (2.2.1)

for all biproducts � or arity p and coarity q of B1, and x1, . . . , xp ∈ C1, where φ⊗q is the qthtensor power Tq(φ) of φ. Graphically, (2.2.1) reads as

�

. . .

. . .

q

x1 xp

φ φ

=
µ(�). . .

. . .

q

φ φ

x1 xp

. (2.2.2)

Besides, when (K 〈C1〉 ,B1) and (K 〈C2〉 ,B2) are µ-compatible, (K 〈C2〉 ,B2) is a sub-
bialgebra of (K 〈C1〉 ,B1) if there is an injective µ-polynomial bialgebra morphism from
K 〈C2〉 to K 〈C1〉. Let (K 〈C〉 ,B) be a polynomial bialgebra. For any subset G of K 〈C〉, the
bialgebra generated by G is the smallest sub-bialgebra K 〈C〉G of K 〈C〉 containing G. When
K 〈C〉G = K 〈C〉 and G is minimal with respect to the inclusion among the subsets of G sat-isfying this property, G is a minimal generating set of K 〈C〉. A polynomial bialgebra idealof K 〈C〉 is a subspace V of K 〈C〉 such that

�
(
x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xi−1 ⊗ f ⊗ xi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp) ∈⊕

j∈[q]K 〈C〉
⊗j−1 ⊗V ⊗K 〈C〉⊗q−j (2.2.3)

for all biproducts � ofB of arity p and coarity q , i ∈ [p], f ∈ V, and xr ∈ C where r ∈ [p]\{i}.Given a polynomial bialgebra ideal V of K 〈C〉, the quotient bialgebra K 〈C〉 /V of K 〈C〉 by
V is defined in the usual way.

When B contains only products (resp. coproducts), (K 〈C〉 ,B) is a polynomial algebra(resp. polynomial coalgebra).
2.2.2. Combinatorial polynomial bialgebras. In practice, and even more so in this dis-sertation, most of the encountered polynomial bialgebras are of the form (K 〈C〉 ,B) where

C is a combinatorial I-collection and B contains only products and coproducts. When allproducts (resp. coproducts) of B are +̇-compatible (resp. +̇-cocompatible) for some associa-tive binary products +̇ on I , we say that K 〈C〉 is a combinatorial bialgebra. In most practicalcases, C is a graded, a bigraded, or a colored combinatorial collection.
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Let us assume that (K 〈C〉 ,B) is a combinatorial bialgebra. The dual bialgebra of K 〈C〉is the bialgebra (K 〈C〉? ,B?) where B? is the set of the dual biproducts of the biproductsof B.
It is very common, given a combinatorial bialgebra (K 〈C〉 ,B), to endow C with a struc-ture of a combinatorial poset (C,4) in order to construct B4-families (see Section 1.3.2). Forinstance, when a biproduct � has complicated structure coefficients, considering an adequatepartial order relation 4 on C such that the B4-family is a set-basis with respect to � allowsto infer properties of � (such as generating sets of K 〈C〉, a description of the nontrivialrelations satisfied by these generators, or even freeness properties).
2.2.3. Set-theoretic algebras. When (K 〈C〉 ,P) is a polynomial algebra such that its fun-damental basis is a set-basis with respect to all the products of P, each product ?̄ of P is thelinearization of a product ? on C. In this case, it is possible to forget the linear structure of

K 〈C〉 and work only with C and its set of products P′ := {? : ?̄ ∈ P}. We say in this casethat C is a set-theoretic algebra.
A large part of the concepts presented above about bialgebras work for the particu-lar case of set-theoretic algebras with some adjustments. For instance, to define quotientsof a set-theoretic algebra (C,P′), we do not work with polynomial algebra ideals but withcongruences of set-theoretic algebras. To be a little more precise, a set-theoretic algebra

congruence is a relation ≡ on C which is an equivalence relation satisfying
?
(
x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi+1, . . . , xp) ≡ ? (x1, . . . , xi−1, x′i, xi+1, . . . , xp) (2.2.4)

for all products ? of arities p, i ∈ [p], xi, x′i ∈ C, xj ∈ C, j ∈ [p] \ {i}, whenever xi ≡ x′i.In the sequel, if “N” is the name of an algebraic structure, we call “set-N” the corre-sponding set-theoretic structure. For instance, a set-theoretic unitary associative algebra isa monoid. We shall further encounter in this way set-operads, colored set-operads, andset-pros.
2.3. Types of polynomial bialgebras. A type of polynomial bialgebra is specified bybiproduct symbols together with their arities and coarities, and the possible relations betweenthem (like, for instance, associativity, commutativity, cocommutativity, or distributivity). In thissection, we list some of the very ordinary types of polynomial bialgebras in combinatorics,and give concrete examples for each of them. Hopf bialgebras are other very importanttypes of polynomial bialgebras and are presented in Section 3.
2.3.1. Associative algebras. An associative algebra is a polynomial space endowed withan associative binary product. An associative algebra is unitary if its product is unitary.Besides, an associative algebra is commutative if its product is commutative. To perfectlyfit to the definition of types of bialgebras given above, the type of unitary associative andcommutative algebras is made of a product symbol ? of arity 2 and a product symbol 1 ofarity 0 together with the relations (f1, f2, f3)? = 0, [f1, f2]? = 0, f ? 1(λ) = λf = 1(λ) ? f , where λis any coefficient of K, and f1, f2, and f3 are any elements of the space.
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Concatenation algebra. Let A := {a1, . . . , a`} be an alphabet. The concatenation productis the binary product · on K 〈A∗〉 defined as the linearization of the concatenation producton A∗. Since · is graded and all K 〈An〉 are finite dimensional for all n ∈ N, (K 〈A∗〉 , ·) is acombinatorial algebra. Moreover, · is associative, noncommutative, and admits the emptyword ε as unit so that (K 〈A∗〉 , ·) is a unitary noncommutative associative algebra.
Shuffle algebra. The shuffle product is the binary product � on K 〈A∗〉 linearly andrecursively defined by

u� ε := u =: ε � u, (2.3.1a)
ua� vb := (u� vb) · a + (ua� v) · b (2.3.1b)for any u, v ∈ A∗ and a, b ∈ A, where · is the concatenation product of words. Intuitively, �consists in summing in all the ways of interlacing the two operands. For instance,

a1a2 � a2a1a1 = a1a2a2a1a1 + a1a2a2a1a1 + a1a2a1a2a1 + a1a2a1a1a2+ a2a1a2a1a1 + a2a1a1a2a1 + a2a1a1a1a2 + a2a1a1a2a1+ a2a1a1a1a2 + a2a1a1a1a2= 2a1a2a2a1a1 + a1a2a1a2a1 + a1a2a1a1a2 + a2a1a2a1a1+ 2a2a1a1a2a1 + 3a2a1a1a1a2.
(2.3.2)

Since � is graded and all K 〈An〉 are finite dimensional for all n ∈ N, (K 〈A∗〉 ,�) is a com-binatorial algebra. Moreover, � is associative, commutative, and admits ε as unit so that(K 〈A∗〉 ,�) is a unitary commutative associative algebra.
2.3.2. Coassociative coalgebras. A coassociative coalgebra is a polynomial space en-dowed with a coassociative coproduct. A coassociative coalgebra is counitary if its coprod-uct is counitary. Besides, a coassociative coalgebra is cocommutative if its coproduct iscocommutative.
Deconcatenation coalgebra. let ∆· be the dual coproduct of the concatenation product ·of K 〈A∗〉 considered in Section 2.3.1. By (2.1.7), for all u ∈ A∗,

∆·(u) = ∑
v,w∈A∗

〈v ·w,u〉 v ⊗w = ∑
v,w∈A∗
v·w=u

v ⊗w. (2.3.3)
For instance,

∆·(a1a1a2) = ε ⊗ a1a1a2 + a1 ⊗ a1a2 + a1a1 ⊗ a2 + a1a1a2 ⊗ ε. (2.3.4)
This coproduct is known as the deconcatenation coproduct and endows K 〈A∗〉 with a struc-ture of a counitary coassociative noncocommutative coalgebra.

Unshuffle coalgebra. Let ∆� be the dual coproduct of the shuffle product � of K 〈A∗〉.Again by (2.1.7), for all u ∈ A∗,
∆�(u) = ∑

v,w∈A∗
〈v �w,u〉 v ⊗w. (2.3.5)
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The coefficient 〈v �w,u〉 counts the number of ways to decompose u as two disjoint sub-words v and w, and thus, ∆�(u) = ∑

P1,P2⊆[|u|]
P1tP2=[|u|]

u|P1 ⊗ u|P2 . (2.3.6)
This coproduct can also be expressed by

∆�(a) = ε ⊗ a + a ⊗ ε (2.3.7)
for any a ∈ A, and ∆�(u) = ∏

i∈[|u|] ∆(ui) (2.3.8)
for any u ∈ A∗, where the product of (2.3.8) denotes the iterated version of the 2nd tensorpower T2(·) of the concatenation product ·. This product T2(·) is associative due to the factthat · is associative, and hence, its iterated version is well-defined. For instance,∆�(a1a1a2) = (ε ⊗ a1 + a1 ⊗ ε) T2(·) (ε ⊗ a1 + a1 ⊗ ε) T2(·) (ε ⊗ a2 + a2 ⊗ ε)= ε ⊗ a1a1a2 + a2 ⊗ a1a1 + a1 ⊗ a1a2 + a1a2 ⊗ a1+ a1 ⊗ a1a2 + a1a2 ⊗ a1 + a1a1 ⊗ a2 + a1a1a2 ⊗ ε= ε ⊗ a1a1a2 + a2 ⊗ a1a1 + 2a1 ⊗ a1a2+ 2a1a2 ⊗ a1 + a1a1 ⊗ a2 + a1a1a2 ⊗ ε.

(2.3.9)

This coproduct is known as the unshuffling coproduct and endows K 〈A∗〉 with a structureof a counitary coassociative cocommutative coalgebra.
2.3.3. Dendriform algebras. A dendriform algebra [Lod01] is a polynomial space K 〈C〉endowed with two binary products ≺ and � satisfying

(f1 ≺ f2) ≺ f3 = f1 ≺ (f2 ≺ f3) + f1 ≺ (f2 � f3), (2.3.10a)
(f1 � f2) ≺ f3 = f1 � (f2 ≺ f3), (2.3.10b)

(f1 ≺ f2) � f3 + (f1 � f2) � f3 = f1 � (f2 � f3), (2.3.10c)
for all f1, f2, f3 ∈ K 〈C〉.

Dendriform algebra structure. A polynomial algebra (K 〈C〉 , ?), where ? is a binaryproduct, admits a dendriform algebra structure if its product can be split into two operations
? =≺ + �, (2.3.11)

where ≺ and � are two non-degenerate binary products such that (K 〈C〉 ,≺,�) is a dendri-form algebra. Observe that if (K 〈C〉 , ?) admits a dendriform algebra structure, ? is associa-tive. The associativity of ≺ + � is a consequence of Relations (2.3.10a), (2.3.10b), and (2.3.10c)of dendriform algebras.
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Codendriform coalgebra structure. By dualizing the notion of dendriform algebra struc-ture, one obtains the notion of codendriform coalgebras [Foi07]. More precisely, a coden-driform coalgebra is a polynomial space K 〈C〉 endowed with two binary coproducts ∆≺ and∆� such that the dual products ≺ and � of respectively ∆≺ and ∆� endow K 〈C〉 with adendriform algebra structure.In the same way as above, we say that a polynomial coalgebra (K 〈C〉 ,∆), where ∆ is abinary coproduct, admits a codendriform algebra structure if its coproduct can be split intotwo operations ∆ = ∆≺ + ∆�, (2.3.12)where ∆≺ and ∆� are two non-degenerate binary coproducts such that (K 〈C〉 ,∆≺,∆�) is acodendriform colalgebra.
Bidendriform bialgebra structure. A bialgebra (K 〈C〉 , ?,∆), where ? is a binary productand ∆ is a binary coproduct, admits a bidendriform bialgebra structure [Foi07] if K 〈C〉 ad-mits both a dendriform algebra (K 〈C〉 ,≺,�) and a codendriform coalgebra (K 〈C〉 ,∆≺,∆�)structure with some extra compatibility relations between the products ≺ and � and thecoproducts ∆≺ and ∆�.One among the main benefits of showing that K 〈C〉 admits a bidendriform bialgebrastructure relies a rigidity theorem [Foi07] implying several properties of K 〈C〉. For instance,when K 〈C〉 is a Hopf bialgebra (see Section 3), the fact that K 〈C〉 admits a bidendriform bial-gebra structure implies its self-duality, its freeness as an associative algebra, and its freenessas a coassociative coalgebra.
Remarks and generalizations. We invite the reader to take a look at [LR98, Agu00,

Lod02, Foi07, EFMP08, EFM09, LV12] for a supplementary review of properties of dendri-form algebras.Besides, in the recent years, a lot of generalizations of dendriform algebras and theirdual notions were introduced, each of them splitting an associative product in different waysand in more that two pieces. Tridendriform algebras [LR04], quadri-algebras [AL04], ennea-algebras [Ler04], m-dendriform algebras of Leroux [Ler07], m-dendriform algebras of Nov-elli [Nov14], and polydendriform algebras (see Chapter 5) are examples of such structures.
Shuffle dendriform algebra. Consider on K 〈A∗〉 the binary products ≺ and � definedlinearly and recursively by

u ≺ ε := u =: ε � u, (2.3.13a)
w � ε =: 0 := ε ≺ w, (2.3.13b)
ua ≺ v := (u� v) · a, (2.3.13c)
u � vb := (u� v) · b (2.3.13d)for any u, v ∈ A∗, w ∈ A+, and a, b ∈ A, where · is the concatenation product of words. Inother words, u ≺ v (resp. u � v) is the sum of all the words w obtained by shuffling u and

v such that the last letter of w comes from u (resp. v). For example,
a1a2 ≺ a2a1a1 = a1a2a1a1a2 + a2a1a1a1a2 + a2a1a1a1a2 + a2a1a1a1a2= a1a2a1a1a2 + 3a2a1a1a1a2, (2.3.14a)
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a1a2 � a2a1a1 = a1a2a2a1a1 + a1a2a2a1a1 + a1a2a1a2a1 + a2a1a2a1a1+ a2a1a1a2a1 + a2a1a1a2a1= 2a1a2a2a1a1 + a1a2a1a2a1 + a2a1a2a1a1 + 2a2a1a1a2a1.

(2.3.14b)
These two products endow K 〈A∗〉 with a structure of a dendriform algebra. Moreover, theproducts ≺ and � divide the shuffle product into two parts in the sense that

u� v = u ≺ v + u � v (2.3.15)
for all u, v ∈ A∗. This shows that (K 〈A∗〉 ,�) admits a dendriform algebra structure andoffers a way to recover the recursive definition (see (2.3.1a) and (2.3.1b)) of �. This recursivedescription of the shuffle product was known since Ree [Ree58].

Max dendriform algebra. Assume here that A is a totally ordered alphabet by ai 6 aj if
i 6 j . Consider on K 〈A+〉 the binary products ≺ and � defined linearly by

u ≺ v := {u · v if max6(u) > max6(v)0 otherwise, (2.3.16a)
u � v := {u · v if max6(u) < max6(v)0 otherwise, (2.3.16b)

for all u, v ∈ A+, where · is the concatenation product of words. These two products endow
K 〈A+〉 with a structure of a dendriform algebra. Moreover, we have here · =≺ + � where
· is the associative algebra product of concatenation of K 〈A+〉.

2.3.4. Pre-Lie algebras. A pre-Lie algebra is a polynomial space K 〈C〉 endowed with abinary product x satisfying
(f1 x f2) x f3 − f1 x (f2 x f3) = (f1 x f3) x f2 − f1 x (f3 x f2) (2.3.17)

for all f1, f2, f3 ∈ K 〈C〉. This relation (2.3.17) of pre-Lie algebras says that the associator(−,−,−)x is symmetric in its two last entries.
Pre-Lie algebras were introduced by Vinberg [Vin63] and Gerstenhaber [Ger63] inde-pendently. These structures appear under different names in the literature, for instance asVinberg algebras, left-symmetric algebras, or chronological algebras. The appellation pre-Lie algebra is now very natural since, given a pre-Lie algebra (K 〈C〉 ,x), the commutatorof x endows K 〈C〉 with a structure of a Lie algebra. In the context of combinatorics, sev-eral pre-Lie products are defined on combinatorial spaces by summing over all the ways tocompose (in a certain sense) two combinatorial objects. For this reason, in an intuitive way,pre-Lie algebras encode the combinatorics of the composition of combinatorial objects in allpossible ways [Cha08]. For more details on pre-Lie algebras, see [Man11].
Pre-Lie algebras from associative algebras. When (K 〈C〉 , ?) is a an associative algebra,

? satisfies in particular (2.3.17) since both left and right members are equal to zero. For thisreason, (K 〈C〉 , ?) is a pre-Lie algebra.
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Pre-Lie algebra of rooted trees. Recall that RT is the graded combinatorial collectionof all rooted trees (see Section 3.1.1 of Chapter 1). Consider now on K 〈RT〉 the products

f(k) : K 〈RT〉⊗k → K 〈RT〉 defined linearly for all k > 1 and all rooted trees t1, . . . , tk by
f(k) (t1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ tk) := (•, *t1, . . . , tk+). (2.3.18)

Intuitively, f(k) consists in grafting all the trees t1, . . . , tk onto a common root. This product issymmetric with respect to all its inputs. Now, let x be the binary product on K 〈RT〉 definedlinearly and recursively by
sx t := f(k+1) (s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sk ⊗ t) +∑

i∈[k]f
(k)(s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ si−1 ⊗ (si x t)⊗ si+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sk) (2.3.19)

for any s, t ∈ RT where s = (•, *s1, . . . , sk+). Intuitively, x consists in summing all the waysof connecting the root of the second operand on a node of the first. For example,
x = + + + 2 . (2.3.20)

This product endows K 〈RT〉 with a structure of a pre-Lie algebra.
The free objects in the category of pre-Lie algebras have been described by Chapotonand Livernet [CL01]. They have shown that the free pre-Lie algebra generated by a set G isthe combinatorial space of all rooted trees whose nodes are labeled on G, and the productof two such rooted trees is the sum of all the ways to connect the root of the second treeto a node of the first. Thereby, the pre-Lie algebra (K 〈RT〉 ,x) is the free pre-Lie algebragenerated by a singleton.
2.3.5. About bialgebras. In the field of algebraic combinatorics, many types of bialgebrashave emerged recently. As previously mentioned, bidendriform bialgebras [Foi07] are one ofthese. In [Lod08], Loday defined the notion of triples of operads, leading to the constructionsof various kinds of bialgebras and analogs of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt and Cartier-Milnor-Moore theorems (see also [Cha02]). He defined, among others, infinitesimal bialgebras,forming an example of combinatorial bialgebras having one associative binary product andone coassociative binary coproduct satisfying a compatibility relation. Moreover, in [Foi12],Foissy considered algebraic structures, named Dup-Dendr bialgebras, having two binaryproducts satisfying the duplicial relations [BF03, Lod08], two binary coproducts such thattheir dual products satisfy the dendriform relations, and such that these four (co)productssatisfy several compatibility relations. These structures lead to rigidity theorems, in thesense that any Dup-Dendr bialgebra is free as a duplicial algebra. In the same way, Foissyintroduced also in [Foi15] structures named Com-PreLie bialgebras, that are spaces with anassociative and commutative binary product, a pre-Lie product, and a binary coproduct thatsatisfy compatibility relations.
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3. Hopf bialgebras in combinatoricsHopf bialgebras are polynomial spaces endowed with an associative product ? and acoassociative coproduct ∆ satisfying a kind of commutativity relation very natural in combi-natorics. We list the basic concepts related with these structures and provide some examples.

3.1. Hopf bialgebras. A Hopf bialgebra is a polynomial space K 〈C〉 endowed with abinary product ? and a binary coproduct ∆ such that (K 〈C〉 , ?) is a unitary associative algebra,(K 〈C〉 ,∆) is a counitary coassociative coalgebra, and, for all f1, f2 ∈ K 〈C〉,∆(f1 ? f2) = ∆(f1) T2(?) ∆(f2). (3.1.1)The dual bialgebra of a Hopf bialgebra is still a Hopf bialgebra.Let us now provide some classical definitions about Hopf bialgebras.3.1.1. Primitive and group-like elements. An element f of K 〈C〉 is primitive if ∆(f ) =1⊗ f + f ⊗ 1. The set PK〈C〉 of all primitive elements of K 〈C〉 forms a subspace of K 〈C〉 andthe commutator [−,−]? endows PK〈C〉 with a structure of a Lie algebra. Besides, an element
f of K 〈C〉 is group-like if ∆(f ) = f ⊗ f .3.1.2. Convolution product and antipode. Given two Hopf bialgebras (K 〈C1〉 , ?1,∆1) and(K 〈C2〉 , ?2,∆2), if ω and ω′ are two Hopf bialgebra morphisms from K 〈C1〉 to K 〈C2〉, the
convolution of ω and ω′ is the map

ω ∗ ω′ : K 〈C1〉 → K 〈C2〉 (3.1.2)defined linearly, for any x ∈ C1, by(ω ∗ ω′)(x) := ∑
y1,y2∈C1

ξ (x,y1⊗y2)∆1 ω(y1) ?2 ω′(y2), (3.1.3)
where the ξ (−,−)∆1 are the structure coefficients of ∆1. This convolution product is associative,as a consequence of the fact that ∆1 is coassociative and ?2 is associative.Now, let (K 〈C〉 , ?,∆) be a Hopf bialgebra. Let ν : K 〈C〉 → K 〈C〉 be the linear mapdefined as the inverse of the identity map IdK〈C〉 on K 〈C〉. This map ν is the antipode of
K 〈C〉 and it can be undefined in certain cases.3.1.3. Combinatorial Hopf bialgebras. In algebraic combinatorics, one encounters veryparticular Hopf bialgebras. A combinatorial Hopf bialgebra is a Hopf bialgebra (K 〈C〉 , ?,∆)which is graded and combinatorial (that is K 〈C〉 is a graded combinatorial space, and ? and∆ are respectively graded and cograded) and such that C is connected as a graded collection(as a consequence, K 〈C〉 (0) is of dimension 1 and can be identified with K).All combinatorial Hopf bialgebras admit a unique well-defined antipode ν. Indeed, con-sider a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra (K 〈C〉 , ?,∆) and let us denote by 1 its unique elementof C(0). We can consider, without loss of generality that 1 is the unit of ?. The antipode νmust satisfy (

ν ∗ IdK〈C〉) (x) = {1 if x = 1,0 otherwise. (3.1.4)
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Hence, we obtain ∑

y1,y2∈C
ξ (x,y1⊗y2)∆ ν(y1) ? y2 = {1 if x = 1,0 otherwise. (3.1.5)

Now, by using the fact that ∆ is counitary and cograded, we obtain
ν(1) = 1, (3.1.6)and, for any x ∈ Aug(C),

ν(x) = − ∑
y1,y2∈C
y2 6=1

ξ (x,y1⊗y2)∆ ν(y1) ? y2. (3.1.7)
Therefore, (3.1.6) and (3.1.7) imply that the antipode of K 〈C〉 is well-defined can be computedby induction.

3.2. Main Hopf bialgebras in combinatorics. Hopf bialgebras are a heavily studiedsubject. In the last years, many Hopf bialgebras have been introduced involving a very widerange of combinatorial spaces. Let us review the main examples.3.2.1. Shuffle deconcatenation Hopf bialgebra. Let A := {a1, . . . , a`} be an alphabet. Theconcatenation product · and the unshuffling coproduct ∆� (see Section 2.3.2) endow K 〈A∗〉with a structure of a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra (K 〈A∗〉 , ·,∆�). Its dual bialgebra is theHopf bialgebra (K 〈A∗〉 ,�,∆·) where � is the shuffle product and ∆· is the deconcatenationcoproduct (see again Section 2.3.2).3.2.2. Noncommutative symmetric functions. Consider the graded combinatorial poly-nomial space Sym := K 〈Comp〉 of the compositions. Let {Sλ : λ ∈ Comp} be the basis ofthe complete noncommutative symmetric functions of Sym and ? be the binary productdefined linearly, for any λ,µ ∈ Comp, bySλ ? Sµ := Sλ·µ, (3.2.1)where λ ·µ is the concatenation of the compositions (seen as words of integers). Moreover,let ∆ be the binary coproduct defined linearly, for any λ ∈ Comp, by
∆ (Sλ) := ∏

j∈[`(λ)]

 ∑
n,m∈N
n+m=λj

S(n) ⊗ S(m)
 , (3.2.2)

where the product of (3.2.2) denotes the iterated version of 2nd tensor power T2(?) of ?, andfor any n > 1, S(n) is the basis element indexed by the composition of length 1 whose onlypart is n, and S(0) is identified with the unit 1 of K. For instance,∆ (S121) = (1⊗ S1 + S1 ⊗ 1) T2(?) (1⊗ S2 + S1 ⊗ S1 + S2 ⊗ 1) T2(?) (1⊗ S1 + S1 ⊗ 1)= 1⊗ S121 + S1 ⊗ S111 + S1 ⊗ S12 + S1 ⊗ S21 + 2S11 ⊗ S11 + S11 ⊗ S2+ S2 ⊗ S11 + S111 ⊗ S1 + S12 ⊗ S1 + S21 ⊗ S1 + S121 ⊗ 1. (3.2.3)
The product ? and the coproduct ∆ endow Sym with a structure of a combinatorial Hopfbialgebra.
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Moreover, let {Rλ : λ ∈ Comp} be the family defined by

Rλ := ∑
µ∈Comp
λ�µ

(−1)`(λ)−`(µ)Sµ, (3.2.4)
where � is the refinement order of compositions. For instance,

R212 = S212 − S23 − S32 + S5. (3.2.5)
By triangularity, this family forms a basis of Sym and is known as the basis of ribbon
noncommutative symmetric functions. On this basis, one has, for any λ,µ ∈ Comp,

Rλ ? Rµ := Rλ?µ + Rλ.µ, (3.2.6)
for any λ,µ ∈ Comp, where λ · µ is the concatenation of the compositions and

λ . µ := (λ1, . . . ,λ`(λ)−1,λ`(λ) + µ1,µ2, . . . ,µ`(µ)) . (3.2.7)
For instance, R3112 ? R142 = R3112142 + R311342. (3.2.8)

This Hopf bialgebra Sym is usually known as the Hopf bialgebra of noncommuta-
tive symmetric functions. To explain this name, consider a totally ordered alphabet A :=
{a1, a2, . . .} where 1 6 i 6 j implies ai 4 aj . Now, let the series

Rλ(A) := ∑
u∈A∗cmp(u)=λ

u, (3.2.9)
of K 〈〈A∗〉〉 defined for all λ ∈ Comp, where cmp is defined in Section 1.2.3 of Chapter 1.Observe that all Rλ(A) are polynomials when A is finite, but are series in the other case. Forinstance, R31({a1, a2}) = a1a1a2a1 + a1a2a2a1 + a2a2a2a1, (3.2.10a)R21({a1, a2, a3}) = a1a2a1 + a1a3a1 + a1a3a2 + a2a2a1+ a2a3a1 + a2a3a2 + a3a3a1 + a3a3a2, (3.2.10b)

R121({a1, a2, a3}) = a2a1a2a1 + a2a1a3a1 + a2a1a3a2 + a3a1a2a1 + a3a1a3a1+ a3a1a3a2 + a3a2a2a1 + a3a2a3a1 + a3a2a3a2. (3.2.10c)
The linear span of all the Rλ(A), λ ∈ Comp, is the space of noncommutative symmetricfunctions on A. The associative algebra structure of Sym is compatible with these series inthe sense that Rλ(A) · Rµ(A) = (Rλ ? Rµ) (A) (3.2.11)for all λ,µ ∈ Comp, where the product · of the left member of (3.2.11) is the usual productof noncommutative series of K 〈〈A∗〉〉.

This Hopf bialgebra has been introduced in [GKL+95] as a generalization of the usualsymmetric functions [Mac15]. This generalization is a consequence of the fact that there isa surjective morphism from Sym to the algebra of symmetric functions.
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3.2.3. Free quasi-symmetric noncommutative symmetric functions. Consider the gra-ded combinatorial polynomial space FQSym := K 〈S〉 of the permutations. Let {Fσ : σ ∈ S}be the basis of the fundamental free quasi-symmetric functions of FQSym and ? be thebinary product defined linearly, for any σ, ν ∈ S, by

Fσ ? Fν := ∑
π∈S
〈π, σ � ν̄〉Fπ , (3.2.12)

where ν̄ is the word obtained by incrementing each letter of ν by |σ |, and � is the shuffleproduct of words defined in Section 2.3.1. For instance
F21 ? F12 = F2134 + F2314 + F2341 + F3214 + F3241 + F3421. (3.2.13)

This product is known as the shifted shuffle product. Let also ∆ be the binary coproductdefined linearly, for any π ∈ S, by
∆(Fπ) := ∑

06i6|π|Fstd(π(1)...π(i)) ⊗ Fstd(π(i+1)...π(|π|)), (3.2.14)
where std is defined in Section 1.2.5 of Chapter 1. For instance

∆(F42513) = 1⊗ F42513 + F1 ⊗ F2413 + F21 ⊗ F312 + F213 ⊗ F12 + F3241 ⊗ F1 + F42513 ⊗ 1. (3.2.15)
The product ? and the coproduct ∆ endow FQSym with a structure of a combinatorial Hopfbialgebra.

This Hopf bialgebra FQSym is usually known as the Hopf bialgebra of free quasi-
symmetric functions. Indeed, as for Sym, there is a way to see the elements of FQSym asnoncommutative series. For this, consider a totally ordered alphabet A := {a1, a2, . . .} where1 6 i 6 j implies ai 4 aj . Let the series

Fσ (A) := ∑
u∈A∗std(u)=σ−1

u, (3.2.16)
of K 〈〈A∗〉〉 defined for all σ ∈ S. For instance

F312({a1, a2, a3}) = a2a2a1 + a2a3a1 + a3a3a1 + a3a3a2, (3.2.17a)
F132({a1, a2, a3}) = a1a2a1 + a1a3a1 + a1a3a2 + a2a3a2. (3.2.17b)

Furthermore, the Hopf bialgebras FQSym and Sym are related through the injectivemorphism of Hopf bialgebras φ : Sym→ FQSym defined linearly by
φ (Rλ) := ∑

σ∈SDes(σ−1)=Des(λ)
Fσ (3.2.18)

for all λ ∈ Comp. For instance,
φ(R21) = F312 + F132. (3.2.19)Observe, with the help of (3.2.10b), (3.2.17a), and (3.2.17b), in particular that (3.2.19) holdson the noncommutative series associated with the elements of Sym and FQSym, that is,R21(A) = F312(A) + F132(A).
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This Hopf bialgebra has been introduced by Malvenuto and Reutenauer [MR95] andis sometimes called the Malvenuto-Reutenauer algebra. Due to its interpretation [DHT02]as an algebra of noncommutative series Fσ (A), it is also called the algebra of free quasi-symmetric functions. Other classical examples include the Poirier-Reutenauer Hopf bial-gebra of tableaux [PR95], also known as the Hopf bialgebra of free symmetric functionsFSym [DHT02, HNT05]. This Hopf bialgebra is defined on the combinatorial space of allstandard Young tableaux. The Loday-Ronco Hopf bialgebra [LR98], also known as the Hopfbialgebra of binary search trees PBT [HNT05] is defined on the combinatorial space ofall binary trees. As other modern examples of combinatorial spaces endowed with a Hopfbialgebra structure, one can cite WQSym [Hiv99] involving packed words, PQSym [NT07]involving parking functions, Bell [Rey07] involving set partitions, Baxter [LR12, Gir12a] in-volving ordered pairs of twin binary trees, and Camb [CP17] involving Cambrian trees.The study of all these structures uses a large set of tools. Indeed, it relies on algorithmstransforming words into combinatorial objects, congruences of free monoids, partials ordersstructures and lattices, and polytopes and their geometric realizations. Besides, a polynomialrealization of a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra K 〈C〉 consists in seeing K 〈C〉 as an algebraof noncommutative series so that its product is the usual product of series and its coproductis obtained by alphabet doubling (see for instance [Hiv03]). In this text, only the polynomialrealizations of Sym and FQSym have been detailed, but all the Hopf bialgebras discussedhere have polynomial realizations.
3.2.4. Congruences and Hopf sub-bialgebras of FQSym. It is worth to note that someof the structures discussed above (and many other ones) can be constructed through con-gruences of the free monoid A∗ where A := {a1, a2, . . .}. Indeed, if ≡ is a congruence of

A∗, one can construct a family {P[σ ]≡ : σ ∈ S} where [σ ]≡ is the ≡-equivalence class of thepermutation σ seen as a word on A by identifying each letter i of σ with the letter ai of A,and, for any σ ∈ S,
P[σ ]≡ := ∑

σ∈[σ ]≡ Fσ . (3.2.20)
Of course, the elements (3.2.20) do not form a Hopf sub-bialgebra of FQSym withoutprecise properties on ≡. Let us state them. First, we consider that A is totally ordered by therelation 4 satisfying ai 4 aj if i 6 j . For any interval J of A and any word u on A, we denoteby u|J the subword of u consisting in the letters belonging to J . We say that ≡ is compatible

with the restriction of alphabet intervals if, for any interval J of A and any u, v ∈ A∗, u ≡ vimplies u|J ≡ v|J . We say that ≡ is compatible with the destandardization process if, forany u, v ∈ A∗, u ≡ v if and only if std(u) ≡ std(v) and u and v have the same commutativeimage.
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let ≡ be a monoid congruence of A∗ compatible with the restriction

of alphabet intervals and with the destandardization process. Then, the elements (3.2.20)
form a combinatorial Hopf sub-bialgebra of FQSym whose bases are index by the ≡-
equivalence classes of permutations.
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This way to construct combinatorial Hopf sub-bialgebras of FQSym has been introducedin [HN07]. One can see also [Hiv99,Gir11,NT14] where properties of this construction arestudied.Let us now provide some examples of congruences satisfying the requirements of The-orem 3.2.1.
Sylvester congruence. The sylvester congruence [HNT05] is the finest monoid congru-ence ≡ of A∗ satisfying, for any u ∈ A∗ and a,b, c ∈ A,acub ≡ caub, a 4 b ≺ c. (3.2.21)For example, the ≡-equivalence class of the permutation 15423 (see Figure 2.1) is

{12543, 15243, 15423, 51243, 51423, 54123}. (3.2.22)The set of all ≡-equivalence classes of permutations of size n are in one-to-one correspon-
12543
15243

15423 51243
51423
54123

FIGURE 2.1. The sylvester equivalence class of the permutation 15423.
dence with the set of all binary trees with n internal nodes. A possible bijection betweenthese two sets is furnished by the binary search tree insertion algorithm [Knu98].

Plactic congruence. The plactic congruence [LS81,Lot02] is the finest monoid congru-ence ≡ of A∗ satisfying, for any a,b, c ∈ A,acb ≡ cab, a 4 b ≺ c, (3.2.23a)bac ≡ bca, a ≺ b 4 c. (3.2.23b)The set of all ≡-equivalence classes of permutations of size n are in one-to-one correspon-dence with the set of all standard Young tableaux [LS81,Ful97]. A possible bijection betweenthese two sets is furnished by the Robinson-Schensted correspondence [Sch61].
Baxter congruence. The Baxter congruence [Gir12b] (see also [Rea05, LR12]) is thefinest monoid congruence ≡ of A∗ satisfying, for any u, v ∈ A∗ and a,b, c,d ∈ A,cuadvb ≡ cudavb, a 4 b ≺ c 4 d, (3.2.24a)budavc ≡ buadvc, a ≺ b 4 c ≺ d. (3.2.24b)The set of all ≡-equivalence classes of permutations of size n are in one-to-one correspon-dence with the set of all ordered pairs of twin binary trees, objects introduced in [DG94].
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A possible bijection between these two sets uses the classical binary search tree insertionalgorithm together with a variant of it where the last inserted node becomes the root of thetree [Gir12b].

Bell congruence. The Bell congruence [Rey07] is the finest monoid congruence ≡ of A∗satisfying, for any u ∈ A∗ and a,b, c ∈ A,
acub ≡ caub, a 4 b ≺ c and for all letters d of u, c 4 d. (3.2.25)

The set of all ≡-equivalence classes of permutations of size n are in one-to-one correspon-dence with the set of all set partitions of [n]. A possible bijection between these two sets usesa variant of the patience sorting algorithm [Rey07].
Hypoplactic congruence. The hypoplactic congruence [KT97,KT99] is the finest monoidcongruence ≡ of A∗ satisfying, for any u ∈ A∗ and a,b, c ∈ A,

acub ≡ caub, a 4 b ≺ c, (3.2.26a)
buca ≡ buac, a ≺ b 4 c. (3.2.26b)The set of all ≡-equivalence classes of permutations of size n are in one-to-one correspon-dence with the set of all compositions of size n.

Total congruence. The total congruence is the monoid congruence ≡ satisfying u ≡ vif u and v have the same commutative image. There is exactly one ≡-equivalence class ofpermutations of size n.
3.2.5. Hopf bialgebra of colored permutations. Let, for any ` > 1, the graded combi-natorial polynomial space FQSym(`) := K

〈
S(`)〉 of the `-colored permutations. Let {F(σ,u) :(σ, u) ∈ S(`)} be the basis of the fundamental `-free quasi-symmetric functions of FQSym(`).The space FQSym(`) is endowed with a binary product ? similar to the product of FQSym(see (3.2.12)) wherein the letters of the permutations and their colors are shuffled. For in-stance, in FQSym(5),

F(12,43) ? F(1,5) = F(123,435) + F(132,453) + F(312,543). (3.2.27)
Let also ∆ be the binary coproduct defined in FQSym(`) in a similar way as the coproductof FQSym (see (3.2.14)). Again in this case, the colors follow the letters of the permutations.For instance, in FQSym(4),

F(312,411) = 1⊗ F(312,411) + F(1,4) ⊗ F(12,11) + F(21,41) ⊗ F(1,1) + F(312,411) ⊗ 1. (3.2.28)
The product ? and the coproduct ∆ endow FQSym(`) with a structure of a combinatorialHopf bialgebra.

These Hopf bialgebras have been introduced in [NT10]. Obviously, they provide a gen-eralization of FQSym since since FQSym = FQSym(1) and, for any ` > 1, FQSym(`) is a Hopfsub-bialgebra of FQSym(`+1).
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3.2.6. Hopf bialgebra of uniform block permutations. A uniform block permutation (ora UBP for short) of size n is a bijection π : πd → πc where πd and πc are set partitions of [n],and, for any e ∈ πd , #e = #π(e). These objects are obvious generalizations of permutationssince a permutation is a UBP where πd and πc are sets of singletons. For instance, the map

π defined by
π({1, 4, 5}) := {2, 5, 6}, π({2}) := {1}, π({3, 6}) := {3, 4} (3.2.29)is a UBP of size 6. We denote by UBP the graded combinatorial collection of all UBPs. Thesequence of integers associated with UBP starts by1, 1, 3, 16, 131, 1496, 22482, 426833, (3.2.30)and is Sequence A023998 of [Slo].The graded combinatorial polynomial space UBP := K 〈UBP〉 admits a combinatorialHopf bialgebra structure defined through its basis {Fπ : π ∈ UBP} (see [AO08]). This Hopfbialgebra contains FQSym.3.2.7. Hopf bialgebra of matrix quasi-symmetric functions. A packed matrix is a ma-trix with entries in N such that each row and each column contains at least one nonzeroentry. We denote by M the graded combinatorial collection of all packed matrices, wherethe size of a packed matrix is the sum of its entries.The graded combinatorial polynomial space MQSym := K 〈M〉 admits a combinatorialHopf bialgebra structure defined through its basis {MM : M ∈M} of the quasi-multiword

functions. Let ? be the binary product defined linearly, for any M1,M2 ∈M in the followingway. The product MM1 ? MM2 is the sum of all the MM such that the packed matrix M isobtained by horizontally concatenating N1 and N2 where N1 (resp. N2) is obtained from M1(resp. M2) by inserting some null rows, and so that N1 and N2 have both a same number ofrows. For example,M[ 2 10 1 ] ?M[ 1 3 ] = M[ 2 1 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 3
] + M[ 2 1 0 00 1 1 3 ] + M[ 2 1 0 00 0 1 30 1 0 0

] + M[ 2 1 1 30 1 0 0 ] + M[ 0 0 1 32 1 0 00 1 0 0
]. (3.2.31)

There is also a binary coproduct ∆ defined on MQSym that, on the basis of quasi-multiwordfunctions, splits the packed matrices horizontally and delete the columns of zeros.This Hopf bialgebra has been introduced in [Hiv99] (see also [DHT02]).
4. Operads in combinatoricsWe regard here operads as polynomial algebras and provide the main definitions usedin the following chapters. We also give examples of some usual operads.

4.1. Operads. Operads have been introduced in the field of algebraic topology [May72,
BV73]. Here we see operads under a combinatorial point of view. The notions of oper-ads, nonsymmetric operads, free operads, presentations by generators and relations, Koszulduality, and algebras over operads are reviewed.

http://oeis.org/A023998
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4.1.1. Nonsymmetric operads. A nonsymmetric operad (or a ns operad for short) isa graded augmented polynomial space K 〈C〉 endowed with a set of binary linear products

{◦i : i ∈ N>1}. These products have to satisfy several relations. First, when x ∈ C(n) and
i > n + 1, for any y ∈ C,

x ◦i y = 0. (4.1.1)
Moreover, the products ◦i , i ∈ N>1, satisfy

◦i : K 〈C〉 (n)⊗K 〈C〉 (m)→ K 〈C〉 (n +m − 1), n,m ∈ N>1, i ∈ [n]. (4.1.2)
This is equivalent to the fact that if x ∈ C(n), y ∈ C(m), and i ∈ [n], x ◦i y ∈ K 〈C〉 (n+m−1).For any x ∈ C(n), y ∈ C(m), and z ∈ C(k), one must have

(x ◦i y) ◦i+j−1 z = x ◦i (y ◦j z), i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m], (4.1.3a)
(x ◦i y) ◦j+m−1 z = (x ◦j z) ◦i y, i < j ∈ [n], (4.1.3b)

Finally, we demand the existence of an element 1 of K 〈C〉 (1) satisfying, for any x ∈ C(n),
1 ◦1 x = x = x ◦i 1, i ∈ [n]. (4.1.4)

Let us now provide an intuitive meaning of these relations. Any element f of K 〈C〉 (n)is seen as a product of arity n, depicted as
f

1 n. . .

, (4.1.5)
and where the inputs are indexed from 1 to n from left to right. The ◦i act by composingthese products: for any f ∈ K 〈C〉 (n), g ∈ K 〈C〉 (m), and i ∈ [n], f ◦i g is the product obtainedby plugging the output of g onto the ith input of f . This is depicted as

f

1 ni. . . . . .
◦i g

1 m. . .

= f

g1 n+m−1. . . . . .i

. . .

. (4.1.6)

Under this formalism, Relation (4.1.3a) says that the product
f

g. . . . . .

. . . . . .
h

. . .

(4.1.7)
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can be formed by two ways: by starting by composing f and g , and the result with h, or bystarting by composing g and h, and the result with f . Relation (4.1.3b) says that the product

f

g. . .

. . .

. . .
h

. . .

. . . (4.1.8)
can be formed by two ways: by starting by composing f and g , and the result with h, orby starting by composing f and h, and the result with g . Finally, Relation (4.1.4) says that 1behaves as an identity product, so that

1

f

. . .

= f

. . .

= f

1
. . . . . . . (4.1.9)

Let us fix some vocabulary. Each element f of K 〈C〉 (n) is of arity n. The arity of f isdenoted by |f |. The maps ◦i , i > 1, are partial composition maps. Relation (4.1.3a) is the
series associativity relation, while (4.1.3b) is the parallel associativity relation. The element
1 of arity 1 satisfying (4.1.4) is the unit of K 〈C〉. This element is unique.

Since a ns operad is a particular polynomial algebra, all the properties and definitionsabout polynomial algebras exposed in Section 2.2 remain valid for ns operads (like ns operadmorphisms, ns suboperads, generating sets, operad ideals and quotients, etc.). Observealso, from (4.1.2) that the ◦i , i ∈ N>1, are not graded products. Nevertheless, these partialcomposition maps are +̇-compatible products where +̇ is the operation satisfying n+̇m :=
n+m− 1 for any n,m ∈ N>1. As a side remark, since C augmented, one can see the partialcomposition maps as graded products on the space K 〈Sus−1(C)〉. In this way, when C iscombinatorial, one can see K 〈C〉 as a particular combinatorial algebra (see Section 2.2.2).

4.1.2. Additional definitions. Given a ns operad K 〈C〉, the complete composition mapsof K 〈C〉 are, the linear maps ◦(n), n ∈ N>1, satisfying
◦(n) : K 〈C〉 (n)⊗K 〈C〉 (m1)⊗ · · · ⊗K 〈C〉 (mn)→ K 〈C〉 (m1 + · · ·+mn) (4.1.10)

defined linearly, for any x ∈ C(n) and y1, . . . , yn ∈ C, by
◦(n) (x ⊗ y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn) := (. . . ((x ◦n yn) ◦n−1 yn−1) . . . ) ◦1 y1. (4.1.11)

To gain concision, we shall denote by f ◦ [g1, . . . , gn] the element ◦(n)(f ⊗ g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn) of
K 〈C〉, for all f ∈ K 〈C〉 (n) and g1, . . . , gn ∈ K 〈C〉. Under this notation, we call ◦ the complete
composition map of K 〈C〉.

Let us now provide some particular definitions about ns operads that do not come fromthe general ones of polynomial algebras of Section 2.2.
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An element f of arity 2 of K 〈C〉 is associative if f ◦1 f = f ◦2 f . If K 〈C1〉 and K 〈C2〉are two ns operads, a ns operad antimorphism is a graded polynomial space morphism

φ : K 〈C1〉 → K 〈C2〉 such that φ(f ◦ig) = φ(f )◦n−i+1φ(g) for any element f of arity n of K 〈C1〉,any g ∈ K 〈C1〉, and i ∈ [n]. A symmetry of K 〈C〉 is either a ns operad automorphism ora ns operad antiautomorphism of K 〈C〉. The set of all symmetries of K 〈C〉 forms a groupfor the map composition, called group of symmetries of K 〈C〉.
Given two ns operads K 〈C1〉 and K 〈C2〉, the Hadamard product of K 〈C1〉 and K 〈C2〉is the ns operad denoted by K 〈C1〉◊K 〈C2〉 and defined on the polynomial space K 〈C1◊C1〉where ◊ is the Hadamard product of graded collections (see Section 1.1.5 of Chapter 1). Thepartial compositions ◦i , i ∈ N>1, are defined linearly by

(x1, x2) ◦i (y1, y2) := (x1 ◦i y1, x2 ◦i y2), (4.1.12)
for any (x1, x2) ∈ (C1◊C2)(n), (y1, y2) ∈ C1◊C2, i ∈ [n], where the second (resp. third)occurrence of ◦i in (4.1.12) is a partial composition map of K 〈C1〉 (resp. K 〈C2〉).4.1.3. Free ns operads. Let G be an augmented graded collection. The free ns operadover G is the ns operad

FO(G) := K 〈PRTG
⊥
〉
, (4.1.13)where PRTG

⊥ is the graded collection of all the G-syntax trees (see Section 2.3 of Chapter 1).The space FO(G) is endowed with the linearizations of the grafting operations ◦i , i ∈ N>1,defined in Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 1. The unit of FO(G) is the only G-syntax tree ⊥ of arity 1.
Let also

} : G→ FO(G) (4.1.14)be the inclusion map, that is the map sending any x ∈ G to the corolla } (x) (see Section 2.3.1of Chapter 1).
4.1.4. Evaluations and treelike expressions. Let now K 〈C〉 be a ns operad. Since C isa graded augmented collection, one can consider the free ns operad FO(C) of the C-syntaxtrees. The evaluation map of K 〈C〉 is the map

ev : FO(C)→ K 〈C〉 (4.1.15)
defined linearly by induction, for any C-syntax tree t, by

ev(t) := {1 ∈ K 〈C〉 if t =⊥,
ωt(ε) ◦ [ev (t1) , . . . , ev (tk)] otherwise, (4.1.16)

where ◦ is the complete composition map of K 〈C〉, ωt(ε) is the label of the root of t, and kis the root arity of t. This map ev is the unique surjective ns operad morphism from FO(C)to K 〈C〉 satisfying ev(} (x)) = x for all x ∈ C.
For any subset S of C, an S-treelike expression of an element f of K 〈C〉 is an element

g of FO(S) such that ev(g) = f . A treelike expression can be thought as a factorization in ans operad.
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4.1.5. Presentations by generators and relations. A presentation of a ns operad K 〈C〉consists in a pair (G,R) such that G is an augmented graded collection, R is a subspace of

FO(G) and
K 〈C〉 ' FO(G)/〈R〉 (4.1.17)where 〈R〉 is the ns operad ideal of FO(G) generated by R. We call G the set of generatorsand R the space of relations of K 〈C〉.We say that a presentation (G,R) of K 〈C〉 is quadratic if R is a homogeneous subspaceof FO(G) consisting in syntax trees of degree 2. Besides, we say that (G,R) is binary if Ghas only elements of size 2. By extension, we say also that K 〈C〉 is quadratic (resp. binary)if it admits a quadratic (resp. binary) presentation.In practice, to establish presentations of ns operads, we use rewrite systems on syntaxtrees (see Section 2.4 of Chapter 1).

THEOREM 4.1.1. Let K 〈C〉 be a ns operad, G be a subcollection of C, and R be a
subspace of FO(G) of syntax trees of degrees 2 or more. If

(i) the collection G is a generating set of K 〈C〉;
(ii) for any f ∈ R, ev(f ) = 0;

(iii) there exists a rewrite system (PRTG
⊥ ,Ñ) being an orientation of R, such that its

closure (PRTG
⊥ ,;) is convergent, and its set of normal forms F(PRTG

⊥ ,;) is isomor-
phic to C,

then (G,R) is a presentation of K 〈C〉.

PROOF. By definition of the evaluation map ev : FO(C)→ K 〈C〉 and by (ii), the map
φ : FO(G)/〈R〉 → K 〈C〉 (4.1.18)defined linearly for any x ∈ C by φ([x]) := ev(x), where [x] is the image of x through thecanonical surjection from FO(C) to FO(C)/〈R〉, is a ns operad morphism. Moreover, by (i),and since R has no element of degree 0 or 1, φ([g ]) = g for all g ∈ G. This implies that φ issurjective.Besides, (iii) and Proposition 1.1.1 imply, as spaces, the isomorphisms

FO(G)/〈R〉 ' K〈F(PRTG
⊥ ,;)〉 ' K 〈C〉 (4.1.19)This, together with the fact that φ is surjective implies that φ is a ns operad isomorphism.Hence, K 〈C〉 admits the claimed presentation. �

In practice, there are at least two ways to use Theorem 4.1.1 to establish a presentation ofa ns operad K 〈C〉. The first one is the most obvious: it consists first in finding a generatingset G of K 〈C〉, then conjecturing a space of relations R and a rewrite system (PRTG
⊥ ,Ñ)such that all conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied. This can be technical (especially toprove that the closure (PRTG

⊥ ,;) is convergent), and relies heavily on computer exploration.The second way requires as a prerequisite that K 〈C〉 is combinatorial (and hence, all itshomogeneous components are finite dimensional). In this case, we need here also to finda generating set G of K 〈C〉, a space of relations R and a rewrite system (PRTG
⊥ ,Ñ) such
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that (i), (ii) hold. The difference with the first way occurs for (iii): it is now sufficient toprove (PRTG

⊥ ,;) is terminating (and not necessarily convergent). Indeed, if (PRTG
⊥ ,;) isterminating, since K 〈C〉 is combinatorial,

dimK 〈C(n)〉 = #F(PRTG
⊥ ,;)(n) > dim FO(G(n))/〈R〉 (4.1.20)

for all n > 1. The inequality of (4.1.20) comes from the fact that, since we do not know if(PRTG
⊥ ,;) is confluent, it can have more normal forms of arity n than the dimension of

FO(G)/〈R〉 in arity n. It follows from (4.1.20), by using similar arguments as the ones used inthe proof of Theorem 4.1.1, that there is a ns operad isomorphism from FO(G)/〈R〉 to K 〈C〉.
4.1.6. Koszulity and Koszul duality. In [GK94], Ginzburg and Kapranov extended thenotion of Koszul duality of quadratic associative algebras to quadratic ns operads. Startingwith a ns operad K 〈C〉 admitting a binary and quadratic presentation (G,R) where G is finite,the Koszul dual of K 〈C〉 is the ns operad K 〈C〉!, isomorphic to the ns operad admitting thepresentation (G,R⊥) where R⊥ is the annihilator of R in FO(G) with respect to the scalarproduct

〈−,−〉 : FO(G)(3)⊗ FO(G)(3)→ K (4.1.21)linearly defined, for all x, x′, y, y ′ ∈ G(2), by
〈
} (x) ◦i } (y) ,} (x′) ◦i′ } (y ′)〉 :=


1 if x = x′, y = y ′, and i = i′ = 1,
−1 if x = x′, y = y ′, and i = i′ = 2,0 otherwise. (4.1.22)

Then, with knowledge of a presentation of K 〈C〉, one can compute a presentation of K 〈C〉!.
A quadratic ns operad K 〈C〉 is Koszul if its Koszul complex is acyclic [GK94, LV12].Furthermore, when K 〈C〉 is Koszul and admits an Hilbert series, the Hilbert series of K 〈C〉and of its Koszul dual K 〈C〉! are related [GK94] by

HK〈C〉
(
−HK〈C〉! (−t)) = t. (4.1.23)

Relation (4.1.23) can be used either to prove that a ns operad is not Koszul (it is the casewhen the coefficients of the hypothetical Hilbert series of the Koszul dual admits coefficientsthat are not nonnegative integers) or to compute the Hilbert series of the Koszul dual of aKoszul operad.
In all this work, to prove the Koszulity of a ns operad K 〈C〉, we shall make use of atool introduced by Dotsenko and Khoroshkin [DK10] in the context of Gröbner bases foroperads, which reformulates in our context, by using rewrite rules on syntax trees, in thefollowing way.
LEMMA 4.1.2. Let K 〈C〉 be a ns operad admitting a quadratic presentation (G,R). If

there exists an orientation (PRTG
⊥ ,Ñ) of R such that its closure (PRTG

⊥ ,;) is a convergent
rewrite system, then K 〈C〉 is Koszul.
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When (PRTG

⊥ ,;) satisfies the conditions contained in the statement of Lemma 4.1.2, theset of G-syntax trees that are normal forms F(PRTG
⊥ ,;) forms a basis of FO(G)/〈R〉, called

Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis. These bases arise from the work of Hoffbeck [Hof10] (seealso [LV12]).
4.1.7. Algebras over ns operads. Any ns operad K 〈C〉 encodes a type of graded polyno-mial algebras, called algebras over K 〈C〉 (or, for short, K 〈C〉-algebras). A K 〈C〉-algebra isa graded polynomial space K 〈D〉, where D is a graded collection, and endowed with a linearleft action

· : K 〈C〉 (n)⊗K 〈D〉⊗n → K 〈D〉 , n > 1, (4.1.24)satisfying the relations imposed by the structure of a ns operad of K 〈C〉, that are
(f ◦i g) · (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an+m−1) =

f · (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ai−1 ⊗ g · (ai ⊗ · · · ⊗ ai+m−1)⊗ ai+m ⊗ · · · ⊗ an+m−1) , (4.1.25)
for all f ∈ K 〈C〉 (n), g ∈ K 〈C〉 (m), i ∈ [n], and a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an+m−1 ∈ K 〈D〉⊗n+m−1. In otherwords, any element f of K 〈C〉 of arity n plays the role of a linear operation

f : K 〈D〉⊗n → K 〈D〉 , (4.1.26)
taking n elements of K 〈D〉 as inputs and computing an element of K 〈D〉. Under this pointof view, Relation (4.1.25) reads as

f ◦i g

. . .a1 an+m−1
=

f

g
. . . . . .i

. . .

a1
ai ai+m−1

an+m−1 . (4.1.27)

Notice that, by (4.1.25), if G is a generating set of K 〈C〉, it is enough to define the actionof each x ∈ G on K 〈D〉⊗|x| to wholly define ·.
By a slight but convenient abuse of notation, for any f ∈ K 〈C〉 (n), we shall denote by

f (a1, . . . , an), or by a1 f a2 if f has arity 2, the element f · (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) of K 〈D〉, for any
a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an ∈ K 〈D〉⊗n. Observe that by (4.1.25), any associative element of K 〈C〉 gives riseto an associative operation on K 〈D〉.

The class of all the K 〈C〉-algebras forms a category, called category of K 〈C〉-algebras,wherein morphisms
φ : K 〈D1〉 → K 〈D2〉 (4.1.28)between twoK 〈C〉-algebrasK 〈D1〉 andK 〈D2〉 areK 〈C〉-algebra morphisms, that are gradedpolynomial algebra morphisms satisfying

φ (f (a1, . . . , an)) = f (φ (a1) , . . . , φ (an)) (4.1.29)
for all a1, . . . , an ∈ K 〈D1〉 and f ∈ K 〈C〉 (n), n ∈ N>1.
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4.1.8. Set-operads. Following Section 2.2.3, in a ns set-operad K 〈C〉, any partial compo-sition of two elements of C belongs to C. We say in this case that the fundamental basis of

K 〈C〉 is a set-operad basis. Besides, by extension, if K 〈C〉 is a ns operad admitting a basis
C′ which is a set-operad basis, we say that K 〈C〉 is a set-operad. To study a set-operad K 〈C〉,it is in some cases convenient to forget about its linear structure and see it as a graded collec-tion C endowed with partial composition maps ◦i , i ∈ N>1. We will follow this idea multipletimes in the sequel. In the context of set-operads, a K 〈C〉-algebra is called a C-monoid.

We now state some useful lemmas and notions about ns set-operads.
LEMMA 4.1.3. Let C be a ns set-operad generated by a set G of generators. Then any

object x of C different from the unit can be written as x = y ◦i g , where y ∈ C(n), n ∈ N>1,
g ∈ G, and i ∈ [n].

Lemma 4.1.3 is a consequence of the fact that, since G is a generating set of C, any objectof C admits a treelike expression being a G-syntax tree.
Now, let C be a ns set-operad. Given a subset S of C, the S-degree of an object x of Cis defined by degS(x) := max {deg(t) : t ∈ FO(S) and ev(t) = x} . (4.1.30)Of course, the set appearing in (4.1.30) could be empty or infinite, so that some elements of

C could have no S-degree.
4.1.9. Left expressions in ns set-operads and hook-length formula. Let C be a ns set-operad, S be a subset of C, and x be an object of C. An S-left expression of x is an expressionfor x of the form

x = (. . . (s1 ◦i1 s2) ◦i2 . . . ) ◦i`−1 s` (4.1.31)where s1, . . . , s` ∈ S and i1, . . . , i`−1 ∈ N>1.
A linear extension of a syntax tree t is a linear extension of the poset Qt induced by t (seeSection 2.1.5 of Chapter 1). Left expressions and linear extensions of treelike expressions inns set-operads are related, as shown by the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.1.4. Let C be a combinatorial ns operad and S be a subset of C. Then, for

any object x of C, the set of all the S-left expressions of x is in one-to-one correspondence
with the set of all pairs (t, u) where t is an S-treelike expression of x and u is a linear
extension of t.

A famous result of Knuth [Knu98], known as the hook-length formula for trees, statedhere in our setting, says that given a syntax tree t, the number of linear extensions of theposet induced by t is hk(t) := deg(t)!∏
v∈N•(t) deg(tv) . (4.1.32)

A subset S of C finitely factorizes C(1) if any element of C(1) admits finitely manyfactorizations on S with respect to the operation ◦1.
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When S finitely factorizes C(1), the number of S-treelike expressions for any object xof C is finite. Hence, in this case, we deduce from Lemma 4.1.4 and (4.1.32) that the numberof S-left expressions of x is ∑

t∈FO(S)ev(t)=x
hk(t). (4.1.33)

4.1.10. Colored operads. Let C be a set of colors. A nonsymmetric C-colored operad (ora ns C-colored operad for short) is a polynomial spaceK 〈C〉whereC is a C-colored collectionand K 〈C〉 is endowed with a set of partially defined binary linear products {◦i : i ∈ N>1} ofthe form (4.1.2). The following conditions have to hold. First, the partial composition x ◦i yis defined if and only out(y) = ini(y) for any x ∈ C(n), y ∈ C(m), and i ∈ [n]. Moreover,when they are well-defined, Relations (4.1.2), (4.1.3a), and (4.1.3b) have to hold. Finally, wedemand the existence of a set of elements {1a : a ∈ C} of arity 1 satisfying
out(1a) = a = in(1a), a ∈ C, (4.1.34a)

1a ◦1 x = x = x ◦i 1b, x ∈ C(n), a, b ∈ C, i ∈ [n], n ∈ N>1, (4.1.34b)whenever out(x) = a and ini(x) = b. We call each 1a , a ∈ C, the unit of color a. For anynonnegative integer k, a ns k-colored operad is a ns C-colored operad where C is a k-coloredcollection. A ns monochrome operad is a ns C-colored operad where C is monochrome.
To describe free ns colored operads, we need the notion of C-colored syntax trees (seeSection 3.1.2 of Chapter 1). Let G be a C-colored graded collection. The free ns C-colored

operad over G is the ns C-colored operad
FCO(G) := K 〈CPRTG

〉
, (4.1.35)

where CPRTG is the C-colored collection of all the C-colored G-syntax trees. The space
FCO(G) is endowed with the linearizations of the grafting operations ◦i , i ∈ N>1, defined inSection 3.1.2 of Chapter 1. The units of color a, a ∈ C, are the trees of degree 0 and arity 1with output and input colors equal to a.

LEMMA 4.1.5. Let C be a combinatorial ns C-colored set-operad and S be a subset of C
such that S finitely factorizes C(1). Then, any element of C admits finitely many S-treelike
expressions.

All the notions developed in the above sections about ns operads extends on ns coloredoperads by taking colors into account. Classical references about colored operads are [BV73,
Yau16].

4.1.11. Categorical point of view. In the same way as a monoid M can be seen asa category with exactly one object x (the elements of M are interpreted as morphisms
φ : x → x), a ns operad O can be seen as a multicategory with exactly one object x. In thiscase, the elements of O of arity n ∈ N>1 are interpreted as multimorphisms φ : xn → x. Thecomplete composition maps of O translate as the composition of multimorphisms.
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In a similar way, a ns C-colored operad C can be seen as a multicategory having C as setof objects (see [Cur12]). In this case, the elements of C having u1 . . . un ∈ Cn as word of inputcolors and a ∈ C as output color are interpreted as multimorphisms φ : u1 × · · · × un → a.The complete composition maps of C translate as the composition of multimorphisms, wherethe constraints imposed by the colors in C become constraints imposed by the domains andcodomains of multimorphisms.4.1.12. Enrichments. Ns operads can have some additional structure. Let us now de-scribe some usual enrichments of operads. In what follows, K 〈C〉 is a ns operad.
Basic ns set-operads. When K 〈C〉 is a ns set-operad, let for any y ∈ C(m) the maps

◦yi : C(n)→ C(n +m − 1), n ∈ N>1, i ∈ [n], (4.1.36)defined by
◦yi (x) := x ◦i y (4.1.37)for all x ∈ C. When all the maps ◦yi , y ∈ C, are injective, K 〈C〉 is a basic ns set-operad and

C is a basic ns set-operad basis of K 〈C〉. This notion is a slightly modified version of theoriginal notion of basic set-operads introduced by Vallette [Val07].
Rooted ns operads. The ns operad K 〈C〉 is rooted if there is a maproot : C(n)→ [n], n ∈ N>1, (4.1.38)satisfying, for all x ∈ C(n), y ∈ C(m), and i ∈ [n],

root(x ◦i y) =


root(x) +m − 1 if i 6 root(x)− 1,root(x) + root(y)− 1 if i = root(x),root(x) otherwise (i > root(x) + 1). (4.1.39)
We call such a map a root map. More intuitively, the root map of a rooted ns operadassociates a particular input with any of its basis elements and this input is preserved bypartial compositions. It is immediate that any ns operad K 〈C〉 is rooted for both the rootmaps rootL and rootR which send respectively all objects x of C of arity n to 1 or to n. Forthis reason, we say that K 〈C〉 is nontrivially rooted if it can be endowed with a root mapdifferent from rootL and rootR . These notions are slight variations of ones introduced firstin [Cha14].

Cyclic ns operads. Finally, K 〈C〉 is cyclic if there is a map
ρ : K 〈C〉 (n)→ K 〈C〉 (n), n ∈ N>1, (4.1.40)satisfying, for all f ∈ K 〈C〉 (n), g ∈ K 〈C〉 (m), and i ∈ [n],

ρ(1) = 1, (4.1.41a)
ρn+1(f ) = f, (4.1.41b)

ρ(f ◦i g) = {ρ(g) ◦m ρ(f ) if i = 1,
ρ(f ) ◦i−1 g otherwise. (4.1.41c)

We call such a map ρ a rotation map. Intuitively, a rotation map in a ns operad acts bytransforming its 1st input of an element f in an output, its 2nd input in a 1st input, its 3rd
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input in a 2nd input, and so on, and its output in a last input. This notion has been introducedin [GK95].

4.1.13. Symmetric operads. Let Per be the ns operad defined by Per := K 〈Aug(S)〉 withthe partial compositions defined as follow. For all σ ∈ S(n), ν ∈ S(m), and i ∈ [n],
σ ◦i ν := σ ′(1) . . . σ ′(i − 1)ν′(1) . . . ν′(m)σ ′(i + 1) . . . σ ′(n), (4.1.42)

where, for any j ∈ [m],
ν′(j) := ν(j) + σ (i)− 1, (4.1.43)and, or any j ∈ [n],

σ ′j := {σj if σj < σi,
σj +m − 1 otherwise. (4.1.44)

For instance, here are two examples of compositions in Per:
123 ◦2 12 = 1234, (4.1.45a)

7415623 ◦4 231 = 941675823. (4.1.45b)This ns operad is known as the associative noncommutative operad or more prosaically,the operad of permutations.
A symmetric operad, or an operad for short, is a ns operad K 〈C〉 together with linearmaps

· : K 〈C〉 (n)⊗ Per(n)→ K 〈C〉 (n), n > 1, (4.1.46)satisfying, for any x ∈ C(n), y ∈ C(m), σ ∈ S(n), ν ∈ S(m), and i ∈ [n],
(x · σ ) ◦i (y · ν) = (x ◦σi y) · (σ ◦i ν) , (4.1.47)

and in such a way that · also is a symmetric group action. Note that any operad K 〈C〉 is also(and thus can be seen as) a ns operad by forgetting its action of Per.
A simple permutation is a permutation σ such that for all factors u of σ , if the lettersof u form an interval of N then |u| = 1 or |u| = |σ |. For instance, the permutation 624135is not simple since the letters of the factor u := 2413 form an interval of N. On the otherhand, the permutation 5137462 is simple.
PROPOSITION 4.1.6. As a ns operad, Per is minimally generated by the set of all simple

permutations of sizes 2 or more.

One of the simplest examples of symmetric operads is the commutative associative
operad Com. This operad is defined as Com := K 〈C〉 where C is the augmented gradedcollection satisfying C(n) := {an} for all n ∈ N>1, its partial compositions satisfy

an ◦i am := an+m−1, (4.1.48)
for any n,m ∈ N>1 and i ∈ [n], and Per acts trivially on Com.
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There is also a notion of algebras over symmetric operads. An algebra over K 〈C〉(or, short, a K 〈C〉-algebra) is an algebra K 〈D〉 over K 〈C〉 seen as a ns operad. We askadditionally that the relation(f · σ )(a1, . . . , an) = f

(
aσ−1(1), . . . aσ−1(n)) (4.1.49)holds for any f ∈ K 〈C〉 (n), σ ∈ S(n), a1, . . . , an ∈ K 〈D〉, n ∈ N>1.

4.2. Main operads in combinatorics. This section contains a list of common ns operadsstudied or encountered in the sequel. A classical text containing a list of definitions of operadsis [Zin12].4.2.1. Associative operad. The associative operad As is defined as the operad Com seenas a nonsymmetric one (see Section 4.1.13).The ns operad As is a set-operad and its Hilbert series satisfies
HAs(t) = t1− t . (4.2.1)

Moreover, As admits the presentation (G,R) where G := {a2} and R is the space generatedby
} (a2) ◦1 } (a2)−} (a2) ◦2 } (a2) . (4.2.2)Any algebra over As is a space K 〈D〉 endowed with a binary associative operation.

4.2.2. Magmatic operad. Let Mag := K
〈Ary(2)

⊥

〉 be the ns operad where for any binarytrees t and s, the partial composition t ◦i s is the grafting of s onto the ith leaf of t, seen assyntax trees. In other terms, Mag is the operad FO(C) where C := C(2) := {a}. This nsoperad is the magmatic operad.The ns operad Mag is a set-operad and its Hilbert series satisfies
HMag(t) = 1−√1− 4t2 . (4.2.3)

Moreover, Mag admits the presentation (G,R) where
G := { } (4.2.4)

and R is the trivial space. Any algebra over Mag is a space K 〈D〉 endowed with a binaryoperation which do satisfy any required relation.4.2.3. Duplicial operad. Let Dup := K
〈Aug(Ary(2)

• )〉 be the ns operad where for anynonempty binary trees t and s, the partial composition t◦i s consists in replacing the ith (withrespect to the infix order) internal node u of t by a copy of s, and by grafting the left subtreeof u to the first leaf of the copy, and the right subtree of u to the last leaf of the copy. Forinstance,
◦6 = . (4.2.5)
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This ns operad is the duplicial operad [Lod08].The ns operad Dup is a set-operad and its Hilbert series satisfies

HDup(t) = 1− 2t −√1− 4t2t . (4.2.6)
Moreover, Dup admits the presentation (G,R) where

G := { ,
} (4.2.7)

and R is the space generated by, by denoting by � (resp. �) the first (resp. second) treeof (4.2.7),
} (�) ◦1 } (�)−} (�) ◦2 } (�) , (4.2.8a)
} (�) ◦1 } (�)−} (�) ◦2 } (�) , (4.2.8b)
} (�) ◦1 } (�)−} (�) ◦2 } (�) . (4.2.8c)Any algebra over Dup is a space K 〈D〉 endowed with two binary relations � and � suchthat both � and � are associative (as consequences of (4.2.8a) and (4.2.8b)), and, for any

x, y, z ∈ D, (x � y)� z = x � (y � z). (4.2.9)These structures are called duplicial algebras.4.2.4. Operad of rational functions. The graded vector space of all commutative rationalfunctions K(U), where U is the infinite commutative alphabet {u1, u2, . . .}, has the structureof a ns operad RatFct introduced by Loday [Lod10] and defined as follows. Let RatFct(n) bethe subspace K(u1, . . . , un) of K(U) andRatFct :=⊕
n>1 RatFct(n). (4.2.10)

Observe that since RatFct is a graded space, each rational function has an arity. Hence, bysetting f1(u1) := 1 and f2(u1, u2) := 1, f1 is of arity 1 while f2 is of arity 2, so that f1 and f2 areconsidered as different rational functions. The partial composition of two rational functions
f ∈ RatFct(n) and g ∈ RatFct(m) satisfies, for any i ∈ [n],

f ◦i g := f (u1, . . . , ui−1, ui + · · ·+ ui+m−1, ui+m, . . . , un+m−1) g (ui, . . . , ui+m−1) . (4.2.11)This ns operad is the operad of rational functions. The rational function f of RatFct(1)defined by f (u1) := 1 is the unit of RatFct. As shown by Loday, this operad is (nontrivially)isomorphic to the operad Mould introduced by Chapoton [Cha07].4.2.5. Diassociative operad. Let the operad Dias := K 〈C〉 where C is the augmentedgraded collection satisfying C(n) := {en,k : k ∈ [n]} for all n ∈ N>1. The partial compositionsof Dias are defined by
en,k ◦i em,` =


en+m−1,k+m−1 if i < k,
en+m−1,k+`−1 if i = k,
en+m−1,k otherwise (i > k), (4.2.12)

for all n,m ∈ N>1, k ∈ [n], ` ∈ [m], and i ∈ [n]. This operad is the diassociative operad.
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The ns operad Dias is a set-operad and its Hilbert series satisfies

HDias(t) = t(1− t)2 . (4.2.13)
Moreover, Dias admits the presentation (G,R) where

G := {e2,1, e2,2} (4.2.14)
and R is the space generated by, by denoting by a (resp. `) the first (resp. second) elementof (4.2.14),

} (a) ◦1 } (a)−} (a) ◦2 } (a) , } (a) ◦1 } (a)−} (a) ◦2 } (`) , (4.2.15a)
} (a) ◦1 } (`)−} (`) ◦2 } (a) , (4.2.15b)

} (`) ◦1 } (a)−} (`) ◦2 } (`) , } (`) ◦1 } (`)−} (`) ◦2 } (`) . (4.2.15c)This operad, by its presentation by generators and relations, has been introduced in [Lod01].Its realization in terms of the elements en,k and the partial compositions maps (4.2.12) appearsin [Cha05]. Any algebra over Dias is a space K 〈D〉 endowed with two binary relations a and
` such that both a and ` are associative (as particular consequences of (4.2.15a) and (4.2.15c)),and, for any x, y, z ∈ D, (x a y) a z = x a (y ` z), (4.2.16a)

(x ` y) a z = x ` (y a z), (4.2.16b)
(x a y) ` z = x ` (y ` z). (4.2.16c)These structures are called diassociative algebras.

4.2.6. Dendriform operad. The dendriform operad Dendr is the ns suboperad of RatFctgenerated by the set { 1
u1 , 1

u2
} [Lod10]. This operad admits the presentation (G,R) where

G := G(2) := {≺,�} (4.2.17)
and R is the space generated by

} (≺) ◦1 } (≺)−} (≺) ◦2 } (≺)−} (≺) ◦2 } (�) , (4.2.18a)
} (≺) ◦1 } (�)−} (�) ◦2 } (≺) , (4.2.18b)

} (�) ◦1 } (≺) +} (�) ◦1 } (�)−} (�) ◦2 } (�) . (4.2.18c)This operad, by its presentation by generators and relations, has been introduced in [Lod01].It is shown here that Dendr is the Koszul dual of Dias and that these operads are Koszuloperads. Hence, the Hilbert series HDendr(t) of Dendr satisfies, by (4.1.23),
HDendr(t) = 1− 2t −√1− 4t2t . (4.2.19)

This shows that Dendr is, as a combinatorial polynomial space, the space K〈Aug(Ary(2)
• )〉.Moreover, the operads Dias and Dendr are Koszul dual one of the other. Finally, any algebraof Dendr is a dendriform algebra (see Section 2.3.3).
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The free dendriform algebra over one generator is the space Dendr, that is the linearspan of all nonempty binary trees, endowed with the linear operations

≺,�: Dendr⊗Dendr→ Dendr, (4.2.20)defined recursively, for any nonempty tree s, and binary trees t1 and t2 by
s ≺ := s =: � s, (4.2.21a)
≺ s := 0 =: s � , (4.2.21b)

t1 t2 ≺ s :=
t1 t2 ≺ s

+
t1 t2 � s

, (4.2.21c)
s �

t1 t2 :=
s � t1 t2 +

s ≺ t1 t2 . (4.2.21d)
Note that neither ≺ nor � are defined. We have for instance,

≺ = + + , (4.2.22a)

� = + + . (4.2.22b)
4.2.7. Operad of gravity chord diagrams. The operad of gravity chord diagrams Gravis an operad defined in [AP15]. This operad is the nonsymmetric version of the gravityoperad, a symmetric operad introduced by Getzler [Get94]. Let us describe this operad.A gravity chord diagram is a configuration c (see Section 3.2 of Chapter 1) where eacharc can be blue (drawn as a thick line) and that satisfies the following conditions. By denotingby n the size of c, all the edges and the base of c are blue, and if (x, y) and (x′, y ′) are twoblue crossing diagonals of c such that x < x′, the arc (x′, y) is not labeled. In other words,the quadrilateral formed by the vertices x, x′, y, and y ′ of c is such that its side (x′, y) is notlabeled. For instance,

(4.2.23)
is a gravity chord diagram of arity 7 having four blue diagonals (observe in particular that, asrequired, the arc (3, 5) is not labeled). For any n > 2, Grav(n) is the linear span of all gravitychord diagrams of size n. Moreover, Grav(1) is the linear span of the singleton containingthe only polygon of arity 1 where its only arc is not labeled. The partial composition ofGrav is defined, in a geometric way, as follows. For any gravity chord diagrams c and d of
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respective arities n and m, and i ∈ [n], the gravity chord diagram c ◦i d is obtained by gluingthe base of d onto the ith edge of c, so that the arc (i, i +m) of c ◦i d is blue. For example,

◦3 = . (4.2.24)
5. Pros in combinatoricsWe regard here pros as polynomial algebras and provide the main definitions used inthe following chapters. We also give examples of some usual pros.

5.1. Pros. Pros can be thought as variations of operads allowing multiple outputs forsome elements. Surprisingly, pros appeared earlier than operads in the work of MacLane [ML65]. Intuitively, a pro is a space K 〈C〉 wherein elements are biproducts (see Sec-tion 2.1.1) and is endowed with two operations: an horizontal composition and a verticalcomposition. The first operation takes two operators x and y of K 〈C〉 and builds a new onewhose inputs (resp. outputs) are, from left to right, those of x and then those of y. Thesecond operation takes two operators x and y of K 〈C〉 and produces a new one obtainedby plugging the outputs of y onto the inputs of x. Basic and modern references about prosare [Lei04] and [Mar08].5.1.1. Categorical definition. A product category (or, for short, a pro) is a category Pendowed with a associative bifunctor ∗ : P × P → P such that the objects of P are theelements of N and x ∗ y := x + y for all x, y ∈ N.This formal definition of pros is not combinatorial. Let us provide in the next section amore concrete one.5.1.2. Axioms of pros. A pro is a bigraded polynomial space K 〈C〉 endowed with a binarylinear product
∗ : K 〈C〉 (p, q)×K 〈C〉 (p′, q ′)→ K 〈C〉 (p + p′, q + q ′), p, p′, q, q ′ > 0, (5.1.1)called horizontal composition and a binary linear product ◦ is a map of the form

◦ : K 〈C〉 (q, r)×K 〈C〉 (p, q)→ K 〈C〉 (p, r), p, q, r > 0, (5.1.2)called vertical composition. We demand, for any p ∈ N, the existence of an element 1p of
K 〈C〉 (p, p) called unit of arity p. The input (resp. output) arity of f ∈ K 〈C〉 (p, q) is |f |↑ := p(resp. |x|↓ := q).These data have to satisfy for all x, y, z, x′, y ′ ∈ C the six relations(x ∗ y) ∗ z = x ∗ (y ∗ z), (5.1.3)(x ◦ y) ◦ z = x ◦ (y ◦ z), |x|↑ = |y|↓, |y|↑ = |z|↓, (5.1.4)(x ◦ y) ∗ (x′ ◦ y ′) = (x ∗ x′) ◦ (y ∗ y ′), if |x|↑ = |y|↓, |x′|↑ = |y ′|↓, (5.1.5)

1p ∗ 1q = 1p+q , p, q > 0, (5.1.6)
x ∗ 10 = x = 10 ∗ x, (5.1.7)
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x ◦ 1p = x = 1q ◦ x, p, q > 0, if |x|↑ = p, |x|↓ = q. (5.1.8)

Since a pro is a particular polynomial algebra, all the properties and definitions aboutpolynomial algebras exposed in Section 2.2 remain valid for pros (like pros morphisms,sub-pros, generating sets, pro ideals and quotients, etc.).
5.1.3. Free pros. Let G be a bigraded collection such that G(p, q) = ∅ if p = 0 or q = 0.The free pro over G is the pro

FP(G) := K 〈PrgG
〉
, (5.1.9)where PrgG is the bigraded collection of all the G-prographs (see Section 3.3 of Chapter 1).The space FP(G) is endowed with linearizations of the horizontal composition of prographsand of the vertical composition of prographs (see Section 3.3.4 of Chapter 1). The unit ofarity p, p > 0, is the sequence of wires 1p . Notice that by the above assumption on G, thereis no elementary G-prograph in FP(G) with a null input or output arity. Therefore, 10 is theonly element of FP(G) with a null input (resp. output) arity. In this dissertation, we consideronly free pros satisfying this property.

Let us now state some definitions and properties about free pros.
Let FP(G) be a free pro. Since FP(G) is free (and, by convention, G has no generator ofinput or output arity 0), any G-prograph x can be uniquely written as

x = x1 ∗ · · · ∗ x` (5.1.10)
where the xi are G-prographs different from 10, and ` > 0 is maximal. We call the worddec(x) := (x1, . . . , x` ) the maximal decomposition of x and the xi the factors of x. Noticethat the maximal decomposition of 10 is the empty word. We have in FP(G), for instance,by setting G as the bigraded collection defined by G := G(2, 2) tG(3, 1) where G(2, 2) := {a}and G(3, 1) := {b},

dec
 a b a

 =
 a ,

b a ,

 . (5.1.11)
An G-prograph x is reduced if all its factors are different from 11. For any G-prograph

x, we denote by red(x) the reduced G-prograph admitting as maximal decomposition thelongest subword of dec(x) consisting in factors different from 11. We have in FP(G), forinstance,
red

 a b a
 = a b a . (5.1.12)

By extension, we denote by red(FP(G)) the set of all the reduced G-prographs. Note that 10belongs to red(FP(G)).
Besides, we say that a G-prograph is indecomposable if its maximal decomposition con-sists in exactly one factor. Note that 10 is not indecomposable while 11 is.
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LEMMA 5.1.1. Let x and y be two G-prographs such that x = red(y). Then, by de-

noting by (x1, . . . , x` ) the maximal decomposition of x, there exists a unique sequence of
nonnegative integers p1, . . . , p` , p`+1 such that

y = 1p1 ∗ x1 ∗ 1p2 ∗ x2 ∗ · · · ∗ x` ∗ 1p`+1 . (5.1.13)
LEMMA 5.1.2. Let x, y, z, and t be four G-prographs such that x ∗y = z ◦ t. Then, there

exist four unique elements x1, x2, y1, y2 of P such that x = x1 ◦ x2, y = y1 ◦ y2, z = x1 ∗ y1,
and t = x2 ∗ y2.

5.2. Main pros in combinatorics. This section contains a short list of common pros(see [Laf03,Laf11] for many examples of pros).5.2.1. Pro of maps. Let Map be the bigraded collection wherein for any p, q ∈ N,Map(p, q) is the set of maps from [p] to [q]. We endow K 〈Map〉 with an horizontal compo-sition ∗ defined linearly, for any maps f ∈ Map(p1, q1), g ∈ Map(p2, q2), and x ∈ [p1 + q1],by
(f ∗ g)(x) := {f (x) if x ∈ [|f |↑],

g(x) + |f |↓ otherwise. (5.2.1)
We endow the polynomial space K 〈Map〉 with a vertical composition ◦ defined linearly, forany maps f ∈Map(p1, q1), g ∈Map(p2, p1), and x ∈ [p2], by(f ◦ g)(x) = f (g(x)). (5.2.2)The unit 1p of arity p ∈ N is the identity map on [p].For instance, by denoting maps of Map by words (the ith letters of the words being theimages of i), one has3115 ∗ 133 = 3115799, 3115 ∈Map(4, 6), 133 ∈Map(3, 5), (5.2.3a)1224244 ◦ 3312 = 2212, 1224244 ∈Map(7, 6), 3312 ∈Map(4, 7). (5.2.3b)By seeing each map f ∈ Map(p, q) as an operator with p inputs and q outputs where each
ith input is connected to the f (i)th output, (5.2.3a) and (5.2.3b) read respectively as

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 6
∗

1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5
=

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011
, (5.2.4a)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6
◦

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
=

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 6
. (5.2.4b)

Observe hence that the horizontal composition of K 〈Map〉 is a shifted concatenation ofwords and that the vertical composition of K 〈Map〉 is a functional composition. We call
K 〈Map〉 the pro of maps.
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5.2.2. Pro of increasing maps. Let NDMap be the bigraded collection wherein for any

p, q ∈ N, NDMap(p, q) is the set of nondecreasing maps from [p] to [q], that is the maps
f such that i 6 j implies f (i) 6 f (j). Since the operations ∗ and ◦ of K 〈Map〉 are stablein K 〈NDMap〉 and the identity maps 1p , p ∈ N, are nondecreasing maps, K 〈NDMap〉 is asub-pro of K 〈Map〉. In particular, we call K 〈NDMap〉 the pro of nondecreasing maps.5.2.3. Pro of permutations and props. Let Per be the bigraded subcollection of Mapconsisting in all bijective maps. Hence, Per(p, q) = ∅ when p 6= q. Since the operations ∗ and
◦ of K 〈Map〉 are stable in K 〈Per〉 and the identity maps 1p , p ∈ N, are bijections, K 〈Per〉 is asub-pro of K 〈Map〉. It is moreover possible to show that the singleton G := {21} ⊆ Per(2, 2)is a minimal generating set of K 〈Per〉. We call K 〈Per〉 the pro of permutations.A prop is a pro K 〈C〉 containing K 〈Per〉 as a sub-pro.
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CHAPTER 3
Enveloping operads of colored operads

The content of this chapter comes from [CG14] and is a joint work with Frédéric Chapo-ton. We include here some new results that do not appear in the aforementioned publicationlike the Koszulity of some of the constructed operads.
IntroductionIn [Cha07], Chapoton considered a ns operad structure on the objects called noncross-ing trees and noncrossing plants. These objects can be depicted as simple graphs insideregular polygons, and are some kinds of noncrossing configurations that are well-knowncombinatorial objects [FN99,FS09]. The partial compositions of these ns operads have verysimple graphical descriptions and it is tempting and easy to generalize this composition asmuch as possible, by removing some constraints on the objects. This leads to a very big nsoperad of noncrossing configurations. This research initially started as a study of this nsoperad, with possible aim the description of its suboperads.This study has led us to the following results. First, we introduce a general functorialconstruction from ns colored operads to ns operads, which is called the enveloping operad.This can be compared to the amalgamated product of groups, in the sense that it takes acompound object to build a unified object in the simplest possible way, by imposing as fewrelations as possible. The main interest of this construction relies on the fact that a lot ofproperties of an enveloping operad (as e.g., its Hilbert series and a presentation by generatorsand relations) can be obtained from its underlying ns colored operad.Next, we consider the ns operad BNC of bicolored noncrossing configurations, definedby a simple graphical composition, and show that it admits a description as the envelopingoperad of a very simple ns colored operad on two colors called Bubble. We also obtain apresentation by generators and relations of the ns colored operad Bubble.Then this understanding of the operad BNC is used to describe in details some of itssuboperads, namely those generated by two chosen generators among the binary generatorsof BNC. This already gives an interesting family of operads, where one can recognizesome known ones: the operad of based noncrossing trees NCT [Cha07], the operad ofnoncrossing plants NCP [Cha07], the dipterous operad [LR03, Zin12], and the 2-associativeoperad [LR06,Zin12]. Our main results here are a presentation by generators and relationsfor all these suboperads except one, and also the description of all the generating series. Itshould be noted that the presentations are obtained in a case-by-case fashion, using similartechniques involving rewrite rules on syntax trees (see Section 2.4 of Chapter 1).
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112 3. ENVELOPING OPERADS OF COLORED OPERADS
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1, the general construction of envelopingoperads is given and its properties described. Next, in Section 2, we introduce the operadBNC and prove that this operad is isomorphic to an enveloping operad. Finally, in Section 3,several suboperads of BNC are considered, in a more or less detailed way.
Note. This chapter deals only with ns set-operads and ns colored set-operads. For thisreason, “operad” means “ns set-operad”. Moreover, we consider only colored operads C suchthat C(1) is trivial, that is C(1) = {1c : c ∈ [k]}. Moreover, all considered colored operads are

k-colored operads (see Section 4.1.10 of Chapter 2).
1. Enveloping operads of colored operadsThe aim of this section is twofold. We begin by introducing the main object of this chap-ter: the construction which associates an operad with a colored one, namely its envelopingoperad. We finally justify the benefits of seeing an operad O as an enveloping operad of acolored one C by reviewing some properties of O that can be deduced from the ones of C.

1.1. The construction. Let us now introduce the construction associating a (noncolored)operad with a colored one. We begin by giving the formal definition of what enveloping oper-ads of colored operads are, and then, give a combinatorial interpretation of the constructionin terms of anticolored syntax trees.1.1.1. Enveloping operads. Let C be a k-colored operad. Recall that Aug(C) is the set
C\C(1). The enveloping operad Hull(C) of C is the smallest (noncolored) operad containingAug(C). In other terms,

Hull(C) := FO (Aug(C)) /≡, (1.1.1)where ≡ is the smallest operad congruence of FO(Aug(C)) satisfying
} (x) ◦i } (y) ≡ } (x ◦i y) , (1.1.2)for all x, y ∈ Aug(C) such that x ◦i y are well-defined in C. Observe that in (1.1.1), FO(Aug(C))is the free noncolored operad generated by Aug(C), where Aug(C) is here a combinatorialgraded collection whose input and output colors are forgotten.1.1.2. Reductions. Let t be a syntax tree of FO(Aug(C)) and e be an edge of t connectingtwo internal nodes r and s respectively labeled by x and y, such that s is the ith child of rand, as elements of C, ini(x) = out(y). Then, the reduction of t with respect to e is the treeobtained by replacing r and s by an internal node labeled by x ◦i y (see Figure 3.1). This treeis an element of FO(Aug(C)).

x

y. . . . . .

. . .

r

s

Ñ x ◦i y

. . . . . .. . .

FIGURE 3.1. The reduction of syntax trees. The internal node s is the ith child of r.
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1.1.3. Anticolored syntax trees. Let C be a k-colored collection. A k-anticolored syntax

tree on C (or for short, a k-anticolored C-syntax tree) is a (noncolored) C-syntax tree t suchthat for any internal nodes r and s of t such that s is the ith child of r, we have ini(x) 6= out(y)where x (resp. y) is the label of r (resp. s). The set of all k-anticolored C-syntax trees isdenoted by Anti(C). Observe that the leaf ⊥ is a k-anticolored syntax tree. Since anticoloredsyntax trees are particular syntax trees, the usual terminology and tools about them applies(see Section 2 of Chapter 1).1.1.4. The operad of anticolored syntax trees. For any k-colored operad C, the set
Anti(Aug(C)) is endowed with an operad structure for the partial composition defined asfollows. Let s and t be two anticolored syntax trees on Aug(C). If out(t) 6= ini(s), s ◦i t is theanticolored syntax tree obtained by grafting the root of t on the ith leaf of s. Otherwise,when out(t) = ini(s), s ◦i t is the anticolored syntax tree obtained by grafting the root of t onthe ith leaf of s and then, by reducing the obtained tree with respect to the edge connectingthe nodes r and s, where r is the parent of the ith leaf of s and s is the root of t (seeFigure 3.2).

x

i
. . . . . .

r

(A) s
y

. . .

s

(B) t
x

y. . . . . .

. . .

r

s

(C) s ◦i t if out(t) 6= ini(s)

x ◦j y

. . . . . .. . .(D) s ◦i t if out(t) = ini(s)
FIGURE 3.2. The two cases for the partial composition of two anticolored trees
s and t. In (d), j is the index of the ith leaf of s among the children of theinternal node r.

PROPOSITION 1.1.1. For any colored operad C, the operads Hull(C) and Anti(Aug(C)) are
isomorphic.

PROOF. Let φ : Hull(C) → Anti(Aug(C)) be the map associating with any ≡-equivalenceclass of syntax trees on Aug(C), the only anticolored Aug(C)-syntax tree on belonging to it.To prove the statement, let us show that φ is a well-defined operad isomorphism.For that, let ; be the closure of the rewrite relation Ñ of reduction with respect to thepartial compositions operations of trees. The axioms of operads ensure that ; is confluent,and since any rewriting decreases the degrees of the trees, ; is terminating. The normalforms of ; are the trees that cannot be reduced, and thus, are anticolored Aug(C)-syntax
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trees. Since by definition of ≡, s ; t implies s ≡ t, the application φ is well-defined and is abijection.Finally, let [s]≡, [t]≡ ∈ Hull(C), s := φ([s]≡), and t := φ([t]≡). The only anticolored syntaxtree in [s◦i t]≡ is obtained by grafting s and t together and performing, if possible, a reductionwith respect to the edge linking them. Since the obtained tree is also the anticolored syntaxtree s ◦i t of Anti(Aug(C)), φ is an operad morphism. �Proposition 1.1.1 implies that the elements of Hull(C) can be regarded as anticoloredtrees, endowed with their partial composition defined above. We shall maintain this point ofview in the rest of this chapter by setting Hull(C) := Anti(Aug(C)).1.1.5. Functoriality. Let C1 and C2 be two k-colored operads. Given φ : C1 → C2 acolored operad morphism, let the map Hull(φ) : Hull(C1) → Hull(C2) be the unique operadmorphism satisfying

Hull(φ) (} (x)) := } (φ(x)) (1.1.3)for any x ∈ C1.
THEOREM 1.1.2. The construction Hull is a functor from the category of colored operads

to the category of operads that preserves injections and surjections.PROOF. For any colored operad C, Hull(C) is by definition an operad on anticoloredsyntax trees on Aug(C). Moreover, by induction on the number of internal nodes of theanticolored syntax trees, it follows that for any colored operad morphism φ, Hull(φ) is awell-defined operad morphism.Since Hull is compatible with map composition and sends the identity colored operadmorphism to the identity operad morphism, Hull is a functor. It is moreover plain that if φis an injective (resp. surjective) colored operad morphism, then Hull(φ) is an injective (resp.surjective) operad morphism. �Theorem 1.1.2 is rich in consequences: Propositions 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.2.5, 1.2.4 of next sectiondirectly rely on it.Notice that Hull is a surjective functor. Indeed, since an anticolored syntax tree on a1-colored collection is necessarily a corolla, for any operad O, Hull(O) contains only corollaslabeled on Aug(O) and it is therefore isomorphic to O.Notice also that Hull is not an injective functor. Let us exhibit two 2-colored operadsnot themselves isomorphic that produce by Hull two isomorphic operads. Let C be the2-colored operad where C(2) := {a2} with out(a2) := 1 and in1(a2) := in2(a2) := 2, and forall n > 3, C(n) := ∅. Due to the output and input colors of a2, there is no nontrivial partialcomposition in C. On the other hand, let FAs be the 2-colored operad where, for all n > 2,FAs(n) := {bn} with out(bn) := 1, in1(bn) := 1, and ini(bn) := 2 for all 2 6 i 6 n. Nontrivialpartial compositions of FAs are only defined for the first position by bn ◦1 bm := bn+m−1, forany n,m > 2. One observes that Hull(C) and Hull(FAs) are both the free operad generatedby one element of arity 2 with no nontrivial relations, and hence, are isomorphic. Theisomorphism between Hull(C) and Hull(FAs) can be described by a left-child right-siblingbijection [CLRS09] between binary trees and planar rooted trees.
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1.1.6. Example. Consider the 2-colored operad FAs defined in the previous section. Theelements of Hull(FAs) are anticolored syntax trees on Aug(FAs). Because of the output andinput colors of the elements of FAs, Hull(FAs) contains trees where all internal nodes haveno child in the first position. For instance,

b3
b2

b2
b4 ◦7 b3 =

b3

b3
b2

b2
b4 (1.1.4)

is a partial composition in Hull(FAs) which does not require any reduction. On the otherhand,
b3 ◦1 b2 b2 = b2

b4 (1.1.5)
is a partial composition requiring a reduction.

1.2. Bubble decompositions of operads and consequences. Let O be an operad. Wesay that C is a k-bubble decomposition of O if C is a k-colored operad such that Hull(C) and
O are isomorphic. In this case, we say that the elements of C are bubbles. As we shall show,since a bubble decomposition C of an operad O contains a lot of information about O, thestudy of O can be confined to the study of C. Then, the main interest of the construction Hullis here: the study of an operad O is confined to the study of one of its bubble decompositions.Since colored operads are more constrained structures than operads, this study is in mostcases simpler than the direct study of the operad itself.1.2.1. Hilbert series. Let c ∈ [k] be a color. The c-colored Hilbert series of C is theseries Bc(z1, . . . , zk) := x−1

c GAug(C)(0, . . . , 0, xc, 0, . . . , 0, z1, . . . , zk), (1.2.1)where GAug(C) is the generating series of the colored collection Aug(C) (see Section 1.1.4 ofChapter 1). In more concrete terms, Bc(z1, . . . , zk) is the series wherein the coefficient ofzα11 . . . zαkk counts the nontrivial elements of C having c as output color and αa inputs of color
a for all a ∈ [k].

PROPOSITION 1.2.1. Let C be a k-colored operad. Then, the Hilbert series H(t) of the
enveloping operad of C satisfies

H(t) = t +H1(t) + · · ·+Hk(t), (1.2.2)
where for all c ∈ [k], the series Hc(t) satisfy

Hc(t) = Bc(H(t)−H1(t), . . . ,H(t)−Hk(t)).Note that Proposition 1.2.1 implies that, if the colored Hilbert series of C is algebraic, theHilbert series of Hull(C) also is. Nevertheless, as we shall see, rationality is not preserved.
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1.2.2. Suboperads and quotients.

PROPOSITION 1.2.2. Let C be a colored operad and C′ be one of its colored suboperads
(resp. quotients). Then, the enveloping operad of C′ is a suboperad (resp. quotient) of the
enveloping operad of C.

1.2.3. Generating sets.

PROPOSITION 1.2.3. Let C be a colored operad admitting G as a generating set. Then,
the enveloping operad of C is generated by

Hull(G) := {} (g) : g ∈ G}. (1.2.3)
1.2.4. Symmetries.

PROPOSITION 1.2.4. Let C be a colored operad and G its group of symmetries. Then,
the group of symmetries of the enveloping operad of C is Hull(G) where

Hull(G) := {Hull(φ) : φ ∈ G}. (1.2.4)
1.2.5. Presentations by generators and relations.

PROPOSITION 1.2.5. Let C be a colored operad admitting a presentation (G,↔). Then, the
enveloping operad of C admits the presentation (Hull(G),↔′), where↔′ is the equivalence
relation satisfying

s′ ↔′ t′ if and only if s↔ t, (1.2.5)
where s′ (resp. t′) is the Hull(G)-colored syntax tree obtained by replacing any node labeled
by x of s (resp. t) by } (x).

2. The operad of bicolored noncrossing configurationsIn this section, we shall define an operad over a new kind of noncrossing configurations.In order to study it and apply the results of Section 1, we shall see this operad as an envelopingoperad of a colored one.
2.1. Bicolored noncrossing configurations. Let us start by introducing our new com-binatorial object, some of its properties, and its operad structure.
2.1.1. Bicolored noncrossing configurations. A bicolored noncrossing configuration (or,for short, a BNC) is a noncrossing configuration (see Section 3.2 of Chapter 1) where eacharc can be either blue (drawn as a thick line) or red (drawn as a dotted line) and such thatall red arcs are diagonals. We say that c is based if its base is blue and nonbased otherwise.Besides, we impose by definition that there is only one BNC of size 1: the segment consistingin one blue arc. Figure 3.3 shows a BNC.
When the size of c is not smaller than 2, the border of c is the word bor(c) of length nsuch that, for any i ∈ [n], bor(c)i := 1 if the ith edge of c is uncolored and bor(c)i := 2otherwise. See Figure 3.3 for an example.
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FIGURE 3.3. A nonbased BNC of size 9. Blue arcs are (1, 2), (2, 8), (4, 6), (7, 8),and (9, 10), and red arcs are (2, 6) and (2, 10). All other arcs are uncolored.The border of this BNC is 211111212.
2.1.2. Operad structure. From now on, the arity |c| of a BNC c is its size. Let c and dbe two BNCs of respective arities n and m, and i ∈ [n]. The partial composition c ◦i d =: e isobtained by gluing the base of d onto the ith edge of c, and then,(1) if the base of d and the ith edge of c are both uncolored, the arc (i, i + m) of ebecomes red;(2) if the base of d and the ith edge of c are both blue, the arc (i, i +m) of e becomesblue;(3) otherwise, the base of d and the ith edge of c have different colors; in this case, thearc (i, i +m) of e is uncolored.For aesthetic reasons, the resulting shape is reshaped to form a regular polygon. For in-stance,

◦3 = , (2.1.1a)
◦5 = , (2.1.1b)
◦2 = , (2.1.1c)
◦3 = , (2.1.1d)

are partial compositions in BNC.
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. The set of all the BNCs, together with the partial composition maps

◦i and the BNC of arity 1 as unit form an operad, denoted by BNC.

2.2. The colored operad of bubbles. We now define a colored operad involving par-ticular BNCs and perform a complete study of it.
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2.2.1. Bubbles. A bubble is a BNC of size no smaller than 2 with no diagonal (hence thename). For instance,

(2.2.1)
is a bubble of size 6 and whose border is 111221.2.2.2. Colored operad structure. Let b be a bubble of arity n. Let us assign input andoutput colors to b in the following way. The output color out(b) of b is 1 if b is based and 2otherwise, and the color ini(b) of the ith input of b is the ith letter of the border of b.Let us denote by 11 and 12 two virtual bubbles of arity 1 such that out(11) := in1(11) := 1and out(12) := in1(12) := 2.

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. The set of all the bubbles, together with the partial composition
map ◦i of BNC and the units 11 and 12 form a 2-colored operad, denoted by Bubble.

Notice that any bubble b is wholly encoded by the pair (out(b), (ini(b))i∈|b|). Therefore,Bubble is a very simple colored operad: for any n, the set of elements of arity n > 2 is[2]× [2]n and the partial composition, when defined, is a substitution in words. For instance,the partial composition
◦3 = (2.2.2)

of Bubble can be expressed concisely as(1, 22211) ◦3 (2,2112) = (1, 22211211). (2.2.3)2.2.3. Colored Hilbert series. Since Bubble contains by definition all the bubbles, thecolored Hilbert series of Bubble satisfies
B1(z1, z2) = B2(z1, z2) = ∑

n>2(z1 + z2)n = (z1 + z2)21− z1 − z2 . (2.2.4)
2.2.4. Generating set.

PROPOSITION 2.2.2. The set

GBubble := { , , , , , , , } (2.2.5)
of bubbles of arity 2 is the unique minimal generating set of Bubble.

2.2.5. Symmetries. The complementary cpl(b) of a bubble b is the bubble obtained byswapping the colors of the edges of b (blue edges become uncolored and conversely). The
returned ret(b) of b is the bubble obtained by applying to b the reflection through the verticalline passing by its base. Figure 3.4 shows examples of these symmetries.

PROPOSITION 2.2.3. The group of symmetries of Bubble is generated by cpl and ret and
satisfies the relations ret = ret−1, cpl = cpl−1, ret cpl = cpl ret. (2.2.6)
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cpl−Ï
(A) Complementary.

ret−Ï
(B) Returned.

FIGURE 3.4. The complementary and the returned of a bubble.
2.2.6. Presentation by generators and relations.

THEOREM 2.2.4. The 2-colored operad Bubble admits the presentation (GBubble,↔) where
↔ is the equivalence relation satisfying

}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7a)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7b)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7c)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7d)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7e)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7f)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7g)
}
( )

◦1} ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1} ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7h)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7i)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7j)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7k)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7l)
}
( )

◦1} ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1} ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2} ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2} ( )

, (2.2.7m)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7n)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (2.2.7o)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦1 } ( )

↔ }
( )

◦2 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

. (2.2.7p)
Moreover, the set of the colored GBubble-syntax trees avoiding the trees appearing as sec-
ond, third or fourth members of Relations (2.2.7a)—(2.2.7p) is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt
basis of Bubble.

PROOF. To prove the presentation of the statement, we shall show that there exists a col-ored operad isomorphism φ : FCO (GBubble) /≡ → Bubble where ≡ is the operad congruencegenerated by ↔.Let us set φ ([} (g)]≡) := g for any g of GBubble. We observe that for any relation } (x) ◦i
} (y) ↔ } (z) ◦j } (t) of the statement, we have x ◦i y = z ◦j t. It then follows that φ can beuniquely extended into a colored operad morphism. Moreover, since the image of φ containsall the generators of Bubble, φ is surjective.
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Let us now prove that φ is a bijection. For that, let us orient the relation ↔ by means ofthe rewrite rule Ñ on the colored syntax trees on GBubble satisfying s Ñ t if s ↔ t and t isone of the following sixteen target trees
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
, }

( )
◦1 } ( )

, }
( )

◦1 } ( )
, }

( )
◦1 } ( )

,
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
, }

( )
◦1 } ( )

, }
( )

◦1 } ( )
, }

( )
◦1 } ( )

,
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
, }

( )
◦1 } ( )

, }
( )

◦1 } ( )
, }

( )
◦1 } ( )

,
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
, }

( )
◦1 } ( )

, }
( )

◦1 } ( )
, }

( )
◦1 } ( )

.

(2.2.8)
The target trees of Ñ are the only left comb trees appearing in each ↔-equivalence class ofthe statement such that the color of the first input of the root is the same as the color of thefirst input of its child.Let ; be the closure of Ñ and let us prove that ; is terminating. Let ψ be the mapassociating the pair (tam(t), ln(t)) with a colored syntax tree t, where tam is defined by (2.4.21)in Chapter 1, and ln(t) is the number of internal nodes labeled by x of t having an internalnode labeled by y as left child such that in1(x) 6= in1(y). We observe that, for any trees t0 and
t1 such that t0 ; t1, ψ(t1) is lexicographically smaller than ψ(t0). Hence, ; is terminating.The normal forms of ; are the colored GBubble-syntax trees avoiding the trees s appear-ing as a left members of Ñ. These are left comb trees t such that for all internal nodes xand y of t, in1(x) = in1(y). Pictorially, t is of the form

t = xn−1

x1

c

d1

d1 d2

dn , (2.2.9)

where c ∈ [2], di ∈ [2] for all i ∈ [n], and xj ∈ GBubble for all j ∈ [n − 1]. Since t is a coloredsyntax tree, given c and the di , there is exactly one possibility for all the xj . Therefore,there are fc(n) := 2n normal forms of ; of arity n with c as output color. This imply that
FCO (GBubble) /≡ contains at most fc(n) elements of arity n and c as output color. Then,since fc(n) is also the number of elements of Bubble with arity n and c as output color (seeSection 2.2.3), φ is a bijection.Finally, since Ñ is an orientation of ↔ and the normal forms of ; are the colored
GBubble-syntax trees avoiding the trees appearing as second, third or fourth members ofRelations (2.2.7a)—(2.2.7p) (see (2.2.8)), the last part of the statement follows. �

2.3. Properties of the operad of bicolored noncrossing configurations. Let us comeback to the study of the operad BNC. We show here that BNC is the enveloping operad ofBubble and then, by using the results of Section 2.2 together with the ones of Section 1.2,give some of its properties.
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2.3.1. Bubble decomposition. Let c be a BNC. An area of c is a maximal component of cwithout colored diagonals and bounded by colored arcs or by uncolored edges. Any area aof c defines a bubble b consisting in the edges of a. The base of b is the only edge of a thatsplits c in two parts where one contains the base of c and the other contains a. Blue edgesof a remain blue edges in b and red edges of a become uncolored edges in b.The dual tree of c is the planar rooted tree labeled by bubbles defined as follows. If cis of size 1, its dual tree is the leaf. Otherwise, put an internal node in each area of c andconnect any pair of nodes that are in adjacent areas. Put also leaves outside c, one for eachedge, except the base, and connect these with the internal nodes of their adjacent areas.This forms a tree rooted at the node of the area containing the base of c. Finally, label eachinternal node of the tree by the bubble associated with the area containing it. Figure 3.5shows an example of a BNC and its dual tree.

(A) A bicolored noncrossingconfiguration endowed withits dual tree. (B) The dual tree of c.
FIGURE 3.5. A bicolored noncrossing configuration and its dual tree.

THEOREM 2.3.1. The 2-colored operad Bubble is a 2-bubble decomposition of the operadBNC.2.3.2. Enumeration of the bicolored noncrossing configurations. By using the fact that,by Theorem 2.3.1, Bubble is a 2-bubble decomposition of BNC, together with Proposition 1.2.1and the colored Hilbert series (2.2.4) of Bubble, we obtain the following algebraic equationfor the generating series of the BNCs.
PROPOSITION 2.3.2. The Hilbert series H(t) of BNC satisfies

− t − t2 + (1− 4t)H(t)− 3H(t)2 = 0. (2.3.1)First numbers of BNCs by size are1, 8, 80, 992, 13760, 204416, 3180800, 51176960, 844467200. (2.3.2)This forms Sequence A234596 of [Slo].

http://oeis.org/A234596
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2.3.3. Other consequences. Since Bubble is, by Theorem 2.3.1, a 2-bubble decomposi-tion of BNC, we can use the results of Section 1.2 to obtain the generating set, the groupof symmetries, and the presentation by generators and relations of BNC. Thus, by Propo-sitions 1.2.3 and 2.2.2, the generating set of BNC is the set of the eight BNCs of arity 2.By Propositions 1.2.4 and 2.2.3, the group of symmetries of BNC is generated by the mapscpl′ := Hull(cpl) and ret′ := Hull(ret). For any BNC c, cpl′(c) is the BNC obtained by swappingthe colors of the red and blue diagonals of c, and by swapping the colors of the edges of c.Moreover, for any BNC c, ret′(c) is the BNC obtained by applying to c the reflection throughthe vertical line passing by its base. Finally, by Proposition 1.2.5 and Theorem 2.2.4, BNCadmits the presentation by generators and relations of the statement of Theorem 2.2.4.

3. Suboperads of the operad of bicolored noncrossing configurationsWe now study some of the suboperads of BNC generated by various sets of BNCs. Weshall mainly focus on the suboperads generated by sets of two BNCs of arity 2.
3.1. Overview of the obtained suboperads. In what follows, we denote by 〈G〉 thesuboperad of BNC generated by a set G of BNCs, and when G is a set of bubbles, by 〈〈G〉〉the colored suboperad of Bubble generated by G.3.1.1. Orbits of suboperads. There are 28 = 256 suboperads of BNC generated by el-ements of arity 2. The symmetries provided by the group of symmetries of BNC (seeProposition 2.2.3) allow to gather some of these together. Indeed, if G1 and G2 are two setsof BNCs and φ is a map of the group of symmetries of BNC such that φ(G1) = G2, thesuboperads 〈G1〉 and 〈G2〉 would be isomorphic or antiisomorphic. We say in this case thatthese two operads are equivalent. There are in this way only 88 orbits of suboperads thatare pairwise nonequivalent.3.1.2. Suboperads on one generator. There are three orbits of suboperads of BNC gen-erated by one generator of arity 2. The first contains 〈 〉. By induction on the arity, onecan show that this operad contains all the triangulations and that it is free. The second onecontains 〈 〉. By using similar arguments, one can show that this operad is also free andisomorphic to the latter. The third orbit contains 〈 〉. This operad contains exactly oneelement of any arity, and hence, is the associative operad.3.1.3. Operads of noncrossing trees and plants. Chapoton defined in [Cha07] an op-erad NCT involving based noncrossing trees and an operad NCP involving noncrossingplants. As follows directly from the definition, these operads are the suboperads 〈 , 〉and 〈 , , 〉 of BNC respectively. The operad NCT governs L-algebras, a sort of alge-bras introduced by Leroux [Ler11].3.1.4. Suboperads on two generators. The (82) = 28 suboperads of BNC generated bytwo BNCs of arity 2 form eleven orbits. Table 3.1 summarizes some information aboutthese. Some of these operads are well-known operads: the free operad 〈 , 〉 on twogenerators of arity 2, the operad of noncrossing trees [Cha07,Ler11] 〈 , 〉, the dipterousoperad [LR03, Zin12] 〈 , 〉, and the 2-associative operad [LR06, Zin12] 〈 , 〉. All the
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Operad Dimensions Presentation
〈 , 〉 1, 2, 8, 40, 224, 1344, 8448, 54912 free
〈 , 〉 1, 2, 8, 40, 216, 1246, 7516, 46838 quartic or more
〈 , 〉 1, 2, 8, 38, 200, 1124, 6608, 40142 cubic〈 , 〉

〈 , 〉

〈 , 〉 1, 2, 7, 31, 154, 820, 4575, 26398 quadratic
〈 , 〉 1, 2, 7, 30, 143, 728, 3876, 21318 quadratic
〈 , 〉

1, 2, 6, 22, 90, 394, 1806, 8558 quadratic〈 , 〉

〈 , 〉

〈 , 〉

TABLE 3.1. The eleven orbits of suboperads of BNC generated by two gen-erators of arity 2, their dimensions and the degrees of nontrivial relationsbetween their generators.
Hilbert series of the eleven operads are algebraic, with the genus of the associated algebraiccurve being 0. The sequences of the dimensions of the operads of Table 3.1 are respectivelySequences A052701, A234938, A234939, A007863, A006013, and A006318 of [Slo].3.1.5. Suboperads on more than two generators. Some suboperads of BNC generatedby more than two generators are very complicated to study. For instance, the operad
〈 , , 〉 has two equivalence classes of nontrivial relations in degree 2, three in degree3, ten in degree 4 and seems to have no nontrivial relations in higher degree (this has beenchecked until degree 6). The operad 〈 , , , 〉 is also complicated since it has fourequivalence classes of nontrivial relations in degree 2, sixteen in degree 3 and seems to haveno nontrivial relations in higher degree (this has been checked until degree 6).

3.2. Suboperads generated by two elements of arity 2. For any of the eleven nonequiv-alent suboperads of BNC generated by two elements of arity 2, we compute its dimensionsand provide a presentation by generators and relations by passing through a bubble decom-position of it.3.2.1. Outline of the study. Let 〈G〉 be one of these suboperads. Since, by Theorem 2.3.1,Bubble is a bubble decomposition of BNC and 〈G〉 is generated by bubbles, 〈〈G〉〉 is a bubbledecomposition of 〈G〉. We shall compute the dimensions and establish the presentationby generators and relations of 〈〈G〉〉 to obtain in return, by Propositions 1.2.1 and 1.2.5,the dimensions and the presentation by generators and relations of 〈G〉. To compute the

http://oeis.org/A052701
http://oeis.org/A234938
http://oeis.org/A234939
http://oeis.org/A007863
http://oeis.org/A006013
http://oeis.org/A006318
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dimensions of 〈〈G〉〉, we shall furnish a description of its elements and then deduce fromthe description its colored Hilbert series. Table 3.2 shows the first coefficients of the coloredHilbert series of the eleven colored suboperads. All of these series are rational. To establish

colored operad Based bubbles Nonbased bubbles
〈〈 , 〉〉 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
〈〈 , 〉〉 1, 2, 5, 10, 21, 42, 85 1, 2, 5, 10, 21, 42, 85
〈〈 , 〉〉 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64〈〈 , 〉〉

〈〈 , 〉〉

〈〈 , 〉〉 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
〈〈 , 〉〉 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
〈〈 , 〉〉 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
〈〈 , 〉〉 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1〈〈 , 〉〉

〈〈 , 〉〉

TABLE 3.2. The eleven orbits of 2-colored suboperads of Bubble generatedby two generators of arity 2 and the number of their bubbles, based andnonbased.
the presentation of 〈〈G〉〉, we shall use the same strategy as the one used for the proof ofthe presentation of Bubble (see the proof of Theorem 2.2.4). Recall that this consists inexhibiting an orientation Ñ of the presentation we want to prove such that its closure ; is aterminating rewrite rule on colored syntax trees and its normal forms are in bijection withthe elements of 〈〈G〉〉.3.2.2. First orbit. This orbit consists of the operads 〈 , 〉, 〈 , 〉, 〈 , 〉, and
〈 , 〉. We choose 〈 , 〉 as a representative of the orbit.

PROPOSITION 3.2.1. The set of bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 is the set of based bubbles such
that all edges of the border except possibly the last one are blue. Moreover, the colored
Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉 satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = z1z2 + z221− z2 and B2(z1, z2) = 0. (3.2.1)
PROPOSITION 3.2.2. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

t −H(t) + 2H(t)2 = 0. (3.2.2)
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THEOREM 3.2.3. The operad 〈 , 〉 is the free operad generated by two generators of

arity 2.

3.2.3. Second orbit. This orbit consists of the operad 〈 , 〉.
PROPOSITION 3.2.4. The set of based (resp. nonbased) bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 of arity n

is the set of based (resp. nonbased) bubbles having at least two consecutive edges of the
border of a same color and the number of blue (resp. uncolored) edges of the border is
congruent to 1− n modulo 3. Moreover, the colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉 satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = z1 + z221− 3z1z2 − z31 − z32 −
z11− z1z2 (3.2.3a)

and B2(z1, z2) = z2 + z211− 3z1z2 − z31 − z32 −
z21− z1z2 . (3.2.3b)

PROPOSITION 3.2.5. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies4t − 2t2 − t3 + t4 + (−4 + 4t − t2 + 2t3)H(t) + (6 + t)H(t)2 + (1− 2t)H(t)3 −H(t)4 = 0. (3.2.4)
PROPOSITION 3.2.6. The operad 〈 , 〉 does not admit nontrivial relations between its

generators in degree two, three, five and six. It admits the following non trivial relations
between its generators in degree four:(( ◦2 ) ◦3 ) ◦3 = (( ◦1 ) ◦1 ) ◦2 , (3.2.5a)

(( ◦2 ) ◦2 ) ◦4 = (( ◦1 ) ◦1 ) ◦3 , (3.2.5b)(( ◦2 ) ◦2 ) ◦3 = (( ◦1 ) ◦1 ) ◦4 , (3.2.5c)(( ◦1 ) ◦3 ) ◦4 = (( ◦1 ) ◦2 ) ◦2 , (3.2.5d)(( ◦2 ) ◦3 ) ◦3 = (( ◦1 ) ◦1 ) ◦2 , (3.2.5e)(( ◦2 ) ◦2 ) ◦4 = (( ◦1 ) ◦1 ) ◦3 , (3.2.5f)(( ◦2 ) ◦2 ) ◦3 = (( ◦1 ) ◦1 ) ◦4 , (3.2.5g)(( ◦1 ) ◦3 ) ◦4 = (( ◦1 ) ◦2 ) ◦2 . (3.2.5h)
PROOF. This statement is proven with the help of the computer. All partial composi-tions between the generators and are computed up to degree six and relations thusestablished. �

Proposition 3.2.6 does not provide a presentation by generators and relations of 〈 , 〉.The methods employed in this chapter fail to establish the presentation of 〈〈 , 〉〉 because itis not possible to define an orientationÑ of the relations of the statement of Proposition 3.2.6.Indeed, in degree six, all the closures ; ofÑ have no less than 7518 normal forms whereasthey should be 7516. Nevertheless, these relations seem to be the only nontrivial ones; thismay be proved by using the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm (see [KB70, BN98]) overan appropriate orientation of the relations.
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3.2.4. Third orbit. This orbit consists of the operads 〈 , 〉, 〈 , 〉, 〈 , 〉, and

〈 , 〉. We choose 〈 , 〉 as a representative of the orbit.
PROPOSITION 3.2.7. The set of based (resp. nonbased) bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 of arity n

is the set of based (resp. nonbased) bubbles such that first edge is blue and the number
of uncolored edges of the border is congruent to n (resp. n + 1) modulo 2. Moreover, the
colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉 satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = z221− 2z1 + z21 − z22 and B2(z1, z2) = z1z2 − z21z2 + z321− 2z1 + z21 − z22 . (3.2.6)
PROPOSITION 3.2.8. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

2t − t2 + (2t − 2)H(t) + 3H(t)2 = 0. (3.2.7)
THEOREM 3.2.9. The operad 〈 , 〉 admits the presentation ({ , },↔) where ↔ is

the equivalence relation satisfying(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦3 } ( )

↔
(
}
( )

◦1 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

, (3.2.8a)
(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦3 } ( )

↔
(
}
( )

◦1 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

. (3.2.8b)
Moreover, the set of the { , }-syntax trees avoiding the trees

(
}
( )

◦1 } ( ))
◦2} ( )

and
(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦3 } ( )

is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of 〈 , 〉.

3.2.5. Fourth orbit. This orbit consists of the operads 〈 , 〉 and 〈 , 〉. We choose
〈 , 〉 as a representative of the orbit.

PROPOSITION 3.2.10. The set of bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 is the set of bubbles such that first
edge is blue and last edge uncolored. Moreover, the colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉
satisfy B1(z1, z2) = z1z21− z1 − z2 and B2(z1, z2) = z1z21− z1 − z2 . (3.2.9)

PROPOSITION 3.2.11. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

2t − t2 + (2t − 2)H(t) + 3H(t)2 = 0. (3.2.10)
THEOREM 3.2.12. The operad 〈 , 〉 admits the presentation ({ , },↔) where ↔

is the equivalence relation satisfying(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

↔
(
}
( )

◦1 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

, (3.2.11a)
(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

↔
(
}
( )

◦1 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

. (3.2.11b)
Moreover, the set of the { , }-syntax trees avoiding the trees

(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦2} ( )

and
(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of 〈 , 〉.
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3.2.6. Fifth orbit. This orbit consists of the operads 〈 , 〉 and 〈 , 〉. We choose

〈 , 〉 as a representative of the orbit.
PROPOSITION 3.2.13. The set of based (resp. nonbased) bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 is the set of

based (resp. nonbased) bubbles such that penultimate edge is blue (resp. uncolored) and
the last edge is uncolored (resp. blue). Moreover, the colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉
satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = z1z21− z1 − z2 and B2(z1, z2) = z1z21− z1 − z2 . (3.2.12)
PROPOSITION 3.2.14. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

2t − t2 + (2t − 2)H(t) + 3H(t)2 = 0. (3.2.13)
THEOREM 3.2.15. The operad 〈 , 〉 admits the presentation ({ , },↔) where ↔

is the equivalence relation satisfying(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

↔
(
}
( )

◦1 } ( ))
◦1 } ( )

, (3.2.14)
(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

↔
(
}
( )

◦1 } ( ))
◦1 } ( )

. (3.2.15)
Moreover, the set of the { , }-syntax trees avoiding the trees

(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦2} ( )

and
(
}
( )

◦2 } ( ))
◦2 } ( )

is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of 〈 , 〉.

3.2.7. Sixth orbit. This orbit consists of the operads 〈 , 〉 and 〈 , 〉. We choose
〈 , 〉 as a representative of the orbit.

PROPOSITION 3.2.16. The set of bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 is the set of based bubbles such
that maximal sequences of blues edges of the border have even length.Moreover, the
colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉 satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = z21 + z22 + z1z221− z1 − z22 and B2(z1, z2) = 0. (3.2.16)
PROPOSITION 3.2.17. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

t + (t − 1)H(t) +H(t)2 +H(t)3 = 0. (3.2.17)
THEOREM 3.2.18. The operad 〈 , 〉 admits the presentation ({ , },↔) where ↔

is the equivalence relation satisfying

}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

. (3.2.18)
Moreover, 〈 , 〉 is Koszul and the set of the { , }-syntax trees avoiding the tree
}
( )

◦2 } ( )
is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of 〈 , 〉.
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3.2.8. Seventh orbit. This orbit consists of the operads 〈 , 〉 and 〈 , 〉. We choose

〈 , 〉 as a representative of the orbit.
PROPOSITION 3.2.19. The set of bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 is the set of based bubbles having

exactly one uncolored edge in the border. Moreover, the colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉
satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = 2z1z2 − z1z22(1− z2)2 and B2(z1, z2) = 0. (3.2.19)
PROPOSITION 3.2.20. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

t −H(t) + 2H(t)2 −H(t)3 = 0. (3.2.20)
THEOREM 3.2.21. The operad 〈 , 〉 admits the presentation ({ , },↔) where ↔

is the equivalence relation satisfying

}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

. (3.2.21)
Moreover, 〈 , 〉 is Koszul and the set of the { , }-syntax trees avoiding the tree
}
( )

◦2 } ( )
is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of 〈 , 〉.

The above presentation shows that 〈 , 〉 is the operad of based noncrossing trees NCT.
3.2.9. Eighth orbit. This orbit consists of the operads 〈 , 〉, 〈 , 〉, 〈 , 〉, and

〈 , 〉. We choose 〈 , 〉 as a representative of the orbit.
PROPOSITION 3.2.22. The set of bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 is the set of based bubbles such

that last edge is uncolored. Moreover, the colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉 satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = z21 + z1z21− z1 − z2 and B2(z1, z2) = 0. (3.2.22)
PROPOSITION 3.2.23. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

t − (1− t)H(t) +H(t)2 = 0. (3.2.23)
THEOREM 3.2.24. The operad 〈 , 〉 admits the presentation ({ , },↔) where ↔

is the equivalence relation satisfying

}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (3.2.24)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

. (3.2.25)
Moreover, 〈 , 〉 is Koszul and the set of the { , }-syntax trees avoiding the trees
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
and }

( )
◦1 } ( )

is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of 〈 , 〉.

This operad 〈 , 〉 is similar to the duplicial operad [Lod08,Zin12] with the differencethat is not associative in 〈 , 〉.
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3.2.10. Ninth orbit. This orbit consists of the operads 〈 , 〉 and 〈 , 〉. We choose

〈 , 〉 as a representative of the orbit.
PROPOSITION 3.2.25. The set of bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 is the set of bubbles such that all

edges of the border are blue. Moreover, the colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉 satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = z221− z2 and B2(z1, z2) = z221− z2 . (3.2.26)
PROPOSITION 3.2.26. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

t − (1− t)H(t) +H(t)2 = 0. (3.2.27)
THEOREM 3.2.27. The operad 〈 , 〉 admits the presentation ({ , },↔) where ↔

is the equivalence relation satisfying

}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (3.2.28)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

. (3.2.29)
Moreover, 〈 , 〉 is Koszul and the set of the { , }-syntax trees avoiding the trees
}
( )

◦2 } ( )
and }

( )
◦2 } ( )

is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of 〈 , 〉.

3.2.11. Tenth orbit. This orbit consists of the operads 〈 , 〉, 〈 , 〉, 〈 , 〉, and
〈 , 〉. We choose 〈 , 〉 as a representative of the orbit.

PROPOSITION 3.2.28. The set of based (resp. nonbased) bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 is the set
of based (resp. nonbased) bubbles such that first edge is uncolored (resp. blue) and
the other edges of the border are blue. Moreover, the colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉
satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = z1z21− z2 and B2(z1, z2) = z221− z2 . (3.2.30)
PROPOSITION 3.2.29. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

t − (1− t)H(t) +H(t)2 = 0. (3.2.31)
THEOREM 3.2.30. The operad 〈 , 〉 admits the presentation ({ , },↔) where ↔

is the equivalence relation satisfying

}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (3.2.32)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

. (3.2.33)
Moreover, 〈 , 〉 is Koszul and the set of the { , }-syntax trees avoiding the trees
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
and }

( )
◦1 } ( )

is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of 〈 , 〉.

This operad 〈 , 〉 is hence the operad governing dipterous algebras [LR03,Zin12].
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3.2.12. Eleventh orbit. This orbit consists of the operad 〈 , 〉.
PROPOSITION 3.2.31. The set of based (resp. nonbased) bubbles of 〈〈 , 〉〉 is the set

of based (resp. nonbased) bubbles such that all edges of the border are uncolored (resp.
blue). Moreover, the colored Hilbert series of 〈〈 , 〉〉 satisfy

B1(z1, z2) = z211− z1 and B2(z1, z2) = z221− z2 . (3.2.34)
PROPOSITION 3.2.32. The Hilbert series H(t) of 〈 , 〉 satisfies

t − (1− t)H(t) +H(t)2 = 0. (3.2.35)
THEOREM 3.2.33. The operad 〈 , 〉 admits the presentation ({ , },↔) where ↔

is the equivalence relation satisfying

}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

, (3.2.36)
}
( )

◦1 } ( )
↔ }

( )
◦2 } ( )

. (3.2.37)
Moreover, 〈 , 〉 is Koszul and the set of the { , }-syntax trees avoiding the trees
}
( )

◦2 } ( )
and }

( )
◦2 } ( )

is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of 〈 , 〉.

This operad 〈 , 〉 is hence the operad governing two-associative algebras [LR06,
Zin12].

Concluding remarksWe have developed in this chapter a tool to study a noncolored operad O by consideringone of its bubble decompositions C. As explained, most of the properties of O come fromproperties of C. This, together with the fact that a colored operad is a more constrainedstructure than a noncolored one, leads to easier proofs for most of their properties (forinstance to establish a presentation by generators and relations, a bubble decomposition re-duces the number of orientations of relations to consider). This framework has been appliedto the operad BNC of bicolored noncrossing configurations and on some of its suboperads.As an additional remark, this chapter considers only colored or uncolored set-operads butthe notion of enveloping operads and bubble decompositions also work for linear operads.



CHAPTER 4
From monoids to operads

The content of this chapter comes from [Gir12c, Gir12d, Gir15]. A very preliminaryversion of the results presented here was sketched in [Gir11] while the work was still inprogress. We include here some new results that do not appear in the aforementioned pub-lications like the Koszulity and presentations of the Koszul duals of some of the constructedns operads.
IntroductionWe propose here a new generic method to build combinatorial operads. The startingpoint is to pick a monoid M. We then consider the set of words whose letters are ele-ments of M. The arity of such words are their length, the composition of two words isexpressed from the product of M, and permutations act on words by permuting letters. Inthis way, we associate an operad denoted by TM with any monoid M. This construction isrich from a combinatorial point of view since it allows us, by considering suboperads andquotients of TM, to get new (symmetric or not) operads on various combinatorial objects.Our construction is related to two previous ones.The first one is a construction of Méndez and Nava [MN93] emerging from the contextof the species theory [Joy81]. Roughly speaking, a species is a combinatorial construction Uwhich takes an underlying finite set E as input and produces a set U[E] of objects by addingsome structure on the elements of E (see [BLL98]). This theory has many links with thetheory of operads since an operad is a monoid with respect to the operation of substitutionof species. In [MN93], the authors defined the plethystic species, that are species taking asinput sets where any element has a color picked from a fixed monoid M. This monoidhas to satisfy some precise conditions (as to be left cancellable and without proper divisorof the unit, and such that any element has finitely many factorizations). It appears that theelements of the so-called uniform plethystic species can be seen as words of colors andhence, as elements of TM. Moreover, the composition of this operad is the one of TM. Themain difference between the construction of Méndez and Nava and ours lies in the fact thatthe construction T can be applied to any monoid.The second one, introduced by Berger and Moerdijk [BM03], is a construction whichallows to obtain, from a commutative bialgebra B, a cooperad T̄B. Our construction Tand the construction T̄ of these two authors are different but coincide in many cases. Forinstance, when (M, ?) is a monoid such that for any x ∈ M, the set of pairs (y, z) ∈ M2satisfying y ? z = x is finite, the operad TM is the dual of the cooperad T̄B where B is thedual bialgebra of K 〈M〉 endowed with the diagonal coproduct. On the other hand, there are
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132 4. FROM MONOIDS TO OPERADS
operads that we can build by the construction T but not by the construction T̄, and conversely.For example, the operad TZ, where Z is the additive monoid of integers, cannot be obtainedas the dual of a cooperad built by the construction T̄ of Berger and Moerdijk.Furthermore, the operads TM are defined directly on set-theoretic bases. Hence, theseoperads are well-defined in the category of sets and the computations are explicit. It is there-fore possible given a monoidM, to make experiments on the operad TM, using if necessarya computer. In this chapter, we study many applications of the construction T focusing on itscombinatorial aspect. More precisely, we define, by starting from very simple monoids likethe additive or max monoids of integers, or cyclic monoids, various nonsymmetric operadsinvolving well-known combinatorial objects.This chapter is organized as follows. We begin, in Section 1, by defining the constructionT associating an operad with a monoid and establishing its first properties. We show thatthis construction is a functor from the category of monoids to the category of operadswhich preserves injections and surjections. We then apply this construction in Section 2 tovarious monoids and obtain several new (symmetric or not) operads. We construct in thisway some operads on combinatorial objects which were not provided with such a structure:planar rooted trees with a fixed arity, Motzkin words, integer compositions, directed animals,and segmented integer compositions. We also obtain new operads on objects which arealready provided with such a structure: endofunctions, parking functions, packed words,permutations, planar rooted trees, and Schröder trees. By using the construction T, we alsogive an alternative construction for the diassociative operad [Lod01] and for the triassociativeoperad [LR04].

Note. In this chapter, “operad” means “symmetric operad”. To refer to a nonsymmetricoperad, we shall write “ns operad”.
1. A functor from monoids to operadsWe describe in this section the main ingredient of this chapter, namely the constructionT.

1.1. The operad of a monoid. We explain here how the construction T associates anoperad TM with any monoid M and an operad morphism Tθ : TM1 → TM2 with anymonoid morphism θ :M1 →M2. We also review some of the main properties of T.Let M be a monoid with an associative product ? admitting a unit 1M . We denote byTM the space TM :=⊕
n>1 TM(n) (1.1.1)

where for all n > 1, TM(n) := K 〈Mn〉 . The set M+ forms hence a basis of TM called
fundamental basis. We endow TM with the partial composition maps

◦i : TM(n)⊗ TM(m)→ TM(n +m − 1), n,m > 1, i ∈ [n], (1.1.2)defined linearly, over the fundamental basis, for any words u ∈ Mn and v ∈ Mm by
u ◦i v := u1 . . . ui−1 (ui ? v1) . . . (ui ? vm)ui+1 . . . un, i ∈ [n]. (1.1.3)
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Moreover, we endow TM with right actions

· : TM(n)⊗ Per(n)→ TM(n), n > 1, (1.1.4)defined linearly, for any permutation σ ∈ S(n) and word u ∈ Mn by
u · σ := uσ1 . . . uσn . (1.1.5)In other words, TM is the vector space of the words on M seen as an alphabet, the partialcomposition returns to insert a word v onto the ith letter ui of a word u together with a leftmultiplication by ui , and permutations act by permuting the letters of the words. The arity

|u| of an element u of TM(n) is n.Now, let M1 and M2 be two monoids and θ :M1 →M2 be a monoid morphism. Let usdenote by Tθ the map Tθ : TM1 → TM2, defined for all u1 . . . un ∈ TM(n) by Tθ (u1 . . . un) :=
θ(u1) . . . θ(un).

THEOREM 1.1.1. The construction T is a functor from the category of monoids with
monoid morphisms to the category of operads with operad morphisms. Moreover, T
preserves injections and surjections.Observe that the word 1M ∈ TM(1) is the unit of TM.Let us consider an example. LetM := {a,b}∗ be a free monoid. Then, TM is the space ofall words whose letters are words on {a,b}. We call such element multiwords. For instance,(aa,ba,b, ε, a) is an element of arity 5 of TM and(aa,ba,b, ε, a) ◦3 (ab, ε, a) = (aa,ba,bab,b,ba, ε, a) (1.1.6)and (aa,ba,b, ε, a) · 41352 = (ε, aa,b, a,ba). (1.1.7)Moreover, if θ : M → N is the monoid morphism defined by θ(u) := |u|, where N is theadditive monoid of natural numbers, one has

θ((aa,ba,b, ε, a)) = 22101. (1.1.8)
1.2. Main properties of the construction. Let us review the main properties of theconstruction T.
PROPOSITION 1.2.1. Let M be a monoid. The fundamental basis of TM is a basic

set-operad basis if and only if M is a right cancellable monoid.PROPOSITION 1.2.2. Let M be a monoid. Then, the set GM :=Mt {a2}, is a generating
set of TM as a ns operad, where a2 := 1M1M and the elements ofM are seen as elements
of arity 1 of TM.PROPOSITION 1.2.3. Let M be a monoid. The ns operad TM admits the presentation(GM,RM) where RM is the subspace of FO (GM) generated by the elements

} (a2) ◦1 } (a2)−} (a2) ◦2 } (a2) , (1.2.1a)
} (x) ◦1 } (y)−} (x ? y) , x, y ∈ M, (1.2.1b)

} (a2) ◦ [} (x)⊗} (x)]−} (x) ◦1 } (a2) , x ∈ M. (1.2.1c)
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The proof of Proposition 1.2.3 relies on a orientation Ñ of RM satisfying

a2
a2 Ñ

a2
a2 , (1.2.2a)

x
y Ñ x ? y , x, y ∈ M, (1.2.2b)
x

a2 Ñ
x

a2
x
, x ∈ M. (1.2.2c)

The closure ; of Ñ is a convergent rewrite rule and its normal forms of arity n are inone-to-one correspondence with the set of the words of arity n of TM.Let A be an associative algebra with associative product denoted by ·, and
↑x :A →A, x ∈ M, (1.2.3)be a family of associative algebra morphisms satisfying

↑x ◦ ↑y=↑x?y , (1.2.4)for all x, y ∈ M. Observe that (1.2.4) implies in particular that ↑1M= IdA where IdA is theidentity map on A. We call M-compatible algebra such an algebra.
THEOREM 1.2.4. Let M be a monoid and A be an M-compatible algebra. Then, A is

an algebra on TM.

Theorem 1.2.4 is a consequence of the presentation of TM provided by Proposition 1.2.3.Indeed, the associative product · comes from the generator a2 of TM, and each map ↑x ,
x ∈ M, comes from the generator x ∈ M of TM.For instance, by Theorem 1.2.4, the space K 〈M∗〉 of noncommutative polynomials on
M, endowed with the associative product · of concatenation of words of M∗ and with themaps ↑x , x ∈ M, defined linearly for all words u on M by

↑x (u) := (x ? u1) . . . (x ? u|u|) (1.2.5)is an algebra on TM.
2. Concrete constructionsThrough this section, we consider examples of applications of the functor T. We shallmainly consider, given a monoidM, some suboperads of TM, symmetric or not, which havefor all n > 1 finitely many elements of arity n. For the most part of the constructed operads

O, we shall establish isomorphisms of combinatorial spaces φ : O → K 〈C〉 where the C arewell-chosen combinatorial sets. To this aim, we shall consider bijections between the basiselements of O(n) and the elements of size n of C, for all n > 1. Interpreting the partialcompositions of O on K 〈C〉 amounts to endow K 〈C〉 with the structure of an operad, and
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thus to the construction of an operad on the objects of C. Moreover, we shall also establishpresentations by generators and relations of the constructed ns operads by using tools fromrewrite theory on syntax trees (see Section 2.4 of Chapter 1).

2.1. Operads from the additive monoid. Let us denote by N the additive monoid ofnatural numbers, and for all ` > 1, by N` the cyclic additive monoid on Z/`Z. Note that since,by Theorem 1.1.1, T is a functor which preserves surjective maps, TN` is a quotient operadof TN. Besides, since the monoids N and N` are right cancellable, by Proposition 1.2.1, thefundamental bases of the operads TN and TN` are basic set-operad bases. As a consequence,the fundamental bases of all the suboperads of TN and TN` constructed in this section arebasic set-operad bases. All these operads fit into the diagram of ns operads represented byFigure 4.1. Table 4.1 summarizes some information about these ns operads.
TN

TN2 TN3End
PF
PW

Per0 Schr
FCat(1)
FCat(2)
FCat(3)

SComp
DAPRTMotzComp

FCat(0)
FIGURE 4.1. The diagram of ns suboperads and quotients of TN. Arrows �(resp. �) are injective (resp. surjective) ns operad morphisms.

2.1.1. Operads on endofunctions, parking functions, packed words, and permutations.Recall that an endofunction of size n is a word u of length n on the alphabet {1, . . . , n}. A
parking function of size n is an endofunction u of size n such that the nondecreasing re-arrangement v of u satisfies vi 6 i for all i ∈ [n]. A packed word of size n is an endofunction
u of size n such that for any letter ui > 2 of u, there is in u a letter uj = ui − 1. Note thatneither the set of endofunctions, of parking functions, of packed words, nor of permutationsare suboperads of TN. Indeed, one has the following counterexample:12 ◦2 12 = 134, (2.1.1)showing that, even if 12 is a permutation, 134 is not an endofunction.
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Monoid Ns operad Generators First dimensions Combinatorial objects

N

End — 1, 4, 27, 256, 3125 EndofunctionsPF — 1, 3, 16, 125, 1296 Parking functionsPW — 1, 3, 13, 75, 541 Packed wordsPer0 — 1, 2, 6, 24, 120 PermutationsPRT 01 1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42 Planar rooted treesFCat(k) 00, 01, . . . , 0k Fuß-Catalan numbers k-ary treesSchr 00, 01, 10 1, 3, 11, 45, 197 Schröder treesMotz 00, 010 1, 1, 2, 4, 9, 21, 51 Motzkin words
N2 Comp 00, 01 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 Compositions
N3 DA 00, 01 1, 2, 5, 13, 35, 96 Directed animalsSComp 00, 01, 02 1, 3, 27, 81, 243 Seg. compositions
TABLE 4.1. Ground monoids, generators, first dimensions, and combinatorialobjects involved in the ns suboperads and quotients of TN.

As a consequence of this observation, let us call a word u a twisted endofunction (resp.parking function, packed word, permutation) if the word (u1 + 1)(u2 + 1) . . . (un + 1) is anendofunction (resp. parking function, packed word, permutation). For example, the word2300 is a twisted endofunction since 3411 is an endofunction. Let us denote by End (resp.PF, PW, Per0) the linear span of all twisted endofunctions (resp. parking functions, packedwords, permutations). Under this reformulation, one has the following result:
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. The spaces End, PF, and PW form suboperads of TN.

For example, we have in End the partial composition2123 ◦2 30313 = 24142423, (2.1.2)and the action · of a permutation 11210 · 23514 = 12011. (2.1.3)Note that End is not a finitely generated operad. Indeed, the twisted endofunctions uof size n satisfying ui := n − 1 for all i ∈ [n] cannot be obtained by partial compositionsinvolving elements of End of arity smaller than n. Similarly, PF is not a finitely generatedoperad since the twisted parking functions u of size n satisfying ui := 0 for all i ∈ [n − 1]and un := n−1 cannot be obtained by partial compositions involving elements of PF of aritysmaller than n. However, the operad PW is a finitely generated operad:
PROPOSITION 2.1.2. The operad PW is the suboperad of TN generated by {00, 01}.
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Let V be the linear span of all twisted packed words having multiple occurrences of asame letter.
PROPOSITION 2.1.3. The space V is an operad ideal of PW. Moreover, the quotient op-

erad PW/V is the space Per0 of twisted permutations. Finally, for all twisted permutations
u and v, the partial composition map in Per0 can be expressed as

u ◦i v = {u ◦i v if ui = |u| − 1,0K otherwise,
(2.1.4)

where 0K is the null vector of Per0 and the partial composition map ◦i in the right member
of (2.1.4) is the partial composition map of PW.

Here are two examples of compositions in Per0:
20431 ◦1 102 = 0K, (2.1.5a)20431 ◦3 102 = 2054631. (2.1.5b)Let us recall that any minimal generating set of Per (seen as a ns operad) has no elementof arity 3 (see Section 4.1.13 of Chapter 2). Moreover, since the homogeneous componentof arity 3 of Per{01,10}0 is only of dimension 4, any minimal generating set of Per0 has twoelements of arity 3. Therefore, Per0 and Per are not isomorphic as ns operads.2.1.2. A ns operad on planar rooted trees. Let PRT be the ns suboperad of TN generatedby GPRT := {01}.

PROPOSITION 2.1.4. The fundamental basis of PRT is the set of all the words u on the
alphabet N satisfying u1 = 0 and 1 6 ui+1 6 ui + 1 for all i ∈ [|u| − 1].

Let us consider the combinatorial graded collection of all planar rooted trees where thesize of such a tree is its number of nodes (this is the collection PRT defined in Section 2.1.1 ofChapter 1). There is a bijection φPRT between the words of PRT of arity n and planar rootedtrees of size n. To compute φPRT(u) where u is a word of PRT, iteratively insert the letters of
u from left to right according to the following procedure. If |u| = 1, then u = 0 and φPRT(0)is the only planar rooted tree with one node. Otherwise, the insertion of a letter a > 1 intoa planar rooted tree t consists in grafting in t a new node as the rightmost child of the lastnode of depth a − 1 for the depth-first traversal of t. The inverse bijection is computed asfollows. Given a planar rooted tree t of size n, one computes a word of PRT of arity n bylabeling each node of t by its depth and then, by reading its labels following a depth-firsttraversal of t. Since the words of PRT satisfy Proposition 2.1.4, φPRT is well-defined. Hence,we can regard the words of arity n of PRT as planar rooted trees with n nodes. Figure 4.2shows an example of this bijection.Hence, the Hilbert series of PRT satisfies

HPRT(t) = ∑
n>1

1
n

(2n − 2
n − 1

)
tn, (2.1.6)

so that its dimensions are the Catalan numbers.
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0112333212 φPRT−−Ï
01 123 3 32 1 2 ÎÏ

FIGURE 4.2. Interpretation of a word of the ns operad PRT in terms of aplanar rooted tree via the bijection φPRT. The nodes of the planar rootedtree in the middle are labeled by their depth.
In terms of planar rooted trees, the partial composition of PRT can be expressed asfollows:
PROPOSITION 2.1.5. Let s and t be two planar rooted trees and s be the ith node for the

depth-first traversal of s. The composition s ◦i t in PRT amounts to replace s by the root
of t and graft the children of s as rightmost sons of the root of t.

Figure 4.3 shows an example of a partial composition in PRT.
◦2 =

FIGURE 4.3. Interpretation of a partial composition in the ns operad PRT interms of planar rooted trees.
PROPOSITION 2.1.6. The ns operad PRT is isomorphic to the free ns operad generated

by one element of arity 2.

Proposition 2.1.6 also says that PRT is isomorphic to the ns magmatic operad andhence, that PRT is a realization of the magmatic operad. This result is already knownsince in [MY91], Méndez and Yang point out that the species of parenthesizations (binarytrees) and the species of planar rooted trees are isomorphic. This isomorphism implies thatthese species are also isomorphic as ns operads. Moreover, PRT can be seen as a planarversion of the non-associative permutative operad NAP [MY91] (see also [Liv06]) seen asa ns operad, which is an operad involving labeled non-planar rooted trees.2.1.3. A ns operad on k-ary trees. Let k > 0 be an integer and FCat(k) be the ns sub-operad of TN generated by GFCat(k) := {00, 01, . . . , 0k}. It is immediate from the definitionof FCat(k) that for any k > 0, FCat(k) is a ns suboperad of FCat(k+1). Hence, the ns operadsFCat(k) form an increasing sequence (for the inclusion) of ns operads. Note that FCat(0) isisomorphic to the ns associative operad As. Note also that since FCat(1) is generated by 00and 01 and since PRT is generated by 01, PRT is a ns suboperad of FCat(1).
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PROPOSITION 2.1.7. For any k > 0, the fundamental basis of FCat(k) is the set of all the

words u on the alphabet N satisfying u1 = 0 and 0 6 ui+1 6 ui + k for all i ∈ [|u| − 1].
Let us consider the combinatorial graded collection of the k+1-ary trees where thesize of such a tree is its number of internal nodes (this is the collection Ary(k+1)

• definedin Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 1). Let t be a k+1-ary tree of size n. We say that an internalnode x of t is smaller than an internal node y if, in the depth-first traversal of t, x appearsbefore y. We also say that a k+1-ary tree t is well-labeled if its root is labeled by 0, and, foreach internal node x of t labeled by a, the children of x which are not leaves are labeled,from left to right, by a + k, . . . , a + 1, a. There is a unique way to label a k+1-ary treeso that it is well-labeled. There is a bijection φ(k)FCat between the words of FCat(k) of arity nand well-labeled k+1-ary trees of size n. To compute φ(k)FCat(u) where u is a word of FCat(k),iteratively insert the letters of u from left to right according to the following procedure. If
|u| = 1, then u = 0 and φ(k)FCat(u) is the only well-labeled k+1-ary tree of size 1. Otherwise, theinsertion of a letter a > 0 into a well-labeled k+1-ary tree t consists in replacing a leaf of tby the k+1-ary tree s of size 1 labeled by a so that s is the child of the greatest internal nodesuch that the obtained k+1-ary tree is still well-labeled. The inverse bijection is computedas follows. Given a well-labeled k+1-ary tree t, one computes a word of FCat(k) of arity nby reading its labels following a depth-first traversal of t. Since the words of FCat(k) satisfyProposition 2.1.7, φ(k)FCat is well-defined. Hence, we can regard the words of arity n of FCat(k)as k+1-ary trees of size n. Figure 4.4 shows an example of this bijection.

024021121 φ(2)FCat−−−Ï 4 2 0
2 0 1 1 2 1

ÎÏ

FIGURE 4.4. Interpretation of a word of the ns operad FCat(2) in terms of 3-arytrees via the bijection φ(2)FCat. The 3-ary tree in the middle is well-labeled.
Hence, the Hilbert series of FCat(k) satisfies the algebraic relation1−HFCat(k) (t) + tHFCat(k) (t)k+1 = 0, (2.1.7)so that

HFCat(k) (t) = ∑
n>1

1
kn + 1

(
kn + n
n

)
tn. (2.1.8)

In terms of k+1-ary trees, the partial composition of FCat(k) can be expressed as follows:
PROPOSITION 2.1.8. Let s and t be two k+1-ary trees and s be the ith internal node for

the depth-first traversal of s. The composition s ◦i t in FCat(k) amounts to replace s by the
root of t and graft the children of s from right to left on the rightmost leaves of t.

Figure 4.5 shows an example of composition in FCat(2).
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◦1 =
FIGURE 4.5. Interpretation of the partial composition map of the ns operadFCat(2) in terms of 3-ary trees.

THEOREM 2.1.9. For any k > 0, the ns operad FCat(k) admits the presentation
(
GFCat(k) ,R)

where R is the subspace of FO
(
GFCat(k)) generated by the elements

} (0(a + b)) ◦1 } (0a)−} (0a) ◦2 } (0b) , a,b > 0, a + b 6 k. (2.1.9)
Moreover, FCat(k) is a Koszul operad and the set of the GFCat(k) -syntax trees avoiding the
trees } (0(a + b)) ◦1 } (0a) for all a,b > 0 and a + b 6 k is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis
of FCat(k).

It is now natural to ask if FCat(1) is isomorphic to the dendriform operad Dendr of tothe duplicial operad Dup since all these ns operads share the same dimensions. Let us showthat FCat(1) is not isomorphic to Dup nor to Dendr. Assume first that φ : Dup→ FCat(1) is anoperad morphism so that φ(�) = λ100 + λ201 and φ(�) = λ300 + λ401 for some coefficients
λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 of K. Now, Relation (4.2.8a) of Section 4.2.3 of Chapter 2 of the presentationof Dup leads to

φ(�) ◦1 φ(�)− φ(�) ◦2 φ(�) = 0, (2.1.10)
so that

λ21000 + λ1λ2010 + λ1λ2001 + λ22011− λ21000− λ1λ2001− λ1λ2011− λ22012 = 0, (2.1.11)
implying that λ2 = 0. Similarly, Relation (4.2.8c) of the presentation of Dup implies that λ4 = 0.Therefore, we obtain φ(�) = λ100 and φ(�) = λ300, showing that φ is not an isomorphism.Assume now that φ : Dendr → FCat(0) is an operad morphism so that φ(�) = λ100 + λ201and φ(�) = λ300 + λ401 for some coefficients λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 of K. Relation (4.2.18b) ofSection 4.2.6 of Chapter 2 of the presentation of Dendr leads to

φ(�) ◦1 φ(≺)− φ(≺) ◦2 φ(�) = 0, (2.1.12)
so that
λ1λ3000 + λ2λ3010 + λ1λ4001 + λ2λ4011− λ1λ3000− λ1λ4001− λ2λ3011− λ2λ4012 = 0, (2.1.13)

implying that λ2 = 0, or λ3 = 0 = λ4. When λ2 = 0, one has φ(≺) = λ100 and, since λ100 is as-sociative in FCat(1) but ≺ is not associative in Dendr, φ cannot be an isomorphism. Moreover,when λ3 = 0 = λ4, the kernel of φ is nontrivial, showing that φ is not an isomorphism.
Since by Theorem 2.1.9, FCat(k) is binary and quadratic, this ns operad admits a Koszuldual. Let FCat(k)! be the Koszul dual of FCat(k).
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PROPOSITION 2.1.10. For any k > 0, the ns operad FCat(k)! admits the presentation(

GFCat(k) ,R) where R is the subspace of FO
(
GFCat(k)) generated by the elements

} (0(a + b)) ◦1 } (0a)−} (0a) ◦2 } (0b) , a,b > 0, a + b 6 k, (2.1.14a)
} (0a) ◦1 } (0(a + b + 1)) , 0 6 a 6 k, 0 6 b 6 k − 1, a + b + 1 6 k, (2.1.14b)

} (0a) ◦2 } (0b) , 0 6 a 6 k, 0 6 b 6 k, a + b > k + 1. (2.1.14c)
PROPOSITION 2.1.11. For any k > 0, the Hilbert series of the ns operad FCat(k)! can be

expressed as

HFCat(k) ! (t) = t(1− t)k+1 . (2.1.15)
We deduce from Proposition 2.1.11 that

HFCat(k) ! (t) = ∑
n>1

(
n + k − 1

k

)
tn. (2.1.16)

2.1.4. A ns operad on Schröder trees. Let Schr be the ns suboperad of TN generatedby GSchr := {00, 01, 10}. Since G
(1)FCat ⊆ GSchr, FCat(1) is a ns suboperad of Schr. Moreover,since PW is, by Proposition 2.1.2, generated as an operad by {00, 01}, Schr is a ns suboperadof PW.

PROPOSITION 2.1.12. The fundamental basis of Schr is the set of all the words u on the
alphabet N having at least one occurrence of 0 and, for all letter b > 1 of u, there exists
a letter a := b − 1 such that u has a factor avb or bva where v is a word consisting in
letters c satisfying c > b.

Let us consider the combinatorial graded collection of the Schröder trees where the sizeof such a tree is its number of sectors (this is the collection Sus−1(Sch⊥) where Sch⊥ is thecollection defined in Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 1). There is a bijection φSchr between the wordsof Schr of arity n and Schröder trees of size n. To compute φSchr(u) where u is a word ofSchr, factorize u as u = u(1)a . . . au(`) where a is the smallest letter occurring in u and the
u(i), i ∈ [`], are factors of u without a. Then, set

φSchr(u) :=
 if u = ε,
f
(
φSchr (u(1)) , . . . , φSchr (u(`))) otherwise, (2.1.17)

where ε denotes the empty word and f(t1, . . . , t` ) is the Schröder tree consisting in a rootthat has t1, . . . , t` as subtrees from left to right. The inverse bijection is computed as follows.Given a Schröder tree t, one computes a word of Schr by assigning to each sector (xi, xi+1)of s the maximal depth of the common ancestors to the leaves xi and xi+1. The word ofSchr is obtained by reading the labels from left to right. Since the words of Schr satisfyProposition 2.1.12, φSchr is well-defined. Figure 4.6 shows an example of this bijection.
Hence, the Hilbert series of Schr satisfies the algebraic relation

t + (3t − 1)HSchr(t) + 2tHSchr(t)2 = 0 (2.1.18)
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FIGURE 4.6. Interpretation of a word of the ns operad Schr in terms ofSchröder trees via the bijection φSchr.
so that its first dimensions are1, 3, 11, 45, 197, 903, 4279, 20793, (2.1.19)forming Sequence A001003 of [Slo].It is possible to use the bijection φSchr to express the partial composition of Schr in termsof Schröder trees. We shall not describe it here but Figure 4.7 shows an example of such acomposition.

◦6 =
FIGURE 4.7. Interpretation of the partial composition map of the ns operadSchr in terms of Schröder trees.

THEOREM 2.1.13. The ns operad Schr admits the presentation (GSchr,R) where R is the
subspace of FO (GSchr) generated by the elements

} (00) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.20a)
} (01) ◦1 } (10)−} (10) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.20b)
} (00) ◦1 } (01)−} (00) ◦2 } (10) , (2.1.20c)
} (01) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.20d)
} (00) ◦1 } (10)−} (10) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.20e)
} (01) ◦1 } (01)−} (01) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.20f)
} (10) ◦1 } (00)−} (10) ◦2 } (10) . (2.1.20g)

Moreover, Schr is a Koszul operad and the set of the GSchr-syntax trees avoiding the trees
} (00) ◦1 } (00), } (01) ◦1 } (10), } (00) ◦1 } (01), } (01) ◦1 } (00), } (00) ◦1 } (10), } (01) ◦1 } (01),
and } (10) ◦2 } (10) is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of Schr.

Since by Theorem 2.1.13, Schr is binary and quadratic, this ns operad admits a Koszuldual. Let Schr! be the Koszul dual of Schr.

http://oeis.org/A001003
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PROPOSITION 2.1.14. The ns operad Schr! admits the presentation (GSchr,R) where R

is the subspace of FO (GSchr) generated by the elements

} (00) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.21a)
} (01) ◦1 } (10)−} (10) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.21b)
} (00) ◦1 } (01)−} (00) ◦2 } (10) , (2.1.21c)
} (01) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.21d)
} (00) ◦1 } (10)−} (10) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.21e)
} (01) ◦1 } (01)−} (01) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.21f)
} (10) ◦1 } (00)−} (10) ◦2 } (10) , (2.1.21g)

} (10) ◦1 } (01) , (2.1.21h)
} (10) ◦1 } (10) , (2.1.21i)
} (01) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.21j)
} (01) ◦2 } (10) . (2.1.21k)

PROPOSITION 2.1.15. For any k > 0, the Hilbert series of the ns operad Schr! can be
expressed as

HSchr! (t) = t(1− t)(1− 2t) . (2.1.22)
We deduce from Proposition 2.1.15 that

HSchr! (t) = ∑
n>1(2n − 1)tn. (2.1.23)

2.1.5. A ns operad on Motzkin words. Let Motz be the ns suboperad of TN generatedby GMotz := {00, 010}. Since 00 and 010 are elements of FCat(1), Motz is a ns suboperad ofFCat(1). Moreover, since G
(0)FCat ⊆ GMotz , FCat(0) is a ns suboperad of Motz.

PROPOSITION 2.1.16. The fundamental basis of Motz is the set of all the words u on the
alphabet N beginning and starting by 0 and such that |ui − ui+1| 6 1 for all i ∈ [|u| − 1].

A Motzkin word is a word u on the alphabet {−1, 0, 1} such that the sum of all letters of
u is 0 and, for any prefix u′ of u, the sum of all letters of u′ is a nonnegative integer. Thesize |u| of a Motzkin word u is its length plus 1. In the sequel, we shall denote by 1̄ the letter
−1. We can represent a Motzkin word u graphically by a Motzkin path that is the path in
N2 connecting the points (0, 0) and (n, 0) obtained by drawing a step (1,−1) (resp. (1, 0), (1, 1))for each letter 1̄ (resp. 0, 1) of u. There is a bijection φMotz between the words of Motz ofarity n and Motzkin words of size n. To compute φMotz(u) where u is an word of Motz(n),build the word v of length n − 1 satisfying vi := ui+1 − ui for all i ∈ [n − 1]. The inversebijection is computed as follows. The word of Motz in bijection with a Motzkin word v isthe word u such that ui is the sum of the letters of the prefix v1 . . . vi−1 of v, for all i ∈ [n].Since the words of Motz satisfy Proposition 2.1.16, φMotz is well-defined. Figure 4.8 shows anexample of this bijection.
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001123221010 φMotz−−−Ï 010111̄01̄1̄11̄ ÎÏ

FIGURE 4.8. Interpretation of a word of the ns operad Motz in terms ofMotzkin words and Motzkin paths via the bijection φMotz .
Hence, the Hilbert series of Motz satisfies the algebraic relation

t + (t − 1)HMotz(t) + tHMotz(t)2 = 0 (2.1.24)
so that its first dimensions are 1, 1, 2, 4, 9, 21, 51, 127, (2.1.25)forming Sequence A001006.

In terms of Motzkin words, the partial composition of Motz can be expressed as follows:
PROPOSITION 2.1.17. Let u and v be two Motzkin words where u is of size n, and i ∈ [n]

be an integer. Then the composition u ◦i v in Motz amounts to insert v at the ith position
into u.

Figure 4.9 shows an example of composition in Motz.
◦4 =

FIGURE 4.9. Interpretation of the partial composition map of the ns operadMotz in terms of Motzkin paths.
THEOREM 2.1.18. The ns operad Motz admits the presentation (GMotz,R) where R is

the subspace of FO (GMotz) generated by the elements

} (00) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.26a)
} (010) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (010) , (2.1.26b)
} (00) ◦1 } (010)−} (010) ◦3 } (00) , (2.1.26c)
} (010) ◦1 } (010)−} (010) ◦3 } (010) . (2.1.26d)

Moreover, Motz is a Koszul operad and the set of the GMotz-syntax trees avoiding the trees
} (00)◦1} (00), } (010)◦1} (00), } (00)◦1} (010), and } (010)◦1} (010) is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-
Witt basis of Motz.

http://oeis.org/A001006
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2.1.6. A ns operad on compositions. Let Comp be the ns suboperad of TN2 generatedby GComp := {00, 01}. Since FCat(1) is the ns suboperad of TN generated by G

(1)FCat = {00, 01},and since TN2 is a quotient of TN, Comp is a quotient of FCat(1).
PROPOSITION 2.1.19. The fundamental basis of Comp is the set of all the words on the

alphabet {0, 1} beginning by 0.

PROOF. It is immediate, from the definition of Comp and Lemma 4.1.3 of Chapter 2, thatany element of this ns operad starts by 0 since its generators 00 and 01 all start by 0.Let us now show by induction on the length of the words that Comp contains any word
u satisfying the statement. This is true when |u| = 1. When n := |u| > 2, let us observe thatif u only consists in letters 0, Comp contains u because u can be obtained by composing thegenerator 00 with itself. Otherwise, u has at least one occurrence of 1. Since its first letteris 0, there is in u a factor uiui+1 = 01. By setting v := u1 . . . uiui+2 . . . un , we have u = v ◦i 01.Since v satisfies the statement, by induction hypothesis Comp contains v. Hence, Comp alsocontains u. �

Let us consider the combinatorial graded collection of the compositions where the size ofsuch a composition is the sum of its parts (this is the collection Comp defined in Section 1.2.3of Chapter 1. The ith box of a ribbon diagram of a composition λ is the ith encountered boxby traversing λ column by column from left to right and from top to bottom. The transposeof λ is the ribbon diagram obtained by applying to λ the reflection through the line passingby its first and its last boxes. There is a bijection φComp between the words of Comp ofarity n and ribbon diagrams of compositions of size n. To compute φComp(u) where u is aword of Comp, iteratively insert the letters of u from left to right according to the followingprocedure. If |u| = 1, then u = 0 and φComp(0) is the only ribbon diagram consisting in onebox. Otherwise, the insertion of a letter a into λ consists in adding a new box below (resp.to the right of) the right bottommost box of λ if a = 1 (resp. a = 0). The inverse bijectionis computed as follows. Given a ribbon diagram λ of a composition of size n, one computesa word of Comp of arity n by labeling the first box of λ by 0 and the ith box b by 0 if the(i − 1)st box is on the left of b or by 1 otherwise, for any 1 6 i 6 n. The correspondingword of Comp is obtained by reading the labels of λ from top to bottom and left to right.Since the words of Comp satisfy Proposition 2.1.19, φComp is well-defined. Hence, we canregard the words of arity n of Comp as ribbon diagrams with n boxes. Figure 4.10 showsan example of this bijection.Hence, the Hilbert series of Comp satisfies
HComp(t) = ∑

n>1 2n−1tn. (2.1.27)
In terms of ribbon diagrams, the partial composition of Comp can be expressed asfollows:
PROPOSITION 2.1.20. Let λ and µ be two ribbon diagrams, i be an integer, and c be the

ith box of λ. Then, the composition λ ◦i µ in Comp amounts to replace c by µ if c is the
upper box of its column, or to replace c by the transpose ribbon diagram of µ otherwise.
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FIGURE 4.10. Interpretation of a word of the ns operad Comp in terms ofcompositions via the bijection φComp. Boxes of the ribbon diagram in themiddle are labeled.
Figure 4.11 shows two examples of compositions in Comp.

◦4 =
(A) Composition in an upper boxof a column.

◦5 =
(B) Composition in a non-upperbox of a column.

FIGURE 4.11. Interpretation of the partial composition map of the ns operadComp in terms of ribbon diagrams.
THEOREM 2.1.21. The ns operad Comp admits the presentation

(
GComp,R) where R is

the subspace of FO
(
GComp) generated by the elements

} (00) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.28a)
} (01) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.28b)
} (01) ◦1 } (01)−} (01) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.28c)
} (00) ◦1 } (01)−} (01) ◦2 } (01) . (2.1.28d)

Moreover, Comp is a Koszul operad and the set of the GComp-syntax trees avoiding the
trees } (00)◦1} (00), } (01)◦1} (00), } (01)◦1} (01), and } (00)◦1} (01) is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-
Witt basis of Comp.PROOF. Observe first that since the evaluations of all the elements (2.1.28a)—(2.1.28d) are0, for all element x of R, ev(x) = 0. Let now Ñ be the rewrite rule, being an orientation of
R, defined by

00 00 Ñ 00 00 , (2.1.29a)

00 01 Ñ 00 01 , (2.1.29b)
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01 01 Ñ 01 00 , (2.1.29c)

01 00 Ñ 01 01 . (2.1.29d)
Let ; be the closure of Ñ. It is immediate that the map tam (see (2.4.21) of Chapter 1) isa termination invariant for ; so that ; is terminating. Moreover, the normal forms of ;are the GComp-syntax trees which have no internal node with an internal node as left child.Hence, the generating series GF; (t) of the normal forms of ; satisfies

GF; (t) = ∑
n>1 2n−1tn. (2.1.30)

By Proposition 2.1.19, GF; (t) also is the Hilbert series of Comp. Hence, by Theorem 4.1.1of Chapter 2, Comp admits the claimed presentation. �

Since by Theorem 2.1.21, Comp is binary and quadratic, this ns operad admits a Koszuldual. Let Comp! be the Koszul dual of Comp.
PROPOSITION 2.1.22. The ns operad Comp is self-dual, that is Comp ' Comp!.
2.1.7. A ns operad on directed animals. Let DA be the ns suboperad of TN3 generatedby GDA := {00, 01}. Since FCat(1) is the ns suboperad of TN generated by G

(1)FCat = {00, 01},and since TN3 is a quotient of TN, DA is a quotient of FCat(1). We denote here by 1̄ therepresentative of the equivalence class of 2 in N3.
PROPOSITION 2.1.23. Let, for any n > 1, B(n) be the set of the words of forming the

fundamental basis of DA(n) and let φDA : B(n)→ {1̄, 0, 1}n−1
be the map defined for any

word u of arity n of DA by

φDA(u) := (u1 ∗ u2) (u2 ∗ u3) . . . (un−1 ∗ un) , (2.1.31)
where ui ∗ ui+1 := ui+1 − ui mod 3 for all i ∈ [n − 1]. Then, φDA is a bijection between the
words of arity n of DA and prefixes of Motzkin words of length n − 1.

Here are two examples of images by φDA of words of DA:
φDA (0111̄1̄01̄01) = 101011̄11, (2.1.32a)

φDA (0100101011̄1) = 11̄011̄11̄111̄. (2.1.32b)
A directed animal is a subset A of N2 such that (0, 0) ∈ A and (i, j) ∈ A with i > 1 or

j > 1 implies (i − 1, j) ∈ A or (i, j − 1) ∈ A. The size of a directed animal A is its cardinality.Figure 4.12 shows a directed animal.
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FIGURE 4.12. A directed animal of size 21. The point (0, 0) is the lowest andleftmost point.
According to [GBV88], there is a bijection α between the set of prefixes of Motzkin wordsof length n − 1 and the set of directed animals of size n. Hence, by Proposition 2.1.23, themap α ◦ φDA is a bijection between the words of DA of arity n and directed animals of size

n. Therefore, DA can be seen as a ns operad on directed animals.
Hence, the Hilbert series of DA satisfies the algebraic relation

t + (3t − 1)HDA(t) + (3t − 1)HDA(t)2 = 0 (2.1.33)
so that its first dimensions are

1, 2, 5, 13, 35, 96, 267, 750, 2123, (2.1.34)
forming Sequence A005773 of [Slo].

THEOREM 2.1.24. The ns operad DA admits the presentation (GDA,R) where R is the
subspace of FO (GDA) generated by the elements

} (00) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.35a)
} (01) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.35b)
} (01) ◦1 } (01)−} (01) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.35c)

(} (00) ◦1 } (01)) ◦2 } (01)− (} (01) ◦2 } (01)) ◦3 } (01) . (2.1.35d)
Moreover, the set of the GDA-syntax trees avoiding the trees } (00) ◦1} (00), } (01) ◦1} (00),
} (01) ◦2 } (00), (} (01) ◦2 } (01)) ◦3 } (01) is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of DA.

Since the nontrivial relation (2.1.35d) has degree 3, the presentation of DA exhibited byTheorem 2.1.24 is not quadratic.
2.1.8. A ns operad on segmented compositions. Let SComp be the ns suboperad ofTN3 generated by GSComp := {00, 01, 02}. Since FCat(2) is the ns suboperad of TN generatedby G

(2)FCat = {00, 01, 02}, and since TN3 is a quotient of TN, SComp is a quotient of FCat(2).Moreover, since DA is generated by GDA ⊆ GSComp, DA is a ns suboperad of SComp.
PROPOSITION 2.1.25. The fundamental basis of SComp is the set of all the words on the

alphabet {0, 1, 2} beginning by 0.

http://oeis.org/A005773
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A segmented composition is a sequence (λ1, . . . ,λ` ) of compositions λi , i ∈ [`]. The sizeof a segmented composition is the sum of the sizes of the compositions constituting it. Weshall represent a segmented composition λ by a ribbon diagram, that is the diagram con-sisting in the sequence of the ribbon diagrams of the compositions that constitute λ. Thereis a bijection between the words of SComp of arity n and ribbon diagrams of segmentedcompositions of size n. To compute φSComp(u) where u is a word of SComp, factorize u as

x = 0u(1) . . . 0u(`) such that for any i ∈ [`], the factor u(i) has no occurrence of 0, and com-pute the sequence (φComp (0ū(1)) , . . . , φComp (0ū(`))), where for any i ∈ [`], ū(i) is the wordobtained from u(i) by decreasing all letters. The inverse bijection is computed as follows.Given a ribbon diagram λ := (λ1, . . . ,λ` ) of a segmented composition of size n, one computesa word of SComp of arity n by computing the sequence (u(1), . . . , u(`)) where for any i ∈ [|`|],
u(i) is the word of Comp obtained by applying the inverse bijection of φComp to λi , then byincrementing in each u(i) all letters, excepted the first one, and finally by concatenating thewords of the sequence together. Since the words of SComp satisfy Proposition 2.1.25, φSCompis well-defined. Figure 4.13 shows an example of this bijection.

0102012210 φSComp−−−−Ï 0 0 01 0 011 0
0 ÎÏ

FIGURE 4.13. Interpretation of a word of the operad SComp in terms of a seg-mented composition via the bijection φSComp. Boxes of the ribbon diagramin the middle are labeled.
Hence, the Hilbert of SComp satisfies

HSComp(t) = ∑
n>1 3n−1tn. (2.1.36)

In terms of ribbon diagrams, the partial composition of SComp can be expressed asfollows:
THEOREM 2.1.26. The ns operad SComp admits the presentation

(
GSComp,R) where R

is the subspace of FO
(
GSComp) generated by the elements

} (00) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.37a)
} (01) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.37b)
} (01) ◦1 } (01)−} (01) ◦2 } (00) , (2.1.37c)
} (00) ◦1 } (01)−} (01) ◦2 } (02) , (2.1.37d)
} (01) ◦1 } (02)−} (02) ◦2 } (02) , (2.1.37e)
} (00) ◦1 } (02)−} (02) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.37f)
} (02) ◦1 } (00)−} (00) ◦2 } (02) , (2.1.37g)
} (02) ◦1 } (01)−} (01) ◦2 } (01) , (2.1.37h)
} (02) ◦1 } (02)−} (02) ◦2 } (00) . (2.1.37i)
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Moreover, SComp is a Koszul operad and the set of the GSComp-syntax trees avoiding the
trees} (00)◦1} (00), } (01)◦1} (00), } (01)◦1} (01), } (00)◦1} (01), } (01)◦1} (02), } (00)◦1} (02),
} (02)◦1} (00), } (02)◦1} (01), and } (02)◦1} (02) is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of SComp.

Since by Theorem 2.1.26, SComp is binary and quadratic, this ns operad admits a Koszuldual. Let SComp! be the Koszul dual of SComp.
PROPOSITION 2.1.27. The ns operad SComp is self-dual, that is SComp ' SComp!.
2.2. Operads from the max monoid. We shall denote by M the monoid N with thebinary operation max as product. Note that the ns suboperad of TM generated by {aa}where a ∈ M are all isomorphic to the ns associative operad As. The operads constructedin this section fit into the diagram of ns operads represented by Figure 4.14. Table 4.2summarizes some information about these ns operads.

TM
Tr
Di
As

FIGURE 4.14. The diagram of ns suboperads and quotients of TM. Arrows�(resp. �) are injective (resp. surjective) ns operad morphisms.
Monoid Ns operad Generators First dimensions Combinatorial objects
M

Di 01, 10 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Binary words with exactly one 0Tr 00, 01, 10 1, 3, 7, 15, 31 Binary words with at least one 0
TABLE 4.2. Ground monoids, generators, first dimensions, and combinatorialobjects involved in the ns suboperads of TM.

2.2.1. The diassociative operad. Let Di be the ns suboperad of TM generated by GDi :=
{01, 10}.

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. The fundamental basis of Di is the set of all the words on the
alphabet {0, 1} containing exactly one 0.

The diassociative operad Dias [Lod01] is a ns operad whose definition is recalled inSection 4.2.5 of Chapter 2.
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PROPOSITION 2.2.2. The ns operad Di and the ns diassociative operad Dias are isomor-

phic and the map
φ : Dias→ Di (2.2.1)

satisfying φ(a) = 01 and φ(`) = 10 is an isomorphism of operads.

Proposition 2.2.2 also shows that Di is a realization of the ns diassociative operad.2.2.2. The triassociative operad. Let Tr be the ns suboperad of TM generated by GTr :=
{00, 01, 10}. Since GDi ⊆ GTr, Di is a ns suboperad of Tr.

PROPOSITION 2.2.3. The fundamental basis of Tr is the set of all the words on the
alphabet {0, 1} containing at least one 0.

The triassociative operad Trias is a ns operad introduced in [LR04].
PROPOSITION 2.2.4. The ns operad Tr and the ns triassociative operad Trias are iso-

morphic and the map
φ : Trias→ Tr (2.2.2)

satisfying φ(a) = 01, φ(`) = 10, and φ(⊥) = 00 is an isomorphism.

Proposition 2.2.4 also shows that Tr is a realization of the ns triassociative operad.
Concluding remarksWe have presented here the functorial construction T producing an operad given amonoid. As we have seen, this construction is very rich from a combinatorial point of viewsince most of the obtained operads coming from usual monoids involve a wide range ofcombinatorial objects. There are various ways to continue this work. Let us address herethe main directions.In the first place, it appears that we have somewhat neglected the fact that T is a functorto operads and not only to ns ones. Indeed, except for the operads End, PF, PW, andPer0, we only have regarded the obtained operads as ns ones. Computer experiments letus think that the dimensions of the operads PRT, FCat(2), Motz, DA and SComp seen assymmetric ones are, respectively, Sequences A052882, A050351, A032181, A101052, and

A001047 of [Slo]. Bijections between elements of these operads and combinatorial objectsenumerated by these sequences, together with presentations by generators and relations inthis symmetric context, would be worth studying.Another line of research is the following. It is well-known that the Koszul dual of theoperads Dias and Trias are respectively the dendriform Dendr [Lod01] and the tridendriformTDendr [LR04] operads. Since the operads Di and Tr, obtained from the T construction, arerespectively isomorphic to the operads Dias and Trias, we can ask if there are generalizationsof Di and Tr so that their Koszul duals provide generalizations of the operads Dendr andTDendr. It turns out that it is the case and Chapter 5 contains our research and results aboutthis subject.

http://oeis.org/A052882
http://oeis.org/A050351
http://oeis.org/A032181
http://oeis.org/A101052
http://oeis.org/A001047




CHAPTER 5
Pluriassociative and polydendriform operads

The content of this chapter comes from [Gir16c] and [Gir16d].

IntroductionAssociative algebras play an obvious and primary role in algebraic combinatorics. Letus cite for instance the algebra of symmetric functions [Mac15] involving integer partitions,the algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions [GKL+95] involving integer compo-sitions, the Malvenuto-Reutenauer algebra of free quasi-symmetric functions [MR95] (seealso [DHT02]) involving permutations, the Loday-Ronco Hopf algebra of binary trees [LR98](see also [HNT05]), and the Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebra of forests of rooted trees [CK98].There are several ways to understand and to gather information about such structures andtheir associative operations. A very fruitful strategy consists in splitting an associative prod-uct ? into two separate operations ≺ and � in such a way that ? turns to be the sum of
≺ and � (see Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 2 about the sum of operations). One of the mostobvious example occurs by considering the shuffle product on words (see Section 2.3.1 ofChapter 2). Indeed, this product can be separated into two operations according to the ori-gin (first or second operand) of the last letter of the words appearing in the result [Ree58].Other main examples include the split of the shifted shuffle product of permutations of theMalvenuto-Reutenauer Hopf algebra and of the product of binary trees of the Loday-RoncoHopf algebra [Foi07]. The original formalization and the germs of generalization of thesenotions, due to Loday [Lod01], lead to the introduction of dendriform algebras. Dendriformalgebras are vector spaces endowed with two operations ≺ and � so that ≺ + � is associa-tive and satisfy some few other relations. Since any dendriform algebra is a quotient of acertain free dendriform algebra, the study of free dendriform algebras is worth considering.Besides, the description of free dendriform algebras has a nice combinatorial interpretationinvolving binary trees and shuffle of binary trees.

In recent years, several generalizations of dendriform algebras were introduced andstudied. Among these, one can cite tridendriform algebras [LR04], quadri-algebras [AL04],ennea-algebras [Ler04], m-dendriform algebras of Leroux [Ler07], and m-dendriform alge-bras of Novelli [Nov14], all providing new ways to split associative products into more thantwo pieces. Besides, free objects in the corresponding categories of these algebras can bedescribed by relatively complex combinatorial objects and more or less tricky operations onthese. For instance, free tridendriform algebras involve Schröder trees, free quadri-algebras
153
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involve noncrossing connected graphs on a circle, and free m-dendriform algebras of Ler-oux and free m-dendriform algebras of Novelli involve planar rooted trees where internalnodes have a constant number of children.

The first goal of this chapter is to define and justify a new generalization of dendriformalgebras, using the point of view offered by the theory of operads. Our long term primaryobjective is to develop new implements to split associative products in smaller pieces. Weuse the approach consisting in considering the diassociative operad Dias [Lod01], the Koszuldual of the dendriform operad Dendr, rather that focusing on Dendr. Since Dias admitsa description far simpler than Dendr, starting by constructing a generalization of Dias toobtain a generalization of Dendr by Koszul duality is a convenient path to explore. To obtaina generalization of the diassociative operad, we exploit the general functorial constructionT producing an operad from any monoid (see Chapter 4). We show here that this functorT provides an original construction for the diassociative operad. In the present chapter, werely on T to construct the operads Diasγ , where γ is a nonnegative integer, in such a waythat Dias1 = Dias.
The operads Diasγ , called γ-pluriassociative operads, are operads defined on the linearspan of some words on the alphabet {0} t [γ]. By computing the Koszul dual of Diasγ , weobtain the operads Dendrγ , satisfying Dendr1 = Dendr. The operads Dendrγ govern thecategory of the so-called γ-polydendriform algebras, that are algebras with 2γ operations

↼a , ⇀a , a ∈ [γ], satisfying some relations. Free algebras in these categories involve binarytrees where all edges connecting two internal nodes are labeled on [γ]. These algebrasare endowed with 2γ products described by induction and can be seen as kinds of shuffleof trees, generalizing the shuffle of trees introduced by Loday [Lod01] intervening in theconstruction of free dendriform algebras. Moreover, the introduction of γ-polydendriformalgebras offers to split an associative product ? by
? =↼1 + ⇀1 + · · ·+ ↼γ + ⇀γ , (0.0.1)

with, among others, the stiffening conditions that all partial sums
↼1 + ⇀1 + · · ·+ ↼a + ⇀a (0.0.2)

are associative for all a ∈ [γ]. Besides, this work naturally leads to the consideration and thedefinition of numerous operads. Table 5.1 summarizes some information about these.
This work is organized as follows. Section 1 is devoted to the introduction and thecomplete study of the operads Diasγ , and in Section 2, algebras over Diasγ are studied. InSection 3 we presents an analogous generalization Triasγ of the triassociative operad [LR04].The study of Dendrγ is performed in Section 4, where we provide several presentations ofthis operad and a construction of free γ-polydendriform algebras. Section 5 extends a partof the operadic butterfly [Lod01,Lod06]. This extension contains the operads Diasγ , Dendrγ ,and two generalizations Asγ and DAsγ of the associative operad, Koszul duals one of theother. Finally, in Section 6, we sustain our previous ideas to propose still new generalizationsof some more operads like the operad Dupγ generalizing the duplicial operad [Lod08] andthe operad TDendrγ generalizing the tridendriform operad. We also then define the operads
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Operad Bases Dimensions Symmetric
Diasγ Some words on {0} t [γ] nγn−1 NoDendrγ γ-edge valued binary trees γn−1 cat(n) NoAsγ γ-corollas γ No
DAsγ γ-alternating Schröder trees n−2∑

k=0 γk+1(γ − 1)n−k−2 nar(n, k) No
Dupγ γ-edge valued binary trees γn−1 cat(n) NoTriasγ Some words on {0} t [γ] (γ + 1)n − γn No

TDendrγ γ-edge valued Schröder trees n−1∑
k=0(γ + 1)kγn−k−1 nar(n + 1, k) No

Comγ — — YesZinγ — — Yes
TABLE 5.1. The main operads constructed in this chapter. All these dependon a nonnegative integer parameter γ. The shown dimensions are the onesof their homogeneous components of arities n > 2.

Comγ , Lieγ , Zinγ , and Leibγ , that are respective generalizations of the commutative operad,the Lie operad, the Zinbiel operad [Lod95] and the Leibniz operad [Lod93].
Note. This chapter deals mostly with ns operads. For this reason, “operad” means “nsoperad”.

1. Pluriassociative operadsWe define here one of the main object of this chapter: a generalization on a nonnegativeinteger parameter γ of the diassociative operad (see [Lod01] or Section 4.2.6 of Chapter 2).We provide a complete study of this new operad.
1.1. Construction and first properties. Our generalization of the diassociative operadpasses through the functor T (see Section 1.1 of Chapter 4). We begin here by describing abasis and by establishing the Hilbert series of our generalization.1.1.1. Construction. For any integer γ > 0, letMγ be the monoid {0}t[γ] with the binaryoperation max as product, denoted by ↓. We define the γ-pluriassociative operad Diasγ asthe suboperad of TMγ generated by

GDiasγ := {0a, a0 : a ∈ [γ]}. (1.1.1)By definition, Diasγ is the linear span of all the words that can be obtained by partial com-positions of words of GDiasγ . We have, for instance,Dias2(1) = K 〈{0}〉 , (1.1.2a)
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Dias2(2) = K 〈{01, 02, 10, 20}〉 , (1.1.2b)

Dias2(3) = K 〈{011, 012, 021, 022, 101, 102, 201, 202, 110, 120, 210, 220}〉 , (1.1.2c)
and, as examples of partial compositions in Dias3,

211201 ◦4 31103 = 2113222301, (1.1.3a)
111101 ◦3 20 = 1121101, (1.1.3b)
1013 ◦2 210 = 121013. (1.1.3c)

1.1.2. First properties. In the first place, observe that Dias1 is the operad Di defined inChapter 4. For this reason, Dias1 is the diassociative operad Dias. Moreover, observe thatDias0 is the trivial operad and that Diasγ is a suboperad of Diasγ+1. Then, for all integers
γ > 0, the operads Diasγ are generalizations of the diassociative operad. Besides, it followsimmediately from the definition of Diasγ as a suboperad of TMγ that its fundamental basisis a set-operad basis. Indeed, any partial composition of two basis elements of Diasγ givesrises to exactly one basis element.

1.1.3. Elements and dimensions.

PROPOSITION 1.1.1. For any integer γ > 0, the fundamental basis of Diasγ is the set of
all the words on the alphabet {0} t [γ] containing exactly one occurrence of 0.

We deduce from Proposition 1.1.1 that the Hilbert series of Diasγ satisfies
HDiasγ (t) = t(1− γt)2 (1.1.4)

and that for all n > 1, dim Diasγ(n) = nγn−1. For instance, the first dimensions of Dias1,Dias2, Dias3, and Dias4 are respectively
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, (1.1.5a)

1, 4, 12, 32, 80, 192, 448, 1024, 2304, 5120, 11264, (1.1.5b)
1, 6, 27, 108, 405, 1458, 5103, 17496, 59049, 196830, 649539, (1.1.5c)

1, 8, 48, 256, 1280, 6144, 28672, 131072, 589824, 2621440, 11534336. (1.1.5d)
The second one is Sequence A001787, the third one is Sequence A027471, and the last oneis Sequence A002697 of [Slo].

1.2. Additional properties. We exhibit here, among others, two presentations of Diasγand establish the fact that it is a Koszul operad.

http://oeis.org/A001787
http://oeis.org/A027471
http://oeis.org/A002697
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1.2.1. Presentation by generators and relations. For any a ∈ [γ], let us denote by aa(resp. `a) the generator 0a (resp. a0) of Diasγ .
THEOREM 1.2.1. For any integer γ > 0, the operad Diasγ admits the presentation(

GDiasγ ,RDiasγ) where RDiasγ is the space induced by the equivalence relation ↔γ satis-
fying

} (aa) ◦1 } (`a′ )↔γ } (`a′ ) ◦2 } (aa) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.1a)
} (aa) ◦1 } (ab)↔γ } (aa) ◦2 } (`b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.1b)
} (`a) ◦1 } (ab)↔γ } (`a) ◦2 } (`b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.1c)
} (ab) ◦1 } (aa)↔γ } (aa) ◦2 } (ab) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.1d)
} (`a) ◦1 } (`b)↔γ } (`b) ◦2 } (`a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.1e)

} (ad) ◦1 } (ad)↔γ } (ad) ◦2 } (ac)↔γ } (ad) ◦2 } (`c) , c 6 d ∈ [γ], (1.2.1f)
} (`d) ◦1 } (ac)↔γ } (`d) ◦1 } (`c)↔γ } (`d) ◦2 } (`d) , c 6 d ∈ [γ]. (1.2.1g)

Our proof of Theorem 1.2.1 does not follow the usual technique consisting in providinga convergent orientation Ñγ of ↔γ and proving that its closure ;γ admits as many normalforms of arity n as basis words of Diasγ(n) (as for instance in Chapter 4). Instead, weconsider the evaluation morphism
ev : FO

(
GDiasγ)→ Diasγ , (1.2.2)

and show that its kernel is generated by RDiasγ . This strategy uses the noteworthy fact thatthe image of a GDiasγ -syntax tree t can be computed as follows. We say that an integer
a ∈ {0} t [γ] is eligible for a leaf x of t if a = 0 or there is an ancestor y of x labeled by aa(resp. `a) and x is in the right (resp. left) subtree of y. The image of x is its greatest eligibleinteger. Now, ev(t) is the word obtained by considering, from left to right, the images of theleaves of t (see Figure 5.1).

a4
`2

`1
`3

`2
a1
`4

`3
a1
a2

a2

3 4 0
1 2

2
3 3

2 2 4 2
FIGURE 5.1. A GDiasγ -syntax tree t where the images of its leaves are shown.This tree satisfies ev(t) = 340122332242.
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The space of relations RDiasγ of Diasγ exhibited by Theorem 1.2.1 can be rephrased in amore compact way as the space generated by

} (aa) ◦1 } (`a′ )−} (`a′ ) ◦2 } (aa) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.3a)
} (aa) ◦1 } (aa↓a′ )−} (aa) ◦2 } (`a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.3b)
} (`a) ◦1 } (aa′ )−} (`a) ◦2 } (`a↓a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.3c)
} (aa↓a′ ) ◦1 } (aa)−} (aa) ◦2 } (aa′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.3d)
} (`a) ◦1 } (`a′ )−} (`a↓a′ ) ◦2 } (`a) , a, a′ ∈ [γ]. (1.2.3e)1.2.2. Koszulity.

THEOREM 1.2.2. For any integer γ > 0, Diasγ is a Koszul operad and the set of the
GDiasγ -syntax trees avoiding the trees

} (`a′ ) ◦2 } (aa) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.4a)
} (aa) ◦2 } (`a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.4b)
} (`a) ◦1 } (aa′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.4c)
} (aa) ◦2 } (aa′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.4d)
} (`a) ◦1 } (`a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.4e)

is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of Diasγ .

1.2.3. Miscellaneous properties. We list some secondary properties of Diasγ . The defi-nitions of these properties can be found in Section 4.1 of Chapter 2.
PROPOSITION 1.2.3. For any integer γ > 0, the group of symmetries of Diasγ contains

the linear map sending any word of Diasγ to its mirror image.

PROPOSITION 1.2.4. For any integer γ > 0, the fundamental basis of Diasγ is a basic
set-operad basis.

PROPOSITION 1.2.5. For any integer γ > 0, Diasγ is a nontrivially rooted operad for the
root map sending any word of Diasγ to the position of its 0.

1.2.4. Alternative basis. Let 4γ be the order relation on the underlying set of Diasγ(n),
n > 1, where for all words x and y of Diasγ of a same arity n, we have

x 4γ y if xi 6 yi for all i ∈ [n]. (1.2.5)This order relation allows to define for all words x of Diasγ the elementsK(γ)
x := ∑

x4γx′
µγ(x, x′)x′, (1.2.6)

where µγ is the Möbius function of the poset defined by 4γ . For instance,K(2)102 = 102− 202, (1.2.7a)K(3)102 = K(4)102 = 102− 103− 202 + 203, (1.2.7b)K(3)23102 = 23102− 23103− 23202 + 23203− 33102 + 33103 + 33202− 33203. (1.2.7c)
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Since, by Möbius inversion (see Proposition 1.3.2 of Chapter 2), for any word x of Diasγone has

x = ∑
x4γx′

K(γ)
x′ , (1.2.8)

the family of all K(γ)
x , where the x are words of Diasγ , forms by triangularity a basis of Diasγ ,called the K-basis.Recall that ham(u, v) denotes the Hamming distance between the words u and v of thesame length. For any word x of Diasγ of length n, we denote by Incrγ(x) the set of allwords obtained by incrementing by 1 some letters of x smaller than γ and greater than 0.Proposition 1.1.1 ensures that Incrγ(x) is a set of words of Diasγ .

PROPOSITION 1.2.6. For any integer γ > 0 and any word x of Diasγ ,K(γ)
x = ∑

x′∈Incrγ (x)(−1)ham(x,x′) x′. (1.2.9)
To compute a direct expression for the partial composition of Diasγ over the K-basis,we have to introduce two notations. If x is a word of Diasγ of length nons maller than 2, wedenote by min(x) the smallest letter of x among its letters different from 0. Proposition 1.1.1ensures that min(x) is well-defined. Moreover, for all words x and y of Diasγ , a position isuch that xi 6= 0, and a ∈ [γ], we denote by x ◦a,i y the word x ◦i y in which the 0 comingfrom y is replaced by a instead of xi.
THEOREM 1.2.7. For any integer γ > 0, the partial composition of Diasγ over the K-basis

satisfies, for all words x and y of Diasγ of arities non smaller than 2,

K(γ)
x ◦i K(γ)

y =


K(γ)
x◦iy if min(y) > xi,∑
a∈[xi ,γ] K(γ)

x◦a,iy if min(y) = xi,0 otherwise ( min(y) < xi).
(1.2.10)

We have for instance K(5)20413 ◦1 K(5)304 = K(5)3240413, (1.2.11a)K(5)20413 ◦2 K(5)304 = K(5)2304413, (1.2.11b)K(5)20413 ◦3 K(5)304 = 0, (1.2.11c)K(5)20413 ◦4 K(5)304 = K(5)2043143, (1.2.11d)K(5)20413 ◦5 K(5)304 = K(5)2041334 + K(5)2041344 + K(5)2041354. (1.2.11e)Theorem 1.2.7 implies in particular that the structure coefficients of the partial compo-sition of Diasγ over the K-basis are 0 or 1. It is possible to define another bases of Diasγ byreversing in (1.2.6) the relation 4γ and by suppressing or keeping the Möbius function µγ .This gives obviously rise to three other bases. It is worth to note that, as small computationsreveal, over all these additional bases, the structure coefficients of the partial composition ofDiasγ can be negative or different from 1. This observation makes the K-basis even moreparticular and interesting. It has some other properties, as next section will show.
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1.2.5. Alternative presentation. The K-basis introduced in the previous section leads tostate a new presentation for Diasγ in the following way. For any a ∈ [γ], let us denote by 

a(resp. a) the element K0a (resp. Ka0) of Diasγ . Then, for all a ∈ [γ] we have
aa= ∑

a6b∈[γ]



b (1.2.12a)
and

`a= ∑
a6b∈[γ] b, (1.2.12b)

and by triangularity, the family
G′Diasγ := { a,a: a ∈ [γ]} (1.2.13)is a generating set of Diasγ .

PROPOSITION 1.2.8. For any integer γ > 0, the operad Diasγ admits the presentation(
G′Diasγ ,R′Diasγ

)
where R′Diasγ is the space generated by

} ( a) ◦1 } (a′ )−} (a′ ) ◦2 } ( a) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (1.2.14a)
} (b) ◦1 } (a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.14b)
} ( b) ◦2 } ( a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.14c)
} (b) ◦1 } ( a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.14d)
} ( b) ◦2 } (a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.14e)

} (a) ◦1 } (b)−} (b) ◦2 } (a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.14f)
} ( b) ◦1 } ( a)−} ( a) ◦2 } ( b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.14g)
} (a) ◦1 } ( b)−} (a) ◦2 } (b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.14h)
} ( a) ◦1 } ( b)−} ( a) ◦2 } (b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (1.2.14i)

} (a) ◦1 } (a)−
 ∑
a6b∈[γ]} (a) ◦2 } (b)

 , a ∈ [γ], (1.2.14j)
 ∑
a6b∈[γ]} ( a) ◦1 } ( b)

−} ( a) ◦2 } ( a) , a ∈ [γ], (1.2.14k)
} (a) ◦1 } ( a)−

 ∑
a6b∈[γ]} (b) ◦2 } (a)

 , a ∈ [γ], (1.2.14l)
 ∑
a6b∈[γ]} ( b) ◦1 } ( a)

−} ( a) ◦2 } (a) , a ∈ [γ]. (1.2.14m)
Despite the apparent complexity of the presentation of Diasγ exhibited by Proposi-tion 1.2.8, as we will see in Section 4, the Koszul dual of Diasγ computed from this presentationhas a very simple and manageable expression.
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2. Pluriassociative algebrasWe now focus on algebras over γ-pluriassociative operads. For this purpose, we con-struct free Diasγ -algebras over one generator, and define and study two notions of units forDiasγ -algebras. We end this section by introducing a convenient way to define Diasγ -algebrasand give several examples of such algebras.

2.1. Category of pluriassociative algebras and free objects. Let us study the categoryof Diasγ -algebras and the units for algebras in this category.
2.1.1. Pluriassociative algebras. We call γ-pluriassociative algebra any Diasγ -algebra.From the presentation of Diasγ provided by Theorem 1.2.1, any γ-pluriassociative algebra isa vector space endowed with linear operations aa,`a , a ∈ [γ], satisfying the relations encodedby (1.2.3a)—(1.2.3e).
2.1.2. General definitions. Let P be a γ-pluriassociative algebra. We say that P is com-

mutative if for all x, y ∈ P and a ∈ [γ], x aa y = y `a x. Besides, P is pure for all a, a′ ∈ [γ],
a 6= a′ implies aa 6=aa′ and `a 6=`a′ .Given a subset C of [γ], one can keep on the vector space P only the operations aaand `a such that a ∈ C. By renumbering the indices of these operations from 1 to #C byrespecting their former relative numbering, we obtain a #C-pluriassociative algebra. Wecall it the #C-pluriassociative subalgebra induced by C of P.

2.1.3. Free pluriassociative algebras. Recall that FDiasγ denotes the free Diasγ -algebraover one generator. By definition, FDiasγ is the linear span of the set of the words on {0}t [γ]with exactly one occurrence of 0. Let us endow this space with the linear operations
aa,`a: FDiasγ ⊗FDiasγ →FDiasγ , a ∈ [γ], (2.1.1)

satisfying, for any such words u and v,
u aa v := u ha(v) (2.1.2a)

and
u `a v := ha(u) v, (2.1.2b)where ha(u) (resp. ha(v)) is the word obtained by replacing in u (resp. v) any occurrenceof a letter smaller than a by a.

PROPOSITION 2.1.1. For any integer γ > 0, the vector space FDiasγ of all nonempty words
on {0} t [γ] containing exactly one occurrence of 0 endowed with the operations aa , `a ,
a ∈ [γ], is the free γ-pluriassociative algebra over one generator.

One has for instance in FDias4 ,101241 a2 203 = 101241223, (2.1.3a)
101241 `3 203 = 333343203. (2.1.3b)
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2.2. Bar and wire-units. Loday has defined in [Lod01] some notions of units in dias-sociative algebras. We generalize here these definitions to the context of γ-pluriassociativealgebras.2.2.1. Bar-units. Let P be a γ-pluriassociative algebra and a ∈ [γ]. We say that anelement e of P is an a-bar-unit, or simply a bar-unit when taking into account the value of

a is not necessary, of P if for all x ∈ P,
x aa e = x = e `a x. (2.2.1)As we shall see below, a γ-pluriassociative algebra can have, for a given a ∈ [γ], several

a-bar-units. The a-halo of P, denoted by Haloa(P), is the set of the a-bar-units of P.2.2.2. Wire-units. Let P be a γ-pluriassociative algebra and a ∈ [γ]. We say that anelement e of P is an a-wire-unit, or simply a wire-unit when taking into account the valueof a is not necessary, of P if for all x ∈ P,
e aa x = x = x `a e. (2.2.2)As the following proposition shows, the presence of a wire-unit in P has some implications.

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let γ > 0 be an integer and P be a γ-pluriassociative algebra
admitting a b-wire-unit e for a b ∈ [γ]. Then

(i) for all a ∈ [b], the operations aa , ab , `a , and `b of P are equal;
(ii) e is also an a-wire-unit for all a ∈ [b];

(iii) e is the only wire-unit of P;
(iv) if e′ is an a-bar unit for a a ∈ [b], then e′ = e.

Relying on Proposition 2.2.1, we define the height of a γ-pluriassociative algebra P as 0if P has no wire-unit, otherwise as the greatest integer h ∈ [γ] such that the unique wire-unit
e of P is a h-wire-unit. Observe that any pure γ-pluriassociative algebra has height 0 or 1.

2.3. Construction of pluriassociative algebras. We now present a general way to con-struct γ-pluriassociative algebras. Our construction is a natural generalization of some con-structions introduced by Loday [Lod01] in the context of diassociative algebras. In this sec-tion, we introduce new algebraic structures, the so-called γ-multiprojection algebras, whichare inputs of our construction.2.3.1. Multiassociative algebras. For any integer γ > 0, a γ-multiassociative algebra isa vector space M endowed with linear operations
?a :M⊗M→M, a ∈ [γ], (2.3.1)satisfying, for all x, y, z ∈ M, the relations(x ?a y) ?b z = (x ?b y) ?a′ z = x ?a′′ (y ?b z) = x ?b (y ?a′′′ z), a, a′, a′′, a′′′ 6 b ∈ [γ]. (2.3.2)These algebras are obvious generalizations of associative algebras since all of its operationsare associative. Observe that by (2.3.2), all bracketings of an expression involving elements ofa γ-multiassociative algebra and some of its operations are equal. Then, since the bracketings
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of such expressions are not significant, we shall denote these without parenthesis. In up-coming Section 5, we will study the underlying operads of the category of γ-multiassociativealgebras, called Asγ , for a very specific purpose.If M1 and M2 are two γ-multiassociative algebras, a linear map φ : M1 → M2 is a
γ-multiassociative algebra morphism if it commutes with the operations of M1 and M2.We say that M is commutative when all operations of M are commutative. Besides, for an
a ∈ [γ], an element 1 ofM is an a-unit, or simply a unit when taking into account the valueof a is not necessary, of M if for all x ∈ M, 1 ?a x = x = x ?a 1. When M admits a unit, wesay that M is unital. As the following proposition shows, the presence of a unit in M hassome implications.

PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Let γ > 0 be an integer and M be a γ-multiassociative algebra
admitting a b-unit 1 for a b ∈ [γ]. Then

(i) for all a ∈ [b], the operations ?a and ?b of M are equal;
(ii) 1 is also an a-unit for all a ∈ [b];

(iii) 1 is the only unit of M.

Relying on Proposition 2.3.1, similarly to the case of γ-pluriassociative algebras, we definethe height of a γ-multiassociative algebra M as zero if M has no unit, otherwise as thegreatest integer h ∈ [γ] such that the unit 1 of M is an h-unit.2.3.2. Multiprojection algebras. A γ-multiprojection algebra is a γ-multiassociative al-gebra M endowed with endomorphisms
πa :M→M, a ∈ [γ], (2.3.3)satisfying

πa ◦ πa′ = πa↓a′ , a, a′ ∈ [γ]. (2.3.4)By extension, the height of M is its height as a γ-multiassociative algebra. We say that
M is unital as a γ-multiprojection algebra ifM is unital as a γ-multiassociative algebra andits only, by Proposition 2.3.1, unit 1 satisfies πa(1) = 1 for all a ∈ [h] where h is the heightof M.2.3.3. From multiprojection algebras to pluriassociative algebras. The next result de-scribes how to construct γ-pluriassociative algebras from γ-multiprojection algebras.

THEOREM 2.3.2. For any integer γ > 0 and any γ-multiprojection algebraM, the vector
space M endowed with binary linear operations aa , `a , a ∈ [γ], defined for all x, y ∈ M
by

x aa y := x ?a πa(y) (2.3.5a)
and

x `a y := πa(x) ?a y, (2.3.5b)
where the ?a , a ∈ [γ], are the operations ofM and the πa , a ∈ [γ], are its endomorphisms,
is a γ-pluriassociative algebra, denoted by M(M).
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PROOF. This is a verification of the relations of γ-pluriassociative algebras in M(M). Let

x, y, and z be three elements of M(M) and a, a′ ∈ [γ].By (2.3.2), we have
(x `a′ y) aa z = πa′ (x) ?a′ y ?a πa(z) = x `a′ (y aa z), (2.3.6)

showing that (1.2.3a) is satisfied in M(M).Moreover, by (2.3.2) and (2.3.4), we have
x aa (y `a′ z) = x ?a πa(πa′ (y) ?a′ z)= x ?a πa↓a′ (y) ?a′ πa(z)= x ?a↓a′ πa↓a′ (y) ?a πa(z)= (x aa↓a′ y) aa z,

(2.3.7)
so that (1.2.3b), and for the same reasons (1.2.3c), check out in M(M).Finally, again by (2.3.2) and (2.3.4), we have

x aa (y aa′ z) = x ?a πa(y ?a′ πa′ (z))= x ?a πa(y) ?a′ πa↓a′ (z)= x ?a πa(y) ?a↓a′ πa↓a′ (z)= (x aa y) aa↓a′ z,
(2.3.8)

showing that (1.2.3d), and for the same reasons (1.2.3e), are satisfied in M(M). �

When M is commutative, since for all x, y ∈M(M) and a ∈ [γ],
x aa y = x ?a πa(y) = πa(y) ?a x = y `a x, (2.3.9)

it appears that M(M) is a commutative γ-pluriassociative algebra.
When M is unital, M(M) has several properties, summarized in the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.3.3. Let γ > 0 be an integer,M be a unital γ-multiprojection algebra of

height h. Then, by denoting by 1 the unit of M and by πa , a ∈ [γ], its endomorphisms,

(i) for any a ∈ [h], 1 is an a-bar-unit of M(M);
(ii) for any a 6 b ∈ [h], Haloa(M(M)) is a subset of Halob(M(M));

(iii) for any a ∈ [h], the linear span of Haloa(M(M)) forms an h−a+1-pluriassociative
subalgebra of the h−a+1-pluriassociative subalgebra of M(M) induced by [a, h];

(iv) for any a ∈ [h], πa is the identity map if and only if 1 is an a-wire-unit of M(M).
2.3.4. Examples of constructions of pluriassociative algebras. The construction M ofTheorem 2.3.2 allows to build several γ-pluriassociative algebras. A few examples follow.
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The γ-pluriassociative algebra of positive integers. Let γ > 1 be an integer and considerthe vector space Pos spanned by positive integers, endowed with the operations ?a ,a ∈ [γ],all equal to the operation ↓ extended by linearity and with the endomorphisms πa , a ∈ [γ],linearly defined for any positive integer x by πa(x) := a ↓ x. Then, Pos is a non-unital γ-multiprojection algebra. By Theorem 2.3.2, M(Pos) is a γ-pluriassociative algebra. We havefor instance 2 a3 5 = 5, (2.3.10a)

1 `3 2 = 3. (2.3.10b)We can observe that M(Pos) is commutative, pure, and its 1-halo is {1}. Moreover, when
γ > 2, M(Pos) has no wire-unit and no a-bar-unit for a > 2 ∈ [γ]. This example is importantbecause it provides a counterexample for (ii) of Proposition 2.3.3 in the case when theconstruction M is applied to a non-unital γ-multiprojection algebra.

The γ-pluriassociative algebra of finite sets. Let γ > 1 be an integer and consider thevector space Sets of finite sets of positive integers, endowed with the operations ?a , a ∈ [γ],all equal to the union operation ∪ extended by linearity and with the endomorphisms πa ,
a ∈ [γ], linearly defined for any finite set of positive integers x by πa(x) := x ∩ [a, γ]. Then,Sets is a γ-multiprojection algebra. By Theorem 2.3.2, M(Sets) is a γ-pluriassociative algebra.We have for instance

{2, 4} a3 {1, 3, 5} = {2, 3, 4, 5}, (2.3.11a)
{1, 2, 4} `3 {1, 3, 5} = {1, 3, 4, 5}. (2.3.11b)We can observe that M(Sets) is commutative and pure. Moreover, ∅ is a 1-wire-unit ofM(Sets) and, by Proposition 2.2.1, it is its only wire-unit. Therefore, M(Sets) has height 1.Observe that for any a ∈ [γ], the a-halo of M(Sets) consists in the subsets of [a−1]. Besides,since Sets is a unital γ-multiprojection algebra, M(Sets) satisfies all properties exhibited byProposition 2.3.3.

The γ-pluriassociative algebra of words. Let γ > 1 be an integer and consider the vectorspace Words of the words of positive integers. Let us endow Words with the operations ?a ,
a ∈ [γ], all equal to the concatenation operation extended by linearity and with the endomor-phisms πa , a ∈ [γ], where for any word x of positive integers, πa(x) is the longest subwordof x consisting in letters greater than or equal to a. Then, Words is a γ-multiprojectionalgebra. By Theorem 2.3.2, M(Words) is a γ-pluriassociative algebra. We have for instance

412 a3 14231 = 41243, (2.3.12a)
11 `2 323 = 323. (2.3.12b)We can observe that M(Words) is not commutative and is pure. Moreover, ε is a 1-wire-unit of M(Words) and by Proposition 2.2.1, it is its only wire-unit. Therefore, M(Words) hasheight 1. Observe that for any a ∈ [γ], the a-halo of M(Words) consists in the words onthe alphabet [a − 1]. Besides, since Words is a unital γ-multiprojection algebra, M(Words)satisfies all properties exhibited by Proposition 2.3.3.
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The γ-pluriassociative algebras M(Sets) and M(Words) are related in the following way.Let Icom be the subspace of M(Words) generated by the x − x′ where x and x′ are words ofpositive integers and have the same commutative image. Since Icom is a γ-pluriassociative al-gebra ideal of M(Words), one can consider the quotient γ-pluriassociative algebra CWords :=M(Words)/Icom . Its elements can be seen as commutative words of positive integers.Moreover, let Iocc be the subspace of M(CWords) generated by the x − x′ where x and

x′ are commutative words of positive integers and for any letter a ∈ [γ], a appears in x ifand only if a appears in x′. Since Iocc is a γ-pluriassociative algebra ideal of M(CWords),one can consider the quotient γ-pluriassociative algebra M(CWords)/Iocc . Its elements can beseen as finite subsets of positive integers and we observe that M(CWords)/Iocc = M(Sets).
The γ-pluriassociative algebra of marked words. Let γ > 1 be an integer and considerthe vector space MWords of the words of positive integers where letters can be marked ornot, with at least one occurrence of a marked letter. We denote by ā any marked letter aand we say that the value of ā is a. Let us endow MWords with the linear operations ?a ,

a ∈ [γ], where for all words u and v of MWords, u ?a v is obtained by concatenating u and
v, and by replacing therein all marked letters by c̄ where c := max(u) ↓ a ↓ max(v) wheremax(u) (resp. max(v)) denotes the greatest value among the marked letters of u (resp. v).For instance, 21̄313̄ ?2 34̄1̄21 = 24̄314̄34̄4̄21, (2.3.13a)2̄111̄ ?3 342̄ = 3̄113̄343̄. (2.3.13b)We also endow MWords with the endomorphisms πa , a ∈ [γ], where for any word u ofMWords, πa(u) is obtained by replacing in u any occurrence of a nonmarked letter smallerthan a by a. For instance,

π3 (22̄144̄35̄) = 32̄344̄35̄. (2.3.14)One can show without difficulty that MWords is a γ-multiprojection algebra. By Theo-rem 2.3.2, M(MWords) is a γ-pluriassociative algebra. We have for instance32̄5 a3 44̄1 = 34̄544̄3, (2.3.15a)13̄41̄3 `2 312̄31̄1 = 23̄43̄3313̄33̄1. (2.3.15b)We can observe that M(MWords) is not commutative, pure, and has no wire-units neitherbar-units.
The free γ-pluriassociative algebra over one generator. Let γ > 0 be an integer. Wegive here a construction of the free γ-pluriassociative algebra FDiasγ over one generatordescribed in Section 2.1.3 passing through the following γ-multiprojection algebra and theconstruction M. Consider the vector space of nonempty words on the alphabet {0} t [γ]with exactly one occurrence of 0, endowed with the operations ?a , a ∈ [γ], all equal tothe concatenation operation extended by linearity and with the endomorphisms ha , a ∈ [γ],defined in Section 2.1.3. This vector space is a γ-multiprojection algebra. Therefore, byTheorem 2.3.2, it gives rise by the construction M to a γ-pluriassociative algebra and itappears that it is FDiasγ . Besides, we can now observe that FDiasγ is not commutative, pure,and has no wire-units neither bar-units.
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3. Pluritriassociative operadsWe describe in this section a generalization on a nonnegative integer parameter γ of thetriassociative operad [LR04].

3.1. Construction and first properties. Our original idea of using the T construction(see Section 1.1.1) to obtain a generalization of the diassociative operad admits an analoguein the context of the triassociative operad. Let us describe it.3.1.1. Construction. For any integer γ > 0, we define the γ-pluritriassociative operadTriasγ as the suboperad of TMγ generated by
GTriasγ := {0a, 00, a0 : a ∈ [γ]} . (3.1.1)By definition, Triasγ is the vector space of words that can be obtained by partial compositionsof words of GTriasγ . We have, for instance,Trias2(1) = K 〈{0}〉 , (3.1.2a)Trias2(2) = K 〈{00, 01, 02, 10, 20}〉 , (3.1.2b)

Trias2(3) = K 〈{000, 001, 002, 010, 011, 012, 020, 021,022, 100, 101, 102, 110, 120, 200, 201, 202, 210, 220}〉 , (3.1.2c)3.1.2. First properties. In the first place, observe that Trias1 is the operad Tr defined inChapter 4. For this reason, Trias1 is the triassociative operad Trias. Moreover, observe thatTrias0 is the trivial operad and that Triasγ is a suboperad of Triasγ+1. Then, for all integers
γ > 0, the operads Triasγ are generalizations of the triassociative operad. Observe that since
GTriasγ = GDiasγ t {00}, Diasγ is a suboperad of Triasγ . Finally, remark that the fundamentalbasis of Triasγ is a set-operad basis.3.1.3. Elements and dimensions.

PROPOSITION 3.1.1. For any integer γ > 0, the fundamental basis of Triasγ is the set of
all the words on the alphabet {0} t [γ] containing at least one occurrence of 0.

We deduce from Proposition 3.1.1 that the Hilbert series of Triasγ satisfies
HTriasγ (t) = t(1− γt)(1− γt − t) (3.1.3)

and that for all n > 1, dim Triasγ(n) = (γ + 1)n − γn. For instance, the first dimensions ofTrias1, Trias2, Trias3, and Trias4 are respectively1, 3, 7, 15, 31, 63, 127, 255, 511, 1023, 2047, (3.1.4a)1, 5, 19, 65, 211, 665, 2059, 6305, 19171, 58025, 175099, (3.1.4b)1, 7, 37, 175, 781, 3367, 14197, 58975, 242461, 989527, 4017157, (3.1.4c)1, 9, 61, 369, 2101, 11529, 61741, 325089, 1690981, 8717049, 44633821. (3.1.4d)These sequences are respectively Sequences A000225, A001047, A005061, and A005060of [Slo].

http://oeis.org/A000225
http://oeis.org/A001047
http://oeis.org/A005061
http://oeis.org/A005060
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3.2. Additional properties. We exhibit here a presentation of Triasγ and establish thefact that it is a Koszul operad.3.2.1. Presentation by generators and relations. For any a ∈ [γ], let us denote by aa(resp. `a , ⊥) the generator 0a (resp. a0, 00) of Triasγ .
THEOREM 3.2.1. For any integer γ > 0, the operad Triasγ admits the presentation(

GTriasγ ,RTriasγ) where RTriasγ is the space induced by the equivalence relation ↔γ satis-
fying

} (⊥) ◦1 } (⊥)↔γ } (⊥) ◦2 } (⊥) , (3.2.1a)
} (aa) ◦1 } (⊥)↔γ } (⊥) ◦2 } (aa) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.1b)
} (⊥) ◦1 } (`a)↔γ } (`a) ◦2 } (⊥) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.1c)
} (⊥) ◦1 } (aa)↔γ } (⊥) ◦2 } (`a) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.1d)

} (aa) ◦1 } (`a′ )↔γ } (`a′ ) ◦2 } (aa) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.1e)
} (aa) ◦1 } (ab)↔γ } (aa) ◦2 } (`b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (3.2.1f)
} (`a) ◦1 } (ab)↔γ } (`a) ◦2 } (`b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (3.2.1g)
} (ab) ◦1 } (aa)↔γ } (aa) ◦2 } (ab) , a < b ∈ [γ], (3.2.1h)
} (`a) ◦1 } (`b)↔γ } (`b) ◦2 } (`a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (3.2.1i)

} (ad) ◦1 } (ad)↔γ } (ad) ◦2 } (⊥)↔γ } (ad) ◦2 } (ac)↔γ } (ad) ◦2 } (`c) , c 6 d ∈ [γ],(3.2.1j)
} (`d) ◦1 } (ac)↔γ } (`d) ◦1 } (`c)↔γ } (`d) ◦1 } (⊥)↔γ } (`d) ◦2 } (`d) , c 6 d ∈ [γ].(3.2.1k)In the same fashion as we have done for Theorem 1.2.1, our proof of Theorem 3.2.1 isbased upon the computation of the kernel of the evaluation morphismev : FO

(
GTriasγ)→ Triasγ . (3.2.2)In this case, the image of a GTriasγ -syntax tree t can be computed in the same way as in thecase of GDiasγ -syntax trees (see Section 1.2.1). The internal nodes of t labeled by ⊥ do notplay any role in this computation (see Figure 5.2).

a1
`3
a4
⊥

`2

a3
`4

⊥

`3
`2
a1

3 3
2 4 4 0

4 3
3 2

0
1

FIGURE 5.2. A GTriasγ -syntax tree t where the images of its leaves are shown.This tree satisfies ev(t) = 332440433201.
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The space of relations RTriasγ of Triasγ exhibited by Theorem 3.2.1 can be rephrased abit more concisely as the space generated by

} (⊥) ◦1 } (⊥)−} (⊥) ◦2 } (⊥) , (3.2.3a)
} (aa) ◦1 } (⊥)−} (⊥) ◦2 } (aa) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.3b)
} (⊥) ◦1 } (`a)−} (`a) ◦2 } (⊥) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.3c)
} (⊥) ◦1 } (aa)−} (⊥) ◦2 } (`a) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.3d)

} (aa) ◦1 } (`a′ )−} (`a′ ) ◦2 } (aa) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.3e)
} (aa) ◦1 } (aa↓a′ )−} (aa) ◦2 } (`a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.3f)
} (`a) ◦1 } (aa′ )−} (`a) ◦2 } (`a↓a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.3g)
} (aa↓a′ ) ◦1 } (aa)−} (aa) ◦2 } (aa′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.3h)
} (`a) ◦1 } (`a′ )−} (`a↓a′ ) ◦2 } (`a) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.3i)
} (aa) ◦1 } (aa)−} (aa) ◦2 } (⊥) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.3j)
} (`a) ◦2 } (`a)−} (`a) ◦1 } (⊥) . a ∈ [γ]. (3.2.3k)3.2.2. Koszulity.

THEOREM 3.2.2. For any integer γ > 0, Triasγ is a Koszul operad and the set of the
GTriasγ -syntax trees avoiding the trees

} (⊥) ◦2 } (⊥) , (3.2.4a)
} (aa) ◦1 } (⊥) a ∈ [γ], (3.2.4b)
} (`a) ◦2 } (⊥) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.4c)
} (⊥) ◦2 } (`a) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.4d)
} (`a′ ) ◦2 } (aa) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.4e)
} (aa) ◦2 } (`a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.4f)
} (`a) ◦1 } (aa′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.4g)
} (aa) ◦2 } (aa′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.4h)
} (`a) ◦1 } (`a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (3.2.4i)
} (aa) ◦2 } (⊥) , a ∈ [γ], (3.2.4j)
} (`a) ◦1 } (⊥) , a ∈ [γ]. (3.2.4k)

is a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of Triasγ .

4. Polydendriform operadsWe introduce at this point our generalization on a nonnegative integer parameter γ ofthe dendriform operad and dendriform algebras. We first construct this operad, computeits dimensions, and give then two presentations by generators and relations. This sectionends by a description of free algebras over one generator in the category encoded by ourgeneralization.
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4.1. Construction and properties. Theorem 1.2.1, by exhibiting a presentation of Diasγ ,shows that this operad is binary and quadratic. It then admits a Koszul dual, denoted byDendrγ and called γ-polydendriform operad.4.1.1. Definition and presentation. A description of Dendrγ is provided by the followingpresentation by generators and relations.
THEOREM 4.1.1. For any integer γ > 0, the operad Dendrγ admits the presentation(

GDendrγ ,RDendrγ) where GDendrγ := GDendrγ (2) := {↼a,⇀a: a ∈ [γ]} and RDendrγ is the space
generated by

} (↼a) ◦1 } (⇀a′ )−} (⇀a′ ) ◦2 } (↼a) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (4.1.1a)
} (↼a) ◦1 } (↼b)−} (↼a) ◦2 } (⇀b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (4.1.1b)
} (⇀a) ◦1 } (↼b)−} (⇀a) ◦2 } (⇀b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (4.1.1c)
} (↼a) ◦1 } (↼b)−} (↼a) ◦2 } (↼b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (4.1.1d)
} (⇀a) ◦1 } (⇀b)−} (⇀a) ◦2 } (⇀b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (4.1.1e)

} (↼d) ◦1 } (↼d)−
∑
c∈[d]} (↼d) ◦2 } (↼c) +} (↼d) ◦2 } (⇀c)

 , d ∈ [γ], (4.1.1f)
∑
c∈[d]} (⇀d) ◦1 } (⇀c) +} (⇀d) ◦1 } (↼c)

−} (⇀d) ◦2 } (⇀d) , d ∈ [γ]. (4.1.1g)
Theorem 4.1.1 provides a quite complicated presentation of Dendrγ . We shall definebelow a more convenient basis for the space of relations of Dendrγ .4.1.2. Elements and dimensions.

PROPOSITION 4.1.2. For any integer γ > 0, the Hilbert series HDendrγ (t) of the operadDendrγ satisfies
t + (2γt − 1)HDendrγ (t) + γ2tHDendrγ (t)2 = 0. (4.1.2)

PROOF. Let G(t) be the generating series such that G(−t) satisfies (4.1.2). Therefore, G(t)satisfies
t = −G(t)(1 + γ G(t))2 . (4.1.3)

Moreover, by setting F (t) :=HDiasγ (−t), whereHDiasγ (t) is the Hilbert series of Diasγ definedby (1.1.4), we have
F (G(t)) = −G(t)(1 + γ G(t))2 = t, (4.1.4)

showing that F (t) and G(t) are the inverses for each other for series composition.Now, since by Theorem 1.2.2 and Proposition 1.1.1, Diasγ is a Koszul operad and itsHilbert series is HDiasγ (t), and since Dendrγ is by definition the Koszul dual of Diasγ , theHilbert series of these two operads satisfy Relation (4.1.23) of Chapter 2. Therefore, (4.1.4)implies that the Hilbert series of Dendrγ is HDendrγ (t). �
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By examining the expression for HDendrγ (t) of the statement of Proposition 4.1.2, weobserve that for any n > 1, Dendrγ(n) can be seen as the vector spaceFDendrγ (n) of all binarytrees with n internal nodes wherein its n−1 edges connecting two internal nodes are labeledon [γ]. We call these trees γ-edge valued binary trees. In our graphical representations of

γ-edge valued binary trees, any edge label is drawn into a hexagon located half the edge (seeFigure 5.3).

3
3
1

3
4

13
4

4

FIGURE 5.3. A 4-edge valued binary tree of arity 10. This tree is a basiselement of Dendr4(10).
We deduce from Proposition 4.1.2 that the Hilbert series of Dendrγ satisfies

HDendrγ (t) = 1−√1− 4γt − 2γt2γ2t , (4.1.5)
and we also obtain that for all n > 1, dim Dendrγ(n) = γn−1cat(n) where cat(n) is the number1
n+1(2nn ) of binary trees with n internal nodes. For instance, the first dimensions of Dendr1,Dendr2, Dendr3, and Dendr4 are respectively

1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, 4862, 16796, 58786, (4.1.6a)
1, 4, 20, 112, 672, 4224, 27456, 183040, 1244672, 8599552, 60196864, (4.1.6b)

1, 6, 45, 378, 3402, 32076, 312741, 3127410, 31899582, 330595668, 3471254514, (4.1.6c)
1, 8, 80, 896, 10752, 135168, 1757184, 23429120, 318636032, 4402970624, 61641588736. (4.1.6d)These sequences are respectively Sequences A000108, A003645, A101600, and A269796of [Slo].

4.1.3. Associative operations. In the same manner as in the dendriform operad the sumof its two operations produces an associative operation, in the γ-dendriform operad there isa way to build associative operations, as the next statement shows.
PROPOSITION 4.1.3. For any integers γ > 0 and b ∈ [γ], the element

•b := ∑
a∈[b] ↼a + ⇀a (4.1.7)

of Dendrγ is associative.

http://oeis.org/A000108
http://oeis.org/A003645
http://oeis.org/A101600
http://oeis.org/A269796
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4.1.4. Alternative presentation. For any integer γ > 0, let ≺b and �b , b ∈ [γ], be theelements of Dendrγ defined by

≺b:= ∑
a∈[b] ↼a, (4.1.8a)

and
�b:= ∑

a∈[b] ⇀a . (4.1.8b)
Then, since for all b ∈ [γ] we have

↼b= {≺1 if b = 1,
≺b − ≺b−1 otherwise, (4.1.9a)

and
⇀b= {�1 if b = 1,

�b − �b−1 otherwise, (4.1.9b)
by triangularity, the family

G′Dendrγ := {≺b,�b: b ∈ [γ]} (4.1.10)is a generating set of Dendrγ . Remark that this change of basis from is similar to the changeof basis of Diasγ considered in Section 1.2.5. Let us now express a presentation of Dendrγthrough the family G′Dendrγ .
THEOREM 4.1.4. For any integer γ > 0, the operad Dendrγ admits the presentation(

G′Dendrγ ,R′Dendrγ
)

where R′Dendrγ is the space generated by

} (≺a) ◦1 } (�a′ )−} (�a′ ) ◦2 } (≺a) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (4.1.11a)
} (≺a) ◦1 } (≺b)−} (≺a) ◦2 } (�b)−} (≺a) ◦2 } (≺a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (4.1.11b)
} (�a) ◦1 } (�a) +} (�a) ◦1 } (≺b)−} (�a) ◦2 } (�b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (4.1.11c)
} (≺b) ◦1 } (≺a)−} (≺a) ◦2 } (≺b)−} (≺a) ◦2 } (�a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (4.1.11d)
} (�a) ◦1 } (≺a) +} (�a) ◦1 } (�b)−} (�b) ◦2 } (�a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (4.1.11e)
} (≺a) ◦1 } (≺a)−} (≺a) ◦2 } (�a)−} (≺a) ◦2 } (≺a) , a ∈ [γ], (4.1.11f)
} (�a) ◦1 } (�a) +} (�a) ◦1 } (≺a)−} (�a) ◦2 } (�a) , a ∈ [γ]. (4.1.11g)

PROOF. Let us show that R′Dendrγ is equal to the space of relations RDendrγ of Dendrγdefined in the statement of Theorem 4.1.1. By this last theorem, for any x ∈ FO
(
GDendrγ) (3),

x is in RDendrγ if and only if ev(x) = 0. By straightforward computations, by expandingany element x of (4.1.11a)—(4.1.11g) over the elements ↼a , ⇀a , a ∈ [γ], by using (4.1.8a)and (4.1.8b) we obtain that x can be expressed as a sum of elements of RDendrγ . This impliesthat ev(x) = 0 and hence that R′Dendrγ is a subspace of RDendrγ . Now, one can observethat elements (4.1.11a)—(4.1.11f) are linearly independent. Then, R′Dendrγ has dimension 3γ2which is also, by Theorem 4.1.1, the dimension of RDendrγ . The statement of the theoremfollows. �
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The presentation of Dendrγ provided by Theorem 4.1.4 is easier to handle than theone provided by Theorem 4.1.1. The main reason is that Relations (4.1.1f) and (4.1.1g) ofthe first presentation involve a nonconstant number of terms, while all relations of thissecond presentation always involve only two or three terms. As a very remarkable fact, itis worthwhile to note that the presentation of Dendrγ provided by Theorem 4.1.4 can bedirectly obtained by considering the Koszul dual of Diasγ over the K-basis (see Sections 1.2.4and 1.2.5). Therefore, an alternative way to establish this presentation consists in computingthe Koszul dual of Diasγ seen through the presentation having R′Dendrγ as space of relations,which is made of the relations of Diasγ expressed over the K-basis (see Proposition 1.2.8).From now on, ↑ denotes the operation min on integers. Using this notation, the space ofrelations R′Dendrγ of Dendrγ exhibited by Theorem 4.1.4 can be rephrased in a more compactway as the space generated by

} (≺a) ◦1 } (�a′ )−} (�a′ ) ◦2 } (≺a) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (4.1.12a)
} (≺a) ◦1 } (≺a′ )−} (≺a↑a′ ) ◦2 } (≺a)−} (≺a↑a′ ) ◦2 } (�a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (4.1.12b)
} (�a↑a′ ) ◦1 } (≺a′ ) +} (�a↑a′ ) ◦1 } (�a)−} (�a) ◦2 } (�a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ]. (4.1.12c)Over the family G′Dendrγ , one can build associative operations in Dendrγ in the followingway.

PROPOSITION 4.1.5. For any integers γ > 0 and b ∈ [γ], the element

�b :=≺b + �b (4.1.13)
of Dendrγ is associative. Moreover, any associative element of Dendrγ is proportional to
�b for a b ∈ [γ].

4.2. Category of polydendriform algebras and free objects. The aim of this section isto describe the category of Dendrγ -algebras and more particularly the free Dendrγ -algebraover one generator.4.2.1. Polydendriform algebras. We call γ-polydendriform algebra any Dendrγ -algebra.From the presentation of Dendrγ provided by Theorem 4.1.1, any γ-polydendriform algebrais a vector space endowed with linear operations ↼a,⇀a , a ∈ [γ], satisfying the relationsencoded by (4.1.1a)—(4.1.1g). By considering the presentation of Dendrγ exhibited by The-orem 4.1.4, any γ-polydendriform algebra is a vector space endowed with linear operations
≺a,�a , a ∈ [γ], satisfying the relations encoded by (4.1.12a)—(4.1.12c).4.2.2. Two ways to split associativity. Like dendriform algebras, which offer a way tosplit an associative operation into two parts, γ-polydendriform algebras propose two ways tosplit associativity depending on its chosen presentation.On the one hand, in a γ-polydendriform algebra D over the operations ↼a , ⇀a , a ∈ [γ],by Proposition 4.1.3, an associative operation • is split into the 2γ operations ↼a , ⇀a , a ∈ [γ],so that for all x, y ∈ D,

x • y = ∑
a∈[γ]x ↼a y + x ⇀a y, (4.2.1)
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and all partial sums operations •b , b ∈ [γ], satisfying

x •b y = ∑
a∈[b]x ↼a y + x ⇀a x, (4.2.2)

also are associative.
On the other hand, in a γ-polydendriform algebra over the operations ≺a , �a , a ∈ [γ], byProposition 4.1.5, several associative operations �a , a ∈ [γ], are each split into two operations

≺a , �a , a ∈ [γ], so that for all x, y ∈ D,
x �a y = x ≺a y + x �a y. (4.2.3)

Therefore, we can observe that γ-polydendriform algebras over the operations ↼a , ⇀a ,
a ∈ [γ], are adapted to study associative algebras (by splitting its single product in the way wehave described above) while γ-polydendriform algebras over the operations ≺a , �a , a ∈ [γ],are adapted to study vectors spaces endowed with several associative products (by splittingeach one in the way we have described above). Algebras with several associative productswill be studied in Section 5.

4.2.3. Free polydendriform algebras. From now on, in order to simplify and make thenext definitions uniform, we consider that in any γ-edge valued binary tree t, all edgesconnecting internal nodes of t with leaves are labeled by ∞. By convention, for all a ∈ [γ],we have a ↑ ∞ = a =∞ ↑ a.
Let us endow the vector space FDendrγ of γ-edge valued binary trees with linear opera-tions

≺a,�a: FDendrγ ⊗FDendrγ →FDendrγ , a ∈ [γ], (4.2.4)
recursively defined, for any γ-edge valued binary tree s and any γ-edge valued binary treesor leaves t1 and t2 by

s ≺a := s =: �a s, (4.2.5a)
≺a s := 0 =: s �a , (4.2.5b)

t1 t2
x y ≺a s :=

t1 t2 ≺a s

x z +
t1 t2 �y s

x z , z := a ↑ y, (4.2.5c)

s �a
t1 t2

x y :=
s �a t1 t2

z y +
s ≺x t1 t2

z y , z := a ↑ x. (4.2.5d)
Note that neither ≺a nor �a are defined.
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For example, we have

1 3
1 ≺2 1 2 = 1

2 2

2 1
1

+ 1 1 2
2

11

+ 1 1 2
2

1 1 + 1 2 211 1
+ 1 2 21

11 + 1 2 231
1 ,

(4.2.6a)

1 3
1 �2 1 2 = 1 211 1 1

+ 1 211
11

+ 1 21
31

1 + 1
223 1

1
. (4.2.6b)

THEOREM 4.2.1. For any integer γ > 0, the vector space FDendrγ of all γ-edge valued
binary trees endowed with the operations ≺a , �a , a ∈ [γ], is the free γ-polydendriform
algebra over one generator.

5. Multiassociative operadsThere is a well-known diagram, whose definition is recalled below, gathering the dias-sociative, associative, and dendriform operads. The main goal of this section is to define ageneralization on a nonnegative integer parameter of the associative operad to obtain a newversion of this diagram, suited to the context of pluriassociative and polydendriform operads.
5.1. Two generalizations of the associative operad. The associative operad is gener-ated by one binary element. This operad admits two different generalizations generated by

γ binary elements with the particularity that one is the Koszul dual of the other. In thissection, we introduce and study these two operads.
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5.1.1. Multiassociative operads. For any integer γ > 0, we define the γ-multiassociative

operad Asγ as the operad admitting the presentation (GAsγ ,RAsγ), where
GAsγ := GAsγ (2) := {?a : a ∈ [γ]} (5.1.1)and RAsγ is generated by

} (?a) ◦1 } (?b)−} (?b) ◦2 } (?b) , a 6 b ∈ [γ], (5.1.2a)
} (?b) ◦1 } (?a)−} (?b) ◦2 } (?b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (5.1.2b)
} (?a) ◦2 } (?b)−} (?b) ◦2 } (?b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (5.1.2c)
} (?b) ◦2 } (?a)−} (?b) ◦2 } (?b) , a < b ∈ [γ]. (5.1.2d)This space of relations can be rephrased in a more compact way as the space generated by
} (?a) ◦1 } (?a′ )−} (?a↓a′ ) ◦2 } (?a↓a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (5.1.3a)
} (?a) ◦2 } (?a′ )−} (?a↓a′ ) ◦2 } (?a↓a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ]. (5.1.3b)It follows immediately that Asγ is well-defined as a set-operad. Moreover, since As1 isisomorphic to the associative operad As and Asγ is a suboperad of Asγ+1, for all integers

γ > 0, the operads Asγ are generalizations of the associative operad. Observe that thealgebras over Asγ are the γ-multiassociative algebras introduced in Section 2.3.1.Let us now provide a realization of Asγ . A γ-corolla is a rooted tree with at most oneinternal node labeled on [γ]. Denote by FAsγ the graded vector space of all γ-corollas wherethe arity of a γ-corolla is its arity, and let
? : FAsγ ⊗FAsγ →FAsγ (5.1.4)be the linear operation where, for any γ-corollas c1 and c2, c1?c2 is the γ-corolla with n+m−1leaves and labeled by a ↓ a′ where n (resp. m) is the number of leaves of c1 (resp. c2) and a(resp. a′) is the label of c1 (resp. c2).

PROPOSITION 5.1.1. For any integer γ > 0, the operad Asγ is the vector space FAsγ of γ-
corollas and its partial compositions satisfy, for any γ-corollas c1 and c2, c1 ◦i c2 = c1 ? c2 for
all valid integer i. Besides, Asγ is a Koszul operad and the set of right comb GAsγ -syntax
trees where all internal nodes have the same label forms a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis
of Asγ .

We have for instance in As3,
2 ◦1 1 = 2 , (5.1.5a)
2 ◦2 3 = 3 . (5.1.5b)

We deduce from Proposition 5.1.1 that the Hilbert series of Asγ satisfies
HAsγ (t) = t + (γ − 1)t21− t . (5.1.6)

and that for all n > 2, dim Asγ(n) = γ.
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5.1.2. Dual multiassociative operads. Since Asγ is a binary and quadratic operad, itsadmits a Koszul dual, denoted by DAsγ and called γ-dual multiassociative operad. Thepresentation of this operad is provided by the next result.
PROPOSITION 5.1.2. For any integer γ > 0, the operad DAsγ admits the following pre-

sentation
(
GDAsγ ,RDAsγ) where GDAsγ := GDAsγ (2) := {◊a : a ∈ [γ]} and RDAsγ is the space

generated by(∑
a<b
} (◊a) ◦1 } (◊b) +} (◊b) ◦1 } (◊a)−} (◊a) ◦2 } (◊b)−} (◊b) ◦2 } (◊a))

+} (◊b) ◦1 } (◊b)−} (◊b) ◦2 } (◊b) , b ∈ [γ]. (5.1.7)
For any integer γ > 0, let �b , b ∈ [γ], the elements of DAs defined by

�b := ∑
a∈[b] ◊a. (5.1.8)

Then, since for all b ∈ [γ] we have
◊b = {�1 if b = 1,

�b − �b−1 otherwise, (5.1.9)
by triangularity, the family

G′DAsγ := {�b : b ∈ [γ]} (5.1.10)is a generating set of DAsγ . Let us now express a presentation of DAsγ through the fam-ily G′DAsγ .
PROPOSITION 5.1.3. For any integer γ > 0, the operad DAsγ admits the presentation(

G′DAsγ ,R′DAsγ
)

where R′DAsγ is the space generated by

} (�a) ◦1 } (�a)−} (�a) ◦2 } (�a) , a ∈ [γ]. (5.1.11)
Observe, from the presentation provided by Proposition 5.1.3 of DAsγ , that DAs2 is theoperad denoted by 2as in [LR06].
Notice that the presentation of the Koszul dual of DAsγ computed from the presentation(

G′DAsγ ,R′DAsγ
) of Proposition 5.1.3 gives rise to the following presentation for Asγ . This lastoperad admits the presentation (G′Asγ ,R′Asγ

) where
G′Asγ := G′Asγ (2) := {4a : a ∈ [γ]} (5.1.12)

and R′Asγ is the space generated by
} (4a) ◦1 } (4a′ ) , a 6= a′ ∈ [γ], (5.1.13a)
} (4a) ◦2 } (4a′ ) , a 6= a′ ∈ [γ], (5.1.13b)

} (4a) ◦1 } (4a)−} (4a) ◦2 } (4a) , a ∈ [γ]. (5.1.13c)
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Indeed, R′Asγ is the space RAsγ through the identification

4a = {?γ if a = γ,
?a − ?a+1 otherwise. (5.1.14)

PROPOSITION 5.1.4. For any integer γ > 0, the Hilbert series HDAsγ (t) of the operadDAsγ satisfies
t + (t − 1)HDAsγ (t) + (γ − 1)HDAsγ (t)2 = 0. (5.1.15)

By examining the expression for HDAsγ (t) of the statement of Proposition 5.1.4, we ob-serve that for any n > 1, DAsγ(n) can be seen as the vector space FDAsγ (n) of all Schrödertrees of arity n, all labeled on [γ] such that the label of an internal node is different fromthe labels of its children that are internal nodes (see Figure 5.4). We call these trees γ-

2
1 3

3
2

1
3

1
2

FIGURE 5.4. A 3-alternating Schröder tree of size 14. This tree is a basiselement of DAs3(14).
alternating Schröder trees. Let us also denote by FDAsγ the graded vector space of all
γ-alternating Schröder trees.We deduce also from Proposition 5.1.4 that

HDAsγ (t) = 1−√1− (4γ − 2)t + t2 − t2(γ − 1) . (5.1.16)
PROPOSITION 5.1.5. For any integer γ > 0, the dimensions of the operad DAsγ satisfy,

for all n > 2,

dim DAsγ(n) = n−2∑
k=0 γ

k+1(γ − 1)n−k−2 nar(n, k). (5.1.17)
In the statement of Proposition 5.1.5, nar(n, k) is a Narayana number whose definitionis recalled in Section 2.2.12 of Chapter 1. For instance, the first dimensions of DAs1, DAs2,DAs3, and DAs4 are respectively 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, (5.1.18a)1, 2, 6, 22, 90, 394, 1806, 8558, 41586, 206098, 1037718, (5.1.18b)1, 3, 15, 93, 645, 4791, 37275, 299865, 2474025, 20819307, 178003815, (5.1.18c)1, 4, 28, 244, 2380, 24868, 272188, 3080596, 35758828, 423373636, 5092965724. (5.1.18d)The second one is Sequence A006318, the third one is Sequence A103210, and the last oneis Sequence A103211 of [Slo].

http://oeis.org/A006318
http://oeis.org/A103210
http://oeis.org/A103211
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Let us now establish a realization of DAsγ .
PROPOSITION 5.1.6. For any nonnegative integer γ, the operad DAsγ is the vector space

FDAsγ of γ-alternating Schröder trees. Moreover, for any γ-alternating Schröder trees s

and t, s ◦i t is the γ-alternating Schröder tree obtained by grafting the root of t on the
ith leaf x of s and then, if the father y of x and the root z of t have a same label, by
contracting the edge connecting y and z.

We have for instance in DAs3,
1 12

2 3 ◦4 2 3 = 1 3 12
2

2 3 , (5.1.19a)

1 12
2 3 ◦5 2 3 = 1 3 12

2
2 . (5.1.19b)

5.2. A diagram of operads. We now define morphisms between the operads Diasγ , Asγ ,DAsγ , and Dendrγ to obtain a generalization of a classical diagram involving the diassociative,associative, and dendriform operads.
5.2.1. Relating the diassociative and dendriform operads. The diagram

Dendr As Diasηζ
!
!

(5.2.1)
is a well-known diagram of operads, being a part of the so-called operadic butterfly [Lod01,
Lod06] and summarizing in a nice way the links between the dendriform, associative, anddiassociative operads. The operad As, being at the center of the diagram, is its own Koszuldual, while Dias and Dendr are Koszul dual one of the other.

The operad morphisms η : Dias → As and ζ : As → Dendr are linearly defined throughthe realizations of Dias and Dendr recalled respectively in Sections 4.2.5 and4.2.6 of Chapter 2by
η(e2,1) := =: η(e2,2) , (5.2.2)and

ζ
( ) := + . (5.2.3)

Since Dias is generated by e2,1 and e2,2, and since As is generated by , η and ζ are whollydefined.
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5.2.2. Relating the pluriassociative and polydendriform operads.

PROPOSITION 5.2.1. For any integer γ > 0, the map ηγ : Diasγ → Asγ satisfying

ηγ(0a) = a = ηγ(a0), a ∈ [γ], (5.2.4)
extends in a unique way into an operad morphism. Moreover, this morphism is surjective.

By Proposition 5.2.1, the map ηγ , whose definition is only given in arity 2, defines anoperad morphism. Nevertheless, by induction on the arity, one can prove that for any word
x of Diasγ , ηγ(x) is the γ-corolla of arity |x| labeled by the greatest letter of x.

PROPOSITION 5.2.2. For any integer γ > 0, the map ζγ : DAsγ → Dendrγ satisfying

ζγ
(

a

) = a + a , a ∈ [γ], (5.2.5)
extends in a unique way into an operad morphism.

We have to observe that the morphism ζγ defined in the statement of Proposition 5.2.2is injective only for γ 6 1. Indeed, when γ > 2, we have the relation
ζ2
 1 2 1  + ζ2

 1 2 1
 = ζ2

 12
 + ζ2

 1 2 1
 . (5.2.6)

THEOREM 5.2.3. For any integer γ > 0, the operads Diasγ , Dendrγ , Asγ , and DAsγ fit
into the diagram

Dendrγ DAsγ Asγ Diasγηγ!ζγ

!
, (5.2.7)

where ηγ is the surjection defined in the statement of Proposition 5.2.1 and ζγ is the operad
morphism defined in the statement of Proposition 5.2.2.

Diagram (5.2.7) is a generalization of (5.2.1) in which the associative operad splits intooperads Asγ and DAsγ .
6. Further generalizationsIn this last section of this chapter, we propose some generalizations on a nonnegativeinteger parameter of well-known operads. For this, we use similar tools as the ones used inthe first sections of the chapter.

6.1. Duplicial operad. We construct here a generalization on a nonnegative integerparameter of the duplicial operad and describe the free algebras over one generator in thecategory encoded by this generalization.
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6.1.1. Multiplicial operads. It is well-known [LV12] that the dendriform operad and theduplicial operad Dup [Lod08] are both specializations of a same operad Dq with one param-eter q ∈ K. This operad admits the presentation (GDq ,RDq

), where GDq := GDendr and RDqis the space generated by
} (≺) ◦1 } (�)−} (�) ◦2 } (≺) , (6.1.1a)

} (≺) ◦1 } (≺)−} (≺) ◦2 } (≺)− q } (≺) ◦2 } (�) , (6.1.1b)
q } (�) ◦1 } (≺) +} (�) ◦1 } (�)−} (�) ◦2 } (�) . (6.1.1c)One can observe that D1 is the dendriform operad and that D0 is the duplicial operad.On the basis of this observation, from the presentation of Dendrγ provided by Theo-rem 4.1.4 and its concise form provided by Relations (4.1.12a), (4.1.12b), and (4.1.12c) forits space of relations, we define the operad Dq,γ with two parameters, an integer γ > 0and q ∈ K, in the following way. We set Dq,γ as the operad admitting the presentation(

GDq,γ ,RDq,γ

), where GDq,γ := G′Dendrγ and RDq,γ is the space generated by
} (≺a) ◦1 } (�a′ )−} (�a′ ) ◦2 } (≺a) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (6.1.2a)

} (≺a) ◦1 } (≺a′ )−} (≺a↑a′ ) ◦2 } (≺a)− q } (≺a↑a′ ) ◦2 } (�a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (6.1.2b)
q } (�a↑a′ ) ◦1 } (≺a′ ) +} (�a↑a′ ) ◦1 } (�a)−} (�a) ◦2 } (�a′ ) , a, a′ ∈ [γ]. (6.1.2c)One can observe that D1,γ is the operad Dendrγ .Let us define the operad the γ-multiplicial operad Dupγ as the operad D0,γ . By usingrespectively the symbols �a and �a instead of ≺a and �a for all a ∈ [γ], we obtain that thespace of relations RDupγ of Dupγ is generated by

�a ◦1 �a′ − �a′ ◦2 �a, a, a′ ∈ [γ], (6.1.3a)
�a ◦1 �a′ − �a↑a′ ◦2 �a, a, a′ ∈ [γ], (6.1.3b)
�a↑a′ ◦1 �a − �a ◦2 �a′ , a, a′ ∈ [γ]. (6.1.3c)We denote by GDupγ the generating set {�a,�a: a ∈ [γ]} of Dupγ .

PROPOSITION 6.1.1. For any integer γ > 0, the operad Dupγ is Koszul and for any
integer n > 1, Dupγ(n) is the vector space of γ-edge valued binary trees with n internal
nodes.

Since Proposition 6.1.1 shows that the operads Dupγ and Dendrγ have the same under-lying vector space, asking if these two operads are isomorphic is natural. The next resultimplies that this is not the case.
PROPOSITION 6.1.2. For any integer γ > 0, any associative element of Dupγ is propor-

tional to �a or to �a for an a ∈ [γ].
By Proposition 6.1.2 there are exactly 2γ nonproportional associative operations in Dupγwhile, by Proposition 4.1.5 there are exactly γ such operations in Dendrγ . Therefore, Dupγand Dendrγ are not isomorphic.
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6.1.2. Free multiplicial algebras. A γ-multiplicial algebra is a Dupγ -algebra. From thedefinition of Dupγ , any γ-multiplicial algebra is a vector space endowed with linear operations

�a,�a , a ∈ [γ], satisfying the relations encoded by (6.1.3a)—(6.1.3c).
In order the simplify and make uniform next definitions, we consider that in any γ-edgevalued binary tree t, all edges connecting internal nodes of t with leaves are labeled by ∞.By convention, for all a ∈ [γ], we have a ↑ ∞ = a =∞ ↑ a.
Let us endow the vector space FDupγ of γ-edge valued binary trees with linear operations

�a,�a: FDupγ ⊗FDupγ →FDupγ , a ∈ [γ], (6.1.4)
recursively defined, for any γ-edge valued binary tree s and any γ-edge valued binary treesor leaves t1 and t2 by

s�a := s =: �a s, (6.1.5a)
�a s := 0 =: s�a , (6.1.5b)

t1 t2
x y �a s :=

t1 t2 �a s

x z , z := a ↑ y, (6.1.5c)

s�a

t1 t2
x y :=

s�a t1 t2
z y , z := a ↑ x. (6.1.5d)

Note that neither �a nor �a are defined.
These recursive definitions for the operations �a , �a , a ∈ [γ], lead to the followingdirect reformulations. If s and t are two γ-edge valued binary trees, t �a s (resp. s �a t)is obtained by replacing each label y (resp. x) of any edge in the rightmost (resp. leftmost)path of t by a ↑ y (resp. a ↑ x) to obtain a tree t′, and by grafting the root of s on therightmost (resp. leftmost) leaf of t′. These two operations are respective generalizations ofthe operations under and over on binary trees introduced by Loday and Ronco [LR02].
For example, we have

1 3
1 �2 1 2 = 1

2 2

2 1
1

, (6.1.6a)

1 3
1 �2 1 2 = 1

223 1

1
. (6.1.6b)
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THEOREM 6.1.3. For any integer γ > 0, the vector space FDupγ of all γ-edge valued

binary trees endowed with the operations�a ,�a , a ∈ [γ], is the free γ-multiplicial algebra
over one generator.

6.2. Polytridendriform operads. We propose here a generalization TDendrγ on a non-negative integer parameter γ of the tridendriform operad [LR04]. This last operad is theKoszul dual of the triassociative operad. We proceed by using an analogous strategy as theone used to define the operads Dendrγ as Koszul duals of Diasγ . Indeed, we define TDendrγas the Koszul dual of the operad Triasγ , called γ-pluritriassociative operad, a generalizationof the triassociative operad defined in Section 3.
Theorem 3.2.1, by exhibiting a presentation of Triasγ , shows that this operad is binary andquadratic. It then admits a Koszul dual, denoted by TDendrγ and called γ-polytridendriform

operad.
THEOREM 6.2.1. For any integer γ > 0, the operad TDendrγ admits the presentation(

GTDendrγ ,RTDendrγ) where GTDendrγ := GTDendrγ (2) := {↼a,∧,⇀a: a ∈ [γ]} and RTDendrγ is the
space generated by

} (∧) ◦1 } (∧)−} (∧) ◦2 } (∧) , (6.2.1a)
} (↼a) ◦1 } (∧)−} (∧) ◦2 } (↼a) , a ∈ [γ], (6.2.1b)
} (∧) ◦1 } (⇀a)−} (⇀a) ◦2 } (∧) , a ∈ [γ], (6.2.1c)
} (∧) ◦1 } (↼a)−} (∧) ◦2 } (⇀a) , a ∈ [γ], (6.2.1d)

} (↼a) ◦1 } (⇀a′ )−} (⇀a′ ) ◦2 } (↼a) , a, a′ ∈ [γ], (6.2.1e)
} (↼a) ◦1 } (↼b)−} (↼a) ◦2 } (⇀b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (6.2.1f)
} (⇀a) ◦1 } (↼b)−} (⇀a) ◦2 } (⇀b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (6.2.1g)
} (↼b) ◦1 } (↼a)−} (↼a) ◦2 } (↼b) , a < b ∈ [γ], (6.2.1h)
} (⇀a) ◦1 } (⇀b)−} (⇀b) ◦2 } (⇀a) , a < b ∈ [γ], (6.2.1i)

} (↼d) ◦1} (↼d)−} (↼d) ◦2 } (∧)−∑
c∈[d]} (↼d) ◦2 } (↼c) +} (↼d) ◦2 } (⇀c)

 , d ∈ [γ],
(6.2.1j)∑

c∈[d]} (⇀d) ◦1 } (↼c) +} (⇀d) ◦1 } (⇀c)
+} (⇀d) ◦1 } (∧)−} (⇀d) ◦2 } (⇀d) , d ∈ [γ].

(6.2.1k)
PROPOSITION 6.2.2. For any integer γ > 0, the Hilbert series HTDendrγ (t) of the operadTDendrγ satisfies

t + ((2γ + 1)t − 1)HTDendrγ (t) + γ(γ + 1)tHTDendrγ (t)2 = 0. (6.2.2)
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By examining the expression for HTDendrγ (t) of the statement of Proposition 6.2.2, weobserve that for any n > 1, TDendr(n) can be seen as the vector space FTDendrγ (n) ofSchröder trees with n sectors wherein its edges connecting two internal nodes are labeledon [γ]. We call these trees γ-edge valued Schröder trees. In our graphical representationsof γ-edge valued Schröder trees, any edge label is drawn into a hexagon located half theedge (see Figure 5.5).

4

2
1

4
2

4

4
2

1 4

FIGURE 5.5. A 4-edge valued Schröder tree of arity 16. This tree is a basiselement of TDendr4(16).
We deduce from Proposition 6.2.2 that

HTDendrγ (t) = 1−√1− (4γ + 2)t + t2 − (2γ + 1)t2(γ + γ2)t . (6.2.3)
PROPOSITION 6.2.3. For any integer γ > 0, the dimensions of the operad TDendrγ satisfy,

for all n > 1,

dim TDendrγ(n) = n−1∑
k=0(γ + 1)kγn−k−1 nar(n + 1, k). (6.2.4)

For instance, the first dimensions of TDendr1, TDendr2, TDendr3, and TDendr4 arerespectively 1, 3, 11, 45, 197, 903, 4279, 20793, 103049, 518859, 2646723, (6.2.5a)
1, 5, 31, 215, 1597, 12425, 99955, 824675, 6939769, 59334605, 513972967, (6.2.5b)

1, 7, 61, 595, 6217, 68047, 770149, 8939707, 105843409, 1273241431, 15517824973, (6.2.5c)
1, 9, 101, 1269, 17081, 240849, 3511741, 52515549, 801029681, 12414177369, 194922521301.(6.2.5d)These sequences are respectively Sequences A001003, A269730, A269731, and A269732of [Slo].
6.3. Operads of the operadic butterfly. In what follows, we shall work with algebraicstructures satisfying relations involving possibly permutations of some inputs. For simplicity,instead of working with symmetric operads, we shall just work with types of algebras (seeSection 4.1.13 of Chapter 2).

http://oeis.org/A001003
http://oeis.org/A269730
http://oeis.org/A269731
http://oeis.org/A269732
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6.3.1. A generalization of the operadic butterfly. Let us consider the diagram of sym-metric operads

Dendrγ
AsγDAsγ

Diasγ

Comγ Lieγ
Zinγ Leibγ!

!

!!
(6.3.1)

where DAsγ is the γ-dual multiassociative operad defined in Section 5.1.2 and Comγ , Lieγ ,Zinγ , and Leibγ , respectively are generalizations on a nonnegative integer parameter γ ofthe operads Com, Lie, Zin, and Leib. Let us now define these operads.
6.3.2. Commutative and Lie operads. Observe that the commutative operad Com is acommutative version of As = DAs1 (see Section 4.1.13 of Chapter 2). We define the symmetricoperad Comγ by using the same idea of being a commutative version of DAsγ . Therefore,Comγ is the symmetric operad describing the category of algebras C with binary operations

�a , a ∈ [γ], subjected for any elements x, y, and z of C to the two sorts of relations
x �a y = y �a x, a ∈ [γ], (6.3.2a)

(x �a y) �a z = x �a (y �a z), a ∈ [γ]. (6.3.2b)Moreover, we define the symmetric operad Lieγ as the Koszul dual of Comγ .
6.3.3. Zinbiel and Leibniz operads. It is well-known that the Zinbiel operad Zin [Lod95]is a commutative version of Dendr = Dendr1 [Lod01]. We define the symmetric operadZinγ by using the same idea of having the property to be a commutative version of Dendrγ .Therefore, Zinγ is the symmetric operad describing the category of algebras Z with binaryoperations �a , a ∈ [γ], subjected for any elements x, y, and z of Z to the relation

(x �a′ y)�a z = x �a↑a′ (y �a z) + x �a↑a′ (z�a′ y), a, a′ ∈ [γ]. (6.3.3)
Relation (6.3.3) is obtained from Relations (4.1.12a), (4.1.12b), and (4.1.12c) of γ-polydendri-form algebras with the condition that for any elements x and y and a ∈ [γ], x ≺a y = y �a x,and by setting x �a y := x ≺a y. Moreover, we define the symmetric operad Leibγ as theKoszul dual of Zinγ .

PROPOSITION 6.3.1. For any integer γ > 0 and any Zinγ -algebra Z, the binary operations
�a , a ∈ [γ], defined for all elements x and y of Z by

x �a y := x �a y + y �a x, a ∈ [γ], (6.3.4)
endow Z with a Comγ -algebra structure.

PROOF. Since for all a ∈ [γ] and all elements x and y of Z, by (6.3.3), we have
x �a y − y �a x = x �a y + y �a x − y �a x − x �a y = 0, (6.3.5)
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the operations �a satisfy Relation (6.3.2a) of Comγ -algebras. Moreover, since for all a ∈ [γ]and all elements x, y, and z of Z, by (6.3.3), we have(x �a y) �a z − x �a (y �a z)= (x �a y + y �a x)�a z + z�a (x �a y + y �a x)

− x �a (y �a z + z�a y)− (y �a z + z�a y)�a x= (x �a y)�a z + (y �a x)�a z + z�a (x �a y) + z�a (y �a x)
− x �a (y �a z)− x �a (z�a y)− (y �a z)�a x − (z�a y)�a x= (y �a x)�a z − (y �a z)�a x= y �a (x �a z) + y �a (z�a x)− y �a (z�a x)− y �a (x �a z)= 0,

(6.3.6)

the operations �a satisfy Relation (6.3.2b) of Comγ -algebras. Hence, Z is a Comγ -algebra. �PROPOSITION 6.3.2. For any integer γ > 0, and any Zinγ -algebra Z, the binary opera-
tions ≺a , �a , a ∈ [γ] defined for all elements x and y of Z by

x ≺a y := x �a y, a ∈ [γ], (6.3.7)
and

x �a y := y �a x, a ∈ [γ], (6.3.8)
endow Z with a γ-polydendriform algebra structure.The constructions stated by Propositions 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 producing from a Zinγ -algebrarespectively a Comγ -algebra and a γ-polydendriform algebra are functors from the cate-gory of Zinγ -algebras respectively to the category of Comγ -algebras and the category of
γ-polydendriform algebras. These functors respectively translate into symmetric operadmorphisms from Comγ to Zinγ and from Dendrγ to Zinγ . These morphisms are gener-alizations of known morphisms between Com, Dendr, and Zin of the operadic butterfly(see [Lod01,Lod06,Zin12]).

Concluding remarksIn this chapter, we have defined a new generalization Dendrγ of the dendriform operadand also several ones of related operads. Among its most important features, Dendrγ en-codes the notion of splitting an associative product in several pieces. Moreover, as illustrated,the underlying combinatorics of this operad involves a new kind of combinatorial objects,which are binary trees with labeled edges. A natural question about these trees consistsin investigating whether some particular subfamilies of these form suboperads of Dendrγ .Moreover, like the dendriform operad which admits a realization in term of rational func-tions [Lod10] (see also Section 4.2.4 of Chapter 2), we can ask whether Dendrγ admits asimilar realization.Besides, a complete study of the operads Comγ , Lieγ , Zinγ , and Leibγ (like computingtheir presentations and providing realizations), and suitable definitions for all the morphismsintervening in our generalization of the operadic butterfly (6.3.1) is worth to interest forfuture works.
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Finally, one of our generalizations of the associative operad, namely the multiassociativeoperad Asγ , admits a direct generalization As(Q) wherein its presentation is parametrized bya finite poset Q. These operads and their Koszul duals have nice combinatorial propertiesand will be studied in Chapter 6.





CHAPTER 6
From posets to operads

The content of this chapter comes from [Gir16b].
IntroductionThis chapter is devoted to enrich connections between operads and combinatorics byestablishing a new link between posets and operads by means of a construction associatinga operad As(Q), called Q-associative operad, with any finite poset Q. This construction is afunctor As from the category of finite posets to the category of binary and quadratic oper-ads. The will to generalize two families of operads Koszul dual to each other, constructed inChapter 5, is the first impetus of this work. The operads of these families are the multiasso-ciative operads Asγ and the dual multiassociative operads DAsγ (see Section 5 of Chapter 5).In this present work, we retrieve Asγ by applying the construction As to the total order ona set of γ elements and we retrieve DAsγ by applying the construction As to the trivial or-der on the same set. Note that different constructions of operads involving posets [FFM16],and not directly related constructions involving posets and operads [MY91,Val07] have beenconsidered in the literature.Let us describe some main properties of As. First, each operad obtained by our construc-tion provides a generalization of the associative operad since all its generating operations areassociative. Besides, many combinatorial properties of the starting poset Q lead to algebraicproperties for As(Q) (see Table 6.1). For instance, when Q is a forest (with the meaning

Properties of the poset Q Properties of the operad As(Q) Statement
None Binary and quadratic Definition, Section 1.1.1Forest Koszul Theorem 2.1.5Thin forest Closed under Koszul duality Theorem 3.2.2Trivial Basic set-operad basis Proposition 1.2.3

TABLE 6.1. Summary of the properties satisfied by a poset Q implying prop-erties for the operad As(Q). Note that any trivial poset is also a thin forestposet, and that a thin forest poset is also a forest poset. In particular, if Q isa trivial poset, As(Q) has all properties mentioned in the middle column.
that no element of Q covers two different elements), As(Q) is a Koszul operad. Moreover,

189
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when Q is not a trivial poset, the fundamental basis of As(Q) is not a basic set-operad ba-sis. This last property seems to be interesting since almost all set-operad bases of commonoperads are basic, such as the associative operad or the diassociative operad [Lod01] (seeadditionally [Zin12]). This gives to our construction a very unique flavor.

The further study of the operads obtained by the construction As is driven by computerexploration. Indeed, computer experiments bring us the observation that some operadsobtained by the construction As are Koszul duals to each other. This observation raisesseveral questions. The first one consists in describing a family of posets, called thin forestposets, such that the construction As restricted to this family is closed under Koszul duality.The second one consists in defining an operation ⊥ on this family of posets such that forany of these posets Q, As(Q⊥) is isomorphic to the Koszul dual As(Q)! of As(Q). The last onerelies on an expression of an explicit isomorphism between As(Q)! and As(Q⊥). We answerall these questions in this work, forming its main results. As additional results, we provide acomplete study of the operads As(Q), including, when Q satisfies some precise properties, anexpression for its Hilbert series and a realization involving labeled Schröder trees.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 is concerned with the description of theconstruction As and the first general properties of the obtained operads. In Section 2, wefocus on the case where the poset Q at input of the construction As is a forest poset. We showthat in this case, As(Q) is a Koszul operad and derive some consequences. This chapter endsby introducing in Section 3 the class of thin forest posets. The construction As restricted tothis class of posets has the property to be closed under Koszul duality.
Note. In this chapter all posets are finite. For this reason, “poset” means “finite poset”.Moreover, since this chapter deals only with ns operads, “operad” means “ns operad”. If ? isa generator of an operad O, we denote by ?̄ the associated generator in the Koszul dual of O.

1. From posets to operadsThis section is devoted to the introduction of our construction producing an operad froma poset. We also establish here some of its first general properties. We end this section bypresenting algebras over our operads and some of their properties.
1.1. Construction. Let us describe the construction As, associating with any poset abinary and quadratic operad presentation, and prove that it is functorial.
1.1.1. Operad presentations from posets. For any poset (Q,4Q), we define the Q-associa-

tive operad As(Q) as the operad admitting the presentation (G?
Q,R?

Q
) where G?

Q is the set ofgenerators
G?
Q := G?

Q(2) := {?a : a ∈ Q} , (1.1.1)and R?
Q is the space of relations generated by
} (?a) ◦1 } (?b)−} (?a↑Qb) ◦2 } (?a↑Qb) , a, b ∈ Q and (a 4Q b or b 4Q a), (1.1.2a)
} (?a↑Qb) ◦1 } (?a↑Qb)−} (?a) ◦2 } (?b) , a, b ∈ Q and (a 4Q b or b 4Q a). (1.1.2b)
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By definition, As(Q) is a binary and quadratic operad. The fundamental basis of As(Q) isthe basis induced by G?

Q . Moreover, since Relations (1.1.2a) and (1.1.2b) are of the form s− twhere s and t are G?
Q-syntax trees, As(Q) is well-defined in the category of sets.

LEMMA 1.1.1. Let Q be a poset. For any a ∈ Q, let Ra be the set

Ra := {} (?a) ◦1 } (?b) , } (?b) ◦1 } (?a) ,
} (?b) ◦2 } (?a) , } (?a) ◦2 } (?b) : b ∈ Q and a 4Q b} . (1.1.3)

Then, for all s, t ∈ Ra , s− t is an element of the space of relations R?
Q of As(Q).

By Lemma 1.1.1, we observe that all ?a , a ∈ Q, are associative. For this reason, As(Q) isa generalization of the associative operad on several binary generating operations. As wewill see in the sequel, this very simple way to produce operads has many combinatorial andalgebraic properties.
1.1.2. Functoriality. For any morphism of posets φ : Q1 → Q2, we denote by As(φ) themap As(φ) : As(Q1)(2)→ As(Q2)(2) (1.1.4)defined by As(φ) (?x) := ?φ(x) (1.1.5)for all x ∈ Q1.
LEMMA 1.1.2. Let Q1 and Q2 be two posets and φ : Q1 → Q2 be a morphism of posets.

Then, the map As(φ) uniquely extends into an operad morphism from As(Q1) to As(Q2).
THEOREM 1.1.3. The construction As is a functor from the category of posets to the

category of binary and quadratic operads.

1.1.3. First examples. Let us use Theorem 1.1.3 to exhibit some examples of construc-tions of binary an quadratic operads from posets.
From the poset

Q := 1 23 4 , (1.1.6)
the operad As(Q) is binary and quadratic, generated by the set G?

Q = {?1, ?2, ?3, ?4}, and, byLemma 1.1.1, subjected to the relations
?1 ◦1?1 = ?1 ◦1 ?3 = ?3 ◦1 ?1 = ?3 ◦2 ?1 = ?1 ◦2 ?3 = ?1 ◦2 ?1, (1.1.7a)

?2 ◦1 ?2 = ?2 ◦1 ?3 = ?2 ◦1 ?4 = ?3 ◦1 ?2 = ?4 ◦1 ?2= ?4 ◦2 ?2 = ?3 ◦2 ?2 = ?2 ◦2 ?4 = ?2 ◦2 ?3 = ?2 ◦2 ?2, (1.1.7b)
?3 ◦1?3 = ?3 ◦2 ?3, (1.1.7c)
?4 ◦1?4 = ?4 ◦2 ?4. (1.1.7d)
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Besides, when Q is the trivial poset on the set [`], ` > 0, the operad As(Q) is generated bythe set G?

Q = {?1, . . . , ?`} and, by Lemma 1.1.1, subjected to the relations
?a ◦1?a = ?a ◦2 ?a, a ∈ [`]. (1.1.8)

In particular, when ` = 0, As(Q) is the trivial operad, when ` = 1, As(Q) is the associativeoperad, and when ` = 2, As(Q) is the operad 2as [LR06]. These operads, for a generic
` > 0, are the dual multiassociative operads DAs` , introduced in Section 5 of Chapter 5.These operads can be realized using Schröder trees endowed with labels satisfying someconditions. In Section 2.2.2, we shall describe a generalized version of this realization.

Furthermore, when Q is the total order on the set [`], ` > 0, the operad As(Q) is generatedby the set G?
Q = {?1, . . . , ?`} and, by Lemma 1.1.1, subjected to the relations

?a ◦1?a = ?a ◦1 ?b = ?b ◦1 ?a = ?b ◦2 ?a = ?a ◦2 ?b = ?a ◦2 ?a, a 6 b ∈ [`]. (1.1.9)
In particular, when ` = 0, As(Q) is the trivial operad and when ` = 1, As(Q) is the associativeoperad. These operads, for a generic ` > 0, are the multiassociative operads As` , introducedin Section 5 of Chapter 5. They have the particularity to have stationary dimensions sincedim As(Q)(1) = 1 and dim As(Q)(n) = ` for all n > 2.

1.2. General properties. Let us now list some general properties of the operad As(Q)where Q is a poset without particular requirements. We provide the dimension of the spaceof relations of As(Q), describe its associative elements, and give a necessary and sufficientcondition for the fact that its fundamental basis is a basic set-operad basis.
1.2.1. Space of relations dimensions.

PROPOSITION 1.2.1. Let Q be a poset. Then, the dimension of the space R?
Q of relations

of As(Q) satisfies

dimR?
Q = 4 int(Q)− 3 #Q. (1.2.1)

Recall that int(Q) denotes the number of intervals of Q (see Section 1.3.1 of Chapter 1).
1.2.2. Associative elements.

PROPOSITION 1.2.2. Let Q be a poset and C := {c1 ≺Q · · · ≺Q c`} be a chain of Q. Then,
K 〈C〉 contains only associative elements of As(Q). Conversely, any associative element ofAs(Q) is an element of K 〈C〉 for a chain C of Q.

1.2.3. Basicity.

PROPOSITION 1.2.3. Let Q be a poset. The fundamental basis of As(Q) is a basic set-
operad basis if and only if Q is a trivial poset.
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1.3. Algebras over poset associative operads. Let Q be a poset. From the presentation(

G?
Q,R?

Q
) of the operad As(Q) provided by its definition in Section 1.1.1, an As(Q)-algebra is avector space A endowed with linear operations

?a :A⊗A →A, a ∈ Q, (1.3.1)satisfying, for all x, y, z ∈ A, the relations(x ?a y)?b z = x ?a (y ?b z) = (x ?c y)?a z = x ?c (y ?a z), a, b, c ∈ Q and a 4Q b and a 4Q c.(1.3.2)We call Q-associative algebra any As(Q)-algebra.We shall exhibit two examples of Q-associative algebras in the sequel: in Section 2.2.3,free Q-associative algebras over one generator when Q is a forest poset and in Section 1.3.2,
Q-associative algebras involving the antichains of the poset Q.1.3.1. Units. Let Q be a poset and A be a Q-associative algebra. An a-unit, a ∈ Q, of Ais an element 1a of A satisfying

1a ?a x = x = x ?a 1a (1.3.3)for all x ∈ A. Obviously, for any a ∈ Q there is at most one a-unit in A.Besides, for any element x of A, we denote by EA(x) the set of elements a of Q suchthat x is an a-unit of A. Obviously, if 1a is an a-unit of A, a ∈ EA(1a).
PROPOSITION 1.3.1. Let Q be a poset and A be a Q-associative algebra. Then:

(i) for any element x of A, EA(x) is an order filter of Q;
(ii) for all elements x and y of A such that x 6= y, the sets EA(x) and EA(y) are

disjoint.

Proposition 1.3.1 implies that the sets EA(x), x ∈ A, form a partition of an order filterof Q where each part is itself an order filter of Q.1.3.2. Antichains algebra. Let Q be a poset and set XQ := {xa : a ∈ Q} as a set ofcommutative parameters and consider the commutative and associative polynomial algebra
K[XQ]/IQ , where IQ is the ideal of K[XQ] generated by

xaxb − xa, a 4Q b ∈ Q. (1.3.4)Then, one observes that xa1 . . . xak is a reduced monomial of K[XQ]/IQ if and only if the set
{a1, . . . , ak} is an antichain of Q of size k.We endow K[XQ]/IQ with linear operations

?a : K[XQ]/IQ ⊗K[XQ]/IQ → K[XQ]/IQ , a ∈ Q, (1.3.5)defined, for all reduced monomials xb1 . . . xbk and xc1 . . . xc` of K[X]/IQ , by
xb1 . . . xbk ?a xc1 . . . xc` := π(xb1 . . . xbkxaxc1 . . . xc` ), (1.3.6)where π : K[XQ] → K[XQ]/IQ is the canonical projection. These operations ?a , a ∈ Q, endow

K[XQ]/IQ with a structure of a Q-associative algebra.
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Consider for instance the poset

Q := 12 3 45 . (1.3.7)
The space K[XQ]/IQ is the linear span of the reduced monomials

x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x2x3, x2x4, x3x4, x3x5, x2x3x4, (1.3.8)
and one has for instance

x2 ?3 x4 = x2x3x4, (1.3.9a)
x2x3 ?1 x4 = x1, (1.3.9b)

x2x3 ?5 x4 = x2x3x4. (1.3.9c)
2. Forest posets, Koszul duality, and KoszulityHere, we focus on the construction As when the input poset Q of the construction is aforest poset. In this case, we show that As(Q) is Koszul, we provide a realization of As(Q),and we obtain a functional equation for its Hilbert series. We end this section by computingpresentations of the Koszul dual of As(Q).

2.1. Koszulity and Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt bases. We prove here that when Q is aforest poset, As(Q) is Koszul. For that, we consider an orientation of the space of relations
R?
Q of As(Q) and show that this orientation is a convergent rewrite rule. As a consequence,the Koszulity of As(Q) follows (see Lemma 4.1.2 of Chapter 2).

2.1.1. Forest posets. We call forest poset any poset avoiding the pattern (see Sec-tion 1.3.2 of Chapter 1 for the definition of pattern avoidance in posets). In other words, aforest poset is a poset for which its Hasse diagram is a forest of rooted trees (where rootsare minimal elements). Figure 6.2 shows an example of a forest poset.
2.1.2. Orientation of the space of relations. Let Q be a poset (not necessarily a forestposet just now) and ÑQ be the rewrite rule on G?

Q-syntax trees satisfying
} (?a) ◦1 } (?b)ÑQ } (?a↑Qb) ◦2 } (?a↑Qb) , a, b ∈ Q and (a 4Q b or b 4Q a), (2.1.1a)
} (?a) ◦2 } (?b)ÑQ } (?a↑Qb) ◦2 } (?a↑Qb) , a, b ∈ Q and (a ≺Q b or b ≺Q a). (2.1.1b)

Let also ;Q be the closure of ÑQ .
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2.1.3. Convergent rewrite rule.

LEMMA 2.1.1. Let Q be a poset. Then, ÑQ is an orientation of the space of relations R?
Q

of As(Q).
LEMMA 2.1.2. Let Q be a poset. Then, ;Q is a terminating rewrite rule.

LEMMA 2.1.3. Let Q be a poset. Then, the set of the normal forms of ;Q is the set of
the G?

Q-syntax trees t such that for any internal node of t labeled by ?a having a left (resp.
right) child labeled by ?b , a and b are incomparable (resp. are equal or are incomparable)
in Q.

Let us denote by F(Q) the set of the normal forms of ;Q , described in the statement ofLemma 2.1.3. Moreover, we denote by F(Q)(n), n > 1, the set F(Q) restricted to syntax treeswith exactly n leaves. From their description provided by Lemma 2.1.3, any tree t of F(Q)different from the leaf is of the recursive unique general form
t = s1

s`−1 s`

?a

?a , (2.1.2)
where a ∈ Q and the dashed edge denotes a right comb tree wherein internal nodes arelabeled by ?a , and for any i ∈ [`], si is a tree of F(Q) such that si is the leaf or its root islabeled by a ?b , b ∈ Q, so that a and b are incomparable in Q.

LEMMA 2.1.4. Let Q be a forest poset. Then, ;Q is a confluent rewrite rule.

In Lemma 2.1.4, the condition on Q to be a forest poset is a necessary condition. Indeed,by setting
Q := 1 23 , (2.1.3)

the branching tree
?1

?2 ?3 (2.1.4)
of ;Q admits the branching pair consisting in the two syntax trees

?1
?2 ?1 ,

?1
?2

?2 . (2.1.5)
Since these two trees are normal forms of ;Q , this branching pair is not joinable, henceshowing that ;Q is not confluent.
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2.1.4. Koszulity. Lemmas 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4 imply the following result.
THEOREM 2.1.5. Let Q be a forest poset. Then, the operad As(Q) is Koszul and the set

F(Q) forms a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of As(Q).
2.2. Dimensions and realization. The Koszulity, and more specifically the existence ofa Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis F(Q) highlighted by Theorem 2.1.5 for As(Q) when Q is aforest poset, lead to a combinatorial realization of As(Q). Before describing this realization,we shall provide a functional equation for the Hilbert series of As(Q).2.2.1. Dimensions.

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let Q be a forest poset. Then, the Hilbert series HQ(t) of As(Q)
satisfies

HQ(t) = t +∑
a∈Q
Ha
Q(t), (2.2.1)

where for all a ∈ Q, the Ha
Q(t) satisfy

Ha
Q(t) = (t + H̄a

Q(t))(t + H̄a
Q(t) +Ha

Q(t)) , (2.2.2)
and for all a ∈ Q, the H̄a

Q(t) satisfy

H̄a
Q(t) = ∑

b∈Q
a 64Qb
b 64Qa

Hb
Q(t). (2.2.3)

For instance, let us use Proposition 2.2.1 for the operad As(Q) when Q is the total orderon the set [`], ` > 0. This operad is the multiassociative operad, whose definition is recalledin Section 1.1.3. By (2.2.3), we have
H̄a
Q(t) = 0, a ∈ [`], (2.2.4)and hence, by (2.2.2),

Ha
Q(t) = t21− t , a ∈ [`]. (2.2.5)Then, by (2.2.1), the Hilbert series of As(Q) satisfies

HQ(t) = t + `t21− t , ` > 0. (2.2.6)
Let us use Proposition 2.2.1 for the operad As(Q) when Q is the trivial poset on the set[`], ` > 0. This operad is the dual multiassociative operad, whose definition is recalled inSection 1.1.3. By (2.2.3), one has̄

Ha
Q(t) = ∑

b∈[`]
b 6=a
H̄b
Q(t), a ∈ [`], (2.2.7)

implying, by (2.2.1), that
H̄a
Q(t) =HQ(t)− t −Ha

Q(t), a ∈ [`]. (2.2.8)Now, by (2.2.2), we obtain
Ha
Q(t) = HQ(t)21 +HQ(t) , a ∈ [`]. (2.2.9)
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Therefore, by (2.2.1), the Hilbert series of As(Q) satisfies the quadratic functional equation

t + (t − 1)HQ(t) + (` − 1)HQ(t)2 = 0, ` > 0, (2.2.10)
and can be expressed as

HQ(t) = 1− t −√1 + (2− 4`)t + t22(` − 1) , ` = 0 or ` > 2. (2.2.11)
The dimensions of the first homogeneous components of As(Q) are

1, 2, 6, 22, 90, 394, 1806, 8558, 41586, 206098, ` = 2, (2.2.12a)
1, 3, 15, 93, 645, 4791, 37275, 299865, 2474025, 20819307, ` = 3, (2.2.12b)

1, 4, 28, 244, 2380, 24868, 272188, 3080596, 35758828, 423373636, ` = 4, (2.2.12c)
1, 5, 45, 505, 6345, 85405, 1204245, 17558705, 262577745, 4005148405, ` = 5. (2.2.12d)

These sequences are respectively Sequences A006318, A103210, A103211, and A133305of [Slo].
Finally, let us use Proposition 2.2.1 for the operad As(Q) when Q is the forest poset

Q := 1
2

3
4 . (2.2.13)

By (2.2.3), one has
H̄1
Q(t) = H̄2

Q(t) =H3
Q(t) +H4

Q(t), (2.2.14a)
H̄3
Q(t) = H̄4

Q(t) =H1
Q(t) +H2

Q(t), (2.2.14b)
and, by (2.2.2) and straightforward computations, we obtain that

H1
Q(t) =H2

Q(t) =H3
Q(t) =H4

Q(t), (2.2.15)
so that the Hilbert series of As(Q) satisfies the quadratic functional equation12 t + 14 t2 + (t − 12

)
HQ(t) + 34HQ(t)2 = 0. (2.2.16)

This Hilbert series can expressed as
HQ(t) = 1− 2t −√1− 10t + t23 , (2.2.17)

and the dimensions of the first homogeneous components of As(Q) are
1, 4, 20, 124, 860, 6388, 49700, 399820, 3298700, 27759076. (2.2.18)

Terms of this sequence are the ones of Sequence A107841 of [Slo] multiplied by 2.

http://oeis.org/A006318
http://oeis.org/A103210
http://oeis.org/A103211
http://oeis.org/A133305
http://oeis.org/A107841
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2.2.2. Realization. Let us describe a combinatorial realization of As(Q) when Q is a forestposet in terms of Schröder trees (see Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 1) with a certain labeling andthrough an algorithm to compute their partial composition.
If Q is a poset (not necessarily a forest poset just now), a Q-Schröder tree is a Schrödertree where internal nodes are labeled on Q. For any element a of Q and any n > 2, wedenote by cna the Q-Schröder tree consisting in a single internal node labeled by a attachedto n leaves. We call these trees Q-corollas. A Q-alternating Schröder tree is a Q-Schrödertree t such that for any internal node y of t having a father x, the labels of x and y areincomparable in Q. We denote by S(Q) the set of all Q-alternating Schröder trees and by

S(Q)(n), n > 1, the set S(Q) restricted to trees with exactly n leaves. Any tree t of S(Q)different from the leaf is of the recursive unique general form
t =

s1 s`

a

. . .
, (2.2.19)

where a ∈ Q and for any i ∈ [`], si is a tree of S(Q) such that si is a leaf or its root is labeledby a b ∈ Q and a and b and incomparable in Q.
Relying on the description of the elements of F(Q) provided by Lemma 2.1.3 and ontheir recursive general form provided by (2.1.2), let us consider the map

sQ : F(Q)(n)→ S(Q)(n), n > 1, (2.2.20)
defined recursively by sending the leaf to the leaf and, for any tree t of F(Q) different fromthe leaf, by

sQ(t) = sQ
 s1

s`−1 s`

?a

?a

 := sQ(s1) sQ(s` )
a

. . .
, (2.2.21)

where a ∈ Q and, in the syntax tree of (2.2.21), the dashed edge denotes a right comb treewherein internal nodes are labeled by ?a , and for any i ∈ [`], si is a tree of F(Q) such that
si is the leaf or its root is labeled by ?b , b ∈ Q, and a and b are incomparable in Q. It isimmediate that sQ(t) is a Q-alternating Schröder tree, so that sQ is a well-defined map.

LEMMA 2.2.2. Let Q be a poset. Then, for any n > 1, the map sQ is a bijection between
the set of syntax trees ofF(Q)(n) with n leaves and the set S(Q)(n) of Q-alternating Schröder
trees with n leaves.

In order to define a partial composition for Q-alternating Schröder trees, we introducethe following rewrite rule. When Q is a forest poset, consider the rewrite rule _Q on Q-Schröder trees (not necessarily Q-alternating Schröder trees) satisfying
b

a. . . . . .
. . .

_Q a ↑Q b

. . .

, a, b ∈ Q and (a 4Q b or b 4Q a). (2.2.22)
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Let also  Q be the closure of _Q . Equation (2.2.29) shows examples of steps of rewritingsby  Q for the poset Q defined in (2.2.26).

LEMMA 2.2.3. Let Q be a poset. Then,  Q is a terminating rewrite rule and the set
of its normal forms is the set of all Q-alternating Schröder trees. Moreover, when Q is a
forest poset,  Q is confluent.

In Lemma 2.2.3, the condition on Q to be a forest poset is a necessary condition for theconfluence of  Q . Indeed, by setting
Q := 1 23 , (2.2.23)

the branching tree
1

2 3 (2.2.24)
of  Q admits the branching pair consisting in the two trees

1
2 ,

1
2 . (2.2.25)

Since these two trees are normal forms of Q , this branching pair is not joinable and hence,
 Q is not confluent.We define the partial composition s◦i t of two Q-alternating Schröder trees s and t as the
Q-alternating Schröder tree being the normal form by  Q of the Q-Schröder tree obtainedby grafting the root of t on the ith leaf of s. We denote by ASchr(Q) the linear span of the setof the Q-alternating Schröder trees endowed with the partial composition described aboveand extended by linearity. Consider for instance the forest poset

Q := 12 3 456 . (2.2.26)
Then, we have in ASchr(Q) the partial composition

4 6 ◦3 2 6 = 4 6 2 6 , (2.2.27)
and also

1 4 ◦1 3 2 3 = 1 4 , (2.2.28)
since

3 2 3
1 4  Q 3 13 4  Q 3 1 4  Q

1 4 (2.2.29)
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is a sequence of rewritings steps by  Q , where the leftmost tree of (2.2.29) is obtained bygrafting the root of the second tree of (2.2.28) onto the first leaf of the first tree of (2.2.28).

PROPOSITION 2.2.4. Let Q be a forest poset. Then, ASchr(Q) is an operad graded by the
number of the leaves of the trees. Moreover, as an operad, ASchr(Q) is generated by the
set of Q-corollas of arity two.

THEOREM 2.2.5. Let Q be a forest poset. Then, the operads As(Q) and ASchr(Q) are
isomorphic.

PROOF. First, by Proposition 2.2.4, ASchr(Q) is an operad wherein for any n > 1, itsgraded component of arity n has bases indexed by Q-alternating Schröder trees with nleaves. By Lemma 2.2.2, these trees are in bijection with the elements of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis F(Q) of As(Q) provided by Theorem 2.1.5. By [Hof10], this shows thatASchr(Q) and As(Q) are isomorphic as graded vector spaces.The generators of ASchr(Q), that are by Proposition 2.2.4 Q-corollas of arity two, satisfyat least the nontrivial relations
c2a ◦1 c2b − c2a↑Qb ◦2 c2a↑Qb = 0, a, b ∈ Q and (a 4Q b or b 4Q a), (2.2.30a)
c2a↑Qb ◦1 c2a↑Qb − c2a ◦2 c2b = 0, a, b ∈ Q and (a 4Q b or b 4Q a), (2.2.30b)obtained by a direct computation in ASchr(Q). By using the same reasoning as the one usedto establish Proposition 1.2.1, we obtain that there are as many elements of the form (2.2.30a)or (2.2.30b) as generating relations (see (1.1.2a) and (1.1.2b)) for the space of relations R?

Q ofAs(Q) . Therefore, as ASchr(Q) and As(Q) are isomorphic as graded vector spaces, it cannotbe more nontrivial relations in ASchr(Q) than Relations (2.2.30a) and (2.2.30b).Finally, by identifying all symbols c2a , a ∈ Q, with ?a , we observe that As(Q) and ASchr(Q)admit the same presentation. This implies that As(Q) and ASchr(Q) are isomorphic operads.
�

As announced, Theorem 2.2.5 provides a combinatorial realization ASchr(Q) of As(Q)when Q is a forest poset.
2.2.3. Free forest poset associative algebras over one generator. The realization ofAs(Q), when Q is a forest poset, provided by Theorem 2.2.5 in terms of Q-alternating Schrödertrees leads to the following description. The free Q-associative algebra over one generator,where Q is a forest poset, has ASchr(Q) as underlying vector space and is endowed withlinear operations

?a : ASchr(Q)⊗ ASchr(Q)→ ASchr(Q), a ∈ Q, (2.2.31)satisfying for all Q-alternating Schröder trees s and t,
s ?a t = (c2a ◦2 t) ◦1 s. (2.2.32)

In an alternative way, s?a t is the Q-alternating Schröder obtained by considering the normalform by  Q of the tree obtained by grafting s and t respectively as left and right child of abinary corolla labeled by a.
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Let us provide examples of computations in the free Q-associative algebra over onegenerator where Q is the forest poset

Q := 12 34
5
. (2.2.33)

We have
2 4 ?1 2 3 5 = 1 5 , (2.2.34a)

2 4 ?2 2 3 5 = 5
2 4 2 3 , (2.2.34b)

2 4 ?3 2 3 5 = 2 54
32 , (2.2.34c)

2 4 ?4 2 3 5 = 2 54
32 , (2.2.34d)

2 4 ?5 2 3 5 = 2 3 54
5

2 . (2.2.34e)
2.3. Koszul dual. We now establish a first presentation for the Koszul dual As(Q)! ofAs(Q) where Q is a poset (and not necessarily a forest poset) and provide moreover a secondpresentation of As(Q)! when Q is a forest poset. This second presentation of As(Q)! is simplerthan the first one and it shall be considered in the next section.2.3.1. Presentation by generators and relations.

PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Let Q be a poset. Then, the Koszul dual As(Q)! of As(Q) admits the
presentation

(
G?̄
Q,R ?̄

Q
)

where

G?̄
Q := G?̄

Q(2) := {?̄a : a ∈ Q} , (2.3.1)
and R ?̄

Q is the subspace of FO
(
G?̄
Q
)

generated by

} (?̄a) ◦1 } (?̄a)−} (?̄a) ◦2 } (?̄a)+ ∑
b∈Q
a≺Qb

(} (?̄b) ◦1 } (?̄a) +} (?̄a) ◦1 } (?̄b)−} (?̄b) ◦2 } (?̄a)−} (?̄a) ◦2 } (?̄b)) , a ∈ Q,

(2.3.2a)
} (?̄c) ◦1 } (?̄d) , c, d ∈ Q and c 64Q d and d 64Q c, (2.3.2b)
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} (?̄c) ◦2 } (?̄d) , c, d ∈ Q and c 64Q d and d 64Q c. (2.3.2c)

PROPOSITION 2.3.2. Let Q be a poset. Then, the dimension of the space R ?̄
Q of relations

of As(Q)! satisfies dimR ?̄
Q = 2 (#Q)2 + 3 #Q − 4 int(Q). (2.3.3)

Observe that, by Propositions 1.2.1 and 2.3.2, we have
dimR?

Q + dimR ?̄
Q = 4 int(Q)− 3 #Q + 2 (#Q)2 + 3 #Q − 4 int(Q)= 2 (#Q)2= dimFO(G?

Q)(3), (2.3.4)
as expected by Koszul duality.

2.3.2. Alternative presentation. For any element a of a poset Q (not necessarily a forestposet just now), let 4̄a be the element of As(Q)!(2) defined by
4̄a := ∑

b∈Q
a4Qb

?̄b. (2.3.5)
We denote by G4̄Q the set of all 4̄a , a ∈ Q. By triangularity, the family G4̄Q forms a basis ofAs(Q)!(2) and hence, generates As(Q)!. Consider for instance the poset

Q := 1 23 45 . (2.3.6)
The elements of G4̄Q then express as

4̄1 = ?̄1 + ?̄3, (2.3.7a)
4̄2 = ?̄2 + ?̄3 + ?̄4 + ?̄5, (2.3.7b)

4̄3 = ?̄3, (2.3.7c)
4̄4 = ?̄4 + ?̄5, (2.3.7d)
4̄5 = ?̄5. (2.3.7e)

PROPOSITION 2.3.3. Let Q be a forest poset. Then, the operad As(Q)! admits the presen-
tation

(
G4̄Q ,R4̄Q

)
where R4̄Q is the subspace of FO

(
G4̄Q

)
generated by

}
(
4̄a

)
◦1 }(4̄a

)
−}

(
4̄a

)
◦2 }(4̄a

)
, a ∈ Q, (2.3.8a)

}
(
4̄c

)
◦1 }(4̄d

)
, c, d ∈ Q and c 64Q d and d 64Q c, (2.3.8b)

}
(
4̄c

)
◦2 }(4̄d

)
, c, d ∈ Q and c 64Q d and d 64Q c. (2.3.8c)
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By considering the presentation of As(Q)! furnished by Proposition 2.3.3 when Q is aforest poset, we obtain by Koszul duality a new presentation (G4Q ,R4Q ) for As(Q) where theset of generators G4Q is defined by

G4Q := G4Q (2) := {4a : a ∈ Q} , (2.3.9)
and the space of relations R4Q is generated by

} (4a) ◦1 } (4a)−} (4a) ◦2 } (4a) , a ∈ Q, (2.3.10a)
} (4a) ◦1 } (4b) , a, b ∈ Q and (a ≺Q b or b ≺Q a), (2.3.10b)
} (4a) ◦2 } (4b) , a, b ∈ Q and (a ≺Q b or b ≺Q a). (2.3.10c)

2.3.3. Example. To end this section, let us give a complete example of the spaces ofrelations R?
Q , R ?̄

Q , R4̄Q , and R4Q of the operads As(Q) and As(Q)! where Q is the forest poset
Q := 12 3 . (2.3.11)

First, by definition of As and by Lemma 1.1.1, the generators of G?
Q are subjected to therelations

?1 ◦1 ?1 = ?1 ◦1 ?2 = ?2 ◦1 ?1 = ?1 ◦1 ?3 = ?3 ◦1 ?1= ?3 ◦2 ?1 = ?1 ◦2 ?3 = ?2 ◦2 ?1 = ?1 ◦2 ?2 = ?1 ◦2 ?1, (2.3.12a)
?2 ◦1?2 = ?2 ◦2 ?2, (2.3.12b)
?3 ◦1?3 = ?3 ◦2 ?3. (2.3.12c)This describes R?

Q .
By Proposition 2.3.1, the generators of G?̄

Q are subjected to the relations
?̄1 ◦1 ?̄1 + ?̄1 ◦1 ?̄2 + ?̄2 ◦1 ?̄1 + ?̄1 ◦1 ?̄3 + ?̄3 ◦1 ?̄1= ?̄3 ◦2 ?̄1 + ?̄1 ◦2 ?̄3 + ?̄2 ◦2 ?̄1 + ?̄1 ◦2 ?̄2 + ?̄1 ◦2 ?̄1, (2.3.13a)

?̄2 ◦1 ?̄2 = ?̄2 ◦2 ?̄2, (2.3.13b)
?̄3 ◦1 ?̄3 = ?̄3 ◦2 ?̄3, (2.3.13c)

?̄2 ◦1 ?̄3 = ?̄3 ◦1 ?̄2 = ?̄3 ◦2 ?̄2 = ?̄2 ◦2 ?̄3 = 0. (2.3.13d)This describes R ?̄
Q .

By Proposition 2.3.3, the generators of G4̄Q are subjected to the relations
4̄1 ◦1 4̄1 = 4̄1 ◦2 4̄1, (2.3.14a)
4̄2 ◦1 4̄2 = 4̄2 ◦2 4̄2, (2.3.14b)
4̄3 ◦1 4̄3 = 4̄3 ◦2 4̄3, (2.3.14c)

4̄2 ◦1 4̄3 = 4̄3 ◦1 4̄2 = 4̄3 ◦2 4̄2 = 4̄2 ◦2 4̄3 = 0. (2.3.14d)This describes R4̄Q .
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Finally, by the observation established at the end of Section 2.3.2, the generators of G4Qare subjected to the relations

41 ◦1 41 = 41 ◦2 41, (2.3.15a)
42 ◦1 42 = 42 ◦2 42, (2.3.15b)
43 ◦1 43 = 43 ◦2 43, (2.3.15c)

41 ◦1 42 = 42 ◦1 41 = 41 ◦1 43 = 43 ◦1 41= 43 ◦2 41 = 41 ◦2 43 = 42 ◦2 41 = 41 ◦2 42 = 0. (2.3.15d)
This describes R4Q .

3. Thin forest posets and Koszul dualityAs we have seen in Section 2, certain properties satisfied by the poset Q imply propertiesfor the operad As(Q). In this section, we show that when Q is a forest poset with an extracondition, the Koszul dual As(Q)! of As(Q) can be constructed via the construction As.
3.1. Thin forest posets. A subclass of the class of forest posets, whose elements arecalled thin forest posets, is described here. We also define an involution on these posets thatis linked, as we shall see later, to Koszul duality of the concerned operads.3.1.1. Description. A thin forest poset is a forest poset avoiding the pattern (seeSection 1.3.2 of Chapter 1 for the definition of pattern avoidance in posets). In other words,a thin forest poset is a poset so that the nonplanar rooted tree t obtained by adding a (new)root to the Hasse diagram of Q has the following property. Any node x of t has at most onechild y such that the suffix subtree of t rooted at y has two nodes or more. For instance,Figure 6.1a shows a thin forest poset, while Figure 6.2 shows a forest poset that does notsatisfies the described property.

(A) A thin forest poset.

1 2 34 5678 9 10
11(B) A standardly labeled thinforest poset.

FIGURE 6.1. Hasse diagrams of a thin forest poset and a standardly labeled version.
A standard labeling of a thin forest poset Q consists in labeling the vertices of the Hassediagram of Q from 1 to #Q in the order they appear in a depth first traversal, by alwaysvisiting in a same sibling the node with the biggest subtree as last. For instance, a standardlabeling of the poset of Figure 6.1a is the poset shown in Figure 6.1b. In what follows, weshall consider only standardly labeled thin forest posets and we shall identify any element xof a thin forest posets Q as the label of x in a standard labeling of Q. Moreover, we shall see
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x

y1 y2

FIGURE 6.2. The Hasse diagram of a forest poset which is not a thin forestposet. Indeed, the node x has two children y1 and y2 such that the suffixsubtrees rooted at y1 and y2 have both two nodes or more.
thin forest posets as forests of nonplanar rooted trees, obtained by considering the Hassediagrams of these posets.Thin forest posets admit the following recursive description. If Q is a thin forest poset,then Q is the empty forest ∅, or it is the forest

Q′ (3.1.1)consisting in the tree of one node (labeled by 1) and a thin forest poset Q′, or it is the forest
Q′

(3.1.2)
consisting in one root (labeled by 1) attached to the roots of the trees of the thin forestposet Q′. Therefore, there are 2n−1 thin forest posets of size n > 1.3.1.2. Duality. Given a thin forest poset Q, the dual of Q is the poset Q⊥ such that, forall a, b ∈ Q⊥, a 4Q⊥ b if and only if a = b or a and b are incomparable in Q and a < b (forthe natural order on the labels a and b that are integers). For instance, consider the poset

Q := 1 23 4 56 . (3.1.3)
Since 1 64Q 2, 1 64Q 3, 1 64Q 4, 1 64Q 5, 1 64Q 6, 3 64Q 4, 3 64Q 5, 3 64Q 6, 4 64Q 5, 4 64Q 6, in thedual Q⊥ of Q we have 1 4Q⊥ 2, 1 4Q⊥ 3, 1 4Q⊥ 4, 1 4Q⊥ 5, 1 4Q⊥ 6, 3 4Q⊥ 4, 3 4Q⊥ 5, 3 4Q⊥ 6,4 4Q⊥ 5, 4 4Q⊥ 6 and hence,

Q⊥ = 12 345 6
. (3.1.4)

Observe that this operation ⊥ is an involution on thin forest posets.We now state two lemmas about thin forest posets and the operation ⊥.
LEMMA 3.1.1. Let Q be a thin forest poset. The dual Q⊥ of Q admits the following

recursive expression:
(i) if Q is the empty forest ∅, then

∅⊥ = ∅; (3.1.5)
(ii) if Q is of the form Q = Q′ where Q′ is a thin forest poset, then(

Q′
)⊥ =

Q′⊥
; (3.1.6)
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(iii) otherwise, Q is of the form Q = Q′ where Q′ is a thin forest poset, and then(

Q′

)⊥ = Q′⊥. (3.1.7)
LEMMA 3.1.2. Let Q be a thin forest poset. Then, the number of intervals of Q and the

number of intervals of its dual are related by

int(Q) + int (Q⊥) = (#Q)2 + 3 #Q2 . (3.1.8)
3.2. Koszul duality and poset duality. By defining here an alternative basis for As(Q)when Q is a thin forest poset, we show that the construction As is closed under Koszul dualityon thin forest posets. More precisely, we show that As(Q)! and As(Q⊥) are two isomorphicoperads.
3.2.1. Alternative basis. Let Q be a thin forest poset. For any element b of Q, let �̄b bethe element of As(Q)!(2) defined by

�̄b := ∑
a∈Q⊥
a4Q⊥b

4̄a. (3.2.1)
We denote by G�̄Q the set of all �̄b , b ∈ Q. By triangularity, the family G�̄Q forms a basis ofAs(Q)!(2) and hence, generates As(Q)!. Consider for instance the thin forest poset

Q := 1 2 34 56 . (3.2.2)
The dual poset of Q is

Q⊥ = 123 45 6
(3.2.3)

and hence, the elements of G�̄Q express as̄
�1 = 4̄1, (3.2.4a)

�̄2 = 4̄1 + 4̄2, (3.2.4b)
�̄3 = 4̄1 + 4̄2 + 4̄3, (3.2.4c)
�̄4 = 4̄1 + 4̄2 + 4̄4, (3.2.4d)

�̄5 = 4̄1 + 4̄2 + 4̄4 + 4̄5, (3.2.4e)
�̄6 = 4̄1 + 4̄2 + 4̄4 + 4̄6. (3.2.4f)

LEMMA 3.2.1. Let Q be a thin forest poset. Then, the dimension of the space R?
Q⊥ of

relations of As(Q⊥) and the dimension of the space R ?̄
Q of relations of As(Q)! are related by

dimR?
Q⊥ = 4 int (Q⊥)− 3 #Q = dimR ?̄

Q. (3.2.5)
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3.2.2. Isomorphism.

THEOREM 3.2.2. Let Q be a thin forest poset. Then, the map φ : As(Q⊥)→ As(Q)! defined
for any a ∈ Q⊥ by φ(?a) := �̄a extends in a unique way to an isomorphism of operads.

PROOF. Let us denote byR�̄Q the space of relations of As(Q)!, expressed on the generatingfamily G�̄Q . This space is the same as the space R4̄Q , described by Proposition 2.3.3. Let usexhibit a generating family of R�̄Q as a vector space. For this, let a and b be two elementsof Q⊥ such that a 4Q⊥ b. We have, by using (3.2.1),
�̄a ◦1 �̄b − �̄a ◦2 �̄a = ∑

a′,b′∈Q⊥
a′4Q⊥a
b′4Q⊥b

(
4̄a′ ◦1 4̄b′

)
−

∑
a′,a′′∈Q⊥
a′4Q⊥a
a′′4Q⊥a

(
4̄a′ ◦2 4̄a′′

)

= ∑
a′∈Q⊥
a′4Q⊥a

(
4̄a′ ◦1 4̄a′

)
−
∑
a′∈Q⊥
a′4Q⊥a

(
4̄a′ ◦2 4̄a′

)
= 0.

(3.2.6)

Indeed the second equality of (3.2.6) comes, by Proposition 2.3.3, from the presence of theelements (2.3.8b) and (2.3.8c) in R4̄Q , together with the fact that for all comparable elements
a′ and b′ in Q, the fact that a′ 4Q⊥ a, b′ 4Q⊥ b, and a 4Q⊥ b implies that a′ = b′. Besides, thelast equality of (3.2.6) comes, by Proposition 2.3.3, from the presence of the elements (2.3.8a)in R4̄Q . Similar arguments show that

�̄b ◦1 �̄a − �̄a ◦2 �̄a = 0, (3.2.7a)
�̄a ◦1 �̄a − �̄b ◦2 �̄a = 0, (3.2.7b)
�̄a ◦1 �̄a − �̄a ◦2 �̄b = 0. (3.2.7c)We then have shown that the elements

�̄a ◦1 �̄b − �̄a↑Q⊥b ◦2 �̄a↑Q⊥b, a, b ∈ Q⊥ and (a 4Q⊥ b or b 4Q⊥ a), (3.2.8a)
�̄a↑Q⊥b ◦1 �̄a↑Q⊥b − �̄a ◦2 �̄b, a, b ∈ Q⊥ and (a 4Q⊥ b or b 4Q⊥ a). (3.2.8b)

are in R4̄Q . It is immediate that the family consisting in the elements (3.2.8a) and (3.2.8b)is free. We denote by R the vector space generated by this family. By using the samearguments as the ones used in the proof of Proposition 1.2.1, we obtain that the dimensionof R is dimR = 4 int (Q⊥)− 3 #Q⊥. (3.2.9)
Now, by Lemma 3.2.1, we deduce that dimR = dimR ?̄

Q = dimR4̄Q , implying that R and R4̄Qare equal.Therefore, the family of the G�̄Q generating As(Q)! is subjected to the same relations as thefamily of the G?
Q generating As(Q⊥) (compare (3.2.8a) with (1.1.2a) and (3.2.8b) with (1.1.2b)).Whence the statement of the theorem. �
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The isomorphism φ between As(Q⊥) and As(Q)! provided by Theorem 3.2.2 can be ex-pressed from the generating family G?

Q⊥ of As(Q⊥) to the generating family G?̄
Q of As(Q)!, forany b ∈ Q⊥, as

φ(?b) = ∑
a∈Q⊥
a4Q⊥b

∑
c∈Q
a4Qc

?̄c. (3.2.10)
For instance, by considering the pair of thin forest posets in duality

(
Q,Q⊥

) =
 1 2 34 56 ,

123 45 6

 , (3.2.11)
the map φ : As(Q⊥)→ As(Q)! defined in the statement of Theorem 3.2.2 satisfies

φ(?1) = ?̄1, (3.2.12a)
φ(?2) = ?̄1 + ?̄2, (3.2.12b)

φ(?3) = ?̄1 + ?̄2 + ?̄3 + ?̄4 + ?̄5 + ?̄6, (3.2.12c)
φ(?4) = ?̄1 + ?̄2 + ?̄4, (3.2.12d)

φ(?5) = ?̄1 + ?̄2 + ?̄4 + ?̄5 + ?̄6, (3.2.12e)
φ(?6) = ?̄1 + ?̄2 + ?̄4 + ?̄6. (3.2.12f)

Moreover, by considering the opposite pair of thin posets forests in duality
(
Q,Q⊥

) =
 123 45 6

,
1 2 34 56

 , (3.2.13)
the map φ : As(Q⊥)→ As(Q)! defined in the statement of Theorem 3.2.2 satisfies

φ(?1) = ?̄1 + ?̄2 + ?̄3 + ?̄4 + ?̄5 + ?̄6, (3.2.14a)
φ(?2) = ?̄2 + ?̄3 + ?̄4 + ?̄5 + ?̄6, (3.2.14b)

φ(?3) = ?̄3, (3.2.14c)
φ(?4) = ?̄3 + ?̄4 + ?̄5 + ?̄6, (3.2.14d)

φ(?5) = ?̄3 + ?̄5, (3.2.14e)
φ(?6) = ?̄3 + ?̄5 + ?̄6. (3.2.14f)

Notice also that since the dual of the total order Q on a set of ` > 0 elements is the trivialorder Q⊥ on the same set, by Theorem 3.2.2, As(Q) is the Koszul dual of As(Q⊥). This iscoherent with the results of Section 5 of Chapter 5 about the multiassociative operad (equalto As(Q)) and the dual multiassociative operad (equal to As(Q⊥)).
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Concluding remarksThrough this chapter, we have presented a functorial construction As from posets tooperads establishing a link between the two underlying categories. The operads obtainedthrough this construction generalize the (dual) multiassociative operads. As we have seen,some combinatorial properties of the starting posets Q imply properties on the obtainedoperads As(Q) as, among others, basicity and Koszulity.This work raises several questions. We have presented two classes of Q-associativealgebras: the free Q-associative algebras over one generator where Q are forest posets anda polynomial algebra involving the antichains of a poset Q. The question to characterizefree Q-associative algebras over one generator with no assumption on Q is open. Also, thequestion to define some other interesting Q-associative algebras has not been considered inthis work and deserves to be addressed.Besides, we have shown that when Q is a forest poset, As(Q) is Koszul. The property ofbeing a forest poset for Q is only a sufficient condition for the Koszulity of As(Q) and thequestion to find a necessary condition is worthwhile. Notice that the strategy to prove theKoszulity of an operad by the partition poset method [MY91,Val07] (see also [LV12]) cannotbe applied to our context. Indeed, this strategy applies only to basic operads and we haveshown that almost all operads As(Q) are not basic.





CHAPTER 7
Operads of decorated cliques

The content of this chapter comes from [Gir17b,Gir17a].
IntroductionRegular polygons endowed with configurations of diagonals are very classical combina-torial objects. Up to some restrictions or enrichments, sets defined on these polygons canbe put in bijection with several combinatorial families. For instance, it is well-known thattriangulations [DLRS10], forming a particular subset of the set of all polygons, are in one-to-one correspondence with binary trees, and a lot of structures and operations on binarytrees translate nicely on triangulations. Indeed, among others, the rotation operation onbinary trees [Knu98] is the covering relation of the Tamari order [Tam62, HT72] (see alsoSection 1.3.3 of Chapter 1) and this operation translates as a diagonal flip in triangulations.Also, noncrossing configurations [FN99] form another interesting subfamily of such poly-gons. Natural generalizations of noncrossing configurations consist in allowing, with moreor less restrictions, some crossing diagonals. One of these families is formed by the multi-triangulations [CP92], that are polygons wherein the number of mutually crossing diagonalis bounded. Besides, let us emphasize that the class of combinatorial objects in bijection withsets of polygons with configurations of diagonals is large enough in order to contain, amongothers, dissections of polygons, noncrossing partitions, permutations, and involutions.The purpose of this work is twofold. First, we are concerned in endowing the linearspan of the polygons with configurations of arcs with a structure of an operad. This isjustified by the preliminary observation that most of the subfamilies of polygons endowedwith configurations of diagonals discussed above are stable for several natural compositionoperations. Even better, some of these can be described as the closure with respect tothese composition operations of small sets of polygons. For this reason, operads are verypromising candidates, among the modern algebraic structures, to study such objects underan algebraic and combinatorial flavor. This leads to see these objects under a new light,stressing some of their combinatorial and algebraic properties. Second, we would providea general construction of operads of polygons rich enough so that it includes some alreadyknown operads. As a consequence, we obtain alternative definitions of existing operads andnew interpretations of these.For this aim, we work here with M-decorated cliques (or M-cliques for short), that arecomplete graphs whose arcs are labeled onM, whereM is a unitary magma. These objectsare natural generalizations of polygons with configurations of arcs since the arcs of any

M-clique labeled by the unit of M are considered as missing. The elements of M different
211
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from the unit allow moreover to handle polygons with arcs of different colors. For instance,each usual noncrossing configuration c can be encoded by an N2-clique p, where N2 is thecyclic additive unitary magma Z/2Z, wherein each arc labeled by 1 ∈ N2 in p denotes thepresence of the same arc in c, and each arc labeled by 0 ∈ N2 in p denotes its absence in c.Our construction is materialized by a functor C from the category of unitary magmas to thecategory of operads. It builds, from any unitary magma M, an operad CM on M-cliques.The partial composition p◦i q of twoM-cliques p and q of CM consists in gluing the ith edgeof p (with respect to a precise indexation) and a special arc of q, called the base, togetherto form a new M-clique. The magmatic operation of M explains how to relabel the twooverlapping arcs.This operad CM has a lot of properties, which can be apprehended both under a com-binatorial and an algebraic point of view. First, many families of particular polygons withconfigurations of arcs form quotients or suboperads of CM. We can for instance controlthe degrees of the vertices or the crossings between diagonals to obtain new operads. Wecan also forbid all diagonals, or some labels for the diagonals or the edges, or all nestings ofdiagonals, or even all cycles formed by arcs. All these combinatorial particularities and re-strictions onM-cliques behave well algebraically. Moreover, by using the fact that the directsum of two ideals of an operad O is still an ideal of O, these constructions can be mixed toget even more operads. For instance, it is well-known that Motzkin configurations, that arepolygons with disjoint noncrossing diagonals, are enumerated by Motzkin numbers [Mot48].Since a Motzkin configuration can be encoded by an M-clique where all vertices are of de-grees at most 1 and no diagonal crosses another one, we obtain an operad MotM on coloredMotzkin configurations which is both a quotient of Deg1M, the quotient of CM consistingin all M-cliques such that all vertices are of degrees at most 1, and of NCM, the quotient(and suboperad) of CM consisting in all noncrossing M-cliques. We also get quotients ofCM involving, among others, Schröder trees, forests of paths, forests of trees, dissectionsof polygons, Lucas configurations, with colored versions for each of these. This leads to anew hierarchy of operads, wherein links between its components appear as surjective orinjective operad morphisms. Table 7.1 lists the main operads constructed in this work andgathers some information about these.One of the most notable of these substructures is built by considering the D0-cliquesthat have vertices of degrees at most 1, where D0 is the multiplicative unitary magma on
{0, 1}. This is in fact the quotient Deg1D0 of CD0 and involves involutions (or equivalently,standard Young tableaux by the Robinson-Schensted correspondence [Sch61, Lot02]). Tothe best of our knowledge, Deg1D0 is the first nontrivial operad on these objects. As animportant remark at this stage, let us highlight that when M is nontrivial, CM is not abinary operad. Indeed, all its minimal generating sets are infinite and its generators havearbitrary high arities. Nevertheless, the biggest binary suboperad of CM is the operadNCM of noncrossing configurations and this operad is quadratic and Koszul, regardless of
M. Furthermore, the construction C maintains some links with the operad RatFct of rationalfunctions introduced by Loday [Lod10] (see also Section 4.2.4 of Chapter 2). In fact, providedthat M satisfies some conditions, each M-clique encodes a rational function. This definesan operad morphism from CM to RatFct. Moreover, the construction C allows to construct
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Operad Objects Status with respect to CM Place

CM M-cliques — Section 1LabB,E,DM M-cliques with restricted labels Suboperad Section 2.1.1WhiM White M-cliques Suboperad Section 2.1.2CrokM M-cliques of crossings at most k Suboperad and quotient Section 2.1.3BubM M-bubbles Quotient Section 2.1.4DegkM M-cliques of degrees at most k Quotient Section 2.1.5NesM Nesting-free M-cliques Quotient Section 2.1.6AcyM Acyclic M-cliques Quotient Section 2.1.7NCM noncrossing M-cliques Suboperad and quotient Section 3
TABLE 7.1. The main operads defined in this work. All these operads dependon a unitary magma M which has, in some cases, to satisfy some preciseconditions. Some of these operads depend also on a nonnegative integer kor subsets B, E, and D of M.

already known operads in original ways. For instance, for well-chosen unitary magmas M,the operads CM contain FF4, a suboperad of the operad of formal fractions FF [CHN16],the operad NCT of based noncrossing trees [Cha07,Ler11], and MT and DMT, two operadsrespectively defined in [LMN13] and in Chapter 12 that involve multi-tildes and double multi-tildes, which are operators coming from formal language theory [CCM11]. Moreover, Cprovides a construction of BNC, the operad of bicolored noncrossing configurations (seeChapter 3). For this reason, in particular, all the suboperads of BNC can be obtained fromthe construction C. This includes for example the dipterous operad [LR03, Zin12]. Theoperads CM also contains Grav, the gravity operad, a symmetric operad introduced byGetzler [Get94], seen here as a nonsymmetric one [AP15].
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce M-cliques, the con-struction C, and study some of its properties. Then, Section 2 is devoted to define severalsuboperads and quotients of CM. This leads to a bunch of new operads on particular M-cliques. We focus next, in Section 3, on the study of the suboperad NCM of CM on thenoncrossing M-cliques. Among others, we provide a presentation by generators and rela-tions of NCM and of its Koszul dual. Finally, in Section 4, we use the construction C toprovide alternative definitions of some known operads.
Note. This chapter deals onlys with ns operads. For this reason, “operad” means “nsoperad”.
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1. From unitary magmas to operadsWe describe in this section our construction from unitary magmas to operads and studyits main algebraic and combinatorial properties.

1.1. Unitary magmas, decorated cliques, and operads. We present here our maincombinatorial objects, the decorated cliques. The construction C, which takes a unitarymagma as input and produces an operad, is defined.1.1.1. Unitary magmas. Recall first that a unitary magma is a set endowed with a binaryoperation ? admitting a left and right unit 1M . For convenience, we denote by M̄ the set
M\{1M}. To explore some examples in this chapter, we shall mostly consider four sorts ofunitary magmas: the additive unitary magma on all integers denoted by Z, the cyclic additiveunitary magma on Z/`Z denoted by N` , the unitary magma

D` := {1, 0,d1, . . . ,d`} (1.1.1)where 1 is the unit of D` , 0 is absorbing, and di ? dj = 0 for all i, j ∈ [`], and the unitarymagma
E` := {1, e1, . . . , e`} (1.1.2)where 1 is the unit of E` and ei ? ej = 1 for all i, j ∈ [`]. Observe that sincee1 ? (e1 ? e2) = e1 ? 1 = e1 6= e2 = 1 ? e2 = (e1 ? e1) ? e2, (1.1.3)all unitary magmas E` , ` > 2, are not monoids.1.1.2. Decorated cliques. An M-decorated clique (or an M-clique for short) is an M-configuration p (see Section 3.2 of Chapter 1) such that each arc of p has a label. When thearc (x, y) of p is labeled by an element different from 1M , we say that the arc (x, y) is solid.By convention, we require that the M-clique of size 1 having its base labeled by 1M isthe only such object of size 1. The set of all M-cliques is denoted by CM .In our graphical representations, we shall represent any M-clique p by following thedrawing conventions of configurations explained in Section 3.2 of Chapter 1 with the differ-ence that non-solid diagonals are not drawn. For instance,
p :=

−1 2 1
−1 3

21 (1.1.4)
is a Z-clique such that, among others p(1, 2) = −1, p(1, 5) = 2, p(3, 7) = −1, p(5, 7) = 1,
p(2, 3) = 0 (because 0 is the unit of Z), and p(2, 6) = 0 (for the same reason).Let us now provide some definitions and statistics onM-cliques. The underlying configu-
ration of p is the M̄-configuration p̄ of the same size as the one of p and such p̄(x, y) := p(x, y)for all solid arcs (x, y) of p, and all other arcs of p̄ are unlabeled. The skeleton, (resp. degree,
crossing) of p is the skeleton (resp. the degree, the crossing) of p̄. Moreover, p is nesting-
free, (resp. acyclic, white, an M-bubble, an M-triangle), if p̄ is nesting-free (resp. acyclic,white, a bubble, a triangle). The set of all M-bubbles (resp. M-triangles) is denoted by BM
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(resp. TM). Finally, the border of p is the word bor(p) of length n such that for any i ∈ [n],bor(p)i = pi.1.1.3. Partial composition of M-cliques. From now on, the arity of an M-clique p is itssize and is denoted by |p|. For any unitary magma M, we define the vector spaceCM :=⊕

n>1 CM(n), (1.1.5)
where CM(n) is the linear span of all M-cliques of arity n, n > 1. The set CM forms hencea basis of CM called fundamental basis. Observe that the space CM(1) has dimension 1since it is the linear span of theM-clique . We endow CM with partial composition maps

◦i : CM(n)⊗CM(m)→ CM(n +m − 1), n,m > 1, i ∈ [n], (1.1.6)defined linearly, in the fundamental basis, in the following way. Let p and q be twoM-cliquesof respective arities n and m, and i ∈ [n] be an integer. We set p ◦i q as theM-clique of arity
n +m − 1 such that, for any arc (x, y) where 1 6 x < y 6 n +m,

(p◦iq)(x, y) :=


p(x, y) if y 6 i,
p(x, y −m + 1) if x 6 i < i +m 6 y and (x, y) 6= (i, i +m),
p(x −m + 1, y −m + 1) if i +m 6 x,
q(x − i + 1, y − i + 1) if i 6 x < y 6 i +m and (x, y) 6= (i, i +m),
pi ? q0 if (x, y) = (i, i +m),
1M otherwise.

(1.1.7)

We recall that ? denotes the operation of M and 1M its unit. In a geometric way, p ◦i qis obtained by gluing the base of q onto the ith edge of p, by relabeling the common arcsbetween p and q, respectively the arcs (i, i + 1) and (1,m + 1), by pi ? q0, and by adding allrequired non solid diagonals on the graph thus obtained to become a clique (see Figure 7.1).For example, in CZ, one has the two partial compositions
pii i+1
p ◦i

q0
q = pii i+1

p

q0
q = i i+mpi ? q0

FIGURE 7.1. The partial composition of CM, described in geometric terms.Here, p and q are two M-cliques. The arity of q is m and i is an integerbetween 1 and |p|.

1 −2
−2 1 ◦2 1

3
1 2 =

1 −2
1 11

2
1 , (1.1.8a)
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1 −2
−2 1 ◦2 1

2
1 2 =

1 −2
1 1

2
1 . (1.1.8b)

1.1.4. Functorial construction from unitary magmas to operads. IfM1 andM2 are twounitary magmas and θ :M1 →M2 is a unitary magma morphism, we defineCθ : CM1 → CM2 (1.1.9)as the linear map sending any M1-clique p of arity n to the M2-clique (Cθ)(p) of the samearity such that, for any arc (x, y) where 1 6 x < y 6 n + 1,((Cθ)(p))(x, y) := θ(p(x, y)). (1.1.10)In a geometric way, (Cθ)(p) is the M2-clique obtained by relabeling each arc of p by theimage of its label by θ.
THEOREM 1.1.1. The construction C is a functor from the category of unitary magmas

to the category of operads. Moreover, C respects injections and surjections.We name the construction C as the clique construction and CM as theM-clique operad.Observe that the fundamental basis of CM is a set-operad basis of CM. Besides, whenM isthe trivial unitary magma {1M}, CM is the linear span of all decorated cliques having onlynon-solid arcs. Thus, each space CM(n), n > 1, is of dimension 1 and it follows from thedefinition of the partial composition of CM that this operad is isomorphic to the associativeoperad As. The next result shows that the clique construction is compatible with the Cartesianproduct of unitary magmas.
PROPOSITION 1.1.2. LetM1 andM2 be two unitary magmas. Then, the operads (CM1)◊(CM2)

and C(M1 ×M2) are isomorphic.

1.2. General properties. We investigate here some properties of clique operads, as theirdimensions, their minimal generating sets, the fact that they admit a cyclic operad structure,and describe their partial compositions over two alternative bases.1.2.1. Dimensions and minimal generating set.PROPOSITION 1.2.1. Let M be a finite unitary magma. For all n > 2,dim CM(n) = m(n+12 ), (1.2.1)
where m := #M.From Proposition 1.2.1, the first dimensions of CM depending on m := #M are1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, m = 1, (1.2.2a)1, 8, 64, 1024, 32768, 2097152, 268435456, 68719476736, m = 2, (1.2.2b)

1, 27, 729, 59049, 14348907, 10460353203, 22876792454961,150094635296999121, m = 3, (1.2.2c)
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1, 64, 4096, 1048576, 1073741824, 4398046511104, 72057594037927936,4722366482869645213696, m = 4. (1.2.2d)Except for the first terms, the second one forms Sequence A006125, the third one formsSequence A047656, and the last one forms Sequence A053763 of [Slo].Let PM be the set of all M-cliques p or arity n > 2 such that, for any (non-necessarilysolid) diagonal (x, y) of p, there is at least one solid diagonal (x′, y ′) of p such that (x, y) and(x′, y ′) are crossing. We call PM the set of all prime M-cliques. Observe that, according tothis description, all M-triangles are prime.

PROPOSITION 1.2.2. Let M be a unitary magma. The set PM is a minimal generating
set of CM.

Computer experiments tell us that, when m := #M = 2, the first numbers of prime
M-cliques are, size by size, 0, 8, 16, 352, 16448, 1380224. (1.2.3)Moreover, remark that each nth term of this sequence is divisible by mn+1 since the labelsof the base and the edges of an M-clique p have no influence on the fact that p is prime.This gives the sequence 0, 1, 1, 11, 257, 10783. (1.2.4)None of these sequences appear in [Slo] at this time.1.2.2. Associative elements.

PROPOSITION 1.2.3. Let M be a unitary magma and f be an element of CM(2) of the
form

f := ∑
p∈TM

λpp, (1.2.5)
where the λp, p ∈ TM , are coefficients of K. Then, f is associative if and only if∑

p1,q0∈M
δ=p1?q0

λ
p2p1

p0
λ

q2q1
q0

= 0, p0, p2, q1, q2 ∈ M, δ ∈ M̄, (1.2.6a)
∑

p1,q0∈M
p1?q0=1M

λ
p2p1

p0
λ

q2q1
q0
− λ

p1q1
p0

λ
p2q2

q0
= 0, p0, p2, q1, q2 ∈ M, (1.2.6b)

∑
p2,q0∈M
δ=p2?q0

λ
p2p1

p0
λ

q2q1
q0

= 0, p0, p1, q1, q2 ∈ M, δ ∈ M̄. (1.2.6c)
For instance, by Proposition 1.2.3, the binary elements

11 1 , (1.2.7a)
+ 1 − 1 + 1 − 1 1 + 11 − 11 − 11 1 (1.2.7b)

of CN2 are associative.

http://oeis.org/A006125
http://oeis.org/A047656
http://oeis.org/A053763
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1.2.3. Symmetries. Let ret : CM → CM be the linear map sending any M-clique p ofarity n to the M-clique ret(p) of the same arity such that, for any arc (x, y) where 1 6 x <

y 6 n + 1, (ret(p)) (x, y) := p(n − y + 2, n − x + 2). (1.2.8)In a geometric way, ret(p) is the M-clique obtained by applying on p a reflection trough thevertical line passing by its base. For instance, one has in CZ,
ret
 1 −2
−2 1

 = 1
−2

−2
1 . (1.2.9)

PROPOSITION 1.2.4. LetM be a unitary magma. Then, the group of symmetries of CM
contains the map ret and all the maps Cθ where θ are unitary magma automorphisms
of M.

1.2.4. Basic set-operad basis.

PROPOSITION 1.2.5. Let M be a unitary magma. The fundamental basis of CM is a
basic set-operad basis if and only if M is right cancellable.

1.2.5. Cyclic operad structure. Let ρ : CM → CM be the linear map sending any M-clique p of arity n to the M-clique ρ(p) of the same arity such that, for any arc (x, y) where1 6 x < y 6 n + 1,
(ρ(p))(x, y) := {p(x + 1, y + 1) if y 6 n,

p(1, x + 1) otherwise (y = n + 1). (1.2.10)
In a geometric way, ρ(p) is the M-clique obtained by applying a rotation of one step of p inthe counterclockwise direction. For instance, one has in CZ,

ρ

 1 −2
−2 1

 =
−2 1

1 −2 . (1.2.11)
PROPOSITION 1.2.6. Let M be a unitary magma. The map ρ is a rotation map of CM,

endowing this operad with a cyclic operad structure.

1.2.6. Alternative bases. If p and q are two M-cliques of the same arity, the Hamming
distance ham(p, q) between p and q is the number of arcs (x, y) such that p(x, y) 6= q(x, y).Let �be be the partial order relation on the set of all M-cliques, where, for any M-cliques pand q, one has p �be q if q can be obtained from p by replacing some labels 1M of its edgesor its base by other labels of M. In the same way, let �d be the partial order on the sameset where p �d q if q can be obtained from p by replacing some labels 1M of its diagonalsby other labels of M.For all M-cliques p, let the elements of CM defined byHp := ∑

p′∈CM
p′�bep

p′, (1.2.12a)
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and Kp := ∑

p′∈CM
p′�dp

(−1)ham(p′,p)p′. (1.2.12b)
For instance, in CZ,

H 1 1
22 = 1 2 + 1 22 + 1 12 + 1 1

22 , (1.2.13a)

K 1 1
22 = 1 1

22 −
1

22 − 1 1
2 + 1

2 . (1.2.13b)
Since by Möbius inversion (see Proposition 1.3.2 of Chapter 2), one has for anyM-clique

p, ∑
p′∈CM
p′�bep

(−1)ham(p′,p)Hp′ = p = ∑
p′∈CM
p′�dp

Kp′ , (1.2.14)
by triangularity, the family of all the Hp (resp. Kp) forms a basis of CM called the H-basis(resp. the K-basis).If p is an M-clique, d0(p) (resp. di(p)) is the M-clique obtained by replacing the label ofthe base (resp. ith edge) of p by 1M .

PROPOSITION 1.2.7. Let M be a unitary magma. The partial composition of CM can
be expressed over the H-basis, for anyM-cliques p and q different from and any valid
integer i, as

Hp ◦i Hq =


Hp◦iq + Hdi(p)◦iq + Hp◦id0(q) + Hdi(p)◦id0(q) if pi 6= 1M and q0 6= 1M,Hp◦iq + Hdi(p)◦iq if pi 6= 1M,Hp◦iq + Hp◦id0(q) if q0 6= 1M,Hp◦iq otherwise.

(1.2.15)
PROPOSITION 1.2.8. Let M be a unitary magma. The partial composition of CM can

be expressed over the K-basis, for anyM-cliques p and q different from and any valid
integer i, as

Kp ◦i Kq = {Kp◦iq if pi ? q0 = 1M,Kp◦iq + Kdi(p)◦id0(q) otherwise.
(1.2.16)

For instance, in CZ,H −12 1
◦2 H

−11
1 = H

−1
−12
1

1
+ 2 H

−12
1

1
+ H

−112
1

1
, (1.2.17a)
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K −12 1

◦2 K
−11
1 = K

−12
1

1
, (1.2.17b)

and in D1, H 0d1 0
◦2 H

00
0 = 3 H 0 0d1

0
0

+ H
0d1
0

0
, (1.2.18a)

K 0d1 0
◦2 K

00
0 = K 0 0d1

0
0

+ K
0d1
0

0
. (1.2.18b)

1.2.7. Rational functions. We develop here a link between CM and the operad RatFctof rational functions introduced by Loday [Lod10] (see also Section 4.2.4 of Chapter 2).Let us assume that M is a Z-graded unitary magma, that is a unitary magma such thatthere exists a unitary magma morphism θ :M→ Z. We say that θ is a rank function of M.In this context, let Fθ : CM→ RatFct (1.2.19)be the linear map defined, for any M-clique p, by
Fθ(p) := ∏

(x,y)∈Ap

(
ux + · · ·+ uy−1)θ(p(x,y)) . (1.2.20)

For instance, by considering the unitary magma Z together with its identity map Id as rankfunction, one has
FId

−1 2 1
−2 3

−1
 = (u1 + u2 + u3 + u4)2 (u1 + u2 + u3 + u4 + u5 + u6)u34

u1 (u3 + u4 + u5 + u6)2 (u5 + u6) . (1.2.21)
THEOREM 1.2.9. LetM be a Z-graded unitary magma and θ be a rank function of M.

The map Fθ is an operad morphism from CM to RatFct.
The operad morphism Fθ is not injective. Indeed, by considering the magma Z togetherwith its identity map Id as rank function, one one has for instance

FId
(

1 − 1 − 1
) = (u1 + u2)− u1 − u2 = 0, (1.2.22a)

FId
(

−1
−1 − −1 −1 − −1

−1
) = 1

u2u3 −
1(u2 + u3)u3 −

1
u2(u2 + u3) = 0. (1.2.22b)

PROPOSITION 1.2.10. The subspace of RatFct of all Laurent polynomials on U is the
image by FId : CZ → RatFct of the subspace of CZ consisting in the linear span of all
Z-bubbles.
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On each homogeneous subspace CM(n) of the elements of arity n > 1 of CM, let theproduct

? : CM(n)⊗CM(n)→ CM(n) (1.2.23)defined linearly, for each M-cliques p and q of CM(n), by
(p ? q)(x, y) := p(x, y) ? q(x, y), (1.2.24)

where (x, y) is any arc such that 1 6 x < y 6 n + 1. For instance, in CZ,
2
−1

1
−2 ?

3 1
−1
1

2 = 3 3
−1
2
−1 . (1.2.25)

PROPOSITION 1.2.11. Let M be a Z-graded unitary magma and θ be a rank function
of M. For any homogeneous elements f and g of CM of the same arity,

Fθ(f )Fθ(g) = Fθ(f ? g). (1.2.26)
PROPOSITION 1.2.12. Let p be an M-clique of CZ. Then,1FId(p) = FId((Cη)(p)), (1.2.27)

where η : Z→ Z is the unitary magma morphism defined by η(x) := −x for all x ∈ Z.

2. Quotients and suboperadsWe define here quotients and suboperads of CM, leading to the construction of somenew operads involving various combinatorial objects which are, basically, M-cliques withsome restrictions.
2.1. Main substructures. Most of the natural subfamilies of M-cliques that can be de-scribed by simple combinatorial properties asM-cliques with restrained labels for the bases,edges, and diagonals, whiteM-cliques,M-cliques with a fixed maximal value for their cross-ings, M-bubbles, M-cliques with a fixed maximal value for their degrees, nesting-free M-cliques, and acyclic M-cliques inherit the algebraic structure of operad of CM and formquotients and suboperads of CM. We construct and briefly study here these main substruc-tures of CM.
2.1.1. Restricting the labels. In what follows, if X and Y are two subsets of M, X ? Ydenotes the set {x ? y : x ∈ X and y ∈ Y}.
Let B, E, and D be three subsets ofM and LabB,E,DM be the subspace of CM generatedby all M-cliques p such that the bases of p are labeled on B, all edges of p are labeled on E,and all diagonals of p are labeled on D.
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. Let M be a unitary magma and B, E, and D be three subsets of

M. If 1M ∈ B, 1M ∈ D, and E ? B ⊆ D, LabB,E,DM is a suboperad of CM.
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PROPOSITION 2.1.2. LetM be a unitary magma and B, E, and D be three finite subsets

of M. For all n > 2, dim LabB,E,DM(n) = bend(n+1)(n−2)/2, (2.1.1)
where b := #B, e := #E, and d := #D.

2.1.2. White cliques. Let WhiM be the subspace of CM generated by all white M-cliques. Since, by definition of white M-cliques,
WhiM = Lab{1M},{1M},MM, (2.1.2)

by Proposition 2.1.1, WhiM is a suboperad of CM. It follows from Proposition 2.1.2 thatwhen M is finite, the dimensions of WhiM satisfy, for any n > 2,
dim WhiM(n) = m(n+1)(n−2)/2, (2.1.3)

where m := #M.
2.1.3. Restricting the crossings. Let k > 0 be an integer and RCrokM be the subspace ofCM generated by all M-cliques p such that cros(p) > k + 1. As a quotient of graded vectorspaces, CrokM := CM/RCrokM (2.1.4)is the linear span of all M-cliques p such that cros(p) 6 k.
PROPOSITION 2.1.3. Let M be a unitary magma and k > 0 be an integer. Then, the

space CrokM is both a quotient and a suboperad of CM.

For instance, in the operad Cro2Z, we have
2

1
213 ◦3 2 1 = 1

2
2 13

21 . (2.1.5)
When 0 6 k′ 6 k are integers, by Proposition 2.1.3, CrokM and Crok′M are bothquotients and suboperads of CM. First, since any M-clique of Crok′M is also an M-cliqueof CrokM, Crok′M is a suboperad of CrokM. Second, sinceRCrokM is a subspace ofRCrok′M ,Crok′M is a quotient of CrokM.
Remark that Cro0M is the linear span of all noncrossing M-cliques. We can see theseobjects as noncrossing configurations [FN99] where the edges and bases are colored byelements of M and the diagonals, by elements of M̄. The operad Cro0M has a lot ofproperties and will be studied in details in Section 3.
2.1.4. Bubbles. Let RBubM be the subspace of CM generated by all M-cliques that arenot bubbles. As a quotient of graded vector spaces,

BubM := CM/RBubM (2.1.6)
is the linear span of all M-bubbles.
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PROPOSITION 2.1.4. Let M be a unitary magma. Then, the space BubM is a quotient

operad of CM.

For instance, in the operad BubZ, we have
−1

2 ◦3 11 = 1
2 , (2.1.7a) 1

2 ◦3 1 = 0. (2.1.7b)
When M is finite, the dimensions of BubM satisfy, for any n > 2,dim BubM(n) = mn+1, (2.1.8)where m := #M.2.1.5. Restricting the degrees. Let k > 0 be an integer and RDegkM be the subspace ofCM generated by all M-cliques p such that degr(p) > k + 1. As a quotient of graded vectorspaces, DegkM := CM/RDegkM (2.1.9)is the linear span of all M-cliques p such that degr(p) 6 k.
PROPOSITION 2.1.5. Let M be a unitary magma without nontrivial unit divisors and

k > 0 be an integer. Then, the space DegkM is a quotient operad of CM.

For instance, in the operad Deg3D2 (observe that D2 is a unitary magma without nontrivialunit divisors), we have
d1

00d1 ◦2 0 0d1 = d1
0

0d1
0 , (2.1.10a) d1

00d1 ◦3 0 0d1 = 0. (2.1.10b)
When 0 6 k′ 6 k are integers, by Proposition 2.1.5, DegkM and Degk′M are bothquotients operads of CM. Moreover, since RDegkM is a subspace of RDegk′M , Degk′M is aquotient operad of DegkM.Observe that Deg0M is the linear span of allM-cliques without solid arcs. If p and q aresuchM-cliques, all partial compositions p ◦i q are equal to the uniqueM-clique without solidarcs of arity |p|+ |q| − 1. For this reason, Deg0M is the associative operad As.Any skeleton of an M-clique of arity n of Deg1M can be seen as a partition of the set[n+ 1] in singletons or pairs. Therefore, Deg1M can be seen as an operad on such coloredpartitions, where each pair of the partitions have one color among the set M̄. In the operadDeg1D0 (observe that D0 is the only unitary magma without nontrivial unit divisors on twoelements), one has for instance

0 ◦2 0 0 = 00 0
, (2.1.11a) 0 ◦3 0 0 = 0. (2.1.11b)
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By seeing each solid arc (x, y) of anM-clique p of Deg1D0 of arity n as the transpositionexchanging the letter x and the letter y, we can interpret p as an involution of Sn+1 madeof the product of these transpositions. Hence, Deg1D0 can be seen as an operad on involu-tions. Under this point of view, the partial compositions (2.1.11a) and (2.1.11b) translate onpermutations as

42315 ◦2 3412 = 6452317, (2.1.12a) 42315 ◦3 3412 = 0. (2.1.12b)
Equivalently, by the Robinson-Schensted correspondence (see for instance [Sch61, Lot02]),Deg1D0 is an operad of standard Young tableaux. The dimensions of Deg1D0 operad beginby 1, 4, 10, 26, 76, 232, 764, 2620, (2.1.13)and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A000085 of [Slo]. Moreover, when #M = 3,the dimensions of Deg1M begin by

1, 7, 25, 81, 331, 1303, 5937, 26785, (2.1.14)
and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A047974 of [Slo].

Besides, any skeleton of an M-clique of Deg2M can be seen as a thunderstorm graph,
i.e., a graph where connected components are cycles or paths. Therefore, Deg2M can beseen as an operad on such colored graphs, where the arcs of the graphs have one coloramong the set M̄. When #M = 2, the dimensions of this operad begin by

1, 8, 41, 253, 1858, 15796, 152219, 1638323, (2.1.15)
and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A136281 of [Slo].

2.1.6. Nesting-free cliques. LetRNesM be the subspace of CM generated by allM-cliquesthat are not nesting-free. As a quotient of graded vector spaces,
NesM := CM/RNesM (2.1.16)

is the linear span of all nesting-free M-cliques.
PROPOSITION 2.1.6. Let M be a unitary magma without nontrivial unit divisors. Then,

the space NesM is a quotient operad of CM.

For instance, in the operad NesD2,
0 d1 ◦4 d1

0 = d1 0
0
d1

, (2.1.17a) 0 d1 ◦3 d2
0 = 0. (2.1.17b)

Remark that in the same way as considering M-cliques of crossings no greater than
k leads to quotients CrokM of CM (see Section 2.1.3), it is possible to define analogousquotients NeskM spanned by M-cliques having solid arcs that nest at most k other ones.

http://oeis.org/A000085
http://oeis.org/A047974
http://oeis.org/A136281
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PROPOSITION 2.1.7. Let M be a finite unitary magma without nontrivial unit divisors.

For all n > 2, dim NesM(n) = ∑
06k6n(m − 1)k nar(n + 2, k), (2.1.18)

where m := #M.

In the statement of Proposition 2.1.7, nar(n, k) is a Narayana number whose definition isrecalled in Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 1.The skeletons of the M-cliques of NesM of arities greater than 1 are the graphs suchthat, if {x, y} and {x′, y ′} are two arcs such that x 6 x′ < y ′ 6 y, then x = x′ and y = y ′.Therefore, NesM can be seen as an operad on such colored graphs, where the arcs of thegraphs have one color among the set M̄.By Proposition 2.1.7, when #M = 2, the dimensions of NesM begin by1, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, 4862, (2.1.19)and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A000108 of [Slo]. When #M = 3, thedimensions of NesM begin by1, 11, 45, 197, 903, 4279, 20793, 103049, (2.1.20)and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A001003 of [Slo]. When #M = 4, thedimensions of NesM begin by1, 19, 100, 562, 3304, 20071, 124996, 793774, (2.1.21)and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A007564 of [Slo].2.1.7. Acyclic decorated cliques. Let RAcyM be the subspace of CM generated by all
M-cliques that are not acyclic. As a quotient of graded vector spaces,AcyM := CM/RAcyM (2.1.22)is the linear span of all acyclic M-cliques.

PROPOSITION 2.1.8. Let M be a unitary magma without nontrivial unit divisors. Then,
the space AcyM is a quotient operad of CM.

For instance, in the operad AcyD2,
0 0 d1 0 ◦1 d1d1

= d1 0
0

0 d1 , (2.1.23a) 0 0 d1 0 ◦3 d2d1
= 0. (2.1.23b)

The skeletons of the M-cliques of AcyM of arities greater than 1 are acyclic graphsor equivalently, forest of non-rooted trees. Therefore, AcyM can be seen as an operad oncolored forests of trees, where the edges of the trees of the forests have one color amongthe set M̄. When #M = 2, the dimensions of AcyM begin by1, 7, 38, 291, 2932, 36961, 561948, 10026505, (2.1.24)

http://oeis.org/A000108
http://oeis.org/A001003
http://oeis.org/A007564
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and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A001858 of [Slo].

2.2. Secondary substructures. Some more substructures of CM are constructed andbriefly studied here. They are constructed by mixing some of the constructions of the sevenmain substructures of CM defined in Section 2.1 in the following sense.
For any operad O and operad ideals R1 and R2 of O, the space R1 +R2 is still an operadideal of O, and O/R1+R2 is a quotient of both O/R1 and O/R2 . Moreover, if O′ is a suboperadof O and R is an operad ideal of O, the space R ∩ O′ is an operad ideal of O′, and O′/R∩O′ isa quotient of O′ and a suboperad of O/R . For these reasons (straightforwardly provable), wecan combine the constructions of the previous section to build a bunch of new suboperadsand quotients of CM.
2.2.1. Colored white noncrossing configurations. When M is a unitary magma, let

WNCM := WhiM/RCro0M∩WhiM. (2.2.1)
The M-cliques of WNCM are white noncrossing M-cliques.

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let M be a finite unitary magma. For all n > 2,

dim WNCM(n) = ∑
06k6n−2m

k(m − 1)n−k−2 nar(n, k), (2.2.2)
where m := #M.

When #M = 2, the dimensions of WNCM begin by
1, 1, 3, 11, 45, 197, 903, 4279, (2.2.3)

and form Sequence A001003 of [Slo]. When #M = 3, the dimensions of WNCM begin by
1, 1, 5, 31, 215, 1597, 12425, 99955, (2.2.4)

and form Sequence A269730 of [Slo]. Observe that these dimensions are shifted versionsthe ones of the γ-polytridendriform operads TDendrγ (see Section 6.2 of Chapter 5) with γ :=#M− 1.
2.2.2. Colored forests of paths. When M is a unitary magma without nontrivial unitdivisors, let PatM := CM/RDeg2M+RAcyM . (2.2.5)The skeletons of the M-cliques of PatM are forests of non-rooted trees that are paths.Therefore, PatM can be seen as an operad on colored such graphs, where the arcs of thegraphs have one color among the set M̄.
When #M = 2, the dimensions of PatM begin by

1, 7, 34, 206, 1486, 12412, 117692, 1248004, (2.2.6)
an form, except for the first terms, Sequence A011800 of [Slo].

http://oeis.org/A001858
http://oeis.org/A001003
http://oeis.org/A269730
http://oeis.org/A011800
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2.2.3. Colored forests. When M is a unitary magma without nontrivial unit divisors, letForM := CM/RCro0M+RAcyM . (2.2.7)The skeletons of the M-cliques of ForM are forests of rooted trees having no arcs {x, y}and {x′, y ′} satisfying x < x′ < y < y ′. Therefore, ForM can be seen as an operad on suchcolored forests, where the edges of the forests have one color among the set M̄. When#M = 2, the dimensions of ForM begin by1, 7, 33, 81, 1083, 6854, 45111, 305629, (2.2.8)and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A054727, of [Slo].2.2.4. Colored Motzkin configurations. WhenM is a unitary magma without nontrivialunit divisors, let MotM := CM/RCro0M+RDeg1M . (2.2.9)The skeletons of the M-cliques of MotM are configurations of non-intersecting chords ona circle. Equivalently, these objects are graphs of involutions (see Section 2.1.5) having noarcs {x, y} and {x′, y ′} satisfying x < x′ < y < y ′. These objects are enumerated byMotzkin numbers [Mot48]. Therefore, MotM can be seen as an operad on such coloredgraphs, where the arcs of the graphs have one color among the set M̄. When #M = 2, thedimensions of MotM begin by 1, 4, 9, 21, 51, 127, 323, 835, (2.2.10)and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A001006, of [Slo].2.2.5. Colored dissections of polygons. When M is a unitary magma without nontrivialunit divisors, let DisM := WhiM/(RCro0M+RDeg1M)∩WhiM. (2.2.11)The skeletons of the M-cliques of DisM are strict dissections of polygons, that are graphsof Motzkin configurations with no arcs of the form {x, x + 1} or {1, n + 1}, where n + 1is the number of vertices of the graphs. Therefore, DisM can be seen as an operad onsuch colored graphs, where the arcs of the graphs have one color among the set M̄. When#M = 2, the dimensions of DisM begin by1, 1, 3, 6, 13, 29, 65, 148, (2.2.12)and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A093128 of [Slo].2.2.6. Colored Lucas configurations. When M is a unitary magma without nontrivialunit divisors, let LucM := CM/RBubM+RDeg1M . (2.2.13)The skeletons of the M-cliques of LucM are graphs such that all vertices are of degreesat most 1 and all arcs are of the form {x, x + 1} or {1, n + 1}, where n + 1 is the numberof vertices of the graphs. Therefore, LucM can be seen as an operad on such coloredgraphs, where the arcs of the graphs have one color among the set M̄. When #M = 2, thedimensions of LucM begin by 1, 4, 7, 11, 18, 29, 47, 76, (2.2.14)

http://oeis.org/A054727
http://oeis.org/A001006
http://oeis.org/A093128
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and form, except for the first terms, Sequence A000032 of [Slo].

2.3. Relations between substructures. The suboperads and quotients of CM construc-ted in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are linked by injective or surjective operad morphisms. Toestablish these, we rely on the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.3.1. Let M be a unitary magma. Then,

(i) the space RAcyM is a subspace of RDeg1M;
(ii) the spaces RNesM and RBubM are subspaces of RDeg0M;
(iii) the spaces RCro0M and RDeg2M are subspaces of RBubM;
(iv) the spaces RDeg2M and RAcyM are subspaces of RNesM .

2.3.1. Relations between the main substructures. Let us list and explain the morphismsbetween the main substructures of CM. First, Lemma 2.3.1 implies that there are surjectiveoperad morphisms from AcyM to Deg1M, from NesM to Deg0M, from BubM to Deg0M,from Cro0M to BubM, from Deg2M to BubM, from Deg2M to NesM, and from AcyMto NesM. Second, when B, E, and D are subsets of M such that 1M ∈ B, 1M ∈ E, and
E?B ⊆ D, WhiM is a suboperad of LabB,E,DM. Finally, there is a surjective operad morphismfrom WhiM to the associative operad As sending anyM-clique p of WhiM to the unique basiselement of As of the same arity as the one of p. The relations between the main suboperadsand quotients of CM built here are summarized in the diagram of operad morphisms ofFigure 7.2.

CM

AcyM DegkM CrokM LabB,E,DM

Deg2M Cro0M

NesM Deg1M BubM WhiM

Deg0M
FIGURE 7.2. The diagram of the main suboperads and quotients of CM. Ar-rows � (resp. �) are injective (resp. surjective) operad morphisms. Here,
M is a unitary magma without nontrivial unit divisors, k is a positive integer,and B, E, and D are subsets of M such that 1M ∈ B, 1M ∈ E, and E ? B ⊆ D.

http://oeis.org/A000032
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2.3.2. Relations between the secondary and main substructures. Let us now list andexplain the morphisms between the secondary and main substructures of CM. First, imme-diately from their definitions, WNCM is a suboperad of Cro0M and a quotient of WhiM,PatM is both a quotient of Deg2M and AcyM, ForM is both a quotient of Cro0M andAcyM, MotM is both a quotient of Cro0M and Deg1M, DisM is a suboperad of MotMand a quotient of WNCM, and LucM is both a quotient of BubM and Deg1M. Moreover,since by Lemma 2.3.1, RAcyM is a subspace of RDeg1M , RDeg2M and RAcyM are subspaces of

RNesM , and RCro0M is a subspace of RBubM , we respectively have that RDeg2M +RAcyM is asubspace of both RDeg1M and RNesM , RCro0M+RAcyM is a subspace of RCro0M+RDeg1M , and
RCro0M +RDeg1M is a subspace of RBubM +RDeg1M . For these reasons, there are surjectiveoperad morphisms from PatM to Deg1M, from PatM to NesM, from ForM to MotM, andfrom MotM to LucM. The relations between the secondary suboperads and quotients ofCM built here are summarized in the diagram of operad morphisms of Figure 7.3.

CM

Deg0M

Cro0MWhiM AcyM Deg2M

WNCM ForM PatM BubM
Deg1M NesM

MotM

DisM
LucM

FIGURE 7.3. The diagram of the secondary suboperads and quotients of CMtogether with some of their related main suboperads and quotients of CM.Arrows� (resp.�) are injective (resp. surjective) operad morphisms. Here,
M is a unitary magma without nontrival unit divisors.

3. Operads of noncrossing decorated cliquesWe perform here a complete study of the suboperad Cro0M of noncrossing M-cliquesdefined in Section 2.1.3. For simplicity, this operad is denoted in the sequel as NCM andnamed as the noncrossing M-clique operad. The process giving from any unitary magma
M the operad NCM is called the noncrossing clique construction.
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3.1. General properties. To study NCM, we begin by establishing the fact that NCMinherits some properties of CM. Then, we shall describe a realization of NCM in termsof decorated Schröder trees, compute a minimal generating set of NCM, and compute itsdimensions.
First of all, we call fundamental basis of NCM the fundamental basis of CM restrictedon noncrossingM-cliques. By definition of NCM and by Proposition 2.1.3, the partial compo-sition p◦i q of two noncrossingM-cliques p and q in NCM is equal to the partial composition

p ◦i q in CM. Therefore, the fundamental basis of NCM is a set-operad basis.
3.1.1. First properties.

PROPOSITION 3.1.1. Let M be a unitary magma. Then,
(i) the associative elements of NCM are the ones of CM;
(ii) the group of symmetries of NCM contains the map ret (defined by (1.2.8)) and all the
maps Cθ where θ are unitary magma automorphisms of M;
(iii) the fundamental basis of NCM is a basic set-operad basis if and only if M is right
cancellable;
(iv) the map ρ (defined by (1.2.10)) is a rotation map of NCM endowing it with a cyclic
operad structure.

3.1.2. Treelike expressions on bubbles. Let p be a noncrossingM-clique or arity n > 2,and (x, y) be a diagonal or the base of p. Consider the path (x = z1, z2, . . . , zk, zk+1 = y)in p such that k > 2, for all i ∈ [k + 1], x 6 zi 6 y, and for all i ∈ [k], zi+1 is the greatestvertex of p so that (zi, zi+1) is a solid diagonal or a (non-necessarily solid) edge of p. The
area of p adjacent to (x, y) is the M-bubble q of arity k whose base is labeled by p(x, y)and qi = p(zi, zi+1) for all i ∈ [k]. From a geometric point of view, q is the unique maximalcomponent of p adjacent to the arc (x, y), without solid diagonals, and bounded by soliddiagonals or edges of p. For instance, for the noncrossing Z-clique

p :=
1 1

4 12
3

1 2 1
, (3.1.1)

the path associated with the diagonal (4, 9) of p is (4, 5, 6, 8, 9). For this reason, the area of padjacent to (4, 9) is the Z-bubble
1

3 2
. (3.1.2)

PROPOSITION 3.1.2. Let M be a unitary magma and p be a noncrossing M-clique of
arity greater than 1. Then, there is a uniqueM-bubble q with a maximal arity k > 2 such
that p = q◦ [r1, . . . , rk], where each ri , i ∈ [k], is a noncrossingM-clique with a base labeled
by 1M .
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Consider the map bt : NCM→ FO (BM) (3.1.3)defined linearly an recursively by bt( ) :=⊥ and, for any noncrossing M-clique p of aritygreater than 1, by bt(p) := } (q) ◦ [bt(r1), . . . ,bt(rk)] , (3.1.4)where p = q ◦ [r1, . . . , rk] is the unique decomposition of p stated in Proposition 3.1.2. We callbt(p) the bubble tree of p. For instance, in NCZ,

1
2

1
4 12

3
31 2 1 bt7−Ï

1 1

1

3
4 2

211

3 2 . (3.1.5)

LEMMA 3.1.3. Let M be a unitary magma. For any noncrossing M-clique p, bt(p) is a
treelike expression on BM of p.

PROPOSITION 3.1.4. Let M be a unitary magma. Then, the map bt is injective and the
image of bt is the linear span of all syntax trees t on BM such that
(i) the root of t is labeled by an M-bubble;
(ii) the internal nodes of t different from the root are labeled by M-bubbles whose bases
are labeled by 1M;
(iii) if x and y are two internal nodes of t such that y is the ith child of x, the ith edge of
the bubble labeling x is solid.

Observe that bt is not an operad morphism. Indeed,
bt( ◦1 ) = 6= = bt( )

◦1 bt( )
. (3.1.6)

Observe moreover that (3.1.6) holds for all unitary magmasM since 1M is always idempotent.
3.1.3. Realization in terms of decorated Schröder trees. An M-Schröder tree t is aSchröder tree (see Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 1) such that each edge connecting two internalnodes is labeled on M̄, each edge connecting an internal node an a leaf is labeled on M,and the outgoing edge from the root of t is labeled on M (see (3.1.7) for an example of a

Z-Schröder tree).
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From the description of the image of the map bt provided by Proposition 3.1.4, anybubble tree t of a noncrossingM-clique p of arity n can be encoded by anM-Schröder tree

s with n leaves. Indeed, thisM-Schröder tree is obtained by considering each internal node
x of t and by labeling the edge connecting x and its ith child by the label of the ith edgeof the M-bubble labeling x. The outgoing edge from the root of s is labeled by the label ofthe base of the M-bubble labeling the root of t. For instance, the bubble tree of (3.1.5) isencoded by the Z-Schröder tree

1
2

2
1

1

4
1

2 3
3

1

, (3.1.7)

where the labels of the edges are drawn in the hexagons and where unlabeled edges areimplicitly labeled by 1M . We shall use these drawing conventions in the sequel. As a sideremark, observe that theM-Schröder tree encoding a noncrossingM-clique p and the dualtree of p (in the usual meaning) have the same underlying unlabeled tree.
This encoding of noncrossing M-cliques by bubble trees is reversible and hence, onecan interpret NCM as an operad on the linear span of allM-Schröder trees. Hence, throughthis interpretation, if s and t are twoM-Schröder trees and i is a valid integer, the tree s ◦i tis computed by grafting the root of t to the ith leaf of s. Then, by denoting by b the label ofthe edge adjacent to the root of t and by a the label of the edge adjacent to the ith leaf of s,we have two cases to consider, depending on the value of c := a ? b. If c 6= 1M , we label theedge connecting s and t by c. Otherwise, when c = 1M , we contract the edge connecting

s and t by merging the root of t and the father of the ith leaf of s (see Figure 7.4). Forinstance, in NCN3, one has the two partial compositions

1
1 2

1
2

◦2 1
2

1 = 1
2

1
2

2
1
2

, (3.1.8a)

1
1 2

1
2

◦3 1
2

1 = 1
1

1
1

2

2
. (3.1.8b)

In the sequel, we shall indifferently see NCM as an operad on noncrossing M-cliquesor on M-Schröder trees.
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s′

a

i

◦i
t1 tk

b

. . .

(A) The expression s ◦i t to compute. The displayed leaf is the ith one of s.
s′

t1 tk. . .

a ? b

(B) The resulting tree when
a ? b 6= 1M .

s′

t1 tk. . .

(C) The resulting tree when
a ? b = 1M .

FIGURE 7.4. The partial composition of NCM realized onM-Schröder trees.Here, the two cases (b) and (c) for the computation of s◦i t are shown, where
s and t are two M-Schröder trees. In these drawings, the triangles denotesubtrees.

3.1.4. Minimal generating set.PROPOSITION 3.1.5. Let M be a unitary magma. The set TM of all M-triangles is a
minimal generating set of NCM.Proposition 3.1.5 also says that NCM is the smallest suboperad of CM that contains all
M-triangles and that NCM is the biggest binary suboperad of CM.3.1.5. Dimensions. We now use the notion of bubble trees introduced in Section 3.1.2 tocompute the dimensions of NCM.

PROPOSITION 3.1.6. Let M be a finite unitary magma. The Hilbert series HNCM(t) ofNCM satisfies

t+(m3 − 2m2 + 2m − 1) t2+(2m2t − 3mt + 2t − 1)HNCM(t)+(m − 1)HNCM(t)2 = 0, (3.1.9)
where m := #M.We deduce from Proposition 3.1.6 that the Hilbert series of NCM satisfies

HNCM(t) = 1− (2m2 − 3m + 2)t −√1− 2(2m2 −m)t +m2t22(m − 1) , (3.1.10)
where m := #M 6= 1.By using Narayana numbers, whose definition is recalled in Section 2.1.6, one can statethe following result.
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PROPOSITION 3.1.7. Let M be a finite unitary magma. For all n > 2,

dim NCM(n) = ∑
06k6n−2m

n+k+1(m − 1)n−k−2 nar(n, k), (3.1.11)
where m := #M.

We can use Proposition 3.1.7 to compute the first dimensions of NCM. For instance,depending on m := #M, we have the following sequences of dimensions:
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, m = 1, (3.1.12a)

1, 8, 48, 352, 2880, 25216, 231168, 2190848, m = 2, (3.1.12b)
1, 27, 405, 7533, 156735, 349263, 81520425, 1967414265, m = 3, (3.1.12c)

1, 64, 1792, 62464, 2437120, 101859328, 4459528192, 201889939456. m = 4, (3.1.12d)The second one forms, except for the first terms, Sequence A054726 of [Slo]. The last twosequences are not listed in [Slo] at this time.
3.2. Presentation and Koszulity. The aim of this section is to establish a presentationby generators and relations of NCM. For this, we will define an adequate rewrite rule onthe set of the syntax trees on TM and prove that it admits the required properties.
3.2.1. Space of relations. Let RNCM be the subspace of FO (TM) (3) generated by theelements
}

(
p2p1

p0
)
◦1 }

(
q2q1

q0
)
−}

(
p2r1

p0
)
◦1 }

(
q2q1

r0
)
, if p1 ? q0 = r1 ? r0 6= 1M, (3.2.1a)

}

(
p2p1

p0
)
◦1 }

(
q2q1

q0
)
−}

(
r2q1

p0
)
◦2 }

(
p2q2

r0
)
, if p1 ? q0 = r2 ? r0 = 1M, (3.2.1b)

}

(
p2p1

p0
)
◦2 }

(
q2q1

q0
)
−}

(
r2p1

p0
)
◦2 }

(
q2q1

r0
)
, if p2 ? q0 = r2 ? r0 6= 1M, (3.2.1c)

where p, q, and r are M-triangles.
LEMMA 3.2.1. Let M be a unitary magma, and s and t be two syntax trees of arity 3

on TM . Then, s− t belongs to RNCM if and only if ev(s) = ev(t).
PROPOSITION 3.2.2. LetM be a finite unitary magma. Then, the dimension of the space

RNCM satisfies dimRNCM = 2m6 − 2m5 +m4, (3.2.2)
where m := #M.

Observe that, by Proposition 3.2.2, the dimension of RNCM only depends on the cardi-nality of M and not on its operation ?.

http://oeis.org/A054726
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3.2.2. Rewrite rule. Let ÑM be the rewrite rule on the set of the TM-syntax trees onsatisfying

}

(
p2p1

p0
)
◦1 }

(
q2q1

q0
)
ÑM }

(
p2δ

p0
)
◦1 }

(
q2q1
)
, if q0 6= 1M, where δ := p1 ? q0,(3.2.3a)

}

(
p2p1

p0
)
◦1 }

(
q2q1

q0
)
ÑM }

(
q1
p0
)
◦2 }

(
p2q2
)
, if p1 ? q0 = 1M, (3.2.3b)

}

(
p2p1

p0
)
◦2 }

(
q2q1

q0
)
ÑM }

(
δp1

p0
)
◦2 }

(
q2q1
)
, if q0 6= 1M, where δ := p2 ? q0,(3.2.3c)where p and q are M-triangles. Let also ;M be the closure of ÑM .

PROPOSITION 3.2.3. LetM be a finite unitary magma. Then, ;M is a convergent rewrite
rule and an orientation of RNCM .

LEMMA 3.2.4. Let M be a unitary magma. The set of the normal forms of ;M is the
set of the TM-syntax trees t such that, for any internal nodes x and y of t where y is a
child of x,
(i) the base of the M-triangle labeling y is labeled by 1M;
(ii) if y is a left child of x, the first edge of theM-triangle labeling x is not labeled by 1M .
Moreover, whenM is finite, the generating series of the normal forms of ;M is the Hilbert
series HNCM(t) of NCM.

3.2.3. Presentation and Koszulity. The results of Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 are finally usedhere to state a presentation of NCM and the fact that NCM is a Koszul operad.
THEOREM 3.2.5. Let M be a finite unitary magma. Then, NCM admits the presenta-

tion (TM,RNCM).
PROOF. First, Proposition 3.2.3 implies that we can regard the underlying space of thequotient operad

O := FO (TM) /〈RNCM〉 (3.2.4)as the linear span of all normal forms of ;M . Moreover, as a consequence of Lemma 3.2.1,the map φ : O → NCM defined linearly for any normal form t of ;M by φ(t) := ev(t) is anoperad morphism. Now, by Proposition 3.1.5, φ is surjective. Moreover, by Lemma 3.2.4, weobtain that the dimensions of the spaces O(n), n > 1, are the ones of NCM(n). Hence, φ isan operad isomorphism and the statement of the theorem follows. �

By Theorem 3.2.5, the operad NCN2 is generated by
TN2 = { , 1 , 1 , 11 , 1 , 1 1 , 11 , 11 1

}
, (3.2.5)

and these generators are subjected exactly to the nontrivial relations
b3
a
◦1 b2b11 = b31

a
◦1 b2b1 , a, b1, b2, b3 ∈ N2, (3.2.6a)
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b31
a
◦1 b2b11 = b3

a
◦1 b2b1 = b1

a
◦2 b3b2 = 1b1

a
◦2 b3b21 , a, b1, b2, b3 ∈ N2, (3.2.6b)

b1
a
◦2 b3b21 = 1b1

a
◦2 b3b2 , a, b1, b2, b3 ∈ N2. (3.2.6c)

THEOREM 3.2.6. For any finite unitary magma M, NCM is Koszul and the set of the
normal forms of ;M forms a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis of NCM.

3.3. Suboperads generated by bubbles. In this section, we consider suboperads ofNCM generated by finite sets of M-bubbles. We assume here that M is endowed with anarbitrary total order so that M = {x0, x1, . . .} with x0 = 1M .
3.3.1. Treelike expressions on bubbles. Let B and E be two subsets of M. We denoteby BB,E
M the set of allM-bubbles p such that the bases of p are labeled on B and all edges of

p are labeled on E. Moreover, we say that M is (E,B)-quasi-injective if for all x, x′ ∈ E and
y, y ′ ∈ B, x ? y = x′ ? y ′ 6= 1M implies x = x′ and y = y ′.

LEMMA 3.3.1. Let M be a unitary magma, and B and E be two subsets of M. If M is(E,B)-quasi-injective, then any M-clique admits at most one treelike expression on BB,E
M

of a minimal degree.

3.3.2. Dimensions. Let G be a set of M-bubbles and Ξ := {ξx0 , ξx1 , . . . } be a set ofnoncommutative variables. Given xi ∈ M, let Bxi be the series of N〈〈Ξ〉〉 defined by
Bxi (ξx0 , ξx1 , . . . ) := ∑

p∈BG
M

p6=
∏
i∈[|p|] ξpi , (3.3.1)

whereBG
M is the set of allM-bubbles that can be obtained by partial compositions of elementsof G. Observe from (3.3.1) that a noncommutative monomial u ∈ Ξ>2 appears in Bxi with 1as coefficient if and only if there is in the suboperad of NCM generated by G an M-bubblewith a base labeled by xi and with u as border.

Let also for any xi ∈ M, the series Fxi of N〈〈t〉〉 defined by
Fxi (t) := Bxi

(
t + F̄x0 (t), t + F̄x1 (t), . . .) , (3.3.2)

where for any xi ∈ M, F̄xi (t) := ∑
xj∈M

xi?xj 6=1M
Fxj (t). (3.3.3)

PROPOSITION 3.3.2. Let M be a unitary magma and G be a finite set of M-bubbles
such that, by denoting by B (resp. E) the set of the labels of the bases (resp. edges) of
the elements of G, M is (E,B)-quasi-injective. Then, the Hilbert series H(NCM)G (t) of the
suboperad of NCM generated by G satisfies

H(NCM)G (t) = t + ∑
xi∈M

Fxi (t). (3.3.4)
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As a side remark, Proposition 3.3.2 can be proved by using the notion of bubble de-compositions of operads developed in Chapter 3. This result provides a practical methodto compute the dimensions of some suboperads (NCM)G of NCM by describing the se-ries (3.3.1) of the bubbles of BG

M . This result implies also, when G satisfies the requirementof Proposition 3.3.2, that the Hilbert series of (NCM)G is algebraic.3.3.3. First example: a cubic suboperad. Consider the suboperad of NCE2 generatedby
G := { e1e1 , e2e2

}
. (3.3.5)

Computer experiments show that the generators of (NCE2)G are not subjected to any qua-dratic relation but are subjected to the four cubic nontrivial relations
e1e1 ◦2

( e1e1 ◦2 e1e1
) = e1e1 ◦2

( e2e2 ◦2 e1e1
)
, (3.3.6a)

e1e1 ◦2
( e1e1 ◦2 e2e2

) = e1e1 ◦2
( e2e2 ◦2 e2e2

)
, (3.3.6b)

e2e2 ◦2
( e1e1 ◦2 e1e1

) = e2e2 ◦2
( e2e2 ◦2 e1e1

)
, (3.3.6c)

e2e2 ◦2
( e1e1 ◦2 e2e2

) = e2e2 ◦2
( e2e2 ◦2 e2e2

)
. (3.3.6d)

Hence, (NCE2)G is not a quadratic operad. Moreover, it is possible to prove that this operaddoes not admit any other nontrivial relations between its generators. This can be performedby defining a rewrite rule on the syntax trees on G, consisting in rewriting the left patternsof (3.3.6a), (3.3.6b), (3.3.6c), and (3.3.6d) into their respective right patterns, and by checkingthat this rewrite rule admits the required properties (like the ones establishing the presen-tation of NCM by Theorem 3.2.5). The existence of this nonquadratic operad shows thatNCM contains nonquadratic suboperads even if it is quadratic.By describing the bubbles of (NCE2)G, Proposition 3.3.2 leads to the fact that the Hilbertseries of (NCE2)G satisfies the algebraic equation
t + (t − 1)H(NCE2)G (t) + (2t + 1)H(NCE2)G (t)2 = 0. (3.3.7)The first dimensions of (NCE2)G are1, 2, 8, 36, 180, 956, 5300, 30316, (3.3.8)and form Sequence A129148 of [Slo].3.3.4. Second example: a suboperad of Motzkin paths. Consider the suboperad ofNCD0 generated by

G := { ,
0 }

. (3.3.9)
Computer experiments show that the generators of (NCD0)G are subjected to four quadraticnontrivial relations

◦1 = ◦2 , (3.3.10a)

http://oeis.org/A129148
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0
◦1 = ◦2 0

, (3.3.10b)
◦1 0 = 0

◦2 , (3.3.10c)
0
◦1 0 = 0

◦3 0
. (3.3.10d)

It is possible to prove that this operad does not admit any other nontrivial relations betweenits generators. This can be performed by defining a rewrite rule on the syntax trees on
G, consisting in rewriting the left patterns of (3.3.10a), (3.3.10b), (3.3.10c), and (3.3.10d) intotheir respective right patterns, and by checking that this rewrite rule admits the requiredproperties (like the ones establishing the presentation of NCM by Theorem 3.2.5).By describing the bubbles of (NCD0)G, Proposition 3.3.2 leads to the fact that the Hilbertseries of (NCD0)G satisfies the algebraic equation

t + (t − 1)H(NCD0)G (t) + tH(NCD0)G (t)2 = 0. (3.3.11)The first dimensions of (NCD0)G are1, 1, 2, 4, 9, 21, 51, 127, (3.3.12)and form Sequence A001006 of [Slo]. The operad (NCD0)G has the same presentation bygenerators and relations (and thus, the same Hilbert series) as the operad Motz definedin Section 2.1.5 of Chapter 4, involving Motzkin paths. Hence, (NCD0)G and Motz are twoisomorphic operads. Note in passing that these two operads are not isomorphic to theoperad MotD0 constructed in Section 2.2.4 and involving Motzkin configurations. Indeed, thesequence of the dimensions of this last operad is a shifted version of the one of (NCD0)Gand Motz.
3.4. Algebras over the noncrossing clique operads. We begin by briefly describingNCM-algebras in terms of relations between their operations and the free NCM-algebrasover one generator. We continue this section by providing two ways to construct (non-necessarily free) NCM-algebras. The first one takes as input an associative algebra endowedwith endofunctions satisfying some conditions, and the second one takes as input a monoid.3.4.1. Relations. From the presentation of NCM established by Theorem 3.2.5, an NCM-algebra is a vector space A endowed with binary linear operations

p2p1
p0 :A⊗A →A, p ∈ TM, (3.4.1)

satisfying, for all a1, a2, a3 ∈ A, the relations(
a1 q2q1

q0 a2) p2p1
p0 a3 = (a1 q2q1

r0 a2) p2r1
p0 a3, if p1 ? q0 = r1 ? r0 6= 1M, (3.4.2a)(

a1 q2q1
q0 a2) p2p1

p0 a3 = a1 r2q1
p0

(
a2 p2q2

r0 a3) , if p1 ? q0 = r2 ? r0 = 1M, (3.4.2b)
a1 p2p1

p0
(
a2 q2q1

q0 a3) = a1 r2p1
p0

(
a2 q2q1

r0 a3) , if p2 ? q0 = r2 ? r0 6= 1M, (3.4.2c)

http://oeis.org/A001006
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where p, q, and r are M-triangles. Remark that M has to be finite because Theorem 3.2.5requires this property as premise.

3.4.2. Free algebras over one generator. From the realization of NCM coming from itsdefinition as a suboperad of CM, the free NCM-algebra over one generator is the linearspan NCM of all noncrossing M-cliques endowed with the linear operations
p2p1

pO
: NCM(n)⊗NCM(m)→ NCM(n +m), p ∈ TM, n,m > 1, (3.4.3)

defined, for any noncrossing M-cliques q and r, by
q p2p1

p0 r := ( p2p1
p0 ◦2 r

)
◦1 q. (3.4.4)

In terms ofM-Schröder trees (see Section 3.1.3), (3.4.4) is theM-Schröder tree obtained bygrafting the M-Schröder trees of q and r respectively as left and right children of a binarycorolla having its edge adjacent to the root labeled by p0, its first edge labeled by p1 ? q0,and second edge labeled by p2 ? r0, and by contracting each of these two edges when labeledby 1M . For instance, in the free NCN3-algebra, we have

1 2
1

1
2

12 1 1
2

2 = 1
1

2

1
22

1
1 1

1
, (3.4.5a)

1 2
1

1
2

11 1 1
2

2 = 1 1
2

2
1

1
1

2

1
, (3.4.5b)

1 2
1

1
2

02 1 1
2

2 = 1
1

2
2

2
1

1
1
1

, (3.4.5c)

1 2
1

1
2

01 1 1
2

2 = 1 22
1

1 1
2

1
. (3.4.5d)
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3.4.3. From associative algebras. Let A be an associative algebra with associative prod-uct denoted by �, and

ωx :A →A, x ∈ M, (3.4.6)be a family of linear maps, not necessarily associative algebra morphisms, indexed by theelements of M. We say that A together with this family (3.4.6) of maps is a M-compatible
algebra if

ωx ◦ ωy = ωx?y , (3.4.7)for all x, y ∈ M. Observe that (3.4.7) implies in particular that ω1M = IdA where IdA is theidentity map on A. This notion of M-compatible algebras is very similar to the notion of
M-compatible algebras whereM is a monoid, developed in Section 1.2 of Chapter 4. Let usnow use M-compatible associative algebras to construct NCM-algebras.

THEOREM 3.4.1. Let M be a finite unitary magma and A be an M-compatible asso-
ciative algebra. The vector space A endowed with the binary linear operations

p2p1
p0 :A⊗A →A, p ∈ TM, (3.4.8)

defined for each M-triangle p and any a1, a2 ∈ A by

a1 p2p1
p0 a2 := ωp0 (ωp1 (a1)� ωp2 (a2)) , (3.4.9)

is an NCM-algebra.

By Theorem 3.4.1,A has the structure of an NCM-algebra. Hence, there is a left action ·of the operad NCM on the tensor algebra of A of the form
· : NCM(n)⊗A⊗n →A, n > 1, (3.4.10)

whose definition comes from the ones of the operations (3.4.8) and Relation (4.1.25) of Chap-ter 2. We describe here an algorithm to compute the action of any element of NCM of arity
n on tensors a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an of A⊗n. First, if b is an M-bubble of arity n,

b · (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = ωb0
∏
i∈[n]ωbi (ai)

 , (3.4.11)
where the product of (3.4.11) denotes the iterated version of the associative product � of A.When p is a noncrossing M-clique of arity n, p acts recursively on a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an as follows.One has

p · a1 = a1 (3.4.12)when p = , and
p · (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = b ·

((
r1 · (a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a|r1|

))
⊗ · · · ⊗

(
rk ·
(
a|r1|+···+|rk−1|+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an))) ,(3.4.13)where, by setting t as the bubble tree bt(p) of p (see Section 3.1.2), b and r1, . . . , rk are theunique M-bubble and noncrossing M-cliques such that t = } (b) ◦ [bt(r1), . . . ,bt(rk)].
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Here are few examples of the construction provided by Theorem 3.4.1.

Noncommutative polynomials and selected concatenation: Consider the unitary magma
S` of all subsets of [`] with the union as product. Let A := {aj : j ∈ [`]} be an alphabet ofnoncommutative letters. We define on the associative algebra K〈A〉 of polynomials on A thelinear maps

ωS : K〈A〉 → K〈A〉, S ∈ S` , (3.4.14)as follows. For any u ∈ A∗ and S ∈ S` , we set
ωS(u) := {u if |u|aj > 1 for all j ∈ S,0 otherwise. (3.4.15)

Since, for all u ∈ A∗, ω∅(u) = u and (ωS ◦ ωS′ )(u) = ωS∪S′ (u), and ∅ is the unit of S` , we obtainfrom Theorem 3.4.1 that the operations (3.4.8) endow K〈A〉 with an NCS` -algebra structure.For instance, when ` := 3, one has
(a1 + a1a3 + a2a2) {2}{1}

{2, 3} (1 + a3 + a2a1) = a1a3a2a1, (3.4.16a)
(a1 + a1a3 + a2a2) ∅{1}

{1, 3} (1 + a3 + a2a1) = 2 a1a3 + a1a3a3 + a1a3a2a1. (3.4.16b)
Besides, to compute the action

{1}{1} {1}
{2} {1, 2}{2}

{3}
{1, 2}

· (f ⊗ f ⊗ f ⊗ f ⊗ f ⊗ f ⊗ f ⊗ f ) (3.4.17)
where f := a1 + a2 + a3, we use the above algorithm and (3.4.11) and (3.4.13). By presentingthe computation on the bubble tree of the noncrossing S3-clique of (3.4.17), we obtain

{1} {2}

{1} {1, 2}
{3}

{2}

{1}{1, 2}

f

f

f

(a1 + a2 + a3)2

fa1a2

f

(a1 + a2 + a3)a1a2a2a1a3

f

a2(a1 + a2 + a3)

f

f

(a1 + a2 + a3)a1a2a2a1a3(a1a2 + a2a1)

, (3.4.18)

so that (3.4.17) is equal to the polynomial (a1 + a2 + a3)a1a2a2a1a3(a1a2 + a2a1).
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Noncommutative polynomials and constant term product: Consider the unitary magma
D0. Let A := {a1, a2, . . .} be an infinite alphabet of noncommutative letters. We define on theassociative algebra K〈A〉 of polynomials on A the linear maps

ω1, ω0 : K〈A〉 → K〈A〉, (3.4.19)
as follows. For any u ∈ A∗, we set ω1(u) := u, and

ω0(u) := {1 if u = ε,0 otherwise. (3.4.20)
In other terms, ω0(f ) is the constant term, denoted by f (0), of the polynomial f ∈ K〈A〉. Since
ω1 is the identity map on K〈A〉 and, for all u ∈ A∗,

(ω0 ◦ ω0)(f ) = (f (0))(0) = f (0) = ω0(f ), (3.4.21)
we obtain from Theorem 3.4.1 that the operations (3.4.8) endow K〈A〉 with a NCD0-algebrastructure. For instance, for all polynomials f1 and f2 of K〈A〉, we have

f1 11

1
f2 = f1f2, (3.4.22a)

f1 110 f2 = (f1f2)(0) = f1(0) f2(0), (3.4.22b)
f1 10

1
f2 = f1(0) f2, (3.4.22c)

f1 01

1
f2 = f1 (f2(0)). (3.4.22d)

From (3.4.22c) and (3.4.22d), when f1(0) = 1 = f2(0),
f1 ( 10

1
+ 01

1

)
f2 = f1(0) f2 + f1 (f2(0)) = f1 + f2. (3.4.23)

3.4.4. From monoids. If M is a monoid, with binary associative operation ? and unit
1M , we denote by K〈M∗〉 the space of all noncommutative polynomials on M, seen as analphabet, with coefficients in K. This space can be endowed with an NCM-algebra structureas follows.

For any x ∈ M and any word w ∈ M∗, let
x ∗w := (x ? w1) . . . (x ? w|w|). (3.4.24)

This operation ∗ is linearly extended on the right on K〈M∗〉.
PROPOSITION 3.4.2. Let M be a finite monoid. The vector space K〈M∗〉 endowed with

the binary linear operations

p2p1
p0 : K〈M∗〉 ⊗K〈M∗〉 → K〈M∗〉, p ∈ TM, (3.4.25)

defined for each M-triangle p and any f1, f2 ∈ K〈M∗〉 by

f1 p2p1
p0 f2 := p0 ∗ ((p1 ∗ f1) (p2 ∗ f2)) , (3.4.26)

is an NCM-algebra.

Here are few examples of the construction provided by Proposition 3.4.2.
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Words and double shifted concatenation: Consider the monoid N` for an ` > 1. By Propo-sition 3.4.2, the operations (3.4.25) endow K 〈N∗` 〉 with a structure of an NCN` -algebra. Forinstance, in K 〈N∗4〉, one has 0211 02 1 312 = 3100023. (3.4.27)
Words and erasing concatenation: Consider the monoid D` for an ` > 0. By Proposi-tion 3.4.2, the operations (3.4.25) endow K〈D∗` 〉 with a structure of an NCD` -algebra. Forinstance, for all words u and v of D∗` , we have

u 11

1
v = uv, (3.4.28a)

u 11di v = (uv)di , (3.4.28b)
u 110 v = 0|u|+|v|, (3.4.28c)
u djdi

1
v = udi vdj , (3.4.28d)

where, for any word w of D∗` and any element dj of D` , j ∈ [`], wdj is the word obtained byreplacing each occurrence of 1 by dj and each occurrence of di , i ∈ [`], by 0 in w.
3.5. Koszul dual. Since by Theorem 3.2.5, the operad NCM is binary and quadratic,this operad admits a Koszul dual NCM!. We end the study of NCM by collecting the mainproperties of NCM!.3.5.1. Presentation. LetR!NCM be the subspace of FO (TM) (3) generated by the elements∑

p1,q0∈M
p1?q0=δ

}

(
p2p1

p0
)
◦1 }

(
q2q1

q0
)
, p0, p2, q1, q2 ∈ M, δ ∈ M̄, (3.5.1a)

∑
p1,q0∈M
p1?q0=1M

}

(
p2p1

p0
)
◦1 }

(
q2q1

q0
)
−}

(
p1q1

p0
)
◦2 }

(
p2q2

q0
)
, p0, p2, q1, q2 ∈ M, (3.5.1b)

∑
p2,q0∈M
p2?q0=δ

}

(
p2p1

p0
)
◦2 }

(
q2q1

q0
)
, p0, p1, q1, q2 ∈ M, δ ∈ M̄, (3.5.1c)

where p and q are M-triangles.
PROPOSITION 3.5.1. Let M be a finite unitary magma. Then, the Koszul dual NCM! ofNCM admits the presentation

(
TM,R!NCM).By Proposition 3.5.1, the operad NCN!2 is generated by

TN2 = { , 1 , 1 , 11 , 1 , 1 1 , 11 , 11 1
}
, (3.5.2)

and these generators are subjected exactly to the nontrivial relations
b3
a
◦1 b2b11 + b31

a
◦1 b2b1 = 0, a, b1, b2, b3 ∈ N2, (3.5.3a)

b31
a
◦1 b2b11 + b3

a
◦1 b2b1 = b1

a
◦2 b3b2 + 1b1

a
◦2 b3b21 , a, b1, b2, b3 ∈ N2, (3.5.3b)

b1
a
◦2 b3b21 + 1b1

a
◦2 b3b2 = 0, a, b1, b2, b3 ∈ N2. (3.5.3c)
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PROPOSITION 3.5.2. LetM be a finite unitary magma. Then, the dimension of the space

R!NCM satisfies dimR!NCM = 2m5 −m4, (3.5.4)
where m := #M.

Observe that, by Propositions 3.2.2 and 3.5.2, we havedimRNCM + dimR!NCM = 2m6 − 2m5 +m4 + 2m5 −m4
= 2m6
= dimFO (TM) (3), (3.5.5)

as expected by Koszul duality, where m := #M.
3.5.2. Dimensions.

PROPOSITION 3.5.3. Let M be a finite unitary magma. The Hilbert series HNCM! (t) ofNCM! satisfies

t+(m−1)t2+(2m2t − 3mt + 2t − 1)HNCM! (t)+(m3 − 2m2 + 2m − 1)HNCM! (t)2 = 0, (3.5.6)
where m := #M.

We deduce from Proposition 3.5.3 that the Hilbert series of NCM! satisfies
HNCM! (t) = 1− (2m2 − 3m + 2)t −√1− 2(2m3 − 2m2 +m)t +m2t22(m3 − 2m2 + 2m − 1) , (3.5.7)

where m := #M 6= 1.
PROPOSITION 3.5.4. Let M be a finite unitary magma. For all n > 2,

dim NCM!(n) = ∑
06k6n−2m

n+1(m(m − 1) + 1)k(m(m − 1))n−k−2 nar(n, k). (3.5.8)
We can use Proposition 3.5.4 to compute the first dimensions of NCM!. For instance,depending on m := #M, we have the following sequences of dimensions:

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, m = 1, (3.5.9a)
1, 8, 80, 992, 13760, 204416, 3180800, 51176960, m = 2, (3.5.9b)

1, 27, 1053, 51273, 2795715, 163318599, 9994719033, 632496651597, m = 3, (3.5.9c)
1, 64, 6400, 799744, 111923200, 16782082048, 2636161024000, 428208345579520, m = 4.(3.5.9d)The second one is Sequence A234596 of [Slo]. The last two sequences are not listed in [Slo]at this time. It is worth observing that the dimensions of NCM! when #M = 2 are the onesof the operad BNC of bicolored noncrossing configurations (see Chapter 3).

http://oeis.org/A234596
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3.5.3. Basis. To describe a basis of NCM!, let us introduce the following sort ofM-deco-rated cliques. A dual M-clique is an M2-clique such that its base and its edges are labeledby pairs (a, a) ∈ M2, and all solid diagonals are labeled by pairs (a, b) ∈ M2 with a 6= b.Observe that a non-solid diagonal of a dual M-clique is labeled by (1M,1M). All definitionsabout M-cliques of Section 1.1 remain valid for dual M-cliques. For example,

(1, 1) (0, 2)(2, 1) (2, 2) (3.5.10)
is a noncrossing dual N3-clique.

PROPOSITION 3.5.5. Let M be a finite unitary magma. The underlying graded vector
space of NCM! is the linear span of all noncrossing dual M-cliques.

Proposition 3.5.5 gives a combinatorial description of the elements of NCM!. Neverthe-less, we do not know for the time being a partial composition on the linear span of theseelements providing a realization of NCM!.
4. Concrete constructionsThe clique construction provides alternative definitions of known operads. We explorehere the cases of the operad NCT of based noncrossing trees, the operad FF4 of formalfractions, the operad BNC of bicolored noncrossing configurations, the operads MT andDMT of multi-tildes and double multi-tildes, and the gravity operad Grav.

4.1. Rational functions and related operads. We use here the (noncrossing) cliqueconstruction to interpret some few operads related to the operad RatFct of rational functions.4.1.1. Dendriform and based noncrossing tree operads. One can build the operad NCTof based noncrossing trees [Cha07] (see for instance Section 3.2.8 of Chapter 3 where anoperad isomorphic to NCT is constructed) in the following way.
PROPOSITION 4.1.1. The suboperad ONCT of CZ generated by{

−1 , −1 } (4.1.1)
is isomorphic to the operad NCT.

By Theorem 1.2.9, FId is an operad morphism from CZ to RatFct. Hence, the restrictionof FId on ONCT is also an operad morphism from ONCT to RatFct. Moreover, since
FId
(
−1 ) = 1

u1 , (4.1.2a) FId
(

−1 ) = 1
u2 , (4.1.2b)

and RatFct{u−11 ,u−12 } is isomorphic to the dendriform operad Dendr [Lod01,Lod10] (see Sec-tion 4.2.4 of Chapter 2), the map FId is a surjective operad morphism from ONCT to Dendr.
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4.1.2. Operad of formal fractions. One can build the suboperad FF4 of the operad offormal fractions FF [CHN16] in the following way.
PROPOSITION 4.1.2. The suboperad OFF4 of CZ generated by{ 1−1

−1 , −11
−1 , 11

−1 , −1−11
} (4.1.3)

is isomorphic to the operad FF4.

Proposition 4.1.2 shows hence that the operad FF4 can be built through the construc-tion C. Observe also that, as a consequence of Proposition 4.1.2, all suboperads of FF4defined in [CHN16] that are generated by a subset of (4.1.3) can be constructed by the cliqueconstruction.
4.2. Operad of bicolored noncrossing configurations. One can build the operad BNCof bicolored noncrossing configurations (see Chapter 3) in the following way.Consider the unitary magma MBNC := {1, a,b} wherein operation ? is defined by theCayley table

? 1 a b
1 1 a ba a a 1b b 1 b

. (4.2.1)
In other words, MBNC is the unitary magma wherein a and b are idempotent, and a ? b =
1 = b ? a. Observe that MBNC is a commutative unitary magma, but, since(b ? a) ? a = 1 ? a = a 6= b = b ? 1 = b ? (a ? a), (4.2.2)the operation ? is not associative.Let φBNC : BNC → NCMBNC be the linear map defined in the following way. For anybicolored noncrossing configuration c, φBNC(c) is the noncrossing MBNC-clique of NCMBNCobtained by replacing all blue arcs of c by arcs labeled by a, all red diagonals of c by diagonalslabeled by b, all uncolored edges and bases of c by edges labeled by b, and all uncoloreddiagonals of c by diagonals labeled by 1. For instance,

φBNC
  = b

a b b
bab

a . (4.2.3)
PROPOSITION 4.2.1. The linear span of together with all noncrossing MBNC-cliques

without edges nor bases labeled by 1 forms a suboperad of NCMBNC isomorphic to BNC.
Moreover, φBNC is an isomorphism between these two operads.

Proposition 4.2.1 shows hence that the operad BNC can be built through the noncrossingclique construction. Moreover, observe that in Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 3, an automorphismof BNC called complementary is considered. The complementary of a bicolored noncrossingconfiguration is an involution acting by modifying the colors of some of its arcs. Under our
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setting, this automorphism translates simply as the map Cθ : OBNC → OBNC where OBNCis the operad isomorphic to BNC described in the statement of Proposition 4.2.1 and θ :
MBNC →MBNC is the unitary magma automorphism of MBNC satisfying θ(1) = 1, θ(a) = b,and θ(b) = a.

Besides, it is shown in Chapter 3 that the set of all bicolored noncrossing configurationsof arity 2 is a minimal generating set of BNC. Thus, by Proposition 4.2.1, the set{ aa a , ba a , ab a , bb a , aa b , ba b , ab b , bb b
} (4.2.4)

is a minimal generating set of the suboperad OBNC of NCMBNC isomorphic to BNC. As a con-sequence, all the suboperads of BNC defined in Chapter 3 which are generated by a subset ofthe set of the generators of BNC can be constructed by the noncrossing clique construction.This includes, among others, the magmatic operad, the free operad on two binary gener-ators, the operad of noncrossing plants NCP [Cha07], the dipterous operad [LR03, Zin12],and the 2-associative operad [LR06,Zin12].
4.3. Operads from language theory. We provide constructions of two operads comingfrom formal language theory by using the clique construction.
4.3.1. Multi-tildes. One can build the operad MT of multi-tildes [LMN13] (see also Chap-ter 12) in the following way.
Let φMT : MT → CD0 be the map linearly defined as follows. For any multi-tilde (n, s)different from (1, {(1, 1)}), φMT((n, s)) is the D0-clique of arity n defined, for any 1 6 x < y 6

n + 1, by
φMT((n, s))(x, y) := {0 if (x, y − 1) ∈ s,

1 otherwise. (4.3.1)
For instance,

φMT((5, {(1, 5), (2, 4), (4, 5)})) =
0

0 0
. (4.3.2)

PROPOSITION 4.3.1. The operad CD0 is isomorphic to the suboperad of MT consisting
in the linear span of all multi-tildes except the nontrivial multi-tilde (1, {(1, 1)}) of arity 1.
Moreover, φMT is an isomorphism between these two operads.

4.3.2. Double multi-tildes. One can build the operad DMT of double multi-tildes (seeChapter 12) in the following way.
Consider the operad CD20 and let φDMT : DMT → CD20 be the map linearly defined asfollows. The image by φDMT of (1, ∅, ∅) is the unit of CD20 and, for any double multi-tilde (n, s, t)
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of arity n > 2, φDMT((n, s, t)) is the D20-clique of arity n defined, for any 1 6 x < y 6 n+ 1, by

φDMT((n, s, t))(x, y) :=


(0,1) if (x, y − 1) ∈ s and (x, y − 1) /∈ t,(1, 0) if (x, y − 1) /∈ s and (x, y − 1) ∈ t,(0, 0) if (x, y − 1) ∈ s and (x, y − 1) ∈ t,(1,1) otherwise.
(4.3.3)

For instance,
φDMT((4, {(2, 2), (2, 3)}, {(1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3)})) = (1, 0)

(1, 0)

(0,1)(0, 0)
. (4.3.4)

PROPOSITION 4.3.2. The operad CD20 is isomorphic to the suboperad of DMT consisting
in the linear span of all double multi-tildes except the three nontrivial double multi-tildes
of arity 1. Moreover, φDMT is an isomorphism between these two operads.

4.4. Gravity operad. One can build the nonsymmetric version [AP15] (see Section 4.2.7of Chapter 2) of the operad Grav of gravity chord diagrams [Get94] in the following way.
Let φGrav : Grav → CD0 be the linear map defined in the following way. For any gravitychord diagram c, φGrav(c) is the D0-clique of CD0 obtained by replacing all blue arcs of c byarcs labeled by 0 and all unlabeled arcs by arcs labeled by 1. For instance,

φGrav


 =
0 0

0
0 0

0 0 0
0 0

0
0
. (4.4.1)

Let us say that an M-clique p satisfies the gravity condition if p = , or p has onlysolid edges and bases, and for all crossing diagonals (x, y) and (x′, y ′) of p such that x < x′,
p(x, y) 6= 1M 6= p(x′, y ′) implies p(x′, y) = 1M .

PROPOSITION 4.4.1. The linear span of all D0-cliques satisfying the gravity condition
forms a suboperad of CD0 isomorphic to Grav. Moreover, φGrav is an isomorphism between
these two operads.

Proposition 4.4.1 shows hence that the operad Grav can be built through the cliqueconstruction. Moreover, as explained in [AP15], Grav contains the nonsymmetric versionof the Lie operad, the symmetric operad describing the category of Lie algebras. Thisnonsymmetric version of the Lie operad as been introduced in [ST09]. Since Lie is containedin Grav as the subspace of all gravity chord diagrams having the maximal number of bluediagonals for each arity, Lie can be built through the clique construction as the suboperadof CD0 containing all the D0-cliques that are images by φGrav of such maximal gravity chorddiagrams.
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Besides, this alternative construction of Grav leads to the following generalization forany unitary magmaM of the gravity operad. Let GravM be the linear span of allM-cliquessatisfying the gravity condition. It follows from the definition of the partial composition ofCM that GravM is an operad. Moreover, observe that when M has nontrivial unit divisors,GravM is not a free operad.

Concluding remarksThis chapter presents and studies the clique construction C, producing operads fromunitary magmas. We have seen that C has many both algebraic and combinatorial properties.Among its most notable ones, CM admits several quotients involving combinatorial familiesof decorated cliques, admits a binary and quadratic suboperad NCM which is a Koszul, andcontains a lot of already studied and classic operads. Besides, in the course of this chapter,whose is already long enough, we have put aside a bunch of questions. Let us address thesehere.First, we have for the time being no formula to enumerate prime (resp. white prime)
M-cliques (see (1.2.3) (resp. (1.2.4)) for #M = 2). Obtaining these forms a first combinatorialquestion.When M is a Z-graded unitary magma, a link between CM and the operad of rationalfunctions RatFct has been developed in Section 1.2.7 by means of a morphism Fθ betweenthese two operads. We have observed that Fθ is not injective (see (1.2.22a) and (1.2.22b)). Adescription of the kernel of Fθ , even when M is the unitary magma Z, seems not easy toobtain. Trying to obtain this description is a second perspective of this work.Here is a third perspective. In Section 2, we have defined and briefly studied somequotients and suboperads of CM. In particular, we have considered the quotient Deg1M ofCM, involving M-cliques of degrees at most 1. As mentioned, Deg1D0 is an operad definedon the linear span of involutions (except the nontrivial involution of S2). A complete studyof this operad seems worth considering, including a description of a minimal generatingset, a presentation by generators and relations, a description of its partial composition onthe H-basis and on the K-basis, and a realization of this operad in terms of standard Youngtableaux.The last question we develop here concerns the Koszul dual NCM! of NCM. Section 3.5contains results about this operad, like a description of its presentation and a formula forits dimensions. We have also established the fact that, as graded vector spaces, NCM! isisomorphic to the linear span of all noncrossing dual M-cliques. To obtain a realization ofNCM!, it is now enough to endow this last space with an adequate partial composition. Thisis the last perspective we address here.
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CHAPTER 8
Hopf bialgebra of packed square matrices

The content of this chapter comes from [CGM15] and is a joint work with Hayat Chebal-lah and Rémi Maurice.
IntroductionThe combinatorial collection of the permutations is naturally endowed with two oper-ations. One of them, the shifted shuffle product, takes two permutations as input and putthese together by blending their letters. The other one, the deconcatenation coproduct, takesone permutation as input and disassembles it by cutting it into prefixes and suffixes. Thesetwo operations satisfy certain compatibility relations, resulting in that the linear span of allpermutations forms a Hopf bialgebra [MR95], known as the Malvenuto-Reutenauer Hopfbialgebra or FQSym [DHT02] (see Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 2).This Hopf bialgebra plays a central role in algebraic combinatorics for at least tworeasons. On the one hand, FQSym contains, as Hopf sub-bialgebras, several structuresbased on well-known combinatorial objects as e.g., standard Young tableaux [DHT02], binarytrees [HNT05], and integer compositions [GKL+95]. The construction of these substructuresrevisits many algorithms coming from computer science and combinatorics. Indeed, the in-sertion of a letter into a Young tableau (following Robinson-Schensted [Sch61,Lot02]) or in abinary search tree [Knu98] are algorithms which prove to be as enlightening as surprisingin this algebraic context [DHT02, HNT05]. On the other hand, the polynomial realizationof FQSym allows to associate a polynomial with any permutation [DHT02] providing a gen-eralization of symmetric functions, the free quasi-symmetric functions. This generalizationoffers alternative ways to prove several properties of (quasi)symmetric functions.It is thus natural to enrich this theory by proposing generalizations of FQSym. In thelast years, several generalizations were proposed and each of these depends on the waywe regard permutations. By regarding a permutation as a word and allowing repetitionsof letters, Hivert introduced in [Hiv99] (see [NT06] for a detailed study) a Hopf bialgebraWQSym on packed words. Additionally, by allowing some jumps for the values of theletters of permutations, Novelli and Thibon defined in [NT07] another Hopf bialgebra PQSymwhich involves parking functions. These authors also showed in [NT10] that the k-coloredpermutations admit a Hopf bialgebra structure FQSym(k). Furthermore, by regarding apermutation σ as a bijection associating the singleton {σ (i)} with any singleton {i}, Aguiar andOrellana constructed [AO08] a Hopf bialgebra structure UBP on uniform block permutations,

i.e., bijections between set partitions of [n], where each part has the same cardinality as itsimage. Finally, by regarding a permutation through its permutation matrix, Duchamp, Hivert
253
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and Thibon introduced in [DHT02] a Hopf bialgebra MQSym which involves some kind ofinteger matrices.In this chapter we propose a new generalization of FQSym by regarding permutationsas permutation matrices. For this purpose, we consider the set of 1-packed matrices thatare square matrices with entries in the alphabet {0, 1} which have at least one 1 by rowand by column. By equipping these matrices with a product and a coproduct, we obtain abigraded Hopf bialgebra, denoted by PM1. By only considering the grading offered by thesize (resp. the number of nonzero entries) of matrices, we obtain a simply graded Hopfbialgebra denoted by PMN1 (resp. PML1). Note that since permutation matrices form aHopf sub-bialgebra of PMN1 (and PML1) isomorphic to FQSym, PMN1 (and PML1) providesa generalization of FQSym. Now, by allowing the entries different from 0 of a packed matrixto belong to the alphabet [k] where k is a positive integer, we obtain the notion of a k-packedmatrix. The definition of PM1 (and PMN1 and PML1) obviously extends to these matricesand leads to the Hopf bialgebra PMk (and PMNk and PMLk) involving k-packed matrices.Besides, since any k-packed matrix is also a k + 1-packed matrix, (PMk)k>1 is an increasinginfinite sequence of Hopf bialgebras for inclusion. Let us now list some remarkable factsabout these Hopf bialgebras. First, FQSym(k) embeds into PMNk (and PMLk), and the dualUBP? of UBP embeds into PMN1. Besides, as associative algebras, PML1? embeds intoMQSym. On the other hand, by considering a bijection between the set of the alternatingsign matrices [MRR83] and particular 1-packed matrices, it appears that the linear span ofthese 1-packed matrices forms a Hopf sub-bialgebra of PMk. This Hopf bialgebra, calledASM, is hence a Hopf bialgebra on alternating sign matrices. Several statistics defined onalternating sign matrices through the six-vertex configurations with domain wall boundaryconditions [Kup96] can be interpreted under this algebraic point of view.Our results are presented as follows. The aims of Section 1 are to introduce k-packedmatrices and the Hopf bialgebra of k-packed matrices. Section 2 is devoted to the studyof the algebraic properties of PMk. In Section 3, we describe morphisms between PMkanother Hopf bialgebras. We also provide a general way to construct Hopf sub-bialgebrasof PMk analogous to the construction of Hopf sub-bialgebras of FQSym by monoid congru-ences [Hiv99] (see also [Gir11]). We end this chapter by Section 4 where we study the Hopfsub-bialgebra ASM of PMN1.

1. Hopf algebra of packed matricesWe begin this section by defining k-packed matrices and by enumerating them followingtheir sizes and their number of nonzero entries. Then we introduce the Hopf algebra PMkon the linear span of the k-packed matrices.
1.1. Packed matrices. Let us introduce here the most important combinatorial objectof this work.
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1.1.1. First definitions. Let k > 1 be an integer. We denote by Mk,n,` the set of n × nmatrices with exactly ` nonzero entries in the alphabet Ak := {0, 1, . . . , k} and by Nr(M) (resp.Nc(M)) the set of the indices of the zero rows (resp. columns) of M ∈ Mk,n,` . For example,by considering the matrix

M :=  0 1 0 0 1 00 0 0 1 0 10 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 1 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1

 , (1.1.1)
we have Nr(M) = {5} and Nc(M) = {1, 3}.A k-packed matrix M of size n is a matrix ofMk,n,` in which each row and each columncontains at least one entry different from 0, that is to say if the subsets Nr(M) and Nc(M) areempty.We shall denote in the sequel by Pk,n,` the set of all k-packed matrices of size n withexactly ` nonzero entries, by Pk,n,− the set of all k-packed matrices of size n, by Pk,−,` theset of all k-packed matrices with exactly ` nonzero entries, and by Pk the set of all k-packedmatrices. The k-packed matrix of size 0 is denoted by ∅. For instance, the seven 1-packedmatrices of size 2 are [ 1 00 1 ] , [ 0 11 0 ] , [ 1 11 0 ] , [ 1 10 1 ] , [ 1 01 1 ] , [ 0 11 1 ] , [ 1 11 1 ] , (1.1.2)and the ten 1-packed matrices of P1,−,3 are[ 1 11 0 ] , [ 1 10 1 ] , [ 1 01 1 ] , [ 0 11 1 ] , [ 1 0 00 1 00 0 1

]
,
[ 1 0 00 0 10 1 0

]
,
[ 0 1 01 0 00 0 1

]
,
[ 0 0 11 0 00 1 0

]
,
[ 0 1 00 0 11 0 0

]
,
[ 0 0 10 1 01 0 0

]
. (1.1.3)

1.1.2. Operations and decompositions. Let us now define some operations on packedmatrices. We shall denote by Zmn the n ×m null matrix. Given M1 and M2 two k-packedmatrices of respective sizes n1 and n2, set
M1�M2 :=  M1 Zn2

n1
Zn1
n2 M2

 and M1�M2 :=  Zn2
n1 M1
M2 Zn1

n2

 . (1.1.4)
Note that these two matrices are k-packed matrices of size n1 + n2. We shall respectivelycall � and � the over and under operators. These two operators are obviously associative.Given a matrix M whose entries are in Ak , the compression of M is the matrix cp(M)obtained by deleting in M all null rows and columns. Let M be a k-packed matrix. The tuple(M1, . . . ,Mr) is a column decomposition of M , and we write M = M1 • · · · •Mr , if for all
i ∈ [r] the cp(Mi) are square matrices (and not necessarily column matrices) and

M = [ M1 . . . Mr

]
. (1.1.5)

Similarly, the tuple (M1, . . . ,Mr) is a row decomposition of M , and we write M = M1◦· · ·◦Mr ,if for all i ∈ [r] the cp(Mi) are square matrices (and not necessarily row matrices) and
M =


M1
. . .

Mr

 . (1.1.6)
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For instance, here are a 1-packed matrix of size 5, one of its column decompositions andone of its row decompositions:[ 0 1 1 0 00 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 1

] = [ 0 1 10 0 10 0 01 0 00 0 0
]
•
[ 0 00 01 10 01 1

] = [ 0 1 1 0 00 0 1 0 0 ] ◦ [ 0 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 1
]
. (1.1.7)

These two decompositions have the following property.
LEMMA 1.1.1. Let M be a packed matrix and (M1,M2) be a column (resp. row) decom-

position of M . Then, there is no integer i such that the ith rows (resp. columns) of M1
and M2 contain both a nonzero entry.Lemma 1.1.1 provides a sufficient condition to ensure that a given pair (M1,M2) of ma-trices cannot be a column (resp. row) decomposition of a matrix M . Nevertheless, it is nota necessary condition. Indeed, let

M := [ 1 1 00 0 10 0 1
] and (M1,M2) := ([ 1 10 00 0

]
,
[ 011
])
. (1.1.8)Then, even if there is no nonzero entry on the same row in M1 and M2, (M1,M2) is not acolumn decomposition of M .

1.2. Enumeration. We enumerate here k-packed matrices by both their size and theirnumber of nonzero entries. We then specialize our enumeration to obtain formulas enu-merating these objects by their size and, separately, by their number of nonzero entries.1.2.1. General enumeration. Using the sieve principle, we obtain the following enumer-ative result.PROPOSITION 1.2.1. For any k > 1, n > 0, and ` > 0, the number #Pk,n,` of k-packed
matrices of size n with exactly ` nonzero entries is

#Pk,n,` = ∑
06i,j6n(−1)i+j(ni

)(
n
j

)(
ij
`

)
k` . (1.2.1)

Table 8.1 shows the first few values of #Pk,n,` . The enumeration in the case k = 1 isSequence A055599 of [Slo].1.2.2. Enumeration by size. Notice that for any n > 0, since
Pk,n,− = ⊔

n6`6n2
Pk,n,` , (1.2.2)

the set Pk,n,− is finite. Hence, by using Proposition 1.2.1, we obtain
#Pk,n,− = ∑

06i,j6n(−1)i+j(ni
)(

n
j

)(k + 1)ij . (1.2.3)
Sequences (#P1,n,−)n>0 and (#P2,n,−)n>0 respectively start with1, 1, 7, 265, 41503, 24997921, 57366997447, (1.2.4)and 1, 2, 56, 16064, 39156608, 813732073472, 147662286695991296. (1.2.5)These are respectively Sequences A048291 and A230879 of [Slo].

http://oeis.org/A055599
http://oeis.org/A048291
http://oeis.org/A230879
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(A) Number of 1-packed matrices.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 90 11 12 2 4 13 6 45 90 78 36 9 1
(B) Number of 2-packed matrices.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 90 11 22 8 32 163 48 720 2880 4992 4608 2304 512
TABLE 8.1. The number of k-packed matrices of size n (vertical values) withexactly ` nonzero entries (horizontal values).

1.2.3. Enumeration by number of nonzero entries. Similarly, since for any ` > 0,
Pk,−,` = ⊔

d√`e6n6`
Pk,n,` , (1.2.6)

the set Pk,−,` is finite. Hence, by using Proposition 1.2.1, we obtain
#Pk,−,` = ∑

06i,j6n6`(−1)i+j(ni
)(

n
j

)(
ij
`

)
k` . (1.2.7)

Sequences (#P1,−,` )`>0 and (#P2,−,` )`>0 respectively start with
1, 1, 2, 10, 70, 642, 7246, 97052, 1503700, (1.2.8)

and 1, 2, 8, 80, 1120, 20544, 463744, 12422656, 384947200. (1.2.9)These are respectively Sequences A104602 and A230880 of [Slo].
1.3. Hopf bialgebra structure. We are now in position to define a Hopf bialgebra struc-ture on the linear span of all k-packed matrices.

http://oeis.org/A104602
http://oeis.org/A230880
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1.3.1. Bigraded space. Let, for any k > 1,

PMk :=⊕
n>0

⊕
`>0 K 〈Pk,n,`〉 (1.3.1)

be the bigraded vector space spanned by the set of all k-packed matrices. The elementsFM , where the M are k-packed matrices, form a basis of PMk. We shall call this basis the
fundamental basis of PMk.

1.3.2. Product and coproduct. Given M1 and M2 two k-packed matrices of respectivesizes n1 and n2, set
M1 ◦ n2 :=  M1

Zn1
n2

 and n1 ◦M2 :=  Zn2
n1
M2

 . (1.3.2)
The column shifted shuffle M1 �M2 of M1 and M2 is the set of all matrices obtained byshuffling the columns of M1 ◦ n2 with the columns of n1 ◦M2.

Let us endow PMk with a product · linearly defined, for any k-packed matrices M1 and
M2, by FM1 · FM2 := ∑

M ∈M1�M2
FM . (1.3.3)

For instance, in PM1 one has
F[ 0 11 1 ] · F[ 1 00 1 ] = F 0 1 0 01 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1

 + F 0 0 1 01 0 1 00 1 0 00 0 0 1
 + F 0 0 0 11 0 0 10 1 0 00 0 1 0

 + F 0 0 1 00 1 1 01 0 0 00 0 0 1
 + F 0 0 0 10 1 0 11 0 0 00 0 1 0

 + F 0 0 0 10 0 1 11 0 0 00 1 0 0
. (1.3.4)

Moreover, we endow PMk with a coproduct ∆ linearly defined, for any k-packed matrix
M , by ∆ (FM ) := ∑

M=M1•M2
Fcp(M1) ⊗ Fcp(M2). (1.3.5)

For instance, in PM1 one has
∆F 1 1 0 00 0 0 11 0 1 00 1 0 0

 = F 1 1 0 00 0 0 11 0 1 00 1 0 0
 ⊗ F∅ + F[ 1 1 01 0 10 1 0

] ⊗ F[ 1 ] + F∅ ⊗ F 1 1 0 00 0 0 11 0 1 00 1 0 0
. (1.3.6)

Note that by definition, the product and the coproduct of PMk are multiplicity free.
THEOREM 1.3.1. The vector space PMk endowed with the product · and the coproduct∆ is a bigraded and connected bialgebra where homogeneous components are finite-

dimensional.

Notice that since any k-packed matrix is also a k + 1-packed matrix, the vector spacePMk is included in PMk+1. Hence, and by Theorem 1.3.1,
PM1 ↪Ï PM2 ↪Ï · · · (1.3.7)

is an increasing infinite sequence of bigraded bialgebras for inclusion. The first few dimen-sions of PM1 and PM2 are given by Table 8.1.
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1.3.3. Antipode. Since PMk is, by Theorem 1.3.1, a bigraded and connected bialgebra, itadmits an antipode and hence, is a Hopf bialgebra. The antipode ν of PMk satisfies, for any

k-packed matrix M ,
ν (FM ) = ∑

`>1
M=M1•···•M`
Mi 6=∅, i∈[`]

(−1)` Fcp(M1) · . . . · Fcp(M` ). (1.3.8)
For instance, in PM1 one has

ν
(F[ 0 1 11 0 00 1 0

]) = −F[ 0 1 11 0 00 1 0
] + F[ 1 ] · F[ 1 11 0 ]

= F[ 1 0 00 1 10 1 0
] + F[ 0 1 01 0 11 0 0

] + F[ 0 0 11 1 01 0 0
] − F[ 0 1 11 0 00 1 0

].
(1.3.9)

Note besides that ν is not an involution. Indeed,
ν2(F[ 0 1 11 0 00 1 0

]) = F[ 1 1 01 0 00 0 1
] + F[ 1 0 11 0 00 1 0

] + F[ 0 1 10 1 01 0 0
] + F[ 0 1 11 0 00 1 0

] − F[ 1 0 00 1 10 1 0
] − F[ 0 1 01 0 11 0 0

] − F[ 0 0 11 1 01 0 0
]. (1.3.10)

1.3.4. Two alternative gradings. Let us now set
PMNk :=⊕

n>0K 〈Pk,n,−〉 and PMLk :=⊕
`>0 K 〈Pk,−,`〉 (1.3.11)

the vector spaces of k-packed matrices respectively graded by the size and by the numberof nonzero entries of matrices. By Theorem 1.3.1, and since each homogeneous componentof these vector spaces is finite-dimensional (see Section 1.2), PMNk and PMLk are Hopfbialgebras. Besides,
PMN1 ↪Ï PMN2 ↪Ï · · · and PML1 ↪Ï PML2 ↪Ï · · · (1.3.12)

are increasing infinite sequences of Hopf bialgebras for inclusion. The first few dimensionsof PMN1 and PMN2 are given by (1.2.4) and (1.2.5), and the first few dimensions of PML1and PML2 are given by (1.2.8) and (1.2.9). In the sequel, we shall denote by Hk,n(t) (resp.
Hk,` (t)) the Hilbert series of PMNk (resp. PMLk).

2. Algebraic propertiesA complete study of the algebraic properties of PMk is performed here. We show thatPMk is free as an associative algebra, self-dual, and admit a bidendriform bialgebra structure.
2.1. Multiplicative bases and freeness. To show that PMk is free as an associativealgebra, we define two multiplicative bases of PMk. The definitions of these bases rely on aposet structure on the set of all k-packed matrices.
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0
0

i i+1

zi

zi+1
n Ï

0
0

FIGURE 8.1. The condition for swapping the ith and (i + 1)st columns of apacked matrix according to the relation Ï. The darker regions contain anyentries and the white ones, only zeros.
2.1.1. Poset structure. Let Ï be the binary relation on Pk defined in the following way.If M1 and M2 are two k-packed matrices of size n, we have M1 Ï M2 if there is an index

i ∈ [n − 1] such that, denoting by zi the number of 0 ending the ith column of M1, and by
zi+1 the number of 0 starting the (i + 1)st column of M1, one has zi + zi+1 > n, and M2 isobtained from M1 by exchanging its ith and (i + 1)st columns (see Figure 8.1).We now endow Pk with the partial order relation 6PM defined as the reflexive andtransitive closure of Ï. Figure 8.2 shows an interval of this partial order.[ 1 0 0 01 0 1 00 1 1 00 0 0 1

]
[ 0 1 0 00 1 1 01 0 1 00 0 0 1

] [ 1 0 0 01 0 0 10 1 0 10 0 1 0
]

[ 0 1 0 00 1 0 11 0 0 10 0 1 0
] [ 1 0 0 01 0 0 10 0 1 10 1 0 0

]

[ 0 0 1 00 0 1 11 0 0 10 1 0 0
] [ 0 1 0 00 1 0 10 0 1 11 0 0 0

]
[ 0 0 1 00 0 1 10 1 0 11 0 0 0

]
FIGURE 8.2. The Hasse diagram of an interval for the order 6PM of packedmatrices.

Notice that by regarding a permutation σ of Sn as its permutation matrix (i.e., the 1-packed matrix M of size n satisfying Mij = 1 if and only if σj = i), the poset (Pk,n,−,6PM)restricted to permutation matrices is the right weak order on permutations [GR63].
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2.1.2. Multiplicative bases. By mimicking definitions of the bases of symmetric func-tions, for any k-packed matrix M , the elementary elements EM and the homogeneous ele-

ments HM are respectively defined byEM := ∑
M6PMM ′

FM ′ and HM := ∑
M ′6PMM

FM ′ . (2.1.1)
By triangularity, these two families are bases of PMk. For instance, in PM1 one hasE 1 0 0 01 0 0 10 0 1 10 1 0 0

 = F 1 0 0 01 0 0 10 0 1 10 1 0 0
 + F 0 1 0 00 1 0 10 0 1 11 0 0 0

 + F 0 0 1 00 0 1 10 1 0 11 0 0 0
, (2.1.2)

and H 0 1 0 00 1 0 11 0 0 10 0 1 0
 = F 0 1 0 00 1 0 11 0 0 10 0 1 0

 + F 0 1 0 00 1 1 01 0 1 00 0 0 1
 + F 1 0 0 01 0 0 10 1 0 10 0 1 0

 + F 1 0 0 01 0 1 00 1 1 00 0 0 1
. (2.1.3)

PROPOSITION 2.1.1. The elements appearing in a product of PMk expressed in the
fundamental basis form an interval for the 6PM-partial order. More precisely, for any
k-packed matrices M1 and M2,FM1 · FM2 = ∑

M1�M26PMM6PMM1�M2
FM . (2.1.4)

PROPOSITION 2.1.2. The product of PMk satisfies, for any k-packed matrices M1 and
M2, EM1 · EM2 = EM1�M2 and HM1 ·HM2 = HM1�M2 . (2.1.5)

2.1.3. Freeness. Given a k-packed matrix M 6= ∅, we say that M is connected (resp.
anti-connected) if, for all k-packed matrices M1 and M2, M = M1�M2 (resp. M = M1�M2)implies M1 = M or M2 = M .

THEOREM 2.1.3. The Hopf bialgebra PMk is freely generated as an associative algebra
by the elements EM (resp. HM ) where the M are connected (resp. anti-connected) k-packed
matrices.

Theorem 2.1.3 also implies that PMNk and PMLk are freely generated by the EM (resp.HM ) where the M are connected (resp. anti-connected) k-packed matrices. Hence, the gener-ating series Gk,n(t) and Gk,` (t) of algebraic generators of PMNk and PMLk satisfy respectively
Gk,n(t) = 1− 1

Hk,n(t) and Gk,` (t) = 1− 1
Hk,` (t) . (2.1.6)

The first few numbers of algebraic generators of PMN1 and PMN2 are respectively0, 1, 6, 252, 40944, 24912120, 57316485000 (2.1.7)and 0, 2, 52, 15848, 39089872, 813573857696, 147659027604370240. (2.1.8)These are respectively Sequences A230881 and A230882 of [Slo]. The first few numbers ofalgebraic generators of PML1 and PML2 are respectively0, 1, 1, 7, 51, 497, 5865, 81305, 1293333 (2.1.9)

http://oeis.org/A230881
http://oeis.org/A230882
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and 0, 2, 4, 56, 816, 15904, 375360, 10407040, 331093248. (2.1.10)These are respectively Sequences A230883 and A230884 of [Slo].

2.2. Self-duality. The product and the coproduct of the dual of PMk are described here.Moreover, the fact that PMk is a self-dual Hopf bialgebra is shown.2.2.1. Dual Hopf bialgebra. Let us denote by PMk
? the bigraded dual vector space ofPMk , by F?M , where the M are k-packed matrices, the adjoint basis of the fundamental basisof PMk , and by 〈−,−〉 the associated duality bracket (see (1.1.17) of Chapter 2).Let M1 and M2 be two k-packed matrices of respective sizes n1 and n2. By duality, theproduct in PMk

? satisfies F?M1 · F?M2 = ∑
M∈Pk

〈∆ (FM ) ,F?M1 ⊗ F?M2
〉 F?M . (2.2.1)

Let us set
M1 • n2 := [ M1 Zn2

n1
] and n1 •M2 := [ Zn1

n2 M2 ] . (2.2.2)The row shifted shuffle M1 ∗M2 of M1 and M2 is the set of all matrices obtained by shufflingthe rows of M1 • n2 with the rows of n1 • M2. By a routine computation, we obtain thefollowing expression for the product of PMk
?:F?M1 · F?M2 = ∑
M∈M1∗M2

F?M . (2.2.3)
For instance, in PM1? one hasF?[ 0 11 1 ] · F?[ 1 00 1 ] = F? 0 1 0 01 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1

 + F? 0 1 0 00 0 1 01 1 0 00 0 0 1
 + F? 0 0 1 00 1 0 01 1 0 00 0 0 1

 + F? 0 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 11 1 0 0
 + F? 0 0 1 00 1 0 00 0 0 11 1 0 0

 + F? 0 0 1 00 0 0 10 1 0 01 1 0 0
. (2.2.4)

Let M be a k-packed matrix. By duality, the coproduct in PMk
? satisfies∆ (F?M ) = ∑

M1,M2∈Pk

〈FM1 · FM2 ,F?M〉 F?M1 ⊗ F?M2 . (2.2.5)
By a routine computation, we obtain the following expression for the coproduct of PMk

?:∆ (F?M ) = ∑
M=M1◦M2

F?cp(M1) ⊗ F?cp(M2). (2.2.6)
For instance, in PM1? one has∆F? 0 0 1 00 0 0 11 0 0 01 1 0 0

 = F? 0 0 1 00 0 0 11 0 0 01 1 0 0
 ⊗ F?∅ + F?[ 1 01 1 ] ⊗ F?[ 1 00 1 ] + F?[ 0 0 11 0 01 1 0

] ⊗ F?[ 1 ] + F?∅ ⊗ F? 0 0 1 00 0 0 11 0 0 01 1 0 0
. (2.2.7)

Let us denote by Mᵀ the transpose of M .
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. The map φ : PMk → PMk

? linearly defined for any k-packed matrix
M by

φ (FM ) := F?Mᵀ (2.2.8)
is a Hopf isomorphism.

http://oeis.org/A230883
http://oeis.org/A230884
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Since the transpose of any packed matrix ofPk,n,` also belongs toPk,n,` , Proposition 2.2.1also implies that PMNk and PMLk are self-dual for the isomorphism φ.
2.2.2. Primitive elements. For any k-packed matrix M , define

WM := F?M1 · . . . · F?Mr (2.2.9)
where the Mi are connected packed matrices (see Section 2.1.3) and M = M1� . . .�Mr .Then, we have WM = F?M + ∑

M ′∈R
F?M ′ (2.2.10)

where any matrix M ′ of R satisfies Mᵀ 6PM M ′ᵀ since the product in PMk
? consists inshifting and shuffling rows of matrices. Thus, by triangularity, the WM form a basis of PMk

?.Moreover, for any k-packed matrices M1 and M2, the product of PMk
? can be expressed as

WM1 ·WM2 = WM1�M2 . (2.2.11)
Let us denote by VM , where the M are k-packed matrices, the adjoint elements of the WM .
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. The elements VM , where M are connected k-packed matrices, form

a basis of the vector space of primitive elements of PMk.

By Proposition 2.2.2, the VM , where M are connected k-packed matrices, generate theLie algebra of primitive elements of PMk. The first few dimensions of the Lie algebras ofprimitive elements of PMN1, PMN2, PML1, PML2 are respectively given by (2.1.7), (2.1.8),(2.1.9), and (2.1.10).
2.3. Bidendriform bialgebra structure. We show here that PMk admits a bidendriformbialgebra structure [Foi07] (see also Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 2).
2.3.1. Dendriform algebra structure. We denote by PMk

+ the subspace of PMk re-stricted on nonempty matrices. For any nonempty matrix M , we shall denote by lastc(M)its last column. Let us endow PMk
+ with two products ≺ and � linearly defined, for anynonempty k-packed matrices M1 and M2 of respective sizes n1 and n2, by

FM1 ≺ FM2 := ∑
M∈M1�M2lastc(M)=lastc(M1◦n2)

FM (2.3.1)
and FM1 � FM2 := ∑

M ∈M1�M2lastc(M)=lastc(n1◦M2)
FM . (2.3.2)

In other words, the matrices appearing in a ≺-product (resp. �-product) on the funda-mental basis involving M1 and M2 are the matrices M obtained by shifting and shuffling thecolumns of M1 and M2 such that the last column of M comes from M1 (resp. M2). Forexample, F[ 0 11 1 ] ≺ F[ 1 00 1 ] = F 0 0 0 11 0 0 10 1 0 00 0 1 0
 + F 0 0 0 10 1 0 11 0 0 00 0 1 0

 + F 0 0 0 10 0 1 11 0 0 00 1 0 0
, (2.3.3a)
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F[ 0 11 1 ] � F[ 1 00 1 ] = F 0 1 0 01 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1

 + F 0 0 1 01 0 1 00 1 0 00 0 0 1
 + F 0 0 1 00 1 1 01 0 0 00 0 0 1

. (2.3.3b)
Since the last column of any matrix appearing in the shifted shuffle of two matricescomes from exactly of the two operands, for any nonempty packed matrices M1 and M2,one obviously has FM1 · FM2 = FM1 ≺ FM2 + FM1 � FM2 . (2.3.4)
PROPOSITION 2.3.1. The Hopf algebra PMk admits a dendriform algebra structure for

the products ≺ and �.

2.3.2. Codendriform coalgebra structure. For any nonempty matrix M , we shall denoteby lastr(M) its last row. Let us endow PMk with two coproducts ∆≺ and ∆� linearly defined,for any nonempty k-packed matrix M , by
∆≺ (FM ) := ∑

M=L•Rlastr(L•r)=lastr(M)
Fcp(L) ⊗ Fcp(R) (2.3.5)

and ∆� (FM ) := ∑
M=L•Rlastr(`•R)=lastr(M)

Fcp(L) ⊗ Fcp(R), (2.3.6)
where r (resp. `) is the number of columns of R (resp. L). In other words, the pairs ofmatrices appearing in a ∆≺-coproduct (resp. ∆�-coproduct) in the fundamental basis are thepairs (L,R) of packed matrices such that the last row of L (resp. R) comes from the last rowof M . For example,

∆≺F 1 0 0 0 0 00 1 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 1 00 0 1 0 0 0


= F[ 1 0 00 1 10 0 1
] ⊗ F[ 0 0 11 0 01 1 0

] + F 1 0 0 0 00 1 1 0 00 0 0 1 00 0 0 1 10 0 1 0 0
 ⊗ F[ 1 ], (2.3.7a)

∆�F 1 0 0 0 0 00 1 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 1 00 0 1 0 0 0


= F[ 1 ] ⊗ F 1 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 10 0 1 0 00 0 1 1 00 1 0 0 0
. (2.3.7b)

Since by Lemma 1.1.1, one cannot vertically split a packed matrix by separating twononzero entries on a same row, for any nonempty packed matrix M , one has
∆ (FM ) = 1⊗ FM + ∆≺ (FM ) + ∆� (FM ) + FM ⊗ 1. (2.3.8)

PROPOSITION 2.3.2. The Hopf algebra PMk admits a codendriform coalgebra structure
for the coproducts ∆≺ and ∆�.

2.3.3. Bidendriform bialgebra structure.

THEOREM 2.3.3. The Hopf bialgebra PMk admits a bidendriform bialgebra structure
for the products ≺, � and the coproducts ∆≺, ∆�.
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Theorem 2.3.3 also implies that PMNk and PMLk admit a bidendriform bialgebra struc-ture. Following [Foi07], the generating seriesTk,n(t) andTk,` (t) of totally primitive elementsof PMNk and PMLk satisfy respectively

Tk,n(t) = Hk,n(t)− 1
Hk,n(t)2 and Tk,` (t) = Hk,` (t)− 1

Hk,` (t)2 . (2.3.9)
The first few dimensions of totally primitive elements of PMN1 and PMN2 are respectively

0, 1, 5, 240, 40404, 24827208, 57266105928 (2.3.10)
and 0, 2, 48, 15640, 39023776, 813415850016, 147655768992433664. (2.3.11)
There are respectively Sequences A230885 and A230886 of [Slo]. The first few dimensionsof totally primitive elements of PML1 and PML2 are respectively

0, 1, 0, 5, 36, 381, 4720, 67867, 1109434 (2.3.12)
and 0, 2, 0, 40, 576, 12192, 302080, 8686976, 284015104. (2.3.13)
These are respectively Sequences A230887 and A230888 of [Slo].

3. Related Hopf bialgebrasIn this section, we describe links between PMk and some already known Hopf bialgebras.Next, we provide a method to construct Hopf sub-bialgebras of PMk.
3.1. Links with known bialgebras. We consider here the Hopf bialgebras of k-coloredpermutations, of uniform block permutations, and of matrix quasi-symmetric functions.
3.1.1. Hopf bialgebra of colored permutations. The Hopf bialgebra FQSym(k) of k-colored permutations is introduced in [NT10] (see also Section 3.2.5 of Chapter 2).
PROPOSITION 3.1.1. The map αk : FQSym(k) → PMNk linearly defined, for any k-colored

permutation (σ, c) by

αk
(F(σ,c)) := FM (σ,c) (3.1.1)

where M (σ,c) is the k-packed matrix satisfying M (σ,c)
ij = cj δi,σj is an injective Hopf mor-

phism.

In particular, Proposition 3.1.1 shows that PMN1 contains FQSym. Notice that the map
αk is still well-defined on the codomain PMLk instead of PMNk.

http://oeis.org/A230885
http://oeis.org/A230886
http://oeis.org/A230887
http://oeis.org/A230888
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3.1.2. Hopf bialgebra of uniform block permutations. The Hopf bialgebra UBP of uni-form block permutations is introduced in [AO08] (see also Section 3.2.6 of Chapter 2).
PROPOSITION 3.1.2. The map β : UBP? → PMN1 linearly defined, for any UBP π by

β (F?π) := FMπ (3.1.2)
where Mπ is the 1-packed matrix satisfying

Mπ
ij := {1 if there is e ∈ πd such that j ∈ e and i ∈ π(e),0 otherwise.

(3.1.3)
is an injective Hopf morphism.

For example, if π is the UBP defined by
π({1, 4, 5}) := {2, 5, 6}, π({2}) := {1}, and π({3, 6}) := {3, 4}, (3.1.4)

we have
β (F?π) = F 0 1 0 0 0 01 0 0 1 1 00 0 1 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 11 0 0 1 1 01 0 0 1 1 0


. (3.1.5)

The existence of this particular morphism β exhibited by Proposition 3.1.2 implies thatUBP? is free (as an associative algebra), cofree (as a coassociative coalgebra), self-dual, andadmits bidendriform bialgebra structure.
Besides, by using same arguments as those used in Section 2.1, one can build multiplica-tive bases of UBP? by setting, for any UBP π ,

E?
Mπ := ∑

Mπ6PMMπ′

FMπ′ and H?
Mπ := ∑

Mπ′6PMMπ

FMπ′ . (3.1.6)
This gives another way to prove the freeness of UBP? by using same arguments as thoseof Theorem 2.1.3. Hence, UBP? is freely generated by the elements EMπ (resp. HMπ ) wherethe π are UBPs such that the Mπ are connected (resp. anti-connected) 1-packed matrices.The first few numbers of algebraic generators of UBP? are

0, 1, 2, 11, 98, 1202, 19052, 375692, 8981392, 255253291, 8488918198 (3.1.7)
and the first few dimensions of totally primitive elements are

0, 1, 1, 7, 72, 962, 16135, 330624, 8117752, 235133003, 7929041828. (3.1.8)
These are Sequence A230889 and A230890 of [Slo].

Moreover, since for any UBP π , there exists a UBP π−1 such that the transpose of Mπis Mπ−1 , by Proposition 2.2.1, the map φ : UBP? → UBP linearly defined for any UBP π by
φ (F?Mπ ) := FMπᵀ (3.1.9)

is an isomorphism.

http://oeis.org/A230889
http://oeis.org/ A230890
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3.1.3. Algebra of matrix quasi-symmetric functions. The Hopf algebra of matrix quasi-symmetric functions is introduced in [DHT02] (see also [Hiv99] and Section 3.2.3 of Chap-ter 2).
Let us endow the set of matrices indexing MQSym with a binary relation ⇀ defined inthe following way. If M1 and M2 are two matrices such that M1 has n rows and m columns,we have M1 ⇀ M2 if there is an index i ∈ [n − 1] such that, denoting by zi the number of0 which end the ith row of M1, and by zi+1 the number of 0 which start the (i + 1)st rowof M1, one has zi + zi+1 > m and M2 is obtained from M1 by overlaying its ith and (i + 1)strows (see Figure 8.3).

00i
i+1

zi

zi+1

m

⇀ 0

FIGURE 8.3. The condition for overlaying the ith and (i + 1)st rows of a (notnecessarily square) packed matrix according to the relation ⇀. The darkerregions contain any entries and the white ones, only zeros.
We now endow the set of matrices that index MQSym with the partial order relation

6MQ defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of ⇀. Figure 8.4 shows an interval of thispartial order.
[ 1 1 0 00 0 1 00 1 1 00 0 0 1

]
[ 1 1 1 00 1 1 00 0 0 1

] [ 1 1 0 00 0 1 00 1 1 1
]

[ 1 1 1 00 1 1 1 ]
FIGURE 8.4. The Hasse diagram of an interval for the order 6MQ on (notnecessarily square) packed matrices.

PROPOSITION 3.1.3. The map γ : PML1? → MQSym linearly defined, for any 1-packed
matrix M by

γ (F?M ) := ∑
M6MQM ′

MM ′ , (3.1.10)
is an injective associative algebra morphism.
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For instance, one has

γ

F? 1 1 0 00 0 1 00 1 1 00 0 0 1


 = M 1 1 0 00 0 1 00 1 1 00 0 0 1
 + M[ 1 1 1 00 1 1 00 0 0 1

] + M[ 1 1 0 00 0 1 00 1 1 1
] + M[ 1 1 1 00 1 1 1 ]. (3.1.11)

Notice that γ is not a Hopf morphism since it is not a coassociative coalgebra morphism.Indeed, we have
∆(γ (F?[ 1 11 0 ]

)) = 1⊗M[ 1 11 0 ] + M[ 1 11 0 ] ⊗ 1, (3.1.12)
but (γ ⊗ γ)(∆(F?[ 1 11 0 ]

)) = 1⊗M[ 1 11 0 ] + M[ 1 1 ] ⊗M[ 1 ] + M[ 1 11 0 ] ⊗ 1. (3.1.13)
3.1.4. Diagram of embeddings. The diagram of Figure 8.5 summarizes the relationsbetween known Hopf algebras related to PMk and, more specifically, to its simply gradedversions PMNk and PMLk. The Hopf bialgebra ASM is the subject of Section 4.

PMNk PMLk
PMN2 PML2

PMN1 PML1

FQSym(k)

FQSym(2)

FQSym
UBP? ASM

PML1?

MQSym

β

α1 α1

α2 α2

αk αk

γ

FIGURE 8.5. The diagram of Hopf bialgebras of packed matrices and relatedstructures. Arrows � are injective Hopf bialgebra morphisms. The dottedarrow is an associative algebra morphism.

3.2. Equivalence relations and Hopf sub-bialgebras. We provide here a way to con-struct Hopf sub-bialgebras of PMk analogous to the way using congruences to constructHopf sub-bialgebras of FQSym (see Section 3.2.4 of Chapter 2).
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3.2.1. The monoid of words of columns. Let C∗k be the free monoid generated by the set

Ck of all n× 1-matrices with entries in Ak , for all n > 1. In other words, the elements of C∗kare words whose letters are columns and its product • is the concatenation of such words.When all the letters of an element M ∈ C∗k have, as columns, a same number of rows, M isa matrix and we shall denote it as such in the sequel.The alphabet Ck is naturally equipped with the total order 6 where, for any c1, c2 ∈ Ck ,
c1 6 c2 if and only if the bottom to top reading of the column c1 is lexicographically smallerthan the bottom to top reading of c2. For instance,[ 100

]
6
[ 001
]
,

[ 00101
]
6

[ 0011
]
,

[ 10 ] 6 [ 0110
]
,

[ 210
]
6
[ 120
]
. (3.2.1)

Since Ck is then totally ordered and C∗k is a free monoid, one can consider the previoustwo congruences on C∗k instead on A∗. For instance, Figure 8.6 represents a ↔S-equivalenceclass and a ↔P-equivalence class of packed matrices.
[ 1 0 1 1 01 0 1 0 10 1 1 0 00 0 0 1 10 0 1 1 0

]

[ 1 1 0 1 01 1 0 0 10 1 1 0 00 0 0 1 10 1 0 1 0
]

[ 1 1 1 0 01 1 0 0 10 1 0 1 00 0 1 0 10 1 1 0 0
] [ 1 1 0 1 01 1 0 0 11 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 11 0 0 1 0

]

[ 1 1 1 0 01 1 0 0 11 0 0 1 00 0 1 0 11 0 1 0 0
]

[ 1 1 1 0 01 0 1 0 11 0 0 1 00 1 0 0 11 1 0 0 0
]

(A) A sylvester equiv-alence class.

[ 1 1 0 1 01 1 0 0 10 1 1 0 00 0 0 1 10 1 0 1 0
]

[ 1 1 0 1 01 1 0 0 11 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 11 0 0 1 0
] [ 1 1 1 0 01 1 0 0 10 1 0 1 00 0 1 0 10 1 1 0 0

]

[ 1 1 1 0 01 1 0 0 11 0 0 1 00 0 1 0 11 0 1 0 0
]

[ 1 1 1 0 01 0 1 0 11 0 0 1 00 1 0 0 11 1 0 0 0
]

(B) A plactic equivalence class.
FIGURE 8.6. Two equivalence classes of packed matrices.

The order relation 6 on Ck is compatible with the shifted shuffle of packed matrices inthe following sense. Let M1 and M2 be two nonempty packed matrices and M be a matrixappearing in M1 �M2. Then, if c1 (resp. c2) is a column of M coming from M1 (resp. M2),we necessarily have c1 6 c2 and c1 6= c2. The obvious analogous property holds for wordsof A∗ and the shifted shuffle of words.
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3.2.2. Properties of equivalence relations. An equivalence relation↔ on C∗k is compati-

ble with the restriction to alphabet intervals if for any interval I of Ck and for all u, v ∈ C∗k ,
u↔ v implies u|I ↔ v|I , where u|I denotes the word obtained by erasing in u the letters thatare not in I .

Finally, we say that ↔ is compatible with the decompression process if for all u, v ∈ C∗ksuch that u and v are matrices, u ↔ v if and only if cp(u) ↔ cp(v) and u and v have thesame commutative image.
3.2.3. Construction of Hopf sub-bialgebras. Given an equivalence relation ↔ on thewords of C∗k and a ↔-equivalence class [M]↔ of packed matrices of C∗k , we consider theelements P[M]↔ := ∑

M ′∈[M]↔ FM ′ (3.2.2)
of PMk.

One has for instance
P 1 1 0 1 01 1 0 0 10 1 1 0 00 0 0 1 10 1 0 1 0



↔P

= F 1 1 0 1 01 1 0 0 10 1 1 0 00 0 0 1 10 1 0 1 0
 + F 1 1 0 1 01 1 0 0 11 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 11 0 0 1 0

 + F 1 1 1 0 01 1 0 0 10 1 0 1 00 0 1 0 10 1 1 0 0
 + F 1 1 1 0 01 1 0 0 11 0 0 1 00 0 1 0 11 0 1 0 0

 + F 1 1 1 0 01 0 1 0 11 0 0 1 00 1 0 0 11 1 0 0 0
. (3.2.3)

In particular, if ↔ is compatible with the decompression process, any ↔-equivalenceclass of a packed matrix only contains packed matrices. The family P[M]↔ , where the [M]↔are ↔-equivalence classes of packed matrices, forms then a basis of a vector subspace ofPMk denoted by PMk
↔.

THEOREM 3.2.1. Let ↔ be an equivalence relation on the words of C∗k such that ↔
(i) is a monoid congruence on C∗k;

(ii) is compatible with the restriction to alphabet intervals;
(iii) is compatible with the decompression process.

Then, PMk
↔ is a Hopf sub-bialgebra of PMk.

Let ↔ be an equivalence relation on C∗k satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 3.2.1.Note that since ↔ is compatible with the decompression process, any matrix contained in a
↔-equivalence class [M]↔ is obtained by switching columns of M . Then, any ↔-equivalenceclass [M]↔ of k-packed matrices only contains matrices whose size and number of nonzeroentries are the same as in M . Hence, Theorem 3.2.1 also implies that the family (3.2.2) formsa basis of Hopf sub-bialgebras of both PMNk and PMLk. We respectively denote these byPMNk

↔ and PMLk↔.
3.2.4. Computer experiments. By Theorem 3.2.1, the version of sylvester, plactic, Baxter,Bell, hypoplactic, and total equivalence relations (see Section 3.2.4 of Chapter 2) applied to

C∗k lead to bigraded Hopf sub-bialgebras of PMk. Table 8.2 shows first few dimensions ofthe Hopf subalgebras of PMN1 and PML1 obtained from these congruences, computed bycomputer exploration.
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Hopf bialgebra First dimensions
PMN1↔Bx 1 1 7 265 38051PMN1↔Bl 1 1 7 221 25789PMN1↔S 1 1 7 221 24243PMN1↔P 1 1 7 177 17339PMN1↔H 1 1 7 177 13887PMN1↔T 1 1 4 57 2306PML1↔Bx 1 1 2 10 68 578 5782 65745PML1↔Bl 1 1 2 9 53 390 3389 33881PML1↔S 1 1 2 9 52 364 2918 26138PML1↔P 1 1 2 8 41 266 1976 16569PML1↔H 1 1 2 8 39 220 1396 9716PML1↔T 1 1 1 3 11 43 191 939

TABLE 8.2. First few dimensions of the Hopf sub-bialgebras PMN1↔ andPML1↔, where↔ is successively the Baxter, Bell, sylvester, plactic, hypoplac-tic, and total congruence.
4. Alternating sign matricesIn this last section of the chapter, we construct and study a Hopf sub-bialgebra of PM1whose bases are indexed by ASMs. We provide its main properties and investigate how usualstatistics on ASMs behave algebraically inside it.

4.1. Hopf bialgebra structure. Let us explain how to encode ASMs by particular 1-packed matrices. As a consequence, we obtain a Hopf bialgebra on ASMs.4.1.1. From ASMs to 1-packed matrices. Let δ be an ASM [MRR83] (see also Section 3.4of Chapter 1). We denote by Mδ the matrix satisfying
Mδ

ij := {1 if δij ∈ {+, -},0 otherwise. (4.1.1)
For instance, of δ is the ASM defined by

δ := [ 0 + 0 0 00 0 + 0 0+ - 0 0 +0 + - + 00 0 + 0 0
]
, (4.1.2)

we obtain
Mδ = [ 0 1 0 0 00 0 1 0 01 1 0 0 10 1 1 1 00 0 1 0 0

]
. (4.1.3)
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It is immediate that Mδ is a 1-packed matrix of the same size as δ. Besides, observe thatsince the + and the - alternate in an ASM, by starting from a 1-packed matrix M , there is atmost one ASM δ such that Mδ = M .4.1.2. Hopf bialgebra structure on ASMs. Let ASM be the vector space spanned bythe set of all ASMs. For any ASM δ, let us denote by Fδ the element FMδ . Due to theabove observation, the family Fδ , where δ are ASMs, spans ASM. Moreover, since the mapFδ 7Ï FMδ is an injective morphism from ASM to PM1, this family forms a basis.The product and the coproduct of PM1 induce the product and the coproduct of ASM.For example, we haveF[ 0 + 0+ - +0 + 0

] · F[ + ] = F 0 + 0 0+ - + 00 + 0 00 0 0 +
 + F 0 + 0 0+ - 0 +0 + 0 00 0 + 0

 + F 0 0 + 0+ 0 - +0 0 + 00 + 0 0
 + F 0 0 + 00 + - +0 0 + 0+ 0 0 0

, (4.1.4)
and ∆F 0 + 0 00 0 0 ++ - + 00 + 0 0

 = F∅ ⊗ F 0 + 0 00 0 0 ++ - + 00 + 0 0
 + F[ 0 + 0+ - +0 + 0

] ⊗ F[ + ] + F 0 + 0 00 0 0 ++ - + 00 + 0 0
 ⊗ F∅. (4.1.5)

THEOREM 4.1.1. The vector space ASM, endowed with the product and coproduct ofPM1, forms a free, cofree, and self-dual bigraded Hopf bialgebra which admits a biden-
driform bialgebra structure.From now on, we shall see ASM as a simply graded Hopf bialgebra so that the degree ofany Fδ , where δ is an ASM, is the size of δ. The dimensions of ASM form Sequence A005130of [Slo] and the first few terms are1, 1, 2, 7, 42, 429, 7436, 218348, 10850216, 911835460, 129534272700. (4.1.6)By using same arguments as those used in Section 2.1, one can build multiplicative basesof ASM by setting, for any ASM δ,Eδ := ∑

Mδ6PMMδ′

Fδ′ and Hδ := ∑
Mδ′6PMMδ

Fδ′ . (4.1.7)
This gives another way to prove the freeness of ASM by using same arguments as those ofTheorem 2.1.3. Hence, ASM is freely generated by the elements Eδ (resp. Hδ) where the
δ are ASMs such that the Mδ are connected (resp. anti-connected) 1-packed matrices. Thefirst few numbers of algebraic generators of ASM are0, 1, 1, 4, 29, 343, 6536, 202890, 10403135, 889855638, 127697994191 (4.1.8)and the first few dimensions of totally primitive elements are0, 1, 0, 2, 20, 277, 5776, 188900, 9980698, 868571406, 125895356788. (4.1.9)These are respectively Sequences A231498 and A231499 of [Slo].Moreover, since the transpose of an ASM is also an ASM, by Proposition 2.2.1, the map
φ : ASM→ ASM? linearly defined for any ASM δ by

φ (Fδ) := F?δᵀ (4.1.10)is an isomorphism.

http://oeis.org/A005130
http://oeis.org/A231498
http://oeis.org/A231499
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4.2. Algebraic interpretation of statistics on ASMs. We provide algebraic interpreta-tions of very common statistics on ASMs, whose definitions are recalled in Section 3.4 ofChapter 1. These algebraic interpretations rely on the Hopf bialgebra ASM and morphismsfrom ASM to K(q) (see Section 1.2.7 of Chapter 2 for notations about q-analogs of integers).We also study here algebraic quotients of ASM defined by ideals involving these statistics.
4.2.1. Maps from ASM to q-rational functions. The results presented here are conse-quences of the following two combinatorial properties, highlighting compatibility betweenthe statistics ne, sw, se, nw, oi, and io with the column shifted shuffle product of ASMs.
LEMMA 4.2.1. Let δ, δ1, and δ2 be three ASMs such that Mδ ∈ Mδ1 �Mδ2 . Then, for

any statistics s of N, s(δ) = s(δ1) + s(δ2). (4.2.1)
LEMMA 4.2.2. Let δ, δ1, and δ2 be three ASMs such that Mδ ∈Mδ1 �Mδ2 . Let m be the

size of δ2 (resp. δ1) and {k1 < k2 < · · · < km} be the set of the indices of the columns of
Mδ coming from Mδ2 (resp. Mδ1 ). Then, for any s ∈ {nw, se} (resp. s ∈ {sw,ne}),

s(δ) = s(δ1) + s(δ2) + ∑
16j6m(kj − j). (4.2.2)

To illustrate Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we show here the product (4.1.4) in ASM, seenon six-vertex configurations, where the vertices represented by squaresare of kind io whilethose represented by circles are of kind nw:
F · F = F + F + F + F (4.2.3)

PROPOSITION 4.2.3. The maps φs : ASM → K(q) and φ′s′ : ASM → K(q) linearly defined,
for any s ∈ N, s′ ∈ Z, and any ASM δ of size n by

φs (Fδ) := qs(δ)
n! and φ′s′ (Fδ) := qs′(δ)(n)q! (4.2.4)

are associative algebra morphisms.

This previous results remain valid in the dual ASM? of ASM.
PROPOSITION 4.2.4. The maps ψs : ASM? → K(q) and ψ′s′ : ASM? → K(q) linearly defined,

for any s ∈ N, s′ ∈ Z, and any ASM δ of size n by

ψs (F?δ) := qs(δ)
n! and ψ′s′ (F?δ) := qs′(δ)(n)q! (4.2.5)

are associative algebra morphisms.
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4.2.2. Equivalence relations on ASMs and associated subspaces of ASM. Let S ⊆ Z∪Nbe a set of statistics and ∼S be the equivalence relation on the set of ASMs defined, for anyASMs δ1 and δ2 of the same size, by

δ1 ∼S δ2 if and only if s (δ1) = s (δ2) for all s ∈ S. (4.2.6)We denote by IS the associated vector space spanned by
{Fδ1 − Fδ2 : δ1 ∼S δ2} . (4.2.7)4.2.3. The algebra ASM/Iio . Let us first study the statistics io ∈ N.

PROPOSITION 4.2.5. The quotient ASM/Iio is a commutative associative algebra.

Note however that ASM/Iio does not inherit the structure of a coalgebra of ASM becauseeven if
x := F 0 + 0 0+ - + 00 + 0 00 0 0 +

 − F 0 + 0 0+ - 0 +0 + 0 00 0 + 0
 (4.2.8)

is an element of Iio, the element∆(x) = 1⊗ x + F[ 0 + 0+ - +0 + 0
] ⊗ F[ + ] + x ⊗ 1 (4.2.9)

is not in ASM⊗ Iio + Iio ⊗ ASM. Hence, Iio is not a coideal.
PROPOSITION 4.2.6. For any n > 0, the dimension of the nth graded component ofASM/Iio satisfies dim ASM/Iio (n) = ⌊n24

⌋+ 1. (4.2.10)
The dimensions of ASM/Iio form Sequence A033638 of [Slo] and the first few terms are1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 17, 21. (4.2.11)A basic argument on generating series implies that these dimensions cannot be the onesof a free commutative algebra and hence, ASM/Iio is not free as a commutative associativealgebra.Using the symmetry between the statistics io and oi provided by Proposition 3.4.1 ofSection 3.4 of Chapter 1, we immediately have ∼oi=∼io and then, ASM/Ioi = ASM/Iio .4.2.4. The algebra ASM/Inw . Let us now study the statistics nw ∈ Z.
PROPOSITION 4.2.7. The quotient ASM/Inw is a commutative associative algebra.

Note however that ASM/Inw does not inherit the structure of a coalgebra of ASM becauseeven if
x := F 0 0 0 ++ 0 0 00 0 + 00 + 0 0

 − F 0 0 + 00 + 0 0+ 0 - +0 0 + 0
 (4.2.12)

is an element of Inw, the element∆(x) = 1⊗ x + F[ + ] ⊗ F[ 0 0 +0 + 0+ 0 0
] + F[+ 00 + ] ⊗ F[ 0 ++ 0 ] + F[+ 0 00 0 +0 + 0

] ⊗ F[ + ] + x ⊗ 1 (4.2.13)

http://oeis.org/A033638
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is not in ASM⊗ Inw + Inw ⊗ ASM. Hence, Inw is not a coideal.

PROPOSITION 4.2.8. For any n > 0, the dimension of the nth graded component ofASM/Inw satisfies dim ASM/Inw (n) = (n2
)+ 1. (4.2.14)

The dimensions of ASM/Inw form Sequence A152947 of [Slo] and the first few terms are1, 1, 2, 4, 7, 11, 16, 22, 29, 37, 46, 56. (4.2.15)A basic argument on generating series implies that these dimensions cannot be the onesof a free commutative algebra and hence, ASM/Inw is not free as a commutative associativealgebra.Using the symmetry between the statistics nw and se provided by Proposition 3.4.1, weimmediately have ∼se=∼nw and then, ASM/Ise = ASM/Inw . Moreover, by using the samearguments as before, ASM/Isw and ASM/Ine are the same commutative algebras.Note that the map θ : ASM/Inw → ASM/Isw linearly defined for any ASM δ by
θ (πnw (Fδ)) := πsw (FÎ−δ ) , (4.2.16)where πnw (resp. πsw) is the canonical projection from ASM to ASM/Inw (resp. ASM/Isw ) and

Î−δ is the ASM where, for any i ∈ [n], the ith column of Î−δ is the (n− i+ 1)st column of δ, isan isomorphism between ASM/Inw and ASM/Isw .4.2.5. The algebra ASM/Iio,nw . Let us finally study the set of statistics {io,nw}.
PROPOSITION 4.2.9. The quotient ASM/Iio,nw is a commutative associative algebra.

Note however that ASM/Iio,nw does not inherit the structure of a coalgebra of ASM becauseeven if
x := F 0 + 0 0+ - + 00 0 0 +0 + 0 0

 − F 0 + 0 00 0 + 0+ - 0 +0 + 0 0
 (4.2.17)

is an element of Iio,nw, the element∆(x) = 1⊗ x + F[ 0 + 0+ - +0 + 0
] ⊗ F[ + ] + x ⊗ 1 (4.2.18)

is not in ASM⊗ Iio,nw + Iio,nw ⊗ ASM. Hence, Iio,nw is not a coideal.By computer exploration, the first few dimensions of ASM/Iio,nw are1, 1, 2, 5, 13, 31, 66, 127, 225, (4.2.19)and seems to be Sequence A116701 of [Slo].A basic argument on generating series implies that these dimensions cannot be the onesof a free commutative associative algebra and hence, ASM/Iio,nw is not free as a commutativealgebra.

http://oeis.org/A152947
http://oeis.org/A116701
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4.2.6. Others quotients of ASM. Using the symmetries provided by Proposition 3.4.1, allthe algebras ASM/IS , where S contains two nonsymmetric statistics, are equal to ASM/Iio,nw .Moreover, note that by using the same arguments as before, one can prove that for any

S ∈ Z ∪N, ASM/IS is a commutative algebra isomorphic to ASM/Iio , ASM/Inw , or ASM/Iio,nw .
Concluding remarksThe work presented in this chapter contributes to enrich the already large collectionof combinatorial Hopf bialgebras related to FQSym. Our main contributions are the Hopfbialgebra PMk of k-packed matrices and the Hopf bialgebra ASM of alternating sign matrices.Naturally, our results raise several questions for further research. First, one can askfor the enumeration of equivalence classes of k-packed matrices for the equivalence rela-tions considered in Section 3.2.4. Second, we have described an injective associative algebramorphism from PML1? to MQSym (see Proposition 3.1.3). Nevertheless, as observed, thismorphism is not a Hopf bialgebra morphism. Then, the question to define a Hopf embed-ding of PML1? into MQSym is open. Let us address a last research direction. Most Hopfbialgebras related to FQSym have polynomial realizations, that is, a way to encode their ele-ments as polynomials [DHT02], compatible with the product and the alphabet doubling (seefor instance [Hiv03]). The question to provide such a polynomial realization of PMk seemsworth studying.



CHAPTER 9
From pros to Hopf bialgebras

The content of this chapter comes from [BG16] and is a joint work with Jean-Paul Bultel.
IntroductionThe theory of operads and the one of Hopf bialgebras have several known interactions.One of these is a construction [vdL04] taking an operad O as input and producing a Hopfbialgebra H(O) as output, which is called the natural Hopf bialgebra of O. This constructionhas been studied in some recent works: in [CL07], it is shown that H can be rephrased interms of an incidence Hopf bialgebra of a certain family of posets, and in [ML14], a generalformula for its antipode is established. Let us also cite [Fra08] in which this constructionis considered to study series of trees. The initial motivation of the work contained in thischapter was to generalize this H construction with the aim of constructing some new andinteresting Hopf bialgebras. The direction we have chosen is to start with pros (see [ML65,

Lei04, Mar08]), algebraic structures which generalize operads in the sense that pros dealwith operators with possibly several outputs (see Section 5.1 of Chapter 2).Our main contribution consists in the definition of a new construction H from pros tobialgebras. Roughly speaking, the construction H can be described as follows. Given a pro
P satisfying some mild properties, the Hopf bialgebra H(P) has bases indexed by a particularsubset of elements of P. The product of H(P) is the horizontal composition of P and thecoproduct of H(P) is defined from the vertical composition of P, enabling to separate a basiselement into two smaller parts. The properties satisfied by P imply, in a nontrivial way, thatthe product and the coproduct of H(P) satisfy the required axioms to be a bialgebra. Thisconstruction generalizes H and establishes a new connection between the theory of pros andthe theory of Hopf bialgebras.Let us provide some details about our construction H. A first version of this constructionis presented, associating a Hopf bialgebra H(P) with a free pro P. The fundamental basis ofthis Hopf bialgebra is a set-basis with respect to the product, and the structure coefficients ofthe coproduct are nontrivial (i.e., they are possibly different from 0 and 1). As an associativealgebra, H(P) is always free. This construction is extended to a class of non-necessarily freepros. The pros of this class, called stiff pros, can be described by particular quotients offree pros. These pros arise somewhat naturally because, under some mild conditions, twowell-known constructions of pros [Mar08] produce stiff pros. The first one, R, takes as inputoperads and the second one, B, takes as input monoids. The construction R is used to showthat the natural Hopf bialgebra of an operad can be reformulated as a particular case ofour construction H. The Hopf bialgebras that one can construct from H are very similar to
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the Connes-Kreimer Hopf bialgebra [CK98] in the sense that their coproduct can be com-puted by means of admissible cuts in various combinatorial objects. From very simple stiffpros, it is possible to reconstruct the Hopf bialgebra of noncommutative symmetric func-tions Sym [GKL+95] and the noncommutative Fàa di Bruno Hopf bialgebra FdB [BFK06].Besides, we present a way of using H to reconstruct some of the Hopf bialgebras FdBγ , a
γ-deformation of FdB introduced by Foissy [Foi08].

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall the natural Hopf bialgebraconstruction H of an operad and some background about the noncommutative Faà di BrunoHopf bialgebra FdB and its commutative version FdB. We provide in Section 2 the descrip-tion of our new construction H and study some of its algebraic and combinatorial properties.We conclude this chapter by giving some examples of applications of H in Section 3 fromvery simple pros. We hence obtain several Hopf bialgebras, which, respectively, involveforests of planar rooted trees, some kinds of graphs consisting of nodes with one parentand several children or several parents and one child that we call forests of bitrees, heapsof pieces (see [Vie86] for a general presentation of these combinatorial objects), and a par-ticular class of heaps of pieces that we call heaps of friable pieces. All these Hopf bialgebrasdepend on a nonnegative integer as parameter γ.
Note. This chapter deals only with ns set-operads. For this reason, “operad” means “nsset-operad” in this chapter. Similarly, “pro” means “set-pro”. Moreover, all the free prosappearing here have generators with at least one input and one output.

1. Hopf bialgebras and the natural Hopf bialgebra of an operadWe recall in this section a construction associating a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra withan operad. This construction can be used to define the Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra.
1.1. Combinatorial Hopf algebras. Let us start by recalling some definitions and prop-erties about the Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra, the Hopf bialgebra of symmetric functions,and some of its noncommutative analogs. Here, we assume that the ground field K on whichall the Hopf bialgebras are defined contains R.
1.1.1. Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra and its deformations. Let FdB be the free commu-tative algebra generated by elements hn , n > 1, with deg(hn) = n. The bases of FdB are thusindexed by integer partitions, and the unit is denoted by h0. Alternatively, FdB := K 〈Part〉,where Part is the graded combinatorial collection of integer partitions defined in Section 1.2.4of Chapter 1. This is the algebra of symmetric functions [Mac15]. There are several waysto endow FdB with a coproduct to turn it into a Hopf bialgebra. In [Foi08], Foissy obtains, asa byproduct of his investigation of combinatorial Dyson-Schwinger equations in the Connes-Kreimer algebra, a one-parameter family ∆γ , γ ∈ R, of coproducts on FdB, defined by usingalphabet transformations (see [Mac15]), by

∆γ(hn) := ∑
06k6nhk ⊗ hn−k((kγ + 1)X), (1.1.1)
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where, for any α ∈ R and n ∈ N, hn(αX) is the coefficient of tn in the series (∑k>0 hktk)α.In particular, ∆0(hn) = ∑

06k6nhk ⊗ hn−k. (1.1.2)
The algebra FdB with the coproduct ∆0 is the classical Hopf bialgebra of symmetric func-
tions Sym [Mac15]. Moreover, for all γ 6= 0, all FdBγ are isomorphic to FdB1, which isknown as the Faà di Bruno bialgebra [JR79]. The coproduct ∆0 comes from the interpre-tation of FdB as the algebra of polynomial functions on the multiplicative group

G(t) :=
1 +∑

k>1akt
k : ak ∈ R, k > 1

 (1.1.3)
of formal power series of constant term 1, and ∆1 comes from its interpretation as thealgebra of polynomial functions on the group tG(t) for the series composition of formaldiffeomorphisms of the real line.

1.1.2. Noncommutative analogs. Formal power series in one variable with coefficients ina noncommutative algebra can be composed (by substitution of the variable). This operationis not associative, so that they do not form a group. For example, when a and b belong to anoncommutative algebra, one has
(t2 ◦ at) ◦ bt = a2t2 ◦ bt = a2b2t2 (1.1.4)

but
t2 ◦ (at ◦ bt) = t2 ◦ abt = ababt2. (1.1.5)However, the analogue of the Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra still exists in this noncommu-tative context and is known as the noncommutative Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra. It isinvestigated in [BFK06] in view of applications in quantum field theory. In [Foi08], Foissyalso obtains an analogue of the family FdBγ in this context. Indeed, considering noncom-mutative generators Sn (with deg(Sn) = n) instead of the hn , for all n > 1, leads to a freenoncommutative algebra FdB whose bases are indexed by integer compositions. This is the

algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions [GKL+95]. The addition of the coproduct∆γ defined by ∆γ(Sn) := ∑
06k6n Sk ⊗ Sn−k((kγ + 1)A), (1.1.6)

where, for any α ∈ R and n ∈ N, Sn(αA) is the coefficient of tn in (∑k>0 Sktk)α, forms anoncommutative Hopf bialgebra FdBγ . In particular,
∆0(Sn) = n∑

k=0 Sk ⊗ Sn−k, (1.1.7)
where S0 is the unit. In this way, FdB with the coproduct ∆0 is the Hopf bialgebra of
noncommutative symmetric functions Sym [GKL+95, KLT97], and for all γ 6= 0, all theFdBγ are isomorphic to FdB1, which is the noncommutative Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra.
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1.2. The natural Hopf bialgebra of an operad. We describe here a construction as-sociating a Hopf bialgebra with an operad (under some conditions). We then apply thisconstruction to obtain FdB from the associative operad.
1.2.1. The construction. A slightly different version of the construction we shall presenthere is considered in [vdL04, CL07, ML14]. Let O be an operad and denote by O+ the set

O \ {1}. The natural Hopf bialgebra of O is the free commutative algebra H(O) spannedby the Tx , where the x are elements of O+. The bases of H(O) are thus indexed by finitemultisets of elements of O+. Alternatively, H(O) = K 〈S(O+)〉, where S is the multiset operationover graded collections (see Section 1.1.6 of Chapter 1). The unit of H(O) is denoted by T1and the coproduct of H(O) is the unique associative algebra morphism satisfying, for anyelement x of O+, ∆(Tx) = ∑
y,z1,...,z`∈O
y◦[z1,...,z` ]=x

Ty ⊗ Tz1 . . . Tz` . (1.2.1)
The Hopf bialgebra H(O) can be graded by deg(Tx) := |x|−1. Note that with this grading,when O(1) = {1} and when the O(n) are finite for all n > 1, H(O) becomes a combinatorialHopf bialgebra.
1.2.2. The natural Hopf bialgebra of the associative operad. Let us consider the asso-ciative operad As (see Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 2). The set As+ consists in the elements anwith n > 2. The Hopf bialgebra H(As) is the linear span of the elements T*x1,...,x`+ where

xi ∈ As+, i ∈ [`]. Any multiset X := *an1 , . . . , ank+ of As+ can be encoded by a nondecreasingword uα11 . . . uαrr where αi is the multiplicity of ai+1 in X for any i ∈ [r]. For instance, thebasis element T*a2,a2,a4,a6,a6,a7+ is encoded by T655311. Moreover the degrees of such basiselements indexed by words are the sums of their letters. For this reason, the basis elementsof H(As) are indexed by integer partitions. Besides, here is an example of a coproduct in
H(As) using (1.2.1): ∆(T2) = T1 ⊗ T2 + T1 ⊗ (T1T1 + T1T1) + T2 ⊗ T1T1T1= T1 ⊗ T2 + 2T1 ⊗ T1 + T2 ⊗ T1. (1.2.2)
For instance, the coefficient of T1⊗T1 in ∆(T2) is 2 because there are two ways to factorize a3in As by using the complete composition map where the first operand is a2: a3 = a2 ◦ [a1, a2]and a3 = a2 ◦ [a2, a1]. It is known (see for instance [ML14]) that H(As) is isomorphic to FdB1.

2. From pros to combinatorial Hopf algebrasWe introduce in this section the main construction of this work and review some of itsproperties. In all this section, P is a free pro generated by a bigraded set G. We recall thatwe work only with generating sets satisfying G(p, q) = ∅ when p = 0 or q = 0. Starting with
P, our construction produces a bialgebra H(P) whose bases are indexed by the reducedelements of P. We shall also extend this construction over a class of non necessarily freepros.
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2.1. The Hopf bialgebra of a free pro. We shall use from now on the notions aboutprographs introduced in Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 1 and the notions about free pros containedin Section 5.1.3 of Chapter 2.The bases of the vector space H(P) := K 〈red(P)〉 (2.1.1)are indexed by the reduced elements of P. The elements Sx , x ∈ red(P), form thus a basisof H(P), called fundamental basis. We endow H(P) with a product · : H(P)⊗H(P)→ H(P)linearly defined, for any reduced elements x and y of P, bySx · Sy := Sx∗y , (2.1.2)and with a coproduct ∆ : H(P)→ H(P)⊗H(P) linearly defined, for any reduced elements xof P, by ∆ (Sx) := ∑

y,z∈P
y◦z=x

Sred(y) ⊗ Sred(z). (2.1.3)
Throughout this section, we shall consider some examples involving the free pro gen-erated by G := G(2, 2) t G(3, 1) where G(2, 2) := {a} and G(3, 1) := {b}, denoted by AB. Forinstance, we have in H(AB)S

a b a
· S a a = S

a b a a a
(2.1.4)

and
∆S

a b a
= S10 ⊗ S

a b a
+ S a ⊗ S b a

+ S b ⊗ S a a

+ S a b ⊗ S a + S b a
⊗ S a + S

a b a
⊗ S10 . (2.1.5)

As a consequence of Lemma 5.1.2 of Chapter 2, the coproduct ∆ of H(P) is coassociative.Moreover, this lemma implies that ∆ is a morphism of associative algebras. Hence, we obtainthe following result.
THEOREM 2.1.1. Let P be a free pro. Then, H(P) is a Hopf bialgebra.

2.2. Properties of the construction. Let us now study the general properties of theHopf bialgebras obtained by the construction H.2.2.1. Algebraic generators and freeness.

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. LetP be a free pro. Then, H(P) is freely generated as an associative
algebra by the set of all Sg , where the g are indecomposable and reduced elements of P.
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2.2.2. Gradings. There are several ways to define gradings for H(P) to turn it into acombinatorial Hopf bialgebra. For this purpose, we say that a map ω : red(P) → N is a

grading of P if it satisfies the following four properties:(G1) for any reduced elements x and y of P, ω(x ∗ y) = ω(x) + ω(y);(G2) for any reduced elements x of P satisfying x = y ◦ z where y, z ∈ P, ω(x) =
ω(red(y)) + ω(red(z));(G3) for any n > 0, the fiber ω−1(n) is finite;(G4) ω−1(0) = {10}.

A very generic way to endowP with a grading consists in providing a map ω : G→ N\{0}associating a positive integer with any generator of P, namely its weight; the degree ω(x) ofany element x of P being the sum of the weights of the occurrences of the generators usedto build x. For instance, the map ω defined by ω(a) := 3 and ω(b) := 2 is a grading of AB andwe have
ω

 a b a
 = 8. (2.2.1)

PROPOSITION 2.2.2. LetP be a free pro and ω be a grading ofP. Then, with the grading

H(P) =⊕
n>0K 〈{Sx : x ∈ red(P) and ω(x) = n}〉 , (2.2.2)

H(P) is a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra.

2.2.3. Antipode. Since the antipode of a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra can be computedby induction on the degrees, we obtain an expression for the one of H(P) when P admits agrading. This expression is an instance of the Takeuchi formula [Tak71] and is particularlysimple since the product of H(P) is multiplicative.
PROPOSITION 2.2.3. Let P be a free pro admitting a grading. For any reduced element

x of P different from 10, the antipode ν of H(P) satisfies

ν(Sx) = ∑
x1,...,x`∈P,`>1
x1◦···◦x`=xred(xi) 6=10,i∈[`]

(−1)` Sred(x1∗···∗x` ). (2.2.3)
We have for instance in H(AB),

ν S a ba
= −S a ba

+ S
a ba

+ S a b a
− S a b a . (2.2.4)
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2.2.4. Duality. When P admits a grading, let us denote by H(P)? the graded dual ofH(P). By definition, the dual basis of the fundamental basis of H(P) consists in the elementsS?x , x ∈ red(P).
PROPOSITION 2.2.4. Let P be a free pro admitting a grading. Then, for any reduced

elements x and y of P, the product and the coproduct of H(P)? satisfy

S?x · S?y = ∑
x′,y ′∈P

x′◦y′∈red(P)red(x′)=x,red(y ′)=y
S?x′◦y ′ (2.2.5)

and ∆ (S?x) = ∑
y,z∈P
y∗z=x

S?y ⊗ S?z. (2.2.6)
For instance, we have in H(AB)

S? a · S? b a = S? a b a + S? a
b a

+ S? a
b a

+ S? a
b a

+ S?
b a

a
+ S?

b a
a

+ S?
b a

a
+ 2 S? b a a (2.2.7)

and
∆S?

a b a b
= S?10 ⊗ S?

a b a b
+ S? a ⊗ S? b a b

+ S?
a b a

⊗ S? b + S?
a b a b

⊗ S?10 . (2.2.8)

2.2.5. Quotient bialgebras.

PROPOSITION 2.2.5. Let G and G′ be two bigraded sets such that G′ ⊆ G. Then, the map
φ : H(FP(G))→ H (FP (G′)) linearly defined, for any reduced element x of FP(G), by

φ(Sx) := {Sx if x ∈ FP (G′) ,0 otherwise,
(2.2.9)
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is a surjective bialgebra morphism. Moreover, H (FP (G′)) is a quotient bialgebra ofH (FP (G)).

2.3. The Hopf bialgebra of a stiff pro. We now extend the construction H to a class anon-necessarily free pros. Still in this section, P is a free pro.
Let ≡ be a congruence of P. For any element x of P, we denote by [x]≡ (or by [x] ifthe context is clear) the ≡-equivalence class of x. We say that ≡ is a stiff congruence if thefollowing three properties are satisfied:(C1) for any reduced element x of P, the set [x] is finite;(C2) for any reduced element x of P, [x] contains reduced elements only;(C3) for any two elements x and x′ of P such that x ≡ x′, the maximal decompositionsof x and x′ are, respectively of the form (x1, . . . , x` ) and (x′1, . . . , x′` ) for some ` > 0,and for any i ∈ [`], xi ≡ x′i.We say that a pro is a stiff pro if it is the quotient of a free pro by a stiff congruence.
For any ≡-equivalence class [x] of reduced elements of P, set

T[x] := ∑
x′∈[x] Sx′ . (2.3.1)

Notice that thanks to (C1) and (C2), T[x] is a well-defined element of H(P).
For instance, if P is the quotient of the free pro generated by G := G(1, 1)tG(2, 2) where

G(1, 1) := {a} and G(2, 2) := {b} by the finest congruence ≡ satisfying
ba ≡

b
b , (2.3.2)

one has T
ba
b



= S ba
b

+ S b
b
b

+ S b
ba

+ S ba
a

. (2.3.3)

Moreover, we can observe that ≡ is a stiff congruence.
If ≡ is a stiff congruence of P, (C2) and (C3) imply that all the elements of a same ≡-equivalence class [x] have the same number of factors and are all reduced or all nonreduced.Then, by extension, we shall say that a ≡-equivalence class [x] of P/≡ is indecomposable(resp. reduced) if all its elements are indecomposable (resp. reduced) in P. In the sameway, the wire of P/≡ is the ≡-equivalence class of the wire of P.
We shall now study how the product and the coproduct of H(P) behave on the T[x].
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2.3.1. Product. Let us show that the linear span of the T[x], where the [x] are ≡-equi-valence classes of reduced elements of P, forms an associative subalgebra of H(P). Theproduct on the T[x] is multiplicative and admits the following simple description.
PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Let P be a free pro and ≡ be a stiff congruence of P. Then, for

any ≡-equivalence classes [x] and [y],
T[x] · T[y] = T[x∗y], (2.3.4)

where x (resp. y) is any element of [x] (resp. [y]).
2.3.2. Coproduct. To prove that the linear span of the T[x], where the [x] are ≡-equi-valence classes of reduced elements of P, forms a subcoalgebra of H(P) and provides thedescription of the coproduct of a T[x], we need the following notation. For any element xof P,

red ([x]) := {red (x′) : x′ ∈ [x]} . (2.3.5)
LEMMA 2.3.2. Let P be a free pro and ≡ be a stiff congruence of P. For any element

x of P, red ([x]) = [red(x)] . (2.3.6)
LEMMA 2.3.3. Let P be a free pro, ≡ be a stiff congruence of P, and y and z be two

elements of P such that y ≡ z. Then, red(y) = red(z) implies y = z.

The next result is based upon Lemmas 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
PROPOSITION 2.3.4. Let P be a free pro and ≡ be a stiff congruence of P. Then, for

any ≡-equivalence class [x],
∆ (T[x]) = ∑

[y],[z]∈P/≡[y]◦[z]=[x]
Tred([y]) ⊗ Tred([z]). (2.3.7)

2.3.3. Hopf sub-bialgebra. The description of the product and the coproduct on the T[x]leads to the following result.
THEOREM 2.3.5. Let P be a free pro and ≡ be a stiff congruence of P. Then, the linear

span of the T[x], where the [x] are ≡-equivalence classes of reduced elements of P, forms
a Hopf sub-bialgebra of H(P).

We shall denote, by a slight abuse of notation, by H(P/≡) the sub-bialgebra of H(P)spanned by the T[x], where the [x] are ≡-equivalence classes of reduced elements of P.Notice that the construction H as it was presented in Section 2.1 is a special case of this latterwhen ≡ is the most refined congruence of pros.
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Note that this construction of sub-bialgebras of H(P) by taking an equivalence relationsatisfying some precise properties and by considering the elements obtained by summingover its equivalence classes is analog to the construction of certain sub-bialgebras of theMalvenuto-Reutenauer Hopf algebra [MR95]. Indeed, some famous Hopf algebras are ob-tained in this way (see Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 of Chapter 2).
2.3.4. The importance of the stiff congruence condition. Let us now explain why thestiff congruence condition required as a premise of Theorem 2.3.5 is important by providingan example of a non-stiff congruence of pros failing to produce a Hopf bialgebra.
Consider the pro P quotient of the free pro generated by G := G(1, 1) t G(2, 2) where

G(1, 1) := {a} and G(2, 2) := {b} by the finest congruence ≡ satisfying
a a ≡ b (2.3.8)

Here, ≡ is not a stiff congruence since it satisfies (C2) but not (C3).
We have T a  · T a  = S a · S a = S a a (2.3.9)

but this last element cannot be expressed on the T[x].Besides, by a straightforward computation, we have
∆T a a a  = ∆S a a a + ∆S a b + ∆S b a

= T[10] ⊗ T a a a  + T a a a  ⊗ T[10]

+ 2 T a  ⊗ T b  + 2 T b  ⊗ T a 
+ S a ⊗ S a a + S a a ⊗ S a , (2.3.10)

showing that neither the coproduct is well-defined on the T[x].2.3.5. Properties. By using similar arguments as those used to establish Proposition 2.2.1together with the fact that ≡ satisfies (C3) and the product formula of Proposition 2.3.1,we obtain that H(P/≡) is freely generated as an algebra by the T[x] where the [x] are ≡-equivalence classes of indecomposable and reduced elements of P. Moreover, when ω isa grading of P so that all elements of a same ≡-equivalence class have the same degree,the bialgebra H(P/≡) is graded by the grading inherited the one of H(P) and forms hence acombinatorial Hopf bialgebra.
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PROPOSITION 2.3.6. Let P be a free pro and ≡1 and ≡2 be two stiff congruences of P

such that ≡1 is finer than ≡2. Then, H (P/≡2 ) is a sub-bialgebra of H (P/≡1 ).
2.4. Related constructions. In this section, we first describe two constructions allowingto build stiff pros. The main interest of these constructions is that the obtained stiff pros canbe placed at the input of the construction H. We next present a way to recover the naturalHopf bialgebra of an operad through the construction H and the previous constructions ofstiff pros.2.4.1. From operads to stiff pros. Any operad O gives naturally rise to a pro R(O) whoseelements are sequences of elements of O (see [Mar08]).We recall here this construction. Let us set R(O) := tp>0 tq>0 R(O)(p, q) whereR(O)(p, q) := {x1 . . . xq : xi ∈ O(pi) for all i ∈ [q] and p1 + · · ·+ pq = p} . (2.4.1)The horizontal composition of R(O) is the concatenation of sequences, and the vertical com-position of R(O) comes directly from the composition map of O. More precisely, for any

x1 . . . xr ∈ R(O)(q, r) and y11 . . . y1q1 . . . yr1 . . . yrqr ∈ R(O)(p, q), we have
x1 . . . xr ◦ y11 . . . y1q1 . . . yr1 . . . yrqr := x1 ◦ [y11, . . . , y1q1 ] . . . xr ◦ [yr1, . . . , yrqr ], (2.4.2)where for any i ∈ [r], xi ∈ O(qi) and the occurrences of ◦ in the right-member of (2.4.2)refer to the total composition map of O.For instance, if O is the magmatic operad Mag (see Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 2), sinceits elements are binary trees, the elements of the pro R(O) are forests of binary trees. Thehorizontal composition of R(O) is the concatenation of forests, and the vertical composition

f1 ◦ f2 in R(O), defined only between two forests f1 and f2 such that the number of leaves of
f1 is the same as the number of trees in f2, consists in the forest obtained by grafting, fromleft to right, the roots of the trees of f2 on the leaves of f1.

PROPOSITION 2.4.1. Let O be an operad such that the monoid (O(1), ◦1) does not contain
any nontrivial subgroup. Then, R(O) is a stiff pro.

2.4.2. From monoids to stiff pros. Any monoidM can be seen as an operad concentratedin arity one. Then, starting from a monoid M, one can construct a pro B(M) by applyingthe construction R to M seen as an operad.This construction can be rephrased as follows. We have B(M) = tp>0 tq>0 B(M)(p, q)where
B(M)(p, q) = {{x1 . . . xp : xi ∈M for all i ∈ [p]} if p = q,

∅ otherwise. (2.4.3)
The horizontal composition of B(M) is the concatenation of sequences and the vertical com-position ◦ : B(M)(p, p) × B(M)(p, p) → B(M)(p, p) of B(M) satisfies, for any x1 . . . xp ∈B(M)(p, p) and y1 . . . yq ∈ B(M)(q, q),

x1 . . . xp ◦ y1 . . . yp = (x1 ? y1) . . . (xp ? yp), (2.4.4)where ? is the product of M.
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For instance, if M is the additive monoid of natural numbers, the pro B(M) contains allwords over N. The horizontal composition of B(M) is the concatenation of words, and thevertical composition of B(M), defined only on words with a same length, is the component-wise addition of their letters.
PROPOSITION 2.4.2. LetM be a monoid that does not contain any nontrivial subgroup.

Then, B(M) is a stiff pro.

2.4.3. The natural Hopf bialgebra of an operad. We call abelianization of a Hopf bial-gebra H the Hopf bialgebra quotient of H by the Hopf bialgebra ideal spanned by the
x · y − y · x for all x, y ∈ H.

Here is the main link between our construction H and the construction H .
PROPOSITION 2.4.3. Let O be an operad such that the monoid (O(1), ◦1) does not contain

any nontrivial subgroup. Then, the bialgebra H(O) is the abelianization of H(R(O)).
3. Examples of application of the constructionWe conclude this chapter by presenting examples of application of the construction H.The pros considered in this section fit into the diagram represented by Figure 9.1 and theobtained Hopf bialgebras fit into the diagram represented by Figure 9.2.

PRFγ
FBTγ

Asγ
BAsγ

Heapγ

FHeapγ
FIGURE 9.1. Diagram of pros where arrows � (resp. �) are injective (resp.surjective) pro morphisms. The parameter γ is a positive integer. When
γ = 0, PRF0 = As0 = Heap0 = FHeap0 and FBT0 = BAs0.

3.1. Hopf bialgebra of forests. We present here the construction of two Hopf bialge-bras of forests, one depending on a nonnegative integer γ, and with different gradings. Thepro we shall define in this section will intervene in the next examples.
3.1.1. Pro of forests with a fixed arity. Let γ be a nonnegative integer and PRFγ be thefree pro generated by G := G(γ + 1, 1) := {a}, with the grading ω defined by ω(a) := 1. Anyprograph x of PRFγ can be seen as a planar forest of planar rooted trees with only internalnodes of arity γ + 1. Since the reduced elements of PRFγ have no wire, they are encodedby forests of nonempty trees.
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H(PRFγ)
H(FBTγ)

H(Asγ)
H(BAsγ)

H(Heapγ)

H(FHeapγ)
FIGURE 9.2. Diagram of combinatorial Hopf bialgebras where arrows �(resp. �) are injective (resp. surjective) Hopf bialgebras morphisms. The pa-rameter γ is a positive integer. When γ = 0, H(PRF0) = H(As0) = H(Heap0) =H(FHeap0) and H(FBT0) = H(BAs0).

3.1.2. Hopf bialgebra. By Theorem 2.1.1 and Proposition 2.2.2, H(PRFγ) is a combina-torial Hopf bialgebra. By Proposition 2.2.1, as an associative algebra, H(PRFγ) is freelygenerated by the St, where the t are nonempty planar rooted trees with only internal nodesof arity γ + 1. Its bases are indexed by planar forests of such trees where the degree of abasis element Sf is the number of internal nodes of f.
Notice that the bases of H(PRF0) are indexed by forests of linear trees and that H(PRF0)and Sym are trivially isomorphic as combinatorial Hopf bialgebras.
3.1.3. Coproduct. By definition of the construction H, the coproduct of H(PRFγ) is givenon a generator St by ∆(St) = ∑

t′∈Adm(t) St′ ⊗ St/t′ , (3.1.1)
where Adm(t) is the set of admissible cuts of t, that is, the empty tree or the subtrees of tcontaining the root of t and where t/t′ denotes the forest consisting in the maximal subtreesof t whose roots are leaves of t′, by respecting the order of these leaves in t′ and by removingthe empty trees. For instance, we have

∆S = S∅ ⊗ S + S ⊗ S + S ⊗ S
+ S ⊗ S + S ⊗ S + S ⊗ S + S ⊗ S∅.

(3.1.2)This coproduct is similar to the one of the noncommutative Connes-Kreimer Hopf bial-gebra CK [CK98]. The main difference between H(PRFγ) and CK lies in the fact that in acoproduct of CK, the admissible cuts can change the arity of some internal nodes; it is notthe case in H(PRFγ) because for any t′ ∈ Adm(t), any internal node u of t′ has the same arityas it has in t.
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3.1.4. Dimensions. The series of the algebraic generators of H(PRFγ) is

G(t) := ∑
n>1

1
nγ + 1

(
n(γ + 1)

n

)
tn (3.1.3)

since its coefficients are the Fuss-Catalan numbers, counting planar rooted trees with ninternal nodes of arity γ + 1 (see Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 1). Since H(PRFγ) is free as anassociative algebra, its Hilbert series is HH(PRFγ )(t) := 11−G(t) .The first dimensions of H(PRF1) are1, 1, 3, 10, 35, 126, 462, 1716, 6435, 24310, 92378, (3.1.4)and those of H(PRF2) are1, 4, 19, 98, 531, 2974, 17060, 99658, 590563, 3540464, 21430267. (3.1.5)These two sequences are respectively Sequences A001700 and A047099 of [Slo].3.1.5. Pro of general forests. We denote by PRF∞ the free pro generated by G :=
tn>1G(n, 1) := tn>1{an}. Any prograph x of PRF∞ can be seen as a planar forest of planarrooted trees. Since the reduced elements of PRF∞ have no wire, they are encoded by forestsof nonempty trees. Observe that for any nonnegative integer γ, PRFγ is a sub-pro of PRF∞.3.1.6. Hopf bialgebra. By Theorem 2.1.1, H(PRF∞) is a Hopf bialgebra. By Proposi-tion 2.2.1, as an associative algebra, H(PRF∞) is freely generated by the St, where the t arenonempty planar rooted trees. Its bases are indexed by planar forests of such trees. Be-sides, by Proposition 2.2.5, since PRFγ is generated by a subset of the generators of PRF∞,H(PRFγ) is a Hopf bialgebra quotient of H(PRF∞). Moreover, the coproduct of H(PRF∞)satisfies (3.1.1).To turn H(PRF∞) into a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra, we cannot consider the grading ωdefined by ω(an) := 1 because there would be infinitely many elements of degree 1. There-fore, we consider on H(PRF∞) the grading ω defined by ω(an) := n. In this way, the degreeof a basis element Sf is the number of edges of the forest f. By Proposition 2.2.2, H(PRF∞)is a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra.3.1.7. Dimensions. The series of the algebraic generators of H(PRF∞) is

G(t) := ∑
n>1

1
n + 1

(2n
n

)
tn (3.1.6)

since its coefficients are the Catalan numbers, counting planar rooted trees with n edges. AsH(PRF∞) is free as an associative algebra, its Hilbert series is
HH(PRF∞)(t) := 11−G(t) = 1 +∑

n>1
12
(2n
n

)
tn. (3.1.7)

The dimensions of H(PRF∞) are then the same as the dimensions of H(PRF1) (see (3.1.4)).
3.2. Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra and its deformations. We shall give here a methodto construct the Hopf bialgebras FdBγ of Foissy [Foi08] from our construction H in the casewhere γ is a nonnegative integer.

http://oeis.org/A001700
http://oeis.org/A047099
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3.2.1. Associative pro. Let γ be a nonnegative integer and Asγ be the quotient of PRFγby the finest pro congruence ≡ satisfying

a
a
. . .. . .

k1
. . .
k2

≡
a
a
. . .. . .

`1
. . .
`2

, k1 + k2 = γ = `1 + `2. (3.2.1)
We can observe that Asγ is a stiff pro because ≡ satisfies (C2) and (C3), and that As0 =PRF0. Moreover, observe that, when γ > 1, there is in Asγ exactly one indecomposableelement of arity nγ + 1 for any n > 0. We denote by αn this element. We consider onAsγ the grading ω inherited the one of PRTγ . This grading is still well-defined in Asγ sinceany ≡-equivalence class contains prographs of a same degree and satisfies, for all n > 0,

ω(αn) = n. Any element of Asγ is then a word αk1 . . . αk` and can be encoded by a wordof nonnegative integers k1 . . . k` . Since the reduced elements of Asγ have no wire, they areencoded by words of positive integers.
3.2.2. Hopf bialgebra. By Theorem 2.3.5 and Proposition 2.2.2, H(Asγ) is a combinatorialHopf bialgebra. As an associative algebra, H(Asγ) is freely generated by the Tn , n > 1, and itsbases are indexed by words of positive integers where the degree of a basis element Tk1...k`is k1 + · · ·+ k` .3.2.3. Coproduct. Since any element αn of Asγ decomposes into αn = x ◦y if and only if

x = αk and y = αi1 . . . αikγ+1 with i1 + · · ·+ ikγ+1 = n − k, by Proposition 2.3.4, for any n > 1,the coproduct of H(Asγ) can be expressed as
∆(Tn) = ∑

06k6nTk ⊗
 ∑
i1+···+ikγ+1=n−kTi1 . . .Tikγ+1

 , (3.2.2)
where T0 is identified with the unit Tε of H(Asγ). For instance, in H(As1), we have

∆(T3) = T0 ⊗ T3 + T1 ⊗ (T0T2 + T1T1 + T2T0)+ T2 ⊗ (T0T0T1 + T0T1T0 + T1T0T0) + T3 ⊗ (T0T0T0T0)= Tε ⊗ T3 + 2 T1 ⊗ T2 + T1 ⊗ T11 + 3 T2 ⊗ T1 + T3 ⊗ Tε , (3.2.3)
and in H(As2), we have

∆(T3) = T0 ⊗ T3 + T1 ⊗ (T0T0T2 + T0T2T0 + T2T0T0 + T0T1T1 + T1T0T1 + T1T1T0)+ T2 ⊗ (T0T0T0T0T1 + T0T0T0T1T0 + T0T0T1T0T0 + T0T1T0T0T0 + T1T0T0T0T0)+ T3 ⊗ T0T0T0T0T0T0T0= Tε ⊗ T3 + 3 T1 ⊗ T2 + 3 T1 ⊗ T11 + 5 T2 ⊗ T1 + T3 ⊗ Tε . (3.2.4)
3.2.4. Deformation of the noncommutative Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra.

THEOREM 3.2.1. For any nonnegative integer γ, the Hopf bialgebra H(Asγ) is the defor-
mation of the noncommutative Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra FdBγ .
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3.3. Hopf bialgebra of forests of bitrees. To define Hopf bialgebras of forests of bi-trees, we need the following general construction on pros.
3.3.1. Symmetrization of pros. If G is a bigraded collection of the form G = tp>1 tq>1

G(p, q), we denote by G? the bigraded collection defined by
G?(p, q) := G(q, p), p, q > 1. (3.3.1)

From a geometrical point of view, any elementary prograph over G? is obtained by reversingfrom bottom to top an elementary prograph over G. We moreover denote by rev : FP(G?)→
FP(G) the bijection sending any prograph x of FP(G?) to the prograph rev(x) of FP(G)obtained by reversing x from bottom to top.

Now, given a pro P := FP(G)/≡, we define the symmetrization S(P) of P as the pro
S(P) := FP (G tG?) /∼=, (3.3.2)

where ∼= is the finest congruence of FP(G tG?) satisfying
x ∼= y if (x, y ∈ FP(G) and x ≡ y) or (x, y ∈ FP(G?) and rev(x) ≡ rev(y)). (3.3.3)

Notice that in this definition, we consider FP(G) and FP(G?) as sub-pros of FP(G tG?) in anobvious way. Notice also that if P is a free pro FP(G), then the congruence ≡ is trivial, sothat ∼= is also trivial, and S(P) = FP(G tG?). Besides, as another immediate property of thisconstruction, remark that when P is a stiff pro, the congruence ∼= satisfies (C2) and (C3),and then, S(P) is a stiff pro.
We shall present here two Hopf bialgebras coming from the construction S applied toPRFγ and Asγ .
3.3.2. Pro of forests of bitrees. Let γ be a nonnegative integer and FBTγ be the free progenerated by G := G(γ + 1, 1) t G(1, γ + 1) where G(γ + 1, 1) := {a} and G(1, γ + 1) := {b},with the grading ω defined by ω(a) := ω(b) := 1. One has S(PRFγ) = FBTγ . Any prograph

x of FBTγ can be seen as a forest of γ-bitrees, that are labeled planar trees where internalnodes labeled by a have γ + 1 children and one parent, and the internal nodes labeled by bhave one child and γ + 1 parents. Since the reduced elements of FBTγ have no wire, theyare encoded by forests of nonempty γ-bitrees.
3.3.3. Hopf bialgebra. By Theorem 2.1.1 and Proposition 2.2.2, H(FBTγ) is a combina-torial Hopf bialgebra. By Proposition 2.2.1, as an associative algebra, H(FBTγ) is freelygenerated by the St, where the t are nonempty γ-bitrees. Its bases are indexed by planarforests of such bitrees where the degree of a basis element Sf is the total number of internalnodes in the bitrees of f. Moreover, by Proposition 2.2.5, since PRFγ is generated by a subsetof the generators of FBTγ , H(PRFγ) is a quotient bialgebra of H(FBTγ).
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3.3.4. Coproduct. The coproduct of H(FBTγ) can be described, like the one of CK onforests, by means of admissible cuts on forests of γ-bitrees. We have for instance

∆S = S∅ ⊗ S + S ⊗ S + S ⊗ S
+ S ⊗ S + S ⊗ S + S ⊗ S∅. (3.3.4)

3.3.5. Dimensions. We only know the dimensions of H(FBTγ) when γ = 0. In this case, 0-bitrees of size n are linear trees and can hence be seen as words of length n on the alphabet
{a,b}. Therefore, as H(FBTγ) is free as an associative algebra, the bases of H(FBT0) areindexed by multiwords on {a,b} and its Hilbert series is

HH(FBT0)(t) := 1 +∑
n>1 22n−1tn. (3.3.5)

3.3.6. Pro of biassociative operators and its Hopf bialgebra. Let BAsγ be the quotientof FBTγ by the finest pro congruence ≡ satisfying
a
a
. . .. . .

k1
. . .
k2

≡
a
a
. . .. . .

`1
. . .
`2

, k1 + k2 = γ = `1 + `2, (3.3.6)
and

b
b. . .. . .

k1
. . .
k2

≡
b
b. . .. . .

`1
. . .
`2

, k1 + k2 = γ = `1 + `2. (3.3.7)
We can observe that BAsγ is a stiff pro because ≡ satisfies (C2) and (C3). Notice thatS(Asγ) = BAsγ and BAs0 = FBT0. We consider on BAsγ the grading ω inherited the oneof FBTγ . This grading is still well-defined in BAsγ since any ≡-equivalence class containsprographs of a same degree. Notice that BAs1 is very similar to the pro governing Hopf bial-gebras (see [Mar08]). Indeed, it only lacks in BAs1 the usual compatibility relation betweenits two generators. Notice also that the pro governing bialgebras is not a stiff pro.
By Theorem 2.3.5 and Proposition 2.2.2, H(BAsγ) is then a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra.Moreover, we can observe that H(Asγ) is a quotient Hopf bialgebra of H(BAsγ).
3.4. Hopf bialgebra of heaps of pieces. We present here the construction of a Hopfbialgebra depending on a nonnegative integer γ, whose bases are indexed by heaps of pieces.
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3.4.1. Pro of heaps of pieces. Let γ be a nonnegative integer and Heapγ be the free progenerated by G := G(γ + 1, γ + 1) := {a}, with the grading ω defined by ω(a) := 1. Anyprograph x of Heapγ can be seen as a heap of pieces of width γ + 1 (see [Vie86] for sometheory about these objects). For instance, the prograph

a
a

a a a a
a (3.4.1)

of Heap2 is encoded by the heap of pieces of width 3 depicted by
. (3.4.2)

Notice that Heap0 = PRF0. Besides, since the reduced elements of Heapγ have no wire, theyare encoded by horizontally connected heaps of pieces of width γ + 1.
3.4.2. Hopf bialgebra. By Theorem 2.1.1 and Proposition 2.2.2, H(Heapγ) is a combina-torial Hopf bialgebra. By Proposition 2.2.1, as an associative algebra, H(Heapγ) is freelygenerated by the Sλ where the λ are heaps of pieces that cannot be obtained by juxtaposingtwo heaps of pieces. Its bases are indexed by horizontally connected heaps of pieces of width

γ + 1 where the degree of a basis element Sλ is the number of pieces of λ.
3.4.3. Coproduct. The coproduct of H(Heapγ) can be described, like the one of CK onforests, by means of admissible cuts on heaps of pieces. Indeed, if λ is a horizontally con-nected heap of pieces, by definition of the construction H,

∆(Sλ) = ∑
λ′∈Adm(λ) Sλ′ ⊗ Sλ/λ′ , (3.4.3)

where Adm(λ) is the set of admissible cuts of λ, that is, the set of heaps of pieces obtainedby keeping an upper part of λ and by readjusting it so that it becomes horizontally connectedand where λ/λ′ denotes the heap of pieces obtained by removing from λ the pieces of λ′and by readjusting the remaining pieces so that they form an horizontally connected heapof pieces. For instance, in H(Heap1), we have
∆S = S∅ ⊗ S + S ⊗ S

+ S ⊗ S + S ⊗ S
+ S ⊗ S + S ⊗ S∅ . (3.4.4)

3.4.4. Dimensions.
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PROPOSITION 3.4.1. For any nonnegative integer γ, the Hilbert series HH(Heapγ )(t) ofH(Heapγ) satisfies HH(Heapγ )(t) =∑n>0Cγ,n(t), where

Cγ,n(t) := Pγ,n(t)− n−1∑
k=0 Cγ,k(t)Pγ,n−k−1(t), (3.4.5)

Pγ,n(t) := 1
Fγ,n(t) , (3.4.6)

and

Fγ,n(t) := {1 if n 6 γ,
Fγ,n−1(t)− tFγ,n−γ−1(t) otherwise.

(3.4.7)
By using Proposition 3.4.1, one can compute the first dimensions of H(Heapγ). The firstdimensions of H(Heap1) are1, 1, 4, 18, 85, 411, 2014, 9950, 49417, 246302, 1230623, (3.4.8)and those of H(Heap2) are1, 1, 6, 42, 313, 2407, 18848, 149271, 1191092, 9553551, 76910632. (3.4.9)Since by Proposition 2.2.1, H(Heapγ) is free as an associative , the series Gγ(t) of its algebraicgenerators satisfies Gγ(t) = 1 − 1

HH(Heapγ )(t) . The first dimensions of the algebraic generatorsof H(Heap1) are 1, 3, 11, 44, 184, 790, 3450, 15242, 67895, 304267, 1369761, (3.4.10)and those of H(Heap2) are1, 5, 31, 210, 1488, 10826, 80111, 599671, 4525573, 34357725, 262011295. (3.4.11)These four integer sequences are respectively Sequences A247637, A247638, A059715,and A247639 of [Slo].
3.5. Hopf bialgebra of heaps of friable pieces. By considering special quotient ofHeapγ , we construct a Hopf bialgebra structure on the (γ + 1)st tensor power of the vectorspace Sym.3.5.1. Pro of heaps of friable pieces. Let γ be a nonnegative integer and FHeapγ be thequotient of Heapγ by the finest pro congruence ≡ satisfying

a
a

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .
` ≡

a
a

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .
` , ` ∈ [γ]. (3.5.1)

For instance, for γ = 2, the ≡-equivalence class of
a

a
a (3.5.2)

http://oeis.org/A247637
http://oeis.org/A247638
http://oeis.org/A059715
http://oeis.org/A247639
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contains exactly the prographs

a
a

a
, a

a
a ,

a
a

a
,

a
a

a
. (3.5.3)

We can observe that FHeapγ is a stiff pro because ≡ satisfies (C2) and (C3) and FHeap0 =Heap0. We call FHeapγ the pro of heaps of friable pieces of width γ+1. This terminology isjustified by the following observation. Any piece of width γ + 1 (depicted by ) consistsin γ + 1 small pieces, called bursts, glued together. This forms a friable piece (depicted,for γ = 2 for instance, by ). The congruence ≡ of Heapγ can be interpreted byletting all pieces break under gravity, separating the bursts constituting them. For instance,the prographs of (3.5.3), respectively, encoded by the heaps of pieces
, , , ,(3.5.4)all become the heap of friable pieces (3.5.5)obtained by replacing each piece of any heap of pieces of (3.5.4) by friable pieces.The grading ω of FHeapγ is the one inherited the one of Heapγ . This grading is still well-defined in Heapγ since any ≡-equivalence class contains prographs of a same degree. Sincethe reduced elements of FHeapγ have no wire, they are encoded by horizontally connectedheaps of friable pieces.Besides, FHeapγ admits the following alternative description using the B construction(see Section 2.4.2). Indeed, FHeapγ is the sub-pro of B(N) generated by 1γ+1, where N denoteshere the additive monoid of nonnegative integers and 1γ+1 denotes the sequence of γ + 1occurrences of 1 ∈ N. The correspondence between heaps of friable pieces and wordsof integers of this second description is clear since any element x of the sub-pro of B(N)generated by 1γ+1 encodes a heap of friable pieces consisting, from left to right, in columnsof xi bursts for i ∈ [n], where n is the length of x. For instance, the word 122211 encodesthe heap of friable pieces of (3.5.5).3.5.2. Hopf bialgebra. By Theorem 2.3.5 and Proposition 2.2.2, H(FHeapγ) is a combina-torial Hopf sub-bialgebra of H(Heapγ). The bases of H(FHeapγ) are indexed by horizontallyconnected heaps of friable pieces of width γ + 1 where the degree of a basis element Tλ isthe number of pieces of λ.3.5.3. Coproduct. The coproduct of H(FHeapγ) can be described with the aid of theinterpretation of FHeapγ as a sub-pro of B(N). Indeed, if λ is an horizontally connected heapof friable pieces, by Proposition 2.3.4,∆(Tλ) = ∑

λ1,λ2∈FHeapγ
λ=λ1+λ2

Tλ′1 ⊗ Tλ′2 , (3.5.6)
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where λ1 + λ2 is the heap of friable pieces obtained by stacking λ2 onto λ1 and where λ′1(resp. λ′2) is the readjustment of λ1 (resp. λ2) so that it is horizontally connected. Forinstance, we have in H(FHeap1)T = S + S + S , (3.5.7)

∆T = T∅ ⊗ T + T ⊗ T + T ⊗ T
+ T ⊗ T + T ⊗ T + T ⊗ T∅. (3.5.8)

3.5.4. Dimensions.

PROPOSITION 3.5.1. For any nonnegative integers γ and n, the nth homogeneous com-
ponent of H(FHeapγ) has dimension (γ + 2)n−1.

3.5.5. Miscellaneous properties. By the dimensions of H(FHeapγ) provided by Proposi-tion 3.5.1, as a graded vector space, H(FHeapγ) is the γ+ 1st tensor power of the underlyingvector space of Sym. Indeed, the nth homogeneous components of these two spaces havethe same dimension. Besides, notice that since FHeapγ is by definition a sub-pro of the proobtained by applying the construction B to a commutative monoid, H(FHeapγ) is cocommu-tative.
Concluding remarksWe have defined a construction H establishing a new link between the theory of prosand the theory of combinatorial Hopf bialgebras, by generalizing a former construction fromoperads to Hopf bialgebras. By the way, we have exhibited the so-called stiff pros which isthe most general class of pros for which our construction works.By using H, we have introduced some new and recovered some already known combina-torial Hopf bialgebras by starting with very simple pros. Nevertheless, we are very far fromhaving exhausted the possibilities, and it would not be surprising that H could reconstructsome other known Hopf bialgebras, maybe in unexpected bases.Computing the Hilbert series of a combinatorial Hopf bialgebra is, usually, a routinework. Nevertheless, in the general case, it is very difficult to compute the Hilbert series ofH(P) when P is a free pro. Indeed, this computation requires to know, given a free pro P,the series
HP(t) := ∑

x∈red(P) t
deg(x), (3.5.9)

which seems difficult to explicitly describe in general.As another perspective, it is conceivable to go further in the study of the algebraic struc-ture of the bialgebras obtained by H. The question of the potential autoduality of H(P)depending on some conditions on the pro P is worth studying. A way to solve this problem
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is to provide enough conditions on P to endow H(P) with a bidendriform bialgebra struc-ture [Foi07] (see also Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 2). This strategy is based upon the fact thatany bidendriform bialgebra is free and self-dual as a bialgebra [Foi07].
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CHAPTER 10
Shuffle of permutations

The content of this chapter comes from [GV16] and is a joint work with Stéphane Vialette.
IntroductionThe shuffle product � is a well-known operation on words first defined by Eilenbergand Mac Lane [EML53]. Given three words u, v1, and v2, u is said to be a shuffle of v1and v2 if it can be formed by interleaving the letters from v1 and v2 in a way that maintainsthe left-to-right ordering of the letters from each word (see also Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 2).Besides purely combinatorial questions, the shuffle product of words naturally leads to thefollowing computational problems:

(i) Given two words v1 and v2, compute the set of the words appearing in the shuffleof v1 with v2;
(ii) Given three words u, v1, and v2, decide if u appears in the shuffle of v1 with v2;

(iii) Given a word u, decide if there is a word v such that u is in the shuffle of v withitself.Even if these problems seem similar, they radically differ in terms of time complexity.Let us now review some facts about these. In what follows, n denotes the size of u and
mi denotes the size of each vi. A solution to Problem (i) can be computed in O

((m1+m2
m1

))
time [Spe86, All00]. Problem (ii) is in P; it is indeed a classical textbook exercise to designan efficient dynamic programming algorithm solving it. It can be tested in O

(
n2/ log(n))time [vLN82]. To the best of our knowledge, the first O(n2) time algorithm for this problemappeared in [Man83]. This algorithm can easily be extended to check in polynomial-timewhether a word is in the shuffle of any fixed number of given words. Let us now finally focuson Problem (iii). It is shown in [RV13,BS14] that it is NP-complete to decide if a word u is asquare with respect to the shuffle, that is a word u with the property that there exists a word

v such that u appears in the shuffle of v with itself. Hence, Problem (iii) is NP-complete.This chapter is intended to study a natural generalization of �, denoted by •, as a shuffleof permutations. Roughly speaking, given three permutations π , σ1, and σ2, π is said to be ashuffle of σ1 and σ2 if π (viewed as a word) appears in the shuffle of two words whose stan-dardized permutations are respectively σ1 and σ2. This shuffle product was first introducedby Vargas [Var14] under the name of supershuffle. Our intention in this work is to studythis shuffle product of permutations • both from a combinatorial and from a computationalpoint of view by focusing on square permutations, that are permutations π appearing in theshuffle of a permutation σ with itself. Many other shuffle products on permutations appearin the literature. For instance, in [DHT02], the authors define the convolution product and
301



302 10. SHUFFLE OF PERMUTATIONS
the shifted shuffle product (see Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 2). It is a simple exercise to provethat, given three permutations π , σ1, and σ2, deciding if π is in the shifted shuffle of σ1 and
σ2 is in P.This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce the general notion ofsquare elements in algebras. We take as examples the case of the shifted shuffle product ofpermutations and the shuffle product of words. We provide a definition of the supershuffleof permutations in Section 2, by introducing it from its dual coproduct ∆, called unshufflingcoproduct. Some algebraic and combinatorial properties of these product and coproduct arereviewed. Section 3 is devoted to contain an algorithmic study of square permutations withrespect to •. The most important result of this work, concerning the fact that deciding if apermutation is square is NP-complete, appears here.

1. Square elements, shuffles, and wordsBefore defining and studying the supershuffle product of permutations, we set here ageneral algebraic framework about square elements in algebras.
1.1. Square elements with respect to a product. The general notion of square elementsin polynomial algebras endowed with a binary product is introduced here. This notion relieson the notions of collections (see Section 1 of Chapter 1) and of polynomial algebras (seeSection 2 of Chapter 2 for the basic definitions about these structures).1.1.1. General definitions. Let C be a collection and K 〈C〉 be an algebra (not necessarilyan associative algebra) endowed with a binary product ?. An object x of C is a square withrespect to ? if there is an object y of C such that x appears in the product y ?y. In this case,we say that y is a square root of x. Observe that this notion depends on the basis of C of

K 〈C〉. Indeed, seen on anther basis C′ of K 〈C〉, square elements can be different.By duality, by considering the dual (K 〈C〉?,∆?) of (K 〈C〉 , ?), an element x of C is asquare and y ∈ C is one of its square root if and only if the tensor y ⊗ y appears in ∆?(x).Indeed, by definition x is a square and y is one of its square root if and only if the structurecoefficient ξ (y⊗y,x)
? of ? is nonzero (see Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 2). Hence, this is equivalentto say that the structure coefficient ξ (x,y⊗y)∆?

of ∆? is nonzero.In the case where (K 〈C〉 , ?) is graded, there are two algorithmic problems related tothese concepts. The first one takes as input an element x of C of size n and consists indeciding whether x is a square. We call this problem the square detection problem SDP.The second one takes as input an element x of C of size n and another element y of C andconsists in deciding whether y is a square root of x. We call this problem the square root
checking problem RCP. The complexity of these two problems is studied with respect to n.1.1.2. Square permutations in FQSym. To give an example of this notion of squares,consider the space FQSym = K 〈S〉 of all permutations endowed with the shifted shuffleproduct (see Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 2). The permutation 316425 is a square since it appearsin the shifted shuffle of 312 with itself. The first square permutations are

ε, 12, 21, 1234, 1324, 1342, 3124, 3142, 3412, 2143, 2413, 4213, 2431, 4231, 4321, (1.1.1)
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and the sequence of the number of square permutations begins by1, 0, 2, 0, 12, 0, 120, 0, 1680, 0, 30240, 0, 665280, 0, 17297280, (1.1.2)forming (after removing the 0s) Sequence A001813 of [Slo].To test if a permutation σ of an even size n is a square, one can extract its sub-word u consisting in the letters in {1, 2, . . . , n2}, its subword v consisting in the letters in{n2 + 1, n2 + 2, . . . , n}, and checking if std(v) = u, where std is the standardization algorithm(see Section 1.2.5 of Chapter 1). Since all these operations are obviously polynomial in n,SDP is polynomial.Besides, to check if a permutation ν is a square root of a permutation σ of an even size
n, one can check if the subword u of σ consisting in the letters in {1, 2, . . . , n2} of σ andif the standardized of subword v consisting in the letters in {n2 + 1, n2 + 2, . . . , n} are bothequal to ν. Since these operations are polynomial in n, RCP is polynomial.

1.2. Square words for the shuffle product. We now turn our attention to square wordsfor the shuffle product and the complexity of SDP. These results come from [RV13] and areused as prototype in our upcoming study of square permutations.1.2.1. Square words. Let us consider here the shuffle algebra (K 〈A∗〉 ,�) where A is afinite alphabet (see Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 2). For instance, if A := {a,b}, the word abaabais a square since it appears in the shuffle of aba with itself. Contrariwise, the word abba isnot a square. Observe that having an even number of occurrences for each letter of A is anecessary condition to be a square.1.2.2. Perfect matchings. Let us describe a way to decide if a word u is a square. Thiscomes from [RV13] and use perfect matchings on words. A perfect matching on a word
u ∈ A∗ is a graph (V,E) such that

V := {(u(i), i) : i ∈ [|u|]} , (1.2.1)every vertex of V belongs to exactly one edge of E, and {(u(i), i), (u(j), j)} ∈ E implies u(i) =
u(j). Figure 10.1 shows a perfect matching on a word.

(b, 1) (a, 2) (b, 3) (a, 4) (b, 5) (b, 6) (c, 7) (c, 8)

FIGURE 10.1. A perfect matching on the word bababbcc.
A perfect matching (V,E) is containment-free if there are no edges {(u(i), i), (u(j), j)}and {(u(i′), i′), (u(j ′), j ′)} of E such that i < i′ < j ′ < j . Observe that the perfect matching ofFigure 10.1 is not containment-free.The criterion of Rizzi and Vialette [RV13] to recognize square words is the following.

http://oeis.org/A001813
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PROPOSITION 1.2.1. A word u ∈ A∗ is a square if and only if there exists a containment-

free perfect matching on u.Figure 10.2 shows two examples related to Proposition 1.2.1.
(c, 1) (c, 2) (a, 3) (b, 4) (a, 5) (b, 6) (b, 7) (b, 8)
(A) A containment-free perfect matching on the word ccababbb, showing that it is asquare. The associated square root is cabb.

(a, 1) (b, 2) (b, 3) (a, 4)
(B) The word abba is not a square since it admits this only perfect matching which isnot containment-free.

FIGURE 10.2. Two perfect matchings on words.
As a consequence of this criterion, given a containment-free perfect matching on u, asquare root of u is readable by observing the subword u(i1)u(i2) . . . u(in) of u such that theindices i1, i2, . . . , in satisfy i1 < i2 < . . . in and, for all k ∈ [n], {(u(ik), ik), (u(jk), jk)} is an edgeof the perfect matching where ik < jk.1.2.3. Recognizing square words. By using the criterion provided by Proposition 1.2.1, itis possible to perform a polynomial-time reduction from the longest common subsequenceproblem for binary words (which is NP-complete) to SDP. This leads to the following re-sult [RV13].
THEOREM 1.2.2. In the shuffle algebra (K 〈A∗〉 ,�) where A is a finite alphabet, SDP

is NP-complete.

2. Supershuffle of permutationsThe purpose of this section is to define a shuffle product • on permutations, differentfrom the shifted shuffle (see Section 1.1.2). Recall that a first definition of this product wasprovided by Vargas [Var14]. To present an alternative definition of this product adapted to ourstudy, we shall first define a coproduct denoted by ∆, enabling to unshuffle permutations. Byduality, ∆ implies the definition of •. The reason why we need to pass through the definitionof ∆ to define • is justified by the fact that a lot of properties of • depend of properties of∆, and that this strategy allows to write concise and clear proofs of them.
2.1. Unshuffling coalgebra and square permutations. After defining the unshufflingcoproduct of permutations, we define the supershuffle product. The first properties of thisproduct and of its square elements are reviewed.
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2.1.1. Unshuffling coproduct. Let us say that two permutations σ and ν are order-iso-

morphic if std(σ ) = std(ν). We endow the polynomial space FQSym with the linear coproduct∆ defined in the following way. For any permutation π , we set∆(π) = ∑
P1tP2=[|π|] std

(
π|P1

)
⊗ std (π|P2

)
. (2.1.1)

We call ∆ the unshuffling coproduct of permutations. For instance,∆(213) = ε ⊗ 213 + 2 · 1⊗ 12 + 1⊗ 21 + 2 · 12⊗ 1 + 21⊗ 1 + 213⊗ ε, (2.1.2a)∆(1234) = ε ⊗ 1234 + 4 · 1⊗ 123 + 6 · 12⊗ 12 + 4 · 123⊗ 1 + 1234⊗ ε, (2.1.2b)
∆(1432) = ε ⊗ 1432 + 3 · 1⊗ 132 + 1⊗ 321 + 3 · 12⊗ 21+ 3 · 21⊗ 12 + 3 · 132⊗ 1 + 321⊗ 1 + 1432⊗ ε. (2.1.2c)Observe that the coefficient of the tensor 1 ⊗ 132 is 3 in (2.1.2c) because there are exactlythree ways to extract from the permutation 1432 two disjoint subwords respectively order-isomorphic to the permutations 1 and 132 (that are (4, 132), (3, 142), and (2, 143)).2.1.2. Supershuffle product. Now, by definition of duality, the dual product of ∆, denotedby •, is a linear binary product on FQSym?. Since FQSym is a graded combinatorial poly-nomial space, FQSym ' FQSym?, so that we shall identify these two spaces. We call • the

supershuffle of permutations. This product satisfies, for any permutations σ and ν,
σ • ν = ∑

π∈S
ξ (π,σ⊗ν)∆ π, (2.1.3)

where the coefficients ξ (π,σ⊗ν)∆ are the structure coefficients of ∆. For instance,
12 • 21 = 1243 + 1324 + 2 · 1342 + 2 · 1423 + 3 · 1432 + 2134 + 2 · 2314+ 3 · 2341 + 2413 + 2 · 2431 + 2 · 3124 + 3142 + 3 · 3214 + 2 · 3241+ 3421 + 3 · 4123 + 2 · 4132 + 2 · 4213 + 4231 + 4312. (2.1.4)Observe that the coefficient 3 of the permutation 1432 in (2.1.4) comes from the fact that thecoefficient of the tensor 12⊗ 21 is 3 in (2.1.2c).Intuitively, the supershuffle blends the values and the positions of the letters of the per-mutations. One can observe that the empty permutation ε is a unit for • and that this productis graded by the sizes of the permutations.2.1.3. Square permutations. According to Section 1, a permutation π is a square withrespect to • if there is a permutation σ such that π appears in σ • σ . In this case, we say that

σ is a square root of π. Equivalently, π is a square with σ as a square root if and only if thetensor σ ⊗ σ appears in ∆(π). The first square permutations are
ε, 12, 21, 1234, 1243, 1324, 1342, 1423, 2134, 2143, 2314, 2413, 2431,3124, 3142, 3241, 3412, 3421, 4132, 4213, 4231, 4312, 4321. (2.1.5)In a more combinatorial way, this is equivalent to saying that there are two sets P1 and

P2 of disjoints indices of letters of π satisfying P1 t P2 = [|π|] such that the subwords π|P1
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and π|P2 are order-isomorphic. Computer experiments give us the first numbers of squarepermutations with respects to their size, which are, from size 0 to 10,1, 0, 2, 0, 20, 0, 504, 0, 21032, 0, 1293418. (2.1.6)This sequence (after removing the 0s) is known as Sequence A279200 of [Slo]. We do nothave any description (by a formula, recurrence, or generating series) of these numbers.

2.2. Square binary words and permutations. In this section, we shall establish thefact that the square binary words (i.e., square words on the alphabet {0, 1} with respect tothe shuffle product) are in one-to-one correspondence with square permutations avoidingsome patterns. This property establishes a link between the shuffle of binary words and thesupershuffle of permutations and allows to obtain a new description of square binary words.2.2.1. From binary words to permutations. Let u be a binary word of length n with koccurrences of 0. We denote by btp (Binary word To Permutation) the map sending anysuch word u to the permutation obtained by replacing from left to right each occurrence of0 in u by 1, 2, . . . , k, and from right to left each occurrence of 1 in u by k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n.For instance, btp(101100010) = 918723465. (2.2.1)Observe that for any nonempty permutation π in the image of btp, there is exactly onebinary word u such that btp(u0) = btp(u1) = π. In support of this observation, when π hasan even size, we denote by ptb(π) (Permutation To Binary word) the word ua such that |ua|0and |ua|1 are both even, where a ∈ {0, 1}. For instance,ptb(615423) = 101100, (2.2.2a)ptb(1423) = 0101. (2.2.2b)2.2.2. Link between square binary words and square permutations.

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. For any n > 0, the map btp restricted to the set of square binary
words of length 2n is a bijection between this last set and the set of square permutations
of size 2n avoiding the patterns 213 and 231.

The number of square binary words is (after removing the 0s) Sequence A191755 of [Slo]beginning by 1, 0, 2, 0, 6, 0, 22, 0, 82, 0, 320, 0, 1268, 0, 5102, 0, 020632. (2.2.3)According to Proposition 2.2.1, this is also the sequence enumerating square permutationsavoiding 213 and 231. Notice that it is conjectured in [HRS12] that the number of binarywords of length 2n is (2n
n

) 1
n + 12n − (2n − 1

n + 1
)2n−1 +O

(2n−2) . (2.2.4)
2.3. Algebraic properties. The aim of this section is to establish some of properties ofthe supershuffle product of permutations •. It is worth to note that, as we will see, algebraicproperties of the unshuffling coproduct ∆ of permutations defined in Section 2.1.1 lead tocombinatorial properties of •.

http://oeis.org/A279200
http://oeis.org/A191755
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2.3.1. Associativity and commutativity.

PROPOSITION 2.3.1. The supershuffle product • of permutations is associative and com-
mutative, that is (FQSym, •) is an associative commutative algebra.

PROOF. To prove the associativity of •, we shall prove that its dual coproduct ∆ is coas-sociative. This strategy relies on the fact that a product is associative if and only if its dualcoproduct is coassociative. For any permutation π , by denoting by Id the identity map onFQSym, we have(∆⊗ Id)∆(π) = (∆⊗ Id) ∑
P1tP2=[|π|] std

(
π|P1

)
⊗ std (π|P2

)
= ∑

P1tP2=[|π|] ∆
(std (π|P1

))
⊗ I

(std (π|P2
))

= ∑
P1tP2=[|π|]

∑
Q1tQ2=[|P1|] std

(std (π|P1
)
|Q1
)
⊗ std(std (π|P1

)
|Q2
)
⊗ std (π|P2

)
= ∑

P1tP2tP3=[|π|] std
(
π|P1

)
⊗ std (π|P2

)
⊗ std (π|P3

)
.

(2.3.1)

An analogous computation shows that (Id ⊗ ∆)∆(π) is equal to the last member of (2.3.1),whence the associativity of •.Finally, to prove the commutativity of •, we shall show that ∆ is cocommutative, that isfor any permutation π , if in the expansion of ∆(π) there is a tensor σ ⊗ ν with a coefficient
λ, there is in the same expansion the tensor ν ⊗ σ with the same coefficient λ. Clearly, aproduct is commutative if and only if its dual coproduct is cocommutative. Now, from thedefinition (2.1.1) of ∆, one observes that if the pair (P1, P2) of subsets of [|π|] contributes to thecoefficient of std (π|P1

)
⊗std (π|P2

), the pair (P2, P1) contributes to the coefficient of std (π|P2
)
⊗std (π|P1

). This shows that ∆ is cocommutative and hence, that • is commutative. �

Proposition 2.3.1 implies that (FQSym,∆) is a coassociative cocommutative coalgebra.2.3.2. Endomorphisms. If π is a permutation of S(n), we denote by ũ the mirror imageof u, that is the word u|u|u|u|−1 . . . u1, by π̄ the complement of π , that is the permutationsatisfying π̄(i) = n − π(i) + 1 for all i ∈ [n], and by π−1 the inverse of π.
PROPOSITION 2.3.2. The three linear maps

φ1, φ2, φ3 : FQSym→ FQSym (2.3.2)
linearly sending a permutation π to, respectively, π̃ , π̄ , and π−1 are endomorphisms of
the associative algebra (FQSym, •).

2.3.3. Operations preserving square permutations. We now use the algebraic proper-ties of • exhibited by Proposition 2.3.2 to obtain combinatorial properties of square permu-tations.
PROPOSITION 2.3.3. Let π be a square permutation and σ be a square root of π. Then,

(i) the permutation π̃ is a square and σ̃ is one of its square roots;
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(ii) the permutation π̄ is a square and σ̄ is one of its square roots;

(iii) the permutation π−1 is a square and σ−1 is one of its square roots.

PROOF. All statements (i), (ii), and (iii) are consequences of Proposition 2.3.2. Indeed,since π is a square permutation and σ is a square root of π , by definition, π appears inthe product σ • σ . Now, by Proposition 2.3.2, for any j ∈ [3], since φj is an endomorphismof associative algebras of FQSym, φj commutes with the shuffle product of permutations •.Hence, in particular, one has
φj (σ • σ ) = φj (σ ) • φj (σ ). (2.3.3)Then, since π appears in σ • σ , φj (π) appears in φj (σ • σ ) and appears also in φj (σ ) • φj (σ ).This shows that φj (σ ) is a square root of φj (π) and implies (i), (ii), and (iii). �

Let us make an observation about Wilf-equivalence classes of permutations restrainedon square permutations. Recall that two permutations σ and ν of the same size are Wilf
equivalent if #S(n){σ} = #S(n){ν} for all n > 0. The well-known [SS85] fact that there is asingle Wilf-equivalence class of permutations of size 3 together with Proposition 2.3.3 implythat 123 and 321 are in the same Wilf-equivalence class of square permutations, and that 132,213, 231, and 312 are in the same Wilf-equivalence class of square permutations. Computerexperiments show us that there are two Wilf-equivalence classes of square permutations ofsize 3. Indeed, the number of square permutations avoiding 123 begins by

1, 0, 2, 0, 12, 0, 118, 0, 1218, 0, 14272, (2.3.4)
while the number of square permutations avoiding 132 begins by

1, 0, 2, 0, 11, 0, 84, 0, 743, 0, 7108. (2.3.5)
Besides, another consequence of Proposition 2.3.3 is that it makes sense to enumeratethe sets of square permutations quotiented by the operations of mirror image, complement,and inverse. The sequence enumerating these sets begins by

1, 0, 1, 0, 6, 0, 81, 0, 2774, 0, 162945. (2.3.6)
These three sequences (2.3.4), (2.3.5), and (2.3.6) are (after removing the 0s) respectivelySequences A279201, A279202, and A279203 of [Slo]. We do not have any description (by aformula, recurrence, or generating series) of these numbers.

3. Algorithmic aspects of square permutationsWe construct here an analog of the criterion to recognize square words of Rizzi andValette [RV13] for the case of square permutations. This criterion is a center piece to showthat SDP for square permutation is NP-complete.
3.1. Directed perfect matchings on permutations. We need a little more complicatedcombinatorial object than perfect matching here. We work with directed perfect matchingsand some notions of pattern avoidance.

http://oeis.org/A279201
http://oeis.org/A279202
http://oeis.org/A279203
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3.1.1. Directed graphs. A directed graph is an ordered pair (V,A) where V is a set whoseelements are called vertices and A is a set of ordered pairs of vertices, called arcs (from a

source vertex to a sink vertex). Notice that the aforementioned definition does not allow adirected graph to have multiple arcs with same source and target nodes. We shall not allowdirected loops (that is, arcs that connect vertices with themselves). Two arcs are independentif they do not have any common vertex. A directed graph is a directed matching if all itsarcs are independent. A directed matching is perfect if every vertex is either a source or asink.3.1.2. Directed perfect matchings. A directed perfect matching on a permutation π ofan even size 2n is a directed perfect matching (V,A) such that
V := {(π(i), i) : i ∈ [2n]} . (3.1.1)Figure 10.3 shows a directed perfect matching on a permutation. The word of sources(resp. word of sinks) of (V,A) is the subword π(i1)π(i2) . . . π(in) of π where the indices

i1 < i2 < · · · < in are the sources (resp. sinks) of the arcs of (V,A).

(4, 1) (1, 2) (3, 3) (2, 4) (8, 5) (5, 6) (7, 7) (6, 8)
FIGURE 10.3. A directed perfect matching M on the permutation 41328576.The word of sources of M is 4327 and its word of sinks is 1856.

A pattern is a directed perfect matching ([2k], B). We say that a direct perfect matching(V,A) on a permutation π admits an occurrence of ([2k], B) if
(i) there is a map φ : [2k]→ V such that, for any i, j ∈ [2k], i < j implies that the secondcoordinate of φ(i) is smaller than the second coordinate of φ(j);

(ii) for any arc (i, j) of ([2k], B), (φ(i), φ(j)) is an arc of (V,A).Observe that this notion of pattern occurrence does not depend on the permutation π. In-tuitively, (V,A) admits an occurrence of ([2k], B) if (V,A) contains a copy of ([2k], B) as asubgraph by changing some of its labels if necessary and by preserving their order inducedby the second coordinates of the labeling pairs. When (V,A) does not admit any occurrenceof ([2k], B), we say that (V,A) avoids ([2k], B). In the sequel, we shall draw patterns as unla-beled directed graphs. The vertices of the patterns are implicitly labeled by 1, 2, . . . , 2k fromleft to right.For instance, a directed perfect matching (V,A) on a permutation π admits an occurrenceof the pattern if there are four vertices (π(i1), i1), (π(i2), i2), (π(i3), i3), (π(i4), i4) of (V,A)such that i1 < i2 < i3 < i4, and ((π(i1), i1), (π(i4), i4)) and ((π(i3), i3), (π(i2), i2)) are arcs of (V,A).The directed perfect matching of Figure 10.3 admits hence exactly two occurrences of thispattern: a first one for the arcs ((4, 1), (5, 6)) and ((2, 4), (1, 2)), and a second one for the arcs((3, 3), (6, 8)) and ((7, 7), (8, 5)).
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3.2. Hardness of recognizing square permutations. We are now in position to stateour criterion to decide if a permutation is a square.3.2.1. Recognizing square permutations. Let us define two additional properties on di-rected perfect matchings on permutations. Let (V,A) be a directed perfect matching on apermutation π. We say that (V,A) satisfies PShape if it avoids all the patterns of the set{

, , , , ,
}
. (3.2.1)

Besides, we say that (V,A) satisfies PValue if for any two distinct arcs ((π(i), i), (π(j), j)) and((π(i′), i′), (π(j ′), j ′)) of (V,A), we have π(i) < π(i′) if and only if π(j) < π(j ′).
PROPOSITION 3.2.1. A permutation π is a square if and only if there exists a directed

perfect matching on π satisfying PShape and PValue.

Proposition 3.2.1 is hence the analogous of Proposition 1.2.1 for the supershuffle productand associated square permutations. Moreover, observe that given a square permutation πand a directed perfect matching (V,A) on π satisfying PShape and PValue, one can recovera square root of π by considering the standardized permutation of the word of sources (or,equivalently, the word of sinks) of (V,A).Figure 10.4 an example related to Proposition 3.2.1.

(3, 1) (5, 2) (8, 3) (6, 4) (7, 5) (2, 6) (4, 7) (1, 8)
FIGURE 10.4. A directed perfect matching on the permutation π := 35867241satisfying PShape and PValue, showing that it is a square. It follows also that
σ := 2431 is a square root of π since σ is the standardized of both the wordof sources 3641 and the word of sinks 5872 of the directed perfect matching.

3.2.2. Hardness. Here is the main algorithmic result of this chapter.
THEOREM 3.2.2. In the supershuffle algebra (FQSym, •), SDP is NP-complete.

Recall that the pattern involvement problem consists, given two permutations π and σ , indeciding if π admits an occurrence of σ . This problem is known to be NP-complete [BBL98].Theorem 3.2.2 can be shown by performing a polynomial-time reduction from the patterninvolvement problem to SDP.
Concluding remarksThere are a number of further directions of investigation in this general subject. Theycover several areas: algorithmic, combinatorics, and algebra. Let us mention several —notnecessarily all new— open problems that are, in our opinion, the most interesting.
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First ones are enumerative questions. We have computed few first terms of some integersequences, like (2.1.6) for the number of square permutations, (2.3.6) for the number ofsquare permutations quotiented by their natural symmetries, or (1.1.2) for the number ofsquare permutations avoiding the patterns 213 and 231 (equivalently, by Proposition 2.2.1,this is also the number of square binary words [HRS12]). We can ask about formulas tocompute these numbers.Second ones are algorithmic questions. One can first ask the difficulty of decidingwhether a permutation avoiding 213 and 231 is a square (see [HRS12, RV13, BS14] for thepoint of view of square binary words). Besides, one can ask about the hardness of RCP inthe context of the supershuffle. In other terms, the problem consists, given two permutations

π and σ , in deciding if σ is a square root of π.Finally, in a more algebraic flavor, we can ask about the properties of the associativealgebra (FQSym, •), continuing the work of Vargas [Var14]. This includes, among others, thedescription of a generating family, the definitions of multiplicative bases, and determiningwhether this algebra is free as an associative algebra.





CHAPTER 11
Bud generating systems

The content of this chapter comes from [Gir16a].
IntroductionComing from theoretical computer science and formal language theory, formal gram-mars [Har78,HMU06] are powerful tools having many applications in several fields of math-ematics. A formal grammar is a device which describes—more or less concisely and withmore or less restrictions—a set of words, called language. There are several variations inthe definitions of formal grammars and some sorts of them are classified by the Chomsky-Schützenberger hierarchy [Cho59,CS63] according to four different categories, taking intoaccount their expressive power. In an increasing order of power, there is the class of Type-3grammars known as regular grammars, the class of Type-2 grammars known as context-free grammars, the class of Type-1 grammars known as context-sensitive grammars, andthe class of Type-0 grammars known as unrestricted grammars. One of the most strikingsimilarities between all these variations of formal grammars is that they work by construct-ing words by applying rewrite rules [BN98] (see also Section 1.4 of Chapter 1). Indeed, aword of the language described by a formal grammar is obtained by considering a startingword and by iteratively altering some of its factors in accordance with the production rulesof the grammar.Similar mechanisms and ideas are translatable into the world of trees, instead only ofthose of words. Grammars of trees [CDG+07] are hence the natural counterpart of formalgrammars to describe sets of trees, and here also, there exist many very different typesof grammars. One can cite for instance tree grammars, regular tree grammars [GS84],and synchronous grammars [Gir12e], which are devices providing a way to describe setsof various kinds of treelike structures. Here also, one of the common points between thesegrammars is that they work by applying rewrite rules on trees. In this framework, trees areconstructed by growing from the root to the leaves by replacing some subtrees by other ones.Like free monoids are algebraic structures involving words, free ns operads are algebraicstructures involving planar rooted trees. Since monoids are the underlying structures formost of the generating systems on words, it is natural to ask whether ns operads can bethought as underlying structures of generating systems on trees.The initial spark of this work has been caused by the following simple observation. Thepartial composition x ◦i y of two elements x and y of a ns operad O can be regarded asthe application of a rewrite rule on x to obtain a new element of O—the rewrite rule beingencoded essentially by y. This leads to the idea consisting in considering a ns operad O to

313
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define grammars generating some subsets of O. In this way, according to the nature of theelements of O, this provides a way to define grammars which generate objects different thanwords (as in the case of formal grammars) and than trees (as in the case of grammars oftrees). We rely in this work on ns colored operads (see Section 4.1.10 of Chapter 2). Nscolored operads are the suitable devices to our aim of defining a new kind of grammarssince the restrictions provided by the colors allow a precise control on how the rewrite rulescan be applied.

Thus, we introduce in this work a new kind of grammars, the bud generating systems.They are defined mainly from a ground ns operad O, a set C of colors, and a set R ofproduction rules. A bud generating system describes a subset of BudC(O)—the ns coloredoperad obtained by augmenting the elements of O with input and output colors taken from
C. The generation of an element works by iteratively altering an element x of BudC(O) bycomposing it, if possible, with an element y of R. In this context, the colors play the roleanalogous of the one of nonterminal symbols in the formal grammars and in the grammarsof trees. Any bud generating system B specifies two sets of objects: its language L(B) andits synchronous language LS(B). Thereby, bud generating systems can be used to describesets of combinatorial objects. For instance, they can be used to describe sets of Motkzinpaths with some constraints, sets of Schröder trees with some constraints, the set of {2, 3}-perfect trees [MPRS79, CLRS09] and some of its generalizations, and the set of balancedbinary trees [AVL62]. One remarkable fact is that bud generating systems can emulate bothcontext-free grammars and regular tree grammars, and allow to see both of these in aunified manner. In the first case, context-free grammars are emulated by bud generatingsystems with the associative operad As as ground ns operad and in the second case, regulartree grammars are emulated by bud generating systems with a free ns operad FO(G) asground ns operad, where G is a precise set of generators.

A very normal combinatorial question consists, given a bud generating system B, incomputing the generating series sL(B)(t) and sLS(B)(t), respectively counting the elements ofthe language and of the synchronous language of B with respect to the arity of the elements.To achieve this objective, we consider a new generalization of formal power series, namelyseries on ns colored operads. Series on ns operads and operads satisfying some preciseproperties have been considered [Cha02,Cha08,Cha09] (see also [vdL04,Fra08,LN13]). Inthis work, we consider series on ns colored operads which are, in some sense, generalizationsof these notions of series. Any bud generating systemB leads to the definition of three serieson ns colored operads: its hook generating series hook(B), its syntactic generating seriessynt(B), and its synchronous generating series sync(B). The hook generating series allows todefine analogues of the hook-length statistics of binary trees [Knu98] for objects belonging tothe language ofB, possibly different than trees. The syntactic (resp. synchronous) generatingseries bring functional equations and recurrence formulas to compute the coefficients of
sL(B)(t) and sLS(B)(t). The definitions of these three series rely on particular operations onseries on ns colored operads: a pre-Lie product, an associative product, and their respectiveKleene stars.
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This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 begins by introduction the constructionBudC. Then, we provide elementary definitions about series on ns colored operads, anddefine a pre-Lie product and an associative product on these series. Next, Section 2 is con-cerned with the definition of bud generating systems and to study their first properties. Thischapter ends with Section 3 wherein we use the definitions and the results of both previoussections to consider bud generating systems as devices to define statistics on combinatorialobjects or to enumerate families of combinatorial objects.
Note. This chapter deals only with ns set-operads and ns colored set-operads. For thesereasons, “operad” means “ns set-operad” and “colored operad” means “ns colored set-operad”.

1. Colored operads and formal power seriesThe purpose of this section is twofold. First, we present a very natural construction BudCtaking as input a monochrome operad O and outputting a colored operad by augmentingthe outputs and inputs of the elements of O with colors of C. This construction will be usedto define bud generating systems in the next section. Second, we consider series on coloredoperads and define two products on them. These products are considered in the last sectionof this chapter for enumerative goals.
1.1. Bud operads. Let us first present a simple construction producing colored operadsfrom operads.1.1.1. Sets of colors. In all this chapter, we consider that C has cardinal k > 1 and thatthe colors of C are arbitrarily indexed so that C = {c1, . . . , ck}.1.1.2. From monochrome operads to colored operads. If O is a monochrome operadand C is a finite set of colors, we denote by BudC(O) the C-colored collection (see Section 1.1.4of Chapter 1) by BudC(O)(n) := C× O(n)× Cn, n > 1, (1.1.1)and for all (a, x, u) ∈ BudC(O), out((a, x, u)) := a and in((a, x, u)) := u. We endow BudC(O)with the partially defined partial composition ◦i satisfying, for all triples (a, x, u) and (b, y, v)of BudC(O) and i ∈ [|x|] such that out((b, y, v)) = ini((a, x, u)),(a, x, u) ◦i (b, y, v) := (a, x ◦i y, uÎ [i v), (1.1.2)where u Î [i v is the word obtained by replacing the ith letter of u by v. Besides, if O1 and

O2 are two operads and φ : O1 → O2 is an operad morphism, we denote by BudC(φ) the mapBudC(φ) : BudC(O1)→ BudC(O2) (1.1.3)defined by BudC(φ)((a, x, u)) := (a, φ(x), u). (1.1.4)
PROPOSITION 1.1.1. For any set of colors C, the construction (O, φ) 7Ï (BudC(O),BudC(φ))

is a functor from the category of monochrome operads to the category of C-colored oper-
ads.
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Proposition 1.1.1 shows that BudC is a functorial construction producing colored operadsfrom monochrome ones. We call BudC(O) the C-bud operad of O.When C is a singleton, BudC(O) is by definition a monochrome operad isomorphic to O.For this reason, in this case, we identify BudC(O) with O.As a side observation, remark that in general, the bud operad BudC(O) of a free operad

O is not a free C-colored operad. Indeed, consider for instance the bud operad Bud{1,2}(O),where O := FO(C) and C is the monochrome collection defined by C := C(1) := {a}. Then,a minimal generating set of Bud{1,2}(O) is{(1, a , 1) ,(1, a , 2) ,(2, a , 1) ,(2, a , 2)} . (1.1.5)
These elements are subjected to the nontrivial relations(

d, a , 1) ◦1 (1, a , e
) = d, aa , e

 = (d, a , 2) ◦1 (2, a , e
)
, (1.1.6)

where d, e ∈ {1, 2}, implying that Bud{1,2}(O) is not free.1.1.3. Bud operad of the associative operad. Let us consider the C-bud operads of theassociative operad As (see Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 2). For any set of colors C, the bud operadBudC(As) is the set of all triples (a, an, u1 . . . un) (1.1.7)where a ∈ C and u1, . . . , un ∈ C. For C := {1, 2, 3}, one has for instance the partial composi-tion (2, a4, 3112) ◦2 (1, a3, 233) = (2, a6, 323312) . (1.1.8)The associative operad and its bud operads will play an important role in the sequel. Forthis reason, to gain readability, we shall simply denote by (a, u) any element (a, a|u|, u) ofBudC(As) without any loss of information.1.1.4. Pruning map. Here and in the sequel, we use the fact that any monochromeoperad O can be seen as a C-colored operad where all output and input colors of its elementsare equal to c1, where c1 is the first color of C. Let
pru : BudC(O)→ O (1.1.9)be the map defined, for any (a, x, u) ∈ BudC(O), by
pru((a, x, u)) := x. (1.1.10)We call pru the pruning map on BudC(O). Observe that pru is not a morphism of C-coloredoperads since it is not a C-colored collection morphism.

1.2. The space of series on colored operads. We work here with series on coloredoperads. We explain how to encode usual noncommutative multivariate series and series onmonoids by series on colored operads.
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1.2.1. First definitions. For any C-colored operad C, a C-series is a series on C seen as acollection (see Section 1.1.7 of Chapter 2). In other terms, a C-series is an element of K 〈〈C〉〉.
For any combinatorial C-colored collection C, we denote by sC the generating series of

C, seen as a graded collection.
The C-series u defined by

u :=∑
a∈C

1a (1.2.1)
is the series of colored units of C and will play a special role in the sequel. Since C is finite,
u is a polynomial.

Observe that C-series are defined here on fields K instead of on the much more generalstructures of semirings, as it is the case for series on monoids [Sak09]. We choose to toleratethis loss of generality because this considerably simplifies the theory. Furthermore, we shalluse in the sequel C-series as devices for combinatorial enumeration, so that it is sufficient topick K as the field Q(q0, q1, q2, . . . ) of rational functions in an infinite number of commutingparameters with rational coefficients. The parameters qi , i ∈ N intervene in the enumerationof colored subcollections of C with respect to several statistics.
1.2.2. Functorial construction. If C1 and C2 are two C-colored operads and φ : C1 → C2is a morphism of colored operads, K 〈〈φ〉〉 is the map

K 〈〈φ〉〉 : K 〈〈C1〉〉 → K 〈〈C2〉〉 (1.2.2)
defined, for any f ∈ K 〈〈C1〉〉 and y ∈ C2, by

〈y,K 〈〈φ〉〉 (f)〉 := ∑
x∈C1
φ(x)=y

〈x, f〉 . (1.2.3)
Equivalently, K 〈〈φ〉〉 can be defined, by using the sum notation of series (see Section 1.1.3 ofChapter 2), by

K 〈〈φ〉〉 (f) := ∑
x∈C1
〈x, f〉φ(x). (1.2.4)

Observe first that K 〈〈f〉〉 is a linear map. Moreover, notice that (1.2.3) could be undefinedfor arbitrary colored operads C1 and C2, and an arbitrary morphism of colored operads φ.However, when all fibers of φ are finite, for any y ∈ C2, the right member of (1.2.3) is well-defined since the sum has a finite number of terms. Moreover, since any morphism from acombinatorial colored operad has finite fibers, one has the following result.
PROPOSITION 1.2.1. The construction (C, φ) 7Ï (K 〈〈C〉〉 ,K 〈〈φ〉〉) is a functor from the

category of combinatorial C-colored operads to the category of K-vector spaces.

1.2.3. Noncommutative multivariate series. For any finite alphabet A of noncommuta-tive letters, recall that K 〈〈A∗〉〉 is the set of noncommutative series on A [Eil74,SS78,BR10].
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Let us explain how to encode any series s ∈ K 〈〈A∗〉〉 by a series on a particular coloredoperad. Let CA be the set of colors A t {♦} where ♦ is a virtual letter which is not in A, and

CA be the CA-colored subcollection of BudCA (As) consisting in arity one in the colored unitsof BudCA (As) and in arity n > 2 in the elements of the form
(♦, a1 . . . an−1♦) , a1 . . . an−1 ∈ An−1. (1.2.5)

Since the partial composition of any two elements of the form (1.2.5) is in CA, CA is a coloredsuboperad of BudCA (As). Then, any series
s := ∑

u∈A∗
〈u, s〉u (1.2.6)

of K 〈〈A∗〉〉 is encoded by the series
mu(s) := ∑

u∈A∗
〈u, s〉 (♦, u♦) . (1.2.7)

of K 〈〈CA〉〉. We shall explain a little further how the usual noncommutative product of seriesof K 〈〈A∗〉〉 can be translated on BudCA (As)-series of the form (1.2.7).
1.2.4. Series on monoids. For any monoid M, recall that K 〈〈M〉〉 if the set of noncom-mutative series on M [Sak09]. Noncommutative multivariate series are particular cases ofseries on monoids since any noncommutative multivariate series of K 〈〈A∗〉〉 can be seen asan A∗-series, where A∗ is the free monoid on A.
Let us explain how to encode any series s ∈ K 〈〈M〉〉 by a series on a particular coloredoperad. Let OM be the monochrome collection concentrated in arity one where OM(1) :=M.We define the map ◦1 : OM(1) × OM(1) → OM(1) for all x, y ∈ OM by x ◦1 y := x ? y where

? is the operation of M. Since ? is associative and admits a unit, ◦1 satisfy all relations ofoperads, so that OM is a monochrome operad. Then, any series
s := ∑

u∈M
〈u, s〉u (1.2.8)

of K 〈〈M〉〉 is encoded by the series
mo(s) := ∑

u∈OM

〈u, s〉u (1.2.9)
of K 〈〈OM〉〉. We shall explain a little further how the usual product of series of K 〈〈M〉〉,called Cauchy product in [Sak09], can be translated on series of the form (1.2.9).

Observe that whenM is a free monoid A∗ where A is a finite alphabet of noncommutativeletters, we then have two ways to encode a series s of K 〈〈A∗〉〉. Indeed, s can be encodedas the series mu(s) of K 〈〈CA〉〉 of the form (1.2.7), or as the series mo(s) of K 〈〈OA∗〉〉 of theform (1.2.9). Remark that the first way to encode s is preferable since CA is a combinatorialoperad while OA∗ is not.
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1.2.5. Series of colors. Let

col : C → BudC(As) (1.2.10)be the morphism of colored operads defined for any x ∈ C by
col(x) := (out(x), in(x)) . (1.2.11)By a slight abuse of notation, we denote by

col : K 〈〈C〉〉 → K 〈〈BudC(As)〉〉 (1.2.12)the map sending any series f of K 〈〈C〉〉 to K 〈〈col〉〉 (f), called series of colors of f. By (1.2.4),
col(f) =∑

x∈C
〈x, f〉 (out(x), in(x)). (1.2.13)

Intuitively, the series col(f) can be seen as a version of f wherein only the colors of theelements of its support are taken into account.1.2.6. Series of color types. The C-type of a word u ∈ C+ is the word type(u) of Nkdefined by type(u) := |u|c1 . . . |u|ck . (1.2.14)By extension, we shall call C-type any word of Nk with at least a nonzero letter and we denoteby TC the set of all C-types. The degree deg(α) of α ∈ TC is the sum of the letters of α. Wedenote by Cα the word
Cα := cα11 . . . cαkk . (1.2.15)Let ZC := {zc1 , . . . , zck} be an alphabet of commutative letters. For any type α, we denoteby ZαC the monomial
ZαC := zα1

c1 . . . zαkck (1.2.16)of K 〈S(ZC)〉. Moreover, for any two types α and β, the sum α+̇β of α and β is the typesatisfying (α+̇β)(i) := α(i) + β(i) for all i ∈ [k]. Observe that with this notation, ZαCZβC = Zα+̇β
C .Now, set XC and YC respectively as the two alphabets of commutative letters {xc1 , . . . , xck}and {yc1 , . . . , yck}. We can see these two alphabets as graded collections where each letter isof size 1. Consider the map

colt : K 〈〈C〉〉 → K 〈〈S (XC + YC)〉〉 , (1.2.17)defined for all α, β ∈ TC by〈
XαCY

β
C, colt(f)〉 := ∑

(a,u)∈BudC(As)type(a)=αtype(u)=β
〈(a, u), col(f)〉 . (1.2.18)

By the definition of the map col,
colt(f) =∑

x∈C
〈x, f〉 Xtype(out(x))

C Ytype(in(x))
C . (1.2.19)

Observe that for all α, β ∈ TC such that deg(α) 6= 1, the coefficients of XαCYβC in colt(f)are zero. In intuitive terms, the series colt(f), called series of color types of f, can be seenas a version of col(f) wherein only the output colors and the types of the input colors of theelements of its support are taken into account, the variables of XC encoding output colors
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and the variables of YC encoding input colors. In the sequel, we are concerned by thecomputation of the coefficients of colt(f) for some C-series f.

1.2.7. Pruned series. Let O be a monochrome operad, BudC(O) be a bud operad, and fbe a BudC(O)-series. Since C is finite, the series K 〈〈pru〉〉 (f) is well-defined and, by a slightabuse of notation, we denote by
pru : K 〈〈BudC(O)〉〉 → K 〈〈O〉〉 (1.2.20)

the map sending any series f of K 〈〈BudC(O)〉〉 to K 〈〈pru〉〉 (f), called pruned series of f.By (1.2.4),
pru(f) = ∑

(a,x,u)∈BudC(O) 〈(a, x, u), f〉x. (1.2.21)
Intuitively, the series pru(f) can be seen as a version of f wherein the colors of theelements of its support are forgotten. Besides, f is said faithful if all coefficients of pru(f) areequal to 0 or to 1.
1.2.8. Example: series of trees. Let C be the free C-colored operad over C where C :=

{1, 2} and C is the C-colored collection defined by C := C(2) tC(3) with C(2) := {a}, C(3) :=
{b}, out(a) := 1, out(b) := 2, in(a) := 21, and in(b) := 121. Let fa (resp. fb) be the series of
K 〈〈C〉〉 where for any syntax tree t of C, 〈t, fa〉 (resp. 〈t, fb〉) is the number of internal nodesof t labeled by a (resp. b). The series fa and fb are of the form

fa = a
1

2 1
+ 2 a a

1
2 2 1

+ 3 a a a

1
2 2 2 1

+ a b
2

2 1
2 1 + b a

2

1 2
2 1

+ b a
1

1 2 1
1 + · · · . (1.2.22a)

fb = b
2

1 2 1
+ a b

2

2 1
2 1 + b a

2

1 2
2 1

+ 2 b
b
2

1
1 2 1

1 + · · · . (1.2.22b)
The sum fa + fb is the series wherein the coefficient of any syntax tree t of C is its degree.Let also f|1 (resp. f|2 ) be the series of K 〈〈C〉〉 where for any syntax tree t of C, 〈t, f|1〉 (resp.〈
t, f|2

〉) is the number of inputs colors 1 (resp. 2) of t. The sum f|1 + f|2 is the series whereinthe coefficient of any syntax tree t of C is its arity. Moreover, the series fa + fb + f|1 + f|2 isthe series wherein the coefficient of any syntax tree t of C is its total number of nodes.
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The series of colors of fa is of the form
col(fa) = (1, 21) + 2 (1, 221) + 3 (1, 2221) + (2, 2121) + (2, 1221) + (1, 1211) + · · · , (1.2.23)and the series of color types of f is of the form

colt(fa) = x1y1y2 + 2x1y1y22 + x1y31y2 + 3x1y1y32 + 2x2y21y22 + · · · . (1.2.24)
1.3. Pre-Lie product on series. We are now in position to define a binary operation xon the space of the C-series. As we shall see, this operation is partially defined, nonunitary,noncommutative, and nonassociative.1.3.1. Pre-Lie product. Given two C-series f,g ∈ K 〈〈C〉〉, the pre-Lie product of f and gis the C-series f x g defined, for any x ∈ C, by

〈x, f x g〉 := ∑
y,z∈C
i∈[|y|]
x=y◦iz

〈y, f〉 〈z,g〉 . (1.3.1)
Observe that f x g could be undefined for arbitrary C-series f and g on an arbitrary coloredoperad C. Besides, notice from (1.3.1) that x is bilinear and that u (defined in (1.2.1)) is a leftunit of x. However, since

f x u =∑
x∈C
|x| 〈x, f〉x, (1.3.2)

the C-series u is not a right unit of x. This product is also nonassociative in the generalcase since we have, for instance in K 〈〈As〉〉,(a2 x a2) x a2 = 6a4 6= 4a4 = a2 x (a2 x a2). (1.3.3)Nevertheless, it satisfies the pre-Lie relation (see (2.3.17) of Section 2.3.4 of Chapter 2).
PROPOSITION 1.3.1. The construction (C, φ) 7Ï ((K 〈〈C〉〉 ,x),K 〈〈φ〉〉) is a functor from

the category of combinatorial C-colored operads to the category of pre-Lie algebras.

PROOF. Let C be a combinatorial C-colored operad. First of all, since C is combinatorial,the pre-Lie product of any two C-series f and g is well-defined due to the fact that thesum (1.3.1) has a finite number of terms. Let f, g, and h be three C-series and x ∈ C. Wedenote by λ(f,g,h) the coefficient of x in (f x g) x h− f x (g x h). We have
λ(f,g,h) = ∑

y,z,t∈C
i,j∈N

x=(y◦iz)◦j t
〈y, f〉 〈z,g〉 〈t,h〉 −

∑
y,z,t∈C
i,j∈N

x=y◦i(z◦j t)
〈y, f〉 〈z,g〉 〈t,h〉

= ∑
y,z,t∈C
i>j∈N

x=(y◦iz)◦j t
〈y, f〉 〈z,g〉 〈t,h〉

= ∑
y,z,t∈C
i>j∈N

x=(y◦it)◦jz
〈y, f〉 〈z,g〉 〈t,h〉

= λ(f,h,g).

(1.3.4)
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The second and the last equality of (1.3.4) come from Relation (4.1.3a) of Section 4.1.1 ofChapter 2 of operads and the third equality is a consequence of Relation (4.1.3b) of Sec-tion 4.1.1 of Chapter 2 of operads. Therefore, since by (1.3.4), λ(f,g,h) is symmetric in gand h, the series (f x g) x h− f x (g x h) and (f x h) x g− f x (h x g) are equal. Thisshows that K 〈〈C〉〉, endowed with the product x, is a pre-Lie algebra. Finally, by using thefact that by Proposition 1.2.1, (C, φ) 7Ï (K 〈〈C〉〉 ,K 〈〈φ〉〉) is functorial, we obtain that K 〈〈φ〉〉is a morphism of pre-Lie algebras. Hence, the statement of the proposition holds. �

Proposition 1.3.1 shows that x is a pre-Lie product. This product x is a generaliza-tion of a pre-Lie product defined in [Cha08], endowing the linear span of the underlyingmonochrome collection of a monochrome operad with a pre-Lie algebra structure.
1.3.2. Noncommutative multivariate series and series on monoids. The pre-Lie prod-uct x on C-series provides also a generalization of the usual product of noncommutativemultivariate series. Indeed, consider the method described in Section 1.2.3 to encode non-commutative multivariate series on an alphabet A as series on the colored operad BudCA (As).For any s, t ∈ K 〈〈A∗〉〉 and u ∈ A∗, we have
〈(♦, u♦) ,mu(s) x mu(t)〉 = ∑

v,w∈A∗
i∈N(♦,u♦)=(♦,v♦)◦i(♦,w♦)

〈(♦, v♦) ,mu(s)〉 〈(♦, w♦) ,mu(t)〉
= ∑

v,w∈A∗
u=vw

〈v, s〉 〈w, t〉

= 〈u, st〉 ,
(1.3.5)

so that mu(st) = mu(s) x mu(t).
Moreover, through the method presented in Section 1.2.4 to encode series on a monoid

M as series on the colored operad K 〈〈OM〉〉, we have for any s, t ∈ K 〈〈M〉〉 and u ∈ M,
〈u,mo(s) x mo(t)〉 = ∑

v,w∈OM
i∈N

u=v◦iw
〈v,mo(s)〉 〈w,mo(t)〉

= ∑
v,w∈M
u=v?w

〈v, s〉 〈w, t〉

= 〈u, st〉 ,
(1.3.6)

where ? is the operation of M, so that mo(st) = mo(s) x mo(t). Hence, the pre-Lie prod-uct of series on colored operads is a generalization of the Cauchy product of series onmonoids [Sak09].
1.3.3. Pre-Lie star product. For any C-series f ∈ K 〈〈C〉〉 and any ` > 0, let fx` be the

C-series recursively defined by
fx` := {u if ` = 0,

fx`−1 x f otherwise. (1.3.7)
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Immediately from this definition and the definition of the pre-Lie product x, the coefficientsof fx` , ` > 0, satisfies for any x ∈ C,

〈x, fx` 〉 =

δx,1out(x) if ` = 0,∑
y,z∈C
i∈[|y|]
x=y◦iz

〈y, fx`−1〉 〈z, f〉 otherwise. (1.3.8)
LEMMA 1.3.2. Let C be a combinatorial C-colored operad and f be a series of K 〈〈C〉〉.

Then, the coefficients of fx`+1 , ` > 0, satisfy for any x ∈ C,

〈x, fx`+1〉 = ∑
y1,...,y`+1∈C
i1,...,i`∈N

x=(...(y1◦i1y2)◦i2 ... )◦i` y`+1

∏
j∈[`+1] 〈yj , f〉 . (1.3.9)

The x-star of f is the series
fx∗ :=∑

`>0 fx`

= u + f + fx2 + fx3 + fx4 + · · ·= u + f + f x f + (f x f) x f + ((f x f) x f) x f + · · · .
(1.3.10)

Observe that fx∗ could be undefined for an arbitrary C-series f.In what follows, we shall use the notion of finite factorization introduced in Section 4.1.9of Chapter 2. More precisely, in this context of colored operads, we say that a subset S of
C(1) finitely factorizes C(1) if any element of C(1) admits finitely many factorizations on Swith respect to the operation ◦1.

PROPOSITION 1.3.3. Let C be a C-colored operad and f be a series of K 〈〈C〉〉. Then,
if C is combinatorial and Supp(f)(1) finitely factorizes C(1), fx∗ is a well-defined series.
Moreover, in this case, for any x ∈ C, the coefficient of x in fx∗ is

〈x, fx∗〉 = δx,1out(x) + ∑
y,z∈C
i∈[|y|]
x=y◦iz

〈y, fx∗〉 〈z, f〉 . (1.3.11)
Proposition 1.3.3 gives hence a way, given a C-series f satisfying the constraints stated,to compute recursively the coefficients of its x-star fx∗ by using (1.3.11).
PROPOSITION 1.3.4. Let C be a combinatorial C-colored operad and f be a series of

K 〈〈C〉〉 such that Supp(f)(1) finitely factorizes C(1). Then, the equation

x− x x f = u (1.3.12)
admits the unique solution x = fx∗ .

1.4. Composition product on series. We define here a binary operation � on the spaceof C-series. As we shall see, this operation is partially defined, unitary, noncommutative, andassociative.
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1.4.1. Composition product. Given two C-series f,g ∈ K 〈〈C〉〉, the composition productof f and g is the C-series f � g defined, for any x ∈ C, by

〈x, f � g〉 := ∑
y,z1,...,z|y|∈C
x=y◦[z1,...,z|y|]

〈y, f〉
∏
i∈[|y|] 〈zi,g〉 . (1.4.1)

Observe that f�g could be undefined for arbitrary C-series f and g on an arbitrary coloredoperad C. Besides, notice from (1.4.1) that � is linear on the left and that the series u is theleft and right unit of �. However, this product is not linear on the right since we have, forinstance in K 〈〈As〉〉,
a2 � (a2 + a3) = a4 + 2a5 + a6 6= a4 + a6 = a2 � a2 + a2 � a3. (1.4.2)PROPOSITION 1.4.1. The construction (C, φ) 7Ï ((K 〈〈C〉〉 ,�),K 〈〈φ〉〉) is a functor from the

category of combinatorial C-colored operads to the category of monoids.Proposition 1.4.1 shows that� is an associative product. This product� is a generalizationof the composition product of series on operads of [Cha02,Cha09] (see also [vdL04,Fra08,
Cha08,LV12,LN13]).1.4.2. Composition star product. For any C-series f ∈ K 〈〈C〉〉 and any ` > 0, let f�` bethe series recursively defined by

f�` := ∏
i∈[`] f, (1.4.3)

where the product of (1.4.3) denotes the iterated version of �. Since by Proposition 1.4.1, �is associative, this definition is consistent. Immediately from this definition and the definitionof the composition product �, the coefficient of f�` , ` > 0, satisfies for any x ∈ C,
〈
x, f�`

〉 =

δx,1out(x) if ` = 0,∑
y,z1,...,z|y|∈C
x=y◦[z1,...,z|y|] 〈y, f

�`−1〉 ∏
i∈[|y|] 〈zi,g〉 otherwise. (1.4.4)

LEMMA 1.4.2. Let C be a combinatorial C-colored operad and f be a series of K 〈〈C〉〉.
Then, the coefficients of f�`+1 , ` > 0, satisfy for any x ∈ C,〈

x, f�`+1〉 = ∑
t∈FCOperf (C)ht(t)=`+1ev(t)=x

∏
v∈N•(t) 〈t(v), f〉 . (1.4.5)

Recall that the notations ht(t) andN•(t) appearing in the statement of Lemma 1.4.2 standrespectively for the height of t and for the set of the internal nodes of t (see Section 2.1.5 ofChapter 1). Moreover, the notation FCOperf(C) denotes the set of all perfect colored C-syntaxtrees (we recall that a tree t is perfect if all the maximal paths have the same length).The �-star of f is the series
f�∗ :=∑

`>0 f�`

= u + f + f�2 + f�3 + f�4 + · · ·= u + f + f � f + f � f � f + f � f � f � f + · · · .
(1.4.6)
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Observe that f�∗ could be undefined for an arbitrary C-series f.

PROPOSITION 1.4.3. Let C be a C-colored operad and f be a series of K 〈〈C〉〉. Then,
if C is combinatorial and Supp(f)(1) finitely factorizes C(1), f�∗ is a well-defined series.
Moreover, in this case, for any x ∈ C, the coefficient of x in f�∗ is〈

x, f�∗
〉 = δx,1out(x) + ∑

y,z1,...,z|y|∈C
x=y◦[z1,...,z|y|]

〈
y, f�∗

〉 ∏
i∈[|y|] 〈zi, f〉 . (1.4.7)

Proposition 1.4.3 gives hence a way, given a C-series f satisfying the constraints stated,to compute recursively the coefficients of its �-star f�∗ by using (1.4.7).
PROPOSITION 1.4.4. Let C be a combinatorial C-colored operad and f be a series of

K 〈〈C〉〉 such that Supp(f)(1) finitely factorizes C(1). Then, the equation

x− x� f = u (1.4.8)
admits the unique solution x = f�∗ .

1.4.3. Invertible elements. For any C-series f ∈ K 〈〈C〉〉, the �-inverse of f is the series
f�−1 whose coefficients are defined for any x ∈ C by〈

x, f�−1〉 := δx,1out(x)〈
1out(x), f〉 − 1〈

1out(x), f〉 ∑
y,z1,...,z|y|∈C
y 6=1out(x)

x=y◦[z1,...,z|y|]
〈y, f〉

∏
i∈[|y|]

〈
zi, f�−1〉 . (1.4.9)

Observe that f�−1 could be undefined for an arbitrary C-series f.
PROPOSITION 1.4.5. Let C be a combinatorial colored C-operad and f be a series of

K 〈〈C〉〉 such that Supp(f) = {1a : a ∈ C} t S where S is a C-colored subcollection of C such
that S(1) finitely factorizes C(1). Then, f�−1 is a well-defined series and the coefficients of
f�−1 satisfy for any x ∈ C,〈

x, f�−1〉 = 1〈
1out(x), f〉 ∑

t∈FCO(S)ev(t)=x
(−1)deg(t) ∏

v∈N•(t)
〈t(v), f〉∏

j∈[|v|]
〈
1inj (v), f〉 . (1.4.10)

PROPOSITION 1.4.6. Let C be a combinatorial colored C-operad and f be a series of
K 〈〈C〉〉 such that Supp(f) = {1a : a ∈ C} t S where S is a C-colored subcollection of C such
that S(1) finitely factorizes C(1). Then, the equations

f � x = u (1.4.11)
and

x� f = u (1.4.12)
admit both the unique solution x = f�−1 .

Proposition 1.4.6 shows that the �-inverse f�−1 of a series f satisfying the constraintsstated is the inverse of f for the composition product. Moreover, f�−1 can be computedrecursively by using (1.4.9) or directly by using (1.4.10).
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PROPOSITION 1.4.7. Let C be a combinatorial colored C-operad. Then, the subset of

K 〈〈C〉〉 consisting in all series f such that Supp(f) = {1a : a ∈ C}tS where S is a C-colored
subcollection of C such that S(1) finitely factorizes C(1) forms a group for the composition
product �.The group obtained from C of the C-series satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1.4.7 isa generalization of the groups constructed from operads of [Cha02,Cha09] (see also [vdL04,
Fra08,Cha08,LV12,LN13]).

2. Bud generating systems and combinatorial generationIn this section, we introduce bud generating systems. A bud generating system relieson a monochrome operad O, a set of colors C, and the bud operad BudC(O). The principalinterest of these objects is that they allow to specify sets of objects of BudC(O). We shall alsoestablish some first properties of bud generating systems by showing that they can emulatecontext-free grammars, regular tree grammars, and synchronous grammars.
2.1. Bud generating systems. We introduce here the main definitions and the maintools about bud generating systems.2.1.1. Bud generating systems. A bud generating system is a tuple B := (O,C,R, I, T)where O is an operad called ground operad, C is a finite set of colors, R is a finite C-coloredsubcollection of BudC(O) called set of rules, I is a subset of C called set of initial colors, and

T is a subset of C called set of terminal colors.A monochrome bud generating system is a bud generating system whose set C of colorscontains a single color, and whose sets of initial and terminal colors are equal to C. In thiscase, as explained in Section 1.1.2, BudC(O) and O are identified. These particular generatingsystems are hence simply denoted by pairs (O,R).Let us explain how bud generating systems specify, in two different ways, two C-coloredsubcollections of BudC(O). In what follows, B := (O,C,R, I, T) is a bud generating system.2.1.2. Generation. We say that x2 ∈ BudC(O) is derivable in one step from x1 ∈ BudC(O) ifthere is a rule r ∈ R and an integer i such that such that x2 = x1◦i r. We denote this propertyby x1 → x2. When x1, x2 ∈ BudC(O) are such that x1 = x2 or there are y1, . . . , y`−1 ∈ BudC(O),
` > 1, satisfying

x1 → y1 → · · · → y`−1 → x2, (2.1.1)we say that x2 is derivable from x1. Moreover, B generates x ∈ BudC(O) if there is a color
a of I such that x is derivable from 1a and all colors of in(x) are in T . The language L(B)of B is the set of all the elements of BudC(O) generated by B. Finally, B is faithful if thecharacteristic series of L(B) is faithful (see Section 1.2.7). Observe that all monochrome budgenerating systems are faithful.The derivation graph of B is the directed multigraph G(B) with the set of elementsderivable from 1a , a ∈ I , as set of vertices. In G(B), for any x1, x2 ∈ L(B) such that x1 → x2,there are ` edges from x1 to x2, where ` is the number of pairs (i, r) ∈ N × R such that
x2 = x1 ◦i r.
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2.1.3. A bud generating system for Motzkin paths. Let us consider the operad Motz onMotzkin paths introduced in Section 2.1.5 of Chapter 4, seen as a set-operad. Let the budgenerating system Bp := (Motz, {1, 2},R, {1}, {1, 2}) where

R := {(1, , 22) , (1, , 111)} . (2.1.2)Figure 11.1 shows a sequence of derivations in Bp and Figure 11.2 shows the derivationgraph of Bp.
11 → 1 1 1 → 2 2 1 1 → 2 2 1 1 1 1 → 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 → 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1

FIGURE 11.1. A sequence of derivations in Bp. The input colors of the ele-ments of Bud{1,2}(Motz) are depicted below the paths. The output color of allthese elements is 1.
11

2 2 1 1 1

2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 1 2 2

2

FIGURE 11.2. The derivation graph of Bp. The input colors of the elementsof Bud{1,2}(Motz) are depicted below the paths. The output color of all theseelements is 1.
Let LBp be the set of Motzkin paths with no consecutive horizontal steps.
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. The bud generating system Bp satisfies the following properties.

(i) It is faithful.
(ii) The restriction of the pruning map pru on the domain L(Bp) is a bijection betweenL(Bp) and LBp .

(iii) The set of rules R(1) finitely factorizes Bud{1,2}(Motz)(1).
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Properties (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.1.1 together say that the sequence enumeratingthe elements of L(Bp) with respect to their arity is the one enumerating the Motzkin pathswith no consecutive horizontal steps. This sequence is Sequence A104545 of [Slo], startingby 1, 1, 1, 3, 5, 11, 25, 55, 129, 303, 721, 1743, 4241, 10415, 25761, 64095. (2.1.3)
2.1.4. Synchronous generation. We say that x2 ∈ BudC(O) is synchronously derivable in

one step from x1 ∈ BudC(O) if there are rules r1, . . . , r|x1| of R such that x2 = x1◦[r1, . . . , r|x1|
].We denote this property by x1 ; x2. When x1, x2 ∈ BudC(O) are such that x1 = x2 or thereare y1, . . . , y`−1 ∈ BudC(O), ` > 1, satisfying

x1 ; y1 ; · · ·; y`−1 ; x2, (2.1.4)
we say that x2 is synchronously derivable from x1. Moreover, B synchronously generates
x ∈ BudC(O) if there is a color a of I such that x is synchronously derivable from 1a and allcolors of in(x) are in T . The synchronous language LS(B) of B is the set of all the elementsof BudC(O) synchronously generated byB. Finally, we say thatB is synchronously faithful ifthe characteristic series of LS(B) is faithful (see Section 1.2.7). Observe that all monochromebud generating systems are synchronously faithful.

The synchronous derivation graph of B is the directed multigraph GS(B) with the setof elements synchronously derivable from 1a , a ∈ I , as set of vertices. In GS(B), for any
x1, x2 ∈ LS(B) such that x1 ; x2, there are ` edges from x1 to x2, where ` is the number oftuples (r1, . . . , r|x1|) ∈ R|x1| such that x2 = x1 ◦ [r1, . . . , r|x1|

].
2.1.5. A bud generating system for balanced binary trees. Let us consider the mag-matic operad Mag (see Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 2). Let the bud generating system Bbbt :=(Mag, {1, 2},R, {1}, {1}) where

R := {(1, , 11) ,(1, , 12) ,(1, , 21) ,(2, , 1)} . (2.1.5)
Figure 11.3 shows a sequence of synchronous derivations in Bbbt.

1 ; 1 2 ; 2 1 1 ; 1 1 1 2 1 ;
1 2 1 2 1 1

1 2 1
;

1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

FIGURE 11.3. A sequence of synchronous derivations inBbbt. The input colorsof the elements of Bud{1,2}(Mag) are depicted below the leaves. The outputcolor of all these elements is 1. Since all input colors of the last tree are 1,this tree is in LS(Bbbt).

http://oeis.org/A104545
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Recall that if t is a binary tree, the height of t is the length of a longest path connecting theroot of t to one of its leaves (see Section 2.1.5 of Chapter 1). A balanced binary tree [AVL62]is a binary tree t wherein, for any internal node u of t, the difference between the height ofthe left subtree and the height of the right subtree of u is −1, 0, or 1.
PROPOSITION 2.1.2. The bud generating system Bbbt satisfies the following properties.

(i) It is synchronously faithful.
(ii) The restriction of the pruning map pru on the domain LS(Bbbt) is a bijection be-

tween LS(Bbbt) and the set of balanced binary trees.
(iii) The set of rules R(1) finitely factorizes Bud{1,2}(Mag)(1).
Property (ii) of Proposition 2.1.2 is based upon combinatorial properties of a synchro-nous grammar G of balanced binary trees defined in [Gir12e] and satisfying SG(G) = Bbbt(see Section 2.3.3 and Proposition 2.3.3). Besides, Properties (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.1.2together imply that the sequence enumerating the elements of LS(Bbbt) with respect to theirarity is the one enumerating the balanced binary trees. This sequence in Sequence A006265of [Slo], starting by1, 1, 2, 1, 4, 6, 4, 17, 32, 44, 60, 70, 184, 476, 872, 1553, 2720, 4288, 6312, 9004. (2.1.6)
2.2. First properties. We state now two properties about the languages and the syn-chronous languages of bud generating systems.
LEMMA 2.2.1. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system. Then, for any x ∈BudC(O), x belongs to L(B) if and only if x admits an R-treelike expression with output

color in I and all input colors in T .

PROOF. Assume that x belongs to L(B). Then, by definition of the derivation relation →,
x admits an R-left expression. Lemma 4.1.4 of Chapter 2 implies in particular that x admitsan R-treelike expression t. Moreover, since t is a treelike expression for x, t has the sameoutput and input colors as those of x. Hence, because x belongs to L(B), its output color isin I and all its input colors are in T . Thus, t satisfies the required properties.Conversely, assume that x is an element of BudC(O) admitting an R-treelike expression twith output color in I and all input colors in T . Lemma 4.1.4 of Chapter 2 implies in particularthat x admits an R-left expression. Hence, by definition of the derivation relation →, x isderivable from 1out(x) and all its input colors are in T . Therefore, x belongs to L(B). �

LEMMA 2.2.2. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system. Then, for any x ∈BudC(O), x belongs to LS(B) if and only if x admits an R-treelike expression with output
color in I and all input colors in T and which is a perfect tree.

PROPOSITION 2.2.3. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system. Then, the lan-
guage of B satisfiesL(B) = {x ∈ BudC(O)R : out(x) ∈ I and in(x) ∈ T+} . (2.2.1)

PROPOSITION 2.2.4. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system. Then, the syn-
chronous language of B is a subset of the language of B.

http://oeis.org/A006265
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2.3. Links with other generating systems. Context-free grammars, regular tree gram-mars, and synchronous grammars are already existing generating systems describing setsof words for the first, and sets of trees for the last two. We show here that any of thesegrammars can be emulated by bud generating systems.2.3.1. Context-free grammars. Recall that a context-free grammar [Har78,HMU06] isa tuple G := (V, T, P, s) where V is a finite alphabet of variables, T is a finite alphabet of

terminal symbols, P is a finite subset of V × (V t T)∗ called set of productions, and s is avariable of V called start symbol. If x1 and x2 are two words of (V t T)∗, x2 is derivable
in one step from x1 if x1 is of the form x1 = uav and x2 is of the form x2 = uwv where
u, v ∈ (V t T)∗ and (a,w) is a production of P. This property is denoted by x1 → x2, so that
→ is a binary relation on (V tT)∗. The reflexive and transitive closure of→ is the derivation
relation. A word x ∈ T∗ is generated by G if x is derivable from the word s. The languageof G is the set of all words generated by G. We say that G is proper if, for any (a,w) ∈ P, wis not the empty word.If G := (V, T, P, s) is a proper context-free grammar, we denote by CFG(G) the budgenerating system CFG(G) := (As, V t T,R, {s}, T) (2.3.1)wherein R is the set of rules

R := {(a, u) ∈ BudVtT (As) : (a, u) ∈ P} . (2.3.2)PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Let G be a proper context-free grammar. Then, the restriction of
the map in, sending any (a, u) ∈ BudVtT (As) to u, on the domain L(CFG(G)) is a bijection
between L(CFG(G)) and the language of G.PROOF. Let us denote by V the set of variables, by T the set of terminal symbols, by Pthe set of productions, and by s the start symbol of G.Let (a, x) ∈ BudVtT (As), ` > 1, and y1, . . . , y`−1 ∈ (V t T)∗. Then, by definition of CFG,there are in CFG(G) the derivations

1s → (s, y1)→ · · · → (s, y`−1)→ (a, x) (2.3.3)if and only if a = s and there are in G the derivations
s→ y1 → · · · → y`−1 → x. (2.3.4)Then, (a, x) belongs to L(CFG(G)) if and only if a = s and x belongs to the language of G.The fact that in ((s, x)) = x completes the proof. �2.3.2. Regular tree grammars. Let V be a finite graded collection of variables and T bea finite graded collection of terminal symbols. For any n > 0 and a ∈ T(n) (resp. a ∈ V (n)),the arity |a| of a is n. We moreover impose that all the elements of V are of arity 0. Thetuple (V, T) is called a signature.A (V, T)-tree is an element of BudVtT(0)(FO(T \ T(0))), where T \ T(0) is seen as a mono-chrome collection. In other words, a (V, T)-tree is a planar rooted t tree such that, for any

n > 1, any internal node of t having n children is labeled by an element of arity n of T , andthe output and all leaves of t are labeled on V t T(0).
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A regular tree grammar [GS84, CDG+07] is a tuple G := (V, T, P, s) where (V, T) is asignature, P is a set of pairs of the form (v, s) called productions where v ∈ V and s is a(V, T)-tree, and s is a variable of V called start symbol. If t1 and t2 are two (V, T)-trees, t2is derivable in one step from t1 if t1 has a leaf y labeled by a and the tree obtained byreplacing y by the root of s in t1 is t2, provided that (a, s) is a production of P. This propertyis denoted by t1 → t2, so that→ is a binary relation on the set of all (V, T)-trees. The reflexiveand transitive closure of → is the derivation relation. A (V, T)-tree t is generated by G if t isderivable from the tree 1s consisting in one leaf labeled by s and all leaves of t are labeledon T(0). The language of G is the set of all (V, T)-trees generated by G.
If G := (V, T, P, s) is a regular tree grammar, we denote by RTG(G) the bud generatingsystem RTG(G) := (FO(T \ T(0)), V t T(0),R, {s}, T(0)) (2.3.5)wherein R is the set of rules

R := {(a, t, u) ∈ BudVtT(0)(FO(T \ T(0))) : (a, ta,u) ∈ P} , (2.3.6)
where, for any t ∈ FO(T \ T(0)), a ∈ V t T(0), and u ∈ (V t T(0))|t|, ta,u is the (V, T)-treeobtained by labeling the output of t by a and by labeling from left to right the leaves of t bythe letters of u.

PROPOSITION 2.3.2. Let G be a regular tree grammar. Then, the map φ : L(RTG(G)) →
L defined by φ((a, t, u)) := ta,u is a bijection between the language of RTG(G) and the
language L of G.

2.3.3. Synchronous grammars. In this section, we shall denote by Tree the monochromeoperad FO(C) where C is the monochrome collection C := tn>1C(n) where C(n) := {an}.The elements of this operad are planar rooted trees where internal nodes have an arbitraryarity. Observe that since C(1) := {a1}, FO(C)(1) is an infinite set, so that FO(C) is notcombinatorial.
Let B be a finite alphabet. A B-bud tree is an element of BudB(Tree). In other words, a

B-bud tree is a planar rooted tree t such that the output and all leaves of t are labeled on B.The leaves of a B-bud tree are indexed from 1 from left to right.
A synchronous grammar [Gir12e] is a tuple G := (B,a,R) where B is a finite alphabetof bud labels, a is an element of B called axiom, and R is a finite set of pairs of the form(b, s) called substitution rules where b ∈ B and s is a B-bud tree. If t1 and t2 are two B-budtrees such that t1 is of arity n, t2 is derivable in one step from t1 if there are substitutionrules (b1, s1), . . . , (bn, sn) of R such that for all i ∈ [n], the ith leaf of t1 is labeled by bi and

t2 is obtained by replacing the ith leaf of t1 by si for all i ∈ [n]. This property is denotedby t1 ; t2, so that ; is a binary relation on the set of all B-bud trees. The reflexive andtransitive closure of ; is the derivation relation. A B-bud tree t is generated by G if t isderivable from the tree 1a consisting is one leaf labeled by a. The language of G is the setof all B-bud trees generated by G.
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If G := (B,a,R) is a synchronous grammar, we denote by SG(G) the bud generatingsystem SG(G) := (Tree, B,R, {a}, B) (2.3.7)

wherein R is the set of rules
R := {(b, t, u) ∈ BudB(Tree) : (b, tb,u) ∈ R} , (2.3.8)

where, for any t ∈ BudB(Tree), b ∈ B, and u ∈ B+, tb,u is the B-bud tree obtained by labelingthe output of t by b and by labeling from left to right the leaves of t by the letters of u.
PROPOSITION 2.3.3. Let G be a synchronous grammar. Then, the map φ : LS(SG(G))→ L

defined by φ((b, t, u)) := tb,u is a bijection between the synchronous language of SG(G) and
the language L of G.

3. Series on colored operads and bud generating systemsIn this section, we explain how to use bud generating systems as tools to enumeratefamilies of combinatorial objects. For this purpose, we will define and consider three serieson colored operads extracted from bud generating systems. Each of these series bringsinformation about the languages or the synchronous languages of bud generating systems.One of a key issues is, given a bud generating system B, to count arity by arity the elementsof the language or the synchronous language of B. In other terms, this amounts to computethe generating series sL(B) or sLS(B). As we shall see, these generating series can be computedfrom the series of colored operads extracted from B.
3.1. General definitions. Let us list some notations used in this section. In what follows,

B := (O,C,R, I, T) is a bud generating system such that O is a combinatorial monochromeoperad and, as before, C is a set of colors of the form C = {c1, . . . , ck}.
3.1.1. Characteristic series. We shall denote by r the characteristic series of R, by i theseries

i :=∑
a∈I

1a, (3.1.1)
and by t the series

t :=∑
a∈T

1a. (3.1.2)
LEMMA 3.1.1. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system and f be a BudC(O)-

series. Then, for all x ∈ BudC(O),
〈x, i� f � t〉 = {〈x, f〉 if out(x) ∈ I and in(x) ∈ T+,0 otherwise.

(3.1.3)
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3.1.2. Polynomials. For all colors a ∈ C and types α ∈ TC, let

χa,α := # {r ∈ R : (out(r), type(in(r))) = (a, α)} . (3.1.4)
For any a ∈ C, let ga(yc1 , . . . , yck ) be the series of K 〈〈S(YC)〉〉 defined by

ga(yc1 , . . . , yck ) := ∑
γ∈TC

χa,γ YγC. (3.1.5)
Notice that

ga(yc1 , . . . , yck ) = ∑
r∈R

out(r)=a
Ytype(in(r))

C (3.1.6)
and that, since R is finite, this series is a polynomial.

3.1.3. Maps. In the sequel, we shall use maps φ : C×TC → N such that φ(a, γ) 6= 0 for afinite number of pairs (a, γ) ∈ C×TC, to express in a concise manner some recurrence re-lations for the coefficients of series on colored operads. We shall consider the two followingnotations. If φ is such a map and a ∈ C, we define φ(a) as the natural number
φ(a) := ∑

b∈C
γ∈TC

φ(b, γ)γa (3.1.7)
and φa as the finite multiset

φa := *φ(a, γ) : γ ∈ TC + . (3.1.8)
3.2. Hook generating series. We call hook generating series of B the BudC(O)-serieshook(B) defined by hook(B) := i� rx∗ � t. (3.2.1)Observe that (3.2.1) could be undefined for an arbitrary set of rules R of B. Nevertheless,when r satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.3.3, that is, when O is a combinatorial operadand R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1), hook(B) is well-defined.
3.2.1. Expression. The aim of the following is to provide an expression to compute thecoefficients of hook(B).
LEMMA 3.2.1. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is a

combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, for any x ∈ BudC(O),
〈x, rx∗〉 = δx,1out(x) + ∑

y∈BudC(O)
z∈R
i∈[|y|]
x=y◦iz

〈y, rx∗〉 . (3.2.2)

PROPOSITION 3.2.2. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is a
combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, for any x ∈ BudC(O)
such that out(x) ∈ I , the coefficient 〈x, rx∗〉 is the number of multipaths from 1out(x) to x
in the derivation graph of B.
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PROOF. First, since R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1), by Proposition 1.3.3, rx∗ is a well-defined series. If x = 1a for a a ∈ I , since 〈1a, rx∗〉 = 1, the statement of the propositionholds. Let us now assume that x is different from a colored unit and let us denote by λx thenumber of multipaths from 1out(x) to x in the derivation graph G(B) of B. By definition ofG(B), by denoting by µy,x the number of edges from y ∈ BudC(O) to x in G(B), we have

λx = ∑
y∈BudC(O)µy,x λy= ∑
y∈BudC(O) # {(i, r) ∈ N×R : x = y ◦i r} λy

= ∑
y∈BudC(O)
i∈[|y|]
r∈R
x=y◦ir

λy .
(3.2.3)

We observe that Relation (3.2.3) satisfied by the λx is the same as Relation (3.2.2) of inthe statement of Lemma 3.2.1 satisfied by the 〈x, rx∗〉. This implies the statement of theproposition. �

THEOREM 3.2.3. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is a
combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, the hook generating
series of B satisfies hook(B) = ∑

t∈FCO(R)
out(t)∈I
in(t)∈T+

deg(t)!∏
v∈N•(t) deg(tv) ev(t). (3.2.4)

PROOF. By definition of L(B) and G(B), any x ∈ L(B) can be reached from 1out(x) by amultipath
1out(x) → y1 → y2 → · · · → y`−1 → x (3.2.5)in G(B), where y1, . . . , y`−1 are elements of BudC(O) and 1out(x) ∈ I . Hence, by definition of

→, x admits an R-left expression
x = (. . . ((1out(x) ◦1 r1) ◦i1 r2) ◦i2 . . . ) ◦i`−1 r` (3.2.6)where for any j ∈ [`], rj ∈ R, and for any j ∈ [` − 1],
yj = (. . . ((1out(x) ◦1 r1) ◦i1 r2) ◦i2 . . . ) ◦ij−1 rj (3.2.7)and ij ∈ [|yj |]. This shows that the set of all multipaths from 1out(x) to x in G(B) is inone-to-one correspondence with the set of all R-left expressions for x. Now, observe thatsince R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1), by Proposition 1.3.3 rx∗ is a well-defined series. ByProposition 3.2.2, Lemmas 4.1.5 and 4.1.4, and (4.1.33) of Chapter 2, we obtain that
〈x, rx∗〉 = ∑

t∈FCO(R)ev(t)=x
deg(t)!∏

v∈N•(t) deg(tv) . (3.2.8)
Finally, by Lemma 3.1.1, for any x ∈ BudC(O) such that out(x) ∈ I and in(x) ∈ T+, we have
〈x,hook(B)〉 = 〈x, rx∗〉. This shows that the right member of (3.2.4) is equal to hook(B). �
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An alternative way to understand hook(B) hence offered by Theorem 3.2.3 consists isseeing the coefficient 〈x,hook(B)〉, x ∈ BudC(O), as the number of R-left expressions of x.3.2.2. Support. The following result establishes a link between the hook generating se-ries of B and its language.
PROPOSITION 3.2.4. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is

a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, the support of the
hook generating series of B is the language of B.

3.2.3. Analogs of the hook statistics. Bud generating systems lead to the definition ofanalogues of the hook-length statistics [Knu98] for combinatorial objects possibly differentthan trees in the following way. Let O be a monochrome operad, G be a generating set of O,and HSO,G := (O,G) be a monochrome bud generating system depending on O and G, called
hook bud generating system. Since G is a generating set of O, by Propositions 2.2.3 and 3.2.4,the support of hook (HSO,G) is equal to L (HSO,G). We define the hook-length coefficient ofany element x of O as the coefficient 〈x,hook (HSO,G)〉.Let us consider the hook bud generating system HSMag,G where Mag is the magmaticoperad (whose definition is recalled in Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 2) and

G := { }
. (3.2.9)

This bud generating system leads to the definition of a statistics on binary trees, provided bythe coefficients of the hook generating series hook (HSMag,G) which begins by
hook (HSMag,G) = + + + + + 2 +

+ + + 3 + 2 + 3 + 3
+ + 3 + + + + 2

+ + + + · · · . (3.2.10)
Theorem 3.2.3 implies that for any binary tree t, the coefficient 〈t,hook (HSMag,G)〉 can beobtained by the usual hook-length formula of binary trees. Alternatively, the coefficient〈
t,hook (HSMag,G)〉 is the cardinal of the sylvester class [HNT05] of permutations encodedby t. This explains the name of hook generating series for hook(B), when B is a budgenerating system.Consider now a second example of a hook generating system involving the operad Motzof Motkzin paths (see Section 2.1.5 of Chapter 4) seen as a set-operad. From its definition,

G := { ,
} (3.2.11)
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is a generating set of Motz. Hence, HSMotz,G is a hook generating system. This leads to thedefinition of a statistics on Motzkin paths, provided by the coefficients of the hook generatingseries hook (HSMotz,G) of HSMotz,G which begins by

hook (HSMotz,G) = + + 2 + + 6 + 2 + 2
+ + 24 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 6

+ 2 + 3 + 2 + + · · · . (3.2.12)
3.3. Syntactic generating series. We call syntactic generating series ofB the BudC(O)-series synt(B) defined by synt(B) := i� (u− r)�−1 � t. (3.3.1)Observe that (3.3.1) could be undefined for an arbitrary set of rules R of B. Nevertheless,when u− r satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.4.5, synt(B) is well-defined. Remark thatthis condition is satisfied whenever O is combinatorial and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1).
3.3.1. Expression. The aim of this section is to provide an expression to compute thecoefficients of synt(B).
LEMMA 3.3.1. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is a

combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, for any x ∈ BudC(O),〈
x, (u− r)�−1〉 = δx,1out(x) + ∑

y∈R
z1,...,z|y|∈BudC(O)
x=y◦[z1,...,z|y|]

∏
i∈[|y|]

〈
zi, (u− r)�−1〉 . (3.3.2)

THEOREM 3.3.2. LetB := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is a com-
binatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, the syntactic generating
series of B satisfies synt(B) = ∑

t∈FCO(R)
out(t)∈I
in(t)∈T+

ev(t). (3.3.3)
Theorem 3.3.2 explains the name of syntactic generating series for synt(B) becausethis series can be expressed following (3.3.3) as a sum of evaluations of syntax trees. Analternative way to see synt(B) is that for any x ∈ BudC(O), the coefficient 〈x, synt(B)〉 is thenumber of R-treelike expressions for x.
3.3.2. Support and unambiguity. The following result establishes a link between thesyntactic generating series of B and its language.
PROPOSITION 3.3.3. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is

a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, the support of the
syntactic generating series of B is the language of B.
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We rely now on syntactic generating series to define a property of bud generating sys-tems. We say that B is unambiguous if all coefficients of synt(B) are equal to 0 or to 1. Thisproperty is important from a combinatorial point of view. Indeed, by definition of the seriesof colors col (see Section 1.2.5) and Proposition 3.3.3, when B is unambiguous, the coefficientof (a, u) ∈ BudC(As) in the series col(synt(B)) is the number of elements x of L(B) such that(out(x), in(x)) = (a, u).For instance, consider the bud generating systemBp introduced in Section 2.1.3. Observethat since the Motzkin path of Motz(5) admits exactly the two R-treelike expressions

, (3.3.4a) , (3.3.4b)
by Theorem 3.3.2, 〈(1, , 11111) , synt(Bp)〉 = 2. Hence Bp is not unambiguous.As a side remark, observe that Theorem 3.3.2 implies in particular that for any budgenerating system of the formB := (O,C,R,C,C), if synt(B) is unambiguous, then the coloredsuboperad of BudC(O) generated by R is free. The converse property does not hold.3.3.3. Series of color types. The purpose of this section is to describe the coefficientsof colt(synt(B)), the series of color types of the syntactic series of B, in the particular casewhen B is unambiguous. We shall give two descriptions: a first one involving a system ofequations of series of K 〈〈S(YC)〉〉, and a second one involving a recurrence relation on thecoefficients of a series of K 〈〈S(XC + YC)〉〉.

LEMMA 3.3.4. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be an unambiguous bud generating system such
that O is a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, for all
colors a ∈ I and all types α ∈ TC such that Cα ∈ T+, the coefficients 〈xaYαC, colt(synt(B))〉
count the number of elements x of L(B) such that (out(x), type(in(x))) = (a, α).

PROPOSITION 3.3.5. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be an unambiguous bud generating system
such that O is a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). For all a ∈ C,
let fa(yc1 , . . . , yck ) be the series of K 〈〈S(YC)〉〉 satisfying

fa (yc1 , . . . , yck ) = ya + ga (fc1 (yc1 , . . . , yck ) , . . . , fck (yc1 , . . . , yck )) . (3.3.5)
Then, for any color a ∈ I and any type α ∈ TC such that Cα ∈ T+, the coefficients
〈xaYαC, colt(synt(B))〉 and 〈YαC, fa〉 are equal.

THEOREM 3.3.6. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be an unambiguous bud generating system such
that O is a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Let f be the series
of K 〈〈S(XC + YC)〉〉 satisfying, for any a ∈ C and any type α ∈ TC,

〈xaYαC, f〉 = δα,type(a) + ∑
φ:C×TC→N
α=φ(c1)...φ(ck )

χa,∑φc1 ...∑φck

(∏
b∈C

φb!)
 ∏

b∈C
γ∈TC

〈xbYγC, f〉φ(b,γ)
 . (3.3.6)
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Then, for any color a ∈ I and any type α ∈ TC such that Cα ∈ T+, the coefficients
〈xaYαC, colt(synt(B))〉 and 〈xaYαC, f〉 are equal.3.3.4. Generating series of languages. When B is a bud generating system satisfyingthe conditions of Proposition 3.3.5, the generating series of the language of B satisfies

sL(B) =∑
a∈I

fTa , (3.3.7)
where fTa is the specialization of the series fa(yc1 , . . . , yck ) at yb := t for all b ∈ T and atyc := 0 for all c ∈ C \ T . Therefore, the resolution of the system of equations given byProposition 3.3.5 provides a way to compute the coefficients of sL(B).

THEOREM 3.3.7. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be an unambiguous bud generating system
such that O is a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, the
generating series sL(B) of the language of B is algebraic.When B is a bud generating system satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.3.6 (whichare the same as the ones required by Proposition 3.3.5), one has for any n > 1,〈

tn, sL(B)〉 =∑
a∈I

∑
α∈TC

αi=0,ci∈C\T
〈xaYαC, f〉 . (3.3.8)

Therefore, this provides an alternative and recursive way to compute the coefficients of sL(B),different from the one of Proposition 3.3.5.
3.4. Synchronous generating series. We call synchronous generating series of B theBudC(O)-series sync(B) defined by sync(B) := i� r�∗ � t. (3.4.1)Observe that (3.4.1) could be undefined for an arbitrary set of rules R of B. Nevertheless,when r satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.4.3, that is, when O is a combinatorial operadand R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1), sync(B) is well-defined.3.4.1. Expression. The aim of this section is to provide an expression to compute thecoefficients of sync(B).
LEMMA 3.4.1. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is a

combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, for any x ∈ BudC(O),〈
x, r�∗

〉 = δx,1out(x) + ∑
y∈BudC(O)
z1,...,z|y|∈R

x=y◦[z1,...,z|y|]
〈
y, r�∗

〉
. (3.4.2)

THEOREM 3.4.2. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is
a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, the synchronous
generating series of B satisfies sync(B) = ∑

t∈FCOperf (R)
out(t)∈I
in(t)∈T+

ev(t). (3.4.3)
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Theorem 3.4.2 implies that for any x ∈ BudC(O), the coefficient of 〈x, sync(B)〉 is thenumber of R-treelike expressions for x which are perfect trees.3.4.2. Support and unambiguity. The following result establishes a link between thesynchronous generating series of B and its synchronous language.
PROPOSITION 3.4.3. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a bud generating system such that O is

a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1). Then, the support of the
synchronous generating series of B is the synchronous language of B.

We rely now on synchronous generating series to define a property of bud generatingsystems. We say that B is synchronously unambiguous if all coefficients of sync(B) areequal to 0 or to 1. This property is important from a combinatorial point of view. Indeed,by definition of the series of colors col (see Section 1.2.5) and Proposition 3.4.3, when B issynchronously unambiguous, the coefficient of (a, u) ∈ BudC(As) in the series col(sync(B)) isthe number of elements x of LS(B) such that (out(x), in(x)) = (a, u).For instance, the bud generating systemBbbt introduced in Section 2.1.5 is synchronouslyunambiguous.3.4.3. Series of color types. The purpose of this section is to describe the coefficientsof colt(sync(B)), the series of color types of the synchronous series of B, in the particularcase when B is unambiguous. We shall give two descriptions: a first one involving a systemof functional equations of series of K 〈〈S(YC)〉〉, and a second one involving a recurrencerelation on the coefficients of a series of K 〈〈S(XC + YC)〉〉.
LEMMA 3.4.4. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a synchronously unambiguous bud generat-

ing system such that O is a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1).
Then, for all colors a ∈ I and all types α ∈ TC such that Cα ∈ T+, the coefficients
〈xaYαC, colt(sync(B))〉 count the number of elements x of LS(B) such that (out(x), type(in(x))) =(a, α).

PROPOSITION 3.4.5. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a synchronously unambiguous bud gener-
ating system such that O is a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1).
For all a ∈ C, let fa(yc1 , . . . , yck ) be the series of K 〈〈S(YC)〉〉 satisfying

fa (yc1 , . . . , yck ) = ya + fa (gc1 (yc1 , . . . , yck ) , . . . ,gck (yc1 , . . . , yck )) . (3.4.4)
Then, for any color a ∈ I and any type α ∈ TC such that Cα ∈ T+, the coefficients
〈xaYαC, colt(sync(B))〉 and 〈YαC, fa〉 are equal.

THEOREM 3.4.6. Let B := (O,C,R, I, T) be a synchronously unambiguous bud generat-
ing system such that O is a combinatorial operad and R(1) finitely factorizes BudC(O)(1).
Let f be the series of K 〈〈S(XC + YC)〉〉 satisfying, for any a ∈ C and any type α ∈ TC,

〈xaYαC, f〉 = δα,type(a) + ∑
φ:C×TC→N
α=φ(c1)...φ(ck )

(∏
b∈C

φb!)
 ∏

b∈C
γ∈TC

χφ(b,γ)
b,γ

〈xa∏
b∈C

y∑φb
b , f

〉
. (3.4.5)
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Then, for any color a ∈ I and any type α ∈ TC such that Cα ∈ T+, the coefficients
〈xaYαC, colt(sync(B))〉 and 〈xaYαC, f〉 are equal.

3.4.4. Generating series of synchronous languages. When B is a bud generating sys-tem satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.4.5, the generating series of the synchronouslanguage of B satisfies
sLS(B) =∑

a∈I
fTa , (3.4.6)

where fTa is the specialization of the series fa(yc1 , . . . , yck ) at yb := t for all b ∈ T and atyc := 0 for all c ∈ C \ T . Therefore, the resolution of the system of equations given byProposition 3.4.5 provides a way to compute the coefficients of sLS(B). This resolution can bemade in most cases by iteration [BLL98,FS09].
Moreover, when G is a synchronous grammar [Gir12e] (see also Section 2.3.3 for adescription of these grammars) and when SG(G) = B, the system of functional equationsprovided by Proposition 3.4.5 and (3.4.6) for sLS(B) is the same as the one which can beextracted from G.
When B is a bud generating system satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.4.6 (whichare the same as the ones required by Proposition 3.4.5), one has for any n > 1,〈

tn, sLS(B)〉 =∑
a∈I

∑
α∈TC

αi=0,ci∈C\T
〈xaYαC, f〉 . (3.4.7)

Therefore, this provides an alternative and recursive way to compute the coefficients of sLS(B),different from the one of Proposition 3.4.5.
3.4.5. Example: enumeration of balanced binary trees. Let us consider the bud gener-ating system Bbbt introduced in Section 2.1.5. We have

χa,α =


1 if (a, α) = (1, 20),2 if (a, α) = (1, 11),1 if (a, α) = (2, 10),0 otherwise,
(3.4.8)

and
g1(y1, y2) = y21 + 2y1y2, (3.4.9a)

g2(y1, y2) = y1. (3.4.9b)
Since by Proposition 2.1.2, Bbbt satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.4.5, by this lastproposition and (3.4.6), the generating series sLS(Bbbt) of LS(Bbbt) satisfies sLS(Bbbt) = f1(t, 0)where

f1(y1, y2) = y1 + f1 (y21 + 2y1y2, y1) . (3.4.10)This functional equation for the generating series of balanced binary trees is the one obtainedin [BLL88,BLL98,Knu98,Gir12e] by different methods. As announced in Section 3.4.4, the
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coefficients of f1 (and hence, those of sLS(Bbbt)) can be computed by iteration. This consists indefining, for any ` > 0, the polynomials f(`)1 (y1, y2) as

f(`)1 (y1, y2) := {y1 if ` = 0,y1 + f(`−1)1 (y21 + 2y1y2, y1) otherwise. (3.4.11)
Since

f1(y1, y2) = lim
`→∞

f(`)1 (y1, y2), (3.4.12)
Equation (3.4.11) provides a way to compute the coefficients of f1(y1, y2). First polynomials
f(`)1 (y1, y2) are

f(0)1 (y1, y2) = y1, (3.4.13a)
f(1)1 (y1, y2) = y1 + y21 + 2y1y2, (3.4.13b)

f(2)1 (y1, y2) = y1 + y21 + 2y1y2 + 2y31 + 4y21y2 + y41 + 4y31y2 + 4y21y22, (3.4.13c)
f(3)1 (y1, y2) = y1 + y21 + 2y1y2 + 2y31 + 4y21y2 + y41 + 4y31y2 + 4y21y22 + 4y51+16y41y2 + 16y31y22 + 6y61 + 28y51y2 + 40y41y22 + 16y31y32 + 4y71 + 24y61y2+48y51y22 + 32y41y32 + y81 + 8y71y2 + 24y61y22 + 32y51y32 + 16y41y42.

(3.4.13d)
Besides, let us recall that Bbbt is synchronously unambiguous and satisfies the propertiesstated by Proposition 2.1.2. Hence, Bbbt satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.4.6. By this lasttheorem and (3.4.7), sLS(Bbbt) satisfies, for any n > 1,〈

tn, sLS(Bbbt)〉 = 〈yn1 y02, f〉 , (3.4.14)
where f is the series satisfying, for any type α ∈ T{1,2}, the recursive formula

〈yα11 yα22 , f〉 = δα,(1,0) + ∑
d1,d2,d3∈N

α1=2d1+d2+d3
α2=d2

(
d1 + α2
d1

)2d2 〈yd1+d21 yd32 , f〉 . (3.4.15)
This recursive formula offers an efficient way to compute the number of balanced binarytrees of a given size.

Concluding remarksWe have presented in this chapter a framework for the generation of combinatorial ob-jects by using colored operads. The described devices for combinatorial generation, calledbud generating systems, are generalizations of context-free grammars [Har78,HMU06] gen-erating words, of regular tree grammars [GS84, CDG+07] generating planar rooted trees,and of synchronous grammars [Gir12e] generating some treelike structures. We have pro-vided tools to enumerate the objects of the languages of bud generating systems or to definenew statistics on these by using formal power series on colored operads and several prod-ucts on these. There are many ways to extend this work. Here follow some few furtherresearch directions.
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First, the notion of rationality and recognizability in usual formal power series [Sch61,

Sch63,Eil74,BR88], in series on monoids [Sak09], and in series of trees [BR82] are funda-mental. For instance, a series s ∈ K 〈〈M〉〉 on a monoid M is rational if it belongs to theclosure of the set K 〈M〉 of polynomials on M with respect to the addition, the multiplica-tion, and the Kleene star operations. Equivalently, s is rational if there exists a K-weightedautomaton accepting it. The equivalence between these two properties for the rationalityproperty is remarkable. We ask here for the definition of an analogous and consistent no-tion of rationality for series on a colored operad C. By consistent, we mean a property ofrationality for C-series which can be defined both by a closure property of the set K 〈C〉 ofthe polynomials on C with respect to some operations, and, at the same time, by an accep-tance property involving a notion of a K-weighted automaton on C. The analogous questionabout the definition of a notion of recognizable series on colored operads also seems worthstudying.A second research direction fits mostly in the contexts of computer science and compres-sion theory. A straight-line grammar (see for instance [ZL78,SS82,Ryt04]) is a context-freegrammar with a singleton as language. There exists also the analogous natural counterpartfor regular tree grammars [LM06]. One of the main interests of straight-line grammarsis that they offer a way to compress a word (resp. a tree) by encoding it by a context-freegrammar (resp. a regular tree grammar). A word u can potentially be represented by acontext-free grammar (as the unique element of its language) with less memory than thedirect representation of u, provided that u is made of several repeating factors. The anal-ogous definition for bud generating systems could potentially be used to compress a largevariety of combinatorial objects. Indeed, given a suitable monochrome operad O defined onthe objects we want to compress, we can encode an object x of O by a bud generating system
B with O as ground operad and such that the language (or the synchronous language) of Bis a singleton {y} and pru(y) = x. Hence, we can hope to obtain a new and efficient methodto compress arbitrary combinatorial objects.Let us finally describe a third extension of this work. Pros (see Section 5.1 of Chapter 2)are algebraic structures which naturally generalize operads. Indeed, a pro is a set of oper-ators with several inputs and several outputs, unlike in operads where operators have onlyone output (see for instance [ML65, Mar08]). It seems fruitful to translate the main defini-tions and constructions of this work (as e.g., bud operads, bud generating systems, series oncolored operads, pre-Lie and composition products of series, star operations, etc.) with prosinstead of operads. We can expect to obtain an even more general class of grammars andobtain a more general framework for combinatorial generation.



CHAPTER 12
Operads and regular languages

The content of this chapter comes from [GLMN16] and is a joint work with Jean-GabrielLuque, Ludovic Mignot, and Florent Nicart.
IntroductionRegular languages form an important class of languages, defined as the ones that can begenerated by Type-3 grammars of the Chomsky-Schützenberger hierarchy [Cho59,CS63].One of the most surprising property of regular languages is that they can be describedby nonequivalent different ways, for instance by regular grammars, automata, or regularexpressions. These tools are nonequivalent in terms of spatial complexity: a same familyof regular languages can be represented for example by automata with a linear number ofstates but by regular expressions with an exponential number of symbols [EZ76].Multi-tildes [CCM11] are operators acting on languages and introduced in order to in-crease the expressiveness of regular expressions (that is, describing regular languages withthe smallest possible spatial complexity). These operators allow intuitively to jump forwardin a regular expression. Besides, multi-tildes come with a very natural notion of composi-tion, and it appears that this composition endows the graded set of all the multi-tildes witha structure of a ns set-operad [LMN13]. This establishes an unexpected link between thetheories of formal languages and of ns operads.In [LMN13], the ns operads MT of the multi-tildes and Poset of the pseudo-transitivemulti-tildes have been defined. The first one is the ns operad aforementioned of multi-tildesand the second one is a quotient operad of MT involving posets. The set of all the languagesover a finite alphabet is endowed with the structure of an MT-monoid, and also of a Poset-monoid. The first structure is nonfaithful while the second is faithful (in the sense that twodifferent elements of Poset act differently on languages). The ns operad Poset provideshence a new way to express languages with optimality. Moreover, any finite language canbe expressed by the action of an element of Poset on languages that are empty or consistingonly in one word of length 1.The purpose of the present work is to generalize these constructions of ns operads toregular languages (and not only on finite ones). The main idea for this is to extend thenotion of multi-tildes to double multi-tildes. These are operators acting on languages andallow intuitively to jump forward or backward in a regular expression. In this generalizationalso, double multi-tildes are endowed with a natural notion of composition and form a nsset-operad DMT. This operad acts on the set all the languages over a finite alphabet, andprovides a way to express any regular language by the action of an element of DMT on

343
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languages that are empty or consisting only in one word of length 1. In this context, we alsoconstruct a quotient operad Qoset of DMT which plays the same role for regular languagesas Poset plays for finite languages. Indeed, the set of all regular languages forms a faithfulQoset-monoid.All the four ns set-operads considered in this chapter can be constructed in a very similarway. For this reason, we provide an abstraction for their construction through a functorialconstruction PO, producing a ns set-operad from a precomposition. These last structures arekinds of representations of a particular monoid. We provide, by using precompositions andPO, alternative constructions for the already known operads MT and Poset, and interpretour construction of the new operads DMT and Qoset.This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 contains the definition of the category ofthe precompositions and of the functor PO. In Section 2, we provide alternative constructionsof MT and Poset, and define DMT and Qoset. In Section 3, we study actions of DMT andQoset on languages.

Note. This chapter deals only with ns set-operads. For this reason, “operad” means “nsset-operad”.
1. Breaking operads via precompositionsThe objective of this section is to introduce new algebraic objects, the precompositions.These objects are a kind of representation of a certain monoid denoted by Mp whose ele-ments can be described in terms of infinite matrices. We present here a functor from thecategory of precompositions to the category of operads. We shall use this functor in thesequel to reconstruct some already known operads and to construct new ones.

1.1. Monoids of infinite matrices. We introduce here an associative algebra M̄∞ ofinfinite matrices whose entries are indexed on Z2 and a quotient M∞ of M̄∞ of infinitematrices whose entries are indexed on N2. Moreover, two respective subalgebras P̄∞ and
P∞ of M̄∞ and M∞ are described. The purpose of this section is to give a realization anda presentation of Mp, a monoid defined by seeing P∞ as a monoid.

1.1.1. A first algebra of infinite matrices. We consider the vector space M̄∞ of all infinitematrices (Aij )i,j∈Z with a finite number of nonzero diagonals whose entries belong to K. Atypical element A of M̄∞ is a finite linear combination of elements
D(k,λ) :=∑

i∈Z
λiE(i+k,i) (1.1.1)

where λ = (λi)i∈Z and E(k,`) is the matrix such that
E(k,`)
i,j = {1 if (i, j) = (k, `),0 otherwise. (1.1.2)
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By observing that

D(k,λ)D(k′,λ′) = (∑
i∈Z

λiE(i+k,i))(∑
i∈Z

λ′iE(i+k′,i))
=∑

i∈Z
λi+k′λ′iE(i+k+k′,i)

= D(k+k,λ?k′λ′),
(1.1.3)

where λ ?k′ λ′ := (λi+k′λ′i)i∈Z, we deduce that M̄∞ is stable for the product of infinite matrices.Moreover, the unit of M̄∞ is
1 := D(0,(...,1,1,... )) =∑

i∈Z
E(i,i). (1.1.4)

This leads to the following result.
PROPOSITION 1.1.1. The space M̄∞ is a unitary associative algebra.

Notice that when K is the field of complex numbers, the algebraic structure of M̄∞ isvery rich and has many connections with the study of infinite Lie algebras (see e.g., [Kac90]).
1.1.2. A first monoid of infinite matrices. Here, for our purpose, we consider only thestructure of monoid of M̄∞. In particular, we define the submonoid P̄∞ of M̄∞ generatedby the matrices

M (i,n) :=∑
j6i

E(j,j) +∑
i<j

E(j+n−1,j) (1.1.5)
for each i ∈ Z and each n > 1. With these notations we have

M (i,1) = 1, (1.1.6)
for any i ∈ Z.

PROPOSITION 1.1.2. The monoid P̄∞ is isomorphic to the monoid M̄p generated by the
symbols {ani : i ∈ Z, n > 1} subjected to the relations

a1
i = 1, i ∈ Z, (1.1.7a)

ani amj = amj+n−1 ani , i 6 j, (1.1.7b)
ani+j ami = an+m−1

i , 0 6 j < m, (1.1.7c)
where 1 is the unit.

1.1.3. A second algebra of infinite matrices. Let M∞ be the vector space of all infinitematrices (Aij )i,j∈N>1 with a finite number of nonzero diagonals whose entries belong to K. Ananalogous result as the one stated by Proposition 1.1.1 shows thatM∞ is a unitary associativealgebra. Moreover, there is a surjective monoid morphism from M̄∞ to M∞ sending anymatrix (Aij )i,j∈Z to (Aij )i,j∈N>1 . Hence, M∞ is a quotient monoid of M̄∞.
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1.1.4. A second monoid of infinite matrices. Let us define the submonoid P∞ of M∞generated by the matrices

N (i,n) := ∑
16j6iE

(j,j) +∑
i<j

E(j+n−1,j) (1.1.8)
for each n, i > 1.

PROPOSITION 1.1.3. The monoid P∞ is isomorphic to the monoid Mp which is the quo-
tient of the monoid M̄p satisfying the extra relationsani = an0 , i 6 0. (1.1.9)

1.2. Precompositions and operads. Before describing a functor from the category ofprecompositions to the category of operads, we define this last category. All this relies onthe presentation of the monoid Mp introduced in Section 1.1.1.2.1. Precompositions. Let (S, ?) be a commutative monoid endowed with a filtration
S = ⋃

n>1Sn (1.2.1)
with

S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Sn ⊆ · · · (1.2.2)and such that each Sn is a submonoid of S. We will denote by 1S the unit of S.A precomposition is a monoid morphism
φ :Mp → End(S), (1.2.3)where End(S) denotes the set of all monoid endomorphisms of S, satisfying

φ (ani ) : Sm → Sn+m−1, m > 1, (1.2.4a)
φ (ani ) |Sm = IdSm , i >m + 1, (1.2.4b)where φ (ani ) |Sm denotes the restriction of the map φ (ani ) to the domain Sm , and IdSm is theidentity map on Sm.For simplicity, we denote by φ̄ni the map φ (ani ). Observe that the maps φ̄ki have thefollowing intuitive meaning. If s is an element of Sm , one can see s as an element havingany number of inputs non smaller than m. Under this point of view, φ̄ni (s) is an element of

Sn+m−1 obtained by replacing in s its ith input by n − 1 new ones. Axioms (1.1.7a), (1.1.7b),and (1.1.7c) can be understood in the light of this interpretation.Now, let φ : Mp → End(S) and φ′ : Mp → End(S′) be two precompositions. A map
α : S → S′ is a precomposition morphism from φ to φ′ if α is a monoid morphism andsatisfies

α : Sn → S′n, n > 1, (1.2.5a)
φ̄′ni (α(s)) = α(φ̄ni (s)), s ∈ S. (1.2.5b)Let Precomp be the category wherein objects are all precompositions and arrows areprecomposition morphisms.
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If φ :Mp → End(S) is a precomposition, we define on S the binary products ◦(n)

i by
s ◦(n)

i t := φ̄ni (s) ? φ̄i0(t), (1.2.6)
where ? is the binary commutative and associative operation of S.

1.2.2. From precompositions to operads. Let φ : Mp → End(S) be a precomposition.From the commutative monoid S, we define the set
S := ⊔

n>1Sn (1.2.7)
where

Sn := {(n, s) : s ∈ Sn} . (1.2.8)Hence, S is the set of all the elements of S endowed with an arity. Let the partial compositionsmaps
◦i : Sn × Sm → Sn+m−1 (1.2.9)defined, for any (n, s) ∈ Sn and (m, t) ∈ Sm , by

(n, s) ◦i (m, t) := (n +m − 1, s ◦(m)
i t

)
. (1.2.10)

We denote by PO(φ) the set S endowed with the maps ◦i thus defined.
THEOREM 1.2.1. The construction PO is a functor from the category of precompositions

to the category of operads.

1.2.3. Quotients of precompositions. Let φ : Mp → End(S) be a precomposition and
γ : S → S be a monoid morphism such that

γ : Sn → Sn, n > 1, (1.2.11a)
γ ◦ γ = γ, (1.2.11b)

φ̄ni ◦ γ = γ ◦ φ̄ni . (1.2.11c)We call such a morphism γ a compatible morphism.
On the operad PO(φ), we denote, by a slight abuse of notation, by

γ : S→ S (1.2.12)
the map satisfying

γ ((n, s)) = (n, γ(s)) (1.2.13)for any s ∈ Sn.
Let ≡γ be the equivalence relation on S satisfying s ≡γ t if γ(s) = γ(t) for any s, t ∈ S.Since γ is a monoid morphism, ≡γ is a monoid congruence and hence, S/≡γ is a quotientmonoid of S.
On the operad PO(φ), we denote by a slight abuse of notation by ≡γ the equivalencerelation satisfying (n, s) ≡γ (n, t) if s ≡γ t for any s, t ∈ Sn.
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Moreover, from the precomposition φ and the map γ, one defines the precomposition

φγ :Mp → End (S/≡γ) (1.2.14)defined for any ≡γ -equivalence class [s]≡γ by
φ̄γ

n
i
([s]≡γ) := [φ̄ni (s)]

≡γ
. (1.2.15)

THEOREM 1.2.2. Let φ : Mp → End(S) be a precomposition and γ be a compatible
morphism. Then, the operads PO(φ)/≡γ and PO(φγ) are isomorphic.

2. Constructing operads from precompositionsWe apply here the construction PO introduced in the previous section to provide alter-native constructions of the operads MT and Poset introduced in [LMN13], and to constructtwo new operads DMT and Qoset. These operads fit into the diagram of Figure 12.1.
DMT

Qoset MT
Poset

FIGURE 12.1. Diagram of operads where arrows � (resp. �) are injective(resp. surjective) operad morphisms.
2.1. Alternative constructions. We begin by using the methods exposed in Section 1.2to construct the operads MT of multi-tildes and Poset of posets.2.1.1. Operad of multi-tildes. Multi-tildes are operators introduced in [CCM11] in thecontext of formal language theory as a convenient way to express regular languages. Let,for any n > 1, Pn be the set

Pn := {(x, y) ∈ [n]2 : x 6 y} . (2.1.1)A multi-tilde is a pair (n, s) where n is a positive integer and s is a subset of Pn. The arity ofthe multi-tilde (n, s) is n. The binary relation of (n, s) is the binary relation R(n,s) on [n + 1]satisfying xR(n,s) y if x = y or (x, y − 1) ∈ s.As shown in [LMN13], the graded (by the arity) collection of all multi-tildes admits avery natural structure of an operad. This operad, denoted by MT, is defined as follows. Thepartial composition (n, s) ◦i (m, t), i ∈ [n], of two multi-tildes (n, s) and (m, t) is defined by(n, s) ◦i (m, t) := (n +m − 1, {shmi (x, y) : (x, y) ∈ s} ∪
{shi0(x, y) : (x, y) ∈ t

})
, (2.1.2)where

shpj (x, y) :=


(x, y) if y 6 i − 1,(x, y + p − 1) if x 6 i 6 y,(x + p − 1, y + p − 1) otherwise. (2.1.3)
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For instance, one has(5, {(1, 5), (2, 4), (4, 5)}) ◦4 (6, {(2, 2), (4, 6)}) = (10, {(1, 10), (2, 9), (4, 10), (5, 5), (7, 9)}), (2.1.4a)(5, {(1, 5), (2, 4), (4, 5)}) ◦5 (6, {(2, 2), (4, 6)}) = (10, {(1, 10), (2, 4), (4, 10), (6, 6), (8, 10)}). (2.1.4b)Observe that the multi-tilde (1, ∅) is the unit of MT. Since for any n > 1, #MT(n) = #E(Pn)(where E(Pn) denote the set of all subsets of Pn),#MT(n) = 2(n+12 ). (2.1.5)Hence, the first dimensions of MT are2, 8, 64, 1024, 32768, 2097152, 268435456, 68719476736, (2.1.6)and form Sequence A006125 of [Slo]. Observe that the dimensions of MT are very similarto the dimensions of the operads obtained by the clique construction applied to a unitarymagma having exactly two elements (see Section 1.2.1 of Chapter 7).Let us provide a construction of MT through the functor PO. Let Sn be the set ofall the subsets of Pn. By observing that Sn ⊆ Sn+1, let S := ∪n>1Sn. The pair (S,∪) is acommutative monoid whose unit is 1S := ∅ and belongs to S1. Observe also that S is, as amonoid, generated by the set {{(x, y)} : x 6 y}.Let φ :Mp → End(S) be the precomposition such that each morphism φ̄ni is defined byits values on the generators of S by

φ̄ni ({x, y}) :=

{(x, y)} if y 6 i − 1,
{(x, y + n − 1)} if x 6 i 6 y,
{(x + n − 1, y + n − 1)} otherwise. (2.1.7)

One can check that φ is a precomposition.
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. The operads MT and PO(φ) are isomorphic.2.1.2. Operads of posets. In [LMN13], an operad Poset defined as the quotient of MT bythe operad congruence ≡ is considered, where for any multi-tildes (n, s) and (n, t), one sets(n, s) ≡ (n, t) if the binary relations R(n,s) and R(n,t) have the same reflexive and transitiveclosure. Since any ≡-equivalence class contains exactly one reflexive, transitive, and anti-symmetric relation, Poset is an operad on the set of all posets. More precisely, the elementsof Poset(n) are posets on [n+1] admitting (1, 2, . . . , n+1) as a linear extension. For instance,one has (4, {(1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 4)}) ≡ (4, {(1, 3), (2, 2), (2, 5), (3, 4)}), (2.1.8a)(4, {(1, 1), (2, 3), (4, 4)}) ≡ (4, {(1, 1), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (4, 4)}), (2.1.8b)and[(4, {(1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 4)})]≡ ◦2 [(4, {(1, 1), (2, 3), (4, 4)})]≡ = [(7, {(1, 6), (2, 3), (3, 4), (5, 5), (6, 7)})]≡ .(2.1.9)The first dimensions of Poset are2, 7, 40, 357, 4824, 96428, 2800472, 116473461, (2.1.10)and form Sequence A006455 of [Slo].

http://oeis.org/A006125
http://oeis.org/A006455
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Let us consider the monoid S and the precomposition φ of Section 2.1.1. Let γ : S → Sbe the map sending any set s ∈ Pn to the set s′ ∈ Pn such that R(n,s′) is the reflexiveand transitive closure of R(n,s). For instance, the second components of the left membersof (2.1.8a) and (2.1.8b) show elements of P4 and the second components of their respectiveright members are their reflexive and transitive closures. A multi-tilde (n, s) is pseudo-

transitive if s belongs to the image of γ. One can check that γ is a compatible morphism.Hence, we can consider the operad PO(φγ) which is, by Theorem 1.2.2, isomorphic to theoperad MT/≡γ .
PROPOSITION 2.1.2. The operads Poset and PO(φγ) are isomorphic.

2.2. New operads. We now generalize the concept of multi-tildes to double multi-tildes.In terms of operators on languages (see Section 3), multi-tildes can be seen as operators al-lowing to jump forward in a regular expression and double multi-tildes as operators allowingto jump both forward or backward in a regular expression. The interest of this extensionrelies on the fact that, while multi-tildes can emulate the sum and the concatenation, doublemulti-tildes can emulate in addition to this the Kleene star of regular expressions and theirlanguages. We construct in this section an operad DMT of double multi-tildes and a quotientQoset of DMT of quasiorders.
2.2.1. Operad of double multi-tildes. Let DMT be the operad of double multi-tildesdefined as DMT := MT◊MT, (2.2.1)where ◊ is the Hadamard product of operads. An element of arity n of DMT is, by definitionof ◊, a pair ((n, s), (n, t)) where (n, s) and (n, t) are multi-tildes. For simplicity, this element issimply denoted by (n, s, t) and is called a double multi-tilde. The binary relation of (n, s, t)is the binary relation R(n,s,t) on [n + 1] satisfying xR(n,s,t) y if x = y or (x, y − 1) ∈ s or(y − 1, x) ∈ t. Since any multi-tilde (n, s) can be seen as a double multi-tilde (n, s, ∅), MT isa suboperad of DMT. Observe that the double multi-tilde (1, ∅, ∅) is the unit of DMT. Sincefor any n > 1, #DMT(n) = (#E(Pn))2,

#DMT(n) = 4(n+12 ). (2.2.2)
Hence, the first dimensions of DMT are

4, 64, 4096, 1048576, 1073741824, 4398046511104, 72057594037927936,4722366482869645213696, (2.2.3)
and form Sequence A053763 of [Slo]. Observe that the dimensions of DMT are very similarto the dimensions of the operads obtained by the clique construction applied to a unitarymagma having exactly four elements (see Section 1.2.1 of Chapter 7).

Let us provide a construction of DMT through the function PO. Let Dn be the setof all the pairs (s, t), where s and t are subsets of Pn. By observing that Dn ⊆ Dn+1, let
D := ∪n>1Dn. We endow D with the product ∪ defined by (s, t) ∪ (s′, t′) := (s ∪ s′, t ∪ t′) for

http://oeis.org/A053763
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all (s, t), (s′, t′) ∈ D. The pair (D,∪) is a commutative monoid whose unit is 1D := (∅, ∅) andbelongs to D1. Observe also that D is, as a monoid, generated by the set

{({(x, y)}, ∅) : x 6 y} ∪ {(∅, {(x, y)}) : x 6 y}. (2.2.4)Let ψ :Mp → End(D) be the precomposition such that each morphism ψ̄ni is defined byits values on the generators of D by
ψ̄ni (({(x, y)}, ∅)) := (φ̄ni ({(x, y)}), ∅) , (2.2.5a)
ψ̄ni ((∅, {(x, y)})) := (∅, φ̄ni ({(x, y)})) , (2.2.5b)where the φ̄ni are the morphisms associated with the precomposition φ of Section 2.1.1. Onecan check that ψ is a precomposition.

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. The operads DMT and PO(ψ) are isomorphic.2.2.2. Operad of quasiorders. We construct here an operad Qoset which is to DMT whatPoset is to MT.We define the operad Qoset as the quotient of DMT by the operad congruence ≡ definedas follows. For any double multi-tildes (n, s, t) and (n′, s′, t′), one sets (n, s, t) ≡ (n′, s′, t′) if thebinary relations R(n,s,t) and R(n′,s′,t′) have the same reflexive and transitive closure. Forinstance, one has (4, {(1, 2), (3, 3)}, {(1, 3)}) ≡ (4, {(1, 2), (1, 3), (3, 3)}, {(1, 3)}). (2.2.6)It is straightforward to check that ≡ is a congruence of DMT, so that Qoset := DMT/≡ is anoperad. Moreover, since any ≡-equivalence class contains exactly one reflexive and transitiverelation, Qoset is an operad on the set of all quasiorders on [n+ 1]. The first dimensions ofQoset are 4, 29, 355, 6942, 209527, 9535241, 642779354, 63260289423, (2.2.7)and form Sequence A000798 of [Slo].Let us consider the monoid D and the precomposition ψ of Section 2.2.1. Let γ : D → Dbe the map sending any pair of (s, t) of D2
n to the pair (s′, t′) of D2

n such that R(n,s′,t′) is thereflexive and transitive closure of R(n,s,t). For instance, the pair consisting in the secondand third components of the left member of (2.2.6) shows elements of P24 and the secondand third components of the right member is its reflexive and transitive closure. A doublemulti-tilde (n, s, t) is pseudo-transitive if (s, t) belongs to the image of γ. One can checkthat γ is a compatible morphism. Hence, we can consider the operad PO(ψγ) which is, byTheorem 1.2.2, isomorphic to the operad DMT/≡γ .
3. Links with language theoryThe main motivation for the introduction of the four operads MT, Poset, DMT, and Qoset(the first two in [LMN13] and the last two here) relies on the fact that they act on languages.In more precise terms, the set of all languages over a finite alphabet A is endowed with O-monoid structures, where O is one of the four aforementioned operads. We describe thesestructures in this section.

http://oeis.org/A000798
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3.1. Action of multi-tildes and double multi-tildes. The action of DMT on languageson a finite alphabet can be described in terms of automata. This leads to the constructionof a DMT-monoid. All this justifies the role of DMT in formal language theory since thisoperad provides a concise way to express languages.
3.1.1. Automata and regular languages. An automaton is a tuple (A,Q, δ, i, t) where

A is a ground alphabet, Q is a finite set, called set of states, δ : Q × A t {ε} → E(Q) is a
transition map, i is a state of Q called initial state, and t is a state of Q called terminal state.We consider here very particular automata (also known as ε-automata). We use the maindefinitions of the theory (see for instance [Sak09]), like the notion of language recognizedby an automaton, regular languages, regular expressions, etc.

From now on, A is the infinite alphabet A := {a1, a2, . . .} and A is any finite alphabet.
3.1.2. From double multi-tildes to automata. Let (n, s, t) be a double multi-tilde of arity nof DMT and A(n,s,t) be the automaton (A, Q, δ, q1, qn+1) defined by

Q := {qj : j ∈ [n + 1]} , (3.1.1)
δ(qj , ai) := {qj+1}, (3.1.2)

δ(qj , ε) := {qk+1 : (j, k) ∈ s} ∪ {qk : (k, j − 1) ∈ s} . (3.1.3)
For instance, by considering the double multi-tilde

(n, s, t) := (6, {(1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 4)}, {(2, 2), (2, 3), (4, 5)}), (3.1.4)
the transition map of the automaton A(n,s,t) := (A, {q1, . . . , q7}, δ, q1, q7) satisfies
δ(q1, a1) := {q2}, δ(q2, a2) := {q3}, δ(q3, a3) := {q4},

δ(q4, a4) := {q5}, δ(q5, a5) := {q6}, δ(q6, a6) := {q7}, (3.1.5)
and
δ(q1, ε) := {q4}, δ(q2, ε) := {q3}, δ(q3, ε) := {q2, q5},

δ(q4, ε) := {q2}, δ(q5, ε) := ∅, δ(q6, ε) := {q4}. (3.1.6)
This automaton can be depicted as

q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

ε

ε
ε

ε
ε ε

. (3.1.7)
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3.1.3. Action of double multi-tildes on languages. Let LA be the set of all the languageson the alphabet A, RA be the subset of LA consisting in all regular languages, and FA be thesubset of RA consisting in all finite languages. Let, for any n > 1, the action

· : DMT(n)×LA
×n →LA (3.1.8)defined, for any double multi-tilde (n, s, t) and any languages l1, . . . , ln of LA by(n, s, t) · (l1, . . . , ln) := Lang (A(n,s,t)(l1, . . . , ln)) , (3.1.9)whereA(n,s,t)(l1, . . . , ln) is the automaton obtained by replacing each letter ai by the language

li , i ∈ [n], and for any automaton A, Lang(A) denotes the language described by A. Forinstance, by using regular expressions,
(n, {(1, 4)}, {(2, 3), (3, 4)}) · (l1, l2, l3) = Lang

 q1 q2 q3 q4l1 l2 l3
ε

ε ε


= ε + (ε + l1l2)(l2 + l3)∗l3. (3.1.10)We can observe that if (n, s, t) and (n′, s′, t′) are two double multi-tildes, A(n,s,t)◦i(n′,s′,t′) isthe automaton obtained by replacing the transition labeled by ai connecting the states qi and

qi+1 of A(n,s,t) by A(n′,s′,t′), and by relabeling adequately its states and transitions. Replacingin this way a transition by an automaton is possible since A(n′,s′,t′) has exactly one initial andone terminal state. From this observation, one has the following result.
THEOREM 3.1.1. The actions · endow the set LA of all languages on A with a structure

of a DMT-monoid. Moreover, the restrictions of the · to the set RA of all regular languages
on A endow RA with a structure of a DMT-monoid.

3.1.4. Expressions for regular languages.

PROPOSITION 3.1.2. Let l and l′ be two languages of LA satisfying

l = (n, s, t) · (α1, . . . , αn) (3.1.11)
and

l′ = (n′, s′, t′) · (α′1, . . . , α′n′) (3.1.12)
for some n, n′ > 1, (n, s, t) ∈ DMT(n), (n′, s′, t′) ∈ DMT(n′), αi, α′i ∈ {{a} ∈ A} ∪ {∅}. Then,

l+ l′ = ((3, {(1, 3), (2, 4)}, ∅) ◦ [(n, s, t), (1, ∅, ∅), (n′, s′, t′)]) · (α1, . . . , αn, ∅, α′1, . . . , α′n′) , (3.1.13a)
ll′ = ((3, {(2, 3)}, ∅) ◦ [(n, s, t), (1, ∅, ∅), (n′, s′, t′)]) · (α1, . . . , αn, ∅, α′1, . . . , α′n′) , (3.1.13b)

l∗ = ((1, {(1, 2)}, {(2, 1)}) ◦1 (n, s, t)) · (α1, . . . , αn). (3.1.13c)
In the statement of Proposition 3.1.2, the symbols ◦ denote the complete compositionmaps of DMT.As a consequence of Proposition 3.1.2, one obtains the following result.
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PROPOSITION 3.1.3. Any regular language l of RA can be expressed as

l = (n, s, t) · (α1, . . . , αn), (3.1.14)
for some n > 1, (n, s, t) ∈ DMT(n), and αi ∈ {{a} ∈ A} ∪ {∅}.

3.1.5. Expressions for finite regular languages. Since MT can be seen as a suboperadof DMT consisting in the double multi-tildes of the form (n, s, ∅), the action · of DMT on
LA described in Section 3.1.3 can be restricted on MT. In this way, we recover a resultof [LMN13].

PROPOSITION 3.1.4. Any finite language l of FA can be expressed as

l = (n, s, ∅) · (α1, . . . , αn), (3.1.15)
for some n > 1, (n, s, ∅) ∈ DMT(n), and αi ∈ {{a} ∈ A} ∪ {∅}.

3.2. Action of pseudo-transitive double multi-tildes. The quotient Qoset of DMT in-herits the action of DMT on languages. The main interest to consider the associated Qoset-monoid instead of the DMT-monoid is that this last one is nonfaithful while the first is. Hence,Qoset is an operad providing optimal operators to describe regular languages.
3.2.1. A nonfaithful action of DMT on languages. Observe that the description of lan-guages by the action of a double multi-tilde on languages (for instance in the ways providedby Propositions 3.1.3 and 3.1.4) is not optimal since a language l can be described fromdifferent double multi-tildes of the same arity. Indeed,

(2, {(1, 2), (2, 3)}, ∅) · ({a}, {b}) = (a + ε)(b + ε) = (2, {(1, 2), (2, 3), (1, 3)}, ∅) · ({a}, {b}). (3.2.1)
In other words, the DMT-monoid consisting in all languages endowed with the action · is anonfaithful DMT-monoid.

3.2.2. A faithful action of Qoset on languages. Since Qoset is a quotient operad of DMT,the actions · of DMT on LA defined in Section 3.1.3 are still well-defined on Qoset. Moreprecisely, for any ≡γ -equivalence class [(n, s, t)]≡γ of double multi-tildes, where ≡γ is theoperad congruence introduced in Section 2.2.2, and any languages l1, . . . , ln of LA,
[(n, s, t)]≡γ · (l1, . . . , ln) := (n, s, t) · (l1, . . . , ln), (3.2.2)

where the symbol · of the right member of (3.2.2) denote the actions of DMT on languages.
Now, contrariwise to the action of DMT on languages, the action of Qoset is optimal inthe following sense.
THEOREM 3.2.1. If A has at least two letters, the actions · endow the set LA of all

languages on A with a structure of a faithful Qoset-monoid.
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3.2.3. Operations of Qoset as operators on languages. Let us examine all the actions ofthe elements of Qoset up to arity 2. We denote each element of Qoset by pseudo-transitivedouble multi-tildes.In arity 1, (1, ∅, ∅) · {a} = ε, (3.2.3a)(1, {(1, 1)}, ∅) · {a} = ε + a, (3.2.3b)(1, ∅, {(1, 1)}) · {a} = a+, (3.2.3c)(1, {(1, 1)}, {(1, 1)}) · {a} = a∗. (3.2.3d)In arity 2, (2, ∅, ∅) · ({a}, {b}) = ab, (3.2.4)

(2, {(1, 1)}, ∅) · ({a}, {b}) = b + ab, (3.2.5a)(2, {(1, 2)}, ∅) · ({a}, {b}) = ε + ab, (3.2.5b)(2, {(2, 2)}, ∅) · ({a}, {b}) = a + ab, (3.2.5c)(2, {(1, 1), (1, 2)}, ∅) · ({a}, {b}) = ε + b + ab, (3.2.5d)(2, {(1, 2), (2, 2)}, ∅) · ({a}, {b}) = ε + a + ab, (3.2.5e)(2, {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}, ∅) · ({a}, {b}) = ε + a + b + ab, (3.2.5f)(2, ∅, {(1, 1)}) · ({a}, {b}) = a+b, (3.2.5g)(2, ∅, {(1, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (ab)+, (3.2.5h)(2, ∅, {(2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = ab+, (3.2.5i)(2, ∅, {(1, 1), (1, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (a+b)+, (3.2.5j)(2, ∅, {(1, 2), (2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (ab+)+, (3.2.5k)(2, ∅, {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (a+b+)+, (3.2.5l)
(2, {(1, 1)}, {(1, 1)}) · ({a}, {b}) = a∗b (3.2.6a)(2, {(1, 1)}, {(2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (ε + a)b+, (3.2.6b)(2, {(1, 2)}, {(1, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (ab)∗, (3.2.6c)(2, {(2, 2)}, {(1, 1)}) · ({a}, {b}) = a+(ε + b), (3.2.6d)(2, {(2, 2)}, {(2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = ab∗, (3.2.6e)

(2, {(1, 1)}, {(1, 2), (2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = ((ε + a)b+)+, (3.2.7a)(2, {(2, 2)}, {(1, 1), (1, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (a+(ε + b))+, (3.2.7b)(2, {(1, 1)}, {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (a∗b+)+, (3.2.7c)(2, {(2, 2)}, {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (a+b∗)+, (3.2.7d)(2, {(1, 2), (2, 2)}, {(1, 1)}) · ({a}, {b}) = ε + a+(ε + b), (3.2.7e)(2, {(1, 1), (1, 2)}, {(2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = ε + (ε + a)b+, (3.2.7f)(2, {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}, {(1, 1)}) · ({a}, {b}) = a∗(ε + b), (3.2.7g)(2, {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}, {(2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (ε + a)b∗, (3.2.7h)
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(2, {(1, 1), (1, 2)}, {(1, 2), (2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = ((ε + a)b+)∗, (3.2.8a)(2, {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}, {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (a + b)∗, (3.2.8b)(2, {(1, 2), (2, 2)}, {(1, 1), (1, 2)}) · ({a}, {b}) = (a+(ε + b))∗. (3.2.8c)
Concluding remarksThe work presented in this chapter provides two kinds of results. The first one consistsin a general construction of operads through a functor PO, producing an operad from aprecomposition. The second one consists in the application of this construction to obtainnew operads or alternative descriptions of already existing ones. In this context we haveintroduced and worked with operads acting on formal languages.The operad Qoset, quotient of the operad DMT of double multi-tildes, acts faithfullyon the set of all regular languages over a finite alphabet. Since Qoset is a combinatorialoperad, it offers countable operations for denoting regular languages. The expressions thusobtained to define regular languages lead to the definition of several measures for theircomplexity. For instance, if l is a regular language, one can define w1(l) (resp. w2(l)) as theminimal arity (resp. number of pairs) of the element of Qoset required to express l (seeProposition 3.1.3 and Theorem 3.2.1). Intuitively, w1 and w2 can be respectively interpretedas functions measuring the width and the height of a language. The first one, w1, is indeedthe minimal number of occurrences of symbols or ∅ in the expression of l. The measure

w2 expresses the minimal complexity of an operator involved for denoting the languages.These measures deserve to be investigated; in particular a parallel with the size of a minimalautomaton (in terms of states or transitions) should be established.Another perspective is the extension of the conversion methods from automata to ex-pressions by using double multi-tildes. These conversions were studied in [CCM10] andin [CCM12]. By slightly modifying the action of the operads, we aim to extend these algo-rithms of conversions. Conversely, it seems worth designing algorithms producing automatafrom expressions (like e.g., position functions [Glu61] or expression derivatives [Brz64,
Ant96]).A last perspective is the following. By the Alexandroff correspondence [Ale37], qua-siorders on finite sets are in bijection with finite topologies. The question here consists ininvestigating if the action of the operad of quasiorders Qoset on languages has a topologicalinterpretation.



Conclusion

In all this dissertation, our main philosophy is to design operations on combinatorialobjects in order to construct algebraic structures on them. By studying algebraically thesestructures, we hope to grab combinatorial properties on the objects. All this provides a toolto tackle problems coming from enumerative combinatorics or computer science.We expose in this work numerous constructions inputting simple algebraic structures(like magmas, monoids, or posets) and outputting more complicated ones (like Hopf bial-gebras, operads, and pros) and involving combinatorial objects. Therefore, our main con-tribution is to provide metatools, in the sense that our constructions can be used to endowcombinatorial collections with algebraic structures.Each chapter ends with a section named “Concluding remarks” raising some contextualopen questions. For this reason we will not mention these here. Let us instead speak aboutthe general and cross sectional ideas and directions for future research.
About constructions of operadsA first general direction consists in using the constructions T (see Chapters 4 and 5), As(see Chapter 6), C (see Chapter 7), and PO (see Chapter 12) to define even more operads.As we have seen, these constructions lead to the definitions of many interesting operads,involving a large range of combinatorial objects and of partial composition operations andalgorithms. We think that we are far to have exhausted the subject and that many otheroperads deserving to be studied can be obtained.A next logical continuation is to develop more connections between combinatorial alge-braic structures and properties of their underlying combinatorial objects. We have pointedout, mostly in Chapter 11, that ns colored operads lead to a generalization of usual formalpower series. By using the operations of operads, we obtain a bunch a natural operations onsuch generalized series, forming new tools for enumerative prospects. This axis consists inconstructing new operads on various kind of objects (like integer partitions, Young tableaux,planar maps, etc.) and use these and their formal power series to discover enumerativeproperties.

About pros and their combinatoricsIn Chapter 9, a link between the theory of pros and the one of Hopf bialgebras has beenhighlighted through a construction H associating a Hopf bialgebra with some pros. Theselast objects are generalizations of operads and their underlying combinatorics is much less
357
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developed and understood than those of operads. For instance, while free operads are verywell-known structures, free pros are not well described. Some particular phenomena occurwhen one considers free pros on generators having null input and/or output arities. Thequestion here is to provide a good combinatorial realization of free pros. The describedrealization in terms of prographs (see Chapters 1 and 2) allows only generators with at leastone input and one output. This research axis contains also questions like a description ofthe Hilbert series of free pros.Pros provide also an interesting framework to work with all the symmetric groups atthe same time. Indeed, the pro K 〈Per〉 of all permutations (see Chapter 2) encapsulates thecomposition operation of all permutations and hence, contains all groups Sn , n ∈ N. This pro,by computing its presentation by generators and relations, leads to the known presentationof the symmetric groups in terms of elementary transpositions. Here we ask for a generalconstruction associating a pro with any sequence Wn , n ∈ N, of Coxeter groups, analogto what is K 〈Per〉 for Sn , n ∈ N. This could lead to combinatorial realizations of someCoxeter groups. The same, but more general and hard question, consisting in encapsulatinga sequence Mn , n ∈ N, of monoids in pros holds also.Here is a last theme about pros we would like to expose. As said before, (colored) operadsare promising devices to generalize usual formal power series. Since pros are in some sensegeneralizations of operads, series on pros would be an even more powerful generalizationof such series. Additionally, they could be very interesting devices for enumeration. Due tothe richness of the structure, series on pros come with a lot of different products. At least, ageneralization of the pre-Lie and composition product on series on colored ns operads (seeChapter 11) can be considered.

About biproducts and their algorithmicAs exposed in Chapter 10, combinatorial (bi)algebraic structures are good supports to askquestions of analysis of algorithms. To be more precise, given a combinatorial space K 〈C〉endowed with a biproduct � of arity p, the question of the complexity of the computation of
�(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp), where x1, . . . , xp are objects of C seems in general unexplored and open.The analysis may be performed with respect to the sum of the sizes of x1, . . . , xp . This couldlead to a hierarchy of biproducts depending on their complexity. Some biproducts can havedifferent complexity on different bases of K 〈C〉. This research direction mixes in a balancedway algebraic combinatorics and computer science.
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ABSTRACT. This habilitation thesis fits in the fields of algebraic and enumerative com-binatorics, with connections with computer science. The main ideas developed in this workconsist in endowing combinatorial objects (words, permutations, trees, integer partitions,Young tableaux, etc.) with operations in order to construct algebraic structures. This pro-cess allows, by studying algebraically the structures thus obtained (changes of bases, gener-ating sets, presentations by generators and relations, morphisms, representations), to collectcombinatorial information about the underlying objects. The algebraic structures the mostencountered here are magmas, posets, associative algebras, dendriform algebras, Hopf bial-gebras, operads, and pros.This work explores the aforementioned research direction and provides many (functorialor not) constructions having the particularity to build algebraic structures on combinatorialobjects. We develop for instance a functor from nonsymmetric colored operads to nonsym-metric operads, from monoids to operads, from unitary magmas to nonsymmetric operads,from finite posets to nonsymmetric operads, from stiff pros to Hopf bialgebras, and fromprecompositions to nonsymmetric operads. These constructions bring alternative ways todescribe already known structures and provide new ones, as for instance, some of the defor-mations of the noncommutative Faà di Bruno Hopf bialgebra of Foissy and a generalizationof the dendriform operad of Loday.We also use algebraic structures to obtain enumerative results. In particular, nonsym-metric colored operads are promising devices to define formal series generalizing the usualones. These series come with several products (for instance a pre-Lie product, an associa-tive product, and their Kleene stars) enriching the usual ones on classical power series. Thisprovides a framework and a toolbox to strike combinatorial questions in an original way.The text is organized as follows. The first two chapters pose the elementary notions ofcombinatorics and algebraic combinatorics used in the whole work. The last ten chapterscontain our original research results fitting the context presented above.
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